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Preface and 
Acknowledgments 

• 

This publication completes, for the time being, a project in Speculative 
Music that began in 1978 with the systematic assembly, translation, and 
commentary on texts from Plato to the present day. Seeking material 
mainly in the British and Bodleian Libraries, I had by 1982 completed 
some thousand pages of typescript. For three years this unwieldy mass 
helped eo clutter the office of a prominent London publisher, enthusi
astic in principle but hesitant to launch a volume of this size. It was 
Eileen Campbell, then at Roudedge & Kegan Paul, who urged me to 
cut the book in two and agreed to publish half of it. That half appeared 
in 1986 as Music, Mysticism 11nd M11gic: A Sourctbook, and the following 
year as an Arkana (now Penguin) paperback. (References in notes as 
well as parenthetical text references to this earlier work will use the 
abbreviation MMI:!M.) 

Another visionary publisher, Ehud Sperling, has now brought the 
rest of this material out of oblivion, in a source book that is in every way 
a sister-work to the earlier one. Whereas Music, Mystidsm 11nd M11gic, 
true to its tide, contained mainly writings on music as it affects the 
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zii THE HARMONY OF THE SPHEKES 

human being (what the ancients called "Musica Humana"), this one 
treats the lohier subject of"Musica Mundana," the music of the Worlds, 
or Spheres. 

The Music (or Harmony ) of tbt Sphtrts is a common enough phrase 
in poetic discourse, but how many know what is meant by it? This 
sourcebook exists to answer that question, as far as it can be answered 
in print. In one respect, the book is a many-faceted commentary on the 
passage in Plato's Timaeus that describes how the Demiurge fashioned 
the World-Soul. Our authors return again and again to this, each one 
adding to it from his store of knowledge - or prejudice. Several of the 
voices heard in Music, Mysticism ond Mogic return here to address the 
new level of their subject: they are Plato himself, of course, Censorious, 
Boethius, the Brethren of Purity, jacques de Liege, Ficino, Zarlino, 
Kepler, Fludd, Kircher, Werckmeister, von Dalberg, Schopenhauer, 
Fabre d'Olivet, and (interpreted by Toussenel) Charles Fourier. An 
additional thirty- eight authors, ranging from those with whose impor
tance every educated person is familiar to others whose works have 
seldom seen the light of day, contribute to a picture of considerable 
richness. 

I ~a~e no apology for including such recondite material, for it is my 
conv1cuon that fame and a demonstrable influence on intellectual his
to~ are not th~ only standards by which a person should be judged. In 
th1s of all subJects, no one can do more than to chronicle his own 
eccentricities, and those of a Ptolemy or a Newton are not intrinsically 
superior to those of an Isaac ben Haim or an Azbel. Anyone who stud
ies this .subject at any length will conceive a special affection for his 
comp~mons across the centuries, and will find a particular delight in 
the d1scovery of a new fellow-traveler on these litde-trod roads of the 
intellect. ~~work during 1984-86, mosdy in the Bibliotheque Nationale 
and the B1bhotheque de la Sorbonne in Paris, brought many such happy 
encounters, and enabled me to add the extracts from Azbel and Saint
Yves d'Aiveydre. Much more on them, and on the French side in gen
eral, appears in my book L'Esotirismt Musical tn France, 1750-1950 
(Paris: AI bin Michel, 1991 ). 

This sourcebook does not cover the rwentieth century, as was at
tempted in Music, Mysticirm and Mogic. One reason is that the most 
important modern contributors to speculative music have been Hans 
Kayser, Rudolf Steiner, and their respective followers and pupils; and 
that these are represented, together with the solitary genius Marius 
S_chneider, i.n my collection Cosmic Music: Musical Keys to the Imerpreta
tlon of Rtollty (Rochester, Vt.: Inner Traditions International, 1989). 
Another reason is that modem work on the Harmony of the Spheres 

Prrf«t tmd Acbuwkdgmmu xiii 

has become increasingly quantitative and technical, hence inaccessible 
to many a student, including myself; 1 cannot enjoy Clarence Hill's 
Harmonia Hannonica, for instance, or Dom Niroman's L4 Leron dt Platon. 
More gifted readers must discover these for themselves. 1 would only 
mention that the combined bibliographies of this work, Music, Mysti
cism and Mogic, my book Harmonies of Htavtn and &nh (Rochester, Vt.: 
Inner Traditions International, 1987), and K. S. Guthrie's Tht 
Pythogortan Sourctbook in the Phanes Press edition, contain as full a 
guide to the literature of speculative music as is currendy available. 

It is once again a pleasure to thank Colgate University for the sev
eral small grants that have enabled me to travel for my research, and 
for enabling the text to be typed onto disk by Patricia Ryan; the Ameri
can Council of Learned Societies for a Grant-in-Aid during 1985-86; 
the National Endowment for the Humanities for Travel to Libraries 
Grants in 1986 and 1988. My colleagues Ross and Malva Ferlito helped 
me with some difficult passages in Tartini; Siegmund Levarie with in
formation on 1saac Rice. Free use of their copyrighted translations was 
kindly granted by Professors Calvin Bower, Marion L. Kuntz, Clement 
A. Miller, Thomas E. Mathiesen, Amnon Shiloah, Mr. Arthur Farndell, 
and the editors of the Colorado College Music Press, the Scholars 
Press, the Wizard's Bookshelf, and the American Institute of Musicol
ogy. 1 have been unable to locate Mary Protase Le Row: to acknowl
edge my use of her work on Regino. It is only fair to add that these 
tnlnslations often contain valuable notes, which the restrictions of space 
and the nature of this sourcebook have compelled me to omit. Those 
notes that I have used are indicated by the writer's initials in brackets. 
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Plato 
c. 4 29-34 7 B.C.E 

Although Plato wrote his dialogue Timatus some thirty years later than 
the Rtpub/i(, the conversation it records is supposed to have taken place 
on the following day. The main speaker is Timacus, a Pythagorean 
philosopher from Locri in southern Italy, and his subjects arc the cre
ation of the World-Soul, the structure of the elements, and the work
ings of the human body. 

This passage concerning the making of the World-Soul by the 
Demiurge, or creator god, has rightly been called "the most perplexing 
and difficult of the whole dialogue,"1 for it is an inextricable blend of 
mathematics and music, astronomy and metaphysics. Even in Plato's 
own century it was a cause of dispute among his successors at the 
Athenian Academy. 

Among the modern guides, A. E. Taylor and Frands M. Cornford 
have approached the work from a basis of solid classical erudition. 
CornfordJ sees this passage as primarily cosmological, and imagines Plato 
as having composed it with the visual aid of an armiUary sphere or 
skeleton model of the cosmic orbits. Ernest McClain,l on the other 
hand, reads it as a musical myth, fitting naturally within the context of 
the ancient obsession with tuning systems that McClain has traced 
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4 THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES 

through Babylon, India, and China, as well as through all the works of 
Plato that deal in number. Plato would thus have used not the sphere 
but the monochord, an aural aid. Both these interpretations are elabo
rate and persuasive, being carried through consistendy to the last 
detail. 

Another independent researcher, John Michell,4 finds that the Timatus 
scale encodes and confirms the ancient canon of number, which Michell 
in his turn has unearthed in megalithic monuments and Gothic cathe
drals, as well as in the Greek language itself. But for Proclus (see no. 12 
of this sourcebook), whose commentary on the Timatus is the most 
extensive to survive from the Academy, Plato's intentions were to be 
interpreted in the light of Orphic and Chaldaean theology, and his 
subject as the generation of the Gods. 

Perhaps the Timanu should be classed with those "revealed" scrip
tures, which seem to act as universal reflectors: each commentator 
projects onto such a work his own preoccupations and beliefs, and each 
receives from it perfect confirmation. One interpretation does not con
tradict another: each is valid in proportion to its interpreter's intellect 
and motives, and in the case of the five commentators named here, 
there is no question that these are of the highest. The notes are in
tended purely to make Plato's story more comprehensible. 

The Timatus, as it turned out, was the only Platonic dialogue that 
never sank into oblivion in the West. During the Dark and Middle 
Ages its first and most essential pan was known in the Latin version of 
Calcidius (see no. 10). This freak of survival was probably the single 
most important fact in the transmission of the doctrines of cosmic and 
psychic harmony. 

I use here the translation of Thomas Taylor (1758-1835), in homage 
to one who carried the torch of Platonism through another dark age, 
that of Regency England. Whatever the archaic qualities of his English 
style, one can be sure that he penetrated as deeply into the meaning of 
Plato's text as anyone in the modern age. 

Sourtt: Tbt Works of Plato, translated by Thomas Taylor (London, 1804), 
vol. 2, pp. 484-488. 

• 
The Dnniurge FllSbions the World-Soul 

[3Sa] From an essence impartible, and always subsisting according to 
sameness of being, and from a nature divisible about bodies, he mingled 

I 

Plllto J 

from both a third form of essence, having a middle subsistence between 
the two.' And again, between that which is impartible and tha_t which 
is divisible about bodies, he placed the nature of same and different. 
And taking these, now they are three, he mingled them all into one 
idea. But as the nature of different could not without difficulty be 
mingled in same, he harmonized them toge~er by employing f~rce in 
their conjunction.' (3Sb] But after he had mmgled these two wtth es
sence, and had produced one from the _three,. he _again divided this 
whole into becoming parts; at the same ome mmgbng each part from 
same, different, and essence. But he began to divide as follows: -In the 
first place, he received one part from the whole. Then h~ separated a 
second part, double of the first; afterwards a third, sesqu1alters of ~e 
second, but triple of the first: then a fourth, double of the second; m 
the next place a fifth, triple of the third; a sixth, octuple of the first; 
[He] and lastly a seventh, twenty-seven times more than the first. 
After this, he filled up the double and triple intervals, [36a] a~ain cut
ting off parts from the whole; and placed them so between the mtervals, 
that there might be two mediums in every interval; and that one of 
these might by the same part exceed one of the extremes, and be ex
ceeded by the other;' and that the other part might by an equal number 
surpass one of the extremes, and by an equal ~um_ber be surpas_sed by 
the other.9 But as from hence sesquialter, sesquateroan, and sesqu1octave 
intervals were produced,•0 from those bonds in the first spaces, (36b) he 
filled with a sesquioctave interval all the sesquiterti.an pa~, at the sa~e 
time leaving a pan of each of these.11 And then agam the mterval of th1s 
pan being assumed, a comparison is from thence obtained in terms of 
number to number, subsisting between 2S6 and 243.11 But now the 
whole of that mixture from which these were separated was consumed 
by such a section of parts. Hence he then cut the whole of this com
position according to length, and produced two from one; and adapted 
middle to middle, like the form of the letter X. Afterwards he bent 
them into a circle, (36c} connecting them, both with themselves and 
with each other, in such a manner that their extremities might be com
bined in one directly opposite to the point o~ their mu~al interse~tion; 
and externally comprehended them in a mooon revolvmg accordmg to 
sameness, and in that which is perpetually the same. 11 And besides thi~, 
he made one of the circles external, but the other internal; and denomi
nated the local motion of the exterior circle, the motion of that nature 
which subsists according to sameness; but that of the interior one, the 
motion of the nature subsisting according to difference. He likewise 
caused the circle panalcing of sameness to revolve laterally towards the 
right hand; but that which partakes of differe.nce di~metrically to'_Yar~s 
the left. But he conferred dominion on the Circulation of that wh1ch IS 

same and similar: (36d) for he suffered this alone to remain undivided. 
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6 THE HARMONY OF TilE SPHERES 

But as to the interior circle, when he had divided it six times, and had 
produced seven unequal circles, each according to the interval of the 
double and triple; as each of the intervals being three; If he ordered the 
circles to proceed in a course contrary to each other:-and three of the 
seven interior circles he commanded to revolve with a similar swiftness; 
but the remaining four with a motion dissimilar to each other,u and to 
the former three; yet so as not to desert order and proportion in their 

. circulations. 
After, therefore, the whole composition of the soul was completed 

according to the intention of its artificer, in the next place he fabricated 
within soul the whole of a corporeal nature; and, conciliating middle 
with middle, he apdy harmonized them together. [36e] But soul being 
every way extended from the middle to the very extremities of the 
universe, and investing it externally in a circle, at the same time herself 
revolving within herself, gave rise to the divine commencement of an 
unceasing and wise life, through the whole of time. [37a] And, indeed, 
the body of the universe was generated visible; but soul is invisible, 
participating of a rational energy and harmony,16 and subsisting as the 
best of generated natures, through its artificer, who is the best of in
telligible and perpetual beings. 

2 

+ 

Pliny the Elder 
23 or 24-79 C.E 

On his retirement from military service, Gaius Plinius Secundus de
voted himself to writing historical chronicles and making a collection 
of universal knowledge. The resulting work, a Natural History in thirty
seven books, is a stupendous achievement, and would supply scientists 
and philosophers with material until well into the seventeenth century. 
Pliny died accidentally while observing the interesting natural phenom
enon of the eruption of Vesuvius. 

In the first extract, Pliny expresses skepticism about the planetary 
music while the second introduces us to the tangled skein of planet
tone tbeories. These are based not on their relative speeds, as in Cicero's 
conception (see Macrobius, no. 11), but on their di,stances, as if m~e 
were to stretch strings from the earth to each planet s sphere ~r orbu. 
In a later chapter, (11, xxi), Pliny denigrates all efforts to ascertam these 
distances, recommending "geometrical inference" as the only m~thod 
likely to produce result&, and then only conjectural ones. But curaously 
enough, he does not record any ~f these resu~ts, ex~ept" those of 
Pythagoras, whom he dignifies as a man of sagactous mmd. Stranger 
still he shows at the end of the book that he had access to the canon 
of :xact measurements, at least of the earth's dimensions (see the men-
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8 THE HA.RMONY OF THE SPHERES 

tion of John Michell's work in note 3). Knowledge of this kind was a 
closely guarded secret, and it is impossible to penetrate the proverbial 
'"Pythagorean silence" that veils the true opinions of that school. The 
symbolism of the Pythagorean theories given here, however, is quite 
plain: the sun is equidistant from the earth and the stars, whether the 
distances are reckoned as 378,000 stades or as a musical fifth. 

Sourtt: Pliny the Elder, Nllturlll History (Cambridge, Mass.: Loeb edi
tion, 1938), vol. I, pp. 172-174, 226-228. Translated by the Editor. 

• 
What Tones the Pythagoreans Assign to the Spheres 

11, iii. This form,1 then, is eternal and unceasing in its revolution, 
turning with indescribable speed in the space of twenty-four hours, as 
the sun's rising and setting leave us in no doubt. Whether the sound of 
such a vast mass whirling in its ceaseless rotation is so loud as to exceed 
the capacity of the ear, I cannot easily say-no more, by Hercules, than 
whether there is at the same time a tinkling of the stars as they turn 
around with it, revolving in their orbits-nor whether it makes sweet 
music of incredible beauty. To us, who live within it, the world glides 
silently day and night. 

xix. Many people have also attempted to discover the distances of the 
stars from the earth, and have proclaimed that the sun is nineteen times 
as far from the moon as the moon is from the earth.1 Pythagoras, 
however, a man of knowing soul, made the distance from the earth to 
the moon 126,000 stades,• from the moon to the sun twice as much 
and from the sun to the twelve signs (of the Zodiac) three times. Ou; 
countryman Gallus Sulpicius was also of the same opinion. 
u. But sometimes Pythagoras, using musical theory,4 calls the distance 
from the earth to the moon a whole-tone, from the moon to Mercury 
half as much, the same from Mercury to Venus, a tone and a half from 
Venus to the Sun, a tone from the Sun to Mars (i.e., the same as from 
the earth to the moon), half a tone from Mars to Jupiter, half a tone 
from Jupiter to Saturn, and a tone and a half from Saturn to the Zodiac. 
Thus it makes seven whole-tones, which they call the harmony dillpa
son, i.e., a universal harmony. Saturn moves therein at the Dorian pitch,' 
Jupiter at the Phrygian, and the others similarly-but this is more of a 
playful subtlety than a necessary one. 

3 

+ 

Nicomachus of Gerasa 
lived between 50 and 150 CE 

Nicomachus was a native of Jerash, now in Jordan, and an important 
figure in the popular Neopythagorean movement of the first and sec
ond centuries. His Introduction to Aritbmttic would later serve as a model 
for Boethius (see no. 13) and a standard textbook for the medieval 
Christian and Islamic worlds. Proclus (see no. 12) considered 
Nicomachus his own former incarnation, and the Neoplatonists in gen
eral adopted Nicomachean mathematics with its arithmology and dis
tinctive classification of numbers. 

The Encbiridion bannonicts ("Textbook of Harmony") was an elemen
tary work, a sketch written for an educated lady with the promi~e of. a 
mOle detailed commentary to follow. (Probably the latter survtves tn 
Boethius' work.) This extract shows the breadth of Nicomachus' har
monic thought, embracing everything in the universal matrix of the 
musical Tetraktys (6:8:9:12 or the interval-sequence E' BA E) and the 
diatonic scale that fills it out: the movements of the planets, the acous
tics of instruments, Pythagoras' discoveries, experiments, and innova
tions and Plato's creation of the World-Soul. The harmony of tone 
with 'number became, for the Pythagoreans, a kind of Grand Unified 
Theory: an archetype of the harmony which permeates and unites both 
the greater and the lesser world. 

9 



10 THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES 

For all the problems that Nicomachus poses when examined in detail 
(see the not~s), his story of Pythagoras is the stuff not of mere history 
but of genume myth. It records the semidivine origin of harmonic 
knowledge, replete with hintS of deeper meaning. What were these four 
blacksmiths making, as they presided over the birth of Greek experi
mental science? Was Pythagoras' visit to their subterranean forge an 
initiation, or an initiatic vision? And again, in his experiment at home, 
do we not have an image of the Lllmbdoma, the diagram of the Timaeus 
numbers, in this "angle formed by two walls" with its single nail as the 
unitive point where all lines meet? (See von Thimus, no. 49.) 

Sourre: Nicomacque de Gtrtut, Manuel d'barmoniqut, translated by Charles
Emile Ruelle in Collection dts auteun grta ril4tift a la musiqut (Paris: Baur, 
1881), pp. 13-26. Translated by the Editor. 

• 
Tbe Sa~le and the Planets 

Chapter Ill. 10. The names of sounds must have been borrowed from 
the seven stars which traverse the sky and circle around the earth. In 
fact they say that all bodies which whirl around in a very fluid and 
yielding motion must needs produce noises which differ from each 
other according to their size, the speed of their sound, and their posi
tion; that is to say, according to their own sounds, their own speeds, 
and the. media in which the revolution of each body is accomplished, 
dcpendang on whether these media are more fluid or more resis
tant.1 11. They point out clearly these same three differences in the 
case of the planetS, which are distinguished from one another by size, 
speed, and position, and which circle without respite, whisding in the 
ethereal vapor. 12. It is precisely because of this that they are called 
by the name of aster, as one might say 'resdess' or 'ever-running' (ait 
tbton), whence arc formed the words tbeos (God) and aitbtr (cther).1 

. 13. Now, because of the movement of Cronos, which is the planet 
satuated the furthest above us, the lowest sound in the octave is called 
bypate, for bypaton signifies the most clevated.J 14. Because of the 
orbit of the Moon, placed the lowest in rank and the nearest to the 
Earth, we say ntlltt, nttt, for ntaton signifies the lowest. IS. Of the 
two stars situated on either side, to that of Zeus, beneath Cronos, 
corresponds the parbypatt; to the other, Aphrodite's, situated above the 
Moon, corresponds the p11rtmtte. 16. The most central star, which 
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is the Sun, in the fourth place counting from either end, becomes the 
origin of the mtse, placed at the interval of a fourth from each end in 
the ancient heptachord, just as the Sun is fourth in rank among the 
seven planets counting from each extreme, for it occupies the middle 
point. 17. Of the two stars situated on either side of the Sun, to the 
one, Ares, to whom belongs the sphere placed between Zeus and the 
Sun, corresponds the byptrmtst, also called licbanos; to the other, Hermes, 
placed midway between Aphrodite and the Sun, corresponds the 
paramest. 

18. We will corroborate these ideas for you with more precision and 
more fully by adding linear and numerical proofs in the commentaries 
which we have already promised you, 0 most wise and enlightened of 
women; and we will tell you the reason why we ourselves do not hear 
this cosmic symphony emitting sweet and utterly harmonious accentS, 
as tradition4 relates. But now, for lack of time, we must continue • 

Acoustics 
Chapter IV. 19. We say generally that sound is an uninterrupted per
cussion of the air which reaches as far as the auditive sense; that a note 
is a tension without dimension of the melodic voice; that tension is a 
state and an identity, like size, of a note without interval. 20. The 
interval is the path traversed from low to high and vice versa; the 
(scale-) system, a collection of several intervals. If several attacks or a 
strong wind happen to strike the surrounding air at seve.ral po~nts, a 
loud note results; a weak one, if there are few attacks or httlc wand .. If 
the attacks or the wind are regular and of constant force, the note wall 
be consistent; if they are unequal, it will be uneven. If they strike slowly 
it will be low; if rapidly, it will be high. The effect produced will 
necessarily be inverse in wind instruments such as flutes, trumpets, the 
syrinx, hydraulus, etc., and otherwise in the stringed instruments: cithara, 
lyre, spadix, and the like. There also appear to be intermediate instru
ments, leaning to the one or the other or rendering similar effectS: the 
monochords, commonly called pandoras and, by the Pythagoreans, 
canons; the trigons among stringed instruments, the plagiaules (trans
verse flutes), and the photinx, as will appear in the continuation of our 
discourse. 

21. In stringed instruments, greater tension produces louder and 
higher sounds, and weaker tension slower and lower sounds. In fac~, 
when the plectrum displaces the strings, these are drawn out of thear 
normal position and, as they return, hit the surrounding air at many 
points with a very great rapidity and a strong vibratory movement, as 
if excited by th~tual energy of their tension. Then they return to rest 
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~nd their vibrat~on _ceases, after the manner of a mason's plumb
bne. 22. In wmd mstruments, on the contrary, the bigger bores and 
lengths prod~ce a ~low and rel~xed note, because the wind escapes into 
~e surr~undt~g atr afte~ havt~g. exhausted its intensity on its long 
JOurney; lt nrtkes and agnates tt m an almost insensible fashion, and 
consequently the note produced is low. 

23. We mus~ c~nsider h~re ~at 'more' and 'less' are dependent upon 
our own quantttattve contrtbutton, whether in blowing an aulos hard or 
soft, or in making the strings longer or shorter. It is evident that all this 
is numerically regulated, for it is agreed that quantity can properly be 

.applied only to number. 

The Discoveries of Pythagoras 

Chapter v.s 24. Pythagoras was the first who sought to avoid the middle 
note of the conjunct tetrachords (being the same distance-a fourth
from the two extremes hypate and nete), in order to obtain a more varied 
system, as we may suppose, and also to make the extremes themselves 
produce the most satisfying consonance:, the octave-ratio of 2:1.6 This 
could not be the: case with the existing tetrachords. He therefore inter
c~lated an eighth note between the mm and paramese and fixed it at the 
dtsta~ce of a whol~ tone ~rom th~ mm, a semitone from the paramest. 
In th1s way, the strmg wh1ch prevtously represented the paramese in the 
heptachordallyre was still called trite-'third,' counting from the nrte
and still occupies this position, while the intercalated string was fourth 
from the nett and sounds a fourth with it: a consonance which was 
originally sounded between the mm and hypate. 

25. The note [B) placed between these two-the mm and the inter
~lated string-received the name of the former paramtse, and accord
tng to whether it was joined to one or the other tetrachord was some
times more 'netoid' (if joined to the upper tetrachord), som~times more 
'hypatoid' (joined to the top of the lower one). It furnished the conso
~ance of a fifth, marking the limits of a system formed by the tetrachord 
!tself plus the added tone. Thus the sesquialtera ratio (3:2) of the fifth 
ts acknowledged as the sum of the sesquitertia and the sesquioctave or 
whole-tone [4:3 times 9:8). 

. Chapter VI. 26 .. As for the numerical quantity which represents the 
d1stance of the stnngs sounding the fourth, fifth, and their sum the 
octave-in fact the additional note placed between the two tetrachords
here is how Pythagoras is said to have reported its discovery.7 
· 27. One day he was out wallring, lost in his reflections and in the 
thoug~ts which his schemes suggested to him, wondering whether he 
could mvent an aid for the ear, secure and free from error, such as the 
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senses of sight and touch possess, the one in the compass, the rule, or 
even, we may say, in the dioptra;1 the other in the scales or in the 
invention of measures. He happened by a providential coincidence to 
pass by a blacksmith's workshop, and heard there quite clearly the iron 
hammers striking on the anvil and giving forth confusedly intervals 
which, with the exception of one, were perfect consonances. He recog
nized among these sounds the consonances of the diapason (octave), 
diapente (fifth), and diatessaron (fourth). As for the interval between 
the fourth and the fifth, he noticed that it was in itself dissonant, but 
otherwise complementary to the greater of these two conso
nances. 28. Thrilled, he entered the shop as if a god were aiding his 
plans, and after various experiments discovered that it was the differ
ence of weights that caused the differences of pitch, and not the effort 
of the blacksmiths, nor the shape of the hammers, nor the movement 
of the worked iron. With the greatest care he ascertained the weights 
of the hammers and their impulsive force, which he found perfectly 
identical, then returned home. 

29. He fixed a single nail in the angle formed by two walls, in order to 
avoid even here the slightest difference, and lest a number of nails having 
each their own substance might invalidate the experiment. From this nail 
he hung four strings identical in substance, number of threads, thickness, 
and torsion, and suspended from the lower end of each of them a weight. 
He made the lengths of the strings, moreover, exactly the same, then, 
plucking them together two by two, he heard the above-mentioned con
sonances which varied with each pair of strings. 30. The string stretched 
by the greatest weight, compared to that which supported the smallest, 
sounded the interval of an octave. Now the former represented 12 units 
of the given weight, and the latter 6. He thus proved that the octave is in 
duple ratio, as the weights themselves had made him suspect. The greatest 
string compared to the next smallest, representing 8 units, sounded the 
fifth, and he proved that they were in sesquitertia ratio, that being the 
ratio of the weights. Then he compared it to the next one, with regard to 
the weight it supported. The larger of the two other strings, having 9 
units, sounded the fourth; so he established that it was in the inverse 
sesquitertia ratio, and that this same string was in sesquialtera ratio to the 
smallest-for 9 to 6 is the same ratio, just as the second smallest string 
with 8 units is in sesquitertia ratio to the one of 6 units, and in sesquialtera 
ratio to the one of 12 units. 

31. Consequently, the interval between the fifth and the fourth-the 
amount by which the fifth exceeds the fourth-was confirmed as being 
in the sesquioctave ratio, 9:8. The octave was the system formed by the 
union of one and the other, namely the fifth and the fourth placed side 
by side. So the double ratio is composed of the sesquialtcra and 
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sesquitertia, 12:8:6; or, inversely, by the union of the fourth and fifth, 
so that the octave is composed of the sesquitertia and sesquialtera in 
this order, 12:9:6. 

32. After having exercised his hand and his ear in the study of the 
suspended weights, and having established from these weights the ra
tios of the proportions stated, he ingeniously transferred the results 
obtained through strings hung on a nail placed in the angle of a wall 
to the soundboard of an instrument he called 'cordotone,' in which the 
tension, raised to a point proportional to that which the weights pro
duced, passed to the movement of pegs placed in the upper part. Once 
installed on this terrain, and possessing, as it were, an infallible gno
mon, he enlarged his experiment by making it on different instruments: 
for example, by striking vases, on flutes, syrinxes, monochords, trigons, 
and suchlike. He invariably found the numerical determination conso
nant and reliable. 33. He called the note corresponding to the 
number 6 bypatt; the note of 8, a sesquitertia above, mtst; the note of 
9, a tone higher than the mean and consequently is sesquioctave, 
paramtst; and finally 12 he called nttt. Then he supplied intermediary 
points according to the diatonic genus, by means of proportional notes, 
and thus bound the octachord lyre to the consonant numbers, namely 
the double, the sesquialtera, the sesquitertia, and the difference be
tween the latter pair, the sesquioctave.v 

Chapter VII. 34. Pythagoras recognized in the following way, by 
virtue of natural necessity, the progression of sounds from the lowest 
to the highest, following this same diatonic genus; for the chromatic 
and enharmonic he described afterward, as we will explain one day. So 
this diatonic genus seems to have by nature certain degrees and certain 
progressions of which the details are as follows. A semitone, a tone, a 
tone, which form a system of a fourth, composed of two tones plus 
what is called a semitone;10 then by the addition of another tone (the 
intercalated one), there results the system of a fifth composed of three 
tones plus a semitone. Next there follow a semitone, a tone, a tone: 
another system of a fourth, which is sesquitertia. 35. Thus in the 
heptachordal lyre, previous to this one, every fourth note starting from 
the lowest one was always a fourth away, the semitone occupying by 
turns, according to its placement, the first degree, the middle degree, 
and the third degree of the tetrachord. But in the Pythagorean or 
octachordallyre, there is either-in the case of conjunction-a system 
composed of a tetrachord and a pentachord, or-in the case of disjunc
tion-two tetrachords separated by the interval of a tone. Thus the 
progression from the lowest string will be such that every fifth note is 
consonant by the interval of a fifth, the semitone occupying by turns 
four different degrees: the first, second, third, and fourth. 
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The Means in Plato's Timaeus 
Chapter VIII. 36. Having come thus far, it is time for us to comment 
on the passage of the Psycbogony where Plato expresses himself in these 
words:11 

He placed them so between the intervals, that there might be 
two means in every interval; and that one of these might by the 
same fraction exceed one of the extremes, and be exceeded by 
the other; and that the other might by an equal number surpass 
one of the extremes, and by an equal number be surpassed by 
the other. He (the Demiurge) filled the distance which sepa· 
rates the sesquiahera and sesquitertia intervals with the interval 
of the sesquioctave. 

3 7. These are in fact the double interval, that is the ratio of 12 to 
6, and the two means, which are the number 9 and the number 8. The 
number 8, in harmonic proportion, is the mean between 6 and 12, 
being superior to 6 by a third and inferior to 12 by a third of that 
number 12. This is why (Plato) says that it is by the same fraction, 
considered in relation to the extremes themselves, that the mean 8 is 
respectively superior and inferior; for as the ratio of the greatest term 
is to the least, namely double, so the difference of the greatest to the 
mean, a difference which is 4, is to the difference of this mean to the 
smallest, a difference which is 2; and in effect their differences are in 
double ratio as 4 to 2. 38. The proper character of this mean is such 
that the sum of the extremes multiplied by the mean gives a product 
double the product of the extremes. In fact, 8 times the sum of the 
extremes which is 18 makes 144, double the product of the extremes, 
which is 72. 

39. The other mean, 9, placed in the paramm position, is considered 
as the arithmetical mean between the extremes, being 3 less than 12 
and 3 more than 6. Its proper character is such that the sum of the 
extremes is double this mean, and the square of the mean, which is 81, 
is superior to the product of the extremes by a quantity equal to the 
exact square of their mutual difference, namely to 9, the square of 3, 
which is their difference. 40. One can also demonstrate the third 
proportion, which is 'proportion' truly so called, in the two mean terms 
9 and 8; for 12 is to 8 as 9 is to 6; these two ratios are sesquialtera, and 
the product of the extremes is equal to the product of the means, 6 
times 12 being equal to 9 times 8. 

• 

1 
1 
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+ 

Theon of Smyrna 
fl. 115-140 CE 

Theon's only surviving work is intended as a first step toward the stud
ies recommended to philosophers by Plato in Book VII of his Rtpublic: 
Arithmetic, Plane Geometry, Solid Geometry ("Stereometry"), As
tronomy, and Harmonics. It is dear even from the elementary parts of 
Theon's treatise-which may have been all that he completed-that he 
viewed mathematics not as a self-sufficient science but as an entry to 
the world of real, divine, and almost personified numbers which, in the 
Pythagorean and Platonic worldview, embody the ultimate laws of the 
universe. 

In the introduction to his second book, on music, Theon says that 
"after having finished our treatise on all mathematics, we will add to it 
a dissertation on the harmony of the world, and will not hesitate to 
relate what our predecessors have discovered, nor to make more widely 
known the Pythagorean traditions which we have inherited, without 
ourselves claiming to have discovered the least part of it." And at the 
end of Book Ill he promises a summary of his own work and that of 
Thrasyllus, the Emperor Tiberius' astrologer. Unfortunately we have 
no further material of this son. Our extracts present only an outline of 
how an early Platonic commentator understood these sciences, and a 
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summary of some planet-tone theories from the book on Astronomy. 
Theon's doubts with regard to these, and the poverty of his sources, 
make one the more curious as to what he would himself have written 
about the harmony of the world. 

Sourct: Theon of Smyrna, Matbtmatics Useful for Undtrstanding Plato, 
translated by Robert and Deborah Lawlor from the edition ofj. Dupuis 
(San Diego: Wizard's Bookshelf, 1979), pp. 11-12, 91-94. Used by 
kind permission of the publisher. 

• 
On the Order in which Mathematics Must Be Studied 

Book I, Chapter 2. We are going to begin with the arithmetic theorems 
which are very closely connected with the musical theorems which are 
transposed into numbers. We have no need for a musical instrument, 
as Plato himself explains, when he says that it is not necessary to agitate 
the strings of an instrument (with hand to ear) like curious folk trying 
to overhear something. [Rtpublic Slla-b] What we desire is to under
stand harmony and the celestial music; we can only examine this har
mony after having studied the numerical laws of sounds. When Plato 
says that music occupies the fifth rung (in the study of mathematics), 
he speaks of the celestial music which results from the movement, the 
order and the harmony of the stars which travel in space.' But we must 
give the mathematics of music second place after arithmetic, as Plato 
wished, since one can understand nothing of celestial music if one does 
not understand that which has its foundation in numbers and in reason. 
Then so that the numerical principles of music can be connected to the 
theory of abstract numbers, we will give them the second rung, in order 
to facilitate our study. 

According to the natural order, the first science will be that of num
bers, which is called arithmetic. The second is that whose object is 
surfaces and is called geometry.1 The third, called stereometry, is the 
study of solid objects. The founh treats of solids in movement and this 
is astronomy. As for music, whose object is to consider the mutual 
relations of the movements and intervals, whatever these relations be, 
it is not possible to understand it before having grasped what is based 
on numbers. Thus in our plan, the numerical laws of music will come 
immediately after arithmetic; but following the natural order, this music 
which consists in studying the harmony of the worlds will come in fifth 
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place. Now, according to the doctrine of the Pythagoreans, the num
bers are, so to say, the principle, the source and the root of all things.J 

The Order of the Planets and the Celestial Concert 

Book 11, Chapter IS. Here are the opinions of certain Pythagoreans 
relative to the position and the order of the spheres or circles on which 
the planets are moving. The circle of the moon is closest to the earth, 
that of Hermes is second above, then comes that of Venus, that of the 
sun is fourth, next come those of Mars and Jupiter, and that of Saturn 
is last and closest to that of the distant stars. They determine, in fact, 
that the orbit of the sun occupies the middle place between the planets 
as being the bean of the universe and most able to command. Here is 
a declaration of Alexander of Aetolia:• 

Tbt sphms rist higher and higher; 
tht divint Moon is tht ntartst to tht &rth; 
tht strond is Stilbon, 'tht shining ont,' star of Htrmts, tht 

inventor of tht lyre; 
ntxt comts Phosphorus, brilliant st11r of tht goddm of Cythtra 

(Vmus); 
abovt is tht Sun whose chariot is drawn by horses, otcupying tht 

fourth rung, 
Pyrois, stt~r of tht deadly Man of Thract, is fifth; 
Phaeton, shining sur of Jupiter, is sixth; 
and Phmon, star of Satum, near tht distant sun, is seventh. 
Tbt srvm sphtrts givt tht srvtn sounds of tht lyre and product a 

h11rmony (that is to say, an octave), btraust of the inttrvllls 
which separate tbtm from ont another. 

According to the doctrine of Pythagoras, the world being indeed har
moniously ordained, the celestial bodies which are distant from one 
another according to the proportions of consonant sounds, create, by 
the movement and speed of their revolutions, the corresponding har
monic sounds. It is for this reason that Alexander thus expresses himself 
in the following verse:l 

Tht &rth 111 tht cmttr givts tht low sound of tht hypate; 
the st11rry sphtrt givts tht conjunct nete; 
tht Sun plllctd in tht mitldlt of tht trrllnt stan givts tht mese; 
tht trystlll sphtrt gives tht fourth in rtllltion to it; 
Satum is Wwtst by a hll/ftont; 
Jupiter Jivtrgts 111 much from S11tum as from tht ttrriblt M11rs; 
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tht Sun, joy of mortt~ls, is ont tone below; 
Venus diffirs from tht dllzuing sun by a trihrmitont; 
Hrrmts continues with 11 ht~/ftont wwer th11n Venus; 
thm comes tht Moon which givts to nt~turt such vt~rying hut; 
11nd fint~lly, tht &rth 111 tht ctnttr givts tht fifth with rtsptct to 

tht Sun; and this position hm five regions, from wintry to 
torrid, 

accommodt~ting itst/f to tht most inttnst htt~t, 111 to tht most 
glacial cold. 

Tht htt~vtns, which contt~in six tonts, complttt tht ottllvt. 
Tht son of Jupiter, Htrmts, rtprtsmts 11 Sirtn to us, 
having a stvm-Stringtd lyrt, tht image of this divine world. 

In these verses Alexander has indicated the order for the spheres that 
he has determined. It is evident that he arbitrarily imagined the inter
vals which separate them, and nearly all the rest. Indeed, he says that 
the seven-stringed lyre, the image of the universe, was constructed by 
Hermes, and that it gives the consonances of the octave; then he estab
lished the harmony of the world with nine sounds which, however, 
include only six tones. 

It is true that he attributes the sound of the bypt~tt, as being lower 
than the others, to the earth; but being immobile at the center, it 
renders absolutely no sound. Then he gives the sound of the conjunct 
nttt to the sphere of the stars, and places the seven sounds of the 
planets between the two. He attributes the sound of the mtst to the sun. 
The hypatt does not give the sound of the fifth with the mm, but that 
of the fourth, and it is not with the nttt of the conjuncts that it gives 
the consonance of the octave, but with the nttt of disjuncts. 

The system does n()t conform to the diatonic type, since the melody 
of that genus allows for neither a complete trihemitone interval, nor 
two half-tones one after the other. Neither is it chromatic, for in the 
chromatic genus, the melody does not include the unbroken tone. If it 
be said that the system is formed of the two genera I would answer that 
it is not melodious to have more than two half-tones following one 
another. But all of this is unclear to those who are not initiated into 
music. 

Eratosthenes, in a similar manner, exposes the harmony produced by 
the revolution of the stars, but he does not assign the same order to 
them.6 After the moon which is above the earth, he gives the second 
place to the sun. He says that in fact Mercury, still young, having 
invented the lyre, first rose up to the sky, and passing near the stars 
called "errant," he was astonished that the harmonies produced by the 
speeds of their revolutions were the same as those of the lyre which he 
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had constructed. In the epic verses, this author appears to leave the 
earth immobile and determines that there are eight sounds produced by 
the starry sphere and by the seven spheres of the planets which he 
makes circle around the earth. It is for this reason that he made an 
eight-stringed lyre including the consonances of the octave. This expla
nation fares bener than that of Alexander. 

The mathematicians establish neither this nor that order among the 
planets. After the moon, they place the sun, and some put Hermes 
beyond it, then Venus, and others put Venus, then Hermes. They ar
range the other planets in the order we have mentioned. 

5 

+ 

Ptolemy 
fl. 127-148 CE 

Claudius Ptolemaeus, the great Alexandrian astronomer, was a scientist 
of universal scope. His works on astronomy (the Almagest), astrology 
(the Tetrabiblos), and geography became standard texts for the Arabic, 
Byuntine, and Western Middle Ages. After Aristotle, he was the major 
scientific authority for the medieval period. 

The first and second books of Ptolemy's Harmonics are an ordinary 
treatise on scales and intervals. With the third chapter of Book Ill, the 
tone suddenly changes to that of a fantasia on psychic and cosmic har
mony. If, as is suggested, he was prevented by death from completing 
the work, what are we to make of this as the swan song of Antiquity's 
greatest astronomer? Commentators from Kepler to the present have 
been embarrassed by it, calling it ingenious nonsense. But Kepler him
self suffered the same posthumous verdict on what he considered the 
crown of his work, his explanation of the eliptical planetary orbits 
through musical harmony. Does each age simply have its own distinc
tive nonsense? 

At the beginning of this section, Ptolemy is quite eloquent about the 
wonder and the awe which the study of harmonics arouses. As our 
whole collection demonstrates, whose who have devoted themselves 
intensively to it often believe that they have discovered the key to the 
universe. In some respects it is a different key for each one-and it is 
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this personal dimension that may later be ridiculed-while in other 
respectS the key is always the same, unlocking the doors of insight into 
a numbered and harmonious universe, in which microcosm and macro
cosm reflect in time and space endless variations on a central theme. 
The conviction through intuitive perception that this is so is the core 
of the matter. After that, the theorist hears harmonies everywhere, just 
as some mystics see God in everything. 

As a single example, consider Ptolemy's sevens. At the end of Book Ill, 
Chapter S, he correlates the seven faculties of the soul and the seven 
virtues of reason with the seven notes of the scale. To one who has had 
a direct intuition of the meaning of Seven, every sevenfold grouping 
will become uansparent, and the soul's divisions will reveal it no less 
than the planets and the notes of the scale. One is then no longer 
playing number games, but pointing to the basic truth that whenever 
sevens appear, the archetypal Seven is manifest in them. 

This mode of thinking and experience is unfamiliar today, but has to 
be taken seriously if a man of Ptolemy's stature is not simply to be 
judged more gullible than ourselves. If this imaginative leap can be 
made, his chapters on cosmic correspondences will be read as the re
port of a man for whom every number struck an inner tone, every 
proportion a chord; every movement in the pure circular form proper 
to the souls of men and stars resonated as the two-octave matrix of 
audible harmony. 

Sour(t: Ptolemy, Harmonics, German translation by Ingcmar During in 
his Ptoltm~~ios und Porpbyrios iibtr dit Mruik (Goteborg: Elanders, 1934), 
pp. 114-136. Translated by the Editor, with reference also to the Latin 
translation of John Wallis, Cliludii Ptoltmllti H11nnonkorum Libri Trts 
(Oxford, 1682; repr. Broude). 

• 
How Should We Relate the Power of Harmony to 

Its Doarinel 

Book Ill, Chapter 3. I think I have sufficiently demonstrated that the 
harmonic intervals up to the tmmtltis1 are intrinsically defined by cer
tain fundamental ratios, and have also answered the question of which 
ra.tio belongs to each of them. Anyone who has concerned himself deeply 
wtth the perceptual cause of our reckonings, as well as with their prac
tical investigations-i.e., with the methods I have discussed for using 
the monochord-can no longer doubt that in all tunings the corrobo
ration of the car holds good. The natural consequence is that anyone 
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who has practiced these calculations, if he retains any feeling for beauty, 
must be amazed at the power and beauty dwelling within harmonics; 
yet this is something which also agrees completely with the calculations 
of the intellect, and with the greatest precision discovers and produces 
the tunings in practical use. He will also be seized as it were by a holy 
yearning to behold and understand the true relationship in which this 
power stands to other phenomena in our world. Therefore we will try 
to treat this last part of our scientific task in the broadest possible way, 
so as to give expression to the sublimity of this wonderful power. 

The principles of all beings are Matter, Movement, and Form: Matter 
as the material of their origin, Movement as their cause, and Form as 
their purpose. The power of harmony cannot be regarded as an object: 
it is something active, not receiving impressions from without-nor as 
a goal, because it already possesses something: harmonic and rhythmic 
righmcss, or order and beauty according to rules-but as a cause which 
orders material and gives it natural form. 

Causes, too, arc divided into three main categories: the first refers to 
Nature and to mere being, the second to Reason and a good condition 
of being, the third to Divinity and to the eternally good being. The 
power of harmony is not a cause relating to Nature, for it creates no 
being from formless material; nor one which relates to Divinity, for it 
is not in the first place a cause of eternal being. We have instead to do 
with Reason, the middle one of the three causes, which does good in 
both directions. For it belongs eternally to the gods, who remain for
ever the same, while Nature on the contrary is nowhere and never so. 
Now the cause belonging to Reason divides into Intellect, which refers 
to divine Form; Art, which refers to Reason in the actual sense of the 
word; and Practice, which refers to Nature. 

As we can sec, the power of harmony seeks in all this its special task. 
Reason, regarded simply and generally, is the creator of order and 
conformity; the laws of harmony are valid in the field of acoustics, just 
as those of sight are for visible things and those of judgment for all that 
is graspable by intellect. The power of harmony establishes in acoustics 
the rules which we call harmonic consonance; and this occurs partly 
through theoretical discovery of the correct ratios with the aid of intel
lect, and panly through successful cultivation of these discoveries with 
the aid of practice.' Reason generally finds the Beautiful through theo
retical speculation, then confirms it through its means of expression 
(the activity of the hands), then through practice molds the formless 
material into conformity with itself. Hence it goes without saying that 
the science which is common to all developments of reason, namely 
Mathematics, is concerned not only with the theoretical investigation 
of the Beautiful, as some would believe, but also with the exhibition and 
practical employment of those things whose evaluation falls within its 
realm. 
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The power of harmony uses as a kind of tool or servant the two 
highest and most wonderful of our senses, Seeing and Hearing, which 
hearken most of all to the ruling part of the Soul, and which do not 
judge objects so much by desire as by beauty. One can find for each of 
the senses particular differences in perception, e.g., for sight, white and 
black; for hearing, high and low; for smell, fragrant and stinking; for 
taste, sweet and sour; for touch, soft and hard, and, by Zeus! for every 
sense pleasure and displeasure. But no one would use the words btau
tiful or ugly in connection with the senses of touch, taste, or smell: only 
of visible and audible things, as for instance a form and a melody, or 

• the movement of the stars and the acts of men. Therefore these senses 
are also the only ones which support the reasoning part of the soul with 
their respective perceptions, as if they were truly sisters. That which is 
only visible manifests also to hearing with the help of the latter's me
dium of expression [speech); that which is only audible manifests to 
sight with the help of writing; and thus each of these senses often 
achieves more than if it had only conveyed its own impressions. For 
example, that which is to be communicated through speech is made 
easier for us to learn and remember by figures and letters, and that 
which we grasp through the sight is made more lively through poetic 
form: such as the view of a sea, the aspect of a place, a battle, the 
outward symptoms of mental states; so that by this means one's whole 
soul is brought into a certain mood, just as if one had seen it all with 
one's own eyes. 

The fact that one need not grasp the object of a sense with that sense 
alone, but that each may rival the other in order to find out and seize 
everything which fits its own function, is particularly valid in the case 
of beauty and utility. It is so in the most rational of the relevant sci
ences, namely Astronomy, which is concerned with the sight and the 
movement of heavenly bodies which are only visible, and Harmonics, 
which is concerned with hearing and the movement of things which are 
only audible, namely sounds. Both employ as uncontradictable helpmeets 
Arithmetic and Geometry, in order to measure the quantity and quality 
of the principal movements. They are, so to speak, cousins, for they 
stem from the sister senses, sight and hearing, and have as their foster 
mothers Arithmetic and Geometry, to which they arc related.' 

Jllmnonit PO'Uier Dwells within Everything which 
is Compkte by N11tu~, 11nd Appe~~n Most C/e11rly in 
the Hrmum Soulllnd in the Movements of the Stlln 

Chapter 4. From these discussions it follows that the power of harmony 
belongs to the causes which are founded upon reason, in that it pro
duces equality of movements and-since its theoretical science is a form 
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of mathematics-is concerned with the mathematical ratios perceptible 
by the car. Its goal, therefore, is to regulate practical activity with an 
orderly influence consequent upon its theories. Here we must also 
mention that, like all similar powers [of the soul], this one necessarily 
dwells within everything which has any movement in itself, however 
insignificant. It is especially found, in its highest degree, in those phe
nomena which arc by nature complete and rational, which then possess 
this quality inherently. Only in such phenomena can it confirm, beyond 
doubt and at the highest possible level, the universal agreement of the 
ratios which instill conformity and order in different formations. 

Everything that is governed by natural law partakes of some rational 
order with regard to its movements and the object of its movements. 
To the degree that this [rational order] is perceptible in its orderly 
rhythm, so it becomes for these phenomena their mother, nurse, and 
healer, and everywhere causes what one may call beauty. But if any
thing is deprived of this indwelling power, then everything is reverse~, 
so far as this may be, and its course becomes worse and worse. Thas 
power is imperceptible in those movements which change the object 
itself, in which because of its indefinite character neither its quantity 
nor its quality can be defined; but it is seen clearly in those [move
ments) which come forth of its own fashioning. The latter, as we have 
said, applies to those [movements) which arc most complete and ratio
nal, like the movements of the stars in the divine realm and those of the 
soul in the human realm. For only these two partake of the original and 
noblest movement-the spatial one-and are at the same time rational. 
[Harmonic power) reveals and informs us, as far as man can grasp, that 
tones are ruled by certain harmonic relationships. We will understand 
this by investigating separately each of these forms; and so we turn first 
to the movements of the human soul. 

How Do the Conson~mt lnterv11ls Correspond to the 
Origi1UII Diversity of the Soul's Powers, 11nd to 
Their N11tur11/ Divisionsl 

Chapter S. The original powers of the soul are thr~e: the po":e~ of 
Thought, the power of Feeling, and the power of Lafe. ~he o.ngmal 
identical and consonant intervals are also three: the octave adentlty and 
the consonances of fifth and fourth. One can therefore compare the 
octave to the power of thought-for in both there prevails simplicity, 
equality, and equivalence-, the fifth to the power of feeling, and the 
fourth to the power of life. The fifth is closer to the octave than the 
fourth, and sounds better because its surplus [ 111) is closer to unity. 
Even so, the power of feeling is closer to thought than is the powe.r of 
life, since it partakes to a certain extent of consciousness. Some thmgs 
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have being but no feeling; others have feeling but no thought. On the 
other hand, all things that feel also have being, and all that have thought 
also possess feeling and being. So in harmony, where the fourth is 
present there is not necessarily a fifth, nor where the fifth is, an octave; 
but a fifth always contains a fourth, and an octave both fifth and fourth. 
The point is that the powers of life and feeling correspond to the 
incomplete nnmtltis intervals and their combination, and the power of 
thought to the complete one. 

One can divide the soul's power of life further into three, just as the 
founh breaks down into three intervals. They are the three stages of 
life: Growth, Maturity, and Decline. The power of feeling similarly 
divides into four, as does the fifth into four intervals; they arc the 
powers of Seeing, Hearing, Smelling, and Tasting (but we regard the 
sense of Touch as common to them all, since all perception takes place 
with some assistance from touch).4 Lastly, the power of thought has a 
sevenfold division,1 corresponding to the seven intervals of the octave. 
These arc the faculties of Imagination, for the analysis of what is per· 
ccived; Understanding, for its first formation; Reflection, for retaining 
and inculcating what is formed; Meditation, for recalling and investi
gating it; Opinion, for superficial conjecture; Reason, for critical evalu
ation, and finally Knowledge, for grasping it in truth and clarity. 

We could also divide our soul's powers in another way: into Reason, 
Emotion, and Desire. We compare reason, on account of the above
named correspondences, to the octave; emotion, which stands quite 
close to it, to the fifth; and desire, which is somewhat lower, to the 
fourth.6 Everything else that arises from the respective values and com
passes of these intervals could also be derived from them: we would 
then find that the clearest distinctions within the original unities (vir
rues) would coincide with the number of those within each of the first 
symphonious intervals. Among tones, too, consonance is a virtue and 
dissonance an evil; and, mutatis mutandis, the same applies to the hu
man soul: virtue is a kind of consonance of the soul, evil a dissonance. 
What is common to both [tones and soul) is that a harmonically regu
lated ratio of parts is natural, and an unregulated one against Nature. 

One might also say that Desire has three virtues, comparable to the 
three intervals of the founh: they arc Temperance, when it is a ques
tion of spurning pleasure; Sclf-conuol, when one has to bear priva
tions; and Modesty, when one must protect oneself from dishonor. 
Feeling, moreover, has four virtues comparable to the four intervals of 
the fifth, and these are Mildness, when one must not be carried away 
by anger; Courage, when one has to look imminent evil fearlessly in the 
eye; Boldness, when one must spurn dangers; and Tolerance, when one 
has to bear hardship. The seven virtues of Reason may be given as 
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follows: Perspicacity, for quick understanding; Subtlety, whereby one 
detects truth; Presence of mind, to see through things; Insight, to judge 
rightly; Wisdom, to know all; Prudence, to act practically; Experience, 
to live simply.' 

In measuring the harmonic ratios, furthermore, it is necessary to 
establish first the identical ones, next the consonant and the nnmtltis; 
for an insignificant fault in the small intervals harms the melody less 
than one in the larger and more important ones. It is even so in the 
soul: those parts which are ruled by intellect and reason have by nature 
a ruling influence on the lower parts. They require greater precision in 
the use of the reason, because they contain all or most of the faults [of 
the lower parts). The highest expression of the soul, Justice, is like a 
whole, sounding in unison; and the relations between its parts are the 
same as determine the predominant ones. So between the parts which 
represent Prudence and Intelligence there is as it were the unison; 
between correct Comprehension and Skill, or Boldness and Temper
ance, the consonant intervals; and between Activity and Harmonious 
Fultillment, the nnmtltis. Finally, one can compare a philosopher's entire 
state of soul with the tunings of the whole ttltion system. 

Now we have completed in detail the comparison of the consonant 
intervals with the virtues, thereby fulfilling our claim that every har
mony contains all harmonies and virtues: which includes as it were, all 
the chords which sound both in music and in the human soul. 

Comparison between the Genera in Music and the 
Principal Virtues 

Chapter 6. The two fundamental powers of the soul, Theory and Prac
tice, each have three subdivisions: the theoretical power embraces Phys
ics, Mathematics, and Theology (concerned respectively with Nature, 
Science, and Religion); the practical embraces Ethics, Economics, and 
Politics (concerned with Morals, Management, and Public Life). These 
subdivisions of the soul's powers are relatively undifferentiated, for the 
virtues of all three are common and interdependent; but they do differ 
in their meaning, value, and the scope of their suucrure. Hence one 
could compare each of these threefold groups in an appropriate way 
with the three types of harmony, called the Enharmonic, Chromatic, 
and Diatonic genera. These, too, are distinguished by the size and 
range of the portions which are removed or added. For a distinction of 
this kind is made in them, through absolute pitch and relative move
ment, between pylmon and apyknon. 1 

We would compare the Enharmonic genus to Physics and Morals, 
because both deal in very small spatial relationships; the Diatonic to 
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Theology and Politics, on account of its equal ordering and nobility; 
the Chromatic to Mathematics and Economics, because it strikes a 
mean between the extremes. Mathematics is often involved in Physics 
and Theology; Economics sometimes has its part in Morals (when it is 
a matter of the individual and the subservient), sometimes in Politics 
(when it concerns the community and rulcrship). The Chromatic is in 
a way a bridge between the Enharmonic and the Diatonic, inclining to 
the former through its limpness and sofmess, and to the latter through 
its seriousness and strength, and showing in comparison to each the 
contrary qualities. Just so, the mtst lies an octave higher in relation to 
the~. and an octave lower in relation to the nae bypnio/llion.9 

The Changes within the Genera Resemble Those 
of the Human Soul in the Vit:issitudu of Life 

Chapter 7. In the same way we could now compare the changes [i.e., 
modulations and transpositions) of the tonal system with the changing 
states of the soul during life's vicissitudes. For in each, the melody 
alters-even when the genus is retained-so that the place [on the 
instrument) which imparts a certain character to the melody is silent, 
or at least not used in the same way. And so it is with changes in the 
life of men: a certain attitude of soul, unaltered in itself, will be forced 
into a new course and compelled to adapt to the existing way of life of 
a community, even to make this its own way of life. Something akin 
takes place in lawgiving, where laws are adapted to different forms of 
justice according to the ruling trend. Peaceful circumstances thus con
vert the souls of citizens to steadfasmess and equity; warfare, on the 
other hand, awakens courage and self-awareness; danger and hunger 
call forth self-sufficiency and thrift, but wealth and surplus lead to 
licentiousness and gluttony, and so forth. A similar effect is shown in 
melodic modulations. One and the same compass calls forth an enliv
ening expression in the higher modes, but a dejected one in the lower, 
because a high range causes the soul to tense, while low tones make it 
relax. Hence the middle modes, in the region of the Dorian, are com
pared with orderly and steadfast conditions of soul; higher ones, toward 
the Mixolydian, with resdess and active ones; and deep ones, toward 
the Hypodorian, to limp and dull ones. 

For this very reason, an emotion in the soul can immediately occur 
in the actual life of a melody; the soul, so to speak, recognizes the 
affinity between the harmonic relationships and its own situation; it is 
molded by the movements peculiar to certain melodic expressions, so 
that it plunges betimes into pleasure and diversion, and at others feels 
~pathy and humility. 10 It may be lulled into repose, then again spurred 
mto wakcful.ness. Sometimes it sinks down into ease and relaxation, 
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then flames forth in passion and enthusiasm. All this the melody may 
do by modulating in one direction or another, while the soul is simul
taneously shifted to the appropriate conditions because of the inner 
resonance of the two. 

I believe Pythagoras had this in mind when he decreed that one 
should busy oneself with music and pleasant melody right upon waking, 
before proceeding to one's work, so that the disturbance of the soul's 
repose consequent upon awakening should pass over into a pure and 
tranquil mood, preparing one for one's daily tasks with a well-tuned 
and harmonious attitudc.11 The fact that the gods arc also summoned 
by music and song, such as hymns and the music of auloi and Egyptian 
harps, seems to me to indicate that we beseech them to hear our prayers 
with kindly benevolence. 

The Correspondence between the Perfea System 
and the Ecliptic 

Chapter 8. Thus we have explained the correspondences between the 
human soul and the nature of harmony. To summarize our findings 
briefly: we found that the identical and consonam intervals were con
structed in correspondence with the original parts of the soul, the di
visions of the nnmtltis agreed with the divisions of the virtues, the 
generic differences of the tctrachords with those of the virtues accord
ing to value and size, and the modulations with the changing moods in 
the course of life. It remains to compare with these the movements of 
the stars, which arc accomplished according to harmonic laws; and 
therefore we will make first a general comparison of all or most (phe
nomena], then undertake a more particular comparison of individual 
ones according to their divisions. Thus we begin now with the first, 
general (comparison). 

Let the following discussion therefore begin immediately on the as
sumption that both tones and the stars' movements only take place 
through intervallic motion, without the actual and fundamental modi
fications consequent upon this.11 The rotating movements of the stars, 
moreover, are all circular and regular, and the movements within the 
tone-system are also arranged similarly. One can imagine the order of 
tones [on an instrument) and their pitches arranged as it were along a 
straight line, while "their relative meanings [in the tone-system) which 
characterize them can be completed on one and the same dosed circuit. 
This is how one grasps the actual nature of the tones, without any 
beginning point; but if one only sees their placement (on an instru
ment] one can shift the beginning of the series to one point or another. 

Let us now intersect the ecliptic at one of the equinoctial points, 
then bend them round, as it were, and place them at equal intervals (so 
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that the parts match each other) on the two-octave Perfect System.u 
Thus we lay the uncut equinoctial point on the mtst, the two ends of 
the divided one on proslllmb11nomtnos and nttt hyptrboklion: 

FIGURE I : The Greelt Sale on 4 Linear ZodiiiC 

<?n the other hand, one could begin with the harmonic meanings of the 
smgle to_nes and bend the double-octave into a circle, joining nttt 
byptrbO':'Ion and frosl~mb11no_mmos and uniting the two tones. This junc
rure wall then he daametracally opposite the mtst, and be in octave 
relationship to it. 

0 

FIGURE 2: The Greelt Sale on 4 Circul4r Zodi4c 
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What was established in the aforementioned comparison is thereby 
confirmed, namely that the same relationships hold for the position of 
the diameter of the circle as for what was said of the octave. For the 
ratio 2: 1 denotes in this comparison the ratio of the circle to the semi
circle and the greatest mystery of all: for only the diameter must nec
essarily cut the center of the circle, that being the cause of this figure's 
symmetry. Other lines may cut the circumference of the circle into so 
many parts, but they never divide the whole area of the circle in this 
way [i.e., into the ratio 2:1]; but the diameter divides both the area and 
the circumference into two equal parts. 

For this very reason the effect of the planets is at its strongest in 
opposition, when they occupy diametrically opposed positions in the 
Zodiac, and a similar relationship obtains among tones which are an 
octave apart from one another.'• 

Comparison of the Consonant and Dissonant Intervals 
in the Tone-System with the Aspects in the Zodiac 

Chapter 9. If we now proceed further, we find that the consonant 
intervals in music can always be divided into four parts; for the largest 
one, the double octave, is expressed by a fraction whose numerator is 
four times the denominator [4:1), and the smallest, the fourth, by a 
fraction whose numerator exceeds the denominator by a quarter of 
itself [4:3). In the same way, the observed harmonic and powerful as
pects in the Zodiac are determined by the division of the circle 
into four. 

Let us draw a circle AB, and from the same point A divide it by AB 
in two equal parts, by AC in three, by AD in four, and by CB in six. 
(See figure 3.) Then AB will produce the opposition, AD the square, 
AC the trine, CB the sextile. The relationships of the segments cut off 
from the point A are the same as those of the identical and consonant 
intervals and the wholetone, which is illuminating, if we divide the 
circle into 12 equal segments (since this is the smallest number that can 
be the common denominator of 1:2, 1:3, and 1:4). ABO will contain 9 
of these segments, ABC 8, the semicircle AB 6, ADC 4, AD 3. The 
segments produce the ratio 2:1 of the first identical interval, the octave, 
thrice; the 12 of the whole circle to the 6 of the semicircle, the 8 of 
ABC to the 4 of AC, and the 6 of ACB to the 3 of AD. The ratio 3:2 
of the largest consonant interval, the fifth, is also thrice present: the 12 
of the whole circle to the 8 of ABC, the 9 of ABO to the 6 of AB, and 
the 6 of AB to the 4 of AC. The ratio 4:3 of the smallest consonant 
interval, the fourth, is also contained thrice: the 12 of the whole circle 
to the 9 of ABO, the 8 of ABC to the 6 of AB, and the 4 of AC to the 
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FIGURE 3: Proportio1111te Division of 11 Cirtle 

3 of AD. Moreover, the 3:1 ratio of the twelfth is here twice: the 12 of 
the whole circle to the 4 of AC, and the 9 of ABD to the 3 of AD. The 
ratio 4:1 of the double octave identity is here once, in the 12 of the 
whole circle to the 3 of AD; the ratio 8:3 of the clevenrh also once, in 
the 8 of ABC to the 3 of AD. Finally, the 9:8 ratio is present once, in 
the 9 of ABD to the 8 of ABC. These are also the ratios of the numbers 
beneath our figure.u 

Following this table one could compare the consonanr intervals: the 
fifth with the trine, the fourth with the square, the whole-tone with the 
scxtile. For the ratio of the circle to the semicircle AB yields 2:1; the 
ratio of the semicircle to the third of the circumference AC 3:2; that of 
AC to the quarter of the circumference 4:3; and the difference between 
these two, which yields a whole-tone, the segment CD, is 1/u of the 
circle. In a similar way, the Zodiac is divided by nature into twelve 
houses, so that in the double-octave Perfect System, which contains 
approximately 12 whole-tones, the whole-tone interval can be com· 
pared with the twelfth part of the Zodiac.16 Remarkably enough, of the 
Zodiacal aspects only the ones which would be expressed as 1:12 are 
not reckoned consonant, but are counted in the category 'of nnmtltis. 11 

On the other hand, such as are expressed by 5:12 are counted in the 
tmmtltis category, but their nature is dissociate [i.e., two such houses 
arc not in effective aspect) and they are called such [by the astrologers]. 
If one cuts with a straight line a twelfth of the circle, the whole circle 
will stand in the ratio of 12:1 or 12:11 to the cut-off segment: ratios 
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excluded from the consonances but not from the nnmeltis. If we cut off 
with a straight line five twelfths of the circle, the whole circle will stand 
in the ratio 12:5 or 5:12 to the cut-off segment: intervals foreign both 
to consonance and to the nnmeleis, since they are neither superpartial 
nor multiple, nor compounded of intervals which can constitute any 
consonant interval. Through all points of the circle which is divided 
into twelfths one can draw only three squares-the same as the number 
of species of fourth; only four triangles-the same as the number of 
species of fifth; for only these intervals occur uncompounded among 
the consonances. 

The Longitudinal Motion of the Stars Resembles the 
Continual Movement in the Tone-System 

Chapter 10. We must now conclude our discussion of the theories of 
the actual circular motion of the stars and the tones, and of what are 
called concord and discord among aspects [and tones). Next we must 
consider the most significant differences in the celestial motions. These 
are threefold: [first), longitudinal motion, forward and backward, by 
which alterations are made from east to west or vice versa; [second), the 
upward or downward motion found in the stars which approach the 
Earth or depart from it; [third), the latitudinal motion in which posi
tion changes toward the North or the South. 11 It is justifiable simply to 
compare the first, East-\Vest motion with the movement from higher 
pitch to lower or vice versa, for both are ruled by uninterrupted con
nection; we compare the region of rising and setting with the lowest 
pitch, the region of culmination with the highest pitch. Rising and 
setting comprise the beginning and end of perception_: in the f~rm~r, 
something emerges from invisibility, and in the latter dasappears anto at. 
The lowest tones comprise the beginning and end of vocal motion: they 
come out of silence and fall silent again, so that the deepest pitch is the 
nearest to complete disappearance of the voice, the highest pitch the 
furthest therefrom. Therefore singing students begin their practice with 
the lowest notes and also end there. 

We can compare the culminations, which are furthest removed from 
the invisible, with the highest pitches, since these are furthest from 
silence. As the lowest parts produce the deepest notes, so the upper
most parts produce the highest ones; we say, moreover, that the lowest 
notes come from the vitals, the highest from the temples. At the lowest 
point are rising and setting: at the highest, culmination. So the former 
may well be compared to the lowest notes, th·e latter to the highest. 
Hence the motions of the stars up to their culminations show many 
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resemblances to the movements of tones from deeper to higher pitch, 
and their declinations to the falling of pitch. 

Comparison of the Rising and Falling Motion of Stars 
with the Genera in Music19 

Chapter 11. We will find that the second motion, rising and falling, 
relates to the movement in music within the so-called genera. For as 
[music] contains three of these, the enharmonic, chromatic, and dia
tonic genera, distinguished by the size of the steps in the tetrachord, so 
this (motion comprises] three types of distance: smallest, medium, and 
largest, measured according to its distance from the orbits.20 The rota
tions that take place at a medium distance and always encircle the 
middle orbits could best be compared to the chromatic genus, since the 
licbanos notes here also halve the tetrachord.ll Those orbits which pro
ceed with the smallest rotations, whether in [orbital] apogee or perigee, 
are like the enharmonic, since here two intervals together {the so-called 
pyknon) are smaller than the third; while those orbits which proceed 
with the largest rotations, whether in apogee or perigee, are like the 
diatonic, because two intervals there are never smaller than the third 
(the so-called apyknon). Moreover, a compression occurs both in the 
enharmonic genus and the small orbits, respectively in intervals and 
speed; in the diatonic genus and the largest orbits, an expansion occurs; 
while the chromatic genus and the medium orbits adopt a middle course 
between the extremes. 

The North-South Motions of the Stars Accord with 
Modulation 

Chapter 12. The third and last of the celestial motions, namely the 
Nonh-South one, can be likened to modulation. In the latter there is 
no change in regard to the genus when we move to another mode, just 
as in the former there is no perceptible inequality with respect to the 
orbit during changes in elevation relative to the celestial equator.u 

Here, too, we should compare the Dorian mode, the middle one of 
all, with the medium of the North-South motions, i.e., to those which 
proceed along the celestial equator in both hemispheres; the Mixolydian 
and Hypodorian, as the highest and lowest modes, with the most north· 
erly and southerly which one must imagine positioned at the tropics; 
and the remaining four modes, which lie between those named, with 
the ones that take place in the parallels intervening between the tropics 
and the celestial equator. These are in fact four, in conformity with the 

FIGURE 4: The Greelr Modes and the Tropics 

division of the planetary orbits into twelve parts, according to the re-
s ective twelve houses of the Zodiac. (See figure 4.) . 
p For each of the tropics produces, in a way, one paralle~, but e.~ch pa•r 

of oints which are the same distance fro~ these .on elthe.r SI e. pr~
du~es one and the same parallel. So five pomts of mtersecuon arise m 
accordance with the distances of the houses, and hence fiv~ parall~s, 
which together with the tropics make seven: the same num Der .as t at 
of the modulations among the modes. The three above the ona.n can 
be compared, on account oftheir higher position,~~ the p~rallel~~nht~e 
d' ction of the visible pole and the summer solsuce pomr, w IC m 

•reth 1 I . d . phe North Pole and in southerly ones the reverse. nor er y atltu es 1s • d f 
The modes deeper than the Dorian can be co~pa~e ' on ac~o~~ o 
h . 1 'tion with the parallels in the dlrecnon of the mvlSlble 
~o~~ ::~r :ro~e w'inter solstice, which in southerly latitudes is the 
North Pole and in northerly ones the reverse. 
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FIGURE S: The Tetr11chordt 11rul the PhiiSes of the Moon 

The Similllrity of the Tetracbords and the Aspects 
to the Sun 

Chapter 13. Finally, as we shall show, the arrangement of the tetrachords 
in the Perfect System agrees with the arrangement of the aspects with 
regard to the sun.u We will first place one of the disjunctive whole
tones on the position between the heliacal rising and setting, and the 
other at the point of opposition of the planets and moon. Thus those 
tones which conjoin tetrachords, namely hypatt meson and ntlt 
dieuugmmon, come on the points at right angles to each of these, at the 
half-moon points. (See figure S .) 

The aspect from the rising point of any planet up to the first octant 
may be compared to the tetrachord hypaton, since both rising and deep 
pitch betoken a beginning; the next aspect, up to the second octant, can 
be compared to the tetrachord meson. Furthermore, that aspect which 
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prevails at the third octant, when Mercury .o.r Venus or th~ other thr~e 
planets rise in opposition,u or at the opposauon of the wamng moon, as 
comparable to the tetrachord dineugmmon, and in regard to the first 
octant and the tetrachord hypaton acts as opposition and as homopho
nous octave. Lasdy, the next aspect up to the heliacal setting at the 
founh octant is comparable to the tetrachord hyptrbolllion, and this in 
turn acts as opposition and homophonous octave to the tetrachord muon. 

The spaces between heliacal rising and setting, and those in oppo
sition between late setting and early rising or lunar opposition, com
prise about a twelfth [of the Zodiac], just like the disjunct whole-tone 
[as a proportion of the double Octave]. Moreover, the four aspects each 
cover about 2 I!J twelfths, so that the four tetrachords each comprise 
about 2'h whole-tones. Finally, those aspects of the moon's phases 
which are in opposition make a unity together and reciprocally com
plete each other, just as all the tones of the double oetave struck two 
by two seem to give the impression of single tones. 

Calculation of the Smallen Numbers by which the 
Fixed Tones of the Perfect Synem May Be Compared 
to the Major Orbits of the Planetllty System 

Chapter 14. We can best understand, by means of such comparisons, 
what the various forms of nnmtltis and the movements of the stars 
have, broadly speaking, in common. It now remains to observe what 
can be discovered in each particular case on the grounds of the forego
ing. [lacuna}u . . . of the numbers discussed and the ratios expressed 
through them. Let us divide the whole circle into 360 degrees, and 
place the sun diametrically opposite the moon, or any of the planets; 
then the distance between them will be 180•, reckoning along the cir
cumference. Twice this distance gives the 3600 of the entire circle. If 
the planets are in trine, we say that they are 1200 apan, and if we triple 
this we reach 3600, the number of the whole circle. If they are square 
to one another, we say that they are 900 apart, and four times 900 make 
360•. If they are sextile, they are 60• apan, for six times 600 make 3600. 
Now if we liken this to the Perfect System in music, we can compare 
the fixed tones to the position of just these numbers, as follows: 
proslambanommos with the 1800 position, hypatt mtson with 1200, nett 
ditztugmenon with 90•, · and nett hyperbolllion with 60•; the tw~ fixed 
tones which comprise the disjunctive whole-tone correspond wtth the 
position from which one reckons the distances, i.e., with the places 
where one locates the sun or one of the other planets. From here the 
distances are reckoned along both sides of the circle. 
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How Can the Relations of the Original Movements 
Be NumericaJJy Expressed1 

Chapter 1 S. Under these conditions the number of the square is 90, the 
mean between 120, the number of the trine, and 60, the number of the 
sextile; and it produces two ratios, 3:2 and 4:3, in accordance with the 
first consonant intervals, the fifth and fourth. As in music these first 
consonant intervals, the fifth and fourth, together make the octave 
identity, so also the two ratios mentioned, 3:2 and 4:3, produce the 
ratio 2:1 in conformity with the octave identity. If we use the number 
of the whole circle, 360, it will stand in 4: I ratio with 90, in conformity 
with the double octave of the musical Perfect System. In another way, 
too, one could derive a similar agreement from the twelve houses of the 
Zodiac: 120° represents the distance of four houses, 90° that of three, 
60° that of two, of which 3 is the mean and makes with 4 the ratio 4:3; 
with two the ratio 3:2. From these two ratios together we can build the 
ratio 2:1 (for the product of these two numbers is 2:1), i.e. 4:2. To this 
end we use the number of the whole Zodiac, 12, which stands in 4:1 
ratio with 3 and duly produces the agreement with the double octave 
in the musical Perfect System. If now we recall the polygons, namely 
the triangle, square, and hexagon, the corresponding ratios in harmony 
can also be deduced, partly from the number of their angles, partly 
from other features which may present themselves.26 The reckonings 
with which we have expanded [Ptolemy's text] supply, we believe, the 
most necessary requirements. The rest we have deferred until a more 
opportune moment. 

Comparison Between the Qualities of the Planets and 
of the Tones 21 

Chapter 16. No one should be surprised that the note of Jupiter is 
consonant with the two lights, sun and moon, while that of Venus is 
only (consonant] with the moon (for the whole-tone is no consonance). 
[Venus' note] belongs to the lunar realm [the planets ruled by the 
moon], while Jupiter's note belongs to the solar realm [the planets 
ruled by the sun], and for the following reason: since the note of each 
of the two malefics [Saturn and Mars] makes a consonant fourth with 
the note of each of the two benefics [Jupiter and Venus]-the nett 
hyperbolaion of Saturn to the nett dieuugmtnon of Jupiter, and the nett 
synnnmmon of Mars to the mtse of Venus-it follows that Saturn be
longs more to the solar, Mars to the lunar realm. As for the aspects, 
those of Saturn to Jupiter are all good; of those of Saturn to the Sun, 
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only the trine is good, which makes a more harmonious ratio than the 
others. In the same way, the aspects of Mars to Venus and to the moon 
are not all good, only the trine; all aspects of Saturn to the moon and 
to Venus are bad; those of Mars to the Sun and Jupiter are all treacherous. 

Lunar realm Solar realm 

Sa rum a' nttt byptrboltlion 
Jupiter e' nttt tlin.t~~gmnwn 

nttt syntmmmon d' Man 
Sun b ptn"llllltSt 

m ut a Venus 
byptltt bJP11ton2' e Moon 
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Censorinus 
fl. early third century C.E 

Censorious' one surviving work, On tbt Day of Birth, was written as a 
birthday present for Quintus Caerullius in the year 238. It is a compi
lation of anecdotes and beliefs about birth, among them the supersti
tion about the months of pregnancy in which a successful birth can take 
place. Censorious offers two explanations for this, one drawn from the 
astrological aspects, the other from musical intervals. Chapters XI and 
XII, which relate musical numbers to embryology, were given in Musk, 
Mynicitm and Magic. Here are the surrounding chapters, which furnish 
the cosmic dimension of the question. 

Censorious' idea is, of course, laughable today, but the way in which 
he draws together three different disciplines-astronomy or astrology 
(the distinction makes little sense in his time), embryology, and mu
sic-is an epitome of the philosophy behind this collection of texts. 
The triple link between music, mankind, and the stars serves several 
integrative purposes. First, it puts number in its rightful place as the 
ultimate constituent of the universe. Next, it applies number and cal
culation to the stars, random and incalculable as they are to the casual 
eye. Through the agency of the stars, number controls the soul's entry 

40 
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into this world, expressed in the precise patterns of the natal horo· 
scope. But what makes some numbers better than others? The ~nswer 
lies in music, where certain numbers make harmony, others d1scord. 
Therefore music furnishes the qualitative control to an otherwise too 
quantitative view of the universe. 

This is perhaps more than Censorious himself would have under· 
stood, simple grammarian that he was, but it provides us with a context 
for understanding how, and why, he produced this curious birthday 
present. 

Souru: Censorious, Dt die natali, VIII-X, Xlll, ed. Otto jahn (Berlin: 
G. Reimer, 1845). Translated by the Editor. 

+ 
The Relation of Astrological Aspects to Gestation 

Chapter VIII, 1. Now1 we will treat briefly the arguments of the 
Chaldaeans, explaining why they believe that man can be born only in 
the seventh, ninth, and tenth months. 2. First, they say that our 
activity and life are subject to the stars, both wandering and fixed, and 
that the human race is governed by their manifold and various courses. 
But their motion, patterns, and effects are continually altered by the 
sun. For the setting of some stars and the standing of others, all affect· 
ing us according to their different temperatures, occur through the 
sun's power.l 3. Thus the one who moves the very stars by which 
we are moved, and gives us the soul by which we are governed, is the 
most powerful thing controlling us when after conception we emerge 
into the light. 

The sun does this according to three aspects. I will explain briefly 
what an aspect is and what kinds of them there are, so that it may be 
clearly understood. 4. There is a circle supposed to carry figures, 
which the Greeks call the Zodiac, and through which are borne the 
sun, the moon, and all the other planets. This is divided equally into 
twelve parts corresponding to as many signs. The sun traverses it in the 
course of a year, remaining in each sign for about a month. Now each 
sign has mutual aspects with certain other ones, not all uniform but 
some stronger, some weaker. So at whatever time conception occurs, 
the sun must be in a certain sign and a certain degree (particula), and 
this is called the place of conception. 5. There are thirty of these 
degrees in each sign, making 360 in the entire Zodiac. The Greeks call 
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them moirllS, whence one can sec why they name the Fates moiras, just 
as we call these degrees fata: for the one that is rising when we arc born 
is of the unnost importance. 

6. When the sun moves into the next sign, it forms either a weak 
aspect or no aspect at all with the place of conception, for most adja
cent zodiacal signs will mutually negate each other. 'When it comes to 
the third sign, i.e., with one sign interposed, then it is said to aspect 
(vidtrt) the place from which it set out, albeit very obliquely and with 
a feeble light; and this aspect is called a scxtilc because it subtends the 
sixth part of the circle. (If you draw a line from the first sign to the 
third, from thence to the fifth, to the seventh, and so on, you will 
inscribe an equilateral hexagon in the circle.) 7. This aspect is not 
accepted anywhere, because it would bring about birth at too early a 
stage. 

8. When the sun comes to the fourth sign, leaving two in between, 
the aspect is called a square because the line which joins the aspected 
signs cuts off a fourth part of the circle. 9. 'When it is in the fifth 
sign with three intermediate, then it is in the aspect of a trine, measur
ing out a third part of the signs. These two aspects, square and trine, 
are very efficacious and make for a far greater chance of birth.1 10. 
The next aspect, from the sixth sign, lacks any efficacy, for its line does 
not form the side of any polygon. 

But the seventh zodiacal sign, opposite to the first, makes the most 
pregnant and powerful aspect, capable sometimes of producing mature 
infants who, born in the seventh month, are called stptnnmtstrts. 11. 
But should the womb not be able to ripen in this period, it will not 
bring forth in the eighth month (the aspect from the eighth sign being 
inefficacious, like that from the sixth), but in the ninth or tenth 
month. 12. Placed in the nimh sign of the Zodiac, the Sun aspects 
the place of conception by a trine, and in the temh by a square: the 
most efficacious aspects, as we have said above. 

13. For the rest, they do not believe birth to take place in the elev
emh sign, which sends forth a ray of faint light in a sextile; much less 
in the twelfth, which has no aspect at all. So according to this expla
nation htptllmtrOi are born when the sun is in opposition, mntamtroi 
when in trine, and dtltllmtrOi when in square aspect to its position at 
conception. 

IX, 1. From this account of the Chaldaeans' beliefs I turn now to the 
Pythagorean opinion treated by Varro4 in his book concerning human 
origins called TubtrO, which seems to give an explanation closest to the 
truth. 2. Since all the members (of the embryo] do not come to 
maturity at the same time, many other authorities give the various 
times at which they reach it. Diogenes Apolloniates1 says that the male 
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body is formed in four months, the female in five. Hippon,1 ~n the 
other hand, writes that the infant is formed in 60 days; that m the 
fourth month the flesh solidifies, in the fifth the nails and hair grow, 
and in the seventh the being is complete. Pythagoras says,? more cred
ibly, that there arc two kinds of birth: one in the seventh and the other 
in the tenth month, corresponding to their respective numbers of days. 
He holds that the periods during which semen is converted into blood, 
blood into flesh, and flesh into the human form, are proportionate to 
one another in the same way as those musical tones called symphonoi. 

An ExpiiiiUition of Embryology through Music 
Chapter X, 1. To make this more understandable, it is necessary first 
to say something about the rules of music, the more so since I shall 
speak of things unknown even to musicians. 2. For to treat sounds 
scientifically and reduce them to order, to find out their motion, their 
mode, and their measure, is more the work of geometry than of mu
sic. 3. Music is the science of good modulation:• but this lies in the 
tone which is sometimes higher, sometimes lower. Single tones of 
whatever pitch are called notes (pbthongoi); the distinction of higher 
notes from lower ones is called an imerval (dillstnna). 4. Between 
the lowest and the highest notes there are many possible intervals (di
llStnnatll), greater and smaller, such as the one they call the tone, the 
smaller semitone, and the other intervals of two, three, or any succeed
ing number of tones. 

But combining all the notes promiscuously with each other, accord
ing to one's fancy, does not make for harmonious results in song. S. 
Just as our letters mixed up together at random will not combine into 
words or coherent syllables, so in music there are only certain imervals 
productive of consonance (tympboniar). 6. A consonance is the pleas
ant agreement between two disparate tones in combination. The simple 
or primary consonances are three, to which the others correspond: first 
the interval of two tones and a semitone, called a fourth, then that of 
three tones and a semitone, called a fifth, thirdly the octave, whose 
interval contains the other two. 7. It comprises either six tones, as 
Aristoxenus and the musicians9 aver, or five tones and two 'semitones,' 
according to Pythagoras and the geometers who demonstrate that two 
semitones cannot fill out a tone. On this account Plato wrongly calls 
this interval a semitone, '0 whereas it should be called a dillltimm~~. 

8. In order to show plainly how the tones cannot be measured by 
sight nor by touch, I refer to the excellent experiment of Pythagoras," 
who by observing the secrets of nature discovered that the notes of 
musicians correspond to numerical ratios. He stretched strings equal in 
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weight and in length by means of different weights, and plucking them 
repeatedly while changing the weights found at first that they did not 
fo~ any consonan~e. Finally~ however, after frequent attempts, he 
nonced. the two strmgs soundmg a fourth, while their weights were 
proportionate as three to four. This the Greek arithmeticians call 
tpitriton, the Latins suptrttrtium. 9. Then he found the consonance 
of a fif~ when the difference between the weights was in sesquialtera 
proportion: that of tw~ to three, called btmiolion. And when one string 
w~s sn:etched b~ a wetght double that of the other, in the proportion 
dupl11ston logos, 1t sounded the octave. 10. He also investigated 
whether the same was true of pipes, and found it no different. He made 
four pipes of equal bore and unequal length, the first as it were six 
inches long, the second with 1/3 added, i.e., 8", the third 9", half as 
l~ng again as the first, the fourth 12", doubling the first. He blew these 
ptpes, 11. bound together in pairs, and demonstrated to the ears of 
all musicians that the first and second (in supertertiary proportion) 
soundc~ the consonance of a fourth; the first and third pipe (in sescuple 
proportion) a fifth; the first and fourth (in duple proportion) an oc
tav.e. 12. But ~er~ is this difference in the nature of pipes and 
strmgs: whereas ptpes mcreased in length sound lower, the addition of 
weight to a string makes it higher; yet the proportion is the same in 
both cases. u 

The Intervals from the Earth to the Planets 

Chapter XIII, I. In support of this there is Pythagoras' assertion that 
the whole world is made according to a musical plan (rationt}, and that 
the seven stars wandering between heaven and earth which affect the 
bi~ of ~ortals, move ~hythmically and in positions' corresponding to 
musical mtervals, and gtve forth various sounds consonant with their 
~ltitu~e which together make the most exquisite melody. But this is 
lnaudtble to us because of the grandeur of the sound which our limited 
ears are incapable of grasping. ' 

2. Now as Eratosthenes calculated by geometrical method (rlltiont) 
that the greatest circumference of the earth is 252 000 stades so 
Pythagoras indicated how many stades there are betwe;n the earth 'and 
the individual stars. (fhe stade most probably to be understood in this 
measuring of the world is the Italian one, so called, of 625 feet, but 
there are other ones different in length, such as the Olympic one of 600 
feet-that is, Pythian feet.) Pythagoras believed the distance from the 
~rth to the Moon to be about 126,000 stades, and this to be the 
tnterval of a tone. 3. Then from the Moon to the planet (sttllllm) 
Mercury, called Stilbon, is the half of that distance, or a semitone. 
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From Mercury to Phosphor or the planet Venus is about the same, i.e., 
another semitone; thence to the Sun is thrice as far, making a tone and 
a half. 4. The star (11Strum) of the Sun is thus three and a halftones 
distant from the Earth, making a fifth, and two and a half tones from 
the Moon, making a fourth. 

From the Sun to the planet Mars, whose name is Pyrois, the interval 
is the same as from the Earth to the Moon, i.e., a tone; from Mars to 
the planet Jupiter, called Phaethon, it is the half of that, a semitone. 
From Jupiter to the planet Saturn, called Phaenon, the distance is another 
semitone, and thence to the highest heaven where the signs of the 
Zodiac are, a semitone again. 5. So from the highest heaven to the 
Sun the interval is a fourth (two tones and a half), and from the Earth's 
highest point to the same heaven is six tones, which make the conso
nance of an octave. Much else of which musicians treat refers to the 
other stars, u and demonstrates that this whole universe is a harmony. 
This is why Dorylaus wrote that the world is God's instrument 
(org11num); others added that it is a btptatbordon, because there are seven 
wandering stars which are the most moved. 6. But this is no place 
for the detailed tteatment of all these matters: yet if I wanted to as
semble them in a separate book, I would be beset by difficulties. Since 
the allure of music has already distracted me too long, I had better 
return to my subject. 
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The Hymns of Orpheus 
between first and fourth 

centuries C.E 

Although the Orphic religion was one of the oldest in Greece, the 
poems ~own as ~e Orphic ~ymns date from the period of religious 
syncreusm and revtval of anctent cults and mysteries in the early cen· 
turies of our era. Very little is known, or written, about them, and 
Athanassakis' suggestion is the most plausible one: that "newly founded 
thiasoi, or cult associations, commissioned one or more able men to 
provide them with religious poetry which should be as authentic and 
comprehensive as possible" (p. ix of his edition). 
Th~ Hymns would have been used in theurgic ceremonies, for each 

of whtch an. appropriate inc~nse is prescribed, the intention being to 
attract the vtrtues of the vartous gods and goddesses into the initiates. 
Hymn 34 invokes Apollo as a god of cosmic and natural order and 
harmony, who stamps the manifested world with the seal of the divine 
laws. His role is thus analogous to that of Plato's Demiurge. 

So~rce: The Orphk Hymns, translated by Apostolos N. Athanassak.is 
(Mtssoula, Mont.: Scholars Press, 1977), pp. 47-49. Used by kind per· 
mission of the publisher. 

+ 
46 

Hymn 34: To Apollo 

(Incense: powdered frankincense) 
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Come, 0 blessed Paian, 0 slayer of Tityos, 0 Phoibos, 0 Lykoreus; 
A giver of riches are you and an illustrious dweller of Memphis, 0 god 

to whom one cries "lE." 
To you, 0 Titan and Pythian god, belong the lyre, and seeds and plows. 
Grynean, Sminthian, slayer of Pytho, Delphic diviner, 
you are 11 wild, /ight·bringing 11nd /ov11ble god, 0 g/Drious youth. 

You shoot your 11rrows from afor, you lead the Muses into d11nce, 
1md, 0 holy one, you 11re Bacchos, Didymeus, and Lorias, too. 
Lord of De/os, eye that sees all and brings light to mortals, 
goldrn is your h11ir, and clear your oracular utterance. 
Hear me with kindly heart liS I pray for people. 
You gaze upon all the ethereal VIIStntss, 

and upon the rich earth you loolt through the twilight. 
In the quiet darkness of a night lit with stars 
you see earth's roots beluw, and you bold the bounds 
of the whole world. Youn, too, are the beginning and the rnd to come. 
You make everything broom, and with your versatile lyre 
you hannonize the poles, 1 now reaching the highest pitch, 
now the luwtst, and now again with the Doric mode 
balancing the poles bannoniously, as you lteep the Jiving ram distinct.1 

You have infosed hannony into all men's lot, 
giving them an equal measure of summer and winter. 
The lowest notes you strike in the winter, the highest in the summer, 
and your mode is Doric for spring's lovely and b/Doming season. 
Wherefore mortals call you lord, and Pan,1 

the two·horned god who sends the whistling winds. 
For this, too, you have the master seal of the entire cosmos. 
0 blessed one, hear the suppliant voice of the initiates and save them. 
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Saint Athanasius 
c. 298-373 

This great Alexandrian theologian, bishop, and politician was a princi
pal actor in the period in which Catholic Christianity achieved its status 
as the established religion of the Roman Empire. The main task of his 
long life was the defense of the unity of God and the divinity of Christ 
against the doctrines of Arius. But the present work was written before 
the Arian controversy broke out in 318, hence when Athanasius was 
quite young. It was in fact his first work, and bears the stamp of his 
Greek education-nowhere more than in this passage, which uses the 
venerable idea of universal harmony to prove the existence and unity 
of God. 

Like many of our writers, Athanasius assumes that the harmony and 
order of the macrocosm are reflected both in the microcosm of the 
human being and in the intermediate "mesocosm" of society. Coming 
shortly after a period in which the worship of the Sun had almost 
become the sole official religion of the Roman Empire, Athanasius' 
simile of the cosmic lyre-player would surely have evoked the image of 
Apollo with his all-harmoniz.ing lyre, as we meet him in the Orphic 
Hymn (no. 7). But while they were anxious to appropriate the pagan 
god's attributes for their own, the Christian Fathers were not at all 

. 48 
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interested in how Apollo's lyre worked or sounded. In accordance with 
the Christian revelation of the supreme Deity incarnate in man, they 
considered it their privilege to bypass the ladder of ascent through 
gradual knowledge of the arts and sciences, and to embrace God in his 
immediacy and unity. In medieval scholasticism we will find another 
view (see Ugolino of Orvieto, no. 23). 

Sour(t: Saint Athanasius, Se/m Works and Letters, translated by Archibald 
Robertson (New York: Christian Literature Co., 1892), p. 24. 

+ 

The Harmony of All Things 

Chapter 38, 1.1 Since then, there is everywhere not disorder, but order, 
proportion and not disproportion, not disarray but arrangement, and 
that in an order perfectly harmonious, we needs must infer and be led 
to perceive the Master that put together and compacted all things, and 
produced harmony in them. For though He be not seen with the eyes, 
yet from the order and harmony of things contrary it is possible to 
perceive their Ruler, Arranger, and King. 2. For in like manner as 
if we saw a city, consisting of many and diverse people, great and small, 
rich and poor, old and young, male and female, in an orderly condition, 
and its inhabitants, while different from one another, yet at unity among 
themselves, and not the rich set against the poor, the great against the 
small, nor the young against the old, but all at peace in the enjoyment 
of equal rights,-if we saw this, the inference surely follows that the 
presence of a ruler enforces concord, even if we do not see him; (for 
disorder is a sign of absence of rule, while order shows the governing 
authority: for when we see the mutual harmony of the members in the 
body, that the eye does not strive with the hearing, nor is the hand at 
variance with the foot, but that each accomplishes its service without 
variance, we perceive from this that certainly there is a soul in the body 
that governs these members, though we see it not); so in the order and 
harmony of the Universe, we needs must perceive God the governor of 
it all, and that He is one and not many. 

3. So then this ord-er of its arrangement, and the concordant har
mony of all things, shews that the Word, its Ruler and Governor, is .not 
many, but One. For if there were more than one Ruler of Creauon, 
such an universal order would not be maintained, but all things would 
fall into confusion because of their plurality, each one biasing the whole 
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to his own will, and striving with the other. For just as we said that 
polytheism was atheism, so it follows that the rule of more than one is 
the rule of none. For each one would cancel the rule of the other, and 
none would appear ruler, but there would be anarchy everywhere. But 
where no ruler is, there disorder follows of course. 4. And con
versely, the single order and concord of the many and diverse shews 
that the ruler too is one. For just as though one were to hear from a 
distance a lyre, composed of many diverse strings, and marvel at the 
concord of its symphony, in that its sound is composed neither of low 
notes exclusively, nor high nor intermediate only, but all combine their 
sounds in equal balance, -and would not fail to perceive from this that 
the lyre was not playing itself, nor even being struck by more persons 
than one, but that there was one musician, even if he did not see him, 
who by his skill combined the sound of each string into the tuneful 
symphony;2 so, the order of the whole universe being perfectly harmo
nious, and there being no strife of the higher against the lower or the 
lower against the higher, and all things making up one order, it is 
consistent to think that the Ruler and JGng of all Creation is one and 
not many,' Who by His own light illumines and gives movement to all. 
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Aristeides Quintilianus 
fl. probably c. 300 

Aristeides, the author of one of the three major Greek treatises on 
music-the others being by Ptolemy (see no. S) and Acistoxenus-re
mains a misty figure, his time and place unknown. What is abundantly 
clear, however, is that he was a fervent Platonist who saw music in its 
broadest context of educating the soul. This did not prevent him from 
devoting much of his tr~atise to valuable documentation of the Greek 
musical system and its notation, but, as his translator Thomas Mathiesen 
observes, Dt Musira "is a highly systematic work of philosophy in which 
even the technical materials arc introduced for the purpose of philo
sophical demonsuation. n (cd. cit., p. 11) 

Our interest is accordingly in the passage in Book Ill which com
ments on Plato's Timaeus, and in the section of Book 11 which offers a 
cosmic explanation for the musical sensitivity of soul and body.1 

Aristeides has begun his second book with a discussion of the role of 
music in education, not only in childhood but throughout life. He 
draws his arguments largely from Plato, with the addition of a section 
on Ciccro and Rome. A brief study of musical instruments leads him to 
pose the question: Why do these have so great a power over the soul? 
Our passage follows directly. 

Sl 
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There are resonances here with the Neoplatonists Plotinus and Por
phyry, to which A. J. Festugi~re has devoted an important article (see 
Bibliography). Especially evocative is Aristeides' description of the for
mation of the subde body as the soul descends through the planetary 
spheres on it.s way into incarnation. The latticework or nc:dike forms 
which it assumes recall Porphyry's commentary on Homer's Cave of 
the Nymphs, where bodies are woven from red threads on beams of 
stone. Likewise Aristeides indulges in a piece of Homeric exegesis, 
giving a delightful Neoplatonic interpretation to the famous myth of 
Aphrodite and Ares caught in Hephaistus' net. Then, in a masterly 
stroke such as is only possible-and thinkable-to those versed in the 
Hermetic doctrine of correspondences, the author applies the image to 
musical instruments, seeing in their structure a similarity to the subdc: 
reticulations of the etheric vehicle. With this, the question is answered. 

The chapter from Book Ill is not apparendy musical, but is so im
portant as a commentary on the prime text of this sourcebook that it 
is included, with the suggestion that the meanings attributed to the 
Tim~~tus numbers be applied also to their musical equivalents. One would 
then have the idea of the "body" of octave-spaces becoming "ensouled" 
by the entry of the circle of fifths and the creation of scales. 

Sour(t: Aristeides Quintilianus, On Musi€, in Tbru Books, translated with 
introduction, commentary, and annotations by Thomas J. Mathiesen 
(New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1983), pp. 151-157. 
Used by kind permission of Professor Mathiesen and the publishers. 

• 
How the Soul Descends to Earth 

Book 11, 17. Is there not more nrongly born in those hearing these 
things a yearning to seek after the reason and to learn what coerces the 
soul to be so readily conquered by melody played on instruments? I shall 
refer to an argument that is ancient, certainly, but since it comes from 
wise men, it is not untrUStworthy. Even if it should be unconvincing in 
other ways, at least as far as what appears to be is concerned, it undoubt
edly proves true. For that the soul is moved naturally by music through 
instruments, everyone knows. So in respect to the argument set out below, 
if it is possible to find another reason and if a better one, then we must 
reject what will be said. But if we are not able to do so, how shall we fail 
to trUSt from palpable things even what follows of necessity? 
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There is the one argument that the soul is a certain harmonia and 
harmonia exists through numbers. Of course, since harmonia in music 
is composed through the same proportions, when the similar propor
tions are moved the similar passions are also moved at the same time. 
This we shall thoroughly examine in the future.l Another argument says 
the following: because of the first constitution of the soul, through 
which it made conjunction with the body here,1 the material and nature 
of instruments are analogous to each other. For the soul-while it is 
seated in the purer region of the universe, being unmixed with bodies
is unadulterated and immaculate and goes around together with the 
sovereign of this present universe.• Whenever from a declension to the 
things here it takes on certain appearances from the things around the 
earthly region, [871 then little by little the soul is forgetful of the beau
tiful things of that place and sinks down. And by however much it is 
divorced from the things above, by so much the soul, approaching the 
things in this world, is filled full of greater folly and is turned to bodily 
darkness, on the one hand because of a diminution of its earlier worth, 
since it is no longer able to be mentally coextensive with the universe, 
and on the other hand on account of forgetfulness of the beautiful 
things of that place and consternation with earthly things, as it de
scends into the more solid things and those familiar with matter. 

Therefore, desiring a body, the soul, they say, takes and draws along 
from each of the higher regions some portions of bodily combination. 
Going through the ethereal orbits,' the soul partakes of everything so 
far as it is luminous and adapted for warming and naturally enclosing 
the body, plaiting certain bonds from these orbits for itself as a sort of 
latticework by irregular movement of the reciprocal lines among the 
movements themselves. And being carried through the regions around 
the moon, which shared in an aeroid and thus resistant breath, making 
much and vehement whistling because of its natural motion, the soul 
begins to be filled with the underlying breath, and extending the sur
faces and lines of its orbits-partly being dragged down by the masses 
of the breath, partly holding on naturally to the far side-it loses its 
spheroid form and is changed in a manly form. It exchanges its surfaces, 
which are in accord with luminous and ethereal matter, for a 
membranaceous figure; and it turns its lines, which are reduced around 
the empyrean' and tinged by the yellowness of the fire, into the sem
blance of sinews; [88} and then it adds wet breath from the things of 
earth, so that this, for the first time, is a certain natural body for the 
soul, welded together from some membranaceous surfaces, sinuouslike 
lines, and breath.7 This is the root of the body, and this they named 
"harmonia." In this way, they say that this oysterlike instrument here 
on earth is both congealed and enclosed. 
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The Poet, too, shows the following constitution of the soul; he says: 

The sinews no longer hold the flesh and bones together. 
[Odyssey 11, 219] 

Elsewhere calling the soul Aphrodite and the bodily nature Arcs
because he has substance in blood, the Poet says that by certain such 
bonds the soul was fastened together by the Demiurge, whom he names 
Hephaistus. He speaks in this way: 

and spun his fastenings around the posts from every direction 
while many more were suspended overhead, from the roof beams: 
thin, like spider webs. 

(Od. 8, 278-280) 

That ~e bedposts, w~ich happen to be named after eloquent Bermes, 
are rauos and proporuons through which it happened that the soul was 
en~angled with the body, we would argue not absurdly;' and that the 
sp1der webs are the surfaces and figures by which the human form is 
defi?ed; and that the roof beam itself is, I presume, the dwelling place 
fabncated by the soul. That for Homer this is a discourse about the 
soul, the following things show. Reciting the separation of Ares and 
Aphrodite into their kindred regions, he dispatches the one into his 
cogn~te region of irrationality, to the barbarians and Paions, adding 
nothmg further by way of explanation; and he dispatches the other into 
the ancestral region of her creation and blessed pastime, to Cyprus: 

(89) where lies her sacred precinct and her smoky altar; 
[Od. 8, 363) 

and he purges and consecrates her as she withdraws from the more 
inferior things; he says: 

and there the Graces bathed her and anointed her with ambrosia.9 

(Od. 8, 364) 

~ise Heracleitu_s also somewhere speaks of something, not at variance 
w1th the precedmg. Showing the soul enjoying itself in the ether, he 
says: "a dry, dessicated soul is wisest." (Fragment 1 I 8} And he reveals 
the soul becoming turbid from the storm of air and rising vapor saying: 

·"for souls, it is death to become water."•o [Fragment 36) ' 
_Physicians also prove this. For they argue that the elements, those 

things analogous to the natural masses, and the most essential parts of 
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the body (and when these have suffered even a little, they say the 
animal is in danger) are tissues and arteries, which are nothing but 
some sinewlike, cobweblike, pipelike membranes containing in the 
middle the breath, through which the soul is moved but certainly does 
not extend together with the body when the parts are growing and 
collapse when they decay. 11 They also show this from the pulse beats, 
the regular motion of which they explicidy state as the healthy condi
tion of the animal, the irregular and agitated they foretell as a threat of 
death, and the strictest absence of motion they stoudy maintain as the 
complete retirement of the soul. 

18. What is the marvel if the soul, after taking by nature a body 
similar to the things moving the instruments-strands and breath, is 
moved at the same time as these are moved; and when the breath 
sounds harmoniously and rhythmically, the soul is affected at the same 
time as the breath beside it; and when a strand is struck harmoniously, 
(90) the soul sounds and intensifies at the same time as the specific 
strands, since indeed such a correspondence is observed in the kithara?u 
For if anyone should place one of two unison strings inside a small and 
light straw and should strike the other stretched out at a distance, he 
will most palpably see the straw-bearing string moved at the same time.n 
It is strange how the divine art seems to operate and to do something 
even through inanimate things. Indeed, by how much more in the case 
of things moved by the soul is it necessary for the cause of similarity 
to operate? 

Of instrUments, those fitted together of strands closely resemble the 
ethereal, dry, simple region of the cosmos and part of spiritual nature, 
being more without passion, immutable, and hostile to wetness, and 
displaced from their proper setting by damp air; the wind instrUments 
closely resemble the windy, wetter, changeable region, making the 
hearing overly feminine, being adapted for changing from the straight
forward, and taking their constitution and power by wetness. The bet
ter instrUments are similar to the better things, and the lesser instrU
ments are the others. These things also demonstrate the legend, they 
say, that esteemed the instruments and mele [songs) of Apollo over 
those of Marsyas. The Phrygian, having been hung over the river in 
Celaenae after the manner of a wineskin, happens to be in the aerial, 
full-windy, and dark-colored region, since he is on the one hand above 
the water and on the other hand suspended from the ether; but Apollo 
and his instruments happen to be in the purer and ethereal essence, and 
he is the leader of this essence.•• 

19. In their discourse about the use of instruments, the ancients 
gradually reveal the following things to us. Harmful melody and that to 
be avoided as gradually leading to evil and destrUction, they bestowed 

\ 
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as a figure on the brutal and mortal women, the Sirens, whom the 
Muses conquer and wise Odysseus with headlong speed avoids.u Since 
useful musical creation is twofold (one type is useful for the benefit of 
serious men, the other for the harmless indulgence of the common 
herd, even [91} if some of these arc quite lowly), the educational type 
on the kithara, which happens to be manly, they dedicated to Apollo; 
and the type necessarily pursuing delight because it aims at the multi
rude, they bestowed on the feminine of the gods, on one of the Muses, 
on Polyhymnia.16 And of musical creation in accord with the lyre, the 
type useful for paideia, as suitable for men, they appointed to Hermes;17 

the other type adapted to softening, as often appeasing the feminine 
and epithymetic part of the soul, they fastened upon Erato. 

Again, in the case of the auloi, the melody flattering the quantity of 
men and part of the soul desiring pleasure, they assigned to the one 
advising that the sweet vie with the beautiful, in accord with her appel
lation, to Euterpc; the other type, able occasionally to benefit through 
much science and discretion but not however departing absolutely from 
its natural femininity, they allot no longer to the masculine of the gods, 
but rather to the one feminine in genus, discrete and warlike in ethos, 
to Athena.11 So then, in displaying that the benefit through auletic melody 
is short and advising the wise to avoid for the most part the facility of 
it, they say that the goddess threw away the auloi as not adding suitable 
pleasure for those desiring wisdom; but this type of melody is utilized 
for those of mankind worn out and exhausted because of continuous 
work and labor. 

They also brought up how a penalty pursued Marsyas, who dignified 
his music beyond its worth: whose instruments fell behind those of 
Apollo by so much as handicraftsmen and ignorant men fall behind 
wise men and Marsyas himself behind Apollo. That is why Pythagoras, 
too, counselled his disciples who heard the aulos to cleanse their hear
ing as defiled by breath and to thoroughly purify the irrational impulses 
of the soul with righteous mele to the accompaniment of the small 
lyre.19 For the aulas [92] cultivates what is the leader of the worse 
portions, but the lyre-because it takes care of the rational nature-is 
friendly and welcome. 

The learned in every group of mankind confirm my view that not 
only our souls but also that of the universe used such a constitution: 
those persons cultivating the region under the moon, which is full windy 
and of a wet constitution but which procures its actuality from ethereal 
life, are soothed by both kinds of instruments-wind and stranded; and 
those persons cultivating the pure and ethereal region on the one hand 
deprecated every wind instrument as defiling the soul and dragging it 
down to the things here and on the other hand hymned and held in 
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honor the kithara and lyre alone of the instruments as the purer. Of 
this latter region, surely, wise men are imitators and emulators, on the 
one hand divorced from the disorder and variety of the things in this 
world-at least in inclination, even if present in body-and on the 
other hand holding on to the unbroken simplicity and reciprocal con
cord of the beautiful things of that place through a likeness to virtue. 

How the World-Soul Wa.s Organized 

Book Ill, Chapter 24. That not only the body of the universe but also 
the soul was organized and is considered through consonant numbers, 
the ancient and wise men affirmed confidently. [126] Even the divine 
Plato speaks in a certain way in Timatus about the following things. 
After taking an essence between the separable and inseparable essence, 
and in the case of the separable and inseparable nature of the Same and 
the Other, after constructing means with the mean of the essences and 
after making a blend of these three, the Demiurge of the soul in turn 
divided the entire compound by the following numbers, even and odd.zo 
Then he augmented the even numbers up to eight by the duple ratio, 
the odd numbers until twenty-seven by the triple ratio. These numbers, 
some say, have been so specified because the soul operates by num
bers-the soul of each person by numbers corresponding to the arts 
and the soul of the universe by numbers corresponding to nature; but 
the more precise say that these numbers present the property of the 
soul's power and essence.H The displays in numbersn-the nature of 
which is external to bodies11-demonstrate the incorporeal beginning 
of the soul, z. and the increments through ratios and proportions dem
onstrate movement in depth: that by two (for the cube on two is eight) 
demonstrating bodily depth, which we call natural (for this is destruct
ible and divisible); that by three demonstrating-like three-the incor
poreal, the indivisible, and the active (for the cube on three is twenty· 
seven).H The soul uses bodily depth, becoming three-dimensional with 
the body, and is often in a contrary condition to the spiritual (for this 
is stronger). Sometimes the soul is turned to better things, which-it 
was resolved-are like the: odd because this is inseparable, which incor
poreal things are like;Z6 and sometimes it is turned to the opposite, the 
nature of which is even and divisible like that of bodies.n 

The wise men called the greatest of the good things of the soul what 
closely resemble the terms posited, for the four virtues do not happen 
to be otherwise than similarities to numbers: [127] judgment analogous 
to the monad (for monadic is even the simple knowledge of each per
son); manly spirit to two and akin to the second position, revealing an 
impulse and transition from one to another; discretion to three, blend-
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ing a symmetry in between deficiency and excess; and righteousness to 
four (for it is the first virtue to demonstrate equality, the first number 
composed of equals multipled equally).l1 Of bodily good fortune,l' 
strength is analogous to manly spirit (therefore also to two), beauty to 
discretion because of the symmetries of the parts and colors (therefore 
also to three), and a healthy condition to righteousness because of the 
mental concord50 of these one to another. Although we see no similarity 
to judgment in bodies," we do see that the wise man with reason con
trives his discourse on the soul through the number seven in two ways. 
He assigns the measure by the duple and even positions to affective 
depth and the measure by triple and odd to the rational and incorpo
real,u both of them suspended from the monad itself as the sole begin
ning and cause. The diagram will make this clear by accepting all the 
geometric and musical proportions in the double tetraktys and having the 
odd numbers in a straight line and the even around the circumference.n 

2 
3 

4 
9 

8 
27 

In the body, the circular is more valuable, for this is the lightest and 
purer, while the straighter is lower and more material. In the soul, the 
straight and uninclined is the good, for this one by equality and identity 
is senior, while the Other is subordinate, hinting at the fickleness of the 
affective through the crookedness of the line as surely as this one in 
accord with the Same is expressive of concavity and convexity together.14 

[128) Therefore the learned of the Greeks not absurdly fastened upon 
Pan the shepherd's crook, for the one named after the animation of the 
universe not unreasonably used and adorned the instrument demon· 
strative of this animation." 

Of the proportions of the posited diagram, the arithmetic, consid
ered in terms of the identity of the excesses, exhibit bodily size; and the 
harmonic, being symmetries of both proportions, display the constitu
tion of the animal from the soul and the body. The theory pertaining 
to this was previously stated in respect to the 2S6 to 243.16 Plato con· 
trives the consonance of the parts of the soul through the first conso
nant ratio, the sequitertian.J7 His argument on this signifies by length 
and breadth, which in any relative distance is able to complete depth.11 

Since the two circles show the circuit relative to the authoritative 
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force of the appearances analogously with the ascents and descents of 
the voice,1' the one circle derived from the even-times tetraktys shows 
the practical part of the soul of the universe, which was also fastened 
together with the body,40 and the other derived from the tetraktys by 
odd numbers shows the theoretical, most divine, and external part, 
which associates with the better.41 So, Plato surely ordains that the 
circle of identity reveals the unchangeableness of the essence corre
sponding to judgment,u and he names the circle of the Other what 
defines the unreliability of affective and irrational nature. 
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Calcidius 
fl. c. 400 

From what litde is known about Calcidius, he seems to have been a 
Christian scholar active in Cordova at the start of the fifth century. His 
only work is this Latin translation, with commentary, of the first part 
of Plato's Timaeus (up to 53c). Calcidius is not original. His commen
tary on the harmonic intervals of the World-Soul is a laborious expla
nation of the obvious, not even accurate in rendering Plato's text. 
However, for the Middle Ages this was the only Timatus known, and so 
Calcidius' reflections on number and the soul were taken very seriously. 
This and a handful of other secondary sources (Macrobius, fragments 
of Proclus, Apuleius' The Golden Ass, the Hermetic Asdtpius, Boethius' 
Consolation, and Martianus Capella) had to serve as the foundation for 
the whole of medieval Platonism. 

This extract gives a fundamental statement of macrocosmic-micro
cosmic resemblance and harmony, which leads not only to a particular 
analysis of the human soul but also to a theory of perception, on the 
basis that "like is known only by like." Only through recognizing this 
connection, or rather reflection, of the cosmos in the soul can the 
concept of the Harmony of the Spheres become meaningful; for the 
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spheres are then contained as possibilities of realization within the human 
being, besides surrounding him physically. 

Calcidius' words on number are also fundamental to these doctrines, 
embodying the original dichotomy within the soul on which Proclus 
(no. 12) will have much to say. Finally, in Christianizing the Platonic 
creation myth, Calcidius touches on the very points at which early 
Christianity and paganism meet: the compound nature of the human 
being, as a triad of divine Spirit, celestial Soul, and elemental Body. 

Source: Timaeus a Cakidio translatus commmtarioiJue instructus, ed. J. H. 
Waszink (London and Leiden: Warburg Institute and E. J. Brill, 1962; 
vol. 4 of Plato Latinus), pp. 100-103. Translated by the Editor. 

+ 

Creation, Number and Soul 

51. Now that we have explained the powers from which the World
Soul is made, the parts and members out of which it is assembled, and 
how its nature consists of the same powers and numbers and modes, it 
remains to be shown what Plato has said about this in explaining the 
matter, so that we may reach the appointed end of our task guided by 
reason, rationally and methodically. It is his opinion that the soul of the 
sensible world is born (as license has it) a wimess to all things, both 
intelligible and sensible. It is moreover the Pythagorean doctrine that 
"like are known only by like"; and Empedocles has said the following 
in his verses: 

By the tartbly Wt mow earth, by flames the atthtr, 
By liquid, moisture, by our breath the spirituous, 
By tbt tranquil, ptaet, and by the striving, strift. 

(Fragment 109] 

In fact he called these the elements and origins of the universe, from 
which he held that the substance of the soul also consists; and on that 
account he said that it contains full knowledge of all things, compre
hending by its reselllblance those things which have a likeness to it. 

52. Plato, too, asserting the same thing, conflates the soul from all 
these origins so that it might have knowledge and discrimination of 
these same origins and of what follows them, and indeed of all existing 
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things. Then, after he had mixed it together out of these powers from 
which he believed it to be compounded, and divided the mixture into 
parts according to certain geometrical and arithmetical and musical 
ratios,• he proceeded thus: 

Then he cut the whole of this fabric along its length, and pro
duced two from one; and adapted middle to middle, like the 
form of the Greek letter X, and bent them into a circle so that 
their extremes might be combined. ( ... ) And he inserted one 
circle into the other, so that one should revolve laterally and 
the other obliquely.z 

He [Plato) augmented this with some additional matter: 

Seeing that it is compounded from the Same and the Different 
mixed with Existence, lacking movement but revolving upon 
itself with a circular motion, whenever it meets with any sub
stance, either dissoluble or indivisible, it can easily recognize 
this indivisible or diverse and dissoluble nature, and see the 
causes of all that will come to pass, and judge from those that 
happen the ones which arc to comc.1 

53. It is clear from this that the primal essences or substances of 
things are the oldest of all-and these twofold, the one kind indivisible, 
the other divisible-and the twofold diversity of nature most ancient; 
and that therefore the soul has been established from the beginnings, 
conflated from two substances, whose natures are those of the Same 
and the Different. Therefore its nature is most in agreement with that 
of the numbers which, it is said, are anterior even to the geometrical 
forms themselves. Geometrical forms are necessarily to be found in any 
number, such as the figures of three, four and more sides, and also 
those which are called hexahedra and octahedra. But they cannot sub
si~t without numbers, whereas nothing prevents numbers from existing 
Without these forms. Thus the oldest species of numbers is found to 
exist in all calculations. The first and foremost among these numbers 
are unity and duality, said to be the origins of the rest of the numbers.• 
For this reason it is concluded that the soul, made from a twofold 
substance and from the double nature of the power of numbers, builds 
and vivifies the celestial bodies and creatures in which there is reason 
and discipline; for it has knowledge of all the things from whose powers 
it is itself composed. 

54. This is the rational Soul of the World, with its doubly venerable 
character, which through its better nature furnishes support to inferior 
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things following the divine commandments, and imparts providence to 
things created. It is blessed through its knowledge by similitude of 
things eternal, and is a helper and protectress of dissoluble things. Its 
powers of counsel and forethought arc evidenced by the customs of 
man, the preeminent worshipcr of God, who bestows his care on tame 
animals. I These virtues of the soul, indeed, by which the sensible world 
is fostered, are added to the other vital energies common to man, beasts, 
and even to plants, viz. those of growth, automation, desire and imagi
nation, supplemented by reason which completes the soul peculiar to 
man, that he might not merely possess life, but also not lack the desire 
to live well. Thus the life of man is mingled in due proportion from 
both the natural and the rational soul in consort. • 

55. That this is indeed true is attested by a certain lofty doctrine of 
a sacred school, wise in their understanding of the divine. This asserts 
that God founded the human race after completing and adorning the 
sensible world; that he actually built and formed its body after this 
pattern by taking a piece of soil, derived the life for it from the celestial 
vaults, and then introduced the breath of life into its inmost parts by 
his own breath, this latter signifying the intentions of God and the 
wisdom of the soul. And God's wisdom is a god who cares for human 
affairs, being the cause of men's living happily and well, so long as they 
do not neglect the gift that God Almighty has bestowed upon them. 
And now sufficient has been said of the Soul of the World, assembled 
by the compacting of two essences whose natures are those of the Same 
and the Different; of its division made according to the harmonic, ar
ithmetical and geometrical ratios, and of the way in which its nature is 
put together from numbers and sounds. 
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Macrobius 
f1. c. 400 

Macrobius' life is so obscure that scholars arc still undecided as to 
whether he came from Greece or Africa, whether his native tongue was 
Latin or Greek. and whether or not he was a Christian. He was a 
typical popularizcr of his time, filling a demand for a broad liberal 
education at a modest level. This commentary on the "Dream of Scipio" 
with which Ciccro concludes his Dt Rtpublica gave Macrobius an excuse 
to write a miniature encyclopedia on such topics as dreams, arithmolob'Y• 
life-cycles, virtue, suicide, astronomy, geography, music theory, and the 
Neoplatonic doctrine of the soul. He was evidently most imerestcd in 
the latter, and his summary is a very adequate one. 

Macrobius' work was treasured in the Middle Ages, along with the 
compilations of Boethius, Martianus Capella, Calcidius, Cassiodorus, 
and Isidore of Seville, far beyond its intrinsic merits. These works were 
copied and rccopicd as authoritative sources of ancient wisdom. 
Macrobius' book was tailor-made for an epoch that loved anecdote and 
trusted the Ancients implicitly, yet preferred to give its more serious 
efforts to the intricacies of Church doctrine. The treatmem of music, 
given here in its entirety, encompasses skillfully all the main points of 
the Pythagorean-Platonic musical worldview. 
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Sourct: Macrobius, Commmury on tbt Drtam of Scipio, translated by 
William Harris Stahl (New York: Columbia University Press, 1952), 
pp. 189-200. Copyright 01952 by Columbia University Press. Used by 
permission. 

+ 
Plllto's Numbers and Their Significance 

Book 11, Chapter 11 [14) Plato's Timaeus, in disclosing the divine plan 
in the creation of the World-Soul, said that the Soul was interwoven 
with those numbers, odd or even, which produce the cube or solid, not 
meaning by this that the Soul was at all corporeal; rather, in order to 

be able to penetrate the whole world with its animating power and fill 
the solid body of the universe, the Soul was constructed from the num
bers denoting solidity.' 

[17) The fabrication of the World-Soul, as we may easily see, pro
ceeded alternately: after the monad, which is both even and uneven, an 
even number was introduced, namely, two; then followed the first uneven 
number, three; fourth in order came the second even number, four; in 
the fifth place came the second uneven number, nine; in the sixth place 
the third even number, eight; and in the seventh place the third uneven 
number, twenty-seven. 

Since the uneven numbers are considered masculine and the even 
feminine, God willed that the Soul which was to give birth to the 
universe should be born from the even and uneven, that is from the 
male and female; and that, since the Soul was destined to penetrate the 
solid universe, it should attain to those numbers representing solidity 
in either series. 

(18) And then the Soul had to be a combination of those numbers 
that alone possess mutual attraction since the Soul itself was to instill 
harmonious agreement in the whole world. Now two is double one and, 
as we have already explained, the octave arises from the double; three 
is one and one-half times greater than two, and this combination pro
duces the fifth; four is one and one-third times greater than three, and 
this combination produces the fourth; four is also four times as great as 
one, and from the quadruple ratio the double octave arises. (19) 
Thus the World-Soul, which stirred the body of the universe to the 
motion that we now witness, must have been interwoven with those 
numbers which produce musical harmony in order to make harmonious 
the sounds which it instilled by its quickening impulse. It discovered 
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the source of these sounds in the fabric of its own composition. 
(20) Plato reports, as we have previously stated, that the divine Creator 

of the Soul, after weaving it from unequal numbers, filled the intervals 
between them with sesquiahers, sesquitertians, superoctaves, and 
semitones. [21] In the following passage Cicero shows very skill
fully the profundity of Plato's doctrine: "What is this great and pleas
ing sound that fills my ears?" "That is a concord of tones separated by 
unequal but nevertheless carefully proportioned intervals, caused by the 
rapid motion of the spheres themselves." [22] You see here how he 
makes mention of the intervals and states that they are unequal and 
affirms that they are separated proportionately; for in Plato's TimlltUS 

• the intervals of the unequal numbers are interspersed with numbers 
proportional to them, that is, sesquiahers, sesquitertians, superoctaves, 
and half-tones, in which all harmony is embraced. 

[23] Hence we clearly see that these words of Cicero's would never 
have been comprehensible if we had not included a discussion of the 
sesquiahers, sesquitertians, and superoctaves inserted in the intervals, 
and of the numbers with which Plato constructed the World-Soul, 
together with the reason why the Soul was interwoven with numbers 
producing harmony. [24) In so doing we have not only explained 
the revolutions in the heavens, for which the Soul alone is responsible; 
we have also shown that the sounds which arose from these had to be 
harmonious, for they were innate in the Soul which impelled the uni
verse to motion. 

Chapter Ill [1) In a discussion in the Rtpublic about the whirling 
motion of the heavenly spheres, Plato says that a Siren sits upon each 
of the spheres, thus indicating that by the motions of the spheres di
vinities were provided with song; for a singing Siren is equivalent to a 
god in the Greek acceptance of the word. Moreover, cosmogonists have 
chosen to consider the nine Muses as the tuneful song of the eight 
spheres and the one predominant harmony that comes from all of them. 
[2) In the Tbtogony [lines 78-79), Hesiod calls the eighth Muse Urania 
because the eighth sphere, the starbearer, situated above the seven errant 
spheres, is correctly referred to as the sky; and to show that the ninth 
was the greatest, resulting from the harmony of all sounds together, he 
added: "Calliope, too, who is preeminent among all." The very name 
shows that the ninth Muse was noted for the sweetness of her voice, for 
Calliope means "best voice. "3 In order to indicate more plainly that her 
song was the one coming from all the others, he applied to her a word 
suggesting totality in calling her "preeminent among all." [3] Then, 
too, they call Apollo, god of the sun, the "leader of the Muses," as if 
to say that he is the leader and chief of the other spheres, just as Cicero, 
in referring to the sun, called it "leader, chief, and regulator of the 
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other planets, mind and moderator of the universe." (4) The 
Etruscans also recognize that the Muses are the song of the universe, 
for their name for them is C11mtr111t, a form of Cmmllt, derived from 
the verb Cllntrt. 

That the priests acknowledged that the heavens sing is indicated by 
their use of music at sacrificial ceremonies, some nations preferring the 
lyre or lcithara, and some pipes or other musical instruments. (S) In 
the hymn to the gods, too, the verses of the strophe and antistrophe 
used to be set to music, so that the strophe might represent the forward 
motion of the celestial sphere and the antistrophe the reverse motion 
of the planetary spheres; these two motions produced nature's first 
hymn in honor of the Supreme God. (6) In funeral processions, 
too, the practices of diverse peoples have ordained that it was proper to 
have musical accompaniment, owing to the belief that souls after death 
rerum to the source of sweet music, that is, to the sky. 

(7) Every soul in this world is allured by musical sounds so that not 
only those who are more relined in their habits, but all the barbarous 
peoples as well, have adopted songs by which they are inflamed with 
courage or wooed to pleasure; for the soul carries with it into the body 
a memory of the music which it knew in the sky, and is so captivated 
by its charm that there is no breast so cruel or savage: as not to be 
gripped by the spell of such an appeal. [8) This, I believe, was the 
origin of the stories of Orpheus and Amphion, one of whom was said 
to have enticed the dumb beasts by his song, the other the rocks. They 
were perchance the first to attract in their song men laclcing any refine· 
ment and stolid as rocks, and to instill in them a feeling of joy. (9) 
Thus every disposition of the soul is controlled by song. For instance, 
the signal for marching into batde and for leaving off battle is in one 
case a tone that arouses the martial spirit and in the other one that 
quiets it. "It gives or takes away sleep,.,, it releases or recalls cares, it 
excites wrath and counsels mercy, it even heals the ills of the body, 
whence the statement that gifted men "sing out remedies" for the ail
ing. [10) Is it at all strange if music has such power over men when 
birds like the nightingale and swan and others of that species practice 
song as if it were an an with them, when creatures of land, sea, and air 
willingly fall into nets under the spell of music, and when shepherd's 
pipes bring rest to the flocks in pasture? 

[I I) We have just explained that the causes of harmony are traced to 
the World-Soul, having been interwoven in it; the World-Soul, more
over, provides all creatures with life: "Thence the race of man and 
beast, the life of winged things, and the strange shapes ocean bears 
beneath his glassy floor."4 Consequendy it is natural for everything thal 
breathes to be captivated by music since the heavenly Soul that ani-
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mates the universe sprang from music. [12) In quickening the spheres 
to motion it produces "tones separated by unequal but nevertheless 
carefully proportioned intervals, • in accordance with its primeval fabric. 

Now we must ask ourselves whether these intervals which in the 
incorporeal Soul ar.e apprehended only in the mind a~d not by the 
se~ses, govern the d1sta~ces be~een the planets poised in the corporeal 
umverse. [13) Arch1medes, mdeed, believed that he had calculated 
in stades the distances between the eanh's surface and the moon, be
tween the moon and Mercury, Mercury and Venus, Venus and the sun, 
the sun and Mars, Mars and Jupiter, Jupiter and Saturn, and that he had 
also estimated the distance from Saturn's orbit to the celestial sphere. 
[14) But Archimedes' figures were rejected by the Platonists for not 
keeping the intervals in the progrcssions of the numbers two and three. 
They decided that there could be but one opinion, that the distance 
from the canh to the sun was twice as great as from the eanh to the 
moon, that the distance from the earth to Venus was thrice as great as 
from the c~rth to the sun, that the distance from the eanh to Mercury 
was four umes as great as from the eanh to Venus, that the distance 
from the earth to Mars was nine times as great as the distance from the 
c~nh to Mercury, that the distance from the earth to Jupiter was eight 
umcs as great as from the canh to Mars, and that the distance from the 
eanh to Saturn was twenty-seven times as great as from the earth to 
Jupiter. [IS) Porphyry' includes this conviction of the Platonists in 
his books which pour light upon the obscurities of the Timaeus; he says 
they believed that the intervals in the corporeal universe, which were 
fil_led with sesquitertians, sesquialters, superoctaves, half-tones, and a 
ltmrmll, followed the pattern of the Soul's fabric, and that harmony was 
thus forthcoming, the proportional intervals of which were interwoven 
into the fabric of the Soul and were also injected into the corporeal 
universe which is quickened by the Soul. [16) Hence Cicero's state
ment, that the heavenly harmony is a "concord of tones separated by 
unequal b~t nevertheless carefully proportioned intervals," is in all 
respects WISe and true. 

Chapter IV [ 1) At this point we are reminded that we must discuss 
the differences between high and low notes of which Cicero speaks. 
"Nature requires that the spheres at one extreme produce the low tones 
and at the other extreme the high tones. Consequendy the outermost 
sphere, the star-bearer, with its swifter motion gives fonh a higher
pitched tone whereas the lunar sphere, the lowest, has the deepest 
tone.• 

. [2) We have stated that so~d is produced only by the percussion of 
a1r. The blow regulates the pnch of the sound: a stout blow swiftly 
dealt produces a high note, a weak one lightly dealt produces a low 
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note.6 [3) For example, if one lashes the air with a staff, a swift move
ment produces a high note, a slower movement a lower tone. We sec 
the same phenomenon in the case of the lyre: strings stretched tight 
give high-pitched notes, but when loosened produce deep notes. [4} 
Accordingly the outer spheres, revolving at high speeds on account of 
their great size and constrained by a breath that is more powerful be
cause it is near its source, as Ciccro puts it, "with their swifter motion 
give forth a higher-pitched tone, whereas the lunar sphere, the lowest, 
has the deepest tone"; the latter is motivated by a breath which at that 
great distance is weak, and revolves at a slow speed because of the small 
space in which it, the sphere last but one, is confined. [S) We have 
further proof in pipes, which emit shrill notes from the holes near ~e 
mouthpiece but deep notes from those near the other end, and high 
notes through the wide holes but low notes through the narrow holes. 
A single explanation underlies both circumstances: the breath at the 
start is vigorous but weakens as it is spent, and it rushes with greater 
force through broad openings; but when the openings are narrow and 
far removed from the source the opposite is true.1 [6} Therefore the 
outermost sphere, being of immense proportions and constrained by a 
breath that is more vigorous as it is near its source, emits in its motion 
high-pitched sounds, whereas the lowest sphere, because of its narrow 
confines and remoteness, has a feeble sound. 

[7) Here we also have a clear demonstration that the breath, as it 
draws downward away from its source, becomes slower and slower; 
consequendy it gathers about the earth, the last of the spheres, in such 
a dense and sluggish mass that it is responsible for the earth's remain
ing in one place and never moving. That the lowest portion in a sphere 
is the center has been proven in a preceding passage. [8) Now there 
are nine spheres in the whole body of the universe. The first is the 
starbearer, properly called the celestial sphere, and oplants by the Greeks, 
"confining and containing all the others." It always revolves from east 
to west, whereas the seven lower spheres, the so-called errant spheres, 
revolve from west to east, and the earth, the ninth, is without mo
tion. [9) Thus there are eight moving spheres but only seven tones 
producing harmony from the motion of the spheres, since Mercury and 
Venus accompany the sun at the same rate of speed and follow its 
course like satellites; they are thought by some students of astronomy 
to possess the same force, whence Cicero's statement: "The other eight 
spheres, two of which move at the same speed, produce seven di(fere~t 
tones, this number being, one might almost say, the key to the uni
verse." [10) That seven is the key to the universe we dearly showed 
in an earlier discussion about numbers. 

I believe that this discussion, extremely condensed, will suffice to 
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c:larify the obscuriry in Cicero's words on music. [11) To refer even 
cursorily to the nttt and bypatt and the other strings and to discuss the 
subde points about tones and semitones and to tell what corresponds in 
music to the letter, the syllable, and the whole word is the part of one 
showing off his knowledge rather than of one teaching. [12) The 
fact that Ciccro made mention of music in this passage is no excuse for 
going through all the treatises on the subject, a mass of literature that, 
it seems to me, is without end; but we should follow up those points 
which can c:larify the words we have undertaken to explain, for in a 
matter that is naturally obscure the man who in his explanation adds 
more than is necessary does not remove the difficulry but aggravates it. 

[13) Accordingly, we shall conclude this chapter in our treatise with 
one addition which seems worthy of cognizance: although there are 
three rypes of musical harmony, the cnharmonic, the diatonic, and the 
chromatic, the first is no longer used because of its extreme difficulry, 
and the third is frowned upon because it induces voluptuousness; hence 
the second, the diatonic, is the one assigned to celestial harmony in 
Plato's discourse.• 

[14) Then, too, we must not overlook the fact that we do not catch 
the sound of the music arising in the constant swirl of the spheres 
because it is too full to be taken into the narrow range of our ears. 
Indeed, if the Great Cataract of the Nile withholds the ominous thun
der of its falls from the ears of the inhabitants, why is it surprising that 
the sound coming from the vastness of the universe surpasses our hear
ing? (IS) No idle words were these: "What is this great and pleas
ing sound that fills my ears?" Cicero would have us understand that if 
the cars of a man who deserved to participate in the heavenly secrets 
were filled with the vastness of the sound, surely the hearing of other 
mortals would not catch the sound of celestial harmony. 

12 

+ 

Proclus 
410-485 

Proclus Diadochus was head of the Athenian Academy and one of the 
last and greatest lights of classical Neoplatonism. He believed hi~self 
to be a reincarnation of Nicomachus of Gerasa (see no. 3). The baog
raphy by Marinus depicts Produs as an almost superhuman being, 
endowed with wealth, beauty, precocity, self-control, industry, and sanc
tity. In an age of naive syncretism, he was a deeply philosophical 
synthetist, expanding Platonism into a vast system capable of .a~com
modating all religions without contradiction. The only opposauon to 
his work came from the Christians, mainly because he refused to take 
seriously their expectation of the world's imminent end. lronic~lly 
enough, it would be his world that would end soon, as the Atheman 
Academy ended its nine-centuries' career shortly after his death. 

Proclus was a prolific writer on Platonic theology, astronomy, hymns, 
and literature. He also had a gift of healing, and was devoted to Asclepios, 
patron of the therapeutic an. Marinus tells us that he had produced a 
commentary on the Timatw by the age of twenry-threc. What we have 
here is no doubt a more mature development of his early work. 

In this extract from Proclus' commentary on the Republic, he clarifies 
the status of the Sirens, who in Plato's myth stand upon the spheres 
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uttering each a tone. Produs distinguishes the Sirens from the Muses, 
while introducing two further species of them. Readers of Produs arc 
invariably reminded that he was writing about eight hundred years later 
than the works on which he commented, and that whatever continuity 
the Academy may have had during that time, it certainly does not 
justify our taking Proclus' views as true to Plato's unwritten intentions. 
On the other hand, Produs was familiar with the living tradition of the 
Orphic religion, whose origins arc far older than Plato, as well as with 
the initiatic teachings of the various ancient Mysteries that were never 
written down: both matters about which Proclus and Plato knew more 

• than anyone today. So we accord respect, at least, to Produs' claims. 
The commentary on the TimtJtus, as it survives, covers only the first 

pan of Plato's tCJ:t (up to 44b), dealing with the creation of the World
Soul. Proclus has preceded our extract by situating the creative process 
described by Timacus within a broader and truly universal context. He 
therefore reminds us that creative actions which might seem to be 
primordial and autonomous are in turn indebted to yet higher models, 
to which the Demiurgc looked in dividing the soul (Taylor's edition, 
vol. 1, p. 74). Another of Produs' concerns is to maintain the idea of 
the soul's unity, despite its division: "The essence therefore of the soul 
is at one and the same time a whole, and has parts, and is one and 
multitude" (ibid., p. 75). 

In this CJ:tract Produs ancmpts to explain the intervals into which 
the world-stuff is divided, with unprecedented and unparalleled thor
oughneu. It is an extremely dense and difficult text, to which the notes 
may offer some clarification. Besides his mathematics and philosophy, 
there arc also mythological allusions to Apollo and Dionysus, Muses 
and Sirens, which were eagerly seized on by Renaissance theorists. 
Running through the whole work is Produs' ambition to make a "Har
mony of Orpheus, Pythagoras, and Plato" (to quote the title of one of 
his lost books) by commenting on Plato's writings in the light of Orphic 
and Chaldaean theology and Pythagorean arithmology. 

Although himself a militant pagan, Produs' writings were to become 
a recurrent influence on medieval philosophy. Given Christian clothing 
in the sixth century by Dionysius the Areopagite (sec MM&M), Produs' 
theology was a powerful influence on John Scotus Eriugena (see no.16). 
utracts from his Elmrmu afTbealagy, translated into Latin circa 1180, 
inspired Alain of Lillc, one of the last inheritors of Chartres Platonism. 
No matter that the extracts, called Libtr dt c11usis, were attributed to 
Aristotle! After Proclus' works, including the Tim11eus commentary, had 
been translated by William of Moerbccke in the later thirteenth cen
tury, they contributed to a fresh current of mystical Ncoplatonism, 
represented by Albcrrus Magnus and his German and Dominican pupils 
and successors, Dictrich of Vricberg, Berthold of Mosburg (who wrote 
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an CJ:POSition of Proclus' Elnnmu ofTbtaloiJ). and Mcistcr Eckhart. Thence 
Proclus forms a link to Nicholas of Cusa and the early Renaissance. 

Sources: Proclus, Commtnt11irt sur la Ripubliqut, translated by A.-J. 
Fcstugi~re (Paris: Bud~. 1970), pp. 192-196. Translated by the Editor. 
Produs on tbt Tim11eus of Plllto, translated by Thomas Taylor (London: 
the Author, 1820), vol. 2, pp. 75-86. 

• 
On the Sirens liS Souls of the Spheres 

And on each of its circles there was seated a Siren on the upper 
side, carried round, and uttering a single sound on one pitch. 
But the whole of them, being eight, composed a single harmony. 

(Republic, 617b S-8) 

Section 16. Here Plato introduces the divine and incorporeal Hyposta
ses which preside over the movement of the Spindle. First among them 
he names the Sirens, mounted each upon her own ring which she turns 
round. Each one gives forth a single sound whose one tone, being in 
perfect agreement with musical ratios, signifies the unity of the sound 
and the total simplicity of the noise which they make. For 'single sound' 
means that this musical operation has an unchangeable character, not 
passing from one melody to another, because each Siren always emits 
the same note. And 'one pitch' shows that the sound of such and such 
a quality causes one and only one pitch to resonate (for it is by virtue 
of tension that a sound is called a pitch). 

Finally, since the rings and the Sirens are eight in number, he says 
that there results from this ensemble a single harmony,like the interval 
of an octave, which can be perceived as consisting either of eight notes 
or of seven intervals. It is as if the Sirens' workings resembled the 
sounds from which results the interval of an octave, which is the most 
complete of all.1 The intervals between the sounds correspond to the 
disposition of the Sirens, for they begin at ~c. bottom with the net~ and 
end with the highest one, the byp11tt. For 1t IS proper that the h1ghcr 
bodies should move more quickly, although their returns to the same 
point seem to take a longer time because the ratios between their. orbits 
are greater than the ratios between their motions. These arc m fact 
things upon which all seem to agree. . 

However, since Plato has ordered matters as descnbed above, we 
must now say what the Sirens are. Those who say that they are the 
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Muses, adding to the present eight an extra one to make them up to 
nine, are not being faithful to the text. Besides, the fact that the Sirens 
are involved in the Circle of the rings shows that they are inferior to 
the Muses.J [Lacuna of about two lines in text.] This is why, in truth, 
the Sirens have their movements harmonized, and impart to each of the 
rings on which they are mounted its properly rhythmic movement. 

What is their essence, then, and how do they rank? Since they arc 
anterior to bodies and appointed directly to the rings, they must evi
dently be souls. Moreover, the fact that they are involved in the Circle 
of the rings shows, I presume, that they have motion, passing from one 
place to another. True, if it were not a myth Plato would have said that 
the rings are involved in the Circle of the Sirens! But, as is the custom 
of mythographers, he has reversed the order and said that the Sirens 
are involved in the Circle of the rings. Now if they also move with a 
circular movement-an incorporeal movement-! suppose that they must 
necessarily be souls endowed with intellective life: for circular move
ment is the image of the Intellect, as the Athenian Stranger showed 
(Laws X, 897c], and it is by Intellect that souls are moved in a circle. 

If this reasoning is correct, the present text agrees with what is said 
in the philosophizing of the Timlltw (lSa) on divine souls, namely that 
they are arranged in harmonic ratios. For if, as Plato has said, their 
movement is harmonized, they must contain as their essence harmonic 
ratios, which is certainly what Timaeus says; and if they are carried 
round in a circle they themselves must be in some way circular, as 
Timaeus also says (36c]. Moreover, if each gives forth a single sound 
and one tone, they must be essentially logoic4 souls who perform simple 
and unadulterated operations, unlike the operations of our own souls 
which must resort to reasonings and various sorts of conjecture in order 
to know the Real. And again, if the Sirens themselves all make a chord 
together, they form as it were a choir around a single coryphaeus, the 
World-Soul.' 

Plato has named these souls 'Sirens' in order to show that the chord 
which they impose on the rings is, nevertheless, of a corporeal nature. 
He has called them 'celestial Sirens' to distinguish them from the Si
rens connected with generation, which elsewhere he advises one to 
avoid in one's voyage, after the example of the famous Ulysses of whom 
Homer speaks [Odyssey XII, 16Sss].6 But these Sirens down here begin 
with a dyad: the poet says 'the voice of both7 the Sirens' as if there were 
two of them. The others by contrast, begin with a monad: for it is the 
Siren of the outermost circle who stands at the head of the other seven. 

One must expect an appropriate number to be subordinate to this 
dyad. Now if the number subordinated to the celestial monad is 7, then 
the corresponding number below the dyad connected with generation 
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must be twice times seven. 1 (Often the Theologians also double the 
celestial zones in the sublunary regions (Chaldlltan Oraclts 22,3).) Con
sequently there arc also Sirens in Hades, touching whom Plato has ~aid 
plainly in the Cratylw (403d) that it is not agreeable or even poss1blc 
for them to leave Hades, where the ingenious Pluto holds them en
chanted. Thus according to Plato there arc three races of Sirens: the 
Celestial ones, dependent on Zeus; the Terrestrial, dependent on 
Poscidon· and the Subterranean, dependent on Pluto. It is a property 
of all the~e races to produce a harmony of the corporeal order,' whereas 
the gift of the Muses ~s above all a~ intellectual harmony: wh_ich i~ wh~ 
they arc said to prevail over the S1rens and to be crowned w1th S~rens 
fcathers. 10 And in fact they are the principle of ascent for the S~rens, 
and attach them to themselves, suborning to their intellective activity 
the powerful wings with which the Sirens are endowed.11 

Connnentmy on the Harmonies of Plato's Tunaeus 

The mode, however, of unfolding it11 should accord with the essence of 
the soul, being liberated from visible, but elevating itself to essential 
and immaterial harmony, and transferring from images to paradigms. 
For the symphony which flows into the cars, and w~ich. co~sists in 
sounds and pulsations, is very different from that wh1ch 1~ vual and 
intellcctual.ll No one, therefore, should stop at the mathemaucal theory, 
but should excite himself to a mode of survey adapted to the essence of 
the soul; nor should he think that we ought to direct our attention to 
interval or the differences of motions. For these are assumed rcmotely,14 

and arc' by no means adapted to the proposed subjects of invc~tigation. 
But he should survey the assertions by themselves, and cons1der how 
they afford an indication of the psychical middle, and look t~ the 
dcmiurgic providence as their end. In the ~rst. place there.fore, •.f you 
arc willing thus to survey, since wholeness IS tnple, one bemg pnor to 
parts, another consisting of parts, and another being in ~ach. of the 
parts, as we have frequently elsewhere demonstratcd:-thls hem~ ~c 
case Plato has already delivered the wholeness of the soul wh1ch IS 

prio~ to parts. For he made it to .be one ~hole prio~ t~ all ~ivision i~to 
parts, and which as we have sa1d, remams what lt 1~, ~1thout. bcmg 
consumed in the production of the parts. For to be w1lhng to d1ssolve 
that which is well harmonized is the province of an evil narure.11 But 
the dissolution is effected by consuming the whole into the parts. In 
what is now delivered, however, he constitutes it a whole from parts, 
consuming the whole mixture into the division of its essence, and thr:oug~ 
the harmony of the parts, rendering it a whole de novo, and causmg lt 
to be complete from all appropriate pans.1' But he shortly after teaches 
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us the wholeness which is in each of the parts, dividing the whole soul 
into certain circles, and in each of the circles inserting all the reasons, u 
which he had already made manifest to us in what he had before said. 
For he had said, that in each of the parts there are three (i.e. same, 
different, and essence] in the same manner as in the whole. Every part 
therefore, as well as the whole, is in a certain respect a triadic whole. 
Hence it is necessary that the soul should have three wholenesses, •• 
because it animates the universe, which is a whole of wholes, each of 
which is a whole according to the wholeness which is in a part. So that 
the soul animating the universe in a twofold respect, both as it is a 
whole, and as consisting of total pans, it requires two wholenesses, and 
transcends the things that are animated, having something external to 
them, so as circularly to cover the universe, as Timaeus says, as with a 
veil. By the wholeness, therefore, which is prior to parts, the soul en
tirely runs above the universe, but by the remaining two connects the 
universe and the pans it contains, these also being wholes. 

In th_e n_ext place, it must be observed, that Plato, proceeding from 
the begtnmng to the end, preserves the monadic and at the same time 
dyadic nature of the soul. For he reduces the hyparxis" of it to essence, 
same, and different, and distributes the number of it according to a 
twofold division, beginning from one part, into duple and triple num
bers. He also surveys the media or middles, in one of them compre
hends the other two,l0 and according to each of these unfolds twofold 
sesquiaher and sesquitertian ratios, and again cuts these into 
sesquioctaves and leimmas. In what follows likewise, he divides the one 
length into two, and the one figure of the soul into two periods. And, 
in shon, he nowhere omits the monadic and at the same time dyadic, 
and this with the greatest propriety.ll For the monadic alone pertains 
to intellect, on which account also intellect is impartible. But the dyadic 
pertains to body, whence in the generation of the corporeal-formed 
nature, Plato began from the duad, fire and earth, and arranged two 
other genera of elements between these.ll The soul, however, being a 
medium between intellect and body, is a monad and at the same time 
a duad. But the cause of this is, that in a certain respect it equally 
participates of bound and infinity;l1 just as intellect indeed, is allied to 
bound, but body rather pertains to infinity, on account of its subject 
matter, and divisibility ad infinitum. And if after this manner, some 
refer the impartible and the partible to the monad and indefinite duad,l4 
they speak conformably to things themselves; but if as making the soul 
to be number, in no respect different from monadic numbers, they are 
very far from asserting that which happens to the essence of the soul. 
The soul, therefore, is a monad and at the same time a duad, adumbrat
ing by the monadic, intellectual [and) bound, but by the dyadic, infin-
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ity; or by the former, being the image, indeed, of the impartible, but 
by the latter being the paradigm of partible natures. 

In addition to these things also, it is requisite to survey, how a two
fold work of the Demiurgus is here delivered. For he divides the soul 
into parts, harmonizes the divided parts, and renders them concordant 
with each other. But in effecting these things, he energizes at one and 
the same time Dionysiacally [i.e. Bacchically) and Apolloniacally. For to 
divide, and produce wholes into parts, and to preside over the distribu
tion of forms, is Dionysiacal; but to perfect all things harmonically, is 
ApolloniacaJ.lS As the Demiurgus, therefore, comprehends in himself 
the cause of both these Gods, he both divides and harmonizes the soul. 
For the hebdomad is a number common to both these divinities, since 
theologists also say that Bacchus was divided into seven pans: 

Into srvm p11111 tht TitAns ttlt tbt boy. 

And they refer the heptad to Apollo, as containing all symphonies. For 
the duple diapason first subsists in the monad, duad, and tetrad, of 
which numbers the hebdomad consists.u Hence they call the God 
Hebdomagetes, or born on the seventh day, and assert that this day is 
sacred to him: 

For on this dAy Liltou bort tbt God 
Who wtlln 11 goldtn sword. 

Just as the sixth day is sacred to Diana. This number, indeed, in the 
same manner as the triad, is imparted to the soul from superior causes; 
the latter from intelligible, but the former from intellectual natures.17 

And it is also imparted from these very divinities [Apollo and Bacchus), 
in order that by a division into seven parts, the soul may have a signa
ture of the Dionysiacalseries, and of the fabulous laceration of Bacchus. 
For it is necessary that it should participate of the Dionysiacal intellect; 
and as Orpheus says, that bearing the God on its head, it should be 
divided conformably to him. But it possesses harmony in these pans, as 
a symbol of the Apolloniacal order. For in the lacerations of Bacchus, 
it is Apollo who collects and unites the distributed pans of Bacchus, 
according to the will of the father (Jupiter]. In these numbers also, the 
three middles are comprehended.l1 These therefore being three, adum
brate not only in the soul but every where, the three daughters of 
Thcmis.l' And the geometric middle, indeed, is the image of Eunomia. 10 

Hence Plato in the Laws says, that she adorns polities, and disposes 
them in an orderly manner, and he likewise celebrates her as the judg
ment of Jupiter, adorning the universe, and comprehending the true 
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political science. But me harmonic middle is an image of Dice or Jus
tice, distributing a greater ratio to greater, but a less to lesser terms. 
This however is the work of justice. And the arithmetical middle is an 
image of Peace. For it is this, as it is also said in the Laws, which 
imparts to all things me equal according to quantity, and makes people 
at peace with people. For the solid analogy (i.e., the triplicate propor
tion) prior to these, is sacred to their mother Thcmis, who compre
hends the powers of all of them. And thus much universally concerning 
these three middles. 

These three middles, however may be said in a way adapted to what 
has been before observed, to be the sources of union and connexion to 
the soul, or in other words, to be unions, analogies, and bonds. Hence 
also Timaeus denominates them bonds. For prior to this, he had said 
that the geometric middle is the most beautiful of bonds, and that the 
other middles are contained in this. But every bond is a certain union. 
If therefore the middles are bonds, and bonds are the unions of the 
things that are bound, that which follows is evidem. Hence these per
vade through all the essence of the soul, and render it one from many 
wholes, as they are alloued a power of binding together things of a 
various nature!1 

As however they arc three, the geometric middle binds every thing 
that is essential in souls. For essence is one reason, proceeding through 
all things, and connecting first, middle, and last natures, just as in the 
geometric middle, one and the same ratio, pervades perfectly through 
the three terms [of which the proportion consists). But the harmonic 
middle connects all the divided sameness of souls, imparting to the 
extremes a communion of reasons, and a kindred conjunction. And 
sameness, indeed, is seen in a greater degree in more total, but in a less 
degree in more partial natures. And the arithmetical middle binds the 
all-various diversity of the progression of the soul, and is less inherent 
in things which are greater, but more in such as are less, according to 
order. For difference has dominion in more partial, just as sameness has 
in more total and more excellent natures. And these two middles have 
something by which they communicate with each other, in the same 
manner as sameness and difference. As essence also is the monad of me 
latter, so the geometrical middle is the monad of the former. The 
geometric middle, therefore, is the union of the essences in all the 
thirty-four terms;U the harmonic of the equally numerous samenesscs; 
and the arithmetical, of the differences. Hence all these extend through 
all the terms, or how could a certain whole be produced from them, 
unless they were as much as possible united to each other? Essentially 
indeed, by the geometric middle, but in another and another way by 
the remaining two. On this account also the arithmetical and harmonic 
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middles become the consummation of the geometric middle, in the 
same manner as sameness and difference contribute to the perfection of 
essence. For because the arithmetical and harmonic middles subsist 
oppositely with reference to each other, the geometric middle connects 
and, as it were, weaves together their dissention.n For the harmonic 
middle indeed, distributes as we have said, greater ratios to greater 
terms, and less ratios to less terms;" since it evinces that things which 
are essentially greater and more total, are also more comprehensive in 
power than such as one of an inferior nature. But vice versa, the arith
metical middle, distributes less ratios to greater terms, but greater ra
tios to less terms!' For difference prevails more in inferior natures, just 
as sameness on the contrary, has greater authority in superior than in 
inferior natures. And the geometric middle extends the same ratio to all 
the terms;16 imparting by illumination union to first, middle, and last 
natures, through the presence of essence to all things. 

The Demiurgus therefore imparts three connective unions to the 
soul, which Plato denominates middles, as binding together the middle 
order of wholes. And of these, me geometric middle collects the mul
titude of essences, and causes essential progrcssions to be one: for one 
ratio is the image of union. But the harmonic middle, binds total 
samenesses, and the hyparxes of them into one communion. And the 
arithmetical middle, conjoins first, middle, and last differences. For, in 
short, difference is the mother of numbers, as we learn in the Parmenidcs. 
These three, however, viz. essence, sameness, and difference, arc in 
each part of the soul, and it is requisite to conjoin all of them to each 
other through a medium and colligative reasons. 

In the next place, we say that the soul is a plenitude of reasons, she 
being more simple than sensibles, but more composite than intelligibles.17 

Hence Timaeus assumes seven ratios in the soul, viz. the ratios of 
equality, multiplicity, submultiplicity, the supcrparticular and 
superpartient ratios, and the opposites of these, the subsuperparticular, 
and subsuperpartient," but not the ratios which are compounded from 
these. For these arc adapted to corporeal reasons, since they arc com
posite and partible. The reasons in the soul, however, proceed indeed 
into multitude and partibility, yet together with multitude, they exhibit 
simplicity, and the uniform in conjunction with a distribution into parts. 
Hence they are not allotted an hypostasis in the monad, and the impar
tible, in the same manner as intellect. For intellect is alone monadic 
and impartible. Nor does the multitude of them proceed into compos
ite reasons. And multiple ratio indeed is in one way only partible," viz. 
according to the prologos or greater term: for the bypologos, or less term, 
is without division, and is not prevented from being unity. But the 
superparticular, is divisible in a twofold respect, viz. according to the 
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prologos and bypologos; but is impartible according to difference.10 And 
the superpartient is partible, both according to the prologos and 
hypologos, and according to difference.41 So that the first of these, is 
divisible in one way only, the second bifariously, and the third 
trifariously. But equality is impartible.41 The soul therefore constitutes 
the universe by these ratios; the corporeal-formed nature indeed, by 
that which is trifariously partible; the nature of superficies by that which 
is bifariously partible; every linear nature, by that which is partible in 
one way only; and by the impartible the impartibility which compre
hends all things.n For there is something impartible in partible natures. 
These things, therefore, are uuly asserted. 

It is necessary however, to survey these after another manner; pre
mising, that numbers which are more simple, and nearer to the monad, 
ought to be conceived as more primary than those which are more 
composite. For Plato also, having arranged one part prior to all the 
rest, refers all of them to this, and ends in terms which are especially 
composite and solid. Having therefore premised this, I say that equality 
and the ratio of equality, has the relation of a monad to all ratios. And 
what the monad is in quantity per se, that the equal is in relative 
quantity. Hence conformably to this, the soul introduces a common 
measure to all things which subsist according to the same reasons; which 
measure likewise, brings with it one idea the image of sameness. But 
according to the submultiple, and multiple ratio, it governs all the 
whole series of things,44 connectedly comprehending them, and exhib
iting each total form of mundane natures frequently produced by itself 
in all mundane beings. Thus, for instance, it produces the solar, and 
also the lunar form, in divine souls, in daemoniacal and human souls, 
in irrational animals, in plants, and in stones themselves, and adorns the 
most universal genera by the more partial series.45 And according to the 
superparticular and subsuperparticular ratios, it adorns such things as 
are wholes in their participants, and which are participated according to 
one certain thing contained in them.46 But according to the superpartient 
and subsuperpartient ratios, it adorns such things as are wholly partici
pated by secondary natures, in conjunction with a division into multi
tude. For of animal indeed, man participates, and the whole of this 
form is in him, yet not alone, but the whole is in him according to one 
thing, viz. the human form; so that it is present to its participant with 
the whole, and one certain thing which is a part of it. But what are 
called common genera, participate of one genus, yet not of this alone, 
but together with this of many other genera also, which are parts, and 
not a pan of that one genus. Thus, for instance, a mule participates of 
the species from which it has a eo-mingled generation. Each species, 
therefore, either participates of one genus according to one, and thus 
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imitates the superparticular ratio which contains the whole, and one 
part of the whole; or it participates that which is common and many 
things besides, and thus imitates the superpartient ratio, which together 
with the whole possesses also many parts of the whole. And besides 
these there is no other participation of species or forms.41 

Looking also to these things, we may be able to assign the specific 
causes of those natures which subsist according to one form, as, for 
instance, of the sun, the moon, and man; as likewise of those that 
subsist according to many forms, together with that which is common. 
For there are many things of this kind in the earth, and in the sea; such 
as animals with a human face and the extremities resembling those of 
a fish, and animals in the form of dragons, but with a leonine face; 
these having an essence mingled from many things. All these ratios 
therefore, are very properly antecedendy comprehended in the soul, as 
they define all the participations of forms in the universe. Nor can 
there be any other ratios of communion besides these, since all things 
receive a specific distinction according to these. 

Again, therefore, the hebdomad of ratios corresponds to the hebdomad 
of parts. And the soul is wholly through the whole of itself hebdomatic, 
in its parts, in its ratios, and in its circles.41 For if the demiurgic intel
lect is a monad, but the soul primarily proceeds from intellect, it will 
have the ratio of the hebdomad to it. For the hebdomad is paternal and 
motherless.4P And perhaps equality imparts to all the psychical ratios, a 
communion of the equal, in order that all may communicate with all 
But the multiple ratio affords an indication of the manner in which the 
ratios that are more single, measure those that are multitudinous, the 
former wholly proceeding through the whole of the lauer; those that 
are impartible measuring those that are more distributed into parts. 

The superparticular. however, and subsuperparticular ratios, indicate 
the difference according to which whole ratios do not communicate 
with whole, but have indeed a partial habitude, yet are conjoined ac
cording to one certain most principal part of themselves. And the 
superpartient and subsuperpartient ratios afford an indication of the 
last nature, according to which there is a certain partible and multiplied 
communion of the psychical ratios, on account of diminution and in
feriority. For the more elevated of these reasons are united wholly to 
the whole of each other. But those of the middle rank are conjoined, 
not through the whole of themselves, but according to the highest part. 
And those of the third rank, partibly coalesce according to multitudes. 

I say, for instance, essence communicates with all the ratios, measur
ing all their progressions: for nothing in them is unessential. But 
sameness, being itself a genus, especially collects the summits of them 
into one communion. And difference particularly measures their divi-
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sions and progressions. The communion, therefore, of the psychical 
ratios, is every where exhibited. For it is either all-perfect, or alone 
subsists according to the summits, or according to extensions into 
multitude. 

Farther still, in the next place let us survey, how the seven parts are 
allotted their hypostasis. 10 The first part then, is most intellectual and 
the summit of the soul, conjoining it to tbt ont itself, and to the hypams 
of the first essence. Hence also it is called ont, as having the form of 
unity, and the number of it proceeding into multitude, is detained by 
union. It is likewise analogous to the cause and centcr of the soul. For 
the soul abides according to this, and does not dcpan from wholes. And 
the tetrad indeed, is in the first monads, on account of its stability, and 
rejoicing in equality and sameness." But the ogdoad is in the monads 
of the second order, on account of diminution, and the providence of 
the soul which extends as far as to the last of things, and that which is 
most material. And the triad is in the monads of the third order, on 
account of the circumduction to the all-perfect of the multitude which 
it contains. And at the same time, it is evident from these things as 
from images, that the summit of the soul, though it has the form of 
unity, yet is not purely one, but this also is an united multitude. 

just as the monad (l],u is not indeed without multitude, yet at the 
same time is unity. But tbt ont of the Gods is one alone. And tbt ont 
of intellect is more one than multitude, though this also is multiplied. 
But tht ont of the soul is similarly one and multitude; just as the unity 
of the natures posterior to it, which are divisible about body, is more 
multitude than one. And tbt ont of bodies, is not simply one, but the 
phantasm and image of unity. Hence the Elean guest, or stranger, says 
that every thing corporeal is broken in pieces, as having an adventitious 
unity, and never ceasing to be divided. 

But the second part [2] multiplies the part prior to it, by generative 
progressions, which the duad indicates, and unfolds all the progressions 
of essence. Hence it is said to be double of the first, as imitating the 
indefinite duad, and the intelligible infinity. 

And the third part [3) again converts all the soul to its principle; and 
it is the third of it which is convolved to the principles. This, therefore, 
is measured by the first pan, as being filled with union from it; but is 
conjoined more partially to the second pan. And on this account it is 
said to be triple of the first, but sesquiaher of the second; being half 
contained indeed by the second, as not having an equal power with it, 
but perfectly by the first. 

But again, the fourth part (4], and besides this the fifth (9], evince 
that the soul peculiarly presides over secondary natures. For these parts 
arc the intellectual causes of the incorporeals which are divided about 
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bodies, as they are planes and squares; the former being the square of 
the second, and the latter of the third part. And the fourth part, indeed, 
is the cause of progression and generation, but the fifth, of conversion 
and perfection. For both are planes; but one is from the second part, 
subsisting twice from it, and the other from the third part, thrice pro
ceeding from it. And it seems, that the former of these planes, is imi
tative of the generative natures which are divisible about bodies; but 
that the latter is imitative of intellectual conversions. For all knowledge 
converts that which knows to the thing known; just as every nature 
wishes to generate, and to make a progression to that which is inferior.n 

And the sixth (8] and seventh [27) parts, contain in themselves, the 
primordial causes of bodies and solid masses: for these numbers arc 
solids. And the former of them, indeed, is from the second, but the 
latter from the third pan. But Plato in what he says converting the last 
to the first pans, and the terminations of the soul to its summit, places 
one pan as octuple, but the other as twenty seven times the first. 

And thus the essence of the soul consists of seven parts as abiding, 
proceeding, and returning, and as the cause of the progression and 
regression of the essences divisible about bodies, and of bodies them
selves. If, also, you are willing so to speak, because the soul is allotted 
an hypostasis between impartibles and partibles, she imitates the former 
through the triad of the terms, but antecedently assumes the latter from 
the tetrad.14 But the whole of her consists of all the terms, because the 
whole of her is the center of wholes. It is possible also to divide these 
parts according to the duple order, if you assume the summit of the 
soul, and consider the permanency, progression, and regression of it, 
and also the conversion to it of things proximately posterior to it, and 
the last subjection of solids, or rather the diminution of the cause of 
them, according to the duple ratio. For you will find that the whole of 
this co-ordination pertains to the prolific duad. But again the regres
sion of itself to itself, and of the natures proximately posterior to it, and 
of those that rank in the third degree from it, to the uniform and 
collective essence of wholes, subsist according to the triple order. The 
arithmetical therefore and harmonic middles, give completion to these 
intervals, which are essential, and surveyed according to existence itself; 
some of them as we have said, binding their samenesscs, but others 
their differences." 

Farther still you may also say, in a way more proximate to the things 
themselves, that the soul according to one part is united to the natures 
prior to it, and this pan is the summit of the soul; but according to the 
duple and triple part, it proceeds from intellect, and returns to it; and 
according to the double of the double, and the triple of the triple, it 
proceeds from itself, and again returns to itself, and through itself as a 
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medium, to the principles of itself.16 For through being filled from 
these principles it is prolific of secondary natures. And as indeed, the 
progression from itself, is suspended from the narures prior to itself, 
thus also the conversion or regression to itself is suspended from the 
regression of the beings that are prior to it. But the last parts, according 
to which it constitutes the natures posterior to itself, are referred to the 
first part; in order that a circle without a beginning may be unfolded 
to the view, the end being conjoined to the beginning, and that the 
universe may become animated, and at the same time endued with 
intellect, the solid numbers being eo-arranged with the fim part. 

Moreover, he says that from these middles, sesquiaher and 
sesquitertian ratios, and also sesquioctaves, become apparent. What else, 
therefore, does he intend to indicate by these things, than the more 
partial difference of the psychical ratios?17 And the sesquialter ratios 
indeed present us with an image of partible communion, but according 
to the first of the parts. The sesquitertian ratios, of partible commun
ion according to the middle terms. And the sesquioctaves of this com
munion, according to the last terms. Hence also, the middles or pro
portions are conjoined to each other, according to the sesquioctave 
ratio.s• For as being surveyed according to opposite genera, they have 
the smallest communion; but they are appropriately conjoined to both 
extremes. 

Timaeus also adds that all the sesquitertian ratios are filled by the 
interval of the sesquioctave, in conjunction with the leimma; indicating 
that the terminations of all these ratios, end in more partial hypostases, 
in consequence of the soul comprehending the causes of the last and 
perfecdy partible essences in the world, and pre-establishing in itself, 
the principles of the order and harmony of them, according to the 
demiurgic wm.s• The soul therefore, possesses the principles of harmo
nious progression and regression, and of the division into things first, 
middle and last; and is one intellectual reason or ratio, receiving its 
completion from all ratios. And again, that all the harmony of the soul, 
consists of a quadruple diapason, diapente and tone, is consonant to 
these things.60 For since there is harmony in the world, and also in 
intellect and in soul, on which account Timaeus says, that the soul 
participates of harmony, and is harmony,-hence the world participates 
of harmony decadically, but the soul tetradically, and harmony pre
exists in intellect monadically. And as the monad is the cause of the 
tetrad, but the tetrad of the decad, thus also, the intellectual harmony, 
is the supplier of the psychical, and the psychical of sensible harmony. 
Hence Timaeus conceived that the quadruple diapason is adapted to 
the harmony of the soul. For the soul is the proximate paradigm of the 
harmony in the sensible world. Since however, five figures and five 
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centers in the universe, give completion to the whole, the harmony 
diapente also, imparts to the world the symphony which is in its parts. 
Since, likewise, the universe is divided into nine parts, the sesquioctave 
produces the communion of the soul with the world.61 

And here you may see that the soul comprehends the world, and 
makes it to be a whole, according to cause, as one, as consisting of four, 
and also of five parts, and as divided into nine parts, harmonizing and 
causally comprehending the whole of it. For the monad, the tetrad, the 
pentad, and the ennead, procure for us the whole number, according to 
which all the parts of the world are divided. Hence the ancients assert 
that the Muses and Apollo Musagetes, preside over the universe; the 
latter supplying the one union of all its harmony; but the former con
necting the divided progression of this harmony, and rendering their 
number concordant with the eight Syrens mentioned in the Republic.6J 
Thus therefore, in the middle of the monad and the ennead, the uni
verse is adorned tetradically and pentadically; tetradically indeed, ac
cording to the four ideas of animals,6

) which the paradigm compre
hends; but pentadically, according to the five figures, through which 
the Demiurgus distributed all things, himself, as Timaeus says, intro
ducing the fifth idea, and arranging this harmonically in the universe.64 
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Boethius 
c. 480-524 or 525 

Boethius' treatise on music, arguably the most influential one ever written 
since it carried classical theory into the Middle Ages and Renaissance, 
is represented here by only a short extract. But it cannot go without 
mentioning that elsewhere in the treatise Boethius has given the defini
tive classification of music into three parts: Musica mundana or music of 
the spheres; Musica bumana or music of the human body and soul; 
Musica instrummtalis or vocal and instrumental music. The present 
collection is devoted to Boethius' first category, whereas Music, Myni
cism tmd Magic was largely concerned with the second, and virtually all 
of musicology with the third alone. 

Boethius, like so many of our classical writers, was a compiler and a 
synthesizer of what was already ancient wisdom. Living a precarious 
ezistence at the very tail-end of Roman civilization, he worked in 
Ravenna at the court of Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths. Before his 
brutal execution, Boethius had been trying to establish a canon for the 
Seven Liberal Arts, based on surviving works of Plato, Aristotle, and 
(for music) Nicomachus of Gerasa and Ptolemy (see nos. 3 and 5). His 
book Tbr Principles of Music treats scale construction and interval calcu
lation in great detail, but does not proceed to the discussion of the 
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higher musics which was probably intended. In a single short chapter, 
Boethius summarizes two theories of planet-tone correspondence. One 
is from Nicomachus, the other a conjecture from the passage in Cicero's 
Dream of Scipio on which I have already included Macrobius' commen
tary (no. 11). The first scheme assigns to the moon the highest, the 
other the lowest tone of the scale. The lack of consensus as to which 
way the planetary scale should run is matched only by the confusion, 
from the Middle Ages onward, as to which way the Greeks meant the 
scale itself to go. 

Source: Boethius, Dt lnnitutione Musica, Book I, chapter xxvii, translated 
by Calvin Bower in "'The Principles of Music, an Introduction, Transla
tion, and Commentary," Ph.D. diss., George Peabody College for 
Teachers, 1967, pp. 93-95. Used by kind permission of Professor Bower . 

• 
To What Stars the Various Strings Are Compared 

Book I, Chapter 27. At this time it seems appropriate to add that those 
strings from the hypate meson to the nete in the above tetrachords1 are 
a reflection of the order and differentiation in the heavenly spheres. 
For the hypate meson is attributed to Saturn, the parhypate to the orbit 
of Jupiter. The lichanos meson relates itself to Mars, and the mese to 
the sun. The trite synemmenon relates to Venus, whereas Mercury 
rules the paranete synemmenon. The nete reflects the orbit of the 
moon.1 

But Marcus TulliusJ gives a different order: for in the sixth book of 
his De rt publica he says the following: 

And nature is so borne that low sound emanates from its out
ermost part, whereas high sounds emanates from its other part. 
Therefore the high celestial movement, that of the stars, whose 
revolution is faster, moves with a high and excited sound; whereas 
the movement of the moon and that of the very low celestial 
bodies move with a very low sound. Now the earth remains still 
as the ninth body, and it always holds to this first position. 

Therefore Tullius regards the earth as silent, that is, immobile. After 
this comes that which is nearest to silence, that is, the moon; and it 
gives the lowest sound. Thus the moon may be presented as the 
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proslambanomenos, Mercury as the hypate hypaton, Mars as the hypate 
meson, Jupiter as the parhypate meson, Saturn as the lichanos meson, 
and the highest heaven as the mese.4 

Which of these tones are immobile, which are totally movable, and 
which are in part immobile and in part movable, these things will be 
explained in a more fitting place, that is, when I discuss the division of 
the monochord ruler. 

II 

MEDIEVAL 
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Hunayn 
803 or 808-8731 

Hunayn, or Honein lbn lshak al-'lbadi, was a Nestorian Christian who, 
after acquiring fluency in Greek, devoted himself to making transla
tions from Greek into Arabic for his Muslim patrons and into Syriac 
for his Christian ones. During his later life he was chief physician to 
the court of Caliph al-Mutawwalcil in Baghdad, and active in the fa
mous "House of Learning" (Bayt al-bikmil), an academy of translators 
commissioned to retrieve the knowledge of the ancient world. Hunayn's 
innumerable translations into Arabic include the Old Testament (taken 
from the Greek Septuagint) and the medical works of Galen. 

The "Maxims of the Philosophers" (NIIWadir al-faltUifa) is a collec
tion of sayings, anecdotes, letters, and so forth, culled from many Greek 
sources. The original is lost, and later Arabic extracts are unpublished; 
therefore the main current source is a medieval Hebrew translation by 
Judah al-Hariz.i (1170-123S). 

Hunayn's aphorisms on music belong to a distinct genre, of which 
they may be the first. Al-Kindi (d. 874) and the tenth-century lkhwan 
al-Safa' (the "Brethren of Purity"; see no. 18 of this sourcebook) pre
serve similar collections, but only a few maxims recur in all of them. 
Hunayn's classical sources, when they can be identified, are typically 
the later compilers such as Athenaeus, Plutarch, and Gellius. He 
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himself saw no reason to credit them, but these selections bear out a 
physician's interest in the effects of music on the body and psyche and 
a complete acceptance of the doctrine of musical ethos as an image of 
states of the soul. As such, the Muims were in accord with the program 
of the Brethren of Purity, and many were taken into their Encyclopedia. 

As the earliest writings on music known from the Islamic domain, 
Hunayn's collections set the tone for later theorists. Besides their gen
eral acceptance of the Platonic world-harmony, naively described in 
Chapter 19 of this extract, the Muslim writers are always concerned for 
the moral effects of instrumental and vocal music. The attention of 
Western theorists, on the other hand, is typically on how the music 
works as a self-contained system, and perhaps this is connected with the 
fact that Western music, unlike that of Islam, has always been changing 
in style. But the interest in musical phenomenology among the Arabs 
and Persians led to a profound metaphysics of music, and to its use in 
practical mysticism by the Sufis-a phenomenon to which the West can 
offer no parallel (see MM&M for several extracts from Sufi works). 

Source: Hunayn, Kitab Adab ai-Falasifo (Muims of tht Philosopbtrs), sec
tions on music, translated by Isaiah Sonne in Eric Werner and Isaiah 
Sonne, "The Philosophy and Theory of Music in Judaeo-A.rabic Litera
ture," in HtbrtW Union Co//tgtAnnua/17 (1942-43), pp. 524-532. Used 
by kind permission of the publisher. 

+ 

Maxims of the Pbilosopben concerning Music 

Section I, Chapter 18, 1. Ammonius1 reports that once, on the occasion 
of a banquet given by King Heraclius in his son's honor, a great meet
ing of philosophers took place, wherein the king asked the musician to 
be present at the conversation, in order to ascertain what the philoso
phers would utter on the topic of music. 

One of them said: "Music is such a sublime subject that the dialec
tical faculty is inadequate to its presentation, leaving the philosophers 
powerless. But the soul perceives that subject through the effect of 
melody. As soon as this sublime form becomes manifest, the soul re
joices in it, and yearns for it. Pay therefore attention to the soul, hear
ken to it, and restrain yourselves from the contemplation of the affairs 
of the transient world. • 

2. The second said: .. The excellence of music is evident by the fact 
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that it appertains to every profession, like a man of understanding who 
associates himself with everybody." 

3. The third said: "Music coming from outside, moves the soul. 
Coming from inside, music moves the strings." 

4. The fourth said: "The connection of tones in melodies is like the 
connection of air with air. But when one tone detaches itself, by being 
more or less than the other tones in pitch, there follows a disintegra
tion, and it is like smoke and wind, moving right and left." 

5. The musician was asked: .. Why do the vibrations of the tones, the 
breaking of the notes, and their trilling in the throat render the recital 
sweet and pleasant, while something plainly told is not so pleasant?" 
He replied: "These breakings and vibrations make the recital acquire 
sweetness and grace, just as water that sueams from the summits of 
mountains through the necks of rocks, tastes sweeter and is more re
freshing than water that is gathered in the bowl of a lake or of a 
fountain." 

6. One of the philosophers, whenever he was at a banquet, used to 
say to the musician: "Please move the soul toward its noble faculties, 
such as modesty, rectitude, kindness, courage, clemency, righteousness, 
and generosity." 

7. Once a philosopher went out for a walk accompanied by his dis
ciple. They heard the voice of a guitar.1 The philosopher said to his 
disciple: "Let us approach the guitar; perhaps we can learn some sub
lime form" (Platonic idea). But as they came closer to the guitar, they 
perceived a bad tone and an inartistic song. The philosopher then said 
to his disciple: "The magicians and asuologers asscn that the voice of 
an owl indicates death for man. Were this true, the voice of this man 
should indicate death for the owl." 

8. The fifth said: "Living in solitude, the soul sings plaintive melo
dies, whereby it reminds itself of its own superior world. The soul will 
then compose sublime compositions and rhythmical melodies. As soon 
as Nature sees this, and becomes aware of it, she presents herself by all 
sorts of her images (sensuous beauties) introduced one by one, to the 
soul, until finally she succeeds in recapturing it. The soul will soon 
forsake that which constitutes its own essence, will be busy with the 
affairs of nature (worldly pleasures) and, unceasingly drawn away with 
Nature, will become with all of its faculties, entirely submerged in the 
ocean of nature . .,. 

Chapter 19. At the time of Antophilus, an assembly of philosophers 
in great number met at the house ofFavorinus the sage.1 The king sent 
his secretary to listen to the wise sentences of the sages and to collect 
and deposit those sayings in his treasury of wisdom. 

1. Favorinus, the sage, said: "He who is capable of making such an 
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accord be~een the motions of the soul and nature until they vibrate 
together hke the accord of the motions of the four strings in a musical 
instrument-he will be the joy of the world, and its pleasures will be in 
harmony with his own pleasure. When he wishes to be joyful, his memory 
encompasses the pleasures of the world, pondering by what type he 
may obtain his desire." 

2. The second said: "Melody possesses a sublime virtue; the dialectic 
faculty is inadequate to express it by means of dialectic terms. But the 
ear, as the natural organ of music, brings forth melody and, by its 
effect, brings the melody into the souls. These receive the melody from 
the ear. ~y ~i~e of its specific nature. When the souls hear melody, 
they. reJOice ID n, so ~at as soon as the melody disappears, they remem
ber lt and yearn for n. They do not find rest until they have repeated 
the melody many times, by which repetition the soul finally finds rest, 
pleasantness, and relief." 

3. The third said: "The rejoicing of the soul in a pleasant voice is of 
two sorts: 

a) "Either the soul runs to and fro in search of the forms (Platonic 
ideas) out of its own essence, viz., the soul will submerge in its own 
ocean; 

b) "or whatsoever of nature (the external world) may reach the soul, 
the latter will turn it into its own contents, will compare it with its own 
essence, and having achieved accord with it, the soul will rejoice in it, 
and will express it through a sublime form." 

4. The fourth said: "The superiority of man over other animals 
consists in speaking and reasoning. A man, therefore, who remains 
silent and is without reason-becomes a beast." 

S. Plato used to say: "Love between souls does not have to be re
strained as does love between bodies." 
. 6. I:Jc also used to say to the musician: "Show us the song of trees 
ID the1r blossoms and the song of flower-beds in their various per
fumes." 

7. Plato used to say: "The swallow and all kinds of birds as well as 
all kinds of horses and camels long and yearn for the voice' of music." 

8. King Alexander, the Great, did not drink much, and he seldom 
fre~uente~ banqu.cts. Only when he was about to ponder a campaign 
agaiDst hts enem1es or an arrangement of his army for a batde, he 
would, as a rule, order that the strings of the harp be sounded. But as 
soon as his soul ~as submerged in the ocean of thought and meditation, 
he struck the sh1eld between his hands with his sccpter. 

H~ also said: "I found ~usic useful in horse-racing, in arranging 
the sh1clds, and ID commandmg the march of troops. I never stood in 
a battle without knowing by the rhythm of my soul-viz., the harmony 
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of its motions, on the one hand, and the rhythm of my opponent on the 
other hand-whether I should win the battle or lose it." 

9. Aristotle said: "These are the effects of music: It awakes the re
mote counsel, brings closer the stray thought, and strengthens the tired 
mind. Music, therefore, causes the return (to the soul) of that which 
was lost; it makes us pay attention to that which was neglected, and that 
which was turbid becomes dear. He who has been exposed to this 
beneficial influence participates in every counsel and opinion, and finds 
the right one without error. He also will fulfill his promises without 
delay." 

10. Solon said: "I saw rams, during a song, blowing of trumpets, and 
dances, laying their heads low upon the ground, until they were asleep 
because of the pleasure that they felt in their soul." 

11. Alexander, when he was a young man, sat once with his father6 
and his courtiers in a tavern. A musician sang a song of love and coi
tion, which led to the cohabitation of a courtier with a maid servant of 
the king. The king was angry, and said to the musician: "Do you not 
know that it is written: 'Bodies of free men shall not be coupled with 
the bodies of slaves, lest their offspring be bad ones'? And it is also 
written: 'You shall not drink wine, lest it alter your character and cor
rupt your mind.'" It was at that time that Aristotle said: "Were it not 
for his overwhelming magnificence of soul, we should say that the king 
were devoid of noble education accompanied by modesty. But we know 
that only the grandeur of his soul and the nobility of his spirit were the 
reason of his anger." The disciples then asked Aristotle: "Why was the 
king angry?" The master replied: "Because of the cohabitation be
tween a noble person and a vile one, as well as because of the drinking 
of wine by a man who does not know its benefit and its danger." 

12. Aristotle once heard a guitar player performing a melody, through 
which one could distinguish between virtues and vices. Aristotle then 
said: "How could nature possess the capacity to understand this, were 
it not for the soul?" 

13. He also said: "Reasoning leads knowledge to a known object; but 
music leads to spiritual knowledge." 

14. Titus (Suetonius?) reports that it was a custom of the Romans 
that, whenever the illness of a patient became aggravated, they would 
let him hear a melody, whereupon he would feel better. 

1 S. Plato once said to a guitar player who accompanied the music 
with his voice: "This voice is material, we do not need it." "Master," 
asked his disciples, "are you not material?" "Yes," replied Plato, "but 
my body is a servant of my intellect." 

16. Plato said: "There arc three sorts of pleasure. One of them con
sists in the sounding upon the harp which slirs up joy. The second 
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pleasure !s life which emanates from narure. The third is something 
antermedJate between the previous two and consists in a movement 
toward (?) a living body. Before it is set in motion it remains a spirit 
(?) which belongs to the species of rest; but when it is set in motion 
memory awakens it." ' 

17. He also said: "Narure has to be under the leadership of the soul 
for virrues and noble deeds belong to the soul." ' 

. 18. He further said: "The form (idea) of evil, as long as it is moving 
h1ther but has not yet appeared, awakens fear. As soon as it becomes 
manifest, it awakens sadness. Likewise, the form of good, as long as it 
is moving hither but has not yet appeared, awakens joy. As soon as it 
becomes manifest, it awakens pleasure." 

19. Aristotle once said to a pupil of his who was a musician: "Stimu
late the form (disposition) of courage, do you understand?" Later, 
Aristotle said to him: "I see in you signs of understanding." "How 
~e~?" asked the pupil. "The proof of understanding," replied Aristotle, 

IS Joy, and I see that you are joyful." 
20. Plato said: "The happiness of the intellect consists in assiduous 

occupation with wisdom. The beatirude of the good person (summum 
bonum) consists, likewise, in conceiving of a multirude of the higher 
substances (the ideas). Always hold therefore to the conceptions of the 
intelligibles, and they will render intellect constant for you." 

.21. He also said: "Indication of the understanding of something is 
enJoyment. When connected with some sensations, such enjoyment 
becomes manifest." 

~2. Alexander ~ked Aristotle: "What may be the reason for my 
seemg men move m such accord through music that I cannot perceive 
any difference or division between them, nor will the movement of one 
pre~ede that of the other?" Aristotle replied: "This is love (eros), namely 
ItS mtellecrual expression. For the intellectual lover does not need 
material .expression to render sweet his words for his beloved object; 
but he wall render sweet his heart, and he will signal to his beloved, by 
means of a smile on his lips or a wink of his eyes as well as by other 
invisible movementS like those with the eye and the pupil and with 
hi~ts. All of these are speaking interpreters but they are spiritual. The 
an1mal alone, in order to manifest his faint love, uses as his interpreter 
a material expression." 

23. Plato said: "A man who is sorrowful and sad should listen to the 
melodies of a w~llin~ soul. For as soon as the soul becomes melancholy 
an~ sorrowful, Its bght goes out, but when the soul rejoices, its light 
shines and its brightness becomes visible. It (the soul?) will manifest 
affection in proportion to the receptive capacity of the recipient (of the 
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melodies?), which capacity is according to his purity and to the extent 
that he is clean of adulation and resentment." 

24. Finally he said: "The professions are of three so~: (I) .Professio~ 
in which there is more speech than action; (2) others an whach there as 
more action than speech; (3) others again in which bo~ sp~ech a.nd 
action concur in equal measure. A specimen of professaons an whtch 
there is more speech than action, is the telling of stories and ~able.s, 
which is accomplished by words and not by acts. The profess1on an 
which there is more action than speech is represented by the physician, 
whose deeds outweigh his speech. It is in the profession of music that 
action corresponds exactly to speech (sound) .. M~ic, the!efore, .is ~e 
best profession, since its speech (sounds) coancades ennrely wath ns 
action, as in the case of a guitar player whose melody corresponds to 
his motions." 

Chapter 20, 1. Archytas said: "Truly we have made the strings. of 
the lute four, corresponding to the natures (temperaments) of which 
man is composed, which natures are four.7 We have established that the 
hissing string (Sortk), termed "Zir," corresponds to cour~ge, an~ cour
age corresponds to the yellow bile; that the dtuttro string (Muhnth}, 
termed "Matnah," corresponds to justice, and justice corresponds to 
blood; that the triple string (Mtsultu), termed "Matlat," corr~sponds to 
righteousness, and righteousness corresponds to the whne humor 
(phlegm); that the mutt ~tring (IUnn), te.rmed "Bamm," corr~spo,nds to 
forgiveness and generosaty (?), and forgaveness and generosa~ (.) cor
respond to the black bile (melancholy). From the second stra~g follow 
gladness and joy; from the third string follow fear and cowardice; from 
the fourth string, corresponding to the black bile, follow sorrow. Sor· 
row and joy issue out of that which stirs up the respective temperament 
in the compound of the above mentioned narures. We have compar~d 
the hissing string and the third string to the yellow bile and the whne 
humor, which correspond to the seasons of heat and of autumn, and are 
like courage and cowardice. We have further compa~ed the s~cond 
string and the fourth string to the blood and t!'e black bale respe~uv~ly, 
which are like the seasons of winter and sprmg, and they are hke JOY 
and sadness. For joy and sadness, like courage and cowardice~ repr~s~nt 
changing affections, as the fingers and the hands change thear po~lllon 
on each of the strings of the guitar. To courage belong: Soveretg~ty, 
generosity, and kindness. To cowardice belong: Ab~sement, avance, 
and vileness. To joy belong: Pleasure, love, and gracaousness. To sad-
ness belongs: Suspension of desire... . . 

2. One of the sages said: "The apple of the eye as the marror of the 
soul." 
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3. Another said: "A singer has to show by his song the essence of the 
soul; and a lute has to be atruned to a melody appropriate for it." 
. 4. Euclid said: "Music is an art which connects every thing pertain
mg to the same species. Subduing the natures (temperaments), music 
stirs up that which is at rest, and brings to rest that which is restless." 
. S. Ephorus (?) me?ti~ned a g~neral princ~ple derived from the expe

nence of war, and saad: A warraor has to dnnk a strong drink when he 
reaches the battle line. If he has done so, he will be fit; if he does not 
do so, ~e fire in him will be extinguished, motion will stop, and the 
body ":111 become_ col~ to such an extent that he will appear like a man 
trembhng and shavenng. The channels (i.e., the blood vessels) will be 
destroyed, and the warmth barred. But if he drinks and kindles ardor 
~at ardor will move by rhythm and bum. When rhythm has inflamed 
h1s ardor, the form (i.~., the Platonic "eidos") of courage appears. For 
the movement of war IS conducted by the rhythm of music. This is a 
state~e~t well known t? ~e heroes of war, although not every brave 
warraor IS able to explam u, unless he is acute and intelligent in the 
secrets of war. Many of the courageous men, therefore, used to drink 
a litde wine when they came into the ranks, in order to stir up move
ment~ and to get rid of fear and sorrow which they may have to meet. 
In thas way, right at the beginning, as soon as they reach the battle line 
they will be provided, by virtue of the heat resulting from wine, wid~ 
the ~eat. of the. elements. Wine, therefore, is only an occasional cause, 
making n passable that the thought of the musician (i.e., the musical 
rhythm) should move him (the warrior) toward courage. But it is cour
age that moves the courageous man. For when the mind has reached its 
final perfection, that sublime form becomes manifest." 

6. He also said: "A small quantity of wine stimulates the mind (i.e., 
its _rhythmica! function),_ and causes pleasantness of speech as an effect 
of ns rh>:ilim•cal perfection; for every thing which is balanced is pleas
ant. But lt may also be that the pleasantness of speech derives from the 
fineness of the assembled spirits." 

15 

+ 

Aurelian of Rt6me 
fl. 840-850 

Aurelian of Reome (present-day Moutiers-Saint-jean) dedicated his 
treatise for the use of church singers to the Benedictine abbot Bemard 
(locum tenens 840-849), a grandson of Charlemagne. The Musica 
Disciplina is the oldest surviving medieval music treatise and the first to 
describe the eight church modes. It is based on Boethius, Cassiodorus, 
lsidore of Seville, and a music treatise ascribed to Alcuin. Chapter 8 
contains a digression in which Aurelian says that the modes seem to 
imitate the eightfold cosmic motions, but declines to judge whether the 
reverse is true, that is, whether the celestial music follows modal rules. 
Only Kepler (see no. 34) would later propose that it does. 

It is interesting to sec the cosmic and classical associations of music 
present at the very cradle of medieval learning. It seems quite natural 
for Aurclian to use this part of his treatise to show off his knowledge 
of Greek, and his astronomical lore. In Music, Mysticism and Mt~gic a 
later extract is reproduced from the same book, on instances of angelic 
music becoming audible on earth. But here he is concerned with the 
Muses, rather than the angels, and with the eighth heaven of the Zo
diac rather than the abode of the Christian elect. What his mysterious 
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Greek na~es fo.r the modes are, no one has been able to explain. Since 
they consist mamly of vowels, they may have something to do with the 
vowel-~n~antations so common in the Greek magical papyri, which Ruelle 
(see B1bhography) interpreted as musical notation. 

Soum: Aurelia~ ofR~ome, Musi(ll Dis,iplinll, translated by Joseph Ponte 
(Colorado .sprmgs: .c?lorado College Music Press, 1968), pp. 20-24. 
Used by kind permus1on of the publisher. 

• 
Concerning the Eight Modes 

Chapter VIII. We have said that in music there are eight modes; and 
t~rough these every melody seems to hold together, as though with a 
kind. o~ glue. A tone, although a rule (mode), is the smallest part of 
mus1c, JUSt as the smallest part of grammar is the letter, and the small
est part of arithmetic is the unit. Just as speech arises and is governed 
by leners, an~ the multiplied accumulation of numbers by units, so 
every melody IS governed by the boundary line both of its sounds and 
of its modes. 

A_ tone is defined thus: it is the difference and quantity of the whole 
mus~cal system, which consists of an intonation of the voice, or a tenor. 
The1r na~es, as used here, took their beginnings from authority and 
from the1r order. Four of them are called authentic a term that refers 
~o their. ex~ellent. sound, because, as it were, a ce;tain guidance and 
mstrucuon IS furmshed by them to the other four. The higher are also 
called the first; the lower, the second. In the Greek language we call an 
author or a ~aster or a ~odelllutbmtk; we also call authentic very old 
and worthwhile books, smce they, in accordance with their value can 
furnish instruction and authority to others. ' 

The first of them is called protus, a term that in our language means 
~rst: hence we call the first martyrs, Abel in the old law and Stephen 
an the new law, the protomartyrs. The second is deuttrus that is the 
second; for in. the same Greek language a repetition or a' summa'ry is 
calle.d dt~terosu; whence ~)so. Deuteronomy, second law or legislation, 
receiVes Its name. The third IS called tritus, which similarly because it 
is third in order, is called by the name of three. The fourdt is called 
tttr11rdus, which took its name in the same way in which the others did 
from its order, because it is clear that its domain occupies the fourth 
place. For four is tttrll to the Greeks; whence also the name of God is 
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called tttragrllm'lllllton, because it is said to be written with four letters; 
whence, too, tttrllr,bia, that is, the fourth part of a kingdom. All four 
of those that are joined to them are called plagal, a name that is said 
to mean side or part, or their inferiors; for obviously they are, as it 
were, a certain side or certain parts of them, since they are not sepa
rated from them completely; and they are inferior because their sound 
is perceived to be lower than that of the higher ones. 

Since there are eight of them, they seem to imitate celestial motions. 
Philosophers say that there is a higher circle of the sky which is called 
the Zodiac, that is, the standard bearer, and which by another name is 
called apltmes, that is, without wandering, because it moves in a straight 
course, to the right, from East to West, as the eyes prove. This whole 
course, they say, is finished in twenty-four hours, which are considered 
twice twelve, with individual signs: their names are the Ram, the Bull, 
the Twins, the Crab, the Lion, the Virgin, the Scales, the Scorpion, the 
Archer, the Goat, the Water-bearer, the Fish. Under this circle are 
seven stars that are called planets, or the wanderers, since they move 
with a motion contrary to the above, to the left, from West to East, as 
is sufficiently dear in the waxing or waning of the moon. The names 
of the planets are Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury, the 
Moon; these, just as they differ in the amplitude of their orbits, so do 
they in the amount of time. For Saturn completes the Zodiac in thirty 
years; Jupiter, in twelve; Mars, in two; the Sun, in one; Mercury, in 
three hundred and twenty-nine days; Venus, in three hundred and forty
eight days. It must be noted that of the twelve signs never more than 
six can be discerned at the same time, since, as one of them is rising, 
another presendy sets; and thus it happens that nine of these signs are 
seen succeeding each other throughout a whole night, the remaining 
three not appearing: the one where the Sun is, the one that follows the 
Sun, and the one that precedes the Sun, as it remains in each sign thirty 
days and two and one-half hours. 

These motions, then, of the stars are eight, seven of the planets and 
one of that which is called the Zodiac, which all say make the sweetest 
harmony of song, that is consonance. Even the Lord, in the reply that 
he made out of the whirlwind to Holy job, called this the harmony of 
heaven.1 Whether such music holds to the aforementioned rules, how
ever, is not mine to say. 

There are other things that writers on this art have discovered. They 
say that the whole theory of the art of music consists of numbers. They 
chose to divide philosophy into three parts, physics, ethics, and logic, 
which in Latin are called the natural, moral and rational parts.1 The 
natural discipline is given over to four sciences, namely, arithmetic, 
geometry, music, and astronomy. In these, numbers, the measurements 
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of the earth,' sounds, or the positions of the stars are examined; but 
their essence and their whole origin is in mathematics. Arithmetic is 
concerned with numbers that are stable and abstract. Geometry has to 
do with numbers that are stable and pertain to forms. Music has to do 
with numbers that are equally abstract, yet mobile and in proportion. 
Astronomy is concerned with calculation that is mobile and always 
pertaining to forms. 

Scientific writers affirm that all the consonances of the art of music 
(are derived) from either multiplied numbers, or from one and one
half, one and one-third, or one and one-eighth. They are multiplied 
when a lesser number is contained by a greater either two or three or 
four times, and so on. From these is born the consonance that is called 
the diapason, or the one that is called the disdiapason, that is, the 
double diapason, depending upon whether one sound surpasses the other 
either twice or four times. They are one and one-half when the greater 
number has all the smaller number plus its half, as do two or three. 
From these is derived the consonance that is called the diapente. They 
arc one and one-third whenever the greater number has all a smaller 
and its third part, as do three and four. From these is born the conso
nance that is called the diatcssaron. The combination is one and one
eighth when the lesser number is contained by the greater with its 
eighth part, as, for example, eight and nine. A studious reading of the 
learned Boethius, whose words and diagrams we have set down above, 
will suffice to instruct whoever wishes to know the theory of such 
matters. 

There were certain other writers who thought that the number of 
these eight modes had been taken from the nine Muses, whom, as we 
have already said, the poets represent to be the daughters of Jupiter. 
Since, clearly, eight would correspond to these eight modes, the ninth 
would be for discerning the diffcrentiac4 of the melodies. This Muse is 
said not to be represented among the number of the modes, but is 
reckoned by the name of these devices. just as other parts of speech 
overlap in the adverb, so in this Muse do the differentiae, which are left 
over, and which have manifold varieties. 

There used to be some singers who complained that there were 
certain antiphons that could not be fitted to any of the rules. Hence 
your pious and august forefather (grandfather?) Charlemagne, father of 
the whole world, ordered that four modes be added, whose names are 
inserted here: Ananno, notant, nonanntant, notant. J It was because the 
Greeks were boasting that they had perfected the eight modes through 
their genius, that he chose to round out the number to rwelve.0 Then, 
the Greeks, so that they could be our equals and could have a common 
philosophical rank with the Westerners, and lest by any chance they 
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should be found inferior in station, likewise added four modes, whose 
lettering I have thought it worth while to write down here: Ntno, ttntano, 
notano, annoannts. 

Even though such modes have been invemed in modern times by 
both the Latins and the Greeks, and notwithstanding the different let
tering they have, melody always reverts to the first eight of them. For 
just as no one is able to increase the eight parts of the discipline of 
grammar and add more parts, so no one is able to produce a greater 
number of modes. Hence it is not necessary to disregard the limits of 
our forefathers and to assail this proverb: "Pass not beyond the ancient 
bounds that your fathers have set for you" (Proverbs 22:28), especially 
when, up to the present time, in which these (ostensible modes) have 
been found, every ordo (liturgical scheme) both of the Greek and of the 
Roman Church has passed through these former modes in the anti
phons, responses, offertories, and communions. 

The Names That Are Assigned to These Modes 

Chapter IX. The mind is wont to be concerned about the meaning of 
the names that are assigned to these modes, as Nonannotant is to the 
first mode, Notant to the second, and each one of the others. I asked 
a certain Greek how they would be translated into Latin. He answered 
that they were untranslatable, but that among the Greeks they were 
exclamations of one rejoicing. The more extended the melody, the more 
syllables are assigned, as in the first authentic, which is the beginning, 
six syllables are joined, namely, Nonannotant. In the second authentic 
and in the third authentic, since they deserve less, only five syllables are 
assigned, namely, Noioeant. In their plagals, however, the lettering is 
uniform, namely, Noeant, or according to some, notagis. When he had 
remembered, the Greek added that they seem to have a parallel in our 
language to the cries that those who plow or drive wagons are accus
tomed to utter, except that Notant is merely a cry of one rejoicing and 
of expressing nothing else; and it contains a modal melody. 
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+ 

John Scotus Eriugena 
c. 815-c. 877 

Eriugena ("Erin-born") represents the high culture of Ireland at a time 
when learning was eclipsed in most of Europe. This remarkable man 
knew enough Greek to translate Dionysius the Areopagite; he imbibed 
Platonism from the sources of late Antiquity, and reconciled it with a 
Johannine Christianity, essentially mystical and monistic, which envi
sioned the whole of creation as emanating from the One, by the agency 
of the Holy Spirit, and all creatures as eventually attaining salvation or 
reunion with their source. "Therefore," he wrote, "it does not disturb 
me to hear that the fairest harmony will arise from the punishment of 
evil will and the rewarding of the good, for punishments are good when 
they are just, and so are rewards when they are more in the nature of 
gifts than payments for what is earned; just as I perceive low, high, and 
intermediate sounds making a certain symphony between them through 
their proportions and proportionalities."1 To Eriugena, the cosmos is a 
theophany and in every respect a symbol of higher reality; the physical 
world itself has been created out of compassion, in order to lead back 
mankind to the angelic state from which it originally fell. The study of 
the world of phenomena, so irrelevant in the opinion of the Latin 
Church Fathers, is here sanctified as pan of this process of return. 
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Eriugena's cosmology seems to have developed independently, and is 
quite idiosyncratic. The Moon, Sun, Saturn, and the Fixed Stars turn 
around the Earth, while the other planets Mercury, Venus, Mars, and 
Jupiter circle the Sun. Therefore the only fixed distances are those 
between Earth, Sun, Saturn, and the sphere of the stars, and any theory 
of planetary music must include the possibility of variable pitch. It is a 
tribute to the flexibility and originality of Eriugena's mind that he 
could accept this, and draw the necessary consequences. He is the only 
author prior to Anselmi and Kepler (see nos. 24 and 34) to have imag
ined a mobile harmony of the spheres. 

Sourct: John Scotus Eriugena, Commtntary on Martianus Captlla, ninth· 
century manuscript in the Bodleian Library, Oxford (Ms. Auct. T.II.I9), 
fols. 11'-IS'. Translated by the Editor. 

+ 

On the Harmony of the Cekstilll Motions and the Sounds 
of the Starr 

(11'] The sounds of the planets are eight, namely seven plus the one 
of the (starry] Sphere. The lowest of them is Saturn's, the highest that 
of the Sphere. The sound of the Sphere hence concords with the sound 
of Saturn in quadruple ratio, and they produce a double octave which, 
as in the organ or on strings, is the principle of principles and the 
highest of excellencies., The sound of the Sun is between Saturn and 
the Sphere, like the mtst between the aforesaid two strings. It is thus 
twice as high as Saturn and sounds the octave with it, while the Sphere 
is twice as high as it and together they make another octave. Here one 
must admire the wonderful virtue of Nature; for what anyone can ac
complish on four-stringed lyres [12] is achieved in the eight celestial 
sounds. But the method by which it is done must be sought out with 
diligent investigation. 

First understand, therefore, that the three planets which are situated 
above the Sun have the lower sounds:• not unsuitably, since they also 
move in the wider spaces of the universe and with less speed than the 
Sphere, to which they pursue a contrary direction, being prevent~d 
from having such velocity. But those beneath the Sun are more dis
tantly removed from the Sphere's speed; they traverse the lesser spaces 
of the universe and give forth higher sounds. And hence it is not their 
positions but the ratio of proportion of their sounds' that causes the 
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celestial harmony, especially since there can be no ratio in the universe 
localized upward or downward. For in the quality of sounds the depth 
and height and the accompanying middle varieties cause the different 
symphonies. 

Therefore the diatonic genus, for example the Sun-Saturn octave, is 
made by duple proportion. Similarly the octave from the sphere to the 
Sun produces another. And hence the Sphere, being in quadruple pro
portion with Saturn, sounds the double octave. Note (12') that every 
octave consists of eight sounds, seven spaces, and six whole-tones. 
Therefore first among the lower ones is Saturn, to whom Jupiter is next 
joined by a tone. Jupiter is similarly a tone from Mars, Mars a semitone 
from the Sun, and from the Sun to Saturn there is a fourth, in sesquitertia 
proportion. In the same sounds the Sun also makes a sesquialtera con
sonance with Saturn, thus: from Saturn to Jupiter a tone, from Jupiter 
to Mars a tone, from Mars to the Sun a tone-and you have simulta
neously a fifth0 and a fourth between the Sun and Saturn. And do not 
be surprised that the Sun fits with the other planets in multiple propor
tion. We therefore say that it connects with Saturn in three ways, namely 
by the coupling of duple, sesquitertia, and sesquialtera [proportions]. 

As you see, the sounds do not always relate by the same intervals, but 
according to the altitude of their orbits. No wonder, then, that the Sun 
sounds an octave with Saturn when it is running at the greatest distance 
from it; but when it begins to approach it, it will sound a fifth and when 
it gets closest, a fourth. [13) Considered in this manner, I think it will 
not disturb you when we say that Mars is distant from the Sun some
times by a tone, sometimes by a semitone. For what prevails in strings 
according to their length and shortness, extension and remission, is also 
the case with organ pipes, in which it is the longitudinal measure that 
causes the distance of the pitches. It is the same with the planets, ac
cording to the altitude of their orbits and their distance or nearness to 
the Sun; and what we say of the Sun should also be understood of all 
the other planets relative to one another. For they are not always sepa
rated, nor do they approach each other, by the same intervals, on ac
count of the condition of their orbits. And hence it is to be believed 
that all the musical consonances can be made by the eight celestial 
sounds. I do not mean just in the three genera-diatonic, chromatic, 
and enharmonic-but even in others beyond the conception of all 
monals. 

Thus an octave is to be found, as it seems to the senses of mortals, 
in the points above the Sun and in the places beneath it. The Sun is 
joined to the Sphere by an octave. And first it has a fourth with the 
Moon: The Sun sounds a tone (13') with Venus, Venus another tone 
with Mercury, the Moon a semitone with Mercury. But a fifth sounds 
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in the same spaces when Venus yields a tone with the Sun, Mercury a 
tone with Venus, the Moon a semitone with Merc~ry, and the sphere 
of the Moon another tone. Note that these tones, smce they are com
puted from Earth to a sphere (such as the tone fro~ Ear~ to the 
Moon) are not in the proportions of notes [vocum) but m the mtervals 
of the places of the tones, of which there are many specie~. Therefore 
by the tones [one understands) the intervals of the stars, t.e., how far 
any one is distant from another, and how far.the ~oon is fr~m the f:arth·7 

These tones are varied according to the diversity of o~bus and cu:cles. 
Martianus defines this species of tones, saying: A tone ts a spac~ With a 
legitimate quantity, which species is called in music an interval [dim~). 

There are tones of times, in their constituent length and brevtty. 
There are tones of spirits, in the density and thinness of voices. There 
are the harmonic tones now under consider~tion.' in the dep~ an~ 
height of sounds from which every proporuonahty of harmome.s ts 
constituted. Therefore just as in an organ [14) one doe~ no.t constder 
what place a pipe is in, but according. t~ ~h.at sort of votce 1t has, .and 
to how many and to which other ones lt lS JOtned, and ~hat propor~tons 
any one pipe makes when. coupled with. ~ifferent ones, 1t create~ dtffer
ent harmonies; even so it IS not the posmon of the stars but thetr sound 
that composes the celestial harmony.• 

It is truly no wonder that the pitches of the stars ~re changed ac
cording to the distances of their orbits, since even thetr colors change 
for the same reason; and we see that a string placed in a shone~ or 
longer space, or stretched and loosened, does ,not g.ive t~e same pttch 
even though it is the same string. For a 'tone recetve~ lts. name from 
extension: it is Greek, and derived from the verb wno, ~·~·· stret~h. 
Because it is properly reckoned in eighthsv it is used by mus1c1ans, bemg 
the common measure of all proportions. And do not wonder that we 
have said that it is a tone from the Moon to the Sun, for we do not 
consider here the tunes of places, that is to say spaces, but the conso
nances of voices. For we commenced rationally from Sa~rn, ~e lowest 
of all sounds, and by proportional ascent rose to the m1dpomt of ~e 
Sun's sound, then, extending our reason higher, we reached. the ~oon s, 
highest (14') of all the planets' notes (not without cause, smce 1t occu
pies the narrowest course of all the circles.) Not being able to ascend 
higher reason led us to the highest motion of all sounds, that of the 
cclesti;l sphere. Thus we coupled the highest of all.the .plane~s' sounds, 
the highest and most distant of the whole, to a mouon m toruc propor
tion. Therefore the cause of error to many is ignorance of the tones, 
believing that the tone by which th~ M~n is distant from the Ea~th 
pertains to the proportions of celesual voaces, and not first observ~ng 
that a musical tone must be between two sounds. For Earth, beang 
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stationary, makes no sound. Therefore there is no musical tone be
tween Eanh and the Moon. Hence, musical intervals arc never mea
sured in numbers of Stadia, but only by the rational ascension of dis
tances according to the rules of numbers. For it is one thing to measure 
126,000 stadia from the Eanh to the Moon, another to call the 24 [15] 
unities between the number 192 and 216,10 where the tone is, 126(000) 
stadia. Trus eighth pan of the lesser number is the tone, 24. We U5e 
this particular example so that it will become clearer what we arc trying 
to asscn. 

In a chorus where many are singing at once, what is considered is 
not the position in which any one is placed, but the proportion of his 
voice. For wherever he is placed, if he sings with a very low voice, he 
will necessarily hold the lowest proportion of all the voices. For the 
same reason, the person with the highest voice will necessarily maintain 
the highest of all sounds wherever [she) is in the chorus. The same is 
understood of the rest: not their local position but their proportional 
singing. In the universe of melody, therefore, it is vain to measure the 
pure celestial music by the ratios of local intervals. Herein there is 
nothing to be observed but the ascent and descent of depth and height, 
for as the depth ascends on high by decreasing until it is stopped in the 
heights, so the height descends similarly by decreasing until it estab
lishes its terminus in the depths. 
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+ 

Regino of Prum 
d. 915 

Like Aurelian of Reome, his near-contemporary from across the Rhine, 
and like innumerable theorists who have written on music11 mundllna 
and music11 bum11n11, borrowing in the first instance from the late Latin 
writers and then from one another, Regino begins his book by paying 
his respects to the hoary legends of music's virtues and powers. The 
custom of beginning a treatise with a chapter in praise of music and its 
celestial genealogy (known as a lllus music11t) carried seeds of the ancient 
wisdom far into the era of skepticism and general disinterest. 

Regino was primarily a chronicler, who undertook to catalog and 
correct the plainsong melodies in use at his native town, Trier. His 
Epistolll dt barmonic11 institutiont ("Letter on Harmony") was written in 
about 901 as an introduction to his edition, the Ton11rius. Regino's 
summary serves to illustrate the early medieval state of learning and 
attitude to the planetary music, devoid as it was of any precise astro
nomical knowledge. Late'r we will find a far more sophisticated but no 
less derivative example in Jacques de Li~ge. In the Renaissance the lllus 
musicat either dwindled to a couple of paragraphs, or became the pre
text for a vinuoso display of classical learning. 

109 
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Source: Regino Prumensis, Dt harmonica institutiont, adapted by the Editor 
from the translation by Sister Mary Protase LeRoux in "The 'De har
monica Institutione' and 'Tonarius' of Regino of Priim," Ph.D. disser
tation, Catholic University of America, 1965, pp. 32-35. 

• 
Ancient Beliefs about the Harmony of the Spheres 

5. The Pythagoreans1 argue the presence of music in the heavenly 
motions thus: how, they say, could the heavenly apparatus, so rapid in 
its course, move in silence? Even though it does not reach our ears, it 
is still quite impossible that such headlong speed should lack sound, 
especially since the courses of the stars are arranged in so convenient 
and well-adapted a way that nothing so enmeshed and conjoined can be 
imagined. Some are higher, others lower, yet all are turned with an 
equal impulse so that their unequal and disparate orbits fall into a 
determined order. From this it is argued that there is a harmonious 
arrangement in the heavenly motion. 

Without sound there can be none of that consonance which reigns 
in every measure of music; and sound never occurs without some attack 
or beat. Again, there is no attack without previous motion. Some mo· 
tions are faster, some slower. A slow and sporadic motion will cause low 
sounds; a rapid and firm one will necessarily give forth high ones, and 
in an immobile object there is no sound at all. So the musicians define 
sound thus: A sound is the continuous beating of the air to the point 
of audibility. Both high and low pitches therefore arise from manifold 
motions. 

Based on these conjectures, both astrologers and musicians maintain 
that the spaces between the outermost sphere and the circles of the 
seven planets are filled by all the musical consonances. They say that 
the highest sound of all occurs from Saturn up to the celestial sphere, 
and the deepest one from the Earth to the circle of the Moon. But 
others think differendy, namely that the lower sound is between Saturn 
and the sphere, and the higher one between the Earth and the Moon, 
because what is narrower and shorter must necessarily sound higher, 
and conversely what is longer, lower. So between the circle of Saturn 
and the Moon, the whole domain of the planets is filled with a variety 
of different tones and all the consonances of music. 

Martianus, in his book Tbt M11rriage of Philology with Mmury, rep
resents all these as taking place in the grove of Apollo, z the Sun himself 
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being the moderator of the celestial music. For, he says, the more 
eminent summits (i.e., the higher branches), being more distended (i.e., 
greatly stretched), result in (i.e., resonate with) a high pitch (i.e., a 
subtle and graceful one). But whatsoever is adjacent or near to Earth, 
namely the more drooping and nether branches closer to the soil, shud
der (i.e., strike and re-echo) with a a low and hoarse din. And the ones 
in between (i.e. the middle parts of the same wood) join with each other 
in a double succentus. A concentus is like the friendship of voices in 
chorus: but a succentus is a blending of divers sounds, different yet in 
wonderful agreement, as we see in organum. He says a double succentus, 
and sesquialtera, even sesquitertia, touching on the three consonances: 
octave, fourth, and fifth. Octaves are consonant without distinction, 
i.e., joined without an added interval. Here he deals with the whole 
tone, although limmata or semitones have intervened; here he deals 
with the two semitones. And from these things the whole of music is 
made. But all these matters will be demonstrated more clearly in their 
place. 

Let us not omit that even the strings or cords are likened to the 
heavenly music.' The hyp11te meson is attributed by musicians to Saturn. 
The parypatt is exactly like the circle of Jupiter. The lichanos meson they 
assign to Mars. The Sun possesses the meson. Venus has the tritt 
synemmenon. Mercury rules the parantte synnnmenon. The nett is a model 
of the lunar circle. Thus Boethius. Now Cicero gives the contrary order: 
in The Dream of Scipio he asserts thus, and Narure so operates, that 
from the highest to the lowest part sounds from high to low. Conse· 
quently the outermost sphere, the star-bearer, with its swifter motion 
gives forth a high-pitched tone, whereas the lunar sphere, the lowest, 
has the deepest tone. Of course the earth, the ninth and stationary 
sphere, always clings to the same position. Cicero therefore makes the 
Earth as it were silen~, being immobile. After this, being nearest to 
silence, the Moon gives forth the lowest sound, as if the Moon were the 
proslambanomenos, the lowest string of all, Mercury the hypatt hyp11ton, 
Venus the parypatt hyp11ton, the Sun the lichanos hyp11ton, Mars the bypatt 
meson, Jupiter the paryp4tt mtson, Saturn the Jichanos mtson, and the 
celestial sphere the mese. The Moon's note compared to that of Mer
cury sounds a tone; in relation to Mars' a fifth; with the Sun, a fourth; 
with the celestial sphere, an octave. There you have a summary of the 
whole of music in the motion of the heavens. So let this brief account 
of celestial music suffice. If you wish to know more about it, read the 
second book of that excellent philosopher Macrobius on Tbt Dre11m of 
Scipio. We would just add that not only the heathen philosophers but 
also vigorous commenders of the Christian faith give their assent to 
this heavenly harmony. 
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The Ikhwan al-Safa' 
(Brethren of Purity) 

tenth century 

The Brethren of Purity were a community in Basra (southeastern Iraq) 
of whom litde is known beyond their great monument: an encyclopedia 
(the Rilsa'il) in fifty-one or fifty-two volumes, encompassing the whole 
of human knowledge. Like all the early Muslim scholars, the Brethren 
of Purity were an.tious to rescue all that they could of the scientific and 
philosophic learning of the Graeco-Roman civilization, and in this they 
were rather more successful than their Christian counterparts, being 
closer to the sources and free from certain prejudices. The resultant 
encyclopedia became one of the foundations of Islamic learning, and is 
still being studied today in the many languages of the Muslim world. 
In the West, it is available in Dieterici's German. 

What makes these Brethren particularly interesting is their grasp of 
the Perennial Philosophy as a continuity of revelation in all ages and 
races, appearing in Hermes Trismegistus, Pythagoras, Plato, Abraham, 
and Jesus as well as in Muhammad and the Imams who succeeded him. 
They were also "Hermetic" in the sense that they embraced a cosmol
ogy of many levels of being, linked by correspondences and permeated 
with one divinity, in which the human being is a microcosm whose 
destiny is to rejoin its inner divinity which is also the One God. In 
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another sense, they shared the practical and scientific outlook of 
Hermetism-Hermes was, after all, the god of technique and craft-in 
their curiosity about the world and their program for understanding it 
in all its aspects. In their treatment of music there is none of the con
tempt for the craft that we find in most of the Greek theorists, from 
Plato to Boethius, and their encyclopedia itSelf is a practical as well as 
a theoretical work. 

Having given in Music, Mysticism 11nd Magic two chapters on the 
powers and effects of music, I add here a more "cosmic". chapter that 
takes as its starting point the four strings of the oud or Maddle-Eastern 
lute, whose musical symbolism has been expressed briefly in the Max
ims of Hunayn (no. 14). There is nothing in Western theory before the 
Renaissance to compare with this vision of the world's many domains 
linked with precise correspondences, all founded upon numbers both 
harmonic and inharmonic. 

Souru: Tht Epittlt on Music oftht llthwan a/-Safa', translated by Amnon 
Shiloah (Jerusalem: Tel-Aviv University, 1978), pp. 43-49. Used by 
kind permission of Professor Shiloah. 

+ 

The Four Stringr of the Lute and Their ParaUe/s 

Chapter 10. We return to the subject we are treating and we say: the 
musician philosophers limited themselves to four strings for the oud, 
no more, no less, so that their productions would be comparable to the 
natural things that are under the !unary sphere and in the image of the 
science of the Creator, may He be exalted.' This we have expounded in 
the treatise on arithmetic. In effect, the first string is comparable to the 
element of fire, and its sonority corresponds to the heat and its inten
sity. The second string is comparable to the element of air and its 
sonority corresponds to the softness of air and its gentleness. The third 
string is comparable to the element of water and its fres~ness. T~c 
fourth string is comparable to the element of earth and ns sonoraty 
corresponds to the heaviness of earth and its density. These diverse 
qualities are given to bodies in terms of their regional relations and the 
effects that their notes exercise on the mixtures of the temperamentS of 
those who listen to them. In effect, the sonority of the first suing 
reinforces the humor of yellow bile, augments itS vigor and its effect; 
it possesses a nature opposed to that of the humor of phlegm, and 
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softens it. The sonority of the second string reinforces the humor of 
the blood, augments its vigor and its effect; it possesses a nature op
posed to that of the humor of black bile, it refines it and makes it more 
tender. Th_e sonority of ~e third string reinforces the humor of phlegm, 
augments ·~ fo~c~ an~ ats effect; it possesses a nature opposed to that 
of yellow _bale, ~t as suned to break its irascibility. The sonority of the 
~ounh stra~g reanforces the humor of black bile, augments its vigor and 
ns effect, as opposed to the humor of blood and attenuates its boiling. 

If the ~otes produced by these strings merge into one harmony in 
the. melodaes t~at correspond to them and if these melodies are used 
durang the varaous parts of the day and the night' whose nature is 
opposed to that of_ the illnesses and ailments in force, these melodies 
~ould appease the allnesses and ailments in question, would break their 
vaolence and alleviate the pains of the sick, for things similar in their 
natures, once multiplied and united, gain in strength, exercise an evi
dent effect and ~~ercome what ~sin opposition to them.' Similar phe
nomena are famahar to people an the case of wars and disputes. 

We h~v~ clearly established, according to what we have said, the 
charac_tensuc fea~res of the science employed by the musician philoso
phers an the hospatals, and the application they make of it at moments 
opposed to the nature of the illnesses, the affections and the ailments 
(treated). It is because of this that they restricted the number of strings 
of the oud to four, no more, no less. 

The motivation conducting the philosophers to establish the thick
~e~s of ea~h string in the proportion of 4:3 with that of the string above 
at, as explamed by the fact that they wished to imitate the science of the 
Creator-great are ~is praises-and reproduce the Signs of His art in 
the n_atural producuons.4 In effect, physicists advance the theory that 
the daameter ?f each of the spheres of the four elements, that is fire, air, 
water, e~rth, as, ~om the poant of view of its quality, in the proportion 
of 4:3 wath the ~aameter of ~e sphere below it. By quality I mean the 
subdety an~ thackness relatave to the spheres in question. They say 
the!': ~e daameter of the sphere of ether, I mean the sphere of fire, 
~hich as beneath that of the moon, is in the proportion of 4:3 with the 
daa~eter of the sp~ere of frigidity (umh11rir); the diameter of the lat
ter, an_th~ proporuon of 4:3 with the sphere of air; the diameter of the 
latter as an ~e proportion of 4:3 with the diameter of the sphere of 
~ater; the daameter of the latter is in the proportion of 4: 3 with the 
daameter of the sphere of earth. This proportion means that the sub
stanc~ of fire, fro?' the point of view of subtlety is in the proportion of 
4:3 wath ~a~ of aar; that the substance of air, from the point of view of 
subdety, as an the proportion of 4:3 with that of water and that the 
s~bstance of water, from the point of view of subtlety is in the propor
tion of 4:3 with that of earth. 
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As for the reasons explaining why they (the philosophers) stretched 
the z.ir (high string) which is comparable to the element of fire and 
whose sonority is comparable to the heat of fire and its sharpness, 
below all the strings, and the b11mm (low string) which is comparable to 
the element of earth, above all the strings, then the m11thn11 (second 
string) after the z.ir and the mt~tbllltb (third string) after the b11mm, there 
are also two reasons for this: (a) the note of the z.ir is high and light, 
it moves upwards, while that of the b~~mm is low and heavy, it moves 
downwards. Now, this permits them to blend better and to unite. It is 
the same with the two other, intermediary, strings, the mt1tbn11 and the 
m~~tbllltb. (b) The relation between the thickness of the z.ir and that of 
the matbna, (that) between [the thickness) of the m11thn11 and the m~~tbl4tb, 
(that) between [the thickness) of the matbllltb and the bamm is the same 
as the proportion between the diameter of the sphere of earth and that 
of the sphere of air,[between) the diameter of the sphere of air and that 
of the sphere of frigidity (umh11rir), (between) the diameter of this last 
and that of ether. This then is the reason that explains why they stretched 
the strings in the order indicated. 

If they applied the relation of the eighth to the notes of the strings 
and preferred it to the exclusion of the fifth, the sixth and the seventh, 
this is because it derives from the number eight, which is the first cube. 
Besides, given that the six is the first perfect number,1 and that the 
most eminent of forms is that which is composed of six faces, that is, 
the cube, the cubic form is thus the highest, because of the property of 
equality which is manifested in it, as we have demonstrated in the 
Epistle on geometry. In effect, the three dimensions of this form are 
equal. The cube has six square faces, all equal, eight plane angles, all 
equal, twelve parallel and equal intersections and twenty-four equal 
right angles which represent the sum of 3 x 8.6 We have said that the 
more the created thing possesses the property of equality, the greater 
its eminence. Now, after the circular form, there is none endowed with 
more equality than that of the cube. It is for this reason that it was said 
in Euclid's last treatise that the form of the earth is probably cubic and 
that of the celestial sphere probably a dodecahedron defined by twelve 
[regular) pentagons.7 We have shown the preeminence of the spherical 
form and of the number twelve in the Episde on astronomy. 

On the subject of the virtue of the number eight, the mathematician 
philosophers have advanced the theory that a harmonious proportion 
exists between the diameters of the celestial spheres and those of earth 
and air. The proof of this is that if we express the diameter of the earth 
by 8, that of the sphere of air by 9, then the diameter of the sphere of 
the moon will be 12, that of the sphere of Mercury 13, that of the 
sphere of Venus 16, that of the sphere of the sun 18, that of the sphere 
of Mars 21.5, that of the sphere of Jupiter 24, that of the sphere of 
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Sarurn 27 417 and that of the sphere of the fixed stars 32.' 
Based on these figures, the diameter of the earth and that of the 

moon will be in the proportion of 3:2; the diameter of the moon and 
that of the air will be in the proportion of 4:3; the diameter of Venus 
compared with that of the earth will be in the double proponion of 
16:8 (2:1) and with that of the moon in the proportion of 4:3; the 
diameter of the sun will be in the double proportion of 18:9 with that 
of the air and with that of the earth in the proportion of 21:4, and with 
that of the moon in the proportion of 3:2; the diameter of Jupiter will 
be in the double proportion of 24:12 with that of the moon, with that 
of the earth in the triple proportion of 3:1 (24:8), and with that of 
Venus in the proportion of 3:2 (24:16); the diameter of the sphere of 
fixed stars will be in the proportion of 4:3 (32:24) with that of Jupiter, 
with that of Venus in the double proportion of 2:1 (32:16), with that 
of the sun in the proportion of 4:39 (32:18), with that of the moon in 
the proportion of 2'1• (8:3) and with that of the earth in the quadruple 
proportion of 4:1 (32:8). As for Mercury, Mars and Saturn, they ~o not 
have a [harmonic] proportion. That is why these heavenly bod1es are 
called maleficent. 

These same philosophers [the mathematicians] also maintain that 
various proportions exist between the dimensions of the bodies of these 
heavenly bodies, proportions which are either arithmetical or geometri
cal or harmonic. These same proportions govern the celestial bodies 
and the body of the earth. At all events, some of them are noble and 
superior, while others arc inferior. It would take too long to give a 
detailed commentary on this. 

From what we have said, it appears that (a) the ensemble of the 
bodies of the Universe, that is to say, the spheres, the bodies of the 
stars, the four elements and their concentric constitutions, all these 
bodies have been established, composed, conceived and created in the 
respective proportions that we have expounded;10 (b) that everything 
that comprises the body of the Universe is like the body of one sole 
animal, of one sole person and of one sole state; and, finally that their 
director, their Creator, their constructor, their artisan and their Maker 
t:r nibi~ is One without associates, (Master without his like, Unique 
without equal). Thus we have attained one of the aims that we have set 
ourselves in this Episde. · 

These are other faets concerning the eminence of the number 8. If, 
my brother-may God assist you and assist us through the spirit [ema
nating] from Himself-you examine created things and the elementary 
narure of beings submitted to generation and corruption, you will find 
a multirude of octads, such as the qualities of the elements: the hot-wet, 
the cold-dry, the cold-wet and the hot-dry, which add up to eight, and 
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they arc the principle of narural things and the basis of begettable and 
corruptible things. In the same way, you will confirm the superiority of 
the number 8 by referring to the respective position of the planets 
which gives rise to eight combinations, to the exclusion of all the oth
ers: conjunction (multarana), opposition (istikbal), trines (tatblithat), 
quadrarures (tarbi'at), and sextiles (tasJisat). These positions are also 
one of the causes that preside at the generation and corruption of the 
beings placed under the moon's sphere. 

In the same way, if you reflect, you will see that the 28 letters of the 
Arabic alphabet, which are comparable to the 28 mansions of the moon, 
can be reduced to 8 letters which are articulated in the following way: 
alif, lam, fo', y11', mim, nun, t/41, 11111TD (a, 1, f, y, m, n, d, w). 11 And the 
paradigms (mafa'il) of Arabic poetry are also of the same number, namely 
eight; these elements form the metrical feet. The kinds of rhythms of 
their music are also of the number of eight, as we shall explain in 
another chapter. In the same way it has been said that paradise is com
posed of eight degrees, that the bearers of the throne are of the number 
of eight, and that the bells have seven sections (abwab); we have shown the 
reality of this in the Episde on "the last judgment and the resurrection." 

In following the same analogy (al-ltiyllS), if, my brother, you examine 
these things, and if you reflect on the conditions of beings, you will 
find numerous dyads, triads, tetrads, pentads, hexads, hebdomads, octads, 
cnncads and decads, and so on to infinity. If we insist on the octad, it 
is to awaken you from the sleep of heedlessness and the sloth of igno
rance, and so that you will know that the partisans of the number seven 
(al-musabbi'a) in their avid study of the hebdomads and in assigning 
them the supremacy over all the other groupings, advance only a partial 
theory and a non-universal doctrine. It is the same with the dualism of 
the dualisrs, the trinity of the Christians, the tetractys of the physicistS, 
the pentad of the Khurramiy11, the hexads of the Hindus, and the enne
ads of the Kayyaliya.u This is not the doctrine of our noble brothers
may God assist them and assist us through the spirit (emanating] from 
Himself-whatever the country where they happen to be, their theory 
is universal, their speculation general, their science total and their 
knowledge extends to everything. 

Let us now rerurn to the subject that occupies us. We have thus 
dearly established in the light of what we have said, the characteristic 
fearures of the oud, the number of its strings, the proportions of their 
respective thicknesses, the number of the frets, how they are tuned, 
their respective proportions, the number of notes produced by the strings 
whether free or shonened and stopped, and, finally, the relations of 
these notes between themselves. In consequence, the most perfect of 
productions, the most coordinated of constructions and the most beau-
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tiful of compositions is that whose disposition and structure are gov
erned by the most eminent proportion. It is because of this that most 
people find e~joyme.nt in the audition of music and that the majority 
[of persons g1fted Wlth reason] approve its qualities, and make use of 
them in the gatherings of kings and chiefs. 

19 

+ 

Al-Hasan al-Katib 
fl. c. 1000 

Al-Hasan lbn Ahmad lbn 'Ali al-Katib lived in Syria and was a Shi-ite 
k11tib, meaning "secretary," or by extension a man of wide culture. His 
treatise can be dated from the fact that he cites the musical works of Al
Kindi, Al-Sarahsi, and especially Al-Farabi, pre-eminent theorist of the 
Islamic world, but does not mention lbn Sina (Avicenna), who died in 
1037. 

Much of Al-Hasan's work is concerned with musica humana. He 
cites the hoary classical examples of the power of music-a practice as 
common among Muslim writers as it would become for Westerners in 
the Middle Ages and the Renaissance. We have already seen in Hunayn's 
maxims the earliest Arab example of this. Besides acknowledging his 
debt to Nicomachus of Gerasa (see no. 3), Al-Hasan must have received 
some ideas, very indirectly, from Ptolemy. These are contained in this 
extract, which is a succinct review of the three types of music as defmed 
by Boethius: music11 mundlln11, hum11n11, and instrumtntlllis. 

Al-Hasan was writing at approximately the same time as the Breth
ren of Purity were compiling their Encyclopedia (see no. 18 and 
MM&M). While his scope and his grasp of symbolism and psychology 
scarcely compare to theirs, he is nevertheless part of the same 
Pythagorean-Platonic tradition as it was being continued in the world 
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of Islam. In music, this meant especially the Pythagorean insight into 
number, and the proportions between numbers, as being the lcey to the 
universe; also the moral and medical applications of musica itutrnmtntalis. 

Professor Shiloah states that the original is full of obscurities, espe
cially the last paragraph of this chapter. His edition contains copious 
notes, giving the original Arabic of many terms. I have kept closely to 
his French version, but have divided some of the very long sentences. 

Sourct: Al-Hasan AJ-Katib, IGtab Kllmal Adal AI-Gina', translated into 
French by Amnon Shiloah as La prrftction dts connaissancts musicaltr 
(Paris: Geuthner, 1972), pp. 69-74. Translated by the Editor. Used by 
kind permission of Professor Shiloah. 

• 
The Resemblance of the Soul, of Music, and of the 

Celestial Sphere 

Chapter 9. We will expound only a few characteristic points of this 
doctrine, because it would be far too lengthy to make a complete study 
of it on account of the large number of persons who have made pro
nouncements on the subject, and the multiplicity of their statements. 

Here is the opinion of al-Kindi and others on the similitude of the 
soul's activities and the apportionment of the consonant connections of 
notes. The commentary on the latter will be included in an appropriate 
chapter, on the systems. 

Al-Kindi said: "The simple consonances are three in number-simple 
in this case being those whose extremes are alike and have a noble 
relationship between them;1 they are the group of four notes (the fourth), 
the group of five notes (the fifth), and the group of the whole (the 
octave). Even so, the divisions of the soul are three in number: the 
rational, the sensible or sensitive, and the natural [vegetative).1 The 
similitude of these three [groups and principles] is expressed thus: just 
as one finds in the place of the rational faculty also the sensitive and 
instinctive faculties-by the rational faculty I mean discrimination-, 
the interval of the octave embraces by its very existence the intervals of 
a fourth and a fifth. And again, wherever there is a group of five, a 
group of four is there too. The group that corresponds to the sensible 
principle is that of five notes, which is the nearest to that of the ratio
nal; the group which corresponds to the natural principle is that of 
four. 

As for the elements constituting the rational soul, they are seven in 
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number: a number equivalent to the c:lements in the group of the whole 
(the octave): comprehension, intelligence, memory, reflection or delib
eration, estimation, syllogism, and knowledge., 

Comprehension is a matter of what the senses bring to the soul. 
Intelligence is the formation of concepts in the soul consequent on 

images received from the senses. 
Memory is the retention in the soul of images received by the soul. 
Deliberation is the state in which the soul compares things by their 

exterior forms. 
Syllogism is the state in which the soul establishes a comparison by 

advancing a correct argument: I mean by deducing conclusions from 
true premises. 

Knowledge is the grasping of truth by the soul. 
The sensitive soul is subdivided into four elements, a number equiva

lent to that of the elements of fifths: hearing, sight, taste, and smell. 
The elements of fourths correspond to those of the vegetative soul, 

namely the beginning of growth, the end of growth, and dissolution or 
decline. This is how each species responds to that which is equivalent to it. 

Given that harmony involves excellence in notes (that which is called 
malas), and disharmony their faults (which is called omolas); given that 
the virtues of the soul correspond to them and that its vices are com
pared to the imperfections of notes; given that harmony in music is the 
assemblage of sounds having consonant relationships with each other, 
and that disharmony is the contrary situation; given that the virtues of 
the soul are expressed in the tempering and harmonious composition of 
its parts: it would clearly seem that music causes the soul to pass 
through different states, by means of which it indicates that it resembles 
and harmonizes with it, if it is well ordered, and that it contradicts it 
if it is incoherent. Thus it causes it sometimes to experience desire and 
a joyous equanimity, sometimes abstinence and introversion, sometimes 
silence and ascesis-1 mean sleep-and sometimes anger and passion, 
sometimes calm and immobility, sometimes movement and leaping, 
sometimes joy or sorrow, and sometimes security or fear. 

Dionysos4 made mention of certain modess which he believed equiva
lent to the virtues of the soul. He assigned justice to the mode of the 
index finger on the second string (d1), good understanding to the mode 
of the open third string (f1), purity to the middle finger on the second 
string (e~1), imelligence to the index finger on the third string (gJ), 
solicitude to the open fourth string (~,). passion to the middle finger 
on the third string (a~ 1), patience to the index finger on the fourth 
string (c

1
), and virility to the middle finger on the fourth string (d~ 1). 

The savants of Antiquity had lengthy theories on this subject, of which 
we have no need. 
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As for the resemblance between music and the celestial spheres, in 
their position and their movements, it concerns the proper nature of 
these spheres and their position. Concerning the nature (of each sphere], 
there is the fact that its movement, namely the movement of the celes
tial sphere, has no beginning in its position. Concerning its position, 
there is the fact that it is possible to situate the beginning in a different 
place for each instance, i.e., that any position can serve as the point of 
departure, since the line of the meridian divides the sphere ohhe Zodiac 
into two halves at any point, with two opposite signs of which each one 
can serve as the extremity of the diameter of the Zodiacal sphere. 

The Complete System which is qualified by a double octave (bis 
diaparon) includes the greatest musical interval twice, for the greatest 
interval is that of the whole (the octave). The extremes of these two 
intervals are the mafruda (proslllmbanommor), the wusta (mest}, and the 
last of the high-pitched notes. By the mafruda is understood the note 
of the first string open (G), by the wusta the note of the index finger 
on the third string (g), and by the other the note of the ring finger on 
the fifth string (g'). All these notes are qualitatively the same because 
two of them heard together will form a homogeneous mixture for the 
ear. It follows that the Complete System is potentially a circle, since its 
extremity curves round and rejoins its origin.6 The sphere of the Zo
diac is divided into twelve pans which represent the houses of the 
Zodiac. We believe that this division was established (or defined) thus 
because the number 12 is divisible into halves, thirds, and quarters. 
These are the elements which are found in the division of the complete 
system, because the last note of the octave is half the first (2:1), the 
note of the fifth is in the ratio of one and a half to it (3:2), the note of 
the fourth is in the ratio of one and a third to it (4:3).1 The excess of 
the first term above the second in the fourth and with the octave exists 
for the resemblance of the ratios of the sphere of the Zodiac and that 
of the Complete System; the study of these matters will be included in 
the appropriate chapter. 1 

20 

+ 

Anon_xmous of the 
Twelfth Century 

This is a poem written in a late eleventh- or early twelfth-century hand 
in a manuscript of Boethius' De lnstitutiont musi(ll1 to which the un
named scribe has added an explanatory chart. The musicologistjacques 
Handschin ascribes it to the French sphere of influence. The poem is 
set to an unaccompanied line of music, covering the unusually wide 
range of A to g': only a ·tone short of the two octaves which the text 
ascribes to the universe itself. The highest note is reached just as the 
text mentions the heavens, the summit of the visible cosmos and pre
sumably of the audible one as well. 

The author has taken the scale of planet-tones that Boethius (no. 13) 
ascribes to Cicero, with the Moon sounding the lowest note, and added 
a second octave to accommodate the angelic hierarchies. The poet was 
certainly familiar with Macrobius' Commentary on the Dream of Scipio 
(see no. 11), as were all the early medieval writers; with Macrobius, he 
emphasizes the number seven as the bond of all things. While the 
enclosure of the nesting spheres of the planets and fixed stars in a 
further series of angdic spheres was a commonplace of medieval Chris
tian and Muslim cosmology, the logical expression of these spheres by 
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a rwo-ocravc scale is not to be found again umil rhc late sixteenth 
century, in Guy Lcfevrc: de La Bodc:ric (sec MMbM). 

Sourct: Paris, Bibliorhequc Narionalc, Ms. lat. 7203, fols. 2'-3, tran
scribed and reproduced in Jacquc:s Handschin, "Ein mittelahc:rlichc:r 
Beitrag zur Lchre von der Spharcnharmonic," in Ztitschrift fiir 
Musikwisstnschllft 9 (1927), pp. 193-208. Translated by the Editor. · 

+ 

The Natural Concord of Notes with Planets 

Thtrt is 11 concord of pl11ntts similar to that of notts. 
From Earth to Htavtn a divint ordtr asctnds. 
Tully' thus tnumtrlltts thtm, rising from tht bottom: 
Moon, Htnnts, Vmus 11nd Sun, Mars, Jupittr and S11turn. 
In similar ordtr you should sing your notts: 
Givt tht Moon's first, which is proximatt to Earth, 
Thtn obstrVt hOVJ much hightr Mtrcury is; 
'fhis inttTVal in tht musical systtm amounts to ont tont. 
Vmus, folhwing, cmainly marks off an inttrVal worth a 

ltimm11;1 

Thm 11 tont to tht Sun fills out tht fourth. 
And btllicost M11rs with anothtr tont complttts a fifth. 
Jupittr of tht whitt loch sings his brief ltimma, 
And hfty Saturn, for his p11rt, joins 11 tont to thtst. 
Tht stVtnth tont rtllthts Ht11Vtn, llfttr tht m11nntr of tht 

/stVtn] d11ys. 
With thtst tight notts tht ordtr of tht octiiVt is compltttd. 
Just as tht htavy rules at tbt mese, so dots tht light at tht 

heighu.' 
As f11r as tht htllvtns is 11 duple /proportion], 11 quadruple 

11bovt. 
Tht duplt consists of voicu, f tht qu11druplt of virtuts. 
Thtrt 11rt stVm diffirmt sptcits of octiiVt, 
Thrtt of tht fourth 11nd four of tht fifth.' 
By mtllns of thtst, songs dijftr 11nd their s11voun ch11ngt. 
StVtn plllntu, "sevm distinctions of notts,"' 
StVm-7or gifts of tht bountiful brttZt, 
And by StVtns of dllys tht solllr ytar revolvts. 
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Six for lllbor, 11nd tht StVtnth rtst; it btcomts lifr through 
tight.' . , 

I btlitVt tbtrt is lift in tht tlghtb, afttr StVtn thous11nd. 
This htptadic numbtr is tht bond of wtll-nigb 111/ things. 10 

God 
Seraphim Nett byperbol11ion 
Cherubim Parllnttt byptrbolllion 
Thrones Tritt byptrbolllion 
Dominations Nttt dituugmmon 
Principalities P11r11nttt dituugmmon 
Powers Tritt dieuugmmon 
Virtues Paramtst 
Heaven Mtst 
Saturn Licbanos muon 
Jupiter P11rbyp11tt mtson 
Mars Hypatt mtson 
Sun Licbanos bypaton 
Venus Parbyp11tt hyp11ton 
Mercury Hypatt hypaton 
Moon Proslllmbtmomtnos 
Earth Silence 

' a 
' g 

f' 
e' 
d' 
c' 
b 
a 
g 
f 
e 
d 
c 
B 
A 
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Isaac ben Abraham ibn Latif 
c. 1220-c. 1290 

lbn. Latif ~as a Jewish philosopher of Kabbalistic tendencies, living in 
Spam durmg the golden age of religious tolerance under the Muslim 
rule of that country. The Jewish educational curriculum was similar to 
the . Ar~bic, hen~e ultimately influenced by the formulations of late 
Anaqu1ty, espec1ally the concept of the Seven Liberal Arts: Grammar 
Logic, Rhetoric, Arithmetic, Geometry, Music, and Astronomy. Ofte~ 
these were expanded by adding Optics and Medicine. 

In Jewish, as. in Islamic and Christian philosophy, the thirteenth 
century was a time of confrontation between two forces: on the one 
hand, an alliance of dogma with Aristotelian rationalism; on the other 
a movement of mystic illuminism with Neoplatonic roots. Maimonides' 
mos~ e~inent and influential of Jewish philosophers, had given the seai 
of h1s disa~proval_to the idea of the Music of the Spheres, and as a 
result, aUustons to 1t are scarce in Jewish literature. lbn Latif is reserved 
a ?out ~e. details of his own beliefs, but his arithmology evidently places 
him wtthin the more mystical stream. 

So~rrt: lsaac ~en A~raham ibn Latif, The King's Treasures, translated by 
lsatah Sonne m Enc Wemer and Isaiah Sonne, "The Philosophy and 
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Theory of Music in Judaeo-Arabic Literature," in Hebrew Union College 
Annual 17 (1942-43), pp. SSI-553. Used by kind permission of the 
publisher. 

• 
Music among the Liberal Arts 

After the science of Geometry, follows the science of Music which is a 
propaedeutic one, leading to the improvement of the psychical dispo
sitions as well as to the understanding of some of the higher intellectual 
doctrines. This was manifest in the case of Elisha when he said: "But 
now bring me a minstrel" (11 Kings 3.15).1 Moreover, this science is 
also propaedeutic to the science of Astronomy, the explanation of which 
is as follows: The science of Music envisages eight modes of melodies 
which differ from one another because of the expansion and the con
traction, the height and the depth and other differences in musical 
instruments.J The eighth mode functions as a genus which compre
hends the other seven modes, and this is the meaning of "For the 
Leader, on the Sheminith" (Psalm 12:1). The Psalmist has alluded to 
this cryptically by means of the number seven in the repetition of the 
word Ko/1 characterizing the Psalm, "Give unto the Lord, 0 ye sons of 
might" (Psalm 29:1), while the phrase, "All say, 'Glory'" (Psalm 29:9) 
alludes to the eighth tone which comprehends all of the others. I can
not explain any further. Returning to my task, I say that this science, 
Music, relates to the various movements of the spheres, that is, to the 
nine (seven?) planets and to the movement of the all-comprehending 
eighth sphere. The relation arises from the analogy between the various 
tones in the various spherical movements, involving as these do, direc
tion, speed, retardation, withdrawal, deflection sideward, approach to 
the center and removal from the center and involving also the various 
activities of their respective stars.4 In all of this, there is a subtle and 
profound analogy linking the two sciences. Only by those who are well 
acquainted with bot!} of these sciences, can this analogy be grasped. 
Those who affirm the existence of heavenly tones corresponding to the 
musical tones partly follow our suggestion. 
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]acques de Liege 
c. 1260-after 1330 

The work of Jacques de Liege (Jacobus Leodiensis) is a reworking and 
an. enonnous expansion of Boethius' treatise, standing in relation to the 
Maddle A~es muc~ as De lnsrftutione Musica did to late Antiquity. Jacques 
~row~ has net wade~ to encarcle every type of music and to present it 
m lapadary form. Lake Boethius, he is especially concerned with the 
mathematical side-tunings and intervals-, but he is able to go much 
further, and offer a theoretical manual of polyphonic and mensura! 
music as practiced in his own day. 

Speculum Musicae is the longest of all medieval musical treatises and 
remains untranslated. It commands little interest among scholar~ be
cause of Jacques' reactionary attitude to practical music: he lost credit 
in the e.yes of historians by vigorously opposing the change from the 
Ars Antaqua of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries to the Axs Nova of 
the fourt~enth. In no way d~s th~s affect our reading of his chapters 
on the hagher forms of musac, whach he unfolds with the expertise of 
a logical and broadly learned mind. 

As e~ery medieval scholar knew, Boethius had outlined three types 
~f musac: m~ndan~ (of the worlds), humana (of the human being), and 
msrrummtalu (of InstrumentS, including the voice). On the first two, 
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Boethius' book as it stands has little to say, and Jacques applies himself 
to make good the omission. Music, Mysticism and Magic included a trans
lation of his chapter on human music; here are his chapters on the 
higher types. Jacques makes it plain that musica mum/ana as Boethius 
understood it is not just the "Hannony of the Spheres" or of space, to 
which it is conventionally equated, but also the harmonies of matter 
(the four elements) and of time (the seasons of the year); in short, of 
all things in the greater cosmos. 

jacques finds, moreover, that he must go further than Boethius, 
because the doctrines of the Christian religion imply that the starry 
spheres are not the tenninus of the universe. Above the heavenly bod
ies, always in circular movement, are the unchangeable realms inhab
ited by the angels and the souls of the elect in perpetual contemplation 
of God. So just as the Christian cosmology added angelic spheres be
yond the stars, jacques crowns the Boethian scheme with a fourth music, 
musica coeltstis. What he says about this highest of all musics is a little 
disappointing; but what could he have said without seeming to usurp 
the role of the Fathers and Doctors of the Church? He does at least 
hint that the essential distinction is between a static harmony (of the 
unchanging) and a mobile one (of the spheres), which suggestS a par
allel with the unalterable numbers of music, and their working out in 
time. But prudence, and perhaps humility, forebade further speculation 
into just what sort of musical archetypes might reflect the mysterious 
relationships of the Trinity and the nine orders of angels. 

Source: ]«obi Ltodimsis, Speculum musiuu, edited by Roger Bragard, vol. I 
(Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1955), pp. 36-49. Translated 
by the Editor. 

+ 

The Fim Division of Musk 

Book I, Chapter 10. I. Music is divided, according to Boethius, into 
mum/ana, humana, and instTUmtntalis or sonorous, and all these treat of 
natural things. 

But muntlana concerns simple bodies, both incorrupt and corrupt, 
such as the heavenly bodies, the elements, and those things connected 
with them, and therefore treatS of the macrocosm (maiort mundo). 

Humana, on the other hand, concerns the microcosm (minort mundo] 
i.e., man, who among compounded things is most noble and perfect 
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and wonderful in the union of his form with matter, inasmuch as the 
mixture is of something incorruptible with something corruptible. For 
the human soul has an incorruptible exjstence, that is to say an 
inexterminable one, because God made the soul of man. And elsewhere 
it says: "Do not fear those who kill the body, for they cannot kill the 
soul" [Matthew 10:28]. This soul of man, therefore, existing incorrupt
ibly because it is not produced by the power of matter and is created 
after the image of God, is the most perfect of the forms which are 
united with matter and a corruptible body. Human music therefore 
consists of this wonderful union in which there is a wonderful connec
tion and a wonderful concord, and of the parts thus united, i.e., of soul 
and body. 

Instrumental music, however, concerns the sounds which manifest 
matter in sensible musical consonances and which are expressed by 
artificial and natural instruments. 

But it seems that a further species of music may be added to this: 
one which may be called celestial or divine.• This regards things sepa
rate from motion and from sensible matter, both according to existence 
and according to intellect: that is to say, transcendent things pertaining 
to metaphysical or divine knowledge, of which something has been said 
in the Commendation of Music [Ch. 1). And now we must speak more 
fully of this first one, then of the other types of music. 

Celestial or Divine Music Should ReiiSonably Be 
Included Among the Types of Music 

Chapter 11. It is not unreasonable, I think, to reckon celestial or divine 
music among the types of music: first, by reason of the description of 
music, taken broadly (gtntralittr rumpta); second, by reason of its name; 
thirdly, by reason of divine praise. 

It has been said above that music, taken broadly, extends to the 
knowledge of the harmonic modulation of any things whatsoever that 
are connected with one another by any modulation. 

But harmonic modulation, taken broadly and speaking rationally, 
cannot be understood as merely that sensible modulation which exists 
in sensible sounds, causing a perceptible consonance to the ear; for we 
know that such harmonic modulation pertains only to instrumental 
music. Otherwise the other species of music would be lost; and it is 
clear from Boethius that the term "harmonic modulation" does not 
mean only the modulation of sounds, for he says: "Now if a certain 
harmony does not join together the diversities and contrary qualities of 
the four elements, how is it possible for them to unite in one body and 
machine?" [Dt lrut. Mru. I, 2) But this harmony of blending is not one 
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of sounds, but arises out of the relative positions and proportions of 
their qualities. And Isidore said that this "world may be said to be put 
together according to a certain harmony." Likewise, according to lsidore, 
music extends to all things, since "nothing [cxjsts] without it."J There
fore it expands even to transcendent and divine things, for if God has 
indeed made all things in number, weight and measure [Wisdom 11 :20), 
then all things which have proceeded from the primal origin of things 
are formed by reason of numbers. 

It now seems, regarding music in general, that harmonic modulation 
should not be restricted merely to the natural and corporeal things 
which concern musifll mundllna and bu71111n4 and the sounds and notes 
which concern instrumental music, but should even (include] the First 
Mover, because musifll mundllna treats of the celestial spheres which are 
moved by separate movers, i.e. by intelligences whom the Philosophers 
call the movers of the spheres.J Now between the mover and the moved 
or movable a certain proportion is required, at least if the mover be of 
a finite virtue and the thing be moved narurally (which I say because 
the First Mover is altogether immovable, since being infinite in virrue 
he moves by his own free will). Besides, if the proportion or harmony 
(foaptatio] of the human soul with its body, which it moves as moving 
something joined to it, is called a harmonic modulation, why should 
not the harmony or proportion between those separate movers and the 
spheres which they move be called a harmonic modulation? 

In any species of music, therefore, it will be appropriate to examine 
the proportion, order and concord of the separate movers with each 
other, with the first mover of all, and with the things which they move. 
And perhaps if Boethius had pursued his musifa mundllna in detail, he 
would have extended it to the mover of the celestial spheres.• For it was 
Aristotle's method to come to the knowledge of separate substances 
through movement. What is wrong, therefore, if we extend harmonic 
modulation as generally accepted not only to corporeal, natural and 
substantially numbered things, but also to metaphysical things, amongst 
which when numbered and compared a certain appearance of connec
tion, order, concord or proportion is perceived? Thus it falls not only 
under two parts of theoretical philosophy, but under three, as stated 
above [Ch. 8]. 

Second, the same is evidenced by some of the names of music. It was 
stated above that music is named after the Muses, from whom wisdom 
was sought. But the things which pertain to the state of wisdom are 
metaphysical ones, chief among which are divine things and knowledge. 
Therefore music extends to these. Music is also said to come from 
04muso, sas," which means "investigate something by thought." But what 
are these things of which it is so necessary to gain knowledge by thinking? 
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Things such as the separate substances, and most of all the first one in 
the face o~ which our intell~ct, lowest in the class of intelligibles, ab~n
~oned ~y us natural (facultJes], finds itself like the blinking of the eye 
m the hght of day. To know even a litde of these things according to 
th~ Philosophers, ~s far better than to know a great deai about lower 
thmgs; and accordmg to Saint Augustine nothing more advantageous is 
to be found. 

Third, the same is confirmed by examining the divine praises which 
~re o~ered ~P· A certain type ~f music has been provided for wayfarers 
m. ~as transno.ry world by whach God may be praised in this Church 
Mahta~t~ both m himself and in his Saints; and in order to further this, 
th~ mmasters of the Church receive temporal gifts. Shall the Church 
T~aumphant of th.a~ other, incorruptible world lack a type of music 
s~ata~le for. the CttJzens of that Church, who receive such priceless 
gafts. Cenamly not! In that celestial Church, therefore, there will be a 
P~~ce for music by which God may be praised incessantly by those 
cmzens, as has been touched on above. And this type of music is as 
~u~h m~re excellent and perfect than the others as it is more perfect 
m I~ obJect, and as .the c~tizens singing it are in a higher state-a 
beaufic one. And beau~de as the p~rfect state in which all good things 
come together, accordmg to Boethius (Dt Cons. Phi/. Ill, Prosa 2]. 

And now we will say something about these three types of music. 

What tbe Cekstial or Divine Musk Is, muJ Why 
It Is So Calkd 

Chapter 12. As claimed above, celestial or divine music considers the 
category of transcendent things, just as instrumental music considers 
that of sounds. Now transcendent things are metaphysical things. 
" Meta~hysical d~rives fro~ mtt~, which means "beyond," and pbysis, 
narur~, be~ause at ~eals wath thangs transcending natural, i.e., mov

able thmgs. Nature ts a cause of movement or rest in that to which it 
bel?ngs ~ri~arily by virt~e of itself, and not secondarily through an 
acade~t, as ts clear accordtng to the Pbysia (of Aristotle, Book 11, Ch. 1]. 
And smce metaphysics considers being as such, whoever wishes to ex
tend this type of music g~nerally to met~physical things may thereby 
compare substance to acctdent and the mne categories of accidents to 
on~ an.other, besides the general passions of a being within itself and to 
bemg n~elf; or compare the One to being and to the many, the same 
to the dtffcrcn.t, potency to act, like to like and unlike, equal to equal 
and unequal-mdee~, wherever equality and inequality and proportion 
arc fou~d, and so wtth other things pertaining to metaphysics. 

But smce the nobler and more perfect metaphysical things are the 
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separate substances, to knowledge of which metaphysics is principally 
directed (for the reason of being is best preserved in them, since they 
have more of act and are simplcr1-God most of all, who is pure act 
and utterly simple), this type of music is named after those things and 
called divine, insofar as it concerns God. For the science of metaphysics 
is called divine so as to be named after its most perfect object, since a 
name should be derived from something worthier, and since it is proper 
for everything to be called after its final object. But it is called celestial 
because it considers separate substances other than the first: not those 
of the material heavens, which musicJJ mund4nJJ treats, but those of the 
spiritual heavens, to which belong the good angels and holy men, of 
which the Prophet says: "The heavens tell of God's glory" (Psalm 18:1). 

For as there arc nine material and movable heavens (if the empyrean 
heaven is excluded),' there arc also nine spiritual heavens, just as there 
are nine orders of angels, with which good men will be united. More
over, this celestial type of music is named after those citizens of heaven 
not so much because it is objective toward them, but because it is 
subjective with them. For they have this music in perfection, they who 
no longer contemplate God in a glass darkly through any exterior rep
resentation, but behold him directly, face to face [I Corinthians 13:12]. 
And since they find in God whatsoever they desire, and know no evil 
at all nor covet any earthly thing in the least, how could they cease 
from the praises of God in whom is their consolation, whole and en
tire? Hence Augustine says of these citizens in his book Dt MusitJJ 
(VI, 16) that they could not be purged of the love of temporal things 
unless taken by storm by some sweemess in eternal things, as is found 
in the Psalm when it is said: "The children of men will put their trust 
in the protection of thy wings; they shall be inebriated with the rich
ness of thy house, and thou shalt give them to drink of the torrent of 
thy delight" [Psalm 36:7-9]. And David with his lyre-player [cithJJrotu], 
who much desired to enter into their fellowship though still on earth, 
frequently exhorted those citizens to singing. "Sing," he says, "a new 
song; praise him in the congregation of his saints" (Psalm 149:1], in 
which arc none but the holy ones, for "no iniquity shall enter in there" 
[Apocalypse 21:27]-therc, where there is perennial festival, continual 
nuptials, a perpetual banquet. Surely music has its place in these. For 
"music is pleasant at a banquet" [Ecclcsiasticus 49:1], according to the 
Scripture. 

But just as the poss~ssors of that celestial home may be said to be 
inebriated after drinking of the richness of the chief delight that is 
there, so they may also be said to be seized (rDptt]. Hence Saint Paul, 
taken up for a short time to the fellowship of those citizens, says of 
himself as if of another: "1 know a man in Christ who fourteen years 
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ago, whether in the body or out of it I know not-God knows-was 
seized up in this way to the third heaven," and because of the magni
tude of that vision and joy he adds, repeating that rapture: "And I know 
that this man, whether in the body or out of it I know not-God 
knows-was seized up into Paradise, and heard secret words which are 
not lawful for a man to utter" (11 Corinthians 12:2-4]. And no wonder, 
if they are seized up and hear what is not lawful for a man to utter, that 
they see what cannot be fully spoken of, namely the concord and in
separable fellowship of the Divine Persons and their perfect union in 
one utterly simple essence, replete with every perfection, whereby the 
Son is in the Father and from the Father throughout all ages; the 
Father in the Son, not from the Son nor from any other; the Holy 
Spirit in both and from both through one enspiriting power. They 
learn of the inward divine emanations, the personal properties, ideas 
and attributed perfections; how these are distinguished by comparison 
either internally or externally of the relation to essence; and what the 
distinction of the Divine Persons is according to the nature of the thing 
or to reason alone. They see their order without (any Person being] 
prior or posterior, their equality and similitude. They see the ideal 
Forms and exemplars, and contemplate in that voluntary and eternal 
mirror, in that Book of Life, things which cannot be told us. 

Neither do they fail to see in it the order of the Angels, the distinc
tion of the three Hierarchies7 and the natural properties with which 
angels are favoured; the connection and unshakable concord among 
themselves and with God, since their love is of the highest kind; which 
of them are the superior ones, which the middle, which the lowest; 
which assisting, which ministering; which receive more immediately 
the divine illuminations and revelations, and, if God should will it, tell 
us of them through intermediaries. Nor do they fail to see there the 
specific nature of everything else: their order, connection, and concord 
among themselves and with God. In all of these, compared in due 
&shion as they are able to compare them (mosdy through the "meridional" 
knowledge which they have of things in the Divine Word, though that 
does not exclude the "vespertine" or natural knowledge which they 
have of things after their own kind), in these:, I say, duly compared with 
one another, just as they find the most excellent harmonic modulation, 
so they also find the most perfect music. Therefore the best musicians 
are those who in their contemplation (intuitive] observe that eternal 
book. For in it there lies open and shines forth every proportion, every 
concord, every consonance, every melody; and whatever things are 
needed for music arc written down there. But that type of music of 
which we arc now speaking, which those celestial citizens possess to 
perfection, we wayfarers can only possess imperfectly, since it is only 
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permitted us to know about divine things and other separate substa~ces 
through the Holy Scriptures, through the Catholic Faith, through nght 
doctrine, and through philosophy. 

Let it not displease the reader if I have touched on other gener~l 
matters pertaining to this type of music, because it _is no shame to ~1s 
science that it extends to separate substances, wh1ch are the lofnest 
objects one could address; nor, in tur~ing fr?m this, is one less capable 
of addressing other matters. For th1s mus1c, taken broadl~, ma~ be 
applied to all those thin~s in which it discer?s the cause _of 1ts obJec~, 
taken broadly. But its obJect, taken broadly, 1s the ~umer1cal ~ompar1-
son of all things whatsoever, not absolutely but w1th somethmg else, 
i.e., with one another; hence the formal cause of its object, taken bro~dly, 
is that a harmonic modulation is to be found between any obJects 
numbered and compared. As touched on earlier, I understand by this 
"harmonic modulation" a condition, a relation of some kind: of connec
tion, order, proportion, concord, similitude or dissimilitude, equality or 
inequality, in~erdepend~nce [cotrig~ntiat] o~ imit!bili~, ~r ~ny other 
sort of condiuon. For smcc, accordmg to Is1dore, no d1sc1phne can be 
perfect without music, for nothing [exists) witJ_tout i~" [~rnttntiae ~e 
Musira, Ch. 3}, and since the formal cause of 1ts obJeCt 1s harmomc 
modulation, it is necessary that such harmonic modulation be taken 
very broadly indeed so as to extend to all b.e~ngs co~pared to one 
another; and this is to treat them as some condmon of thmgs compared 
to one another. 

Accordingly, as metaphysics extends to every being insofar as the 
general cause of being is found therein, so music is considered to ~x
tend to every numbered being, by the said cause. And since,_ accordmg 
to the Philosopher, there arc three forms of knowledge ":orking ~round 
the whole being: dialectical, sophistical, and metaphysacal (wh1ch he 
calls philosophy), music, too, may be joined with these-but differently, 
because dialectical knowledge applies itself by argument to every pr~b
able matter, sophistical to every apparently probable matter, metaph~acal 
to every true thing in which it finds the general cause of a bemg; 
whereas music, as we have said, applies to everything numbere.d. If, 
however, anyone wishes to learn more of the things that celesual or 
divine music has to compare, he should frequent the schools of sacred 
Theology, become a humble and diligent student. there, ~cqu!re that 
knowledge by which he may be prepared to obtatn celesual hfe, ~nd 
thus perfecdy pursue this type of music of which we have been speakin.g. 

This type of music may not unsuitably be included under muslfa 
mum/ana, since every creature enclosed by the ~ounds of the world as 
a whole, existing as finite and limited, finds 1tself encompassed and 
defined here. But God, who is infinite and simply unlimited, even when 
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he is in the world is not there in himself; because he was there, in truth, 
before it was produced by him and would still be there if there were no 
world, since the whole world cannot hold him, not even if there were 
a thousand of them. He is said, however, to be in the world in respect 
of those things which he has done in the world, principally as cause to 
its effect, which for the maintenance of its being requires his cause to 
be an actual presence and influence; and as far as this is concerned it 
is said that "He was in the world," and that forthwith a cause was 
supplied, because "the world was made by him" Uohn 1:10). Hence in 
the creation of the world it is said that "the spirit of God was carried 
above the waters" [Genesis 1:2), for the intention of his creation is 
formed before his work. And the Prophet, speaking as from God's 
mouth, says: "I will fill Heaven and Eanh" Ueremiah 23:24), and David 
the Psalmist: "lfl go up to Heaven, thou are there; if I descend to Hell, 
thou art there also," etc. [Psalm 138:8]. And as God coexists with all 
time, he is said to be always timeless. For as Plato says in the Timaeus 
(37c-d), he is not in time but is the reason time exists; thus he coexists 
in every place, and is not, in himself, in any place. Yet it is said that 
God is in the world and in every creature according to the three gen
eral modes of being: potency, presence, and essence. More particularly, 
however, he is said to be in holy men through the gift of Grace, and 
most especially in the human nature taken on by the Person of the 
Word, and that by an inexplicable union. 

But I have distinguished this type of music from the mundllna be
cause Boethius applies musica mundana only to natural, mobile and 
sensible things (as will be explained fonhwith), whereas the things which 
I have said pertain to this type of music are metaphysical things, tran
scendent things, separate from motion and sensible matter, even ac
cording to their being. 

What Musica Mundana Treats of 

Chapter 13. Musica mundana, according to Boethius [Dt Inst. Mus. I, 1), 
consists of a certain proportion of the orbs and motions of the celestial 
bodies in their order, connection, position, rising and setting, and in 
their narural relationship [coaptationt). But hitherto [it has consisted) in 
a certain harmony proceeding from the rapid motion of their bodies. 
"For who," as Boethius says, "could suppose that such a swift heavenly 
mechanism could move dumbly and silently in its course?" [I, 2). For 
certain Pythagoreans and Plato, following whose opinion Boethius speaks 
here (as does Macrobius on the Dream of Scipio), have maintained that 
since sound is caused by the motion of solid bodies touching one an
other (and the celestial spheres are utterly firm and compact, touch 
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each other and move most rapidly), a sound will be caused here which, 
they assert, appertains to musica mundllna. Their contention appears to 
be confirmed by what is found in Job 38, where it says: "Who shall 
explain the system of the heavens, and who shall make the heavenly 
music sleep?"1 But the reason we do not hear its sound is said to derive 
either from its excessive distance from us, or because it has been with 
us from infancy, inborn and implanted, so that we have never heard 
silence. For as the Philosopher says in Book 11 of Heaven and Eanb 
(Aristode, Dt Cotlo 11, 9], hearing is (always] of something, so that when 
we perceive silence it is the privation of sound: hence one brought up 
in a mill does not hear its noise, nor do hammerers notice the sound 
of the air. 

These opinions do not satisfy Aristotle, so in Book 11 of Heaven and 
Eanh he says: "But it is obvious from these things that to say that there 
is a harmony of the broad heavens like the sounds made by sounding 
objects is indeed to speak lightly and contrary to the teachings. The 
truth, however, is not like this," etc. ln refuting the said opinion, the 
Philosopher touches on two [points): fim, that if the broad heavens 
made a sound we would hear it even louder than the sound of thunder, 
since that sound is far greater and more rapid than the motion of 
thunder because of the magnitude of the things moving and the veloc
ity of their motions. And that sound would not only inflict pain and 
injury on the senses of the listeners, the fineness of whose senses would 
be ruined through such disproportion, but it would also destroy inani
mate things, as thunder does stones through its great force, even de
stroying harder bodies. 

Second, the Philosopher proves that the orbs make no sounding 
music by their own motion, as the Pythagoreans say they do; in the first 
place, because the fixed parts in any whole do not produce any sound, 
however fast that whole may move (as demonstrated in a ship borne on 
the water, and in things fastened by nails when they rotate); for the 
things that make a sound with each other are distinct. The second 
proof is that three things are required to utter a sound: a striker, a thing 
struck, and a medium which is air, the material of sound or of the voice; 
but there is no air there, as is plain from the Philosopher. The Philoso
pher therefore holds that no sounding harmony is caused by the move
ment of the celestial bodies. 

What then are we to say as an excuse for the Ancients? It seems that 
Boethius, who speaks according to the opinion of the Pythagoreans, 
does not understand by that harmony an audible and sensible music, for 
the latter does not appertain to musica mundana, nor even to bumana, 
but only to instrumtntalis. For if a true sound were made there, that 
sound would be made by a motion; but as the motion of the orbs, 
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parti~ularly the primum mobile, is the most rapid, the sound made 
therem wo~ld move and shake the other orbs as it diffused itself throu h 
them, and m the same way the sounds of the other orbs would unset~e 
the orbs benea~, from top to bottom. So they would shake move and 
unsettle exceedmgly the whole [spheres) of fire aa·r and pc h 
B 

. . . . • • r aps water. 
ut smce aar or water as the medaum for transmitu' ng sound d h · · be , an t ere 

as no aar tw~en the orbs (whether or not there may be water), what 
[would tz:ansmlt) that sound between the orbs which are not receptive 
to a foreagn or extraneous impression' (The Doctors h · 1 · · ave vanous ex-
p anauons of the waters which Holy Scripture says are above and 
ben~ath the firmament [Genesis 1:7); but we cannot treat everything in 
detad.) 

There~ore perha~s Boethius and the Pythagoreans understand by 
that m~sac proceedmg fro.m the motions of the celestial bodies the 
co~nec~on, order, proporu~n, concord, or any other suitable rclation
sha~ wha~h the ~rbs ha~e with one another in motion, position, lumi
~omy, .vutucs, •~equality or equality of movement. For there is an 
mequ~hty of thear movements as to speed or slowness, because the 
supenor sphere moves .faster than the inferior ones, and by the motion 
of the firmament the hagher orbs move faster than the lower ones such 
as Satur~ co~pared to j~piter. The planets, too, are said to mo:e un
equally m thear own mouons according to speed or slowness such that 
one planet traverses the circle of the Zodiac faster than another, as the 
Moon com~are~ to the Sun. But their motions are said to be equal in 
respect of ume m ~at .there is a carrying movement by which all the 
planets traverse the1r carcle of the firmament in a natural day H 
B th' "F . ence 

oe IUS sa~s: or some are borne higher, other slower, and they are 
all turned wath an equal ~e~gy so ~at a fixed order of their courses may 
~ reckoned through thear diVerse anequalities. Thus this celestial revolu
uon c~ot lack some fixed order of modulation" (De Inst. Mus. 1, 2). 

Boethaus does not say whether this modulation is vocal or instru-
mental [sonora). For descending straightway to the ele h "If · h ments, e says: 
. ~ certam armony does not join together the diversities and contra-

rletJes of the. elements, how is it possible for them to unite in one body 
and mech.an1sm?" [loc. cit.). And it is plain that this harmony of the 
~~e~en~ IS not a s~und. ~d later, in the two disjunct tetrachords (the 
ISJun~lon called tl1auuxu), he ascribes the strings from bypt~tt mtson to 
ne~ tl1ezeugmmon to the planets as if the order of these strings were 
~ el~d on the order of the planets. But since he says, "hyp11u meson 
IS ~ttr1buted. t~ Saturn, parbyp11tt to the circle of Jupiter" (1.27), it is 
plaan that th1s as a metaphorical expression, and so it may be when he 
says that sounds and modulation arise from the celestial motions. 
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But whether the truth of the matter is that there really are sounds 
and sounding music there, God knows, to whom nothing is hidden and 
who can do these things and greater ones still, though they are un
known to us. And therefore His word to Job may be understood as it 

should be, literally or otherwise. 
But according to Boethius it is not only the motion, order, position, 

etc., of the stars that pertain to music11 mundllna, but also the links of 
the elements and the agreeable variety of the seasons; for if the ele
ments were not in mutual proportion as to their position and order, 
their active and passive qualities, they would not be naturally stable, 
and as much of the world-mechanism as is in them would be impaired. 
Therefore the Philosopher maintains' that one handful of earth con
tains ten handfuls of water; one of water, ten of air, one of air, ten of 
elemental fire; so they are proportioned in such a way that one does not 
altogether vanquish another nor convert it into itself. And this diversity 
of elements and variety of seasons is useful and brings about a variety 
of fruits: it makes one body of the year. Hence if any of these, which 
furnish things with such variety, is withdrawn, natural things will per
ish, and none will remain consonant. Therefore, according to Boethius, 
just as low strings are tuned so that none ofthem, however low, reaches 
complete noiselessness or silence, while none of the high ones, however 
tightly stretched, is so drawn out as to snap, so it is in the music of the 
world: no created thing is so feeble that its whole species can be alto
gether destroyed by the other creatures. For just as a creature is unable 
to create, so it also cannot annihilate, however much it may corrupt, 
any of those beings which are composed of matter and form; since 
those things which are separate from matter, like the separate sub
stances, arc said to be incorruptible and perpetual. 

Hence the Commcntator10 said: "The removal of matter is the cause 
of perpetuity and incorruptibility." Such things when separated from 
matter cannot be annihilated by the power of any creature, but only by 
that of God who created them; for if he should withdraw his influence 
by which a thing maintains and conserves its being, things will return 
to nothing, just as the Psalmist says: "But when thou turnest away thy 
face they arc troubled; thou ukest away their breath and they die, and 
return to their dust" [Psalm 103:29). Hence Augustine says: "All things 
would revert to nothingness if it were not for God's maintenance." 
Therefore the elements and other beings are friendly to one another, 
one giving assistance to another even as regards the change of seasons. 
"For what winter confines, spring releases, summer heats, autumn rip
ens, and the seasons in turn bring forth their fruits and help the others 
to bring forth theirs" [Boethius, op. cit., 1, 2}; thus a condition of love 
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and concord is innate in all creatures, as far as concerns the natural part 
received from their Creator, to help each other to preserve themselves 
and remain in existence. 

Music11 muntJana therefore consists principally of three things: first, 
the comparison of the celestial bodies as to their motion, nature, and 
position; second, the various comparisons of the elements as to their 
qualities and position; third, the differences of time: in days, in the 
changes of night and day; in months, in the waxing of the moon; in 
years, their divisions which succeed one another as winter, spring, sum
mer and autumn. And as a consequence, this type of music is included 
in many sciences, for example in natural [science]. For the pan of it 
that treats the celestial bodies is contained in [Aristotle's] book On 
Ht11Vtn and &nb, and the one which treats the elements is contained 
in many books on nature: in Books 3 and 4 of On Htllvtn 11nd &nb, in 
the books On Gtntrlltion and Corruption, and in the book On the Prop
erties of Elnntnu. 

This type of music is also contained in Astronomy insofar as it con
siders the motions, position and nature of celestial bodies, comparing 
them to one another; and the part of it that concerns the course of the 
sun and moon and the divisions of time and the year is contained 
elsewhere, in the appropriate science. However, these matters are con
sidered on different grounds in this type of music and in the sciences 
referred to--as appears, in any case, from what has been said above. 

And now that the principal points have been made, let this suffice on 
musitll mundana. 

23 

+ 

Ugolino of Orvieto 
c. 1380-1457 

Ugolino was a prominent Italian churchman, resident first in Forl.i, 
then obliged for political reasons to move to Ferrara. Here he wrote h1s 
Dularatio Musicae Distiplinae ("Explanation of the Discipline of Mu
sic"), probably in the early 1430s. Ugolino's is o~e of th~ last treati~es 
of the medieval type. Although what he has to say IS fully m accord w1th 
most of the authors in this collection, his approach is not Platonic but 
Aristotelian, and his vocabulary is the specialized one of Scholastic 
philosophy. . . 

Ugolino says at the outset of his work that the h1ghc~t form of mus1c 
is musica coelmis, because that includes all three categones as defined by 
Boethius. By "celestial" music he apparently means the actual songs of 
the Heavenly Host, ordered in perfect beauty and proportion. But 
Ugolino's view of how one might ascend thither is not through mys
ticism, but through the use of intellect or reason, man's noblest faculty. 
He thinks that we must work upward from the known to the unknown, 
meaning in the present case a progression from plainchant and poly
phony to the speculative world of pure, sense-free number-forms. 
Therefore he does not discuss music11 buman11 and musita mundana at 

141 
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the beginning of his treatise, as the Renaissance writers would do be
fore proceeding to practical music theory; instead, Ugolino reserves 
the~ for the end, after his readers have been prepared with a course in 
plamsong, measured music, and interval-ratios, each considered a stage 
~ore speculative than the last. Presumably he would not have approved 
m the least of our turning straight to the end of his book. 

"Yith characteristic Scholastic pedantry, Ugolino determines what 
musua bu~~na and mun~na are not, before saying what they are. His 
final definmon ~f them 1s as broad as it can possibly be, for "music" 
must eventually _mclude the whole of creation. The only authorities he 
draws on are Ar1stotle and Boethius, whose definitions supply the data 
for his _logical developments. These extracts show how the mystical idea 
of a h1gher realm of music could survive even the ascendance of the 
neo·Aristotelian philosophy. 

~ourw Ugolino Urbevetani, Dtclaratio Musirat Disciplinat, vol. Ill, ed· 
ned by Albert Seay (Rome: American Institute of Musicology, 1962), 
pp. 94-8. Translated by the Editor, with the kind assistance of Profes
sor Seay (now deceased). 

+ 

Concerning the Subjea of Musica Mundana 

Chapter 111. Now on the subject of musica mundana it should first be 
noted that muska mundana is threefold. First, there is that of heaven 
and the planets, of ~e seaso~s an~ elements, in which the double ap
p~r~~s of the world IS contamcd, 1.e., the major and minor, on which 
dtv1s1on the author of Dt Spbtra1 has touched in his treatise on the 
sphere. It is also contained in these because the world is understood in 
thr~e ways: i~ _one way as the sphere of the elements, according to 
wh1ch those livmg on the earth are said to be in that world; second, as 
the aggregate of all the superior spheres from the shell of the lunar orb 
as far as to the last heaven; and third, as the aggregate of both. The 
world as proposed here is not understood in the first and second ways 
but in the third way. ' 

Also, it is contained in these because the order in which the seven 
upper spheres are situated is this: the first sphere is the sphere of the 
Moon, the second of Mercury, the third of Venus, the fourth of the 
S_un, th~ fifth of Mars, the sixth of Jupiter, the seventh of Saturn, the 
e1ghth ts the sphere of the Primum Mobile, at whose motion all the 
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lower ones are moved, though in contrary motion, on account of the 
proper motion attributed to each sphere, and also on acco~nt of t~e 
motions conferred on the lower spheres by the deferent mouons. Th1s 
is shown by the theory of the planets and by the treatise. according to 
Thebitl on the movement of the eighth sphere in astrology. 

Also many things are contained in these which do not belong to the 
present speculation, namely the different motions of the celestial spheres, 
which of them move faster and which slower; but these refer to another 
faculty, therefore we will leave them to their own faculty. 

But we must not omit the following: namely, that it is not possible 
for the higher bodies of the spheres to move in silence and without 
sound for how could anyone believe that the great mass of such a huge 
machi~e should move silently in its course, notwithstanding that its 
sound never reaches our ears?, Everyone may wonder for themselves 
about why this is so, for there are many causes, e.g., the disproportion· 
ate distance, the remission of the sound, the lesser hardness of the 
bodies of the spheres, and many others which we omit in the cause of 
brevity. For we have said enough in the first book on this consonance 
of the heavens, of which Boethius in his Dt Musica, Book I, Chapter 2, 
and Macrobius in his Saturnalilt have said much. Pliny also, in the first 
book of his Natural History, s maintains this, for he says that either the 
universe is measureless, and therefore the continuous whirling of such 
a rotating mass exceeds the sense of hearing-and I might well say that 
the ringing of the revolving planets and their orbs is even greater than 
that of the Primum Mobile surrounding them-, or else a certain sweet 
music of incredible beauty would never escape us who live within it, 
either by day or by night; in which case it may be understood that the 
celestial music is made from subtler things, without the presence of 
sound. 

If on the other hand it is poured out secretly from higher things to 
lower ones, as far as to our hearing, although we do not sense it because 
of familiarity, like those who live around t!'e Catabathmon,'. i._e., the 
falls of the Nile; whilst if anyone were bom m another world, tf 1t were 
possible (as Saint Augustine affirms) and then should come into this 
world without any {lacuna] it would please him exceedingly, whereas 
earthly music will please us very much because it is ma~e from ~e 
more corporeal elements: this is scarcely to be found free of mcongruJty. 

And here it is to be noted that just as many a living being [animal 
acts by itself unconsciously, like hair and nails as they grow, thus also 
many things happen by themselves, unheard and hidden by their na· 
ture such as the sounds of the planets. For these are the actual words 
of Pliny. And the Peripatetics confirm and believe this, even though 
Aristode in his book on the properties of the elements7 asserts the 
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opposite, saying thus: The celestial bodies are not born able to make a 
sound. 

Having explained these things, we say that the consonances of heaven 
and the planets are nor an adequate subject in or of musica mumJana. 
The conclusion is proved since many other things are considered in 
musica mundana besides the consonance and the consideration of heaven 
and the planets, therefore the conclusion is true, the consequence is 
noted and the antecedent proved, since this considers the consonance 
of heaven, the planets, and also the elements. Also the consonance of 
the elements is not an adequate subject of musica mundana; this is shown 
just as in the second statement immediately preceding. 

Also the consonance of heaven and the planets, of time and the 
elements together, is nor an adequate subject of musica mundana; this is 
shown by the three preceding statements. Also the consonance of heaven 
and the planers, of time and the elements is similarly not a subject of 
demonstration in the whole musica mundana, nor any one of them. This 
is proved since there are many subjects of demonstration in all of music, 
therefore the conclusion is true, the consequence holds, and the as
sumption is proved, since there are as many subjects of demonstration 
in the same as there are demonstrations; but as the demonstrations are 
many, so the subjects are many, therefore, etc. 

Now heaven and the planets, time and the elements, are the subject 
of operation in the whole musica mundana. This is proved since musifa 
mundana operates about heaven and the planers, time and the elements, 
by adapting their consonances and agreeable relationships, according to 
Boethius, Music11, Book I, Chapter 2, therefore, etc. 

Also the proper coordination and mutual assemblage of heaven and 
the planets, time and the elements, is the subject of attribution in the 
whole musifa mundana. This is proved because all things considered in 
musica mundana are attributed to the proper coordination of heaven and 
the planets, time and the elements. Therefore the conclusion is true, 
the consequence holds, and it is assumed from Boethius, Dt Musica, 
Book I, prefatory chapter. 

Also the soul is the subject of information of musica mundana. This 
conclusion is proved, since the soul is the subject of all behaviors and 
knowledges. Therefore the conclusion is true, the consequence holds, 
and the antecedent is proved, since knowledge is the intellectual behav
ior of an acquired conclusion, demonstrated in demonstration through 
the necessary predispositions; and so it is about universals that are in 
the soul, therefore, etc. 
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+ 

Giorgio Anselmi 
before 1386-between 1440 and 1443 

Anselmi was a citizen of Parma, a physician and writer on astrology and 
astronomy as well as on music. His musical treatise, da~e~.l434, takes 
the form of three days of conversations on the three dtVJs~~ns of h~r
mony, which for him were ctltsris, instrummr~Jis, and can.tabiiiS: ce~esual, 
playable, and singable. Like other late m~~~~val. theonsts, he dad not 
feel obliged to respect Boethius' threefold dtVJSlon anto mundana, bumana, 
and insrrumtntalis. Anselmi's second and third days deal with th~ usual 
matters of mathematical interval calculation and modal ~eory, mclud: 
ing suggestions for improving notation which would later mte~est Gafor1 
(see no. 29), the owner and annotator of one of the manuscrtpts of the 

work. 
Whereas the planetary music of a jacques de Liege (n~. 22)! for 

instance, was still largely a metaphor for the harmony of thetr mou~n~, 
and as such reducible to mathematics, Anselmi seems rather to anu':!
pate the polyphonic pla':let-songs of Kepler (no. 34). Each of Anselm1 s 
planets has its own variation of tones, and the w~ole ensemble produces 
a harmony in accordance with the laws controlbng the structure of the 
World-Soul. With Anselmi, moreover, we meet the first of our the~
risrs for whom the establishment and elaboration of correspondences 15 

14S 
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a consuming interest; it will become the very essence of Renaissance 
Hermetism. This impulse is part of a new attempt to expand the con
ception of the cosmos by moving from a straightforward chain of be
ing-the hierarchy of the Middle Ages, stretching from the lowliest 
stone to the highest of the angels-to a more subtle construction in 
which, as it were, the chain is looped and folded. One might compare 
Anselmi's scheme of correspondences to the simple ladder of the 
Twelfth-Century Anonymous (no. 20). 

Probably neither Anselmi nor Dante (who is assumed to be his in
spiration), and certainly not the Kabbalists and Sufis, actually believed 
the angelic hierarchy to be physically situated in the planetary spaces to 
which they are here assigned. That would be a simplistic view. The 
planets, rather, reflect on their own level of being the orders which the 
angels manifest on a superior level. And here is where music comes in: 
nowhere else in nature does one find a better aid for grasping this 
conception of corresponding orders on different levels of being than in 
the musical scale, which replicates itself every octave in a similarity that 
is yet not an identity. 

Souru: Giorgio Anselmi Parmensis, Dt Musita, edited by Giuseppe 
Massera (Florence: Olschld, 1961), pp. 97-106. Translated by the Editor. 

+ 

On the HeiiVmlJ Harmony 
Part I. [131] Now it is in truth that heavenly harmony' (of which I wish 
I deserved to speak worthily, or were able sufficiently to praise) that the 
soul should reproduce as far as possible: such I believe to be the teach
ing. [132) The tireless soul of the whole world,2 indeed, sings with 
the same [harmony] its ceaseless praises to the eternal, most high and 
all-beneficent Governor by means of the celestial motions, with which 
the holy throngs of blessed spirits, sweetly echoing, contend in song 
and in the ineffable beauty of their rivaling hymns. 

(133] But perhaps you prefer to call these spirits separate intelli
gences. It was surely most fitting that all things should rejoice in him, 
the best, most glorious, and excellent of all, full of ineffable grace, and to 
give continual thanks in musical songs, since he wished that every creature 
should participate in him, at least as far as it was able. [ 134) And the 
surest indication of this is that the World-Soul, by which the heavens 
are turned and all living beings animated, is confmed by defmite laws. 
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This is attested by the numbers which mark the connections within it, 
since, as we have said, they are actually the same as those in which our 
audible harmony sounds. 

( 13 5] When God Almighty devised the construction of this corpo
real world out of formless matter, it was necessary for him to add a 
ruling and moving soul-for no bodies can move by themselves without 
animation-which though incorporeal could still fashion the world and 
everything contained in it. [136] But for the created world. to be 
such, is it not necessary for its soul to have the same proportiOn as 
itself? For every body is composed in three dimensions, namely lon
gitude, latitude, and depth: the kind of composition which in arithmetic 
denotes a cube. [137] Each such body contains six sides, eight cor
ners, and twelve edges.J A cube is produced if any square is multiplied 
by its own root, as for example the square 4 multiplied by its root 2 
gives the number 8. 

(138) Thus God, in making the sensible world-body, first took one 
part away from the substance [1), then surrounded it with its double 
[2); on these he superimposed a third, triple of the first but sesquiahera 
of the second (3]; then he added a fourth to the third, double the 
second and sesquitertia of the third [4). And next he added a fifth to the 
fourth, thrice the third (9]. There was a sixth above the fifth, twice the 
fourth (8). He then brought forth a seventh above the sixth, three times 
the fifth (27]. Between the limits of the duple and ternary quantity, 
there must fall relationships of sesquialtera, sesquitertia, and sesquioctave, 
as well as limmata and dieses. Surely, therefore, it is plain that the solid 
body of the celestial machine, both visible and audible, assembled in 
these proportioned quantities in which all hannony consists, and sol
emnly moved, must forthwith utter a sound of wondrous beauty; the 
more so since the soul which moves all things with a perfect intelli
gence must move the universal body of the world, not by chance or 
accident but in proper order. 

(139) Is not our human soul,4 which is never at rest, distressed when 
its own body hears dissonant motions either within itself or without, 
and pleased by consonant ones? How it shrinks to hear the thunder, 
when it sees the lightning flash! When a lyre-string is stretched more 
tightly than it should be, is it not for a while altogether dissonant, 
which the ear strongly rejects; and similarly, is not the whole tibia unmusical 
if an aperture is open or closed more than is proper? (140) What 
pleasure the soul, both human and animal, takes in the tibia, the lyre, 
or any other kind of music! The occasions abound wherein a slc.illful 
piper, giving forth his melodies, has assisted laborers; or when [music) 
has been the remedy for the bites of the constricting viper; (141) or has 
chosen to transmute those present from peace into fury, or contrarily 
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has mollified raging men by changing its tunc. [142] Arc not war· 
riors incensed to batde by the sound of trumpets? [143) Nurses 
know how to quieten squalling infants with a song. [144) But it also 
calms the distress of those who weep; so that no intelligent man can 
doubt that this soul of ours has a close kinship with harmony, that its 
whole structure is musical, and that its communion with the body can
not possibly exist without concord. [145] Therefore if any of our 
humors exceeds its share,' or breaks out in a fever, the whole (organ· 
ism] suffers, all the energies are affected by its aberration, and all health 
is undermined. Then, driven by the many excesses of the wanton hu· 
mors, health takes leave of its beloved body, and, once dismissed, re· 
turns injured. 

In this matter it is well to keep to Plato, that greatest and best of 
philosophers, and Aristoxenus following him, the disciple of Aristotle, 
and the other philosophers who compounded the soul from those num
bers through which all harmony is formed. [146) For if our own 
soul governs this transitory, mortal human body with such wisdom and 
care, and when one sees the eternal motion governed so regularly, how 
could you ever suppose that the sublime soul of the universe, animating 
the eternal heaven and every bodily thing, could move such vast bodies 
aimlessly, without order, without measure, without mind, and accom
plish this without any knowledge? But it never errs, and always en
dures, else the monstrous noise of such bodies in collision would be 
heard and felt. 

[147) After all, how would those blessed spirits,' whose nature is to 
rejoice and be glad, fare with such an unseemly noise in their bodies? 
And would not our souls be plucked dear away from their bodies, with 
which they usually enjoy harmonious song? (148) And how, I con· 
dude by asking, could the Greatest and Best, the kindly Governor, the 
first and unfailing mover of all things, permit this excellent machine to 
move toward a dreadful collision; and what pleasure would he take in 
useless and absurd silence? Far better that this beauteous world should 
resonate, as one may suppose, harmonically, and give forth many a 
song, so that nothing should be wanting to complete this creation, the 
most wonderful and orderly of all. 

So now as the heavens move, the happy throngs of spirits and our 
own souls, too, on reaching that place must sing wonderfully harmoni
ous songs. [149] And the very soul of this great heavenly motion, 
varying its ideas, now more forcibly, now more subdued, will conform 
in its harmonious sound to those divine spirits, so that all the different 
consonant notes may combine with one another; but far from being 
content with a single sound, it continually varies the consonances, sound· 
ing now a fourth, now a fifth, now an octave, and other [intervals].7 
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[ISO] A single sphere does not always produce the same harmony, 
but manifold pbtbangai, limmata, ditsts and cammllt11;1 so that the blessed 
spirits must be imagined not only with the sound of their own sphere, 
but also with those situated nearby: now leading in song, now follow· 
ing, now pursuing, now accompanying, and playing in wonderful har
mony in an ever more graceful game. 

(151] Since any sphere gives forth songs not only consonant with its 
neighbors but also with those spirits presiding over it, it would be 
fitting, seeing that the heavenly harmony thrives on motion, that within 
each one the many movements of its pans should also make harmony, 
each to each. [152] Certainly the deepest sound is the one made by 
the sphere which is moved by its own motion; and the highest conso· 
nance that which it causes by the motion we call diurnaJ.P The chief 
ones in between these are in the seven planets, when they traverse the 
spaces of heaven which arc called the stations of aspects. Those little 
circles which the Greeks call epicycles are the semitones, and the dieses 
and commata the bodies of the stars when they traverse them in an 
epicycle. As their natural motion is slower, so they give forth lower 
sounds, and by diurnal motion they produce higher oncs.10 

(153] The harmony which the agitations of heaven produce by their 
natural motions11 resembles the diatonic [genus], and the note which 
the sphere of Saturn makes compared to that of the sphere of Jupiter 
is like a twelfth: for the former completes its orbit in the natural course 
in about 30 years, Jupiter in about 12. The note of Jupiter's sphere 
compared to Mars' is as it were a double octave. The sphere of Mars 
compared to that of the Sun, Venus, and Mercury is like a twelfth; and 
from the sphere of the Sun and its followers to the Moon there sounds 
the great consonance of the triple octave. 

[154] The modulation originating in the diurnal motionu appertains 
rather to the chromatic [genus): for all the stars, both wandering and 
otherwise, turn their faces from hour to hour now to the East, now to 
the South, now .to West or North; and revolving in the regions of the 
whole celestial wheel they proceed like the chromatic [genus]. 

[155] Most similar to the enharmonic [genus] is the sound which the 
spheres make together with one another, u or the association of the 
seven planets in related spaces, on reaching the harmonic limits known 
as stations of aspect. These are the opposition, seztile, square, and 
trine. In the same limits, a space diametrically related to another one 
sounds the octave, and likewise a seztile sounds an octave with a trine; 
then if the sextile is compared to the square, a fifth will sound fonh; 
if the square to the trine, a fourth. . . 

[156) Yet it is not a single mode that all the heavens sang, w1th the 
blessed spirits who inhabit them, but, diverse as they are, one which is 
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as varied as it is harmonious. Indeed, their songs sound grander and 
more beautiful by their very diversity. These spirits preside according 
to their ranks, and the whole force of harmony flows forth from them 
owing to their correspondence with the spheres. ' 

(157] These are in truth the spirits which Socrates in the Rtpublir of 
Plato called Sirens, each sitting, as he said, upon one ring.14 'Siren' in 
fact mea~s a si~ging god, but he actually meant to signify spirits, as 
ceaseless m the1r song as the spheres are in their motion. (158] Our 
theologians more correcdy call these spirits angels, and distinguish nine 
orders of them, giving to each order a name. Those who are called 
simply by the name of Angels, i.e., the messengers of the divine will 
upon earth, are said to inhabit the circle of the elements as guardians 
of mankind and witnesses of all we say and do. (159) The second 
order is the one they call Archangels, presiding over the Moon's orb: 
their duty is to be the special messengers of the divine will outside of 
nature's bounds. [160) The third order is named Virtues: through 
them God displays to the world his great and portentous miracles 
which are the universal signs of the most imponant things to come; 
their seat is the heaven of Mercury. (161) The fourth order is called 
Powers: their scat is the heaven of Venus, and they restrain the evil and 
unc~ean spiri_ts to prevent them from doing harm in the world of gen
er.atton, ~arucularly to human nature, for which they are always eager 
~1th the•! snare~. (162] The fifth is the order known as Principali
ttes: the1r seat 1s the sphere of the Sun; they preside over the hosts of 
angels whose duty is either to withdraw from or to attend on Almighty 
God, and also to assist the rulers of the world when their monarchies 
prevail in good government. ( 163) The sixth is the order called 
Dominations: these inhabit the sphere of Mars, and are the captains of 
the hosts of angel warriors-hosts which obey their captains as soldiers 
~ei~ generals-restraining those who fight unjusdy on earth and help
mg JUSt men. [164] The seventh is the order known as Thrones
the seats of the Thrones are situated in the orb of J upiter-and through 
them God proclaims his laws, decrees, and judgments. (165) The 
ei~h~ order is called Cherubim, the interpretation of this name [re
qumng) vast knowledge: they dwell in the sphere of Saturn, and their 
hosts ar~ replete _with all possible wisdom on account of their proximity 
!o the h1ghes~ w1sdom. (166) The ninth order is named Seraphim, 
1.~., the burrung ones: they exceed all the other orders of angels in 
Wisdom and power and bliss, and also in joy; they are perfect in every 
virtue above all created things, and are called 'burning' because, having 
~ fuller participation in the divine light, they are vouchsafed a more 
Intense flame of love and joy and perfection; they are also said to veil 
the Divine Face (for the spirits and souls beneath them could otherwise 
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not bear it), as if defending it. Their scat is the ei~hth sphere. {167] 
'Angel' is the name of their fu~ction~ n?t of th~1r natu~e, for they are 
speedy and altogether tireless m thc1r JOurneymg, h~VIn~ no n~ed to 
perceive time, and hence by pictorial.llce~se they arc m~agmed wmged. 

No spirit is permitted to dwell m th1s sphere. It 1s the r~al~ of 
eternal heaven inaccessible to any creature of a lower one. Th1s c1rcle 
truly includes 'the melody of all those beneath it, utterly excelling ~ll 
harmony. Certain of the pocts11 therefore placed there the m~se Urama, 
the one who embraced and surpassed every charm of the m_ne Muses, 
said to be the daughters of Jupiter and Memory. {168] If mdeed _the 
theologians assert that the tenth heaven is the seat of God Most H1gh, 
they say that the ninth has no occupant: for there is not a thing _be~e~th 
God Most High which either deserves to or can s!and before h1s d~vmc 
and ineffable majesty, nor can such overwhclmmg. en~rgy be e1~er 
suffered nor the idea of it conceived, since everythmg m companson 
to it is iike the blinking of the eye in the light. . . 

{ 169] Here, dear Gcorge, 16 you have the celestial. harmony m. bne~, 
and would that I were equal to it in eloquence o~ m fact: c~rtaml~ 1t 
is too great for tongue or mind to attain, yet I behcve the~e 15 nothmg 
greater, more serious or more wonhy ~f. the u1_1derstandmg. But the 
human ear shrinks from hearing the d1vme vo1ces. If, however, the 
mind should rurn toward the heavens and toward God thei~ director, 
it will deem nothing more pleasing to the intellect and certamly noth
ing more desirable, and the same mind will long. t? be loosed fro~ 
these bonds and to join with those most holy spmts from. wh~m ~t 
originally issued forth, and to whom it will certainly not be mfenor 1f 

its merit should suffice. 
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+ 

Isaac ben Haim 
c. 1467 -after 1518 

Born in the flourishing Jewish community of Jativa, Valencia, lsaac ben 
Haim ben Abraham ha-Cohen was expelled from Spain in the persecu
tion of 1492. In his book Etz Haim, ("The Tree of Life") he tells of 
his journey to Constantinople and of constant wanderings around Italy, 
working as a rabbi in Bologna, Rome, and other centers. No trace of 
him appears after 1 518. 

The book contains a treatise on the art of poeuy, the last witness to 
a long period of creativity among the Jews of Spain. In the: course of 
his essay, lsaac ben Haim touches several times on music, and especially 
on the role of instruments. Although mentioned many times in the 
Bible, these had been excluded from the synagogue after the destrUc
tion of the Second Temple in 72 C.E. What was their purpose, and 
what is the purpose of music? The following extract attempts to answer 
these questions. 

Primary to lsaac's thought is the assumption of three musics: those, 
in ascending order, of instruments, of voices, and of the celestial spheres. 
In his discussion of the lowest type, lsaac ben Haim leans on a theory 
well known in the Arab world (sec nos. 14, 18 and 19): that of the four 
humors as corresponding to the four strings of the lute. Each suing 
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allegedly excites one of the humors and its corresponding emotion. But 
Isaac attaches no intrinsic value to such music, or even to vocal music 
except insofar as the latter turns the singer or listener toward God. 
More important is the fact that music can induce the state called in this 
translation "reflection": a condition of the intellect, which, far from 
being identical to the brain and its thoughts, is the organ through 
which man can know the divine. We might paraphrase his often con
voluted arguments by saying that music can lead one to a state of 
contemplation, free from all sense-impressions. 

From the point of view of God, Isaac tells us, earthly music is not 
a source of pleasure. God enjoys the simple purity of the planetary 
music, but he allows us our vocal and instrumental musics in order to 
lead us in devotion to him. All of this is explained in a style common 
to all the religions of the book: phrases from Hebrew Scriptures, Bible, 
or Quran are used as support for the argument, sometimes wildly out 
of context, at other times adorned with fantastic etymologies. TheJudaic 
literature, however, is notably poor in discussions of the harmony of 
the spheres, and this example, initially translated into French by Amnon 
Shiloah from the sole manuscript (Bodleian Ms. Heb. f. 16, Neubauer 
no. 2770), is a precious wimess to the currency of such ideas among the 
cultivated Jews of Spain. 

Sourct: Amnon Shiloah, "La Musique entre le divin et le tcrrestre," in 
Anuario Musical, vol. XXXVIII (1983), pp. 6-12. Translated by the 
Editor. Used by kind permission of Professor Shiloah. 

+ 

Music between Heaven and Earth 

1. Know that it was in view of the spiritual preparation of the Levites 
for speculation by means of canticles and hymns that they were en
joined to sing and play on musical instruments well-regulated melodies; 
so that these things should be manifested before the Creator, great be 
He, with comprehension and reflection; for it is under the aspect of 
comprehension and reflection that man honors the Lord, and not by 
matter which is contrary to His essence, great be He. 

2. Since the instruments of music are tools of matter, not of spirit, 
their effects are not enjoyed by the Creator, great be He. 3. How
ever, He decreed that they should be used to prepare man for intellec
tual things, and to help the poet-musician' the better to render the 
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elements of his activities according to order and reflection, and the 
better to comprehend the course of music when it moves upward or 
downward, or when it develops on a high or low note. 4. When the 
musician reflects on these matters, the words sung will not be uttered 
without intention or haphazardly. 

5. The instruments of music also provoke contrary effects in the 
listener: sometimes joy and sometimes anguish, sometimes courage and 
sometimes feebleness and fear. 6. The reason is that the sounds 
which engender these different effects are connected to strings that 
correspond to the four elements. 7. To each element corresponds 
a sound which gives birth in the listener's bean to an appropriate ef
fect. 8. Thus the sound which corresponds to the element of earth 
refers to black bile and engenders anguish; the sound corresponding to 
water relates to phlegm and engenders fear; the sound corresponding 
to air [relates to blood and)l engenders Uoy) in the listener's heart; and 
the sound corresponding [to fire relates to) yellow bile [and engenders) 
courage. 9. For these contrary sounds are produced by the instru
ments and the music, causing the expression appropriate to a single 
element to arise. 

Moses said to Joshua, "It is not the noise of a song of victory, nor 
the noise of a song of defeat, but the noise of singing redoubled that 
I hear" [Exodus 32:18). 10. This remark of Moses to Joshua signi
fies that Moses has seen in his spirit, through the medium of the sense 
of hearing, the golden calf, the dances, and "the noise of the people in 
tumult" [Exodus 32: 17): he meant by the word bt-r.toh (tumult) his 
abomination! 11. In point of fact, idolatry is called the sacrifice of 
the dead, which is an abomination without place, that is to say, a spiri
tual one, according to the sayings of the wise: the spirit of impurity, 
and not concrete and material impurity. 12. And Joshua said to 
Moses, "There is a noise of war in the camp" (Exodus 32:17), and 
Moses replied to him: it is not a noise which indicates arousal to batde, 
nor a noise attesting to a cry for pity; it is a noise of singing which 
resounds. 13. By "a noise of singing redoubled," as I read and un
derstand it, he means a voice bearing witness to joy and disquietude 
simultaneously. 14.ln fact, the multitude which Moses led out of Egypt, 
without the authorization of the Creator, great be He, was joyful be
cause it had returned to the way of evil, while those faithful to God
Aaron, his sons, and the sons of Israel-were disquieted and afflicted by 
Moses' delay, by the profanation of the name of God, and by the way 
in which the calf had been made so quickly. 15. Because there must 
have been two opposing groups, the musicians who saw them could not 
direct their melodies to undiluted joy, for fear of changing their humor 
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and of corrupting by thought the melody of joy, transforming it to 
anguish.4 

16. Thus, because melody and music produce contrary effects, it is 
not possible to say of God, great be He, who is simple and immutable, 
that He enjoys music, or that it causes in Him joy, courage, pain or 
fear. 17. If nonetheless He has willed these, it is in order that the 
song attached to them should stimulate thought and reflection, to which 
one attains by the medium of the intellect and its action; it is this that 
signifies taking pleasure. 18. In fact, the intellect resembles Him, 
great be He; it is in His image and likeness, and placed in man. 

19. It is not a valid objection to point out that because the sounds 
of melodies and of music produce contrary effects, namely the four 
opposite actions, the Creator, great be He, has no need of them. If we 
admit that joy and courage stimulate the intellect and prepare the heart 
of man for understanding (as it is said: "Now, as soon as the minstrel 
played music, the hand oflahve was upon Elisha" [11 Kings 3:1 S)), what 
interest would one have in pain and fear, which are contrary to under
standing? 20. The response to this objection is that all the actions 
of music are approved by the Creator, great be He. Joy and courage are 
intended for glorifying Him in jubilation and well-being; pain and fear 
are intended for the prayer that should be addressed to Him, great be 
He, when humility and fear awaken in our hearts because of our sins. 
21. For in that case it is the intellect that awakens disquietude in the 
interests of the soul, and it is not fear that simply stimulates the intel
lect. 22. For that is not necessary for him who is befouled by the 
stain of his sins; he does not speak with wisdom and his words are not 
reasonable; "a broken and contrite heart, 0 Elohim, you do not de
spise" (Psalm 57:19). 23. This is where the fear engendered by music 
is good, in that it prepares the heart for humility; the intellect loves it, 
and God also, great be He, appreciates it. 

24. However, it is said that joy and courage stimulate reason and 
bring reflection within reach. 25. Thus in the case of anguish, we 
find that the Creator, great be He, has recourse to its true sense, as it 
has been said: "My heart will weep in secret because of (your) pride, 
and my exile will weep, it will run with tears because the flock of Iahve 
is led away captive" Ueremiah 13: 17). 26. The words "your pride" 
signify that the object of Israel's pride has been taken from them and 
given to the nations.s · 

27. The text just cited says the same as we find in Btr11khot: "My son, 
what voice do you hear? I hear, said he, a voice that coos like a dove, 
saying: 'Woe to me for having destroyed my house, burned my Temple, 
and scattered my sons among the nations; woe to the Father who has 
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exiled his children, and woe to the children who are banished from their 
father:s ~able.' 28. He said to him: Elijah! By your life and by your 
head, 1t as not only now that the voice sounds thus, but also every time 
that the people of Israel assembles in the synagogues and the religious 
academies, and responds: 'Amen, glorious be His Name.' 29. Then 
the Bless~d-be~He. shakes his head and says: 'Happy is the king who is 
thus glonfied an his house; woe to the father who has exiled his sons, 
and woe to the children who are banished from their father's 
table.'"' 30. The exaltation of the Creator, great be He, which is 
brough~ about by the proclamation of "Amen, glorious be His Name," 
and whach surpasses that of all other praises together, indicates that this 
response of Israel strongly arouses His compassion, for in so doing they 
neglect their own interest and honor. 

31. In fact, the celebrant intones "Let His Name be exalted and 
sanctified," etc., "Let His salvation come quickly and the advent of His 
M~ssiah be nigh," etc. Now, Israel does not think of imploring what 
maght suit ~er own as~irations and honor, namely the speedy coming 
of the Messaah, but thtnks rather of His Glory, great be He, which is 
pro~aned by the Nations, and of His Name which cannot be complete 
unul the remembrance of Amalek be wiped out, as it is said: "Because 
one hand is against the throne of Iah, war between lahve and Amalek 
from generation to generation• [Exodus 17:16). Ha. Then, when 
the enemy ~alek is utterly wiped out and his cities destroyed for ever, 
after the davane .decree, the Eternal i? His complete Name will reign 
for ever, and Has complete throne wall be set up for judgment. 

32. But because the children of Israel say: "Amen, let His Name be 
exalted," thus seeking to honor Him, the Lord, great be He, shakes His 
head ~d is filled with compassion because of this great praise and 
~dorauon that we pay Him without seeking to be rewarded. 33. It 
IS thus m~nifest that the Creator, great be He, uses disquietude to 
express Has. mer~ and t? _lament over our fate; for our part, we use it 
to ad.orc Ham. wath humahty and to express our anguish over the pro
fanauon of His honor, althoush we praise and glorify Him with this 
sentiment of anguish. 

34. It is in this sense that the Lcvites sometimes have need of this 
sentiment; by the intermediary of their intellect, they awaken disqui
etude throush their musical presentation in His honor great be He 
saying: "By the waters of Babylon" [Psalm 137:1), and' "0 God! th~ 
heathen are come into Thy inheritance• [Psalm 79.1). Now the music 
associated with these psalms engenders disquietude and fear in the heart. 
3S: When they pre.pare th~ir intellect for worship by means of specu
lauon, they JIVe barth to JOY after the model of the superior world 
where power and jubilation reisn. ' 

36. The Creator, great be He, has no need for musical instruments 
that are material and changeable, since He has at His disposal the 
simple and pleasant sounds that arc produced by simple and immutable 
spheres. 3 7. It is in reference to these that it is said: "The heavens 
arc telling the glory of God" [Psalm 19:1), (that is,) by means of the 
pleasant expression of their movement. "And the firmament shows forth 
His handiwork," (that is,) by the alternation of sounds. 38. In fact, 
since the number of spheres is seven, as the treatise H11gig11b proposes, 
and since one is greater than the other and turns around it, it follows 
that the sound produced by the greater will be different from the sound 
produced by the smaller. 39. Since also the spheres are simple, the 
sounds that they engender are simple and distinct; they are all unique 
of their kind and exemplars of their type. 40. Their case is similar 
to that of "Wisdom who has set up her seven pillars" {Proverbs 9:1), 
symboli:ting the seven scicnccs7 whose objects of speculation differ one 
from another. Nevertheless, they all depend on speculation and rest on 
the action of the simple intellect. 

41. Thus the melodious sounds engendered by the revolutions of the 
seven simple spheres awaken speculation and intellect, and not a mate· 
rial excitement, from which God preserve us. 42. Consequently one 
cannot attribute to Him, great be He, the taking of pleasure in material 
musical instruments. However, recourse to them has the purpose of 
exhorting the intellect of man, and preparing it for the adoration of its 
Creator, for by their mediation the singers perform their hymns and 
canticles in tune and with intelligence, and not haphazardly and blindly. 
4 3. And King David, peace be upon him, revealed in his song the 
meaning of the music of the spheres, saying: "One day speaks a word 
about it to another" [Psalm 19:3). 44. He meant by this that the 
particular sound of the diurnal movement is not the same as that of the 
nocturnal movement (but they remain identical in themselves from day 
to day).• 45. If nevertheless our hymns change each day, it is be
cause they (the spheres) do not change, whereas our hymns change 
each time because we are always changing. 46. Thus each time the 
worshiper changes, the praises change accordingly. 4 7. Given that 
God renews creation each and every day, we proceed according to what 
is said: "One day to another" following speaks a different "word"; but 
it is not a matter of different knowledge and reflection. 48. It is the 
same when "One night gives" a different "knowledge to another." It is 
a matter of concept and not of word, for the word (the abstraction) and 
the actualization depend on the day, while the expression of the heart 
and the concept are necessarily expressed at night during the hours of 
sleep, when one is free from all preoccupations.9 

• 

49. Truly all things in this lower world are to be found m the 
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celestial world. 50. Nevertheless, all that is above is simple, while 
all that is here below is dependent on the composition of humors and 
elements, as we find in the commentary of the treatise Hagigab10 on the 
verse: "I am the holy one in your midst and I will not come into a city" 
~Hosea 11.:9].. 51. !he comme.ntary on it i~ thus: because I am Holy 
m your mtdst m the dtaspora, I wdl not come mto the city ofJerusalem 
on high until I have restored the Jerusalem here below. 52. More
over, all the speculations and hymns of praise here below are found 
above, but they are simple. 53. It is not the case with the reflection 
aroused by the playing of instruments, which changes the mode of 
these expressions and activations from one day to another and from one 
night to another; the consequences of its actualization are equal by day 
and by night. 

54. l{jng David, salvation be upon him, indicates to this effect that 
in celestial music are also found the four opposing actions which awaken 
the material humors that we have mentioned in connection with mate
rial music, that is, music played by corporeal instruments. 55. How
ever, the effects engendered by spiritual music are four simple ideas, to 
which he alludes in saying "One day speaks a word about it to an
other." 56. He means by this that the illumination of the intellect 
which _corresponds to "day" is the cause of joy and courage; "speaks 
about •t" corresponds to joy and happiness, with reference to the Ara
maic translation.of"Exult and cry out with joy;" "a word" corresponds 
to courage, making tnntr (word) derive from vayitmamlilr (it is irritated 
with).11 57. "And night to night" indicates the darkening of the 
intellect which corresponds to the obscurity of night, because yebaveb 
(gives) corresponds to black bile and to pain. 58. In fact, the Ara
maic word bavtb is the translation of nabasb (serpent), and the serpent 
re~resents the earth and black bile which is at the origin of an
gutsh. 59. And "knowledge" corresponds to pity, because the seat of 
knowl.edge is tJ:te brain, where the element of water is found in greater 
qu_a~my than m the other members of the body; while water is the 
ongm of phlegm and of nobility. 

60. In addition, he (David) makes the division between day and night 
correspond to the divine attributes of mercy and justice. 61. The 
con~rary effects of melodies correspond in their simple aspect to these 
attributes. 62. When one glorifies Him with intellectual praises, 
exe'_flpt from matter, joy and courage are drawn up on the side of the 
annbute ~f mercy, for it is said: "Strength and joy are in His place" 
(I_ Chromcles 1~:27). 63. As for disquietude and feebleness, they 
wdl be on the stde of the attribute of justice, as it is said: "See, the 
people of Ariel have cried out in the street, the messengers of peace 
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weep bitterly" [Isaiah 33:7),because of the verdict concerning the de
struction of the Temple. 

64. He also says that celestial music is distinguished by an even 
greater difference, as it is said that "There is neither speech nor lan
guage" [Psalm 19:4]. That means that in this celestial music there is 
nothing else, apart from what we have indicated in connection with the 
four contrary actions; and (as the verse continues) "their voice is not 
heard" signifies that their action never suffers any transformation, that 
is, it is not corrupted, contrarily to terrestrial music which is subject to 
corruption. 65. In fact, it may happen that a string breaks or be
comes soft or hard, stretches or is too tight. In consequence, the listener 
loses the thread of his listening, and finds himself obliged to prepare at 
every moment for it to fail. 66. This is why (David) says that on 
high there are "no speech, no words, and their voice is not heard"; 
everything is always equal, without any alteration in the expression of 
the truth, and no vain action takes place. 

67. In the circumstances, given that there is such a difference be
tween celestial and terrestrial music, far be it from us to attribute to 
Him, great be He, any joy in listening to the material music here 
below. God permits it in order to stimulate the preparation of the 
intellect of the poet-musician, so that he may better depict the things 
with which he wishes to praise his Creator by means of his intellect. 
68. For the intellect is in His image and after His likeness; for there is 
no difference between the intellect of man when it acts, and the intel
lect of the angel. 
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Marsilio Ficino 
1433-1499 

It is arguable that the crucial date for the beginning of the Renaissance 
was 1439, when George Gemistos, called "Plethon," visited Florence as 
an envoy from the Eastern Orthodox Church, and there met Cosimo 
de' Medici. Plethon was actually a pagan, with the secret ambition of 
restoring a Neoplatonic government and the cult of the Olympians. But 
during this embassy it was sufficient for him to implant in the Florcntine 
intelligence the vision of a perennial wisdom, faithfully transmitted 
from distant ages by the prisri theologi (ancient theologians) Hermes 
Trismegisrus, Zoroaster, Orpheus, Pythagoras, and Plato, as well as by 
Moses and Jesus Christ. 

Thus the rich banker Cosimo was inspired, first, to collect all the 
manuscripts of Greek philosophy that his wide network of business 
contacts could bring him; second, to commission their translation from 
Greek into Latin, beginning with the Corpus Hermeticum attributed to 
Hermes Trismegisrus hh,nself. The translator was Marsilio Ficino, who 
completed his work on the Hermetica shortly before Cosimo's death in 
1464, then proceeded to translate the complete works of Plato. Ficino 
had been appointed at a young age as head of a revived Platonic Acad
emy, and his own paganism, though ultimately controlled by Christian 
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~aith and prac~ice, extended to magical invocations of the planets, sing
ang the Orph1c Hymns (see no. 7) to his own accompaniment on the 
lira da braccio. 

. Mus~c, Mysticism and Magic presented the chapters from Ficino's De 
VIlli coelmu comp11randa on the magical properties of music which were 
the philosophical basis for his rites. Here is a lesser-known letter that 
touches i~stead on the themes of the present collection, especially the 
metaphysical reasons for the power and quality of the musical intervals 
and the relation of music to asuology.l ' 

S~~rc~: Marsili~ Ficino, Epistola ad Domenico Benivieni, in Supplementum 
Flt~nlllnum, edited by Paul Otto Kristcllcr (Florence: Olschki, 1937). 
Translated by Arthur Farndcll. Used by kind permission of Mr. Farndell. 

• 
.A Letter concerning Musk 

Marsilio Ficino to Domenico Bcnivieni,J illusuious philosopher and 
master musician: greetings. 

Plato .thinks that. music is nothing other than harmony of mind:, 
natural, •? so ~ar as Its po":ers arc consonant with the powers of mind, 
and acquucd, m so far as Its motions arc consonant with the motions 
of mind. He thinks that its reflection is that music which modulates 
notes and sounds to charm our ears. He believes that the Muse Urania 
presides over the former and Polyhymnia over the latter.4 Hermes 
Trismegistus says that both have been assigned to us by God, so that 
through the former we may continually imitate God himself in our 
reflections and dispositions and, through the latter, we may regularly 
honor the name of God in hymns and sounds.5 Pythagoras was accus
tomed to call him a master musician who had attained both and he and 
his followers have acknowledged this in both word and d;ed. 

So. greeting~, Domenico, you master musician. 6 As for your long
Standang quesuons to us on some of the principles of music, you really 
~ow the answers yourself. Nevertheless, since you so wish, accept a 
brtef statement of them again in our letter. 

RA nos 

As you are aware, musicians consider the principal ratio to be that of 
2:1. This produces the diapason, the perfect consonance of the octave, 
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the consonance which poets entitle Calliope. The second ratio is con
sidered to be that of Ph: 1. This produces the diapente, the almost 
perfect harmony of the fifth, the number to which the lyric poet as
cribes the nectar of Venus. The third ratio is that of P/d. From this 
is born the gentle harmony of the third, recalling Cupid and Adonis. 
The fourth ratio is that of Ilh: 1, by means of which the fourth now 
reverberates, as if midway between a consonant and a dissonant, blend
ing something of Mars with something of Venus. In particular, the 
third, the fifth and the eighth, which are more pleasing than the rest, 
remind us of the three Graces. The ratios which unfold at will beyond 
the double can be reduced to the likeness of those we have mentioned. 
Here I would just mention that the ratio of 11/1 :I produces a tone, 
while a smaller ratio produces a semitone. 

Advancing step by step on this principle, the notes proceed from the 
low one, which Orpheus calls hypate, up to the high one, which he calls 
neate, by way of the imermediate ones, which he calls dorians. To 
begin with, the low note, because of the very slowness of the motion 
in which it is engaged, seems to stand still. The second note, however, 
quite falls away from the first and is thus dissonant deep within. But the 
third note, regaining a measure of life, seems to rise and recover con
sonance. The fourth note falls away from the third and for that reason 
is now somewhat dissonant; yet it is not so dissonant as the second, for 
it is tempered by the charming approach of the subsequent fifth and 
simultaneously softened by the gentleness of the preceding third. Then 
after the fall of the fourth the fifth now arises; it rises, mark you, in 
greater perfection than the third, for it is the culmination of the rising 
movement; while the notes that follow the fifth are held by the follow
ers of Pythagoras not so much to rise as to rerum toward the earlier 
ones. Thus the sixth, being composed of the doubled third, seems to 
return to it and accor~s very well with its yielding gentleness. Next, the 
seventh note unhappily returns, or rather slips back, to the second and 
follows its dissonance. Finally, the eighth is happily restored to the 
first, and by this restoration it completes the octave together with the 
repetition of the first and it also completes the chorus of the nine Muses, 
pleasingly ordered in four stages, as it were: the still state, the fall, the 
arising, and the return. 

The followers of Pythagoras think that a chorus of this kind is round, 
yet ovate rather than spherical.' Within it, as if uniting the breadth of 
the first note to itself through the more pointed end, the eighth now 
produces a single note from itself and the first. And just as the eye 
perceives ovate roundness as a single shape though it be broader at one 
end than at the other, so the hearing takes in as one the note which 
resounds from the low one and the eighth, and which rises sweetly and 
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gradually like a pyramid from a generous bass to a high treble. 
We believe this is why Nature has bestowed this sort of shape upon 

the instrument of hearing and a similar shape upon the instrument of 
speech, and why it likewise has done all it could to bestow a similar 
shape upon the instruments of music. There is no doubt that the closer 
they are in shape to an oval or pyramid the more harmonious they are. 

THE GENERAL CAUSES OF HARMONY 

Next, we must ask why all musicians make especial use of those ratios 
that we have described above. They acknowledge them in different 
ways, on different occasions-in the size of pipes, in the mass or weight 
of other instruments, in the tension or length of strings, and finally in 
the vehemence of action and the speed of motion, as well as in their 
opposites. The followers of Pythagoras and Plato consider the One 
itself the most perfect and the most pleasing of all. Next in importance 
they place steadfastness in the One; then, thirdly, actual restoration to 
the One; and finally, an easy return to the One. At the other extreme, 
they consider disconnected multiplicity the least perfect and most dis· 
tressing; second to this is movement towards multiplicity, I mean a 
multiplicity which finds it difficult to return to the One. 

Now thar we have laid these foundations, let us build what I may call 
the house of music. If you stretch two equal strings on a lyre absolutely 
equally, you will say that they are at one, and hence you will hear 
unison. But if one of the strings be stretched more than the other, there 
will now be a departure from the one. For example, if you add a tenth 
part more, this kind of departure from the one occurs by means of that 
part which can restore the wholeness of the one only with considerable 
difficulty, because it needs the addition of nine parts for full restora
tion. Consequently, the ears are brutally offended in that sound because 
of its excessive distance from the one. And if you add a ninth part 
rather than a tenth, this is also very far distant, for it needs eight parts 
to effect the return. The principle will be much the same if you add an 
eighth part instead, or a seventh or a sixth or a fifth, since fractions of 
that kind still have difficult access to the whole itself. 

However, if you proceed to stretch one of the two strings above the 
other by a fourth part, this is the point where the ear is in some way 
delighted, since easy access to the one appears here-the addition of 
three parts being sufficient for this fourth to complete the whole. Now 
three parts are easily added to one to achieve unity, for the number 
three is considered by many to be indivisible, all-embracing, and the 
most perfect of all, in which particulars it corresponds to unity. Indeed, 
the ratio of 11/• to 1 produces the melody of the third note. Moreover, 
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if you proceed from the outset to increase the tension by a thir~ part, 
the harmony of the fourth will delight you, for a third part easily re
creates unity itself as a whole since it completes it by the addition of 
two parts. Now two are easily added to one, and easily corn~ to rest. in 
one, for duality is the first departure from one. However, thas supertor 
harmony produced by the third part will charm yo~ the more ~l~y 
because duality is reduced to unity purely on the basas of three: Sama
larly, if from the outset you correctly stretch one of the two strmgs by 
a half more than the other, this ratio of 1 Vz to 1 certainly produces the 
harmony of the fifth and gives greater delight because from there the 
rerum to one is very short and rapid. For when one part has been 
added to it, it becomes whole, since a whole is made from a half and 
a half. 

Now one is easily added to one, and through them both there is a 
blending into one. But if after stretching one of the strings, you now 
increase the tension on the other by exactly the same amount, you 
certainly do not take your stand further out in the movement away 
from one, as in the previous examples, but you instantly recreate that 
full unity which had to some degree been dissolved. At this point, 
therefore, the ratio of 2 to 1 now fills the ears with wonderful pleasure 
by means of the octave, the most perfect harmony of all. One must 
remember that in general the hearing is in all places soothed by unity 
and always offended by duality, as if by division. And so, whenever it 
most clearly perceives two notes as two, then is it most offended. But 
when it perceives this less, then less offense arises; and when least, 
least. Hearing indeed longs for unity, since it is one itself and also 
arises from one; but it desires a unity perfectly blended from the many 
and held together in the same relation as that by which it narurally 
effects a certain unity from the many. Finally, since hearing itself con
sists of a multirude of natural parts which blend fully together into one 
form, it readily welcomes a number of notes when they are brought 
perfectly into one note and into harmony. This occurs particularly when 
one of the two notes absorbs the other into itself or makes it continu
ous with itself, and they are able to achieve this solely by virtue of those 
ratios which we have been discussing. 

THE PHYSICAL CAUSES OF HAilMONY 

Almost all philosophers consider that pleasure arises from a correspon
dence of object with sense. For the moment, I make but passing men
tion of the fact that the followers of Plato, in their scheme of the 
senses, match sight with fire, hearing with air, smell with a vapor blended 
from air and water, taste with water, and touch with earth; and they 
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think that wondrous pleasure appears when the proportions of some
thing, perceptible through its qualities and degrees, match up and har
monize at every point with the proportions which constitute the nature 
of sense and spirit. The nature of pleasure itself is a question which we 
have dealt with at great length in our book on 'Pleasure.' And so-not 
to digress further from our purpose-the followers of Plato locate in 
the constitution of hearing one degree of earth; also, one of water, but 
with a third more; one and a half degrees of fire; and lastly, two of air. 
Hence they consider that the power to arise most strongly is that of the 
ratios of 1111 to 1, l'h to 1 and 2 to 1. 

THE AsTRONOMICAL CAUSES OF ll.uLMONY 

There are those who trace such things back to a loftier plane and, in 
the manner of the Pythagoreans who affirm a celestial harmony, derive 
the principle of harmony from some celestial power or some celestial 
correspondence. And while alluding to their view that the extent, or 
depth, of the celestial spheres as well as their intervals and the rapidity 
and slowness of their movements are determined by those ratios which 
we have described, I certainly cannot pass over in silence the fact that 
if you start out from the very head of the twelve celestial signs and then 
wish to move through those that follow, you will find that the second 
sign falls away from the first in some way.• And just as with notes we 
find the second dissonant from the first, so here we find that the second 
sign is in some way dissonant from the first. But then the third sign, as 
though it were the model for the third note, looks upon the first con
stellation with that friendly aspect which astronomers call sextile. The 
fourth sign, although dissonant, is but moderately so, as they say, and 
in the view of musicians this is the nature of the fourth note. Then the 
fifth constellation looks benevolently upon the first with a very friendly 
and agreeable aspect, thereby providing a model for the fifth note in 
music. Astronomers give the name trine to an aspect of this kind and 
consider it most beneficial. 

But what shall we say of the sixth constellation by which is indicated 
the soft and, so to speak, frail consonance of the sixth note? Although 
astrologers in judging a natal star consider this frailty to be undoubt
edly bad, the ancient theologians think it useful, since man himself is 
in truth mind itself, while the body is the prison both of mind and of 
man, and the frailty of a prison will be useful to anyone shut in by the 
prison. After this, the seventh constellation, which they call angular, 
being very vigorous in its discord, which is set against the first constel
lation, and in its open hostility seems to prefigure the seventh note of 
music which with its vigorous, even violent, tone is now most dearly 
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discordant from the first note. There follows the eighth constellation 
which, though appearing unfavorable to the common mind because it 
is allotted to death by astrologers, is nonetheless most fortunate for the 
celestial mind in the view of the ancient theologians, since it finally 
unbars for it the earthly prison, freeing it from elemental dissonance 
and restoring it to celestial consonance. It is not without good reason, 
therefore, that it denotes the absolute consonance of the eighth note, 
the consonance that returns to the beginning. If someone now asks 
about the ninth sign, let him understand that it turns out to be related 
to the first as the fifth is, and that it indeed looks at the first with a 
trine and kindly aspect; in the view of astronomers wisdom and the god 
Pallas are expressed by it, and in the view of musicians, the nectarial 
Venus of the fifth note. Now what of the tenth constellation? It dis
plays ambition, which astrologers see as the foundation of human dis
cord, musicians as the discord-human and middling, as it were-of the 
fourth note. Then the eleventh, the sign of human friendship, demon
strates the friendly melody of the third note. Lastly the twelfth, allotted 
to hidden enemies and to prison, expresses the dissonant falling away 
of the second note from the first. 
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Ramis de Pareja 
c. 1440-1491 or later 

This Spanish theorist who passed his later life in Bologna and Rome 
was the first to dissent from the authorities, hitheno unquestioned, of 
Boethius and Guido d'Arezzo. Ramis (or Ramos) was an aggressively 
original and practically-minded thinker whose work could not be ig
nored by the learned world, however much the latter was irked by it. 
While in matters of practical music he was completely emancipated 
from dependence on previous theorists (whose work he lmew thor
oughly, if only to refute it), Ramis did not cut himself off from the 
more arcane speculative tradition, as one can sec here from his uncritical 
transmission of it. 

The correspondences that Ramis draws up between Muses, modes, 
tones, and planets arc derived quite logically by combining Martianus 
Capclla's Muse-sphere correspondences with Bocthius' planet-tone 
scheme. The combination was to become a popular one; both Gafori 
and Comelius Agrippa (see MMO'M) were to adopt it. Ramis' effort is 
on the same lines as Anselmi's, only the divine beings here are the nine 
Muses of revived paganism, not their c:hristianized equivalents, the nine 
orders of angels. 
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Sour(t: Ramis de Pareja, Muska Praai(a (Bologna, 1482, facsimile re
prim Bologna: Forni, 1969); edition by Johannes Wolf (Leipzig: 
Breitkopf & Hiinel, 1901), pp. 56-60. Translated by the Editor. 

+ 
The Conformity in Mode of Heavenly, Human, 

tmd lnstrumentlll Music 

Chapter ).Instrumental music is closely conformable and similar to the 
human and heavenly (mun~na] sons. In the former case, the four modes 
affect the four humors of man. Thus modes I and 11 are ruled by the 
phlegmatic humor, Ill and IV by the choleric, V and VI by the san
guine, and VII and VIII by the melancholic.• This first mode moves the 
phlegm when one awakens from sleep, and thus its form is depicted 
with a crystalline color; for the crystalline heaven is held to be made 
from the waters, the element which creates phlegm. We call it crystal
line, and not the color of other waters, because not all phlegmatic 
persons benefit through contemplating pleasant sounds. But gifted people 
with minds clear as crystal can be burdened with phlegm through a 
little food, drink, or other extrinsic accidents; and the sleepiness, idle
ness, or sadness thus induced may be alleviated by playing in the first 
mode. Its plagal form, however, behaves in a contrary fashion. For the 
first tone, as Lodovicus Sancii says, is mobile and adaptable to every 
emotion, hence most desirable for songs. 

The second, however, is serious and doleful, most appropriate for 
sorrowful and grievous songs such as the Tbrtni or Lamentations of 
Jeremiah. We have no doubt that sorrow leads to sleepiness through 
the motion of the phlegm, hence 'their eyes were heavy from sorrow.' 
The Pythagoreans had the custom of employing the Hypodorian when 
about to resolve the cares of the day in sleep, that a calm and quiet 
slumber might restore them; but on rising they would banish the stupor 
and confusion of sleep with the Dorian, lmowing for a cenainty (as 
Boethius says) that the whole compound of our soul and body is knit 
by a musical link, and that the pulse of the bean moves according to 
the emotions feh in the body. 

Now the third mode moves the choler by exciting and provoking to 
anger. Therefore it is depicted with an igneous color, for it is harsh and 
vehement, having in its course stronger leaps, as we will explain in the 
proper place. This mode is most suitable for arrogant, irascible, and 
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haughty men, harsh and cruel; and they rejoice in it. Of this Boethius 
says that rougher peoples enjoy the harsher modes of the Thracians, 
but gentler peoples the more moderate modes. He tells of the 
Taorminian youth incensed by this mode who was about to break down 
the doors of a prostitute's house, but was calmed by the Hypodorian.1 

The plagal or fourth mode is said to be attractive, chattering, and 
most suitable for flatterers who charm men with sweet words when 
they are present, yet stab them in their absence. So this mode is luxu
riant yet without beauty, even when used in combination. 

The third authentic mode [Mode V] rules the blood. Therefore Saint 
Augustine calls it delectable, modest, and joyful, gladdening those who 
are sad or anxious, recalling those who have fallen or despaired. It is 
depicted with a sanguine color. Boethius says of it that the Lydians, the 
most happy and joyous of men, love this mode, especially their women
folk. The Russians are said to descend from them, great lovers of cho
ruses and dancing. 

The plagal version [Mode VI] is not so good: it is a weeping mode, 
fit for those who are easily provoked to tears, because it has the most 
coadunate notes, as stated in the same place. 

The fourth authentic mode [Mode VII] is pardy lascivious and pardy 
joyful, having some energetic leaps and representing the behavior of 
youth. Therefore it rules melancholy, sometimes resisting it, sometimes 
increasing it, according to the mixture that is made with other modes, 
as we will explain shordy. On this account it is shown with a dirty, 
semicrystalline color. Its plagal is sweet and slow, or fretful, according 
to the mode chosen, as Ambrose says. 

The seventh and eighth modes thus activate the melancholy humor 
by their melody, restoring sad and lethargic people to normal: the 
authentic by arousing them, the plagal by gladdening them. 

From this can be seen the correspondence between instrumental and 
human music. A familiarity with Cicero1 shows, moreover, that the 
heavenly music also conforms most closely to the instrumental. For the 
order of the planets is disposed from the proslilmhanommos to the mtst, 
such that the moon is proslamhanomenos, Mercury bypatt bypaton, Venus 
parbypatt bypaton, the sun licbanos byp11ton, Mars bypatt meson, Jupiter 
p11rbypate meson, Saturn licb11nos muon, and the starry heaven mese. 

If the moon is indeed proslilmh11nommos and the sun licbanos bypaton, 
then evidently these two planets a fourth apart will have their melodies 
arranged with the moon in the Hypodorian, the sun in the Dorian 
mode. Obviously the moon increases the phlegmatic and humid quali
ties in man, while the sun dries up the same. So these two planets, the 
chief and brightest of all, rule the first and second modes, i.e., the first 
authentic and plagal forms. The Dorian, the first authentic mode, is 
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justly compared to the sun, because it holds first place among all the 
modes, as the sun among planets. All exhalations from the earth, all 
vapors of the sea are raised by the solar rays, by means of which me
teorological phenomena are created. Thus there is a clear collusion 
between sun and moon: one illuminates the night, the other drives the 
night away; the Hypodorian induces sleep, the Dorian dispels it. To
gether they make, by their position and form, the consonance of a 
fourth. 

Mercury rules the Hypophrygian: the mode of flatterers, who praise 
equally the evildoers and those who are wise and upright; they are 
easily swayed to either side, to lamentation or rejoicing, to excitement 
or sedation. Such is the nature of Mercury, who with good people is 
good, and with bad people is worse. 
~ Mars holds to the Phrygian, an altogether choleric and irascible mode; 
he connives to destroy everything good in the world with his anger. 
Mercury, conjunct or in a certain aspect with him, becomes as bad as 
Mars: but the one wounds with the sword, the other with the tongue. 

The Hypolydian is attributed to Venus who is beneficent, yet also 
feminine, because she sometimes arouses holy tears. 

The Lydian is properly compared to Jupiter, the greater benefic, 
who creates sanguine and friendly men, mellow and cheerful, since it 
always denotes joy. In relation to Venus it sounds a fourth, and these 
two agree in their benevolence, differing only in their notes: for the 
lower is not so sweet or agreeable as the upper one. 

The Mixolydian is attributed to Saturn because it tends to melancholy. 
The Hypermixolydian is reckoned the Castalian source of all, be

cause it is given to the starry heaven or firmament. More than any 
other, this mode has an innate beauty and loveliness; it is free from all 
qualities and suitable for every use. Guide and Odo say that it repre
sents glory, and do not stoop much when they explain that for seven 
different ages we toil, longing for the octave to bring repose from all 
our labors. , 

All of this shows the correspondence of human and heavenly music 
with the instrumental kind. But to what has been said superficially thus 
far, much will be added in the second and third books. What we have 
written will serve to satisfy the reader for a while and dispel his igno
rance of the subject. It shows by comparison and authority that every 
mode has a distinct quality of its own. 

In order to demonstrate this more assuredly, let us set out those to 
which music owes its origin, namely (as Hesiod4 has it) the nine Muses, 
daughters of Jupiter and Mnemosyne. She who sings of war we commit 
to Mars, and thus to the Phrygian mode; she who commemorates 
tragedies or victims to Saturn, hence to the Mixolydian; she who sings 
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of Joy, to Venus. And thus to each of the Muses we assign the proper 
place, following the authority of Martianus and Macrobius.1 To each 
other we also give a verse, to show her appropriateness for music. 

Thalea remains silent, like the Earth. Clio we will attribute to the 
moon; Calliope we will say is Mercury's; Terpsichore we affix to Ve
nus. The sun will blanch Melpomene. Erato will rouse up Mars; Jupiter 
will make Euterpe kind and glad; Saturn will sadden Polyhymnia. Lasdy, 
the starry heaven will give comeliness and peace to Eurania. 

Let us now make a circle from the first, i.e., from silence, to the last, 
then passing all the others and curving back to the second, and so 
create the Hypodorian. In just the same way, let us proceed with the 
rest, not ceasing to make a spiral until we have reached the last Muse.6 

To go further would be superfluous, being a repetition of the first. We 
follow Roger Caperon in calling the note above nttt hyperbolton 'crisis,' 
and the one below pros/ambanommos 'corupb.' In pagan days I believe 
this comprised the whole of the art, and when it reached corupb that was 
the end. For it was accepted that this Muse kept silence, while the last 
one had the highest note. We should beware of altering anything in an 
author on account of antiquity. Our first note will therefore be 
proslambantmstnos, our last nett hyperbolton, and we show the whole sys
tem in the accompanying figure. 

The disposition of this figure shows why they are named tropi, be
cause each one is procreated from another. They proceed in the follow
ing way: one raises by a tone the first octave-species (the notes enclosed 
between proslambanommos and mm), diminishing by a tone bypatt hypaton 
and making all the others a tone higher. A whole order will result, a 
tone higher than the previous one. The whole higher arrangement thus 
produced will be the Hypophrygian mode; and the process of raising is 
similar in the case of the others. Thus they were not called tropi be
cause the notes beginning at the bottom are transferred to the top and 
end up by recurring at the bottom, as Saint)ohn [Damascene] believed. 
For there are some that do not begin in the lower regions but in the 
higher ones, as we will show a little later, treating them one by one. 
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Pico della Mirandola 
1463-1494 

Giovanni Pico della Mirandola, the aristocratic Wunderkind of Florentine 
Neoplatonism, was only twenty-three when he went to Rome offering 
to debate his nine hundred Conclusions or Theses, all of which he 
claimed to be reconcilable with each other. (No one accepted his chal
lenge.) The Theses are short statements, many of them extremely cryp
tic, summarizing points from Scholastic and earlier theology, Arabic 
philosophy, the Platonic schools, the Chaldaean Oracles, the Hermetic 
Corpus, Kabbalah, the Zoroastrian Magi, and the Orphic doctrines. 
Behind this endeavor lay Pico's own conviction that all were but differ
ent branches of the prisca thtologia or primordial wisdom-religion of 
mankind (see Introduction to Ficino, no. 26). 

For his Pythagorean theses, Pico drew on the mathematical works of 
Nicomachus, lamblichus, and Proclus. I do not pretend to be able to 
explain them all. Music is here purely an intellectual concern: a branch 
of mathematics. We have.no evidence that Pico shared Ficino's love for 
singing and hearing music-but see note 1 0 for his appreciation of 
music's therapeutic purpose. 
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Sourtt: G. Pico dclla Mirandola, Condwionts sivt Tbtsts DCCC (1486), 
edited by Bohdan Kieszowski (Geneva: Droz, 1973), pp. 48-49. Trans
lated by the Editor. 

• 
Founem Condluions 11jkr Pytbagoretm Mathematics 

1. Unity, duality, and that which is,1 arc the causes of numbers: One, 
of unitary numbers; two, of generative ones; that which is, of 
substantial ones.J 

2. In participated numbers some arc species of numbers, others unions 
of species. 

3. Where the unity of the point proceeds to the alterity of the binary, 
there the uiangle first exists., 

4. Whoever knows the series of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 12, will possess precisely 
the disuibution of providence. 

S. By one, three, and seven we understand the unification of the sepa
rate in Pallas:• the causative and beatifying power of the intellect. 

6. The threefold proportion-Arithmetical, Geomeuical, and Har
monic-represents to us the three daughters ofThemis, being the 
symbols of judgment, justice, and peace.' 

7. By the secret of suaight, reflected, and refracted lines in the science 
of perspective we are reminded of the uiple nature: intellectual, 
animal, and corporeal. 

8. Reason is in the proportion of an octave to the concupiscent [nature).' 

9. The irascible (nature) is in the proportion of a fifth to the concupiscent. 

10. Reason is in the proportion of a fourth to anger. 
11. In music the judgment of the sense is not to be heeded: only that 

of the intellect.' 
12. In numbering forms we should not exceed 40. 

13. Any equilateral plane number may symbolize the soul.' 

14. Any linear number may symbolize the gods!·10 
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Franchino Gafori 
1451-1522 

After wandering throughout Italy, Franchino Gafori (also known by his 
latinized name, Franchinus Gaffurius) settled in Milan in 1484 as canon 
and m11tstro di tllpt/111 of the Cathedral. Here his friends included 
Leonardo da Vinci and the mathematician Fra Luca Pacioli. Gafori's 
creative life as a writer on music theory developed as he was able to 
take advantage of Greek .sources, notably Ficino's uanslation of Plato 
(1484) and writings on Platonic philosophy, and the translations Gafori 
himself commissioned of the treatises by Ptolemy, Aristeides 
Quintilianus, Briennius, and others. Through these effons, and by 
quoting these works extensively in his own books, Gafori opened up a 
new world of music theory for his successors. 

Dt H11rmoni11 Mwitorum lnstrummtorum Opw was written in 1500 
and disuibuted in manuscript, to judge from several surviving copies, 
but not printed until1S18. In the present extract we hear many familiar 
voices, and indeed Gafori's own is not easily detected among them. His 
achievement is the establishment of a new canon of classical authorities, 
doing for music what his humanist contemporaries were doing for the 
other disciplines. Gafori's system of correspondences is beautifully 
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summarized in the famous woodcut by Guillaume de Signerre, which 
he had already used as the frontispiece to his Pra(tka Musica (1496),1 In 
his early Tbtaricum Opus (1480), he had paraphrased Anselmi's corre
spondences of angelic orders with planets; now he borrows from Ramis 
de Pareja those of planets with tones, modes, and Muses. This is the 
ground on which so many Renaissance theorists met, whatever their 
arguments over practical music (and there were plenty of these between· 
Gafori and Ramis) and with whatever attitude they approached the 
classical authorities in other matters. 

Source: F. Gaffurius, De H11nnania Musicorum lnstrummtorum Opus, trans
lated by Clement A. Miller (American Institute of Musicology, 1977), 
pp. 197-204. Used by kind permission of Professor Miller and the 
publisher, Dr. Armen Carapetyan. 

+ 

Muses, Constellations, Modes, mul Strings Belong 
to a Mutual Order 

Book IV, Chapter 12. There are those who believe that muses follow 
the order of constellations and modes. Some enumerate only three 
muses and others list nine born of Zeus and Memoria. In Mttamorpha
ses1 Ovid calls them Mnemonides in this line where he said: 0 Muses, 
tarry, for he knew them. Diodorus Siculus in Book V said they were 
very celebrated and described the proper position of each as if of ob
jects related to the art of music. Homer also honored them with ex
traordinary celebrity) Saint Augustine in Book n of De Domina Christiana 
named nine muses. He refuted the idea that they were daughters of 
Zeus and Memoria and relied rather on the opinion ofVarro that three 
workmen had each made three representations of the muses in the 
temple of Apollo, who were then given names by Hesiod in Theagony. 
Through the ancients it was desired to give the muses cognomens that 
were good and useful and that would teach men things that were un
known by the uneducated. 

Some believe that the muses arose from the head of Apollo, as ex
pressed by a poet in this verse: Mentes Appalintat vis has movtt undiqut 
miiSIIS. • Others say that they were taught by Apollo; for this reason 
Apollo himself is called music, as we said more fully in Book I of 
Tbtari(ll. Many believe that Apollo's cithara is portrayed with ten strings, 
and others say seven, as if the seven essential strings which Virgil in 
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Book VI of the Aeneid' relates in this line: Also the long-robed Thracian 
priest plays and sings to a lyre with seven strings. They also have seven 
intervals: ditone, semiditone, fourth, fifth, major sixth, minor sixth, and 
octave. Number seven is arranged with a certain perfection since it and 
its aggregate parts equal number twenty-eight, [being the only number] 
between ten and one hundred [equal to the sum of its} aliquot parts.' 

It is said' that Clio invented history, Melpomene tragedy, Thalia 
comedy, Euterpc pipes, Terpsichore the psaltery, Erato geometry, 
Calliope literature, Urania astronomy, and Polyhymnia rhetoric. But 
Anaximander Lampascenus and Zenophancs Heracleopolites in their 
books have interpreted the muses in another way, and others as the 
naturalist Pisander and Euximenses in the book Thtolagummon. They 
compared the muses in order to the requisite instruments of the human 
voice. A tone sounds with four teeth placed in opposition at which the 
tongue strikes. To the upper teeth one muse was ascribed and another 
to the lower. But if one of them were lacking, they say a syllable rather 
than a tone would result. They also give two muses to the two lips as 
appropriate instruments of the words. They apply another muse to the 
tongue which as a cunred plectrum striking a certain vowel forms the 
breath. A muse is given to the palate whose cavity produces sound. 
Another muse is given to the windpipe which in its round passage gives 
exit to the breath. They ascribed a ninth muse, fitting for quiet and 
silence, to the lungs, which like a goldsmith's bellows, produce and 
renew a tone. 

Fulgentius in his interpretation of fables established nine muses of 
learning and science. Clio is chief of these, as if the first with an un
derstanding of learning. For fama of Latin is called Clio in Greek, and 
so in Homer there is "we listened to fame alone" and also elsewhere. 
For great glory is a scepter, and no one looks to knowledge except to 
increase the worthiness of his own fame. • From this Clio is placed f~rst, 
as if the thought of seeking knowledge. The second muse, Euterpe, is 
called well pleasing in Latin. Since the first is to seek knowledge, the 
second is to take pleasure in what is sought. The third muse, Melpomene, 
relates to persevering in contemplation, just as the first seeks, the sec
ond desires what is sought, and the third renews by studying what is 
chosen. The fourth is Thalia, capacious or germinal. Epicharmus says 
in Comtdia: Gtnnina dum non vidtrit f11mtm canrumit. e The fifth is 
Polyhymnia, as if having a memory of many things, for memory follows 
capacity. The sixth is Erato, which is found the same in Latin. It is 
proper that with the preceding capacity and memory one may find 
anything similar with his own ingenuity. 

The seventh is Terpsichore, or pleasing instruction. Thus Hermes 
says in Poimand"f:10 without knowledge of food and nourishment and 
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with an empty body. For after invention it is also necessary to under
stand and judge what you invent. The eighth is Urania or heavenly, for 
after a judgment you select what you affirm or what you reject. It is 
beneficial to choose the celestial in order to reject the noxious and 
transitory. The ninth is Calliope or fine-voiced, as Homer says: the 
voice of the songful goddess. Thus according to the plan of Fulgentius, 
knowledge and learning are sought as a gift of the muses so that in a 
requisite and successive way they are understood to agree with seeking, 
taking pleasure, persevering, grasping, keeping in mind, inventing, judg
ing, selecting, and expressing. 

Callimachus, the Greek writer, is a fine authority on the gifts of the 
Muses, as the poet shows in this epigram: Calliope invented the knowl
edge of heroic poetry, Clio, the sweet song of the noble chorus to the 
music of the cithara, Euterpe, the resounding tone of the tragic chorus. 
Melpomene gave the knowledge of the lyre to mortals for sweet sounds. 
Terpsichore, as a favor, skillfully constructed pipes. Erato invented the 
very delightful hymns of the gods. Learned Polyhymnus [sic] invented 
the delights of the dance. Polyhymnia gave harmony to all songs. Urania 
discovered the heavens and the celestial bodies. Thalia invented com
edy and illustrious customs. We think, as many believe, that the muses 
fit the stars, modes, and strings, so that we ascribe them to single 
strings to which the beginnings of modes are given, placing one with each. 

Subterranean Thalia is placed first, as if silent, as this verse says: In the 
beginning nocturnal silence germinates with song and Thalia lies silent in 
the bosom of earth. Marcus Tullius Cicero compared the earth to silence 
because it is immovable, just as the underground three-headed Cerberus 
is compared to the Apollonian feet. To the lowest added string is given 
the beginning of the Hypodorian (because it is the lowest of modes) and 
the moon, the home of Cancer11 (as astronomers believe), since it is the 
lowest planet, and Clio, as in this poem: Persephone and Clio breathe and 
therefore the Hypodorian is born; here arises the origin of song. To the 
second string, byp11tt byp11ton, is given the beginning of the Hypophrygian, 
and Mercury, home of Gemini and Virgo, and also Calliope herself, with 
this verse: The Hypo string produces a string connected to the Phrygian, 
which Calliope brings forth, and as an interpreter she produces divinity. 
The third string or p11rbyp11tt byp11ton, is given to Terpsichore, the 
Hypolydian, and Venus, Libra, and Taurus, as in the verse: The third 
string shows the beginning of the Hypolydian; Terpsichore stands oppo
site and Venus creates Paphos. The fourth string, lyrb11nos byp11ton, has the 
SWl, home of Leo, and Melpomene. It is given the Dorian mode in this 
verse: Mdpomene and Titan form (I believe) the mode in the fourth place 
which is called Dorian. 
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On the fifth string or byp11tt mtson, are Erato, Mars, Aries, Scorpio, 
and the Phrygian mode, as in the verse: Erato wanted to assign the fifth 
string to the Phrygian; also Mars is ever-loving of war and not peace. 
The sixth string, p11rhyp11tt mtson, has Jove, home of Pisces and Sagit
tarius, also Euterpe and the Lydian mode, as in this poem: the Lydian 
of Euterpe contains also the music of Jove; sounding sweedy, the sixth 
string rules because a goddess is present. On the seventh string, lich11nos 
mtson, is Saturn with Aquarius and Capricorn, also Polyhymnia and the 
Mixolydian, as in the verse: Saturn and also Polyhymnia govern the 
seventh string; from it the Mixolydian takes its beginning. The eighth 
string or mtst is given to Urania, the Hypcrmixolydian, and the stellar 
orbit, as in this poem: When the Hypcrmixolydian sees the eighth 
string of Urania as a friend, it turns the heavens with skill. At the end 
of Book 11 of Musk11, Aristidcs Quintilianus gave a somewhat contrary 
arrangement of muses and modes. u In Herodotus of Halicarnassus, 
who treats nine muses in his Hysttrill, a different order can be found. 
The Greeks place the three Graces to the right of Apollo; they arc 
called Charities or the attendant Graces of Venus. Aglaia is considered 
splendor, Thalia is freshness, and Euphrosinc represents pleasure. But 
they appear in the subjoined diagram. (Sec figure 6.) 

Among Heavenly Bodies Stnne Form Masculine 
Sounds, Stnne Feminine, 11nd Strme Are Cammon 

Chapter 13. Aristidcsn has said that of the soWtds which generate motion 
in celestial bodies, some arc masculine in nature, some feminine, and 
others common, according to the property of each sphere. A masculine 
sound in a celestial body is sharp and firm, suitable for action and work; 
a feminine sound is weak and quiet, unsuitable for industry and labor. 
From these characteristics individually established or mixed a variety of 
sounds occur. For although the moon is weak and every source of 
corporeal movement emits a feminine sound, it is drawn for a little 
while to a masculine nature; since it receives the downward flow of 
other bodies its feminine nature is set free and it participates with the 
masculine, because the force of generating and nourishing bodies flows 
into lower bodies. Sacrificial priests and ministers believe this to indi
cate its masculine and feminine nature (I say more feminine) in invok
ing a goddess. As the orb of Mercury is mostly dry because of its 
proximity to the sun, if ever it is separated from it because of its size 
(although it has little humidity), it rarely delights in nocturnal appear
ances, but more often daytime [ones], and is believed to produce a mixture 
of a masculine and a feminine SOWld, with the masculine participation 
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greater than the feminine. Since the orb of Venus, delightful to view 
and mostly clear and pleasant, is humid, it is said to be pleasing at night 
and to emit a feminine sound. Because the orb of the sun is dry it 
mostly bums up in heat and energy; it is said to produce a masculine 
sound. The orb of Mars, warm and violent, takes pleasure in humid and 
nocturnal figures; it produces a sound that participates in both natures, 
but leaning more to the masculine. The orb of Jove, pleasant in all 
respects, is called the close rival of the orb of Venus; it is believed 
inferior in warmth to Mars and is thought to allay the coldness of 
Saturn. Like the orb of Venus it has a tempered mixture of both, since 
it is appropriate for producing the daily breath of life and procreating 
children. It is the author of marriage and is said to produce a feminine 
sound. Since Saturn is sharp, dry, and laborious, Aristides Quintilianus 
says it forms a masculine sound. 

We do not think it incongruous to agree with the conception of 
Pythagoras and Plato, who said that celestial sounds are produced ac
cording to a certain order of instrumental sounds. Yet they are inau
dible to us because we have ears that cannot hear the very great dis
tance and rather confused mixture of heavenly bodies. There are some 
who accidentally have a weaker sense of hearing and who scarcely hear 
or do not hear at all a human tone. But those who are endowed with 
virtue and distinguished mores, and are removed from baser men (who 
live like beasts), can hear without difficulty celestial sounds with the 
uncorrupted sense of their nature. As we said in Book I of Tbtorica, 
Plato is the author of this subject. Therefore, just as those who reach 
the summit of virtue and a true understanding of knowledge and wis
dom are able to see the presence of divine forms by avoiding all evil, 
so it is easy to hear harmony and universal sound. But those who are 
enveloped in unworthy vices find this difficult or impossible. For they 
know fleeting and earthly pleasures, adhering to brutal sensuality far 
from the first disposition of nature (I call it divine), as Ovid says: And 
when lower beings look at earth, and the face of man is able to see the 
sublime heaven, they withdraw with incredible loss. Vice is indeed found 
easily and without work, but virtue is prepared on a straight path for 
a long while and with great toil, as in the fine poem by Hesiod. For we 
can grasp vice at once without labor; it is an easy path and is never far 
away. But virtue must be prepared with long labor in remote places and 
must be sought on a straight path. You will not reach the heights easily 
at first; after that it is easy, although difficult at first. Thus Diogencs 
of Sinopc cited those musicians who fitted the strings of the lyre to a 
suitable harmony and who brought them into pleasing and well ordered 
moral patterns. 
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The Ancients Undentood Music More by Rlltio 
tban Aural Sense 

Chapter IS. Thus far the things concerning harmonic capability have 
been treated. They are usually considered according to sense or accord
ing to ratio. Plato in Timatus teaches that music perceived by the senses 
is much surpassed by music perceived by the intellect. By taking the 
available strings you can easily find the sounds of each by genus, some 
making a consonance by their outer numbers. From these, according to 
the outer numbers, the following consonances occur: duple, triple, 
quadruple, bnnioli11, and sts'luittnius. Others are contained between the 
outer numbers (an octave for example), as a ditone and trihemitonc, or 
according to Ptolemy S:4 and 6:5, or a major sixth or minor sixth; they 
arc o:ceeded by the extremes of the octave consonance. Thus Pythagoras, 
in replacing death with life, recommended the use of a monochord to 
his pupils, as Aristides says, for he taught that the most sublime music 
is understood more by the intellect through numbers than by the sense 
of hearing. He suitably maintained this teaching as he also drew its 
beginning from the universe. But because this is mixed with corporeal 
material it falls from the exactness of numbers, since indeed in the 
place above us there is true and incorruptible music, as our holy church 
declares to exist in angelic choirs. Plato and the Pythagoreans also 
affirm this in the intervals and courses of heavenly bodies. From this we 
cannot have intervals divided into equal parts, and being encumbered 
by corporeal density we have imperfect consonances in the system. 
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+ 

Francesco Giorgi 
1466-1540 

Francesco Giorgi, or Zorzi, was a member of the Franciscan Order in 
Venice, where he enjoyed a high reputation for his learning. His knowl
edge of Platonic arithmology was called upon when he was engaged as 
adviser on the proportions for a new church of San Francesco della 
Vigna; his expertise in Hebrew law, when he was consulted on the 
legality of Henry Vlll's divorce from Catherine of Aragon.1 Living in 
Venice, where there was a strong Jewish colony, he was able to extend 
his Kabbalistic researches beyond those of Pico della Mirandola or 
Ficino, and it is this philosophy, in a christianiz.cd form, that underlies 
his enormous work on world harmony. 

Giorgi is much more of a metaphorical than a literal harmonist. The 
sections of his book arc called "Songs," "Modes," "Motets," etc. The 
pervasive theme is the harmony of all creation-elemental, celestial, 
and angelic-with the ten Sephiroth, archetypes direcdy emanating from 
the Divine Mind. To this stupendous picture of harmonious emanation 
Giorgi applies Platonic arithmology, writing in effect a vast commen
tary on the creation myth of the Timlltus. The scope of the work almost 
beggars description: not only is it full of the most encyclopedic learn
ing, but every page shines with Giorgi's own Franciscan piety. For 
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there is only one purpose behind his enterprise: to be reunited with 
God. Hence the friar's repeated emphasis, as found near the beginning 
of this extract, on the inviolable Unity which embraces all things and 
which the mystic may glimpse shining through them. Giorgi's book has 
only just begun to be read again, and it will probably be better under
stood as time goes on. 

Source: Francesco Giorgi, Harmonill MunJi (Venice, 1525), fols. 89'-91', 
94'-96. Translated by the Editor. Also consulted: French translation by 
Guy Le F~vre de la Boderie, L'Harmonit du Mondt (Paris, 1579). 

+ 
The Consonance in AU Thing,s Results from the 

Unity of the Fint 
Chapter 8. When all created things are separated and divided into 
many portions, they remain dissonant unless through due harmony they 
are brought into oneness. Consonance, as Boethius and Nicomachus 
define it, is the concord of equal and unequal voices reduced to one. 
Hence the consonance of this world-instrument is also a concord of 
equal and unequal things reduced to this first unity, such that all things 
are said to rejoice in this unity, as Plato argues learnedly and pro
foundly in the Parmenidts. (Aristotle's contradiction argues more with 
the words than the sense, as Simplicius points out.) According to 
Orpheus, God is one through identity, whereas every other thing is 
called one through its diversity, dependence, participation and connec
tion with the true One which is God. Now be creates them in their 
multiplicity of species: now he assembles them all into a single inven
tive Idea. And thus by enfolding them all with the principle from which 
they emanated, he drives and draws them to unity. 

Hence Plato and the other Pythagoreans, z in order to demonstrate 
that this machine is unique through the supreme Unity and united 
through concord and conformity, collect the equal and unequal por
tions of things and their proportions and harmonic relationships, say
ing that they all proceed from unity and tend thither; and that the 
desire for unity is bestowed by the supreme One who gives it to all 
things that they may be one and aspire to oneness. Boethius says that 
everything has existence insofar as it is a single number. And all these 
things, says Proclus in his Tbtologiul Tbtormrs, proceed from the One 
such that they hasten continually to return thither, agreeing with this 
One with the greatest concord when they have the greatest partici-
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pation in it. One more thing is necessary: to know the end and goal in 
which everything is blessed or reposes. For Dionysius says that the 
Creator, as the cause of all, converts all things to himself, lest left to 
themselves they should fall short or be deranged. 

The Notes of the Hept~~chord COFTespond to the Soul 

Chapter 9. Since Plato has described by this heptachordJ both the human 
soul and the making of the world, we must investigate the way in which 
it is adapted to the human soul. First we assume that the soul, separated 
from all corporeal laws, is not [quantitative] number: hence it is not 
divided, nor multiplied by parts. But it is a substantial, uniform num
ber, self-contained and rational, far surpassing anything corporeal or 
material. So its division is not after the fashion of matter, nor of base 
and gross things, but proceeds from the efficient cause (as Proclus 
says). The soul is divided by the perfect measure of all things which the 
Creator followed when he divided the universe into intelligible pat
terns. This kind of immaterial, intellectual and unadulterated division 
resides in the soul; it is the perfection of every animate substance, the 
generator of multiplicity which is in it and beneath it, bringing it to a 
single order through harmony. It joins sundered parts and is the cause 
of unsullied purity, giving to the soul a rational coherence of its mul
tiplicity, so that the soul (as Timaeus and Plato teach) is both divisible 
and indivisible. For if, as Aristotle rightly says, there is something di
visible in the indivisible things which contain them, so much the more 
must there be something indivisible which ever remains in things which 
have an undivided nature.• 

For the Maker and eternal Fabricator of all made the soul a single 
whole before the division and othemess. But the eternal Producer, when 
he produced the one, did not entirely destroy the other: the totality was 
not destroyed by the production of parts, but remained and presides 
over those pans. Neither were the parts produced prior to the whole, 
but the whole before the parts, being not integral but essential. Thus 
the substance of the soul is a whole, having parts: one, and yet a mul
titude assembled in wondrous harmony. Whoever wishes to see it should 
not aim his industry toward the goal of mathematical speculations, but 
should arouse himself to the utmost toward the meeting-place of the 
living substance, weighing aright the triple whole. The first is prior to 
the parts; the second is constituted from those parts; the third is in each 
pan. Plato has spoken of that which is prior to the pans, which is not 
consumed in the production of the parts, but remains. For that which 
makes the parts is good and does not dissolve them, that being the role 
of evil, not of good. So that whole, preceding the parts, remains; and 
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that which is said to be of the parts dissolves; and the assembly of new 
parts made by harmonic ratio perishes in the dissolution of the parts. 
For that which is in the parts is what Plato signifies by the circles into 
which he divides the soul. The soul is therefore unique and multiple, 
having its unity in the Intellect, and its quality and multitude from 
below. And whatever is unique is divided when it descends to lower 
things, and, conversely, when it reverts to itself it is collected and re
united, according to the Dionysian and Apollonian way. Thus Proclus 
describes it, drawing on the ancient theologians Orpheus, Hesiod, 
Euripides, and Aeschylus, who clothed in fables that which they learned 
from divine men. For, as they teach, the divine Sun is the Archetype 
whence emanate all divers beauties, all adornments, all pleasant harmo
nies, and all life. On his right hand is piety and well-being; in his left 
is severe punishment. 

But those gentile prophets, whether not perceiving the sacraments of 
God, or else desiring to conceal them, attributed all that draws its 
energy from the supreme Sun to that sun which we see with our bodily 
eyes. This they called Phoebus, Apollo, Sol, as we have said above, and 
said that he wielded graces in his right hand, and in his left a bow and 
arrows. They also called him Bacchus and Liber Pater. But leaving 
aside these names for the present discourse, they called him Dionysus 
by night, rending and dismembering, and himself broken in seven pieces; 
but Apollo by day, restoring what had been tom, and himself consti
tuted of seven parts. 

This septenary is so agreeable to him that he always proceeds by 
sevens; thus they call him the Lord of the Septenary. This results from 
unity, the binary, and the quaternary, whence is born the Disdiapason 
which is the most perfect harmony! And to the septenary is attributed 
the authorship of life and its dissolution, being composed of the first 
odd number, 3, and the first even number, 4. (For the Pythagoreans did 
not reckon 2 a number, but a confusion of unity.) So from the even and 
the odd, like active and passive, are composed all things; and in the 
same way they are dissolved. Generation and life are from the supernal 
light and the uniting force, but dissolution is from the infernal regions 
and the dismembering night. That is why by night he is called the 
rending Dionysus, and by day the uniting Apollo, so called as dispeller 
of evils. Hence the Ancients said "Apello" instead of Apollo, and the 
Athenians "Alexikakos," i.e., averter of evils, while Homer calls him 
"Ulion," the author of health. In him resides this unity which makes all 
things perfectly consonant. 

Even when it seetns that division has taken place through obedience 
to inferior things, in fact it has not been divested of its state: but it 
assembles and reunites what is dispersed. This is perhaps the source of 
the royal Prophet's saying: "Thou takest away thy breath (the spirit of 
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unity and unification) and all things abandoned to themselves fail. But 
if thou renewest that spirit of life and unification, all things are re
newed and recreated" (Psalm 104:29]. And because it is the blessed 
God who does these things, he goes on: "Glory to God for ever; God 
be praised in his works," because he has led them to their due tempera
ment and to union with the principle from which they proceeded, seem
ing to have separated from him by their divisible nature. Yet they are 
never abandoned by him, even though they remain in perpetual disso
lution, for his unity is ever present in them. This unity assists them 
perpetually, preceding and following the pans and finally drawing all 
separate things to itself. 

How the Three Novetulries 6 Are Found in Man 

Chapter 10. Man, being the most perfect image of the world, contains 
all those things which are woven into the great world, and in the same 
proportion. First, the novenary of hundreds in his basest part, which is 
his twofold body (as Plato says), each pan made from four elements: 
the corruptible from the four alterable elements, and the incorruptible, 
which will be after the Resurrection, from the nobler elements, not 
subject to corruption:' these two quaternaries making eight. To enable 
the body to cohere, and live, there is within it a single unique life, 
sometimes called the soul, to which the Hebrews give the name nephes, 
or else the vital spirit. The modems call it the soul of reason, supplying 
all the energies of life. Adding this to the previous eight, the first 
novenary results, terminated by the ten, the highest proponion. The 
second novenary is contained in the soul, being the five exterior senses 
and the four interior ones, namely the imaginative, cogitative, fantastic, 
and common senses. These are terminated by the intellect as a tenth. 
And in this is another novenary, a purer one of single numbers, by 
which it corresponds to the nine orders of angels and to superior 
emanations. So that there is within it the whole image of the Angels 
and of God, as we shall treat of in its place. This novenary terminates 
in the ten which is the supreme source and parent of all, to whom all 
works and prayers are due. Thus the Son of God teaches when he says: 
"When you pray, say 'Our Father ... '." By turning to him we shall be 
united with him. 

Now the intervals of the enneads are full of operations, called sec
ondary acts.• For man has a triple operation, and this consonant and 
harmonic: in nature, with the inferior world; in the senses, with the 
heavens; in the superior pan, with the angels-that is, the rational or 
intellective and voluntary part. And if he were not consonant with all 
things, he could neither act on them nor understand them. And among 
living beings only man enjoys this honor of acting with all things and 
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of having power over all things, even over his sovereign Creator, through 
intelligence and love. 

But if we wish to assimilate man exactly to the scheme of Plato and 
the Pythagoreans, which is contained in seven principal parts made 
from the first even and the first odd number, or from active and pas· 
sive, we must remember the common saying of the Peripatetics: that 
there is in man the passive intellect which receives all things, and the 
active intellect which produces all the conceptions drawn from the passive 
intellect. And in each of them, both the receptive and the productive, 
is this septenary mode from 3 and 4. For the ternary is suitable to the 
conception of supernal things, and the quaternary to that of composed 
things. Man is rather made of two parts: from a spirirual part, namely 
the mind, and from a gross part, the body; from whose mixture result 
the inferior senses, which are partly animal, partly intelligent, joining 
the two extremes. 

If we may descend further than Plato into particulars, we will apply 
all these limits to man himself. For in him is unity: some portion of 
divinity, which understands God and operates around him. This is 
doubled into the active and passive intelligence; quadrupled into the 
fourfold elementary forces; made eightfold in the combined quadru· 
plicities of the elements. On the other hand it comes to a trinity through 
the threefold part of the soul; to nine through the nine senses, the 
exterior corporeal ones and the interior ones; to twenty·seven, embrac
ing all three enneads contained in man, in whom the intellect or su· 
preme pan is the leader and principle of life. And all the intervals 
between these limits are filled by the proportioned operations of all 
their powers and parts.' 

What Can Be Said of the Fillings-in of the Intervals 
of the Three Enneads 

Chapter IS. Now that we have treated the filling of the intervals [in 
Ch. 13, here omitted), we must survey all that can be said on the 
accomplishments of the first genera of 27, or the three Enneads. Cer
tainly they are filled out according to superparticular10 proportions, as 
the Pythagoreans say: "That which is made according to one portion 
alone dispenses to things." All the same, this unique life is not at all 
divided: but just as the Sun, unique in itself, is multiple and diverse in 
its rays and effects, and dispenses with the greatest efficacy its influence 
in one time and one place as in another, so the soul, being unique in 
the body, nevertheless has different effects. And to begin with the most 
noble, it understands through the intellect or the chief part, it wills in 
the heart, it sees through the eyes, it hears through the cars, with the 
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hands it works, it walks with the feet, it digests in the entrails, and in 
short it goes so far as to expel the cxcrements. Nevertheless, however 
much it works through that which is indivisible, it does not act accord. 
ing to its wholeness but according to some part of its virrue. For if the 
virtue were always the same, its work would consequently be the same. 
Neither does the diversity of organs suffice to achieve such diverse 
effects, for otherwise when delivered from the body it would only be 
able to use one function. In fact, when separated from the body it wills, 
it understands, it changes its place, it uses the senses which are in the 
interior man. It is thus diverse in its effects and unique in itself, which 
partially limits it according to its organs and instruments, whence re
sults a superparticular proportion, namely of the whole to that propor· 
tioned pan. 

Thus the life of the world is unique, whence it is said: "God, in 
whom all things live." And Saint Paul, celebrating the sentence of Aratus, 
says: "ln him (that is to say in God) we live, we move, and we are;" 11 

from the secret places of whose unity (as Orpheus says) proceeds the 
multitude of numbers. For this reason the Tree of Life planted in the 
midst of Paradise is unique, and yet is called Hez tbllijm which signifies 
the tree of lives, because being unique it gives forth divers rays of life 
to other things, as Saint Paul says of the life of the mystical body: "One 
and the same spirit goes forth to each as it pleaseth him" 
[I Corinthians 12:11). This spirit of life, being one and the same as the 
Tree of Lives, vivifies and invigorates all things, as we are apprised by 
the Oracle of Ezekiel, when he says "The spirit of life was in the 
wheels" [Ezekiel 1:20): in the mundane wheels, I would say, or the 
celestial and terrestrial. For all things rejoicing in circular form imitate 
and follow the supreme and divine Sphere. 

This life then, being all within itself, communicates to each a por· 
tion which is by no means separated from it: to one in the proportion 
of 1 Y1, to another in the proportion of 1 Yl, to another in sesquioctave 
or }If,, to another in the proportion of 1 '116. From these result the 
diapcntc:, the diatessaron, the tone and the leimma. But none has hith· 
erto demonstrated the particular genera and species in this or that 
proportion with which the first life, outspreading itself, disposes all 
things according to their numbers, weights, and measures. And it is 
unthinkable that it could be expressed or perceived except by those who 
are purified and filled with wisdom, by which they can know and em
brace all things, as it is said in the Book of Wisdom: "He has given me 
the true knowledge of things which are, so that I know the disposition 
of the circle of the Earth, and the virtues of the Elements, the begin
ning, end and middle of the Ages, the changes of Forrune, the consum· 
mations of centuries, the mutations of customs, the disposition of the 
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stars, the narures of animals, the furies of beasts, the force of the winds, 
the thoughts of men, the differences of plants, the virtues of roots: and, 
in shon, I have learned all that which is hidden and not foreseen" 
[Wisdom 7:17-21}. 

That which is done by thought also gains by the outpouring of this 
chrism, of which Saint John speaks: "You have the unction of holiness, 
and know all things" [I John 2:20}. And again: "You have no need that 
any should instruct you, for this unction will teach you all things," I say 
the unction of which the Sovereign Truth speaks when he says, "He 
will make you remember all things and will teach you all things" 
[John 14:26): that which is done by the Death of the Kiss, u as the most 
secret theologians teach us, of which it is said in the Psalms: "Most 
precious before God is the death of his saints" [Psalm 116:15). Or, as 
Saint Paul says, by a transformation into the image itself; or according 
to the Platonists, by an essential contact with the Ideas of the first 
Intellect, capable of achieving all things within the recipient. 

By this contact, as by an embrace, certain images are conceived and 
the species of things are grafted on: or rather the soul is reawakened, 
and by ambrosia and nectar purged of the contagion and pollution 
which it had drawn from the lethal river, just as Pythagoras, Empedocles, 
Heraclitus, and Socrates in the Pbatdrus of Plato affirm, and which a 
great host of authors has sung after them. But the family of Peripatetics 
asserts that at the beginning the rational soul is like a dean tablet, and 
that it receives ever new forms. However, neither the one nor the other 
will prove their opinion, for God alone knows the truth of this matter, 
and those who are illumined by divine light. And Plotinus, speaking of 
the purgation which is required for receiving this wisdom, says that it 
reaches the point where the soul is denuded of all rust and foreign 
affections, and can take wing and conjoin to its first father, and enjoy 
the contemplation thereof. 

Whence the Sovereign Truth admonishes us in a loud voice, saying: 
"Blessed are those who are pure in heart, for they will see God" 
[Matthew 5:3]. Living in the archive and fountain of Ideas, they can see 
distincdy and clearly all the degrees of things by this knowledge, which 
Saint Augustine calls matutinal, and then descend to the knowledge of 
things in themselves, which he calls vespertine. u Which not only the 
souls of the Blessed, but also those who are not yet fully detached from 
the body, enjoy in ecstasy, and by a cenain elevation of thought beyond 
that which the human condition allows, obscured as it is by the dark
ness of this world. Or rather they are taught by the divine Oracles, such 
as we may conjecture of the great Patriarch Abraham through the Book 
of Formation14 which is said to have been received from him; in which 
by the letters and characters of the names of things in the Hebrew tongue, 
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and by the permutations and mixtures of these by the numbers they de
note, their points and accents, he demonstrates precisely their proper 
essences and conformities by an admirable artifice, more one of contem
plation than of explanation. So now we shall return to our discourse. 

How AU Things Are Established in Number, 
Weight, and Met~S~~re 

Chapter 16. Since we cannot write fully of the conformities of things, 
we shall follow the coven course of translations and metaphors derived 
from things: which, though they may often seem diverse and variable, 
and their words judged different and foreign to each other, yet they 
often agree in sentiment. For what the Sage11 demonstrates by number, 
weight, and measure, Plato describes through numbers, figures, and 
solid bodies. For by numbers he means to signify the special forms of 
things, which Aristotle also compares to numbers. And by measures he 
designates the virtues and properties given to each thing, of which also 
the Sovereign Truth speaks in the Gospel, saying: "He has given to 
each according to his proper measure" [Matthew 25:1S], i.e., according 
to what has been meted out to each by the measures of the Archetype, 
which measures all things with a most exact balance. And by solid 
bodies are meant the weights of things, and the heavy and weighty 
elements which always drag us downward; or else the inclinations of 
things which drag us like weights and compel us either to good or to 
ill. Hence Saint Augustine calls Love a weight, saying: "My weight is 
my love, I am carried or I love." 

Moreover, numbers signify the arithmetical mean, dimensions and 
measures the geometrical mean, and weight the musical mean, which is 
balanced proportion, and comprehends in similirude the lighmess or 
heaviness of the movements and the high or low pitch of voices, and 
the inclinations of things both heavy and light. And just as pipes or 
flutes or any other sounding instruments need the temperaments drawn 
from weights, so in all things, and principally in man who is the bond 
of all things, it is necessary to temper the appetites, so that he may be 
prudent and his heart illumined, and must guide his narural inclinations 
toward the goal of reason, or rather of divine law grafted into the 
human mind. He must also temper according to their weight the food 
and all else which we convert to our use; so that in this great fabric the 
elements, the heavens, and all things rejoice in their proper tempera
ments, and an infinite number of species and forms, balanced in their 
due measure, concord with the greatest propriety. 

The lower or subject bodies, though all composed of the four ele
ments, seem to be innumerable; but this is no marvel, for if from the 
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cube, which is made from three numbers, namely linear, plane, and 
solid, and which is formed of four surfaces, divers and almost infinite 
lines can be drawn from the ccntcr to the periphery, how much more 
so in the mundane cube, expanded as we have said above by the ternary 
up to 27, will innumerable forms and subjects be found? Although all 
things consist of the four elements, it is the superior numbers of their 
four principal surfaces by which the multiple forms answer to their 
superior subjects. 

These things are ruled by the seven planets and by the seven intel
ligences that preside there, and by the seven divine names or Sfirts 
Sftr~lts whence the intelligences receive the influences which they give 
forth. And in truth this septenary resulting from the four surfaces and 
the three numbers is conducted to compounded things by the celestial 
septenary, angelic and divine, with the intervention also of the twelve 
(zodiacal) signs which arc governed by the parts of the septenary. For 
thrice four, and four times three, engender the dodecad. Whence re
sults the great consonance by which practical musicians following na
ture as a guide, are forced to set and adjust their harmonic instru
mcnts.'0 For the first instrument, of which Mercury is said to have been 
the inventor, contained the number of the elements, having only four 
strings. As Nicomachus bears witness, byp~tt was intended to designate 
earth, p~rbyp11tt water, nttt fire, and p~r~nttt air; and this number suf
ficed them until the time of Orpheus. And because invented things give 
easy issue to those who wish to alter them, those who came after easily 
surpassed thcm.17 For Chorebe, king of the Lydians, added the fifth 
string, Hyagnis the Phrygian the suth, and Terpander the Lesbian, 
inventing the seventh, furnished the number equal to that of the seven 
planets. 

Well may they have attributed the lowest and slowest of these strings 
to Saturn, grave and tardy of movement, and followed by comparing 
each of the others to the remaining planets. But later they went even 
further, for Lycaon added the eighth string, Prophrastus of Pieria the 
ninth, to designate the harmony of the nine spheres or of the first 
ennead described above. But Estiacus of Colophon added the tenth, 
and Timotheus the Milesian the eleventh; and by interposing the 
semitone they reached as far as the fifteenth. Thus they made an instru
ment having twice a diapason. Finally, by mingling in the enharmonic 
and chromatic genera with the diatonic, they attained to 28: a number 
which contains the three enneads with the addition of one unit, namely 
the soul which is a single life filling all things, vivifying all things, and 
binding all things, so as to make a body of the whole machine and 
human fabric, as the Platonists affirm. And this is the true monochord 
of the three genera of creatures, angelic, celestial, and corruptible, 
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resounding from a single spirit and a single life, of which Eukiel said: 
"And the Spirit of Life was in the wheels." 

Thus this world-machine, consisting of a simple number squared 
and cubed, leads to a sovereign concord, not only of the ternary to 27 
but of the scnary to 162 and from 384 to 10,368, as we have set them 
out above. And from each consonant number it extends in the same 
fashion along, sideways, and up and down, so that all the intervals filled 
with their due consonance show all the intermediate genera and all the 
consonant species, as in the whole world-instrument: species which arc 
distinguished by numbers, formed by figures, and underpinned by solid 
bodies." 
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Heinrich Glarean 
1488-1563 

Heinrich Glarean, or Henricus Glareanus, was the foremost Swiss 
humanist of his time, a friend of Erasmus and Zwingli in Basel and of 
Lefevre d'Etaples and Guillaume Bude in Paris. He was an esteemed 
poet and a keen educator, founding several schools on humanistic prin
ciples to teach children fluent Latin and the rudiments of Greek. At the 
Reformation, Glarean regretfully left the Protestant domain and many 
of his friends, taking up a post at the University of Freiburg im Breisgau. 
Here he taught poetry, theology, mathematics, and geography as well 
as music. 

The Dodtcatbordon is a comprehensive work written during the 1530s 
out of a desire to revise and rationalize the modal system and to en
courage the cultivation of plainsong in the Catholic Church. To this 
end, Glarean analyzes both plainsong and contemporary music, espe
cially that of josquin Desprez, and finds that the existing system of the 
eight church modes {two each on D, E, F, and G) is inadequate to 
describe acrual practice. He therefore adds four more modes, two each 
on C and A, calling them "Ionian" (equivalent to the modern major) 
and "Aeolian" (the modem natural minor), bringing the total number 
of modes up to a dozen-hence the allusion of the Greek tide to an 
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instrument of twelve strings. His book is both perceptive and prophetic, 
for it was precisely these major and minor modes that were already domi
nating contrapuntal music, and would soon be used exclusively. 

In his approach to the Harmony of the Spheres, Glarean is again a 
rationalist. While recognizing that the ancient speculations were in
tended "to help raise the human mind in every possible way to the 
contemplation of heavenly objects," he found them useful only in con
nection with his modal program. But his careful presentation of the 
sources, and his generous and sympathetic attitude to the ancient writ
ers betoken the true humanist, while in the last resort, his motives arc 
the Christian ones of using music to honor God and to lead souls to 
virtue and devotion. 

Source: Heinrich Glarean, Dodttacbordon, translated by Clement A. Miller 
(American Institute of Musicology, 1965), pp. 132-139. Used by kind 
pennission of Professor Miller and the publisher, Dr. Armen Carapetyan . 

• 
Wby the Number "Seven" Occurs So Frequmdy 

among Writers on Music 
Chapter 12. This question is also worthy of consideration, namely, 
what the significance is of the number seven, named by so many writers 
and also so differently, when they happen to mention musical matters, 
as in Homer, the second hymn (to Mercury): "And he stretched seven 
concordant strings of sheep-gut."1 And in Vergil on Altxis: "I have a 
reed-pipe made by joining seven unequal hemlock stalks. "l And in book 
6 of the Atntid: "Orpheus accompanies different tones of the voices 
with seven strings."1 And in Horace, book 3, Cannina, ode 11: "And 
thou, 0 lyre, skilled in resounding with thy seven strings." 

Macrobius writes in book 1 of Sarurnalia that Apollo'slyre had seven 
strings,• through which it may be preferable to understand the move
ments of as many heavenly spheres. I believe he may have taken spheres 
for planets, although this speculation is vain. For if the poets had brought 
forth eight strings, then an acute thinker would have immediately added 
that through them the movements of the same number of spheres could 
be understood, inasmuch as there are eight in all. Contrariwise, if they 
had mentioned nine strings, he undoubtedly would have said there were 
eight movements indeed, and also the same number of sounds arising 
from them, but that the ninth must be understood as a concord arising 
from the eight strings and therefore called Calliope, as Plato philoso-
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phiz:es in Dt Rtpubliu on the muses,1 and not by chance, in the opinion 
of all learned men. The same treatment occurs concerning the Somnium 
Scipionis of Cicero, but more about this a little later. Yet Diodorus' says 
that Mercury was the inventor of the lyre, and arranged it with three 
strings, after the fashion of the three seasons, also choosing three tones, 
the low one from winter, the high one from summer, the middle one 
from spring, with great injustice to autumn, since it is banished most 
undeservedly, although a season laden with fruit. Some state that 
Orpheus constructed a lyre with four strings, either according to the 
same seasons, so that autumn, treated unjustly previously might return 
to its former rank, or according to the four elements, as others have 
written. These reasons brought forth by commentators as an explana
tion of this difficulty are useful to the matter only in that they explain 
who has added each string on the cithara until 1 S strings have been 
reached. For the reader's mind is no less perplexed after he has read 
and understood all these statements. They arc the subterfuges of our 
ignorance, which is excessively prolific whenever it cannot extricate 
itself. However, it must be explained why seven strings are mentioned 
so often by writers, and also what should be understood by them. 
Everyone passes over this point lightly, just as though it were well
known, and brings forth the spheres of seven planets, as if no one 
understood this. 

Therefore I shall say briefly what I believe, namely, that by strings 
(cbord4t, ntrVi), or stalks, or differences of tones among the writers is 
meant those seven octave species about which we have said so much 
thus far, and which occur no less in the trirbord of Mercury, the tttracbord 
of Orpheus, and the other remaining string instruments, than in the 
cithara of 24 strings. Every song is guided by them, it moves forward 
through them, and is enclosed by them, just as a poem by poetic feet. 
They do not fill out the double-octave, but lack a whole tone. And so 
the eighth octave-species of Ptolemy has been added, which is like the 
first, as we have shown extensively in chapter 2 of this book. For there 
is no song suitable either for the cithara or another instrument which 
does not fall into one of the seven octave-species. But if by chance this 
has seemed insufficiently clear to anyone, I beg him to remember how 
uneducated and unpolished our present age is, that among the highly 
learned, even among those teaching mathematics, not one in twenty has 
a clear conception of this matter who wishes to apply, or more truth
fully, who is able to apply a healing hand to this study. Contrariwise, 
let him ponder how learned and instructed in all knowledge was the age 
of the ancients, both Greek and Roman. Thus there cannot be any 
doubt when Horace sang poems to the lyre and mentioned modes so 
frequently, that he really knew them in the best possible way, a matter 
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cenainly not very difficult if we could have had learned teachers from 
childhood onward in this study, as in other disciplines not so necessary 
to human life as music is unanimously said to be by all the ancients. But 
enough now of complaints; let us hasten to other things. 

Two Opinions on Sound in the Heavens, and an 
Examination of PIISSIIges in Cicero and Puny 
Concerning These Opinions 

Chapter 13. Those who have believed that there was sound in the 
heavens seem to have arranged it according to the first octave-species, 
which is Hypodorian, as is evident in Boethius, book 1, chapter 27. 
Moreover, since at the same place he makes the sun the mtst, he has 
turned to the opinion of the ancients, which does not disagree with 
ours. For in the diatonic genus the interval from nttt syntmmtnon to 
/icbanos bypaton, in which arrangement the sun is the mtst, is the same 
as that from mtst to proslamb1mommos (as we arrange it), and is also the 
same as the octave-species which arises from the first fourth-species 
and the first fifth-species. 

But writers have fallen into diverse ways in arranging the sounds 
according to their highness and lowness, as we also said in passing in 
the first book. Some have given the higher sounds to superior bodies, 
the lower to inferior bodies, because those which are moved more rap
idly, as the superior, also seem to sound higher; this appears to have 
been Cicero's opinion in book 6 of Dt Rtpublitll. On the other hand, 
others have ascribed higher sounds to inferior bodies, lower or greater 
sounds to superior bodies, because greater bodies also produce a greater 
sound, smaller bodies a smaller sound. This opinion seems much more 
probable to me, if there are indeed bodies in the heavens of such a 
nature as those in this sentient world. But we decided to add a diagram 
of this matter which places both opinions under the reader's scrutiny.7 

(See figure 7 .) For on the one side the greater celestial bodies have 
shorter strings, the smaller have longer strings, while on the other side 
the greater bodies have longer strings, the smaller have shoner strings. 
The matter is not very difficult if taught correctly. 

Moreover, it does not appear likely to me that the intervals of celes
tial bodies in heaven also agree in their own relationship as they do in 
the octave of a string, regardless of the genus in which we may finally 
arrange them. Yet Pliny, transmitting the Pythagorean teaching, says in 
book 2, chapter 22: "But Pythagoras occasionally names a whole tone, 
in accordance with musical ratio, as the distance from the earth to the 
moon. From the moon to Mercury is half of this distance. and from 
Mercury to Venus is about the same. From Venus to the sun is one and 
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a half. From the sun to Mars is a tone, namely, as far as the moon is 
from the earth. From Mars to Jupiter is one half, from Jupiter to Sanarn 
is one half, and from there to Signifer is one and a half. So six tones 
are produced, which they call an octave harmony, that is, a harmonious 
universe. • So says Pliny. Not everyone interprets these words in the 
same way. Giorgia Valla says in book 1, chapter 2 of Mwicts,•that this 
"one and a half' in Pliny relates not to a whole tone, but to half of a 
tone, as he says there are three-fourths tones, which I understand as 
three fourths of a tone. But five whole tones and one half tone, not six 
whole tones are produced by this relationship. Others, relating the one 
and a half ratio to the whole tone, infer from PUny's words that there 
are seven tones in the octave consonance, although it neither has this 
relationship nor has any musician proposed it anywhere, and all the old 
codices of Pliny have six, not seven tones. Besides, six is more nearly 
correct in the opinion of Aristoxenus, whom Pliny seems to have fol
lowed. In truth, however, the octave has almost six whole tones, for it 
lacks the comma, as we have shown in the previous book. 

Yet Cicero has this in the sixth book of Dt Repuhlica: .. Therefore, the 
highest course of the starry heavens, whose revolution is more rapid, is 
moved with a high, powerful sound, yet that of the moon, which is the 
lowest, has the deepest sound. For the earth, the ninth body, remaining 
immovable, always adheres to the lowest place, and comprises the middle 
position of the world. But the eight paths in which the force of the two 
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modes Mercury and Venus is the same, produce seven distinct sounds 
by their intervals, and this number seven is the crux of almost all prob
lems. • So says Cicero. He omits in this teaching the relationship of 
intervals that Pliny discusses, yet he has concluded that seven sounds 
are formed from eight paths by considering the extremes as the same 
sounds, just as it occurs in the octave. And so he voices the common 
saying of musicians: .. Octaves must be considered the same." 

However, to say what I think, this place in Cicero undoubtedly has 
been corrupted, and Macrobius did not understand it accurately al
though he wrote four very long chapters on it. When Theodore of 
Gau, a man of distinguished learning, tranSlated this passage into the 
Greek language, he omitted some things which arc in the ordinary 
codices of Cicero, as these words: "Of the modes Mercury and Venus." 
He tranSlated other places diffcrcndy as, bon dittt 11utois proststi Jurunnis, 
which is read frequendy in some commonly known Latin codices as: IDi 
11uttm octo currw, guibus tlldtm vis tst Modorum, an interpretation differ
ing widely from the words of Thcodore. In these words of Cicero, 
.. they produce seven distinct sounds by the imervals," some believe the 
word .. seven" should be joined with .. interval" according to the ablative 
case, in this sense: "These eight paths produce sounds distinguished by 
seven intervals." But this is undoubtedly forced, and is widely different 
from the phrasing of Cicero. I think this place in Cicero should be read 
so: "But those eight paths, in which the nanare of the extremes is the 
same, produce seven intervals with separate sounds, and the number 
'seven' is the crux of almost all problems." If these words are read in 
this way they are revealed according to their content, and arc consistent 
with the tradition of musicians. For it so happens in nanare, when eight 
strings are arranged according to a musical ratio and are measured out 
in a certain genus, that the eighth has the same nanare as the first. And 
although there are eight strings, there are still only seven intervals; 
these, when changed about seven rimes in any genus, produce the seven 
octave-species which all the books of various authors mention very 
frequcndy, as we have discussed a litde earlier. When Boethius, a true 
judge of this subject, saw these matters so remarkably varied among the 
ancients, and saw that Pliny was not afraid to speak in a pleasing way 
rather than with a necessary exactness, he tempered them in such a way 
that he could still place each opinion before the reader's eyes, as we 
have shown a litdc earlier. 

Nevertheless, to indicate finally what we really think, we say frankly 
that this seemed to Aristode to be an invention not without basis, and 
a saying more pleasant than acnaally true. In fact, if one should wish to 
link these subjects, so to speak, be will indeed find that the intervals of 
planets do not fit musical intervals at all, nor will he find present any 
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definite relationship of sound either in the subject or in the effecting 
age.nt, as physicists state it. But this indulgence is allowed to antiquity, 
~htch has thought that the human mind must be raised in every pos
Sible way to the contemplation of heavenly objects. If I had not seen 
this discussed by great writers, I would have passed over in silence 
whatever concerns musical art, without any censure, I believe, but those 
conceptions which antiquity has made immortal with so great authority 
must certainly not be esteemed lighdy; none the less, guided by truth, 
we must proceed with the matter at hand as it exists. 

What Should Be Understood by "Nine Muses" 

Chapter 14. But we must not pass over in silence the reason why Muses 
are spoken of by writers as nine Muses, since this relates somewhat to 
musical knowledge, as is apparent from the name. M. Terentius Varro 
has related that there were only three Muses among the ancients, and 
Saint Augustine mentions the same in the book of Conftssions, undoubt
edly because all sound is threefold, namely, produced either by singing, 
as from ~e laryn.1, or by blowing, as straight trumpets, or by striking, 
as the c1thara. Some bring forth four Muses, some seven, from the 
seven octave-species, and this opinion would please me if it were gen
erall_y accepted. But reckoning by nine prevailed among all the ancients, 
parncularly Homer and Hesiod, the most distinguished writers on myths 
and on antiquity. Yet it refers to music in the same manner as number
ing by seven does. Even so, I shall not relate now from whence the 
Muses were named, why they are thought of as young women, or what 
their surnames are, for these things are not pertinent to the maner. We 
must speak about the numbering by nine. 

Plato relates in book 10 of Dt Republica that one Siren is appointed 
to each sphere, and through them he indicates the movement of the 
spheres, or rather the sound arising from this movement. On this ac
count he calls these eight sounds Musts, and antiquity has not proposed 
more spheres of celestial bodies. And he calls the concord resulting 
from these the ninth Muse, which as some believe, was therefore called 
Calliope and considered by Hesiod the superior of all the others. Vergil, 
the best of the poetS (as he was aware of every phase of philosophy), 
seems to have meant this in a line from book 9 of the Aeneid: "Thou, 
0 Calliope, I entreat, be favorable to my singing, 109 and he used for 
good reason the plural number (vtU}, for a single Muse, as she included 
all the other Muses. He did not venrure to say this in the seventh book 
co~cerning the Muse Erato.10 Also, Christopher Landinus interprets 
this place from the 9th book of the Aeneid more correctly and 
learnedly than Servius, and in the same sense as we mentioned already. 

c)~;. 
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FIGURE 8: Tones, Plllnets, 11M Musts 

But poets wished to signify by this enigma that it is allowable, as a poet, 
to be inRuenced by the upper worlds, namely, the stars, otherwise no 
art could be created .. I am not certain myself, however, whether the 
names of Muses fit the sounds of the spheres or the spheres themselves 
in an ascending or descending order. Yet the order seems more suitable 
if one fits the names of the muses to these spheres in ascending order, 11 

namely, that Clio is the moon; Euterpe, Mercury; Thalia, Venus; 
Melpomene, the sun; Terpsichore, Mars; Erato, Jupiter; Polyhymnia, 
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Saturn; Urania, the starry Heaven; and Calliopc last of all. Grammar· 
ians will have a broad field for discussion if we keep this order, for the 
names of the Muses seem to fit the stars very well. We shall leave these 
problems for discussion by those who professedly assume the duty of 
interpreting writers, for ir does not relate to this treatise. Now let us 
add a verse of Hcsiod himself and a diagram of the Muses according to 
the celestial orbs, so that if any of these explanations can become useful 
to the reader, as we confidendy trust, they also arc not neglected here 
for the studious. 

Clio, Euttrpt, Tb11lill, Mtlpommt, 
Ttrpsicbort, Er11to, Polybymnill, 
Ur11nill, C11Uiopt, who is mJy 
tbt most txctUmt of 11U. 
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Gioselfo Zarlino 
1517-1590 

Zarlino,like Francesco Giorgi, was a Franciscan living in Venice, where 
he was maestro di capptlla ar Saint Mark's Basilica. Not for him, how
ever, the mystical or symbolic dimensions of the Harmonia Mundi; like 
the humanists Glarean and Gafori, and indeed like Boethius himself, 
Zarlino was writing a treatise whose main subject was practical music. 
It would in fact be the most influential of all Renaissance treatises on 
the history of music theory. But once again, he prefaces the practical 
part with a consideration of other musics. 

In Chapter 5, Zarlino has distinguished music into rwo parts: mruica 
animastica, being "harmony born from the composition o( various things 
joined together in one body," and mruita org11nit11, being "harmony 
born from various instruments," including the voice. The first of these 
is evidently the inaudible harmony that holds together the large world 
of the universe, as it does the small world of our own bodies. The 
following chapters break down mruic11 11nimlutit11 into the rwo tradi
tional categories, of which the present extract treats mruitll mundllu. 
Music, Mysticism and M11gic contains a tranSlation of its companion, 
Chapter 7 on mruic11 bumau. 

Zarlino's account of mruit11 mund11n11 is the most succinct and 
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balanced of his time, taking in the major classical authorities and the 
few relevant biblical verses, and extracting from them what is of philo
sophic value, rather than analyzing controversial and perhaps meaning
less details of correspondences. In his very lack of fascination with the 
latter, he would set the tone for future music theorists, enabling them 
to dispense with the subject altogether, leaving it to cultivation by 
amateurs like Fludd, Kepler, and Kircher, or to eccentrics like 
Wcrckmcistcr and Tartini. 

Sourct: Gioseffo Zarlino, lnstirutioni Hannonicbt (Venice, 1 SS8), Part I, 
Chapter 6. Translated by the Editor, using the edition of Venice, 1S73, 
reprinted Gregg Press, 1966, pp. 16-21. 

• 
On Musim Mundana 

Chapter 6. Returning now to the soul's music fmusica animastica}, we 
will say that it is of two kinds: heavenly and human. The heavenly sort 
is not only that harmony which is known to exist among things seen 
and known in the heavens, but is also included in the link.ings of the 
elements and in the changing of the seasons. It is, I say, seen and 
known in the heavens from the revolutions, distances, and placements 
of the heavenly spheres, as well as from the aspects, nature, and posi
tion of the seven planets: the Moon, Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, 
Jupiter, and Saturn. For it is the opinion of many ancient philosophers, 
notably of Pythagoras, that the revolution of so vast a machine at such 
speed could not possibly take place without giving forth some sound. 
This opinion, although rejected by Aristotle, was nonetheless favored 
by Cicero, in Book 6 of his Republic, when the elder Scipio Africanus 
replies to the younger. The latter asks: "What is this sound, so loud and 
beautiful, which reaches my ears?" The elder replies, "It is caused by 
the impulse and movement of the spheres themselves, joined by un
equal intervals but nonetheless distinguished by definite proportions. 
The high sounds mind with low ones make different harmonies: for so 
great a motion could not take place in silence. And Nature has arranged 
that the extremes of one end should sound low, those of the other end 
high. Therefore the highest circuit, that of the starry heaven, which has 
the fastest revolution moves with a higher and louder sound: and the 
lowest, lunar, one with the deepest sound." Thus Tullius writes, fol
lowing the opinion of Plato, who, to show that harmony is born from 
this revolution, imagines that on each sphere there sits a Siren. By a 
Siren he means nothing less than one who sings to God. Hesiod 
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suggests the same in his Tbtogony, calling Ourania the eighth Muse who 
belongs to the eighth sphere, that of Ouranos: the name by which the 
Greeks called Heaven. And to show that the ninth sphere is the one 
which produces the grand and concordant unity of sounds, they called 
it Killliopt, which comes to signify the eighth tone. By this they meant 
to show the harmony which results from all the other spheres, as the 
poet indicates with the words: "You, 0 Calliope, I beseech with up
lifted voice." He invokes Calliope alone among their number as the 
principal one, at whose will all the others move and nun. 

So firmly did the Ancients believe this that at their sacrifices they 
would use musical instruments and sing some hymns composed of verses 
set to music. These contained two parts, one called stropbt and the 
other antistropbt, to show the various gyrations made by the celestial 
spheres: by one they indicated the movement which the sphere of the 
fixed stars makes from East to West, and by the other the various 
movements made by the other spheres, those of the planets, moving in 
the contrary direction from West to East. And with similar instruments 
they would also accompany the bodies of their dead on the way to 
burial, because they thought that after death the soul will return to the 
place whence music derives its beauty, namely to heaven. The ancient 
Hebrews also observed such customs on the death of their kinsfolk, as 
is clearly testified by the Gospel (Matthew 9) in which is described the 
raising of the daughter of the ruler of the Synagogue: musical instru
ments were present, whose players our Lord told to cease playing. This 
they did, as Saint Ambrose says,• in observation of the custom of their 
ancestors, who would thus invite those standing around to mourn with 
them. Again, many believed that in this life every soul could be con
quered by music, and that, although trapped in the prison of the body, 
by remembering and being aware of the music of heaven it might bear 
every hard and wearisome pain. 

This does not seem strange in view of the testimony of the Holy 
Scriptures to the harmony of heaven, as when the Lord speaks to job, 
saying: "Who will tell of your ordinances, 0 voices of the heavens? 
And who will make their music sleep?"J And if I were asked why it 
happens that so great and sweet a sound is not heard by us, I could not 
reply otherwise than Cicero does, in the place cited above: that our 
ears, filled with so great a harmony, are deafened. The same happens, 
for example, to those who inhabit the regions called Catadupa, where 
the Nile rushes down from great mountains: on account of the enor
mous noise, they lack the sense of hearing. Or, again, as our eye cannot 
stare at the light of the Sun, our sight being overcome by his rays, thus 
our ears cannot make out the sweetness of the celestial harmony on 
account of its excellence and grandeur. 

But no reasoning will better convince us that the world is established 
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by harmony, than that its very soul is harmony, as Plato says; also that 
the heavens are turned around by their intelligences with harmony, as 
one can _see from their revolutions which are proportionately slower or 
faster wnh regard to each other. Again, this harmony is known from 
the distances of the celestial spheres, since the distances between them 
(as many believe) are in harmonic proportion: not measurable by the 
senses, but nonetheless measurable by reasoning. For the Pythagoreans, 
as Pliny shows, measuring the distance of the heavens and the intervals 
between them, made out the distance from the Earth to the first, lunar 
sphere to be no less than 126,000 stadia, and this they called the inter
val of a tone. (But it seems to me completely irrational to attribute a 
sound to the ~arth, knowing that things which are by nature immobile, 
as the Earth 1s, cannot possibly generate harmony. As Boethius says, 
sounds have their origin in movement.) Continuing, they place between 
the _sphere of the Moon and that of Mercury the interval of a major 
semitone; between Mercury and Venus a minor one; and between Venus 
and the Sun a tone plus a minor semitone. They say that the Sun is 
three tones and a semitone distant from the Earth: the interval called 
a fifth. And from the Moon to the Sun they reckon the distance of two 
tones and a semitone, which constitutes the interval of a fourth. Re
turning now to the principal sequence, they say that the distance from 
the Sun to Mars is the same as that from the Moon to the Earth; from 
Mars to Jupiter is the interval of a minor semitone; from Jupiter to 
Saturn is the distance of a major semitone; and from Saturn to the last 
heaven, where the zodiacal signs are, they reckon the distance of a 
minor semitone. Consequendy the distance or interval from the last 
heaven to the sphere of the Sun is five tones and two minor semitones . . 
a.e., the octave. 

Whoever will examine the heavens in detail, as Ptolemy did with 
such great diligence, will find by comparison of the twelve portions of 
the Zodiac, in which are the twelve heavenly signs, various musical 
consonances: the fourth, fifth, octave, and others in their turn. He may 
know that the deepest tones are associated with the movements made 
from East to West, and the highest ones with the midheaven. In their 
elevation he may find the diatonic, chromatic, and enharmonic genera. 
Similarly in the horizontal dimension he may find the tropi or modes, 
wh~ch we will name, and in the face of the Moon, according to its 
varaous aspects with the Sun, the conjunctions of the tetrachords. 

Not only in the things mentioned may one find such harmony, but 
also in the various aspects of the seven planets, in their nature, and in 
their positions or sites. First, from the aspects which they make with 
inferior things, such as Trine, Square, Sextile, Conjunction, and Oppo
sition, and according to their good or bad influences, comes such a 
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diverse harmony of things that it is impossible to describe it. Then, as 
to their nature, there are some (as the astrologers say) of an unhappy 
and malignant nature, which come to the good and benign ones to be 
tempered. From this results harmony, and great convenience and ad
vantage to mortals. One finds the same in their sites or positions, be
cause they are related among themselves in the same way as the Virtues 
and Vices. Thus, just as those who go to extremes can be restored to 
virtuous conduct by a suitable mediator, so these naturally malignant 
planets can be reduced to temperance by means of another, benign 
planet placed in their midst. Suppose, then, that Saturn and Mars, 
malignant by nature, are placed in an elevated position: if Jupiter is 
placed between them, or if the Sun is beneath Mars, then that malignity 
is tempered by a certain harmony, and its evil influence is not permit
ted to operate with such ill effect on lower things as would be the case 
without this intervention. Their influences have so great a power over 
inferior bodies that at the time of year when the two planets first named 
have the rulership, the harmony of the four elements is disturbed: for 
they corrupt the air in such a way that it generates universal pestilence 
in the world. 

They say, moreover, that the two greater luminaries, the Sun and 
Moon, cause a corresponding harmony of benevolence among men: for 
instance between two people born, the one with the Sun in Sagittarius 
and the Moon in Aries, and the other with the Sun in Aries and the 
Moon in Sagittarius. A similar harmony is struck, they say, when they 
have had the same sign, or similar ones, at birth; or the same planet, 
or similar ones, on the ascendant; or if two benign planets are in the 
same aspect to the rising cusp. It can also occur if Venus is in the same 
house of their horoscopes, or in the same degree. 

It was after considering all these opinions, and the world (in the 
words of Mercurius Trismegistus) as the instrument of God,1 that I 
defined the music of the spheres above as the harmony which exists 
among things seen and known in the heavens; and that it includes in 
addition the linkings of the elements. Because these states, as well as all 
other ones, were created by God, the great Architect, by "number, 
weight, and measure" [Wisdom 11 :21 ), we may understand such har
mony in each of these three things. It occurs in Number, first, on 
account of the qualities found in the elements, which are four and no 
more: dryness, cold':'ess, moisture, and heat. There is one quality most 
appropriate to each of them: to Earth dryness, to Water coldness, to 
Air moisture, to Fire heat. Dryness is also attributed as a secondary 
quality to Fire, heat to Air, moisture to Water, and coldness to Earth. 
Hence, although there are elements which are contrary to one another, 
they are nevertheless concordant and united in one quality through a 
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mediating element. AJthough with each one of them, as we have seen, 
two others are incompatible, by this means they are marvelously joined 
together. Just as when two square numbers meet in a mean, propor· 
tional number, so two of these elements are joined through one inter· 
vening. The squares 4 and 9 meet in the number 6, which excee~s 4 by 
the same proportion as it is exceeded by 9. In such a manner F1re and 
Water, which are contrary in two qualities, are joined through an in· 
tervening element. Fire is naturally hot and dry, Water cold and moist; 
through warm and moist Air they are miraculously united in fit propor· 
tion. For while repelled by Water on account of its heat, it is united by 
its moisture. And if the moisture of Water repels the dryness of Earth, 
their coldness nevertheless brings them together. Thus they are mutu
ally joined in so marvelous an arrangement that no more disparity re
mains among them than exists between two mean proportional num· 
bers, joined by means of two cubic numbers-as can be seen dearly in 
the figure below.4 (See figure 9.) 

Boethius explains this harmonious linking, saying: 

Thou ttmp'rut elnnmtt, m~~ling cold mixed with j111me 
And dry rbingt join with moist, lest fire II'WIIY should fly, 
Or e11nb, opprut with weight, buried too low should lit. 
Thou in consenting p11rts Jitly disposed blllt 
Tb' 11U-moving soul in midst of threefold n~~Nm plllced.' 

And, in another place: 

Tbit S'Wtet consmt 
In egUIII b11nds dotb tit 
Tbt n~~turt of tlltb tlemmt, 
So tbllt tbt moist things yield unto the dry. 
Tht piming cold 
With jlllmu dotb friendship lttp, 
The trembling fire tbt bigbut pillet dotb bold 
And tbt gross e11nh sinks an into tbt dttp.' 

Those who wish to understand the heavenly harmony through Weight 
will find it there, too. For each of the elements is relatively heavier or 
lighter; and they are mutually enchained and bound so th.at the cir~m· 
ferences of each are distant from the center of the world tn proporuons 
which make a certain harmony. We can see that those which are natu· 
rally heavy are drawn upward by those which are naturally light, and 
the heavy ones draw the light ones downward in such a way that none 
of them can stray outside its own place. In this manner they remain 

FIGURE 9: ProJWmoru Betwem the Four Elmlents 

forever united and compacted together, so that the vacuum, unerly 
abhorred by Nature, may nowhere occur among them, not even mo
mentarily. Their mode of conjunction is such that Earth, which is sim
ply heavy by nature, and Fire, which is simply light, possess the ex
treme positions. Earth is at the bonom because every weighty thing 
tends downward; Fire is at the top, since every light thing tends thither. 
But since the middle elements reflect the nature of the extreme ones, 
the Creator has well arranged it so that Water and Air, in cenain 
respects both heavy and light, should hold the middle place: Water, 
being heavier, accompanies Earth; Air, being lighter, is next to Fire. So 
each accompanies the on't: most similar to it in nature. This order and 
linking is charmingly expressed by Ovid, who says: 

Tbt fire most purr 11nd bright, 
The subst11nce of tbt btllfltn itself, bttllust it 11/M so light 
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Did mount llloft, 11nd stt iutlf in hightst pkut of 11ll. 
Tht stcond rtlllm of right to 11ir, for lightness did btfllll. 
Tht tllnh mort gnus drtw doum with it tllth wtighty ltind of 

mlltttr, 
And stt itself in Jowtst pk1Ct. Ag11in, tbt w11ving Wllttr 
Did kmly cha/lmgt for his pl11tr, tbt utmost tOIISt 11nd bound, 
Of 11U tbt comp1111 of tht tllnb, to close tht rtr•dflllt ground. 7 

But should we wish to examine the matter more subdy still, we will 
find the celestial harmony in their measure and quantity, through the 
transmutation of parts which occurs from one to another. The Philoso
pher' shows that just as one part of earth is transmuted into water, one 
part of air is transmuted into fire; and that as one part of ftrc is trans
muted into air, and one part of air into water, so one part of water is 
transmuted into earth. When the earth is transmuted into water, this 
transmutation takes place in decuple proportion, in the following way: 
when one handful of earth is transmuted into water, according to the 
Philosophers, ten handfuls of water are generated; and when that amount 
of water is transmuted into air, it makes a hundred handfuls of air. 
Finally, when all this is transmuted into the highest element, it is 
multiplied into a thousand handfuls of fire. Contrariwise, a thousand 
handfuls of fire are converted into a hundred of air, those into ten of 
water, and ten of water into one of earth. Because of their rarefaction 
and density there is more in one than in another. The closer they are 
to heaven and the further from the centcr of the world, the more 
rarified they are; the further from heaven and the nearer to the center 
of the world, the more dense they arc. 

If therefore one wished to judge their measure, it could be said that 
the quantity of fire is in decuple proportion to that of air; the quantity 
of air, similarly, in decuple proportion to that of water; and the quan
tity of water in the same proportion to the entire quantity of earth. 
Now the elements are all bodies of the same type: the whole with all 
its parts concords in a single nature and follows the same law. So one 
can also say that the proportion found between the sphere of fire and 
the whole mass of earth is the same as between the number 1000 and 
unity. 

From the movement, distances, and parts of heaven; from the as
pects, nature, and positions of the seven planets; and from the number, 
weight, and measure of the four elements, we arrive at knowledge of 
the heavenly harmony. This concord and harmony divide the harmony 
of the seasons, seen primarily in the year through the changing of 
Spring into Summer, Summer to Autumn, Autumn to Winter, and 
Winter to Spring. It is also found in the months, in the regular waxing 
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and waning of the Moon, and lasdy in the day, as light and darkness 
appear alternately. From this harmony arises the diversity of flowers 
and fruits; which is why Ovid says in this regard: 

Autumn givts fruits; Summtr is f•ir with h•n~tst; 
Spring provides flqwtn; Winter is thttrtd by fire.' 

When hot and cold, dry and moist, unite proportionately, as Plato 
says,10 there results from the harmony of these qualities the year, so 
serviceable to every living thing, full of divers sorts of fragrant flowers 
and excellent fruits; and no other kind of plant, nor any animal suffers 
hurt. But if the opposite should befall, discord and distemper wiU en
gender pestilence, sterility, infirmity, and everything hurtful to men, 
beasts, and plants. Truly Nature has followed a fair and excellent rule 
in arranging that whatever Winter shrinks and seizes up, Spring should 
open and make fruitful: what Summer dries, Autumn finally ripens. 
One season thus renders assistance to another, and of the four seasons 
harmoniously arranged a single entity is made. 

Mercury and Terpander would have understood this harmony very 
well. One of them, having discovered the lyre, or cithara, put upon it 
four strings in imitation of the heavenly music (as Bocthius and 
Macrobius say), which is perceived in the four elements, or in the 
variety of the four seasons of the year. The other strung it with seven 
strings after the likeness of the seven planets. Henceforth the one with 
four strings was called Quadrichordo or Tetrachordo, meaning the four
stringed one, and the one of seven strings Heptachordo, the seven
stringed one. But the first one was accepted and embraced by musi
cians, so that the fifteen notes of the Greater Perfect System might be · 
built up according to the number of the strings of the said Tetrachord
as we shall see; also so that the distances from one to another might 
accord with different proportions. And this will suffice for the exposi
tion of music11 mrmdllna. 
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Jean Bodin 
1523 or 1530-1596 

An enigmatic figure at an enigmatic time, Bodin moves through the 
religious and political currents of late sixteenth-century France, always 
in touch with people of influence, always at the center of controversy, 
often working to heal the wounds of religious division, but sometimes 
causing further trouble. His denuncntion of witchcraft, De la dimonomtmie 
des sorciers (1 580) unleashed a spate of persecution and witch-hunting, 
while also doing its best to blacken the reputations of the Christian 
Kabbalists Pico della Mirandola and Cornelius Agrippa. It was not that 
Bodin disbelieved in the efficacy of Kabbalistic magic, but rather that 
he regarded its use of Hebrew as a desecration. His views were in the 
end more Jewish than Christian. 

While in some respeCts Bodin was enremely bigoted, in others he 
showed an openness to religious plunlity rare for his time. The Co&'luium 
Hept11plomrres, completed in 1588 but not published untill857,1 has the 
form of a conversation between representatives of seven faiths: Catho
lic, Lutheran, Calvinist, pagan, Jewish, Muslim, and Naturalist. They 
are all searching for a truth on which they can agree and be united. 
Bodin's vision of a religious harmony which recognizes different ways 
to God is explicidy inspired by his belief in a universal harmony of 
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numbers and of Nature; it is also close to Pico's optimistic synthesis. At 
the close of each day's conversation, the panicipants are entertained by 
boys performing sacred music with voices and instruments, in a cer
emony that restores harmony between the seven friends, no matter 
what their temporary disagreements may have been. The entire 
Colloquium is like a work of musical polyphony in which the different 
voices combine, both in concords and discords, to make a harmonious 
whole that is true to Nature itself. 

Source: Jean Bodin, Co&fuium of rhe Sroen 11bour Secrrts of rhe Sublime, 
translated by Marion Leathers Daniels Kuna (Princeton, NJ.: Princeton 
University Press, 1975), pp. 144-147. Copyright Cl 1975 by Princeton 
University Press. Excerpt reprinted with permission of Princeton Uni
versity Press. 

• 
A Conversation on HIIT71U)ny 

On the following day Octavius brought CoronaeusJ a tragedy that he 
had written about the parricide of three children of Prince Solimannus; 
Coronaeus asked me to read it because of the erudition of the author 
and because of the merit of the theme. After I had completed the 
reading at lunch, all congratulated Oetavius. Coronaeus praised him 
profusely and said that the tragedy had been elegantly composed in 
regard to the choice of words, the seriousness of the sentences, the 
arrangement of the topic and the variety of verses. 

When they had given thanks to God according to their custom, they 
sang hymns of praise to their soul's delight. Coronacus said: Often I 
have wondered why there is such sweetness in a tone that has the full 
octave, the fifth and the fourth blended at the same time; just now you 
have heard the sweetest harmony with the full system of the highest 
tone blended with the lowest, with the fourth and fifth interspersed; 
although the highest tone is opposite to the lowest, why is it that 
harmonies in unison, in which no tone is opposite, arc not pleasing to 
the trained car? 

Fridericus:1 Many think that the harmony is more pleasing when the 
ratios of numbers correspond. 

Curtius: I am amazed that the most learned men approve of this, 
since no ratios seem to combine more apdy than geometric progres
sions; the last members accord with the first, the middle with each, all 
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with all, and also positions and orders are related, as 2, 4, 8, 16. Still 
in these systems that most pleasing harmony fails. When the numbers 
are arranged in this manner, 2, 3, 4, 6, and the ratios have been sepa
rated, we delight in this harmony. Indeed, what is the reason that the 
interval of the pure fifth (3/2) is most pleasing, but the apotome (9/8) 
is heavily offensive? 

Octavius: I think harmony is produced when many sounds can be 
blended; but when they cannot be blended, one conquers the other as 
the sound enters the ears, and the dissonance offends the delicate senses 
of wiser men. 

Senamus:4 I do not think a ratio of numbers or a blending of tones 
produce this sweetness, since a variety of colors presented to the eyes 
is more pleasing than if all are mingled simultaneously. Likewise, the 
flavor of fresh oil and vinegar is very pleasing, but it cannot be mingled 
by any force. Also the most dissimilar songs of birds, blended by no 
ratio, produce a most pleasing delight for the ears. Plato thought it 
strange that no dissonance is perceived in the song of birds, however 
much it is joined with men's voices or lyres. 

Toralba:1 Indeed I think that pleasing delight of colors, tastes, odors, 
and harmonies depends on the harmony of the nature of each, a har
mony which depends on the blended union of opposites. For example, 
something too hot or too cold offends the touch; likewise too much 
brightness or too much darkness offends the sight, and too much sweet
ness and too much bitterness offends the taste. But if these are blended 
by nature or art, they seem most pleasing. I find it hard to agree with 
Seneca's opinion,• based on the Stoics, that nothing bad can touch a 
good man, since, he says, opposites are not blended. If boiling water is 
mixed with the coldest and driest dust, the greatest blending of oppo
sites exists, tempered by art and pleasing to touch. We also see elemen
tary bodies, which are joined together in nature herself, blended from 
opposing qualities and elements which Galen7 thought could not be 
united by any craft. And so we can defend Seneca and vindicate him 
from censure if we say that he spoke about substances, not about quali
ties and accidents. Indeed nothing can be so easily united as water with 
wine; still they are not blended among themselves as things which are 
mingled by nature, because wine is separated from water by soalcing it 
in a sponge which has been saturated with oil. Likewise gold is blended 
by design with silver, and bronze infused with silver; they are separated 
by gold water, yet they would never be drawn apart if they had been 
blended by nature herself. An example is amber, which nature herself 
tempered with equal portions of gold and silver. 

Senamus: If there is no contrariety in substances, how is it possible 
that contrary substances are blended? 
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Toralba: Aristotle believed that nothing was contrary to substance.• 
However, since there is opposition of form with form, as the form of 
fire to the form of water, and since the contrariety of accidents, for 
example, extreme dryness and humidity, severest heat and cold, co~ld 
happen only from the contrariety of the forms of fire and water, wh1~h 
differ in their whole nature, who can doubt that forms of each, that 1s, 
substances are contrary among themselves? Indeed that most certain 
decree in nature is proclaimed, not as plainly as appropriately for the 
question. On account of this one each thing is of su~h a lcind, and that 
the more. If accidents of fire and water are opposatc because of the 
power of forms, forms must be much more contrary among themselves. 
Therefore, things which are contrary to each other in nature herself 
cannot be mingled by design, but only blended, joined, or united so 
that they seem to be one. For example, oxymel is very pleasing to taste; 
it is made from vinegar and honey; and from the bitter with a light 
burning of sweet meats it becomes bittersweet,' a flavor most pleasing 
to the palate. 

Fridericus: In musical modulations that contrariety does not seem to 
be destroyed, but extreme opposites are brought together by intermin
gling of the middle tones. For the simple sound of the hypaton produces 
a sweet harmony with the highest sound of the byperbolllion or the 
whole octave since from opposites it is united in the whole diameter. 
If you shall join the middle voice to these, with one it will produce a 
full octave, with another a fifth, from which comes the most pleasing 
harmony of all modulation from the proper union of opposites.10 

Toralba: This is very apparent in all of nature. Opposites when united 
by the interpolation of certain middle links present a remarkable har
mony of the whole which otherwise would perish completely if this 
whole world were fire or moisture. In like manner tones in unison 
would take away all sweetness of harmony. 

Fridericus: Surely heavenly revolutions, though contrary and moving 
in an agitated pattern, are held in check, and the contrary force of Mars 
and Saturn is restrained by the intermediate light of Jupiter. 

Senamus: How then does it happen that we see that salutary mean 
always confounded by some hindrance, as health with sickness, pleasure 
with pain, peace of mind with anxiety? 

Curtius: That impediment is as useful as a drainage ditch is in a city. 
The poisonous toad in the garden or the spider in the house are as 
necessary for gathering poisons as the hangman in the state. Even that 
keenest sweetness of harmony which we have heard most eagerly just 
now would not have been so pleasing unless the musician had contrived 
some dissonant or harsh note for our sensitive ears, since the pleasure 
is not perceived without a pain that precedes it and produces boredom 
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when continued too long. We have attempted to imitate in these verses 
this contrariety in all things which has been tempered by immortal God 
with remarkable wisdom:11 

Crtlltor of tht worlJ tbrtt timts grtllttst of 11/~ 
Thrtt timts btst p11rtnt of tht htll'lltn, 
Wbo ttmptn tht thllngts of tht wor/J, 
Giving proptr weight to 11/J things, 
And who mtiiSUrtS tllth thing from His Dtlln llltiJt 
In nrnnbtr, r11tio, timt, 
Wbo with ttmu~J ch11in joins with rtmllrlt11blt wisdom two thing 

oppositt in t'lltry w11y, prep11ring prottaion for t~~th, 
Wbo, motltrllting mthHly with tliJ/trtnt sounds llM voim ytt mDSt 

Slltisf.Jing to stnsiti'llt tlln, btllls sitltnus, hill minglttl coJtl with 
htllt 11ntl moisturt with tlrynm, 

Tbt rough with tht smooth, l'lllttmtll with p11in, sh11tiDt»s with 
light, quitt with motion, tribullltion with prosperity, 

Wbo tlirtas the fixttl counu of the htll'lltnly st11n from tllst to 
Wtst, 

W tst to tlllt with contr11ry rwolutions, 
Wbo joins hlltrtd with llgr'ttmtnt, 
A fritnd to h11ttfol entmiu. 
This grtllttst htmmnl] of tht uni'lltnt though tliscordllnt contllins 

our uftty. 

IV 

BAROQUE 
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]ohannes Kepler 
1571-1630 

Keplcr stands out among all the authors in this collection, because 
while many of them talk happily about the Harmony of the Spheres, he 
alone takes the trouble, and has the expertise, to demonstrate it. Living 
at the most exciting era astronomy has ever seen, Kcplcr readily ac
cepted the Copernican scheme of a heliocentric universe. But he went 
further than Copernicus and even Galileo in breaking with the dogma, 
common to Aristotelians and Platonists alike, that the heavenly bodies 
had to move in perfect circles. This enabled him to establish that the 
true orbits of the planets in our solar system arc not circular, but ellip
tic, with one focus occupied by the sun. 

Such a wrench away from both popular and scientific opinion neces
sitated both courage and a strong clement of self-persuasion. Keplcr 
had to show how the elliptical orbits did not impair the perfection of 
God's design, but revealed an even more delightful perfection: that of 
geometry ruled by musical harmony. The following long extract from 
his mastcrwork, Hannonim Mundi, enables his argument to be followed 
in its every step. Preceding that is an earlier venture into the musical 
explanation of the cosmos, from Mysttrium Cormograpbitum. I would 
make a connection from this chapter on the division of the Zodiac to 
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the excerpts from Censorious (no. 6): in both cases, some common 
rules or beliefs based on the twelve signs are shown to have a musical 
rationale. 

Kepler's obsession with musical harmonies, like Newton's with al
chemy, seems to the conventional mind to be a lapse on the part of a 
great scientist. Yet what makes them "great" might be their freedom 
from such conventional views, and their openness to other dimensions 
of their subject. The recent researches of Rudolf Haase (included in my 
collection Connic Music) show that the predominance of harmonious 
intervals in the solar system, as discovered by Kepler, not only far 
exceeds random expectation, but is reinforced by measurement of the 
outer planets that were not yet discovered in Kepler's day. So Kepler 
was right, and it remains for us to draw conclusions appropriate to our 
own time and convictions. 

Sourct: johannes Kepler, Mysttrium Connograpbinnn (fubingen, 1596), 
Chapter 12, and Harmonim Mundi Libri V (Linz, 1619), Book V, Chap
ters S-7. In Kepler's Gesammeltt Werkt, edited by Max Caspar, vol. I 
(Munich: C. H. Beclt, 1938), pp. 39-43, and vol. VI (1940), pp. 317-323. 
Translated by the Editor. Also consulted: Caspar's German translations, 
Mytttrium Cosmograpbiann: DIIS Weltgebtimnis (Augsburg: Filscr, 1923), 
and Hamumicu Mrmdi: Weltbamumik (Munich & Berlin: Oldcnbourg, 
1939). These tranSlations were previously published in Cosmic Music . 

• 
From Mysterium Cosmographicum: 

The Di&Jision of the Zodillc 11nd the Aspects 
Chapter 12. Many people consider the division of the Zodiac into ex
acdy twelve signs a human invention, unsupported by any natural phe
nomenon. They believe that these divisions do not differ in natural 
force or influence, but that they are merely made because the number 
is suitable for calculation. While I do not entirely disagree with them, 
in order not to reject something out of hand I would suggest, on the 
grounds of this division, a reason why the Creator may have disposed 
these qualities (if indeed they do have distinct ones). 

We have seen above what the object of numbers is. To be sure, 
without quantity, or something that is like quantity and endowed with 
a certain power, nothing in the whole universe can be numbered except 
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God, who is the Holy Trinity itself. Now, therefore, we have sectioned 
all bodies by means of the Zodiac. We shall sec what the Zodiac itself 
has attained or suffered by this sectioning. By sectioning in the afore
said way the cube and octahedron, a square will result; from the pyra
mid a triangle; and from the other two figures a decagon. 4 X 3 X 10 
makes 120. Therefore when a square, a triangle, and a decagon are 
inscribed in a circle, starting from the same point, they will mark off 
various arcs on the circumference, all of which arc measured by a por
tion no greater than the I 20th pan of the whole circle. Thus the natu
ral division of the Zodiac into 120 arises from the regular placement of 
the solids between the orbits. Since three times this is 360, we see that 
this division is in no way irrational. Now if we inscribe a square and a 
triangle separately, starting from the same point, the smallest arc will 
be 'lu of the circumference, namely one sign. And it is remarkable that 
both the monthly movement of the sun and moon and the great con
junctions of the outer planets1 so nearly fit the arcs which are deter
mined by the same solids through the triangle and the square. 

FIGURE 10: The Astrologic11l Aspects 

Furthermore, you can see from another example how highly nature 
prizes this twelvefold division; for although the cause is not known, it 
gives occasion to learn more about these five figures. Take a string 
tuned to G. As many·notcs as are consonant with G between it and the 
higher octave (g), so many divisions can one make in the string in 
which the parts are consonant both with each other and with the whole. 
The car will tell how many such notes there are. I will give them in 
notation and numbers: 
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I 
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. I 

~Hi&li=¥11~lWJ 
FIGURE 11: The IntenuJls CornsponJ;ng to Aspects 

You ~ill now see both those harmonies and the proportions of suing 
lengths m numbers: the lower note represents the note of the entire 
strin.g; the upper one, the shorter portion; the middle one, the longer 
poruon: !he largest number indicates in how many parts the string is 
to be diVJded; the others, the length of the portions. 

·1-: 1 1 1 1 3 2 .----· 

I) u .. qu-
I- 1 -!-

"' -6 5 5 4 4 3 3 2 8 5 5 3 2 

FIGURE 12: The H11rmon;oru D;11isums of 11 String 

~d these notes seem to me the only natural ones, because they have 
definne numbers. The other notes cannot be upressed in exact (un11) 
proportion to the ones already given. For the note F is different de
pending on whether you reach it from C above or from 8-flat b~low, 
although these both seem to be perfect fifths. But to resume: the first 
and second consonances are, as it were, neighbors: thus, too, the fifth 
and sixth. For they are all imperfect,1 and so always unite in pairs-one 
major and one minor-as if to resemble the single and perfect ones. 
Their ratios are also not very different. For 1:6 and 1:5 are to one 
another as 5:30 and 6:30, differing by only 1:30. Similarly, 3:8 and 2:5 
are to one another as 15:40 to 16:40, and therefore differ by only 1:40. 
And thus properly speaking we have only five consonances in music, 
the same as the number of solids.• Now if one seeks the lowest common 
multiple of 6, 5, 4, 3, 8, 5, 2, one will again find 120, as we did above 
when treating the division of the Zodiac; but the lowest multiple of the 
perfect consonances is again 12. It is just as though the perfect conso
nances came fro~ the square and triangle of the cube, tetrahedron and 
oc~h~dron, the amperfect from the decagon• of the other two solids. 
This as the second correspondence of the solids with the musical con-
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sonances. But since we do not know the causes of this correspondence, 
it is difficult to accommodate the individual intervals to individual solids. 

We see, indeed, two orders of chords, three simple and perfect, and 
two duplex and imperfect; likewise three primary solids and two sec
ondary ones. But since the rest does not agree, we must give up this 
relationship and try another. Just as the dodecahedron and icosahedron 
above increased the 12 to 120 through their decagon, so here the im
perfect harmonies do likewise. 

Let therefore the perfect consonances correspond with the cube, 
pyramid, and octahedron, and the imperfect to the dodecahedron and 
isosahedron. Then something else occurs which, to be sure, points a 
finger at the deeply hidden cause of these things (which we will discuss 
in the next chapter): for there are two treasures in geometry: one, the 
ratio of the hypotenuse to the side of a right-angled triangle; the other, 
the Golden Section. The construction of the cube, pyramid, and octa
hedron derives from the former, that of the dodecahedron and icosa
hedron from the latter. That is why it is so easy and regular to inscribe 
a pyramid in a cube, an octahedron in either, or a dodecahedron in an 
icosahedron. But it is not so simple to accommodate the individual 
intervals to the individual solids. It is only dear that the pyramid should 
be the interval they call a fifth (our no. 4), because in it the lesser part 
is 1h the greater, just as the triangle's side subtends IIJ of the circle. 
Many things will confirm this when we treat the aspects below; but to 
understand it here we must imagine that the string is not a straight line 
but a circle. The said interval will therefore be given by a triangle 
whose angle opposes the side as the corner of a pyramid opposes the 
surface. For the cube and octahedron, then, the octave and fourth re
main (our nos. 3 and 7). But which of them supports which interval? Or 
should we say that the secondary figures contain the intervals which 
lead to straight line~. the primary ones those which lead to figures? 
Then the cube would be the fourth. For if you make a circle of the 
string, and draw a line from one quarter to another until you return to 
the same point, you will make a square-which also arises from the 
cube. To the octahedron will correspond the octave, which is half the 
string. For if one divides the circle in two and joins the points of 
division, one will only have a line. So the dodecahedron will be the first 
double imperfect consonance. For if a circle is divided in five and six, 
the pentagon and hexagon will result. The icosahedron remains as the 
second double imperfect consonance, since only lines result when one 
joins points of 1/s of the circle apart until one returns to the starting 
point. It is the same when joining points 1/a of the circumference apan. 
Or would we rather give the octahedron the fourth, since its edges 
quarter the circle twelve times, as no cube's edge does? Thus the cube 
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would be left for the octave, the most perfect interval, just as it is the 
most perfect solid. Perhaps it is also more accurate to give the 
icosahedron the first imperfect consonance on account of the hexagon, 
which is closer to its triangular surfaces than the pentagon, but to give 
the dodecahedron the eightfold division because of the cubic number 8, 
since the cube can be inscribed in the dodecahedron. All this is in the 
balance, until someone can find the causes. 

Let us now look at the aspects.' Since we have already made a circle 
of the string, it is easy to see how the three perfect consonances can be 
compared beautifully with the three perfect aspects; opposition, ttine 
and square. The first imperfect consonance, B-flat, is very close to the 
sextile, which is said to be the weakest aspect. 

Thus we have a reason (such as Ptolemy did not give) why planets 
separated by one or five signs are not counted as being in aspect. For 
as we have seen, nature knows of no such concords in tones. Since in 
the other cases the ratios of influence and interval are the same, it is 
credible that it is the same here. Without a doubt both have the same 
cause, to be sought in the five solids: but I leave the seeking to others. 
Since, then, all four intervals concord with their aspects, while in fact 
three more intervals remain in music, I once suspected that in judging 
a nativity one should not neglect planets na, 144a, or nsa apart, espe
cially since I see that one of the imperfect consonances has its aspect. 
It will soon be obvious to any observer of meteorological phenomena 
whether these three rays contain any power, since constant experiments 
confirm the changes of the atmosphere under the other aspects. The 
causes which one may plausibly adduce for the fact that 1/a, 1/s, and 1/s 
sound on the string but do not operate in the Zodiac may be as follows: 

1. One opposition, two squares, a trine plus a sextile each make a semi
circle: but these three aspects have no kinship with this function 
which music would not absolutely reject.6 

2. The remaining aspects have a simple rational from the diameter, 
while the one subtending one or two sides of a pentagon or three 
of an octagon are one step more remote, and irrational. 

3. Another cause: a trine plus a sextile, a square plus a square, make a 
right angle: the other aspects no such angle with any accepted line. 

4. The imperfect consonance of 8-flat is in a way perfect, since it pos
sesses the same division as the perfect ones, and is half a fifth. 
Therefore it is not surprising that among the imperfect conso
nances it alone corresponds to any aspect, namely the sextile, which 
itself is half the trine. The others do not fit the twelvefold division, 
nor are they parts of any perfect consonance. 

S. Finally, six angles of a trine, four of a square, three of a sextile, and 
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the space enclosed in two semicircles fill the whole area of the plane. 
But three angles of a pentagon are less than four right angles, while 
four are more. So it is also clear from this why neither the aspect of 
an octagon, nor that of a decagon, nor any other is efficacious. 

And here I would separate the causes of aspects from those of har
mony. Certainly a reason drawn from angles is true of aspects, since 
they work on account of the angle made on a point on the earth's 
surface at which they meet, not because of their configuration on the 
circle of the Zodiac, which exists rather in the imagination than in 
reality. Now the division of a string is not made on a circle, nor does 
it use angles, but is done on a plane with a straight line. Nevertheless, 
concords and aspects may have something in common, since, as we 
have said, they both have the same cause. I leave it to the industry of 
others to investigate them.' 

From Hannonices Mundi: 
In the Proportions of the Apparent Planetary 

Motions (As If for Observers on the Sun) Are 
E'.xprustd the Steps of the System of the Notes 
of the Musical Smle, as well as the Major and 
Minor Modes 

Book V, Chapter 5. Since therefore harmonic proportions exist be
tween these twelve termini or motions of the six planets circling the 
sun upward and downward, (or at least intervals that approach these by 
an imperceptible difference), we have proved what was posited in num
bers on the one hand by Astronomy, on the other by Harmonics. We 
first elicited in the third book the single harmonic proportions one by 
one in Chapter 1, then in Chapter 2 compiled every one of them into 
a common system or musical scale, or rather divided one of them, the 
octave, which embraces in its power the rest, into its degrees or steps 
by means of the others, so that a scale arose. 1 Now having formed the 
harmonies which God himself has incorporated into the world, we shall 
see whether they stand singular and separate, none having a relation
ship with the others, or whether in truth they all fit together. Certainly 
it is simple to conclude, without further investigation, that these har
monics are fitted one to another with the greatest ingenuity, as if they 
were parts of a single assemblage, so that none oppresses another. In all 
our manifold comparison of the same terms we see that harmonies 
never fail to arise. But unless all things were fitted together in one 
scale, it could easily happen (and here and there it necessarily has hap• 
pened) that many dissonanccs should exist. If, for example, one were to 
put a major sixth between the first and second terms, and between the 
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second and third a major third, without respect to the first, one would 
admit the dissonant and unmelodious interval of 12:25 between the first 
and the third. 

Let us see whether what we have now learned by reasoning is found 
in reality. We would, however, issue some cautions so as not to impede 
our progress. First, we must for the present ignore those excesses or 
defects which are smaller than a semitone: what their cause is, we shall 
see afterward.' Next, we shall reduce everything to the system of one 
octave by means of the doubling and halving of motions,10 because of 
the identical nature of every octave. 

The numbers which express all the steps or notes of the octave 
system are shown in a table in Book Ill, Chapter 8, folio 47: 11 these 
numbers are to be understood as lengths of two strings. Consequently 
the speeds of the motions will be in inverse proportion to one another.11 

Let us now consider the movements of the planets in the fractions 
which arise after repeated halving. They are as follows: 

(Diurnal) Motion 
of Mercury at Perihelion divided by 
of Mercury at Aphelion 
of Venus at Perihelion 
of Venus at Aphelion 
of Earth at Perihelion 
of Earth at Aphelion 
of Mars at Perihelion 
of Mars at Aphelion 
of Jupiter at Perihelion 
of Jupiter at Aphelion 
of Saturn at Perihelion 
of Saturn at Aphelion 

21 or 128 
26 or 64 
21 or 32 
21 or 32 
21 or 32 
21 or 32 
2i or 16 
2, or 8 
2 
2 

3' 0" 
2'34"-
3' 3"+ 
2'58"-
1'55"-
1'47"-
2'23"-
3'17"-
2'45" 
2'15" 
2'15" 
1'46" 

Now let the slowest motion at the aphelion of the slowest planet, 
Saturn, represent the lowest note G of the system, within the number 
1'46". The same step will also represent the aphelion of Earth, only five 
octaves higher (for who would argue about 1" difference from the motion 
of Sarurn's aphelion? The difference would be no more than 106:107, 
which is less than a comma). If one adds to this 1'47" a quarter, i.e., 
27", it makes 2'14", while the perihelion ofSarurn is 2'15" andjupiter's 
aphelion the same, but an octave higher. Therefore these two motions 
represent the note B, or a very little higher. If one takes from 1'47" a 
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rhird, i.e., 36" -, and adds it ro the whole, ir will make 2'2 3 "-for the 
whole note C: and here is the perihelion of Mars, the same magnitude 
except four octaves higher. Add to the same 1'47" its half, 54"-, making 
2'41"- for the noteD, and just here is the perihelion of Jupiter, only 
an octave higher: it is very close in value, namely 2'45". If one adds two 
thirds, i.e., 1'11" +, they make 2'58"-: and look, the aphelion of Venus 
is 2'58" -. So this represents the step or note E, but five octaves higher; 
and the perihelion of Mercury is not much more, being 3 '0", but seven 
octaves higher. Lastly, divided twice 1'47", i.e., 3'34", by nine, and 
subtract one pan of 24" from the whole; leaving 3'10"+ for the note F, 
which represents nearly the aphelion of Mars, 3 '17", but three octaves 
higher; this number is a little larger, approaching the note Fl. For 'I" of 
3'34", namely 13 1/l", subtracted from 3'34" leaves 3'20 1h", which is 
very close to 3'17". In fact in music the note Ft is often used in place 
of F, as one can sec everywhere. 

Thus all the notes of the major mode are represented within one 
octave (except for the note A, which was also not represented by har
monic divisions in Book Ill, Ch. 2)11 by all the extreme motions of the 
planets except for the perihelions of Venus and Earth and the aphelion 
of Mercury, whose value of 2'34" approaches the note Ctl. For taking 
from D, whose number is 2'41", the sixteenth part, 10"+, there remain 
2'30", the note Cl: therefore only the perihelions of Venus and Earth 
arc absent from this scale, as can be seen in this table. 
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FIGURE 1 S: The Minor Sc11le of Plllnet11ry Tones 

If, on the other hand, one begins the scale with the motion of Saturn 
at perihelion, 2'15", and makes that represent the note G, then the note 
A will be 2'32", which closely approaches the aphelion of Mercury; the 
note 8-flat will be 2'42", which is very nearly the perihelion of Jupiter, 
following the equivalency of octaves; the note C will be 3 '0", nearly the 
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perihelion of Mercury and Venus; the note D will be 3'23"-which is 
only a little deeper than the aphelion of Mars, i.e., 3 '18", so that its 
number here is as much less than its note as it was formerly more than 
it. The note E~ will be 3'36", which approaches closely the aphelion of 
Earth; the note E will be 3'50", while the perihelion of Earth is 3'49". 
Jupiter in aphelion takes G again. 

In this way all the notes within one octave of the minor mode, except 
F, arc expressed by most of the planetary motions in aphelion and 
perihelion, especially those which were formerly left out, as can be seen 
in this table. 
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FIGURE 16: The Major Scale of Plllnetary Tones 

D 

Previously F# was specified, A left out. Now A is specified, but Ftl 
left out; and in the harmonic divisions of Book Ill, Chapter 2, the note 
F was also left out. 

The musical scale or the system of a single octave is thus expressed 
in heaven in a twofold way, and as it were in the two melodic modes, 
with all the steps through which a natural [diatonic) melody moves in 
music. There is only one difference: that in our harmonic divisions 
both ways begin with one and the same G, whereas here in the plan
etary motions what was formerly 8 now becomes, in the minor mode, G. 

FIGURE 17: The Twofold Sctlle of the Heavens 
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FIGURE 18: Th~ Songs of tht Pllln~tllry Motions 

For just as in music 2160 is to 1800 as 6 to 5, even so in the system 
which represents the heavens 1728 is to 1440 as 6 to 5, and so with 
many others: 

2160 to 1800 : 1620 : 1440 : 1350 : 1080 

as 1728 to 1440 : 1296 : 1152 : 1080 : 1864 
Now one will no longer be surprised that man has formed this most 

e.Jtcellent order of notes or steps into the musical system or scale, since 
one can see that in this maner he acts as nothing but the ape of God 
the Creator, playing, as it were, a drama about the order of celestial 
motions. 

There remains one other way in which we can understand the 
twofold musical scale in the heavens." The system here is the same, but 
the tuning is conceived as double: one to the motions of Venus at 
aphelion, the other at perihelion. For the motions of this planet vary 
the least, being contained within a diesis, the smallest of intervals. And 
the tuning at aphelion, as above, has the aphelion motions of Saturn, 
Eanh, Venus, and Jupiter (approximately) as G, E, and B; the perihe
lion of Mars and Saturn (approximately) and, as appears at first sight, 
also Mercury, as C, E, and B. The perihelion tuning, on the other 
hand, gives the aphelions of Mars, Mercury, and Jupiter (approximately), 
the perihelions of Jupiter, Venus, and Saturn (approximately); in a cer
tain respect also the Earth's, and doubtless Mercury's too. For now that 
it is not the aphelion of Venus but its perihelion of 3 '3" that occupies 
the step of E, the perihelion of Mercury at 3 '0" approaches it most 
closely, two octaves away, as was observed toward the end of chapter 4. 
And subtracting from this perihelion of Venus, 3'3", a tenth, 18", we 
are left with 2'45", the perihelion of Jupiter, providing the step D. And 
adding a fifteenth, 12", makes 3' 15", nearly the aphelion of Mars, pro
viding the step F. Similarly, at the step B of this tuning there follow 
nearly the movements of Saturn in perihelion and of Jupiter in aph
elion. But if one subtracts an eighth, 23", five times, it gives 1'55" 
which is the perihelion of Earth. Admittedly, this does not square with 
the previous ones in the same scale (since this does not contain the 
intervals 5:8 below E and 24:25 above G). But if, outside this order, one 
gives the perihelion of Venus and also the aphelion of Mercury the step 
a instead of E, then this perihelion of Eanh will take the step G. The 
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aphelion movement of Mercury will also agree with this, since a third 
of 3'3", 1'1", multiplied by five, makes 5'5", whose half, 2'32"+, comes 
very close to the aphelion of Mercury, which in this extraordinary ar
rangement will take the step C. Thus all these motions relate within 
one and the same tuning. But the perihelion of Venus divides the scale 
in another way; the first three (or five) are in the same mode as in the 
aphelion tuning, i.e., in the major, but with the last two motions it 
divides the scale in another way, not into different intervals but into a 
different order of intervals: one proper to the minor mode. 

This chapter has sufficed to make the matter in question visible. But 
the reasons why everything has been made thus, and what are the causes 
not only of so much agreement but also of disagreement in details, will 
appear with the clearest proof in chapter 9." 

Tbe Musical Modes or Tones Are Somehow Expressed in 
tbe Extreme Plllnelllry Motions 

Chapter 6. This follows from the above, and requires few words. The 
individual planets in a way represent, by their movement at perihe
lion, 16 the individual steps of the system, in that it is given to each one 
to traverse a certain interval in the musical scale, lying between certain 
notes or steps of the system. Each begins from the note or step which 
in the previous chapter was assigned to aphelion motion: Saturn and 
Earth had G, Jupiter B, which may be transposed higher to G, Mars Ff, 
Venus E, Mercury A in a higher system. (See the individual planets in 
the usual notation.) They do not form the intermediate steps which one 
sees here filled out as notes in an articulate way, like extremes, for they 
move from one extreme to the other not by leaps or intervals but by a 
continuous rising or falling, touching on all the intermediate notes, 
potentially infinite in number." I could express this in no other way 
than by a continuous series of intermediate notes. Venus remains al
most in unison, since the range of its rising is not equal even to the 
smallest of melodic intervals. (See figure 19.) 

Now the specification of two of the common system of notes, and 
the formation of an octave framework by setting up a certain harmonic 
interval, is in a way the first means of distinguishing scales or modes. 
Thus the modes of music are distributed among the planets. (I know of 
course that more diings are required for the formation and definition 
of the different modes, such as are proper for human melodies proceed
ing by intervals; hence I used the term "in a way.") 

The harmonist will be free to form his own opinion as to which 
planet best expresses which mode by the e.Jttremes here assigned to it. 
Of the modes commonly used I would assign Saturn the 7th or 8th, 
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FIGURE 19: The Melodies of the Planets 

because if one puts G as its keynote, its motion at perihelion rises to 
B; Jupiter the 1st or 2nd, because if its motion at aphelion is aligned 
with G, its perihelion reaches B·flat;19 Mars the Sth or 6th, not only 
because it covers about a fifth (for this interval is common to all the 
modes) but mainly because when reduced to a uniform system with all 
the others its motion at perihelion reaches C, at aphelion approaches 
F, the keynote of the Sth and 6th tone or mode. To Earth I would give 
the 3rd or 4th, since its movement oscillates within a semitone, and the 
first interval of these modes is a semitone. Nearly all the tones and 
modes would suit Mercury equally, because of the width of its interval; 
Venus, because of the narrowness of its interval, would suit none, un
less it were the 3rd and 4th of the common system, because in respect 
to the other planets it occupies the step E. (The Earth sin~s Mi-F~-~i, 
from which syllables you can infer that Misery and F A.mme obtam m 
this our home.) 

There Are Universal Harmonies of All Six Planets, 
Similar to Common Four-Part Counterpart 

Chapter 7. Now, Urania, let it sound louder, as I ascend to the heights 
by the harmonic scale of the celestial motions, where the tones and 
secret archetype of the world's making are preserved. Follow me, you 
musicians of today, and judge the matter by your arts, unknown to 
antiquity. In these last centuries, after two thousand years in the womb, 
ever-prodigal nature has finally produced you to give the first t_rue 
image of the universe.Jo Through your counterpoints of many vmces 
and through your ears she has suggested what exists in her innermost 
bosom to the human intellect, most beloved child of God the Creator. 
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I have shown above which harmonic proportions obtain between the 
extreme motions of two adjacent planets. It is certainly a very rare 
thing for two of them, especially the slowest ones, to coincide with 
their extreme intervals. The conjunctions [apsides] of Saturn and Jupi· 
ter, for example, occur about 81° apart.u Therefore 800 years must 
elapse before this aspect has run through the whole Zodiac in its leaps 
of twenty years; and even then, the leap which concludes the eighth 
century is not precisely on the original point of conjunction. If it misses 
by a short distance, it will take another 800 years to see if a happier leap 
is to be expected from one's reckoning; and this will be repeated so 
many times that the quantity of aberration will amount to half a leap 
in length. Similar periods, though not so long, also occur in the various 
other planet pairs. In the meantime, however, other harmonies have 
occured between the two planets: not between their extreme motions 
but with one or both of them in intermediate position, as if in different 
tunings. For Saturn is tuned from G to B and a little higher, and 
Jupiter from 8 to D and a little more: so between Saturn and Jupiter 
there can occur both kinds of thirds and a fourth (all plus an octave). 
The thirds can each be sounded over a range equal to the other, 22 but 
the fourth only over a whole tone, i.e., from the G of Saturn and the 
C of Jupiter to the A of Saturn to the D of Jupiter, and in between at 
all pitches from G to A and from C to D. But the octave and the fifth 
only occur at the extreme points. Mars, whose own interval is higher, 
has the property of making an octave with the higher planets within a 
certain tuning range. Mercury has received such a wide interval that in 
one of its revolutions, lasting no more than three months, it usually 
makes all the harmonies with all of the others. Earth, on the other 
hand, and Venus even more so, have narrow intervals which restrict 
them in their harmonies not only with the other planets but especially 
with each other, to a remarkably limited degree.u 

If three planets are to coincide with the same harmony, one must wait 
for many revolutions. These harmonies, however, are very numerous, and 
occur all the more easily as one follows closely on its neighbor. It seems, 
too, that three-part harmonies occur somewhat more often between Mars, 
Earth, and Mercury. Four-pan harmonies of the planets already begin to 
be scattered over centuries; five-pan ones over myriads of years. The cases 
of all six harmoniz.ing are separated by immensely long periods. I even 
think it may be impossible for this to have occurred twice by precise 
evolution: such a harmony may rather indicate the beginning of time, 
from which the whole age of the world proceeds. 

If there were only a single six-part harmony, or one outstanding 
among others, we could doubtless regard it as the constellation of the 
Creation. The question is, therefore, how many ways the motions of all 
six planets can be reduced to a single mutual harmony.J• 
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Robert Fludd 
1574-1637 

Fludd was an amateur musiciim as well as being a successful London 
doctor versed in the new, Paracelsian medicine. In his earlier life he 
spent some years elaborating a system of universal knowledge, inspired 
by Hermetic and alchemical principles. 

This great work, the Utriusqut CDRni Historia, though never corn· 
plcted, devoted hundreds of pages to music in both its heavenly and 
eanhly modes. For one of the most powerful symbols in Fludd's imagi
nation was that of the Divine Monochord, stretched between heaven 
and earth, on which all the levels of being, spheres, elements, and 
creatures are as it were different notes, tuned by the hand of God. The 
powerful image of this monochord, which was engraved for Fludd's 
book by Johann Thcodor de Bry, has often been reproduced, but never 
before accompanied by Fludd's own explanation of it. 

In order to understand Fludd's musical cosmology, it is necessary to 
grasp his dualistic view of all things as compounded of the Dark and the 
Light. Again resorting to graphic mode, he depicted this as two inter· 
secting pyramids. Consideration of the actual proportions of light and 
dark present at any given level led him naturally to think in terms of 
musical ratios, just as Boethius had suggested that the elements were 
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meted out according to the laws of harmony. The application of the 
scheme to the human body and psyche follows from Fludd1s assump
tion that the Microcosm reflects the Macrocosm. 

Sourc_e: Robert Fludd~ Utri~~ CDRni Maioris sti/i(tt et Minoris Mttllpbysica, 
PJ'ystca arrue Tt(bntca !futona1 (Oppenheim, 1617), Vol. I, i, Book 3 
( De ~us1ca Mundana. ), Ch~pter 3; Ibid., Vol.ll, i, 1 (De Supm~~~turali, 
naturalt, prattm~~~rurali et amif11narurali Microamni bistoria, Oppenhcim, 
1619), Book 13, Chapter S. Translated by the Editor. Also consulted: 
Sp~~sh translations by Luis Robledo in Roben Fludd, Escritos sobre 
Mustcll. 

+ 

On the World-Monochord and on the DiscOTJery of 
Its Consonances, Both Simple and Complex, Which 
Bring about the World-Harmony 

C~a~ter 3: Since all these proportions on either one of the said pyra
m•ds are tncapable of producing musical consonances unless the two 
arc joined together (just as a lute without a player, or a player without 
a lute, cannot make musical consonances), in order to create the har
mony of the world it is necessary for the two pyramids to meet. These 
are the mate~al pyramid, which takes the place of the musical instru
m~nt, the strtng of the monochord, or the singing of instrument or 
vo1ce; and the formal one, which assumes the office of the soul that 
plays or sings and produces the notes. The increase of formal substance 
therefore produces a higher and more subde air, and consequcndy makes 
fi~e~ and more excellent world-harmonies, just as the more intense 
sptnt of man ?r ~e ti~hter strin~ of an instrument makes higher sounds 
and subder aar wtth ats more vaolent vibrations.' Its decrease, on the 
o~er ~and, makes denser air, and consequendy a lower harmony, in no 
wase dafferendy from a more relaxed human voice or a loose monochord 
string which produces milder sounds: and this occurs on account of the 
lesser density of the ~ir. Light therefore acts on the world-matter in the 
same. way as the hu~an spirit. upon the air. (See figure 20.) 
. ~t IS clear from th1s that a smgle nature, whether material or formal, 
ts m.capable of anything without the other, and consequendy that the 
mus1c of. the. world co~es from both pyramids in at least some degree 
of combmauon. For wathout the presence of light the humid matter 
would not have taken pyramidal form, nor would the created form have 
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taken its [shape) without the humid matter. Thus they must cenainly 
be mingled in larger or smaller quantities according to the nature of 
the portions of the respective pyramids which move in opposite direc
tions in the Macrocosm and correspond to one another. 

Knowing this, therefore, let us begin with the material of the world, 
which we have represented as the string of the monochord (whose great 
instrument is the Macrocosm itself), so that we may conveniently com
pare to musical intervals, both simple and compound, the degree by 
which any difference of place between the centre and periphery of the 
world-instrument is to be discerned. For this one must know that the 
string of an instrument is customarily divided by intervals proportion
ally measured upward from G. I have therefore divided both its matter 
and its form in quantitative degrees, and separated them by proportions 
similar to those which make up the musical intervals. Then, if you will 
imagine a monochord stretching from the heights of the Empyrean 
heaven to the very bottom of the Earth, constituting the ray of either 
pyramid, let us sec it divided into the parts which constitute the con
sonances. If it were stopped halfway, it would give the consonance of 
the octave, which also occurs, as experience shows, on the instrumental 
monochord. 

But we must consider that these simple and compound consonances 
(and, similarly, the intervals which measure them) cannot be marked on 
the world-monochord except in the way that we divide the instrumental 
monochord in proportional pa:tS. For the operation of cold on the 
Earth, and consequently the very matter of the Earth, naturally relates 
in density and weight to the cold and matter of the lowest region (in 
which there is just one fourth pan of light and natural heat) as 4:3, 
which is sesquitertia proportion, as we have said above: the proponion 
from which the consonance of the fourth arises, compounded of three 
intervals, namely from water, air and fire. For the earth's place in the 
world-music is as Gamma in music, unity in arithmetic, and the point 
in geometry: it is as it were the terminus from which the proportional 
ratio of matter is derived, since it is the base and foundation of the 
material pyramid. Water will therefore occupy the place of one tone, 
and air the next interval of a tone. But the sphere of fire has the place 
of the minor semitone, because it is reckoned to be only the summit of 
the airy region. 

Two portions of this matter are raised up in a pyramid as far as the 
midpoint of heaven, withstanding the action of the supernatural heat; 
and as many portions of light descend pyramidally, acting on those two 
portions of matter. These together compose the sphere of the Sun 
which is naturally given the name "[sphere ot] equality." The sesquialtera 
proportion is produced in it insofar as three parts of spirit, or the lower 
nature of the middle heaven, are related to those two parts of the solar 
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sphere, consequently producing the interval of a fifth. That is in fact 
the difference between the Moon and the Sun, for between the convex
ity of this heaven and the middle of the solar sphere there are four 
intervals: the whole spheres of the Moon, Mercury, and Venus com
pared to whole-tones, and half of the solar sphere which we have made 
a semitone. 

Now since the consonance of the octave consists of a fourth plus a 
fifth, an octave must necessarily be produced therein. And this, the 
more perfect material consonance, cannot possibly achieve perfection 
unless it satisfy its appetite with solar form. Besides, it is in the very 
heart of this middle heaven, namely the Sun, that the more perfect 
material consonance ceases and the movement to the formal octave 
begins. Within its concavity, however, there sounds only the conso
nance of a fifth, either above the sphere of equality or beneath it. And 
this is more appropriate to this place than any of the other conso
nances, because just as it is less perfect (being in between the perfect 
and imperfect ones), so this heaven, however perfect and free from 
corruption, is said to be less perfect in comparison to the higher heav
ens, and holds a median position between the two heavens (namely the 
perfect and imperfect). Moreover, the exact point of equality which is 
the exact intersection of the two pyramids is the true terminus of the 
more perfect consonance. The union and embrace of matter and form 
here is such that there could never be any separation or division. But 
in truth the parts of the pyramids in the ethereal region, both above the 
sphere of intersection and below it, are sufficiently equal for perfection: 
for the material ether outside the sphere of the soul has sufficient form 
to fill its appetite-though not to the degree of perfection of the solar 
sphere. On this account the proportion joining the intervals is called a 
perfect consonance, though less complete than that of the Sun, which 
the best musicians call Dillptndt (fifth). And this was the reason why 
some philosophers distinguished its substance by the name of Quintes
sence, seeing that its composition in respect to either of the outer 
heavens participates more of the consonance of a fifth. For it contains 
the sesquialtera proportion downward from the solar sphere to the 
lowest heaven, while the same proportion is found going upward to the 
boundaries of the spiritual heaven. The higher consonance, however, 
differs from the lower one, because one is related to form, the other to 
matter. Insofar as form is more excellent than matter, even so the na
tures of [formal) consonances are more eminent than those of matter. 

Thus from the center [of the Earth) to the sphere of the Sun an 
octave can be produced which is material, just as the other octave which 
raises its summit from the top of the material one to the height of the 
Empyrean heaven is spiritual. For the part of the middle heaven above 
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the sphere where the triangles intersect at the Sun's center, up as far 
as the crystalline region, is more spiritual than the part beneath it, on 
account of its greater propinquity to the Empyrean heaven: therefore 
the consonance produced in it is also spiritual. And as the two portions 
of light of this superior part of the heaven compare to the three por
tions which inform the matter of the Empyrean heaven, we will find 
their relationship determined by sesquialtera proportion. 

From the part of the material pyramid contained between the dwelling
place of the Sun and the boundaries of the Empyrean heaven, four 
intervals emerge because of the relation and repetition of the portions 
of the light to one another: and from them the spiritual fifth is made 
and perfected. From one portion of the solar sphere, namely the upper 
one which extends from the intersection of the pyramids to the top of 
the solar sphere, there is an interval comparable to a minor semitone; 
so just as the lower part of the same solar sphere occupies the place of 
the minor semitone in the material fifth, the upper part serves as the 
minor semitone in the formal fifth. Surely the amount by which two 
major semitones exceed two minor ones, namely two commas, concurs 
with the exact composition of the sphere of equality, in which the 
centre of the solar body, the vehicle of the world-soul, is suspended by 
equal weights. Next the sphere of Mars, that of Jupiter, and that of 
Saturn above them are counted as the other three intervals of the spiri
tual fifth. We may compare them to whole-tones because each of these 
orbs has its distinct nature and operation both on the middle heaven 
and on the lower regions. 

Above this less perfect spiritual consonance there extends that most 
perfect consonance of all, which is called the spiritual octave. And in 
this place a divine mystery will reveal itself to those who diligently 
contemplate it. For as the formal octave is superior to the material one, 
so its foundation is more excellent, and far nobler both in the propor
tion of its harmony and in its base. And as the Earth is less noble than 
the solar body, so the material octave and the consonances contained 
therein are far less estimable than the spiritual ones. For the Earth is 
the base of the material fourth and fifth, constituting the material oc
tave, while the Sun itself is the foundation upon which the spiritual 
fifth, fourth, and octave are raised. Besides, the fundamental conso
nance of the materia! octave is the fourth, the most imperfect of all 
consonances; but the fundamental concord of the formal octave is the 
fifth, an indisputably perfect concord. 

Here, then, the degrees of all material things can be seen as in a 
mirror, and hence the spiritual scale and order are manifested to the 
eyes of the intellect. All generation occurs beneath the Sun and receives 
its energy from the lower minor semitone of the solar sphere, which we 
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have called the material one. But regeneration, on the other hand, arises 
from the superior semitone of the solar sphere, from which sublimation 
takes place up to the peak of the spiritual. So those things which do not 
attain the summit of the solar sphere cannot obtain the perfection of 
regeneration, nor be turned from corporeal into spiritual. Blessed there
fore are those bodies which arc permitted to reach such heights and 
dignity. 

Returning to our theme, those three parts of the light that informs 
the subtlest matter are related in sesquitertia proportion to those four 
formal parts constituting the integral form in which there is nothing 
material (as is the nature of the Uncreated Light), and constitutes the 
spiritual consonance of a fifth. Its most subtle spirit, as it were trans
formed and liberated from corporeal substance, is divided into three 
final intervals to which the three Hierarchies are attributed. 4 Their two 
lower circles are likened to whole-tones, the upper one to a semitone, 
seeing that the orders of the EpipbaniiJ and particularly the Seraphim, 
who are said to be the very attendants of God, extend beyond the limits 
of matter and are thought of as utterly formal on account of the inef
fable splendor which they receive from the Divine Presence. 

From the union of these concords, therefore, arises the spiritual 
octave, whose perfection cannot be comprehended by human under
standing, since it is confined in the triangular nature of purest form. It 
is the sum of all perfection, the peak of universal purity, beyond which 
nothing exists but God, single and alone. And this very consonance is 
produced both from the material and the formal part: for if the two 
parts of matter which give substance to the ethereal heaven are com
pared to the one bodily part within the Empyrean heaven, there will 
result the double proportion which makes the consonance of an octave. 
From this it is clear that there is a quadruple proportion between the 
Earth and the convex surface of the spiritual world, since its radius is 
made by the double octave which we have imagined as the string of our 
macrocosmic monochord in the following demonstration. And it is 
evident from this that just as the musical instrument known as a 
monochord, stopped at the midpoint between the two extremities, will 
sound an octave between the middle and either end, even so the action 
in the middle elevation of the world, or the middle of the radius from 
its center to its circumference, eminently displayed in the solar body, 
is understood to produce an octave. 

It is quite obvious, then, that the perfection of the spiritual heaven 
extends to the center of the Sun, and that the Earth asks and receives 
from that solar limit everything that has any quality or quantity of 
perfection. The movement of the light, therefore, also tends downward 
so as to fill lower things with perfection, and its motion terminates in 
the Sun; so the solar body, which collects the rays of light emitted, 
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projects them in the same proportion on to the surface of the Earth. 
Thus the formal heaven bestows form, whereupon matter avidly seizes 
on what is given. 

We conclude, therefore, that by virtue of the spiritual harmony, 
through the formal octave ordered proportionally with its intervals, the 
Sun (the God of Nature, but only a created one) receives all formal and 
lucid virtue from the greatest God of all, the supernatural and uncreated 
Creator. The Earth, on the other hand, received the influences of the 
same God through the material octave, whereby it corresponds to the 
Sun as the latter to God Most High: for which reason the royal Psalm
ist said: "He bath placed his tabernacle in the Sun. "1 

We have demonstrated in this music of ours that both consonances 
of a fifth are found in the middle part of the world, such that philoso
phers call its very substance "Quintessence"; both the consonances of 
a fourth are found in the exterior parts of the world, the octave in the 
Sun, and the double octave in God himself. 

This, then, is the natural harmony of the universal machine, which 
no one up to now, so far as I know, has explained so succinctly or 
lucidly. 

In this picture' (see figure 21) we have represented the world-monochord 
in more detail, with its proportions, consonances and intervals, whose 
Mover is outside the world. 

The upper fourth agrees with the material fourth in this way: the 
lower fourth, though more perfect with respect to the Earth beneath it 
(seeing that it has more form informing it than the latter), is still found 
imperfect in relation to higher things, i.e., to the fifth of the same 
nature, and can in no way be compared to the matter of the ethereal 
heaven, any more than the consonance of the fourth can be compared 
with that of the fifth. So it is in every respect with the formal fourth: 
for if it is compared to the nature of the ethereal heaven, it is more 
perfect than the latter beneath, even than its consonance of the formal 
fifth, because this interval is more material, the fourth more spiritual. 
But if it is compared to the unsullied form above, the intervals of this 
consonance are now imperfect. So although this consonance is found 
(as our intellect sees it) in the region which seems to us the purest and 
most perfect of all regions in the world, yet even this is a vast distance 
away from the perfection of the Heaven of the Trinity.7 

Tbe Mutulll Harmony of Soul and Body 

Marvelous is the love and fellowship of the flesh and the soul, of the 
spirit of life and the mud of the earth: for the whole man may be said 
to be formed from these two conjoined. For thus it is written: "God 
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FIGURE 21: Tbe World-Monochord 

made man from the mud of the earth, and breathed the breath of life 
into his face "[Genesis 2:7), giving him sense and intellect, so that 
through sense he might vivify the clay associated with him, and through 
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intellect rule it; that likewise he might enter inwardly through the in
tellect and contemplate the wisdom of God, and outwardly through the 
sense behold the works of his wisdom. God illuminated the intellect 
from within but adorned the sense without, so that the whole man 
might find recreation in both, namely felicity within and enjoyment 
without. But since outward things cannot last long, man is bidden to 
turn from the things without to the things within and to ascend from 
the things within to the things above, that is to say from sense to 
imagination, from imagination to reason, from reason to intellect, thence 
to mind or intelligence and thus to God. 

It was marvelous, I say, ineffable, and indeed fully miraculous, that 
things so diverse, divided and contrary in nature as the body and soul 
could have been joined together; and it was no less admirable that God 
should have contracted himself into our mud, so that God and mud 
might be coupled together: such sublimity, and such vileness-for there 
is nothing sublimer than God, nor viler than mud. The first conjunc
tion was marvelous, the second was likewise, and no less marvelous will 
be the third when man, Angel, and God shall be one spirit: for man is 
good by the same goodness as the Angel, and by the same goodness 
both are blest. But if both can desire the same with an identical will and 
an identical spirit, and if God can join such disparate natures as those 
of flesh and soul in a single federation and friendship, it will cenainly 
not be impossible for the Rational Spirit, humbled during its fellowship 
with the earthly body, to be exalted with that same body when it is 
glorified by the fellowship of blessed spirits which remain in their purity, 
and to rise to panicipation in its glory. To this end the Most High 
created him, not through necessity but through charity, that he might 
make him a panicipator in his blessedness. If therefore there is so much 
joy and happiness in this temporal life which consists of the presence 
of the spirit in that corruptible body, what joy and happiness there will 
be in eternal life which consists of the immediate existence of the Deity 
in the Rational Spirit! The body therefore should be subject to the soul 
(tmimus), and the soul to God, and become one spirit with him, if only 
the spirit remain in humility and give thanks to its Creator, by which 
it is glorified and exalted. 

Man is thus made from body and soul, and each has its goodness in 
which it rejoices and exults. The goodness of the soul is God, with the 
abundance of his sweetness; that of the flesh is the world, with the 
abundance of its happiness. But the world is exterior, God interior; and 
there is nothing more interior or more present than he. He is inside 
everything, since all things are in him, and outside everything, since he 
is above all things. We should therefore pass beyond ourselves, ascend
ing from this world to God as if struggling up from below. For to 
ascend to God is to enter into oneself, and not only to enter oneself but 
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to pass, in an ineffable way, through one's own center. Hence Mercurius 
Trismegisrus says: "Whoever transcends by passing inward and pen
etrating within himself, he truly ascends to God." For indeed this is 
done by drawing our heart away from the distractions of this world, and 
recalling it to internal joys. And if we cannot always keep our heart on 
these, at least we should restrain it from wicked and vain thoughts so 
that we may at some time hold it fast in the light of divine contempla
tion. For the repose of our heart is when it is fixed through desire on 
the love of God; its life, when it contemplates its God and is tenderly 
refreshed in that very contemplation, which is always sweet to behold, 
to love and to praise. For nothing seems more efficacious for a blessed 
life than to turn every feeling [affimnn] within oneself, as if one were 
outside the flesh and the world, with the carnal senses closed; [to turn) 
unsuitable affection away from the desires for mortal things into one
sel£ alone, and to converse with God. 

Since therefore the soul is incorporeal, it administers to the body 
through the latter's subtler nature, that is through fire and air (which 
are the more excellent bodies in the world itself and therefore more 
familiar to spirit). The latter, being closer to the incorporeal nature 
than fluid and earth, are the first to receive the impulse of the vivifying 
soul, so that the whole mass is administered by their direct government. 
For [water and earth) are incapable of sense in the body, and of volun
tary bodily movement in the soul. Fire and air, since they are lighter, 
move earth and water, which are heavier. On this account we will see 
that a body scarcely moves after the soul has departed, because after the 
separation of the soul the fire and air, which are held by the soul's pres
ence in the earthly, humid body so that there should be a proper mixture 
of all [the elements), have fled to higher places and freed themselves. 

As for the composition of the body, it should be understood that it 
consists of members with distinct duties; these consist of similar parts; 
those parts of humors; the humors of nutritive substances, and the 
latter of elements. Hence we can see that the soul is none of these, but 
acts upon them as if on organs naturally destined for itself, and through 
these supports the body and the life by which man is made a living soul. 
So then, if all these are tempered and in order, they collaborate in 
giving life and the soul never departs; but if they become distempered 
and confused, the soul unwillingly withdraws, taking everything with it: 
sense, imagination, reason, intellect and intelligence, concupiscence and 
irasciblity; and according to the merits of these it is affected by pleasure 
or pain. Thereupon the body which before was whole, like an instru
ment tempered and prepared to play a melody and keep in rhythm, now 
lies broken and mutilated. The soul, on the other hand, once the el
emental parts have returned to their home, having nowhere to exercise 
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its energies, rests from all the motions by which it used to move the 
body in time and space. For the instrument may perish, but the melody 
does not perish, nor that which set the instrument in motion. 

From this, therefore, we can gaze as it were with open eyes on that 
admirable harmony which the two extremes of the most precious and 
the most vile make together, and how they concord with one another; 
and we see how the intermediate spirit of the world, the vehicle of the 
soul, is the nexus maintaining them in peaceful concord and harmony; 
and that God is he who gives breath to the human music or plays the 
monochord string, or is the internal principle producing as if from the 
center the consonant movements of all things and the vital activities in 
the Microcosm. The string which by its vibration spreads through the 
Macrocosm and the Microcosm the lucid effects of its inspirer like the 
accents and sounds of love is the limpid spirit which on account of its 
site and position naturally participates in both extremes and connects 
the extremes with one another. In the same way it makes the degrees 
or notes of the human system by which the soul's descent from on high 
into the body takes place, and conversely also its ascent to higher re
gions-the most noble place-after the death of the body-the vilest 
place-and the dissolution of the vital bonds. 

Now we show thus the arrangement of this human harmony com
pared with that of the world, according to the difference of each of its 
regions correlated to the world. (See figure 22.)1 

We see here the whole human being represented at his full length, 
in whose middle and along whose longitude we have traced a straight 
line representing the diameter of the Microcosm. For the rest, the 
radius of this string A C measures the tones and semitones of the 
monochord and gives musical proportions similar to those produced in 
the world-music. So on the left-hand side of it we have explained the 
music appropriate to the Microcosm, while on the right-hand side we 
have delineated well enough the symphonious aspect of the soul de
scending from heaven to earth and its returning ascent from earth, or 
body, to heaven, or spirit. On the left, therefore, we have demon
strated that the proportion between intellect and life is a duple 
proportion on the monochord, containing the spiritual octave. Simi
larly, we have shown that the interval on the monochord which stretches 
from the sphere of the heart (or Sun) to the Earth (or genitals) sounds 
in the same proportioQ a corporeal octave, uniting life with the sense 
or carnal nature which dwells in the lower belly. In the same way, 
therefore, as the string of the musical monochord, stopped at its half
way point, sounds one octave above and another below, so the heart 
situated in the middle of the human radius (no differently from the 
Sun in the middle of the world) relates by one octave-consonance to 



FIGURE 22: The Hum~~n Monochord 

lower things; i.e., to the nature of the lo~er re~ion, ~nd ~y another to 
the highest heaven of the Microcosm m whtch mmd, mtellect and 
reason hold sway. 

On the right-hand side of the Microcosm we ha~e set an octave 
between intellect and imagination, a fourth between mtellect an~ .rea
son and a fifth between reason and imagination; the latter two )Otned 
tog~ther make the spiritual and invisible octave. Similarl_Y, from the 
sphere of the heart downward we find the same pro_poruon b~tween 
imagination and body (or the center of the Earth), smce the d1stance 
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traversed from imagination to sense corresponds to a fourth and that 
between sense and flesh or body to a fifth; joined together, these com
pose the corporeal and as it were visible octave. The first breath of life 
gives motion to all of these, breathed directly by God into the face of 
man. Its second voluntary motion, like a microcosmic primum mobile, 
sets the faculties of the lower regions in involuntary movement. Thus 
we see that the animated action contained in the higher region is vol
untary, whereas the others common to the lower regions, namely the 
vital and natural, are said to be involuntary. 

We have also explained in the preceding presentation the day and 
night of the Microcosm:' how the fountains of rational, vital, and natu
ral light always ascend and rise up above the human earth or center of 
the living man, whereas beneath his earth nothing is to be found but 
his two supports or columns, sustaining and underpinning the universal 
mass of earth like Atlantides. Therefore in the upper hemisphere of the 
Microcosm there always shines the light of the first heaven-of the 
mind-illuminated with divine splendor; in the center the heart, filled 
with solar light; and in the depths the liver, abounding in fire and the 
heat of the aerial element. 

And thus I have explained the nature of the whole man, both internal 
and external, deliberately not as elegantly as you might wish, but as 
diligently as I could; and as a son of light, not of darkness, I believe [I 
have done so) lucidly enough, and not without great and most grateful 
thanks to God my Creator; spurning, ignoring, and having no care for 
the bitter maledictions of Momus, the worst calumnies of the malevo
lent, and the impious derision of the envious; washing away and expelling 
the virulent bites of such viper-tongues with the balsam of patience, the 
antidote of a dear conscience, and expunging them with my own floods; 
and to heal wounds inflicted in private I have sent out and published 
them in public. Maj the GOD JEHOVA be my be/per, and loolt diiWn on 
me from His holy cloud, or maintains, or bill of Sion, and lteep me saft from 
the injuries of the wiclted under His blessing wings. Amen. 
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Marin Mersenne 
1588-1648 

Kepler, Fludd, and Mersenne are the three outstanding luminaries. of 
our subject in the early seventeenth century. Each develops speculauve 
music further than ever before, and each in a way that differs markedly 
from the others. Mersenne, a member of the Franciscan Order of Minimes, 
was at the center of the early scientific revolution. Enjoying an enor
mous number of friends and correspondents, he acted as a clearing
house for discoveries by savants throughout Europe.' Like Fludd, he 
sought to grasp the world through encyclopedic knowled~e. Like Kepl.er, 
he was entranced by the possibilities of quantitative sc1ence. And hke 
both, he saw the universe as God's harmonious creation, to which the 
study of music offered a precious key. 

His very breadth of knowledge and of approach led Mersenne into 
some difficulties. He loved the Florentine Platonists, but was embar
rassed by their too-pagan enthusiasms. He learn.ed much from ~iorgi, 
but felt obliged to reject the Venetian's Kabbahsm. The Platomc and 
Pythagorean heavenly harmony was for Mersenne merely a ~atter. of 
proportions, found in everything in the world that has relau~ns wuh 
anything else.J To some thinkers, though, such as)acques de L1ege (see 
no. 22), this had been the best of reasons to regard the whole world as 
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musical, and Mersenne comes close to doing so when writing of univer
sal harmony. One also senses some uneasiness in this friar's great love 
for music and learning, living as he did under the command to fix his 
mind solely on the love of God and of his neighbor. Such a dilemma, 
suffered by erudite Christians from Saint Augustine onward, led 
Mersenne at times to cynicism, as in his indecisive and skeptical Ques
tions HarmonifUU. Here, in reply to the question "Is music pleasant? .. 
he replies that cards, dice, and tennis all pass the time agreeably, and 
with much less trouble than music, which only breaks the silence so 
conducive to the contemplation of celestial bodies and prayer! 

Our extract presents what is essentially the same point of view, though 
in a more serious vein. Coming at the beginning of a large work on 
every aspect of theoretical and practical music, it calls into question the 
whole enterprise. If the single tone, sounded in unison, is the most 
sacred form of music, what need for anything else? But then it would 
have been spiritual pride for Mersenne, or anyone else, to claim to have 
attained the state of genuinely preferring the monotone to any other 
music. What Mersenne shows us, as does no other author, is the mu
sical absolute against which the fictive drama of harmony is played out. 
The unison is to all other music as God is to his creation, and its contem
plation invites Christian and Platonist alike to turn their attention, in 
the end, from the Many to the One. 

Source: Marin Mersenne, Harmonie Universe/le (Paris, 1637), pp. 10-19. 
Translated by the Editor. 

+ 

To Determine Whether the Unison Is a Consonance, and 
Whether It Is Sweeter and More Agreeable than the 
Octave 

Book I, Proposition IV. Those who contend that the unison is among 
consonances as unity is among numbers, say that it should not be called 
a consonance, because it contains no variety of sounds as to high or 
low. On the other hand, those who believe the unison to be the Queen 
of Consonances are of the contrary opinion, believing that in order to 
make a consonance it is enough for the sounds to differ in number, and 
that since the union of sounds is the formal cause of these consonances, 
the one which unites them so perfectly that they seem to the ear but 
a single sound cannot be denied the name granted to the others. One 
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can confirm this by the names we give to God when we call him Being, 
the Good, the Beautiful, etc., because despite the fact that God does 
not possess being, goodness, or beauty as we have them, and although 
he possesses these perfections to an infinitely more perfect degree, we 
are still permitted to speak of them in this way, being thus taught by 
the Holy Scriptures. The unison is the exemplary cause and the goal of 
the consonances, for they all tend toward it, having it as their origin, 
just as unequal relationships have theirs in the relationship of equality; 
and consequently one may not unreasonably hold it to be the first 
consonance . 

There arc two types of unison to be considered. The first continues 
with the same tone, that is to say on the same pitch, as is done when 
they sing without raising or lowering the voice in those monastic choirs 
which do not use plainchant. One can call this singing in Isson, which 
means equal; the notes following arc like the first, and all the partS are 
unisons. 

The other type is that of plainchant which uses all sorts of degrees 
to rise or fall. It has more variety than the first, which is like a voice 
holding fast to a single note and having no other distinction than that 
which comes from the different syllables or from various interruptions, 
pauses, and rests for catching the breath, inhaling, and relieving the 
voice and diaphragm. 

These two types of unison differ in that the first has only a single 
sort of note or sound while the other has as great a number of them as 
there are differences of high and low pitch. This is why the first unison 
is simpler than the second, yet both are consonances, since they make 
a union of two or more sounds which is agreeable to the ear, although 
they have no other difference but their particular and individual na
ture-the least difference that can exist between substances. 

This difference is sufficient to establish the relationship of equality, 
which is distinct from the simpler one of identity, although Aristotle 
says in Problem 39 of Section 191 that the octave is more agreeable 
than the unison because the laner is only a single sound. And in Book 2, 
Chapter S of the Politics he says that one who includes the unison 
among consonances is like one who would introduce the community of 
all things into states, or who confuses lines with the [metrical) foot.• 
But jean de Muris, in Book 2, Chapter 10 of Tbt: Mirror of Music,s 
maintains that it is a consonance: with which all who follow reason and 
experience rather than authority arc in agreement. And as for the com
munity of states, to which Aristotle was opposed in order to contradict 
his Master,' it is very desirable, though not to be hoped for so long as 
diversity is preferred to equality. All the best things lead us toward this 
equality and communion of goods: in nature the earth, the air, and the 
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sky arc made equally for everyone, and in the state of grace there is 
only one faith, one hope, the same commandments and the same law· 
in the state of glory there is only one God who will be all in all omni~ 
in omnibus, 7 when all things are made subject to him and h;ve left 
behind diversity, which is the source of corruption. In the same way 
one ~ay say tha_t Plato, whose spirit seems to have reached the very 
sumrrut of the bght of nature, was contemplating the beauty of the 
c~er~al Ideas when he proposed the happy communion of goods. His 
dasaple ought to accept this since he avows that friends should have 
their goods in common. Now all men should be friends, because they 
arc brothers and children of the same father and because the true 
religion teaches us that the faithful should be ~ne body and one spirit 
since they all have as their final goal the love and glory of God. Henc; 
the whole of Holy Scripture has no other purpose but to make us 
e~bracc the community of goods both spiritual and bodily, and to 
umtc us to God forever, in order that the Unison less esteemed here 
th~n it should be, may triumph over diversity, the ~ourcc of error, and 
enJoy eternally the prerogatives of which people want to deprive it 
through the daffercnces of rhythm and movement which they currently 
employ. 
~ for the second part of the proposition, namely whether the uni

son as .. sweeter and more agreeable than the octave, I will say first that 
there as no doubt of its being sweeter, since it unites its notes more 
often and more easily. Unison is one against one, the vibrations of the 
air_ uniting at each stroke, 1 whereas the vibrations of the octave only 
unue at every second stroke, and one finds invariably, in the operations 
of every sense, that whatever unites most easily is the sweetest. But it 
does not follow that it is the most agreeable: for though sugar and 
honey are extremely sweet, they are not the most agreeable to those 
who prefer sour and bitter things. That is why we must sec whether the 
unison is more agreeable than the octave. 

Second I will say that it seems that the unison is more agreeable than 
the octave because it tickles the ear more, and is more easily compre
hended by the imagination which is the principal scat of pleasure. 
. If one wishes to use comparisons to confirm this truth, nature pro

v~des _them i~ all the disciplines; for the great pleasure of Algebra con
sasts ~n findanS: all sorts of equations which are solved by means of 
cquala'r; the ~cacnce of Mechanics has its basis in equilibrium, which is 
a certaan specaes of unison; and Medicine, it seems, has no more exalted 
end ~r speculation than the temperament of the body reduced to the 
equalaty of humors. If we may be permitted to ascend higher, we will 
find an eternal Unison in the Deity, for the three Persons are all of the 
same nature and all have a single will, power, and virtue, although they 
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are in fact distinct. Perhaps this is the reason why the Blessed sing 
perpetually in unison, so that their song may confirm to the equality of 
the three Persons, and to the state of equality which traces its origin to 
that eternal beatitude which is not susceptible to any alteration, and 
which, being so simple, requires the simplest songs. And nothing can 
be simpler, when many sing together, than for them to sing in unison. 

One can also confirm the same thing by the beginning and ending 
of pieces which are almost always in unison, this being the goal of 
music: for one finds that all the consonances tend toward the unison, 
as I show elsewhere. And if one compares the power of the unison of 
plainchant with that of the consonances of music one will find it more 
effective, making a stronger impression on the spirit. No longer dis
tracted by the variety of consonances and dissonances, it begins to 
sense the Music of the Blessed when it hears the unison, reminding it 
of its origin and of the bliss for which it hopes and waits. 

The power of the unison imposes its effects not only on the spirit 
and on souls, but also on inanimate bodies; for whenever one plucks a 
string of a lute, viol, or any other instrument, it sets in motion and 
causes to vibrate the other strings tuned in unison to it. Consequently 
this can serve to set in motion all sorts of machines, and to touch off 
cannons. In this way one can besiege and take towns by means of the 
unison, just as Orpheus is said to have built them with the sound of his 
harp.v But this discourse must be kept for the treatise on the sounds 
used in warfare. 

One of the strongest reasons which argues that the unison is more 
agreeable and natural than the octave comes from the experience which 
shows that one tires much sooner of hearing singing at the octave than 
at the unison, which one can happily listen to in church for several 
hours. And although children naturally sing an octave above men, their 
intention is nevertheless to sing in unison: the goal toward which all 
voices tend when supported and strengthened by their equals. For re
semblance is the source of love, and the conservation of the being and 
nature of every object, which is better preserved by conformity than by 
deformity. Now the movements which our spirits receive from the unison 
are perfectly uniform and equal, while those of the octave are unequal, 
since some are twice as fast as others. 

If we compare sounds to the objects of touch we will find that the 
ear receives as much pleasure from hearing unison singing as the sense 
of touch does from handling objects that are smooth, soft, and mild, 
such as satins and a thousand other such things. Hence dissonances are 
called hard and rough, because their sounds resemble hard, rough, and 
uneven bodies which hun the hand and destroy the spirits which serve 
the sense of touch. 
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Nevertheless, many believe that the octave and other consonances 
are more agreeable than the unison because they have some variety in 
their union, and narure rejoices in diversity (as we have proved in a 
special proposition). And if one thinks about the harmonies which charm 
the spirit during concerts, one will have to admit that one sometimes 
encounters passages which ravish the listener more powerfully than is 
ever achieved by the unison. 

Moreover, the different voices of music which are doubled are so 
many u~isons enriched and elevated by the diversity of consonances, so 
that while they are good and agreeable on their own, they will be better 
and more agreeable still when they are joined to those harmonies. 
~ fo~ the great equality a~d unity of sounds brought about by the 

umson, lt seems to be too Simple to give pleasure. For one finds in 
many things, and especially in visible ones, that whatever is too simple 
and whatever is not made from several parts, is not thought agreeable. 
A straight line or a circle, taken alone, is neither beautiful nor agree
able. So the unison is similar to isolated lines, just as the note is similar 
to the point and to unity. 

One may add to this that a perfect unison cannot be distinguished 
from a single sound; when, that is, the voices which make the unison 
ar~ per~ectl~ e.qual. C~nsequently it is no more agreeable than a single 
vo1ce, smce lt IS heard tn exactly the same way as if there were only one. 

Here one may refer to all the arguments I employed elsewhere to 
pr~ve that .diversity. is pleasing to the senses, and to the comparison 
wh1ch Zarlmo uses m Book 3, Chapter 8 of his lnstitut;ons, where he 
holds that the unison and octave are comparable to the extreme colors 
of white and black, while the other consonances in between (the fifth, 
fourth, and thirds) correspond to the colors in between, green, red, and 
blue; and that consequently the unison and octave are not so agreeable 
as the other consonances, for white and black are less agreeable than 
the mixed colors in between. Nevertheless, this does not prevent one 
from concluding that the unison would be better pleasing to all kinds 
of men if they were in the state of perfection: a state, it seems, which 
rejects a diversity whose pleasure only bears witness to our poverty and 
imperfection. For since all music is only for the sake of the unison at 
the end, why not take that rather than all the other chords? But those 
who take more pleasure in the other chords than in the unison are like 
people who prefer the weather gloomy and overcast in broad daylight 
to the pure light of the sun; who prefer the colors that participate in 
dar~ess, like the median ones, to white which is the image of light, 
servmg as the color of the garments which angels wear to appear to 
men, and which our Savior used at the Transfiguration (for his gar
ments were white as snow and shone like the light). In truth, those who 
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make more of green and the other mixed colors than of white, and 
more of the imperfect consonances than of the unison, arc like those 
whose eyes cannot bear the light, and who arc more content to behold 
partial truths than the universal truth which is in God; who prefer to 
rejoice in creatures and passing pleasures than in the Creator and eter
nal joys. 

As for those who have risen above everything created, and who have 
felt a thousand times the distaste which one has for all the truths of 
Mathematics and Physics as soon as they arc discovered (from which 
one gains almost no satisfaction but that of the toil one suffers wh1lc 
searching for them), they get no enjoyment from concertS, preferring 
singing at the unison to that in parts: for the unison represents for 
them the state of the Blessed and the perfect union of the three Divine 
Persons who arc in the unison of perfect equality. 

And because the unisons we make here are not perfect, those who 
rise above everything corporeal and begin to unite in ardent love with 
God receive no satisfaction from unisons except when they are using 
some reading to be rapt in contemplation of the Sovereign Being; and 
they arc happier to hear no singing at all, so as not to be distracted 
from their thoughts of the uncrcatcd Unity, on which they arc so fixed 
that nothing in the world can separate them from it. 

Therefore I reckon that the unison is more agreeable than the con
sonances, and that one must have compassion on the fragility and in
constancy of men who do not share this sentiment, making more of 
diversity and inequality than of unity and equality: the more so since 
they judge things not by what they contain of simplicity and excellence, 
but by what best agrees with their appetites and fancies. 

One can funher confirm this truth by a persuasive consideration of 
all that renders things agreeable, namely of what gives them their be
ing, their faculties and action; for there should be no doubt that what 
renders things agreeable cannot be more agreeable than the things 
themselves, since the former have nothing but what they have bor
rowed from the latter, and are only agreeable by virtue of their borrow
ing from the source that is their own origin. 

Lines, figures, and solids possess nothing that they have not bor
rowed from the point, because the line is none other than the move
ment of a point, and figures and solids only the movements of lines and 
planes. If one takes away all points, nothing remains; just as if one 
contemplates the beauty and perfection of the point, one will confess 
that it has the beauty of lines and figures in eminence and perfection. 

All creatures depend no less on God than lines on the point; they 
have no beauty nor anything agreeable except that which they receive 
from the presence of God, who creates them perpetually, just as noth-
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ing is perfect in creatures except for God. Hence the greater the beauty 
in creatures, the more assistance God gives to them, and the greater the 
quantity of light which he dispenses to them and with which he illumi
nates them; just as numbers arc greater according to the greater mul
titude of rays which unity sends out to them, and to which it commu
nicates itself more fully; just as one can say that all possible numbers 
arc nothing other than unity made common, or the love, perfection, 
and communication of unity without which no number can exist. 

Now consonances depend on the unison as lines on the point, num
bers on unity, and creatures on God: this is why they arc sweeter as 
they approach closer to it, for they have nothing sweet or agreeable but 
what they borrow from the union of their sounds, which is the greater 
as it tends more toward the unison. Many, it is true, do not get so much 
pleasure from it as from the other consonances, as their spirit is not 
strong or lofty enough to contemplate the point and the unity in their 
simplicity, nor to fix themselves on the divine presence alone, consid
ered devoid of any relation with visible things. The spirit of most of 
mankind is so shut up in the body and limited by phantasms that it 
cannot rise above the senses; and if they should happen to raise them
selves up to the ccnter of the Divinity which the Cabalists call the dark 
Aleph and the Ensoph,10 they would be totally lost in the darkness 
which would overwhelm their understanding; for the phantasms which 
gave them some semblance of light would no longer accompany them, 
forcing them to fall back into the false light which eclipses the rays of 
the intelligible Sun, robbing us of true beauty in order to feed us a false 
one which brings no solid and lasting pleasure. This is what Saint 
Augustine has said in Chapter 3 of his book on the knowledge one 
needs to have of the true life, in which after showing the power of 
dialectics he adds: "Dialectics is the power of differentiating, capable 
also of explaining dubious matters, shaking up and pulling to pieces all 
the scriptures, and annihilating all human wisdom when it pretends to 
divinity; then, thrown back by such light of majesty, it bows its head in 
fear and trembling, and fleeing, hides away in the secret places of worldly 
wisdom, and is struck dumb when the links of syllogisms are broken." 

Thus no wisdom and no power of human understanding can ever 
reveal to us the light of the principal truth, nor make us acknowledge 
that perfect contenunent consists in perfect simplicity, which is never 
rightly experienced except when one contemplates it in itself, and aban
dons diversity altogether in order to embrace the divine unity. Thither 
the Royal Prophet aspired when he sung these words: "I will be satis
fied when thy glory appears" [Psalm 16:1S). 

Nevertheless, when one knows the art and practice of meditation on 
true pleasure, one will soon discover that the eternal ideas are its only 
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true object, and consequently that we err in believing that Beauty has 
her seat in the existence of creatures distinct or separate from the ex
istence of the Creator. For beauty, and that which we call agreeable in 
sensible or intelligible things, depends on the uncreated Being, just as 
numbers depend on unity, lines on the point, time on the moment, 
movement on the motionless, and the consonances on the unison. 

Now numbers have nothing in themselves but unity, which renders 
them smaller or larger in proportion to its greater or lesser communi
cation of itSelf. The number 1000, for example, is ten times as great as 
the number 100, because unity communicates itSelf to 1000 ten times 
more than to 100.11 But unity has an infinite power which is so much 
itS own that it cannot communicate it, for it cannot make number 
infinite, just as God cannot communicate his infinity nor his indepen
dence. Hence one may conclude that one must behold the Creator in 
his creatures, like unity in numbers and the unison in consonances. 

One finds by experiment, in fact, that consonances are twice, thrice, 
or four times better and more excellent according to whether unison 
communicates itSelf to them twice, thrice, four, or more times,11 as I 
will show in a separate discourse. When it communicates two degrees 
of union to them, they are twice as good as when it communicates only 
a single degree, and so on until they are reduced to unison by the 
subtraction of degrees of variety which determine the material of con
sonances, as union determines their form. If inequality and diversity act 
as the body of consonances, equality and union are their soul and spirit, 
as we shall see in the treatises on the Divisions and Superpositions of 
each consonance. There I demonstrate that of all the divisions of each 
consonance, the sweetest and most agreeable is the one which unites 
the notes most perfectly; and that of two or more superpositions of a 
single consonance or of several, whether upward or downward, the best 
and most natural is the one whose union is greatest. 

When we have stripped creatures of their differences and diversity, 
and when the veil of exterior and finite appearances is lifted from them, 
we will behold the divine spirit which makes them move; and then we will 
be one spirit with God, following the beautiful words of the Aposde -
"One who cleaves unto God is one spirit with rum" [I Corintruans 6:17]. 
For as soon as we see that there is no goodness or beauty in creatures 
but the divine goodness and beauty, our spirit will cleave so powerfully 
to that object which entrances the Blessed Ones that it will seem to be 
one and the same thing with it, as objects known are one and the same 
as the knowledge of them in the Peripatetic school. 

But while we suffer patiently in the imperfection of our present 
state, let our ears be assailed by the variety of consonances as we await 
the abode where we shall be ravished by the perfect unison, whose 
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beauty we cannot perfecdy understand so long as we have need of 
diversity for our preservation. Neither shall we be able to know the 
divine beauty and excellence until it takes the scales from our eyes, 
explains the enigma which hides it from us and robs us of the sight of 
it as mistS and clouds rob us of the Sun's light. For the same reason, 
the nourishment provided by thin soups and jelly is not so strong, 
useful, and agreeable to healthy people as that of bread, meat, and 
other foods which have not been deprived of their various imperfec
tions: for the human body has many different partS, each of wruch 
requires a different food. Thus potable gold, or the elixir of which the 
alchemistS and cabalistS boast, is not suitable for food because it is too 
simple and pure. 

Moreover, experience shows us that we cannot last long here with
out a variety of different actions and passions, each of wruch wearies 
and displeases us after a while. For instance, if one is tired one is happy 
to sit down; but after having sat for two or three hours one feels as 
weary as before and, rather than remain seated, prefers to resume work 
until the next bout of weariness. This proves clearly that man's pleasure 
cannot last without variety so long as he is in a variable state, and 
consequently that the continuation of unison cannot be as agreeable to 
him as when it is interrupted by other chords, even dissonances. This 
diversity, however, in no way preventS the unison from being more 
agreeable than the other consonances when it is used in the places 
where the rules of the an require or permit it. 

This state of variety in which we are is the reason why the unison 
is avoided as much as possible: it is too sweet and excellent for this life. 
This is why pieces end more often with the octave, fifth, third, or their 
inversions than with the unison, and when they do end with it accom
pany it with other chords. For while the spirit is subject to matter 
which subjectS it to delusions, obscurations, and error, one dare not, as 
it were, raise oneself up to the perfection of a unity which is entirely 
free from the variety and inequality found in the other chords. Here is 
evidence that the unison is as it were outside music, as God is beyond 
one's reach, and that when one hears the unison one should remember 
thal the least pleasure of divine harmony is more excellent than the 
perfect knowledge of harmony as we use it. One may infer this from a 
beautiful saying of Saint Augustine: "To know even the tiniest frag
ment of God with a devout mind surpasses in itS incomparable felicity 
the knowledge of the whole universe of created things" (Gmtsis 11d 
littmnn V, 16). Hence one may conclude that the pleasure which the 
spirit receives from the unison, when it is free from error and delusion, 
surpasses proportionately all the delights that come from other chords, 
for it is the image of the divine harmony and the source of those pleasures. 
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But an objection may still be raised which seems to deprive the 
unison of the prerogative we arc giving it, namely that the spirit has 
more pleasure in conceiving things which increase its knowledge. This 
is why Nature rejoices in diversity, as I have proved through the same 
argument in a separate discourse. Now one learns nothing by consid· 
cring the unison, because it contains no intervals and all its notes arc 
one and the same, whereas in the other consonances one perceives the 
difference between low and high notes and the pleasure that comes 
from their mixture. Consequently the unison is the poorest chord and 
the least agreeable of all consonances, since it affords us no new knowl· 
edge whatsoever. 

What is more, if the greatest unity of sounds were the cause of the 
greatest satisfaction, it would follow that there is more satisfaction in 
seeing a room whose walls touch, or nearly so, and a linle house, than 
in seeing a great Louvre, because the pans of the little house are more 
united than those of a great palace. One could say the same of all that 
is grand and magnificent, and which may be abridged and curtailed, 
because abridgments cause the parts of the things in question to be· 
come more united than when they had a greater scope. 

Finally, the differences of all creatures will be entirely preserved in 
Heaven, where it will please the Saints better than if they were all one 
and the same thing and there were no difference between them. For it 
seems that the whole pleasure of the knowledge of creatures consists in 
the relationships and comparisons that one makes between them and 
God, and between one and another. 

It is easy to answer these objections because they presuppose the 
imperfect state of mankind, whose knowledge will be more perfect by 
far when they see clearly the great unity of all creatures and recognize 
that the diversity of objects exercises a great tyranny over our spirits. 
It diverts them from contemplation and thoughts that lead us to unity, 
which one cannot attain except by stripping creatures of their diversity 
in order to recognize the unity which has absolute rule over them, and 
to see in them only the root of being and the center of the sovereign 
intelligence. It is just as one sees only the radical terms of harmonic, 
arithmetical and geometrical ratios when one strips the larger numbers 
of what is superfluous and useless in them; and as one perceives only 
the spirits and quintessence of compounds when one has discarded the 
earthly and all that made them subject to corruption and to different 
alterations. 

As for the greater knowledge that comes from the other consonances, 
one could compare it to the light of many little candles, or glowworms, 
whereas the light of unity and the unison is like the sunlight which 
dims all others by its presence, as the grace and excellence of the 
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unison makes that of the other consonances vanish. For while we may 
not enjoy here the whole pleasure which can come from the unison, 
being distracted by the diversity of consonances, nevertheless the little 
attention which we do pay to considering its excellence gives us a far 
nobler and higher knowledge than that of the others, just as the little 
knowledge that we have of Heaven is far more excellent than what we 
have of the elements, however greater or more certain that may be. 

Neither does it follow that a cramped room is more agreeable than 
a great hall, or a little house more beautiful than a great palace. One 
does not measure the beauty of buildings by the unity but by the pro· 
portions and symmetry of their parts, as one measures that of conso
nances by the union of their sounds. And as for the diversity of bodies 
and spirits in Paradise, it will be so much tempered by union that, 
according to some, all the bodies of the Blessed will be embraced by the 
humanity of Jesus Christ, and all their spirits engulfed by his divinity. 
So God will be all in all and reign absolutely in the being of all crca· 
tures, who cannot attain to a higher degree of perfection than to enter 
into the perfect unison of the created being with the uncreated, which 
consists of having no knowledge or love but that of the Divinity. 

One can prove further that the unison is more excellent than the 
other consonances through Astrology, which sees the consonances in 
the aspects of the planets. The conjunction is the most powerful and 
excellent of all aspects, but many deny that it merits the name of aspect, 
just as they deny that the unison is one of the consonances. In fact, if 
the conjunction of planets represents the unison-as they hold that the 
opposition represents the octaves, the nine the fifth, the square the 
fourth, and the sextile the thirds and sixths-and if the conjunction is 
more powerful than the other aspects, one may well say that it has a 
close correspondence with the unison. But I will explain the planetary 
aspects in the first book on stringed instruments;., for the present it 
will suffice to consider that all things act with as much affection and 
inclination to union as they do for their own preservation. 

This is why man does all he can to unite himself to all sons of 
possessions by which he hopes to increase his comfon and to preserve 
and enlarge his being. And the greatest possession which can enter the 
spirit of man, namely eternal glory, consists of the union which man 
will have with God in spirit, and in body with the hwnanity of our Savior. 
Thus Saint Paul teaches in his Epistle to the Ephesians, Chapter 4, 
consoling them in the hope that all Christians should have of the trans· 
formation of their bodies, presently subject to all kinds of change, into 
another, spiritual body in which we will encounter Jesus Christ. Using 
years as an image, we will then be in the springtime of the most agree· 
able and perfect age: "Until we come to a perfect man, unto the mea-
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sure of the age of the fulness of Christ" [Ephesians 4:13). All these 
considerations, then, bring us to the recognition that the unison is the 
most perfect and agreeable consonance in music because it participates 
most abundandy in that which makes it sweet and agreeable, and that 
there is nothing but imperfection in the variety which preoccupies us 
and makes us prefer that which is more like our own fragility ~nd 
misery, which cannot subsist here without diversity, the mother of 
corruption, albeit we aspire to unison and to unity. This is what is 
represented by those excellent words of the Gospel, "One thing alone 
is needful" [Luke 10:42]. 

If music serves for anything in this world, it should be used in par
ticular to recall the memory of some of these considerations, so that it 
will not be said in eternity that men who profess to be rational, and 
who should have employed recreations and speculations to th.e end 
destined for them by God, have abused the chaste and rational pleasure 
of music and emulated certain musicians who rise no higher than the 
passion and action of the senses and the pleasure of the ear. But the 
latter should serve merely as a channel to give easy access to the con
templation of eternal things, and to the pleasure which comes from 
thinking of the final end, with which true Philosophers should always 
be occupied. And now it is time to speak of other difficulties which are 
met with in the unison, whose definition is explained in the following 
Proposition after the five Corollaries which I add to forestall many of 
the difficulties and objections based on the preoccupation of musicians 
and other persons who imagine things which do not exist. They may 
also influence the spirits of singers or music lovers to use harmony to 
lift themselves up to God, and to contemplate the grandeur of his 
goodness and the sweetness of his blessings and mercy, enjoyed by all 
those of whom the Royal Prophet speaks in the first verse of Psalm 72: 
"Truly God is good to Israel, even unto such as are of a pure heart." 
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+ 

Athanasius Kircher 
1601 or 1602-1680 

Kircher's Musurgia Universalis of 1650 was the last great summation of 
speculative music, before interest in this subject waned and treatises 
became more and more practical. Living in the Jesuit College of Rome, 
and assured on all sides that he was the most learned man alive, Kircher 
was encapsulated in an archaic worldview: that of the Renaissance man 
who took all the world for his subject, and of the Christian Hermetist 
to whom the esoteric keys of knowledge gave perfect mastery. 

One can see this view vividly illustrated in the following excerpts 
from the last part of his book on music. Keeping in mind that music 
was only one of half a do%en subjects on which Kircher wrote huge 
tomes, his scope, ambition, and authority are awe-inspiring. Having 
chosen the passages which apply to our subject, we find everything 
falling neatly into place in a scheme of universal harmony, whose au
thor is God and whose method of operation is through the law of 
correspondences. Music, Mysticism and Magic contained one of Kircher's 
elaborate tables of correspondences, in which nine notes of the musical 
scale went with the ninefold division of the angels, of planets, metals, 
plants, animals, and· much else; the idea was that as one "string" is 
plucked, the resonances are taken up by the member of each class tuned 
to that note. Kircher gave this quite seriously as an explanation of 
natural magic, in which the invocation of a planet, for example, through 
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a talisman made of the appropriate metal at the correct hour and day, 
twangs the string of that planet and sends its influences radiating down 
to us. 

The passages here serve to amplify that idea, first through Kirchcr's 
explanation of the workings of music on our "spiritsn or intangible, 
etheric bodies (an essential factor in Renaissance acoustics, as in medi
cine), then through an ascent from the harmonics of the elements to 
those of the solar system. Kircher was not permitted to embrace pub
licly the heliocentric cosmology of Copcrnicus and Galileo, but he 
worked with the compromise of Tycho Brahe, the official view of the 
Society of Jesus. While keeping the earth static, this allowed certain 
innovations of which the most fenile, in this instance, was the "choirn 
of jupitcrian moons. 

Kircher makes a surprisingly original response to the challenge of 
recent astronomy. At other times he simply borrows, or steals, as he can 
be seen doing here from Kepler, Fludd and Giorgi. Kepler he dis
trusted as a Protestant; Fludd, worse yet, as a Rosicrucian; Giorgi's 
book was on the Index. But all were grist to the Kircherian mill, and 
in the end he could display his orthodoxy in the magnificent vistas of 
a Dantesque heaven, dancing to the music of God the conductor. (See 
Music, Mysticism and Magic for the conclusion of the book that follows 
immediately on this excerpt.) 

With Kepler, Fludd, and Kircher we complete the trio of late Re
naissance theorists, unsurpassed before or since in their effons to ratio
nalize the inruitions of Pythagoras. True, Kcplcr quarreled with the 
irascible Fludd, and Kircher censures them both; but three centuries 
later, they can all be seen as representatives of the worldview which, as 
fate would have it, lost the batde for the mind of Western civilization: 
the view of an ensouled cosmos, resonant with meaning and redolent at 
every level of the divine intelligence. 

Source: Athanasius Kircher, Musurgia Universa/is (Rome, 1650), vol. 11, 
203-205, 370-373, 381-388, 458-461. Translated by the Editor. 

• 
On the Nature and Production of Consonance and 

Dissonance 

Everyone wonders why the soul is so much affected by consonances and 
so much recoils from dissonances. In order to understand their causes 
and reasons, let us fust observe that there are two things to be consid-

1 
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ered in consonances: the collision of bodies which occurs through the 
motion of sounds, and proportion. These are the two principles, re
spectively physical and mathematical, by which all consonances are 
caused. Physics considers the motion, mathematics the quantity, num
ber, weight, measure, and every proportion of one sound to another. 
Now since every rising and falling of notes and sounds derives from 
faster or slower motion, it is necessary that the note or sound should 
be higher, tighter, and denser when the motion is faster: lower and 
looser when it is slower. All this was learnedly considered by Boethius, 
De Musica, Book 1, Chapter 3, where he proves that sounds will be 
lower when made by slower or less frequent movements, and higher if 
the motions arc more rapid or dense, so that the same string will sound 
higher if it is stretched, lower if it is loosened. For when it is more 
tense, it makes a faster pulse, it returns more quickly and frequendy, 
and impels the air more densely. When it is loose, it makes feebler 
pulses, and these weak strokes vibrate more briefly and with lesser 
effect. In Musurgia Organica1 and Book 7 we demonstrated how tubes 
and pipes sound higher or lower according to whether their apenures 
are open or dosed, and according to whether the air is compressed or 
released. This is seen both in organ pipes and in the larynx or human 
voice-box. The longer the tongue or epiglottis, or else the deft through 
which the air escapes to cause sound, and the wider the pipe, the lower 
will be the sound: when it is shoner and narrower, a correspondingly 
higher sound will emerge. Consequently, a person with a broader and 
longer larynx will normally sing with a lower, bass voice, and someone 
whose larynx is narrow and shon will have a high voice. Much on this 
appeared in Book I. 

Secondly, it is to be noted that the sound caused by the motion of 
a string or emitted by a voice is not continuous, but made of discrete 
and interrupted movements, as shown in our ChordosophiaZ above. But 
our ears are scarcely able to perceive its intervals, just as the eyes can
not discern whether a burning torch which someone whirls rapidly 
around is present in the whole circle, or whether the whole circle is 
burning. Boethius gives the example of a top spun by children: if red 
stripes are painted up and down its cone, it will seem when spun to be 
altogether red in color. Of course it is not so, but the speed unites the 
red-colored pans, however small, and does not allow the others to 
appear. Similarly, a tighter string will rebound or vibrate with more 
strokes, a looser one with less. Whenever a string is struck, even if only 
once, there comes forth not one sound alone, but as many sounds as the 
trembling string conveys to the air. The addition of movements will 
raise the pitch, while the subtraction of them will lower it, since high 
pitch is caused by many movements. We have dealt fully in our Algebra 
Harmonica1 with the way in which one can divide any number or mag-
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nirude such that the divisions are in a given harmonic proponion. 
From all this I infer that the marvelous power which music has for 

moving the emotions does not proceed directly from the soul, for that, 
being immortal and immaterial, neither gives proponion to notes and 
sounds, nor can it be altered by them:• it comes rather from the spirit 
(spiritus), which is the instrument of the soul, the chief point of con
junction by which it is annexed to the body. 

This spirit is a certain very subde sanguine vapor, so mobile and 
tenuous that it can easily be aroused harmonically by the air. Now 
when the soul feels this movement, the various impulses of the spirit 
induce in it corresponding effects: by the faster or stronger harmonic 
motions of the spirit it is excited or even shaken up. From this agitation 
comes a certain rarefaction causing the spirit to expand, and joy and 
gladness follow. The emotions felt will be the stronger as the music is 
more in accord and proportion with the natural complexion and con
stitution of man. Hence when we hear a perfectly crafted harmony or 
a very beautiful melody we will feel a kind of tickling in our heartstrings, 
as if we are seized and absorbed by the emotion. These various effects 
are best promoted by the different modes or tones of music which we 
have already discussed thoroughly, especially by diminutions of small 
notes running up and down, and by the skillful combination of disso
nances mingled with consonances. 

MUSICAL EXPEJUMENTS 

In order to show how the spirit is moved in this way and in no other, 
I make the following experiment:' 

Take a glass tumbler of any size and fill it with pure, transparent 
water. Moisten the index finger, and with it rub the rim of the glass in 
a circle. You will hear an extraordinary sound like ringing metal, which 
will excite the water to agitation as if blown by the wind. Now fill your 
glass to the midpoint, and you will again hear a sound, but twice as low, 
i.e., a perfect octave below the first, and will notice the water somewhat 
less agitated. If now you divide the same rumbler into five pans, and fill 
three with water, leaving two empty, the glass will resonate with a note 
accompanied by smaller ripples. If you divide it in seven pans, filling 
four and leaving three empty, you will find the note followed by even 
less agitation of the water. 

From this it is obvious that our humors are moved in the same way, 
and especially our spirit, which from its seat in our bean has the most 
powerful dominion over all our emotions. Hence, when we hear any 
violent sound like thunder or the discharge of a cannon, we are seized 
with fright because our spirit suffers a blow and is dissipated: hence the 
fear and terror. We cannot bear to hear the noise of a knife grating on 
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iron, for its harshness influences us ill by impinging on cenain muscles 
leading to the teeth and brain. All of these things also apply to animals: 
there are some which enjoy and are tamed by music, which could not 
be the case if the power of music proceeded directly from the rational 
soul. But man enjoys music in an infinity of ways denied to animals, 
because he understands it better and more fully. 

The Symphony of the Four Elements 

Different people explain the harmony of the four elements in different 
ways. The alchemists reproduce it through this experiment: they ex
tract the spirit from wine, then the oil which is innate within the spirit, 
and thirdly the phlegm, after which there remain the faeces which they 
call the caput monuum. Sealing this in a hermetic vessel, they identify 
five regions therein:' the lowest, black one they call Earth; the ex
tracted liquid, Water; the subtle and spirituous region, Air; the inflam
mable oil, Fire; above all of which floats the Quintessence, far sepa
rated from all impurity and from the faeces of earthly contagion. This 
latter they call Heaven, which rises by degrees, marking off the single 
mass as it were into harmonic proponions. They maintain that the 
world itself is created analogically to this example of art and nature, as 
will be explained at greater length below. 

Others compare the whole world harmonically to a monochord/ 
into which the spirit or soul of the world-or rather God himself
introduces all the consonances from outside, producing higher notes in 
the nearer creations and lower ones in those which are further from 
him. The lowest sound of all may be assigned to the Earth: it is rather 
a silence and a darkness, giving place to the horrors of materiality, on 
account of the great density of the air and its resistance to spirit. They 
say that light acts on the substance of the world in the same way as the 
spirit of man on the air; that, moreover, the material of the world is a 
string-a megacosmic monochord, in fact-in which the harmonic steps 
reproduce perfecdy the disposition of an harmonic scale. Thus Roben 
Fludd attributes to the Earth cold, density, and weight, proponionate 
to those of the lower region up to the Moon in the ratio of 4:1. This 
is sesquitertia proportion, because in this latter region there is a fourth 
pan of light and color. Out of the Water, Air, and Fire is made the 
interval of a fourth, the earth being the gamut of the monochord analo
gous to arithmetical unity or the geometrical point. 

In order to explain these proponions better, he invents a double 
pyramid, one light or formal, the other dark or material, intersecting 
such that the light one has its base in the Empyrean heaven and its apex 
touching the Earth. The dark one has its base on Earth and its apex 
fixed to the Empyrean. The two pyramids intersect at the sphere of the 
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Sun, where there is a remarkably equal mixture of light and dark, and 
continue their harmonic progression thus: from Earth to Water is one 
tone, from Water to Air another, from Air to Fire (which is nothing 
but the highest summit of Air) a semitone; from Fire to the Sun three 
more tones-to the Moon, to Mercury, and to Venus-and from Venus 
to the Sun a semitone. Thus there are in all five tones and two semitones 
between the Earth and the Sun, and the sphere of equality divides the 
string exactly in two, combining the fourth and fifth into an octave. 

From the Sun to the Empyrean Fludd makes another, spiritual oc
tave, so that the whole universe spans a double octave, the formal and 
material accommodating each other to make this perfect scale system of 
fifteen notes. When played by the hand of God, a marvelous concert 
arises in both worlds, whose depiction can be seen in our last Register.• 

The Ancients, believing the elementary world to be made of concord 
and discord alike, and observing a certain admirable mixture of divers 
qualities, compared the elements to a tetrachord. For Orpheus, as 
Brienniuse relates, fashioned a lyre according to their example, tuning 
all its strings to the interval of a fourth, as shown in this diagram: 

Nete --------------Fire 
Paranete Air 
Parhypate Water 
Hypate Earth 

And just as two of the elements are heavy and two light, and of each 
pair one is heavier and one lighter, so in this tetrachord there are two 
low sounds, two high sounds, and each pair has one lower and one 
higher. Again, as the four elements mutate in one way and another, 
taking on various characteristics according to variations of density and 
temperature (whence arise the different species of things), so in this 
tetrachord the mutations from one string to another produce variations 
of sound. Moreover, between the four elements there are three inter
vals, whence are born the mutations and distinctions of physical forms. 
Just as in the tetrachord various forms of consonance can arise from the 
four strings, the same occurs in the year, divided into four seasons; and 
this elemental tetrachord, played by Apollo's plectrum, gives forth the 
concert and symphony which we admire yearly in the regeneration of 
things and the production of other effects. And though this tetrach.ord 
be in itself dissonant and devoid of harmony, so soon as the radaant 
fingers of Apollo play upon it, it performs the most excellent sym
phony, reconciling consonance and dissonance so that things most dis
parate and contrary join in friendship and concord to make a single 
piece. 
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Pythagoras10 investigated a little deeper into this secret harmony, 
and discovered what nature has cunningly concealed in the five regular 
solids. The Earth's harmony he found in the cube: for a cube has 6 
faces, 8 solid angles, 24 plane angles, and 12 edges. 12:6 is the octave, 
8:12 the fifth, 6:8 the fourth, 24:6 the double octave, and 24:8 the 
twelfth: all the perfect consonances contained in a single solid. Yet this 
should not surprise anyone, for the Earth is the foundation and basis, 
the proslambanomenos, in which lie the harmonic seeds of all gener
ated things (as we shall explain); and as in the polychord all the strings 
acquire a certain relationship when sounded with the first, so do the 
other elements with the Earth. 

Pythagoras also found Fire in the pyramid [tetrahedron) which con
sists of 4 faces, 4 solid angles, and 12 plane angles, from which comes 
the simpler nature we observe in Fire. The ratio 4:4 gives the unison 
and 4:12 the twelfth, from which we can understand the sharpness and 
fineness of this consonance. The harmony of Air he found in the oc
tahedron, with its 8 solid angles, 8 sides, and 24 plane angles. Lastly in 
the icosahedron, with 20 sides, 12 solid and 36 plane angles, he found 
the nature of water, as we shall explain in what follows. The harmonic 
proportions of these bodies are thus interrelated: the octahedron and 
pyramid have their sides in duple proportion, their solid angles in 
sesquialtera, their plane angles in duple, from which emerge the duple 
and sesquialtera proportion, i.e., the octave and fifth. The pyramid's 
proportions compared to the cube's give the sides in sesquialtera, the 
angles in duple, making again the octave and fifth. The cube and the 
icosahedron compared have triple proportion in their sides, sesquitertia 
in their bases, sesquialtera in their angles; from which the twelfth and 
fourth emerge in the bases, and in the angles of a fifth. You see, there
fore, that the more they approach Earth, the greater harmony is mani
fested in their bodies. Thus you can regard the cube and icosahedron, 
which answer to Earth and Water, masculine and feminine, swelling 
with harmonic seed, as the marriage bed of nymphs, most fitted for the 
generation of things (whence the icosahedron is inscribed in the cube); 
for Water and Earth must be properly wedded in the most fertile manner 
for generation. 

We will illustrate the harmony of the elements with an analogy of 
the proportions which illuminate them. Now also must be revealed the 
sensible symphony of the elements in which they are truly consonant 
with one another. The agitation of various elements and their physical 
impacts certainly cause a perceptible harmony. For what is the Earth 
but a son of organ, furnished with hidden channels or pipes, by whose 
passages the igneous spirit is diffused through its whole body? When 
a violent shock occurs it is as when the wind in our artificial organs 
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makes high and low sounds, according to the width or narrowness of 
the openings. I first observed music of this kind in the amazing earth
quakes of Calabria, in 1638,11 when the sides of the mountains shook 
from the air trapped within; and as it forced its way out, we straightway 
heard a sound now like a trumpet, now like the murmur of receding 
waters; sometimes like thunder, or like the noise of people wailing and 
the soughing of wind. Waters in the belly of the mountains are also 
responsible for the prodigious music of the Nile Cataracts near Syene, 
which as mentioned above is said to be audible through certain clefts 
in the mountains, and which we will explain fully in our Subttmmtlln 
World. 

The unceasing motions of earth and water give rise to a further kind 
of harmony by perpetually pounding on the seashore, creating through 
the numerous caves and channels the harmonies of which historians 
have told. Pausanias says that the beaches of the Aegean Sea have the 
sound of a lyre. The shores of certain islands make a sound like organs 
or wind instruments of every kind; those of the Bomic Sea, according 
to Olaus, like people wailing. Now as we have shown before, the con
cavities of caves, hollows, and beaches can utter manifold intervals: if 
their volumes are related as 1 :2, they will sound the octave when struck 
by the waves and torrents of water as by a plectrum. If their relation is 
2:3, then they will sound the fifth; if 3:4, the fourth; if 8:9, the tone, 
and so forth. So it is no marvel that such a roaring or crashing noise 
should be pleasant, seeing that it contains the hidden seeds of harmony 
within itself. 

Next the Air, like Earth and Water, gives birth to divers harmonious 
sounds when it is aroused by violent agitation in mountains, rocks, 
caverns, alleyways, trees, and torrents. It, too, can make a pleasant 
concert of concords and discards, of high and low notes. In the moun
tains, where the wind blasts through narrow channels of different sizes, 
it displays an amazing variety of sounds. When a southeasterly wind 
blows in the crevasses and caverns of Ema, one hears a ceaseless har
monious whispering just like strings tuned to the fifth, third, and oc
tave. I remember observing the same sounds when the wind blows 
through trees of different sizes. For if one is twice the height of an
other, as may often occur in cypresses and poplars, they will whisper an 
octave apart; if their heights are 2:3, then a fifth apart, etc. The same 
must obtain with the proportions of the sea's waves. Lasdy, in the case 
of parchment windows, a perpetual music of this kind can be created by 
the movement of the air alone. 

Draw on a parchment window a number of circles having their di
ameters in the same proportion as the pipes of an organ, viz:. 1:2, 2:3, 
3:4, 4:5, 1:3, 1:4, etc. Now carefully cut round these circles, but leave 
them still joined at some point; they should be like lips, which act like 
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a plectrum or a tongue, forming a sound when struck by the wind. Now 
your instrument is ready. When the wind blows on this window, the 
lips within the circles will soon vibrate with a quavering sound, and 
when all the circles are singing together they will make a marvelous 
harmony with each other, to the admiration of all listeners. The instru
ment with strings played by the wind, which we have described earlier, 
is also pertinent to this. The air forced by the heat of a fire through the 
variously tuned strings of an Aeolian harpu also makes an unusual and 
harmonious sound. I could relate here innumerable other tales of this 
elemental symphony, ifl had not already done so throughout the work. 

Certainly if our ear, placed as it is, can project the ability to hear 
distincdy the noise of wind and ocean crashing on the shores of the 
lands, I would say that it can no less perceive the perfect symphony of 
all numbers; and this to the end that it might be aroused thereby tire
lessly to hymn the Creator's praises, just as we behold the very ele
ments joining their voices like a fourfold chorus of soprano, alto, tenor, 
and bass11 in perpetual hymns to GOD, the omnipotent creator. 

That There Is a Music of the Heavenly Bodies, and in 
What It Consists 

That there is some harmonious concord in heavenly bodies worthy of 
that eternal Harmost14 of infinite beauty, both Holy Writ and all the 
theologians and philosophers agree. But it is scarcely explicable in 
numbers, for this indescribable concord of the heavenly bodies, "eye 
bath not seen, nor ear heard, neither bath it entered into the bean of 
man" [1 Corinthians 2:9). It is reserved by the eternal, supramundanc 
Organist to beautify the eternal life of his Elect alone. As much as it 
can be grasped by the feebleness of our human understanding and the 
dimness of our mental eyes, it is not to be understood as the sensible 
impact of heavenly bodies, but solely in their admirable disposition and 
in the ineffable proportion which unites them. For these heavenly bodies 
are so linked one to another, that if one were moved or changed, the 
harmony of all would be marred. 

The Sun wields the impcrium in this planetary economy subject to 
him, like a choirmaster arousing all into harmony with the plectrum of 
his beams. This harmony consists, as we have said, in the admirable 
disposition and proponion of the heavenly bodies, each ensphered by 
another, and in the most exact analogy of their mass and siz:e, each 
appropriate to its own ends. Thus the distances between Sun, Moon, 
and Earth and their siz:cs arc such of necessity, without which the cos
mos would perish. Owing to these intervals, the worlds arc able per
fectly to aid and preserve one another by their mutual influences. 
Consider as an example how igneous bodies (of which the Sun is one, 
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being altogether fiery by nature) heat other bodies less and less as the 
disunce from them increases: not only nature but also the empirical art 
clearly teaches us that. We have already seen how the Sun's rays are 
reflected in various ways upon the Earth, having one effect in the frigid 
zone, another in the temperate, and another in the torrid zone (as we 
have demonstrated fully in our An~~camptical Art);" and this admirable 
variety of diverse effects is harmonious in such a way that without it the 
Earth could not exist, and things would be in perpetual dissonance. 
Again, the distance from the Earth to the Sun and the size of their 
bodies produces a certain disposition of the Earth, a certain tempera
ture, a cenain harmonic variety, and no other. Again, this distance and 
size of the Earth cause exacdy equal portions of light and darkness to 
fall in every place (as demonsuated in many ways in the Anacamptical 
Art). If the distance were greater or less, the whole harmony would be 
reduced to the most confused of discards. In the same way, strings of 
such and such a length arc concordant, but if they should diverge in 
length, in place of melody there will occur 1 know not what concord 
and discord. Thus if the Earth, without changing size, were to come 
closer to the Sun, or to go further from it than it in fact is: the nearer 
it went, the more suongly would the Sun's rays suikc it; the further off, 
the weaker they would be. Apan from the inequality in light and dark
ness that would ensue, the temperature would be not only unpleasant 
but incompatible with human life. The same would follow, were the 
distance to remain the same but the bodily mass of either Sun or Earth 
to be greater or less. For just as with burning glasses a definite focus 
and a certain distance are required to effect combustion, so God's eter
nal wisdom has placed between the Earth and the Sun the perfect 
disuncc for the augmentation of heat: one, moreover, that is harmonic. 
Different effects arc felt on the Earth from the different degrees of heat 
caused by the continuous movement of the Sun between the tropics: 
sometimes its rays fall dirccdy, sometimes obliquely, sometimes ob
tusely on any given place. 

The empirical art shows that the different applications of fire simi
larly cause varying degrees of heat. By their application in distilling, a 
simple substance will change in a marvelous way from one state to 
another, symbolizing with its elements a wondrous harmony. What was 
at first compounded in a confused and homogeneous mass is exhibited 
through the operation of fire in its various discrete natures, its various 
bodies of differing qualities, by fermentation, coagulation, fixation, dis
solution, composition, softening, and hardening. 

Since the most fiery Sun and the most humid Moon could not instill 
a perfect harmony of humors, or a perpetual octave, in the Earth's 
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globe without the intervention of other bodies, the Divine Providence 
has placed between the Moon and the Sun two other heavenly bodies, 
Venus and Mercury, powerfully endowed with different virtues.•' 
Through them the vehemence of the Sun's rays is removed or blunted 
a~d the Moon's. humidity augmented as is necessary to bless the Earth 
w1th greater variety. The fecundating power of Venus is communicated 
to th~ ~nflux of the Moon, and e?riches her humidity, while Mercury, 
~e diVIder of consonance from d1ssonance, tempers that which is nox
IOUS and superfluous both in the Sun and in Venus, and thus pours 
u~on the lower world the necessary kind of harmony. This exerts on all 
~mgs ever-changing combin.ations. ~f effects, through the successively 
d1f~erent aspec~s and eccenu1c positions of the said planets. Yet since 
no msuument IS so perfccdy tuned that in the course of time it will not 
become dissonant through the slackening or tightening of its suings so 
in the inferior world it is inevitable that the retreats and advances of ~e 
?t~er planets will from time to time cause a hiatus (distTasia). Then it 
IS JUSt as when the body, in the course of time, suffers a congestion of 
the humors or an attack of fever: when the humidity reueats it is evacu
ated and restored to health. 

To thi.s end, God has placed in heaven by his natural an two disso
nant bod1es, Mars and Saturn, from whose pestiferous vapor all ills in 
the sublunary world have their origin. But lest their evil should bring 
~isaster to the undefended economy of the whole lower world, he placed 
m between them the benign planet Jupiter, whose healthful influences 
restrain and arrest the deadly and utterly pernicious forces of the other 
two. Lest the unprotected Eanh should suffer ruin from Mars' viru
lence, Nature has given the latter the most eccenuic orbit of all. So, 
~oerced from below by the Sun and Venus and from above by Jupiter 
1t desists somewhat in its evil. ' 

But Mother Nature should not be accused, from the conduct of such 
pernicio~ bodies, of being rather a stepmother {as she well might be, 
by the h1ghest and the lowest counsel, for thus disposing matters). No: 
the w~rld could not be maintained without them. When the greater 
;world IS ~ggravated by a great mass of evil humors, the same occurs as 
m the m1crocosm: Cantharides, a medicine powerful in caustic virtue 
a~tracts the morbid material and, dissipating it from the center to th~ 
~1rcumference, relea~es the ~ndangered person. So there is nothing evil 
ID the nature of thmgs wh1ch does not eventually contribute to the 
good of all and the conservation of the universe. 

What else. are. Mars and Saturn but dissonances? Tied and synco
pated by Jup1ter m perfect consonance, they give to music not sweet
n~ss, exacdy, but a great embellishment. What else is Mercury than a 
d1ssonance between the Moon and Venus, tied like a syncopation be-
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tween two consonances lest, set at liberty and bound to none, it should 
pervert the Earth from the benign in~uencc~ of _rhe Sun, Venus, a1~d 
the Moon. Certainly whoever will cons1der th1s a little more deeply w11l 
find that the seven planets sing with the Earth a perfect four-part har
mony, in which dissonance is combined so artistically with conson~nce 
that it gives forth the sweetest chords in the world. That the cunous 
reader may have some example of the celestial four-pan harmony, we 
give here an idea of our speculation in notation.11 
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FIGURE 2 3: Tht HtnTIIony of tht Plilnets 

Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars sing the highest voice, in whose notes 
Jupiter (the consonance) always ties and weakens Mars and Saturn (the 
dissonances). The Sun proceeds singing the middle part in the most 
perfect consonances, always an octave or a twelfth from the bass (Earth). 
Venus, Mercury, and the Moon sing the Hypatodon, Venus and the 
Moon binding Mercury, the intermediate dissonance, bringing him into 
friendship, and resolving him straightway to consonance, as ea~ be 
seen. The Earth, lowest of all, receives the consonances and dlsso
nanccs perfectly mingled, thus forming, as we may imagine, a perfect 
music with the planets. 

Nature loves variety; and in order that the planets in the course of 
time should never offer an identical harmony to the lower world, they 
turn now around their own centers, then make eccentricities by going 
nearer and farther from each other, enter into various positions relative 
to the Zodiac, and ever and again create new kinds of harmony-yet 
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always under the laws and within the limits set by Nature. In their 
eccentric orbits, which are as _it were the limits of planetary motion, 
they gradually alternate asccndmg and descending tones or modes now 
from Dorian to Phrygian, then to Lydian, next to Aeolian· a~d so 
proceeding to the rest until they return to their first, and the whole 
circ~ation begins again. Since certain parts of the globes or planetary 
bodacs. arc heterogeneous, and their qualities, properties, and forces 
vary wath respect to the surrounding planets, Nature has made them 
revolve around their own centcrs so that they are always turning differ
ent pans of themselves to Earth. Thus celestial music like artificial 
music, shows a mixture of dissonances with consona~ces. You will 
u~derstand, ~en that ~e pl~ne~ are so placed that if only one were to 
sur beyond ats determmed hmats, or its harmonic interval, the whole 
harmony would be destroyed thereby. 

COROLLARY 

From this it is plain that the Earth is like the bass above which the rest 
of the harmony of the universe progresses. If it were removed the 
other v?ices would re~ai.n in an unpleasant and imperfect harmo~y of 
many dassonances. Belaevang sufficient to have been said on the univer
sal symphony of the planets, we will now turn to the particulars of their 
symphony. 

On the Particular Symphony of the Planets 

Lest the unceasing noise of numerous voices should displease the ear, 
composers have been recommended to distribute their forces in several 
choirs, dividing the vario~ instuments or groups into alternating cho
ruses so that a greater vanety and pleasure may obtain for the listeners. 
Not for this reason does the Harmost Nature distribute those celestial 
songsters [Phon111ti) in various choirs, which although different in sound 
co~spi~e in .a conson~nt-di~sonant union, ornamenting the world with 
thear dtverstty and Wltnessang to the ineffable wisdom of that super
mundane Harmost. Thus I will begin with Saturn, the highest choir of 
~e planetary music. The Lyncean School of astronomers" has recently 
dascovered Saturn's remarkable constitution, as it has pleased GOD, 
Best _and Greatest,. to arouse in us awe and love of his wisdom by 
openang a new regtster of the celestial organ. At first it was observed 
to have thr~e bo~ies, then two of these were ascertained to be in per
petual rotauon, hke attendants pressing in upon their leader. Now the 
Sun, the leader of the chorus, is so distant that the plectrum of his light 
cannot reach Saturn: but in order that the laner should not remain 
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dissonant, he has most wisely been provided with two companions who 
follow him constantly like delegates of the Sun, and foster him with the 
mutual exchange of energies. By this admirable cooperation the same 
harmony as the Sun, Moon, and Earth have with one another is estab
lished in the Orb of Saturn (as we shall henceforth call this planet), the 
planet having two satellites; and these attendant.singer~ (~horn w~ might 
well call the Saturnian Sun and Moon) work lake a d1stmct cho1r. And 
as it moves this way and that on its own axis, the middle Orb of Saturn 
is pleased to turn once in 29 days and 10 hours-the same number of 
days as it takes of years to complete its great circle: a most amazing 
thing, and only recently discovered. And if God had chosen to place us 
on the Orb of Saturn, our single days would last not 24 but 706 hours 
and 38 minutes! Lest the subpolar regions of Saturn should be con
demned to perpetual darkness, it is made to incline a little to each 
satellite so that the whole globe is imbued with uniform light. Probably 
these followers also rotate both around their own axes and around the 
Orb of Saturn, in a period agreeable to their bodies; and for the greater 
variety of influence it is likely that the two satellites of Saturn are of a 
heterogeneous nature, imbuing it with different qualities from the dif
ferent points of their revolution. Their ~ota~ion would th~ int~oduce 
more of a mixture into Saturn's globe, mmglmg concords w1th d1scords 
so as to make a perfect harmony in this chorus. In this diagram we 
show the globe of Saturn as A, its axis BC; the satelli~es ED, their or~it 
FG, and its diameter EAD. (See figure 24.) Compans~n of these w1th 
what has been said above will give the harmony menooned. 

FIGURE 24: Tbt "S.tellitu" of S11tum 
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CoROlLfRY 

From the said harmonic constitution it necessarily follows that Saturn 
cannot be iJJuminated by the Sun on account of its excessive distance, 
and hence is provided with light by its two satellites. By cenain modern 
calculations it is 20,000,000 ltUci hor11rii distant. Certainly our eye would 
perceive the solar diameter from Saturn as no more than 3 '11" of arc; 
i.e., a little larger than Venus, Jupiter, or a star of the first magnitude; 
so it would need another light than the SWl. It follows, moreover, that on 
Saturn we would have a 'day' of 29 days. None of the inner planets would 
ever be observed to diverge more than 40" from the SWl: Jupiter 40", 
Mars 12°, Venus 4°, Mercury 2°, the Moon and Earth barely percepti
bly: so all these planets might be called companions of the SWl. And 
observing the SWt's 29-year course through the Zodiac, on Saturn you 
might well believe yourself in the center of the universe. All of which 
I could demonstrate here, only I will reserve it, with the latest discov
eries, for the second edition of the Grtllt An of Light 11nJ Sh11dow," to 
which I refer the reader. This will suffice in the meantime tO demon
strate the marvelous harmony of the Saturnine Chorus. 

The Choir of Jupiter 

It has appeared from frequent observation in very recent times that the 
Architect of the heavenly harmony has adorned this chorus with a most 
singular anifice, surpassing all others. Great and glorious Jupiter has 
now displayed himself to this lower world with a system of four com
panions, hitheno unheard of and unseen, in that symphony of all things 
which we have described. This globe is far bigger than the Eanh, and 
so remote from the Sun that, like Saturn, it seems to have found the 
Sun insufficient for its illumination; and lest its immense mass, imbued 
with supreme virtues, should lack light and, wasting away in perpetual 
mourning, should fill the other heavenly bodies with dissonance, it has 
been decreed by the wondrous council of Nature that four choristers 
[Cbor11g1], perpetually striking with the quills of their rays, should excite 
it by their harmonic motions into the most exquisite harmony. 

Jupiter's first singer [Pbont~snuJ has been observed to have a periodic 
motion of about 42 hours, the second, 3 days and 13 hours, the third 
7 days and 4 hours; the founh and last completes its period in 16 days 
and nearly as many hours. If we are to believe the calculations of Rheita, 
the distance from Jupiter of the first one is 20 radii of the Earth, of the 
second 27, the third 41, and the fourth 69. Rheita's actual calculations 
of the four satellites of Jupiter are shown in the following table: 
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Distances from Jupiter of the four Jovial Choristers, 
or Companions 

1. 2. ], 4. 

Radii of 
the Earth 20Y. 27'11 41'11 69'11 

Ltwiis 
bor11riis 20838 27787 41676 69460 

Diameters 
of Jupiter l 4 6 10 

Whatever is requisite for music certainly lies concealed in these num
bers: for the distances of each body correspond precisely to a harmonic 
quantity: 3 : 4 : 6 : 10. 

Insofar as the frequent observations of the Lincei and the remark
able progression of proportions have enabled us to conclude, we have 
found the first satellite to be approximately equal in size to our Moon, 
the second to Mercury, the third to Venus, and the founh almost equal 
in mass to the whole Earth. Whence it follows again that if we were 
placed on Jupiter, these satellites would look much larger than the Sun 
and Moon do from the Earth; the second and fourth would approach 
the Moon in brighmess; the first and third, the splendor of the Sun. 
We have here, curious reader, the description, position, and sizes of the 
jovial Choristers, so that we may see what harmony they make. In the 
figure the first is marked A, the second B, the third C, the fourth D, 
and Jupiter in the center V. (See figure 25.) 

The Harmost GOD, immense and of incomprehensible wisdom, has 
decided to stablish the world with an innumerable variety of things and, 
funher, has placed in this cosmic temple a visible chorus equipped with 
several choristers, namely the planet we call Jupiter. This Jovial Orb is 
greater by far than the orb of our Eanh, and filled with the ~o~t 
eminent vinues which it breathes into our lower world. Yet so far as n 
from the Earth and the Sun, that it cannot easily absorb any light from 
the latter: therefore GOD has given it two substitute Suns (1 and 3) 
and as many substitute Moons (2 and ~. and ordered by his skill and 
admirable providence that they should continually take turns in illumi
nating the globe of Jupiter, so that what one Sun and Moon cannot do, 
the auxiliary ones will supply. The Orb of Jupiter is continuously as
sailed by changing lights and shades, in harmonic motion, which cause 
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FIGURE 25: The Moons of Jupiter 

an amazi~g diversity of qualities in its body. Its days and nights must 
~f necessaty vary not only in duration but also in the intensity of their 
hght. Who coul.d doubt that the simultaneous rising of Choristers 2, 3, 
and 4 would brmg more of a day than a single Sun? One can be sure 
that such a day will be intensely bright. And if all four Choristers were 
conjunct, they would leave the opposite portion of Jupiter in night: yet 
a short one, because of the speed of their motion. Lest the harmonious 
cons~tution of Jupiter's body be upset by so much light, he is not 
permaned to ~est, but turns ceaselessly around his axis, such that one of 
the~e revolunons lasts as many days as there are years in his eccentric 
orbat: namely 12 years. So if we lived on Jupiter one natural day would 
last not 24 but nearly 268 hours. As soon as the light of one Chorister 
wane~ that of the second, lunar satellite succeeds it; the third, solar 
Choraster foll~ws, and as it sets the fourth, lunar one rises, in a per
petual and dehgh~ful exchange. Also mitigating the force of the light, 
very frequent edapses must attend the motion of the planet. And I 
reckon that the bands or belts of Jupiter are nothing other than shad
ows of the lunar bodies cast on the planet's disc. You can find all of this 
fully and diligently treated under 'Cosmometry,' in the second edition 
of my Art of Light 11nd Sb11dO'U1. 

In co~paring all these things, the reader will find an absolutely 
harmonaous arrange~ent of co~co~ds and discards, wondrously 
tem~r~d ~ that no~mg mo!e ~ansfyi~g could possibly be imagined. 
And at as this h~rmomc consntunon whach causes the body of Jupiter, 
supremely bcaunful and most wondrously endowed, to give forth the in
fluences which we in this inferior world experience with such admiration. 
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COROLLAilY I 

ll follows that Jupiter could not have been greater or smaller, nor could 
it have moved closer to or further from the Sun than its eccentricity 
permits, without manifest hurt to the harmony of the cosmos. 

COROLLAilY 11 

Some say that in places where men are unable to dwell because of the 
excessive intensity of the light, or because of temperatures incompatible 
with human nature, there are creatures endowed with a different na
ture. Since nothing of the kind is known to us, nor can be known, it 
seems to be fundamentally dangerous to the Faith. Who could regard 
it otherwise than as a blind and baseless imagination, a novelty and 
fiction of philosophers? So now having seen the harmony of Jupiter we 
will proceed to the other choruses. 

The Choir of the Sun tmd Man 
The Solar or Apolline choir includes within itself Venus, Merc~ry, the 
Moon and the Earth, and is somewhat parallel to that of Jupiter, of 
whose' harmony enough has been said. Between the Solar and the jovial 
choirs Nature has placed a different arrangement in the harmony of the 
heavenly choir, namely the globe of Mars. Since this is dissonant with 
the others, yet necessary to the maintenance of the harmony of the 
spheres, it is placed in between the consonant Solar and jovial choirs 
as a mean, so as to arouse in them the loveliest harmony as if by 
suspension and syncopation. And in order that this syncopation should 
achieve a greater effect, it is proper for it to be the most eccentric of 
all: sometimes it descends below the Sun itself, and at other times it 
assails the distant empire of Jupiter; now it submits to the Sun's light, 
now it is seized by Jupiter, lest acting by its own rules it should turn 
all things topsy-turvy and confuse the harmony of the All. And since it 
goes its eccentric way alone, associated with no choristers, it is thought 
to borrow all its light from either the Sun or Jupiter. But this kind of 
light is not nearly sufficient for exerting its own energy, and so by 
Nature's secret counsel this globe of Mars is furnished with subterranean 
fires and becomes the fount of darkness and pestiferous smoke, of ex
cessive and destrUctive heat, crammed full of evil and venomous vapors. 
The influence of this poison would not only infect all the other heav
enly bodies; it would totally destroy them, had not Nature arranged it 
in exacdy the right place for exerting its force. For as it is the mi~m~st 
of the celestial choirs, it is as we have said tied and syncopated w1th Its 

' 
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neighbors the Sun, Venus, and Jupiter so as to conspire with them in 
perfect harmony. And in this ingenious syncopation we see Nature's 
striving for tUcbriiSill in the harmonious symphony of the heavenly bodies 
and of their influences. 

The Harmony of the Celestitd with the Angelic 
EnnemJZO 

So as ~o preserve the lesser world, on whose account all things were 
made, tn perfect harmony, the author and framer of universal Narure 
has set in motion another ninefolii scheme, the system of the celestial 
worlds, by whose influence the lower world is governed. This com
prises the Empyrean heaven, the starry heaven or firmament, the globes 
of Sarum, Jupiter, Mars, the Sun, Venus, Mercury, and the Moon. 
Since these bodies are in themselves inanimate by nature and incapable 
of movement he has assigned to each its Intelligence, whose virtue 
arouses in them the various motions required to produce various effects 
in the sublunary world; and the constitution of their bodily nature 
depends on the influence of higher bodies. The Intelligences placed in 
the heavens have responsibility for the disposal of souls, while GOD 
the supreme Choragus brings high, middle, and low into one perfect 
harmony. The harmony of each will now be clearly revealed. 

Observe first that there are nine heavens. The Empyrean heaven, 
coun of the eternal King above the mundane house of the all-mover, 
is by its order a.nd in.fini~e light not unjustly compared to the Seraphim. 
From here all 1llummaaons of souls proceed as if gushing forth from 
a fountain. 

Second is the starry heaven or firmament, in which the Artificer has 
extended himself into numerous instruments for the tasks in hand and 
which agrees beautifully with the intelligence of the Cherubic o~der. 
For the stars are nothing other than symbols, as it were, of ideas in the 
human soul, from whose formal concepts knowledge [scimtia) is born, 
the property of the Cherubim. 

Sarum's, the third globe, corresponds to the Thrones or the intel
ligence Schabtael. By its influent virtue it generates in us firm, fixed, 
and unshakable judgment (prrultntia), as if binding man especially to the 
throne of his councils. Not without cause do the Hebrews call this 
Scbabt11i, that is 'my seat.' To this are subject all things in the sublunary 
world redolent of the sarurnine nature: stones, plants, animals, as we 
have shown elsewhere. 

The globe of Jupiter follows founh, which by nature and properties 
fits well with the choir of Dominations. His is a beneficent planet, regal 
and full of majesty, promising domination and rule to those born under 
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him, and his intelligence confers true justice. To his rule submit all 
things in the sublunary world redolent of the jovial nature. 

The globe of Mars follows, which with its fiery and incendiary en
ergy suits best the Virtues: a fire which by its virtue bums up the bile 
in us, makes us able easily to accomplish hard tasks, and increases our 
strength and fonitude. To this globe are subject all things in the lower 
world endowed with a martial nature. 

The globe of the Sun, maintaining the central body of the universe, 
is none other than the King and Leader of all, governing everything by 
his virtue and power: whence he corresponds with good reason to the 
middle order of the Powers. His intelligence produces our life, health, 
and glory, and bodies of a solar nature in the sublunary world concord 
with him, as we have said elsewhere. 

The kindly globe of Venus is the fairest planet, fitting with the 
Principalities whose intelligence, Hanicl instills in us the love of beau
tiful things. She confers everywhere grace and benevolence, and to her 
tutelary intelligence are subject all things analogous or corresponding 
in nature, called venereal, as was shown above. 

The globe of Mercury is aptly compared with the Archangels, for 
just as the Archangels work to mold everything according to the image 
of the highest principle, and to join them together they are themselves 
perfectly united, even so Mercury labors to reduce the many formal and 
rational sounds to consonance, and especially to match rational number 
with the divine. His Intelligence, Cocabiel, teaches true concord and 
union with GOD, and strives by this consonance to lead souls to GOD, 
where joined to him for eternity they will break forth in ceaseless hymns 
and praises of his eternal majesty. All mercurial things in the sublunary 
world are subject to him. 

The last globe of the celestial Ennead is the Moon, best compared 
to the Angels, last of the nine orders. Like the Angels it is the closest 
to us; and as the Moon takes the energies of all the higher planets and 
then communicates them to the sublunary world, so the Angels receive 
illumination from the superior intelligences and channel them down to 
us. Coundess things could be said here about the influence of particular 
virtues, but since we are reserving them for our Hitroglyphi' Thtologf1 

we will refer the reader to that when it appears. 
Thus we have seen the wonderful symphony and resemblance of the 

first Ennead with the second. Now we shall see how through the third 
Ennead, or the cubic power, the Creator of all produces every creature 
in the sublunary world. 

The primeval Monad, the beginning of all things, unfolding itself in 
time into the Dyad, produced an indefUlite duality or matter. From the 
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~onad and ~yad proceeded numbers, from numbers points, from points 
hnes, from ~mes surfaces, and finally from surfaces solid bodies, namely 
the four pnmary elements, the foundation of things. Since they were 
fully treated in the first section we shall not expatiate on them here, but 
merely show how the said four elements, together with five degrees of 
mixed bodies, constitute a third ennead. The elements are not so much 
c~rpore~l in .nature but rather an intellectual ennead, invented by GOD 
himself an his own way so that he, the Musician of the Universe, may 
more clearly reveal it as conceived according to the Archetype. 

The four ele~ents plus the five stages of corporeal nature comprise 
the ennead of nme members, as follows: Earth, Water, Air, Fire; stones 
and metals, plants, zoophytes, brute beasts, and Man: all of which con
stitute the lower world. Even though they are corporeal, the wise com
poser and Harmost has arranged them in such harmony with the other 
two worlds that the same things occur in each world after their fashion. 
In Earth is the basis and suppon of the lower world. 

. 1. There is Earth in the heavens, as we showed in the second Reg
Ister; even among the Angels it manifests as the unmoving throne of 
GOD and the footstool at his feet, and in the Archetypal world as the 
firm and fecund nature of all things, as witness: .. Let the Earth open 
and bring forth Salvation" [Isaiah 4):8], the latter being the fine and 
clear elemental water, purifying and bathing all things. 

2. There is also Water in the heavens, flooding the Earth with its 
influence, and a compounded virtue such as the Moon Venus and 
J . b • t 

. uplter ~stow o~ man. Among the Angels it is instructive and purify-
mg, as Witness: Who lays the beams of his chambers in the waters" 
(Psalm 104:3). In the Creator is truly the water of salvation by which 
sins are washed away, man is regenerated, purified, and cleansed. 

3. The elemental .Air is that which we breathe, see, hear, and smell. 
Th~re is also air of a finer nature in the heavens, displaying to our eyes 
the1r splendor and riches; and in the Angelic world there is a space 
where the concen of blessed souls resounds, a vital breath and a subde 
air. In our Maker is the supreme and perfect life and spirit which blows 
on all creatures, bestowing on them life and breath. 

4. What the element of Fire is to us, the Sun is in the heavens and 
in the Hierarchy the Seraphic fire and igneous force, as witness: "Thou 
makest thy Angels spirits, and thy ministers a flaming fire," [Psalm 
104:4); this la.st being ~e ideal fire and spiritual light in the Archetypal 
~orld by wh1ch all thangs are generated, preserved, sustained, nour
Ished, and increased. So the elements are as it were nurtured in GOD 
as ideas for the production of things, the first nurslings and originals. 
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Their powers are distributed among the Angels; in the heavens are the 
analogous virtues, in Nature the seeds of things, and in the lower world 
their gross forms. 

So this is how the admirable symphony of the world is born: the 
symphony in which Earth concords with the Moon, the heavenly earth, 
Water with Mercury and Venus, Air with Jupiter and Venus, Fire with 
the Sun and Mars, stones with Saturn, metals with Jupiter, zoophytes 
with Mars, insects with the Sun, birds with Venus, amphibians with 
Mercury, and quadrupeds with the Moon. All concord with all in a 
wonderful sympathy, now among themselves, now with the rational 
soul, whose Ennead is compounded of the five exterior senses and the 
four interior ones-the common, imaginative, appetitive, and rational 
senses. These are completed by the Intellect as by a tenth, in the same 
way as the other, purer Ennead comprising the nine orders of ~~els 
becomes the complete image of the Angels and of GOD by the addauon 
of the tenth source, namely the supreme Father of all. His is the three
fold operation, of such consonance and harmony: the working of the 
inferior world with Nature; of the heavens with the senses; and of the 
Angels with the intellect. It appears in the tetrad through the simple 
power of the soul; in the ennead through the nine senses, five corporeal 
and four incorporeal; and in the icosiheptad (27) it attains the idea of the 
whole conswnrnation of things, until by intellection it becomes the All. 

CoaoLJ..AJlY 

You see, then, how our harmonic scheme shows the perfection of the 
whole world through unity; through the binary, the variety and multi
tude of the things contained in it; through the ternary, the analogous 
unity in the eternal triad, joining all things through fit proportion; 
through the ennead, the link and binding of the world's three enneads 
explained a litde earlier. The harmony of all, moreover, is compounded 
of simple, square, and cubic number through the cube, which the 
Pytbagoreans called a harmony; there is no going beyond the cube, 
since number by its very nature, when it increases in length, breadth, 
and depth, can extend no further. 

Therefore GOD, existing uniquely in himself, extends into multi
tude just as unity into number, losing thereby nothing of his own prop
erty. From this unity he draws together all the 27 strings of the universe 
as one, reduces them to consonance, tempers, and tunes them, bringing 
the equal and unequal voices of genera, species, and individuals into a 
single concord. To the various portions he communicates the propor
tions of 2:1, 3:1, 4:1, 2:3, 3:4, 8:9, or 9:10, necessarily resulting in the 
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intervals of octave, twelfth, double OCtave, fifth, founh, tone, etc. Only 
he will understand their connections and combinations who can truly 
say with Ecdesiasticus: "He himself has given of them to me, that I 
should know the disposition of the globe, and the virtues of the ele
ments, and the end and middle of time; the changing of fortunes, the 
ends of epochs, ~e mutations of customs, the dispositions of the stars, 
the natures of anamals, the wrath of beasts, the force of the winds and the 
thoughts of men, the differences of plants, the virtues of roots, and what
ever things are hidden and unforseen I have learned.• [WISdom 7:17-21). 
Whether all things are manifest through one's being steeped in the 
unction of the Holy Spirit, or through the death of the kiss, as the 
secret theologians say,u or, as the Platonists say, through an essential 
contact with the ideas of the fust intellect's own power, one can do 
thereby all that one undenakcs. From this contact as if from inter
~ourse images are conceived, the species of things are learned, the soul 
as awa~ened and purged as by ambrosia and nectar from the contagion 
spreadang from the abyss of Lc:the. In this harmonious constitution of 
things you see the divine mind, the Arch-muse, regulating all things by 
musical numbers. And since the perfection of all things is brought about 
by their perfect mixture and tempering, nothing in the nature of secret 
things will be found so abstruse that it may not be penetrated by adapt
ing its consonances to its dissonancc:s in the polychord of this universal 
system, according to the rules laid down above. I will reveal the secret 
in a few words. The enneachord of the soul must be aligned with the 
enneachord of the Hierarchy, and that of the body with the celestial 
one of the stars, through isopbony; and you will penetrate:, as I said, the 
secret of secrets, the absolute knowledge of things divine and human, 
as Saint John says: "You have been anointed by the Holy One, and know 
all things" [I John 2:20). This miraculous music of the supramundane 
Choragus and the universe is shown in the preceding figure, in which 
you will easily find in synopsis whatever is said here.u 
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Angelo Berardi 
c. 1636-1694 

Berardi lived his life as a canon and maestro di capptlla in the towns of 
Viterbo, Tivoli, Spoleto, and at Santa Maria in Trastevcre, Rome. His 
historical importance lies in his theoretical works, which comprise a full 
course in Renaissance contrapuntal style (the prima prattica) as it was 
cultivated by church composers well into the eighteenth century. Cov
ering the techniques of fugue and every k.ind of canonic ingenuity, 
Berardi's theory of counterpoint stands as a bridge between the tech
nique of the Netherlanders. (Josquin Desp~ez, etc.) and that of J. ~· 
Bach.' Interest in and pracuce of the archa1c style often went hand an 
hand with a musical antiquarianism and, as in the case of Bach himself, 
with a speculative attitude. Berardi was in the Pythagorean tradition as 
it was handed on by Kircher, holding a sincerely religious attitude to 
music as an image of the heavenly harmony, and of counterpoint as a 
symbol of the world process. 

The Misctllanta Mwica is mainly a treatise on counterpoint, on the 
modes and their inventors, but in a lengthy introduction Berardi en
larges the obligatory law mu.sicat (the passage in praise of music's pow
ers) to include many of the speculations of Giorgi, Kepler, Fludd, and 
Kircher. Beginning with music• mundana, he describes the planet
intervals, the cosmic monochord, the proportions of the elements~ ~e 
zodiacal aspects as consonances. He proceeds to mwica bumana, wratmg 
of the soul's harmony, the symbolism of notation, the inventors of 
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music; then comes this digression on David's Lyre. 
. Any con'_l,ections of music .with Kabbalism are rare, and in this pe

riOd Berardt s may well be uruque. The two-oetave system on which he 
hangs his chain of correspondences is analogous to those of our Twelfth
century Anonymous and to Giorgi-at least, so one conjectures (see 
note 6 to Giorgi)-but is not identical to either. just as Kircher rumself 
w~uld o~en do, Be~~di has here gone to the trouble of assembling and 
pamstak.ingly ex~latntng a whole scheme only in order to reject it, leav
~g one wondenng whether the whole matter was for him merely an 
tn~ellectual ~me. In the end,. h~ says, the lyre of David was not any
thmg myster~ous and Kabbalisac, but simply an instrument for the 
divine and healing power of music. 

Source: Angelo Berardi, Misctllantll Mwica (Bologna, 1689), pp. 31-36. 
Translated by the Editor. 

+ 

Composition of David's Lyre, According to the 
Opinion of the Cabalisa 

Chapter 10. The Prophet King, with pleasing improvisations [rictrcari) 
on harmonious lyre, had power to repress and mitigate the fury of that 
malignant spirit which tormented Saul, as is recorded in the First Book 
of ~ngs: "And it came to pass, when the evil spirit was upon Saul, that 
OaVId took a lyre, and played with rus hand: so Saul was refreshed, and 
was well, and the evil spirit departed from him" [I Samuel 16:23]. The 
Demon, who as I have said in my Documtnti Anmmici mocks at all the 
weapons of the world, was routed and overcome by Music. 

The Cabalists do not on any account concede that such was the 
eff~ct .of harmony, but they know well that this proceeds from strings 
arufiaally ordered, as one can see in the following system:J 

Pros/ambanommos, A re 
Being; Essence 

2 Hypatt bypaton, B mi 
Living; Life 

3 Parbypatt bypaton, C fa ut 
Knowing; Sense 

4 Licbanos bypaton, D sol re 
Thinking; Reason 

S Hypatt mtson, E la mi 
Understanding; Intellect 
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6 P11rbyp11tt mtson, F fa ut 
Kingdom [Mallcuth) Blessed Souls 
Elements 

7 Licb11nos mtson, G sol re ut 
Foundation [Yesod) Angels 
Moon Vegetables 

8 Mtst, A la mi re 
Glory, Honor [Hod) Archangels 
Mercury Animals 

9 Tritt syntmmmon, B fa be mi 
Eternal Victory [Neuah) Principalities 
Venus Concupiscent energy 

lOTritt ditztugmtnon, C sol fa ut 
Beauty [fiphereth) Virtues 
Sun Vital faculty 

11 P11ranttt ditztugmmon, D la sol re 
Fortitude [Gevurah) Powers 
Mars Impulsive virtue 

12 Nttt ditztugmmon, E la mi 
Mercy [Chesed) Dominations 
Jupiter Natural energy 

13 Tritt byptrbolllion, Fa ut 
Intelligence [Binah) Thrones 
Saturn Body 

14 P11r11nttt byptrbolllion, G sol re ut 
Wisdom [Chokhmah) Cherubim 
Firmament Fire 

15 Nttt byptrbolllion, A la mi re 
Crown [Kether) Seraphim 
Primum Mobile Water 

So that anyone may understand the foregoing system, I have trans
lated the Hebrew words into Latin, and the Greek into ordinary char
acters. 

The Cabalists, as reported by Pico della Mirandola, are of the opin
ion that "All the Sephiroth and divine emanations of David's Lyre 
existed to demonstrate nothing that could refer to music, and they 
judged that with such a lyre David was capable of expelling not only the 
fury but all the evil spirits of Saul" (Dt Cab. 71). The strings of this 
lyre were fifteen in number, the first five corresponding to the five 
genera of beings: Being, Living, Knowing, Thinking, Understanding, 
or Essence, Life, Sense, Reason, Intellect; which correspond to all the 
genera of beings: Insensible, which can only be, like stones; Living, 
living like plants; Sensitive, being aware like animals; Thinking, like 
men, Intelligent and purely intelle~tual, like the angels. 

Essence corresponds to A re. 
Life corresponds to B mi. 
Sense corresponds to C sol fa ut. 
Reason corresponds to D sol re. 
Intellect corresponds to E la mi. 
The ten strings arc: 
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The first, F fa ut, to which corresponds Kingdom, the Divine Name 
or Sephirot. 

The second, G sol re ut, to which corresponds the Divine Name or 
Sephira Foundation. 

The third, A la mi re, to which corresponds Gloria, Honor. 
The fourth, B fa be mi, to which corresponds Eternal Victory. 
The fifth, C sol fa ut, to which corresponds Beauty. 
The sixth, la D sol re, to which corresponds Fortitude. 
The seventh, E la mi, to which corresponds Mercy. 
The eighth, Fa ut, to which corresponds Intelligence. 
The ninth, G sol re ut, to which corresponds Wisdom. 
The tenth, A la mi re, to which corresponds Crown. 
For further instruction of the curious I will make a little digression, 

to put in order these ten Sephiroth. The superior one, closest to God, 
is Kether, Crown: the nearest to us, from whose channel the influences 
proceed to the Angelic World, thence to the celestial, and from the 
celestial to the human, is Malkut, Kingdom, and it is the first one 
united in the triangle, in this manner:1 

8 
lntelligence 

7 
Mercy 

6 
FoniNde 

5 
Beauty 

4 
Eternal Victory 

J 
Glory, Honor 

2 
Foun.ULion 

I 
Kingdom 

FIGURE 26: The Instrument of Ten Strings 
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The Sephiroth emanate from God, say the Cabalists, and therefore This opinion is false, because David never imagined that his lyre was 
that emanation is called Azilut, whence come: -------t---~o_fullo(mysteries, nor balt4o-ric!Hn-intluenees,as-the-Gabalillislfltst-lh!t!anv""e------

Briah 
Yezirah 
Assiah 

Creation 
Formation 
Effect 

Returning to the composition of the Lyre, from the first string: 

[Briatic World] 
Fa ut corresponds to the Blessed Souls 
G sol re ut corresponds to the Angels 
A la mi re corresponds to the Archangels 
B fa be mi corresponds to the Principalities 
C sol fa ut corresponds to the Virtues 
D la sol re corresponds to the Powers 
E la mi corresponds to the Dominations 
Fa ut corresponds to the Thrones 
G sol re ut corresponds to the Cherubim 
A la mi re corresponds to the Seraphim 

[Yetziratic World) 
F fa ut corresponds to the Elements 
G sol re ut corresponds to the Moon 
A la mi re corresponds to Mercury 
B fa be mi corresponds to Venus 
C sol fa ut corresponds to the Sun 
D la sol re corresponds to Mus 
E la mi corresponds to Jupiter 
F fa ut corresponds to Saturn 
G sol re ut corresponds to the Starry Heaven 
A la mi re corresponds to the Primum Mobile 

[Assiatic World] 
F fa ut corresponds to the Ever existent 
G sol re ut corresponds to the Vegetative 
A la mi re corresponds to the Animal 
B fa be mi corresponds to the Concupiscible 
C sol fa ut corresponds to Vital faculty 
D la sol re corresponds to Impulsive virtue 
E la mi corresponds to Natural energy 
F fa ut corresponds to the Body 
G sol re ut corresponds to Fire 
A la mire corresponds to Water 

said it was. In order further to confute what they have said, and in 
order to prove that the Demon fears and abhors harmony, I will quote 
this wonderful sentence of Saint Thomas of Villanova, Archbishop of 
Valencia:4 "Music puts the Devil to flight, and he who (according to 
job) spurns arrows as straws, and the hurling of stones as chaff; who 
mocks even the brandished spear, and weighs the heaviest hammers as 
nothing, shrinks trembling at the sound of the lyre; and he whom no 
force can overcome, is overcome by harmony." 
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Andreas Werckmeister 
1645-1706 

Werckmeister owes his reputation today to his Orgtlprobt o£ 1681, a 
solid work on organ-building and the problems of tuning and tempera
ment. He held posts as organist successively at Hasselfelde, Quedlinburg, 
and Halberstadt-small East German towns within twenty miles of each 
other-and his intellectual horizon was accordingly limited. But he had 
read deeply in Kepler, Kircher, and the older theorists, and was led by 
his interest in speculative music to translate into German a treatise of 
Agostino Steffani, Qu11n111 ctrttzU b11bbi11 till suoi principii /11 musir11 . . . 
(1695). 

We here supplement the extracts given in Music, Mysticism 11nd M11gic 
with a shon treatise, complete in itself, about the musical symbolism of 
the Days of Creation. This is our first encounter with someone familiar 
with the phenomenon of the harmonic series-though Werckmeister 
only seems to have known it as the "trumpet scale." He rightly intuits 
that musical evolution follows, to a certain extent, the acceptance of 
successive intervals in the series as consonant: a principle that can 
obviously be extended far beyond his own day, as whole-tones, semitones, 
and even microtones arc used without the necessity for resolution. 
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Werckmeister himself attributed the actual changes ot musacal style less 
to evolution than to changing planetary influences (sec the extract in 
MMbM). 

We arc soon to move from "baroque" thinkers to "enlightenment" 
ones; and if the terms make any sense in this context, it is in the change 
from the literal period of speculative theory, in which it was actually 
supposed that the World-Soul or the elements had musical proportions 
ptr st, to a period at once poetic and scientific, in which the Harmony 
of the Spheres was either treated as a picturesque analogy, or subjected 
to the findings of quantitative science. Werckmeister was on the brink. 
The similes in this treatise are remarkable, but, as he realizes, in the 
last reson only poetic. In this regard his symbolism may be classed with 
that of Saint-Manin and Peter Singer (nos. 43, 48). 

Sourct: Andreas Werckmeister, Musirllt Mlltbmultirllt Hodtgus CuriDSUS, 
odtr Ricbtigtr musik11/iscbtr Wtg-Wtistr .•• (Frankfurt & Leipz.ig, 1687, 
reprinted Hildesheim: Olms, 1972), pp. 141-154. Translated by the 
Editor. 

• 
On AUegoricaland Moral Music 

All arts and sciences in this mortal state fall far short of comparison 
with the holy and divine creations, inasmuch as nothing is more incom
prehensible and occult than God, who dwells in darkness where no man 
can enter (I Kings 8:12; Isaiah 45:15). Yet since the Almighty has re
vealed himself to us not only in the Holy Scriptures but also in Nature 
and the Arts (Romans 1:19-20; Wisdom 13), we have decided to present 
a parallel of the holy Creation in music for the admonition and edifi
cation of our fellowman. 

CHAPTER I 

We know that all things have their origin from God as a perfect being, 
and that everything which comes forth from him strives to rerum thither, 
to the most perfect of all. If we consider our music, it is also a mirror 
and an example through which we may recall the same perfect Being. 
For all perfect harmony comes from the perfect unison and unity. Now 
as God makes a good harmony and concord with those closest to him-
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we mean the holy angels and blessed Christ-so the unison makes a 
harmony with its own nearest ncighbors, the octave, fifth, etc. And just 
as the great God makes no harmony with those who depart from him 
and his holy Word-indeed, if they stray too far and too long, they can 
scarcely be accepted again, but are cast out-, so it is the case that those 
dissonances which depart too far from the unison can sometimes hardly 
be resolved or tolerated without upsetting the harmony. 

CHAPTEil 11 

I. If we compare the days of Creation to music,• we sec that God 
created heaven and earth in the beginning or on the first day. This 
beginning is the unity or unison out of which all consonances and 
dissonanccs proceed: yea, God himself is the unity, a beginning without 
beginning or ending. Light is also figured in this unison, which can be 
grasped by the senses and differentiated from the confused noise. 
D. On the second day occurred the first division and partition: the 
water was divided from the dry land. So 1:2 or C to c is the first 
division in music, between which octave, however, no other consonance 
is present, but all is formless and void as the earth was. Ill. After this 
division, on the third day, God made on the earth grass, herbs, and 
fruit trees; in the second octave there follow in sequence the propor
tional numbers 2.3.4, which make the notes c g c'.just as the herbs and 
trees were on earth but at the same time between the earth and the 
clouds, so the g is between the octave c's. IV. But the harmony is yet 
incomplete: for we hear that on the fourth day God only-wise created 
light, to be a sign of seasons, etc. The sequence of our numbers of 
which the third octave consists is 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, i.e., c'e'g'c", showing us 
a light by which we can glimpse a complete harmony. Likewise we have 
two thirds, a minor and a major one, similar to a lesser and a greater 
light, i.e. the Sun and Moon. The different intervals included therein 
show certain seasons, days, and years; the seventh which occurs here 
and will not accord shows how times are not always good, but that 
sometimes a dissonance must be mingled in with this life.1 This is now 
the complete structure of heaven and earth, Sun and Moon, stars and 
elements. V. Now follows the creation of every kind of animal. We see 
this in the next octave, which consists of the following numbers used 
in music: 8, 9, 10, 12, lS, 16; c" d" c" g" a" [sk] c"'. Among these 
numbers there are not only good but also bad sounding notes, which 
cannot always be used in harmony: thus we know that among animals 
there are some clean, some unclean, which man is ordained to use only 
at certain times. VI. Finally on the sixth day man himself was created, 
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and appointed as lord over all that lives and moves on earth. This must 
also be true in music, for a musician should rule over all the above
named numbers or notes, bringing them into good order; and should 
also live his life so that a good harmony comes from it. Clean and 
unclean beasts, consonances and dissonances, have their uses at certain 
times, and must become compatible so that God and man may take 
pleasure therein. 

CHAPTEJ.Ill 

Other musicians explain the numbers thus: as God took six days for the 
Creation, so a complete harmony consists of the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6. And as God rested on the seventh day, so the number seven makes 
no consonance with the others, but must rest and remain silent. It is 
certain and remarkable that the number seven will not accord with the 
others, yet if the string of the monochord is divided into seven parts, 
one part will still make a pure consonance with the other,• and have a 
peculiar completeness in itself, as experience will bear ample witness. 
On this one can also consult Schwenter and Hartzdorffer in their 
Mathnnatiscbt und Philosophischt Erguicltstundm.4 

Some compare the four octaves with the four elements: the first and 
lowest with Earth, the second with Water, the third with Air, the fourth 
with Fire (see Franctrinus eh. 19). This comparison can also be made 
within one octave: c is Earth, e is Water, g is Air, c' is Fire. We will 
forego judgment on these comparisons because we wish to be brief. An 
informed musician will know how to make his own application; pre
sumably since Earth is the heaviest element and has its position be
neath, the others must follow after. 

CHAPTER IV 

We also know that everything in this world is in an imperfecdy tem
pered and adulterated state. If we consider the elements such as Earth, 
then the ancient philosophers are of the same opinion. But some modems 
posit no elements, at least only ones mixed with water and air: water 
carries with it air and earth; air contains earth, water, and fire; fire, 
again, is mixed with. air, and so forth. For the sake of brevity we will 
pass over other things for the present. If we observe the structure of 
our music, we find it always tempered, and cannot attain the point of 
perfection on the fretted instruments, such as lutes, violas da gamba, 
citterns, claviers, and harps.1 As our senses cannot always detect the 
temperatures of the elements exacdy, it is done by a special device: 
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si~ilarly our ears cannot always grasp or judge the unity or disunity of 
vo1ces and harmony. It can be done through numbers, by which we can 
have all consonances pure and perfect, but not in practice and modu
lation. This provides us with an ucellcnt moral concerning our mor
tality and imperfection in this life, of which something has already been 
mentioned above. 

CHAPTU V 

We can also make the following allusions from our proportions, whose 
sequence occurs regularly on the trumpet. If no. 1 is low C or unison, 
there follows next the second, making an octave with the first. This 
unity is the image of the unique and eternal being of God from which 
everything arises. The first octave from C to c indicates God the Fa
ther, who dwells in darkness where no man can enter, for no man has 
seen God Oohn 1:18; cf. Exodus 33:20). Since no sound can be found 
within this octave, we can compare to it the time before the creation 
of the world, when there was no time and nothing was nor had been 
made. 

Next we compare 2 to 3 and 3 to 4. These stations give c g c' on the 
trumpet, which is the second octave within which only a single note 
and consonance stands, namely the g. Now in the Old Testament the 
Holy Trinity had not yet revealed itself, but was only represented con
cealed in symbols; so the symbol of the fifth contained in this second 
octave gives a beautiful symbol of the same. For if the fifth is made the 
mean, we see that it contains the hannonic triad in concealed fashion: 

2 
4 

515 3 
s 

or harmonically 3 
IS 

5/6/2 2 
12 10 

If we reduce the numbers to IS: I 0, the major third from C is 12: I 0, 
the minor from e to g. To fill out this octave, we have from g to c' a 
fourth, in the terms 3:4. If these 3 and 4 arc taken collectively they give 
the septenary, which is a remarkable and sacred number. This is a 
symbol of God's wish to have a holy people (Leviticus 19:2). And as the 
same fourths cannot stand or sound alone, they rest on their fundamen
tal bass, which in the octave is the fifth below. Even so, the people of 
God could not persist in their holiness unless they did not depart from 
the fifth, namely the true service of God in which the Holy Trinity was 
~omprehended (albeit hidden and symbolically), and set their base upon 
lt. We know, too, that heathen music recognized no third, but utendcd 
only to the harmonic numbers 1.2.3.4, as the Pythagorean hammers 
and their successors bear ample witness. Now as they did not know the 
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Holy Trinity, we see how God also prevented them trom t11scovenng 
any third, hence from being able to acquire any perfect music. 

If we proceed to the third octave, which exhibits our narural se
quence of numbers as 4.5.6-8., there we have a symbol of the New 
Testament in which God revealed himself further to us. For 4.5.6 point 
to the complete triad or threefold unison [Drty-Ein-stimmigktit), in that 
when we hear it, it is nothing but a unison-yet it is also a three-note 
chord; it is indeed 'unitrisonus.' Could any clearer likeness be imag
ined, in which the threefold unity of God's being were better mirrored 
than in this?6 Would to God that all good Christians understood music 
thus: they would find heartfelt joy in this symbol. just as the Jews did 
not recognize the true God, three-in-one, so they would not suffer the 
beautiful triad to be used in their worship-yet in their drinking-bouts 
it was, alas, very much misused by them. 7 

CHAPTER VI 

If we consider this further, we will discover that the middle note in this 
triad contains two narures in itself: one is glorious, perfect, and majes
tic; the other humble, imperfect, and servile. The perfect one sounds 
c e g; the imperfect c e~ g. What better comparison could there be with 
this than the divine and human narure of our savior Jesus Christ? For 
in his divine narure he was glorious, yet in his human narure humble. 
If we try to combine the two middle notes in the triad, we find that 
they can make no harmony, that they refuse to be resolved, and that 
almost nothing appears more nonsensical to us than to combine them, 
e.g.: 

f#gaf# 
f or 
d 

fgaf 
f# 
d 

We know from our Christian symbolism that the two narures in 
Christ could not be entangled or confused with one another, for the 
divine and the human characters cannot exist together. Now there fol
lows in our natural sequence the seventh number. This has no affinity 
within this octave, nor indeed with the whole of theoretical music, 
although on the trumpet the note b~' follows here. After g' follows c', 
a fourth above; and the terms of their ratio 3:4 add up to seven, thus 
completing the octave and witnessing to its sanctity, on which account 
it is called the Sacred Number. In the fourth and last octave we not 
only have with 8.9.10.12.15.16 a perfect consonance, but can also con
struct a good melody from it, symbolizing for us the good Christian life 
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on earth, and the everlasting life and all its joys if we can ever attain 
to God in heaven. 

CHAPTER VII 

Music reminds us of another Christian idea if we let the musician rep
resent God the Father, the insuument or organ God the Son, and the 
beautiful chords and sweet harmony that come forth from it the Holy 
Spirit. For just as there is no God besides the Trinity, music is incom
plete and can have no effect without these three elements. If the music 
is vocal, then the larynx must be the musical instrument. For brevity's 
sake we will omit the other pleasing applications that could be made 
here. All five major points of our catechism could be very dearly sym
bolized in music: only it must be agreed that the music is not under
stood to mean anything strange or senseless, of which I do not need to 
say anything here. We can also see, meanwhile (and this has been touched 
on above), that the great God has revealed certain laws in the arts, 
though these arc certainly not to be compared with the revelation in 
Holy Scripture. Saint Augustine supports this in De libro arbitrio, with 
the following words: 'Do not hesitate to attribute to God's handiwork 
everything in which you see number, measure, and order.' One can also 
consultjohannes Manlius,1 Co/kaanea dt Dto, Trinillltt, tt Tribus in Divinillltt 
pmrmis. We see, moreover, that the structures of the Old Testament are 
often decreed by God to be made harmonically, notably the Mercy Seat 
in which is contained the perfect triad 2:3:5, c g e'.'~ This Mercy Scat is 
indeed none other than the symbol of Christ, as can tell from the 5 and 
the note e' arising from it. If we were to take 4 instead of 5, then we would 
again have a representation of the Old Testament's worship, 2:3:4. But 
now the 4 is raised to 5 and the triad is completed, so that the proportions 
of this Mercy Scat give a perfect harmony. 

CHAPTER VIII 

From contrary motion we can gather a fine symbol of Christian love: 
for as notes come from unity and move from one place to another, and 
yet make a lovely sound with other notes, sometimes even meeting each 
other pleasantly or returning to unison or unity, so also virtuous Chris
tians are not averse to one another, even though they may sometimes 
separate. Harmony and concord remain in faith and love; indeed there 
is one will, one belief, one body, one soul, and they are united to God 
through faith and love, as Holy Scripture commands us. This harmony 
and agreement is found also in good Christian married couples, whom 
we could compare to the whole of music. 
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Others have compared music to worldly authority:10 for as the propor
tions and notes stand in association and always have respect to equality, 
so it is also with a good republic. Whatever strays too far from equality 
cannot attain unity and can never again be resolved. We see, too, how 
our dear music symbolizes all kinds of Christian virtues: for as God has 
openly shown us through his preachers how we should live in love and 
unity with our neighbors and ever strive toward the one divine Being, 
so this is done figuratively in music-for which reason, moreover, it 
belongs in worship. 

CHAPTER IX 

In conclusion, music is not only a mirror and symbol of the spiritual 
and divine being, but also of all secular and earthly actions, as Keplcr, 
Bartholi, and others have discussed sufficiently at greater length. And 
just as the style of music has changed from one period to another over 
the past century, a similar change has also taken place in the secular 
state. The older music of a hundred and more years ago was inferior 
and purer: the political situation was also simpler and more candid, so 
that not so much ceremony took place, and people could trust one 
another and understand each other's motives. The music of today is in 
certain cases so embellished and decorated that one can scarcely find 
one's way in it: for when one thinks the progression will go one way, 
it turns out differently, so that few composers, even, can give a ratio
nale for their harmony. Is not our modern everyday life and existence 
so intricate and confused that sometimes no one knows who is a cook 
or a waiter, and few consider the reasons for their actions and conduct, 
but wander after their inclinations? And although a few musicians un
derstand how to adduce some rules of composition, they are neither hot 
nor cold, and can seldom maintain them. Is it any different with the 
changes of life today: is not something often turned now this way, now 
that? Are not the rules about some things merely invented, and sincere 
naivetes represented as if they could not be otherwise? And if we ex
amine them in the light, they are only words and feathers. 

Consequently it is not a good thing, as mentioned above, that mod
em music is in most cases unfortunately not judged by rules, but that 
everyone sings, plays, judges, and enjoys it however he pleases or feels 
inclined. Experience shows all too well what incompetence is thus ad
mitted: and it is to be regretted that so many eminent musicians can 
produce no reasons or very flimsy ones, when every craftsman, even 
straw-cutters and broom-binders, know how to acknowledge cenain 
rules in their professions and handiwork. Thus the same musicians 
abuse their own profession, even sublime music itself, no less than if 
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music were a thing with neither basis nor power! As at every time there 
have been broken vessels among musicians, and a few errors crept into 
composition in the past, so sometimes in the worldly affairs of the past 
a bad deed would occur. But perhaps it was not so excessive as occurs 
nowadays, both with some musicians and in worldly affairs.11 

CHAPTEa X 

We will not dwell longer on this subject. If anything in this treatise 
should serve to further the glory of God (as we have no doubt) and the 
benefit of our neighbor, to which all our efforts should be aimed, then 
I will be all the happier. just as in music the proportions distant from 
equality give no harmony and will not concord together, yet are some
times thrown in thoughdessly by unschooled musicians, so there are 
always people who disdain even the best of books because their opin
ions, understanding, and fantasies are not in equal proportion with 
those of the author. Hence one can scarcely find a single book in the 
world which pleases and satisfies everybody: for as their heads are, so 
is their judgment [guot c11pit11, tot stnsus]. Without a doubt this will be 
the case with the present book, because so many opinions prevail in 
music that most people judge merely by fantasy, and seldom by its 
foundation and rules. Whoever is not pleased by this work, whoever 
stands too far from equality with one or another part of this little 
treatise and cannot get in tune with it, should seek another foundation 
on which to build his beliefs and harmony. For as long as the world has 
stood and will stand, no work of man has ever pleased everyone. Many 
may also be repelled because the rhetoric of this treatise is very poor, 
and the logical sequences not always correct. Now and then I have said 
the same thing more than once, as one does deliberately with simple 
people. This I willingly confess, and answer thus: I noted down these 
things as a collection of what I have read and thought about, and be
cause I had litde free time, and demanded not a penny of profit thereby, 
yet out of a desire to please my fellows, I wanted to have it printed, 
hoping that the dexterity of the gentle reader would look more to the 
matter and contents than to the words. If perchance a few of these 
things were dark and not very clearly expressed, in each case I express 
my opinion for you. 

I know all too well from experience that there will be more faultfind
ers and enviers than true lovers of music. But since I am aware that I 
can serve some of my fellows thereby, I have not failed to do so, and 
have no regard for the slanderers and enviers, for they are impelled by 
Satan, from whom all envy stems, to make one abandon that which 
redounds to God's glory and the benefit of one's neighbor. Let who 

will revile and slander: he will spew out and pour his poison not on me 
but on my goal, which is God's glory and my neighbor's benefit: and 
let him beware of what may come of that. My comparison of music 
with other things and of other things with music was done so that 
simple people can better understand and assimilate it, for sometimes 
the thing itself is more difficult than music which is compared to it. If 
there should be a subtler brain and a sharper intelligence which could 
expand my well-meant work and write and comment more tidily and 
clearly on this material, it would be very agreeable to me, for it is most 
necessary that the foundation of music should be maintained, lest bar
barism gain the upper hand. Meanwhile the geode reader, whom I 
commend to the care of the Highest, will recognize my goodwill, in
terpret everything for the best, and at least bear in mind this well
intentioned work. And to wish is enough. 



V 

ENLIGHTENMENT 
AND 

ROMANTICISM 
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Isaac Newton 
1642-1727 

It is no secret nowadays that Newton considered his researches into 
alchemy, biblical chronology, and prophecy fully as important as his 
work in physics, mathematics, and astronomy. He saw himself less as an 
innovator than as the rediscoverer of lost knowledge, the wisdom of 
Antiquity and the prisci tbtologi. In the full daylight of the Scientific 
Revolution, there hover in the background the familiar shades of 
Orpheus, Pythagoras, and Macrobius, as Newton seeks to demonstrate 
that the Ancients already knew the inverse-square law of planetary at
traction. 

In the 1690s, Newton drafted a number of notes and learned com
ments (the "scholia") for a proposed second edition of his Principi11 
M11thtmlltic11; our excerpt is from the classical Scholia to Propositions 
IV-IX of Book 11. In the words of McGuire and Rattansi, who first 
drew attention to the.se ideas, Newton here "asserts unequivocally that 
Pythagoras discovered by experiment an inverse-square relation in the 
vibrations of strings (unison of two strings when tensions are recipro
cally as squares of lengths); that he extended such a relation to the 
weights and distances of the planets from the sun; and that this true 
knowledge, expressed esoterically, was lost through the misunderstand
ing of later generations." (art. cit., p. 11 S) 

lOS 
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Sourct: Isaac Newton, Classical Scholia on the Principia Matbtmatica, in 
Royal Sociery (London), Gregory Ms. 247, transcribed inj. E. McGuire 
and P. M. Ranansi, "Newton and the 'Pipes of Pan"' in Notu IITIIl 
Rtcords of tbt Royal Socitty 21 (1966), pp. 108-14 3. 

• 
Tbe Pipes of Pan 
By what proportion gravity decreases by receding from the Planets the 
ancients have not sufficiently explained. Yet they appear to have adum
brated it by the harmony of the celestial spheres, designating the Sun 
and the remaining six planets, Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, 
Saturn, by means of Apollo with the Lyre of seven strings, and measur
ing the intervals of the spheres by the intervals of the tones. Thus they 
alleged that seven tones are brought into being, which they called the 
harmony diapason, and that Saturn moved by the Dorian phthong, that 
is, the heavy one, and the rest of the Planets by sharper ones (as Pliny, 
bk. I, eh. 22 relates,1 by the mind of Pythagoras) and that the Sun 
strikes the strings. Hence Macrobius, bk. I, eh. 19, says: "Apollo's Lyre 
of seven strings provides understanding of the motions of all the celes
tial spheres over which nature has set the Sun as moderator."Z And 
Produs on Plato's Timaeus, bk. 3, page 200,' "The number seven they 
have dedicated to Apollo as to him who embraces all symphonies whatso
ever, and therefore they used to call him the God of the Hebdomagetes," 
that is the Prince of the number Seven. Likewise in Eusebius' Prepa
ration of the Gospel, bk. S, eh. 14, the Sun is called by the oracle of 
Apollo the King of the seven sounding harmony. But by this symbol 
they indicated that the Sun by his own force acts upon the planets in 
that harmonic ratio of distances by which the force of tension acts upon 
strings of different lengths, that is reciprocally in the duplicate ratio of 
the distances. For the force by which the same tension acts on the same 
string of different lengths is reciprocally as the square of the length of 
the string. 

The same tension upon a string half as long acts four times as pow
erfully, for it generates the Octave, and the Octave is produced by a 
force four times as great.4 For if a string of given length stretched by 
a given weight produces a given tone, the same tension upon a string 
thrice as short acts nine times as much. For it produces the twelfth, and 
a string which stretched by a given weight produces a given tone needs 
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to be stretched by nine times as much weight so as to produce the 
twelfth. And, in general terms, if two strings equal in thickness are 
stretched by weights appended, these strings will be in unison when the 
weights are reciprocally as the squares of the lengths of the strings. 
Now this argument is subtle, yet became known to the ancients. For 
Pythagoras, as Macrobius avows, stretched the intestines of sheep or 
the sinews of oxen by attaching various weights, and from this learned 
the ratio of the celestial harmony. Therefore, by means of such experi
ments he ascertained that the weights by which all tones on equal 
strings ... were reciprocally as the squares of the lengths of the string 
by which the musical instrument emits the same tones. But the propor
tion discovered by these experiments, on the evidence of Macrobius, he 
applied to the heavens and consequently by comparing those weights 
with the weights of the Planets and the lengths of the strings with the 
distances of the Planets, he understood by means of the harmony of the 
heavens that the weights of the Planets towards the Sun were recipro
cally as the squares of their distances from the Sun. 

But the Philosophers loved so to mitigate their mystical discourses 
that in the presence of the wlgar they foolishly propounded wlgar 
matters from the sake of ridicule, and hid the truth beneath discourses 
of this kind. In this sense Pythagoras numbered his musical tones from 
the Earth, as though from here to the Moon were a tone, and thence 
to Mercury a semitone, and from thence to the rest of the Planets other 
musical intervals. But he taught that the sounds were emitted by the 
motion and attrition of the solid spheres, as though a greater sphere 
emitted a heavier tone as happens when iron hammers are smitten. And 
from this, it seems, was born the Ptolemaic system of solid orbs, when 
meanwhile Pythagoras beneath parables of this son was hiding his own 
system and the true harmony of the heavens.' 

These are passive laws and to affirm that there are no others is to 
speak against experience. For we find in ourselves a power of moving 
our bodies by our thought. Life and will are active principles by which 
we move our bodies and thence arise other laws of motion unknown to us. 

And since all matter duly formed is attended with signs of life and 
all things are framed with perfect art and wisdom and nature does 
nothing in vain; if there be an universal life and all space by the sen
sorium of a thinking being who by immediate presence perceives all 
things in it, as that which thinks in us, perceives their pictures in the 
brain: those laws of motion arising from life or will may be of universal 
extent. To some such laws the ancient Philosophers seem to have al
luded when they called God Harmony and signified his actuating mat
ter harmonically by the God Pan's playing upon a Pipe• and attributing 
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music to the spheres made the distances and motions of the heavenly 
bodies to be harmonica!, and represented the Planets by the seven 
suings of Apollo's Harp. 

So far I have expounded the properties of gravity. Its cause I by no 
means recount. Yet I shall say what the ancients thought about this 
subject. Thales regarded all bodies as animate, deducing that from 
magnetic and electrical attractions. And by the same argument he ought 
to have referred the attraction of gravity to the soul of matter. Hence 
he taught that all things are full of Gods, understanding by Gods ani
mate bodies. He held the sun and the Planets for Gods. And in the 
same sense Pythagoras, on account of its immense force of attraction, 
said that the sun was the prison of Zeus, that is, a body possessed of the 
greatest circuits. And to the mystical philosophers Pan was the supreme 
divinity inspiring this world with harmonic ratio like a musical instru
ment and handling it with modulation, according to that saying of 
Orpheus "striking the harmony of the world in playful song."7 Thence 
they named harmony God and soul of the world composed of harmonic 
numbers. But they said that the Planets move in their circuits by force 
of their own souls, that is, by force of the gravity which takes its origin 
from the action of the soul. From this, it seems, arose the opinion of 
the Peripatetics concerning Intelligences moving solid globes. But the 
souls of the sun and of all the Planets the more ancient philosophers 
held for one and the same divinity exercising its powers in all bodies 
whatsoever, according to that of Orpheus in the Bowl.1 

Cylennius' himself is the interpreter of divinity to all: 

The nymphs 11re TJJilttr. Cues tom, Vulclln is fire. 
Neptunt is the stll strilting tht f011ming shores. 
Mlln is TJJilr, ltintlly Venus is ptllct, tht Bull-born 
Horned Bllcchus frequenting gl11dsome {tlllts 
Is to mort11ls ntl to gods rtlitf of mind from cllrt. 
Golden Tbtmis is gullrdilln of Justict llntl right 
Next Apollo is tht Sun, hurling his d11rts 
Frrnn ll{llr, circling round, tbe Divints llnd tbt Sootbs11ytn 
Tbt Epidllurilln Gotl10 is tbt exptlltr of tlistiiSts: · thtst things 
Allllrt ont tbmg, tbougb tbtrt bt many nllmes.11 
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]ean-Philippe Rameau 
1683-1764 

There is no doubt that Rameau was the foremost theoretician, as he 
would later become the foremost French composer, of his epoch. He 
was the first to realize fully the dependence of melody and harmony 
alike on the common chord and on the progressions of the fundamental 
bass. But while the working-out of his theory was firmly focused on the 
practices of his day, behind it lay the ancient approach through num
ber. Already in the Preface to his Tr11iti dt l'h11rmonit (1722), he had 
told his contemporaries of his own search: "Noi:Withstanding all the 
experience I may have acquired in music from being associated with it 
for so long, I must confess that only with the aid of mathematics did 
my ideas become dear .... " In the Nouvtllts rifltxions, his Pythagore
anism is more explicit. Encouraged by the theories of Briseux concern
ing musical propo.rtion in architecture, Rameau has by now come to 
realize that the same mathematical archetype lies behind all the ans, 
and to believe that it reaches its dearest expression in the laws of 
musical harmony. 

Rameau did not have the mystical and prophetic character of a Tartini, 
who in Scienu Pllltonic11 (see no. 42) abandons all pretense of addressing 
his audience on its own terms. But he resembles the Italian in his 
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conviction that the "enlightened" eighteenth century could not, in the 
last reson, dispense with the way to enlightenment that has always 
served the speculative music theorist: the assumption that number and 
harmony in some way underlie, and even explain, the phenomena of the 
universe and the experience of beauty. The exact way in which they are 
supposed to work changes, of course, as cultural attitudes change; one 
era may imagine souls in the planetary spheres, another prefer to think 
of impersonal natural law. But the facts do not alter, and the more 
acute theorists of every epoch meet here on a certain common ground. 

Sourtt: Jean-Philippe Rameau, Nouvtllts rijltxions sur sa Jimonstration du 
Principt dt l'harmonie (Paris, 1742), pp. 47-54, 58-66. Translated by the 
Editor. 

• 
The Universal Principles of the Arts 

Ir is the same with the sense of hearing as with the judgments we make 
about objectS which strike our other senses: while one easily perceives 
cenain differences, it is not so with the differences between these dif
ferences.' Often one thinks that one can find none, whereas they do 
actually exist, and error prevails (unless the contrary can be demon
strated by calculation, in matters susceptible to that). The ear, too, 
easily appreciates the differences between all the consonances, even the 
thirds, which unlike the others require special caution. It becomes in
sensible only to the differences between these differences, but at the 
same time it finds a means to prevent any error: a means all the more 
worthy of attention because it must be common to other arts. 

Let us not believe that nature has presumed to assign us simple 
productS as guides. And if musicians have at all times fallen into such 
a trap, at least the most eminent architects have known how to avoid 
it, in considering the length of the ground plan as the basis for all the 
parts of a building: a length from which all the beauties of the elevation 
are derived through division, made in the same proportions as those of 
music. 

I derive this latter observation from Monsieur Briseux, architect,1 

who is to publish forthwith a learned treatise on this subject, wherein 
he reckons to demonstrate among other things that the beautiful build
ings of the ancient Greeks and Romans, whose precious relics are still 
admired in every nation, are founded upon proportions all drawn from 
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music. This justifies the notion I have had for a long time, namely that 
the principle of all the fine arts resides most certainly and most sensibly 
in music. In what other an, in fact, could this basis of architecture be 
better established, since it is Nature alone who has performed the first 
operations? I refer to the division of the string into regular parts, from 
which are born the proportions, each in its order of pre-eminence or 
subordination, and consequently the progressions which one only has 
to follow. It is noteworthy that division here precedes multiplication: 
which might lead one with more certitude than one had before to 
reasonable conjectures on some of the points of a higher and more 
sublime philosophy.l 

Examining the matter rather more closely, one will see that it is not 
for nothing that Nature has chosen the sense of hearing above all oth
ers to judge her most general rules-suptrbissimum auris judicium [the 
most excellent judgment is the ear's]. She does not summon vision or 
touch as witnesses here; and are not all our senses modifications of 
touch? We do not generally judge phenomena fefftts} except by the 
phenomena themselves, whereas in music one judges them from evi
dent and sensible causes: one sees in them a basis in geometrical pro
portion, in which each term itself contains the entire harmonic edifice 
which is to accompany it (such is my "fundamental bass"). It is only 
thanks to this bass that the feeling of its harmonic edifice arises in us; 
from its succession are formed the modes and all possible genera, which 
affect us only by means of this same succession. The correct relation
ship of consonances is determined therein, so that the ear does not 
bother with their differences except as they serve to lead it from one 
consonance to another: it has no need to bother with the differences 
between these differences, which are thus of no use to it.4 What does 
it matter to the ear, after all, whether the tones or semitones are major 
or minor, when it is not from this difference that it receives the feeling 
of relationship which exists between successive consonances, but from 
the fundamental progression which determines their correct relation
ship both with itself and with each other? And this is what should be 
observed above all: then one will see that the necessary temperament 
cannot be an obstacle to the feeling of correct relationship among these 
consonances. Experience proves this, moreover, when different instru
ments play together, each having its own particular temperament, while 
the voice they accompany is in no way distracted from the correctness 
it observes between these consonances.5 

The necessity for temperament does not concern music alone: how 
many other arts use it in compromises, borrowings, repayments, ap
proximations? The architect whom I cited told me, on this subject, that 
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in his art approximations are only possible by means of the numbers 8, 
9, 10, 11, and 12. They use 11 only if really necessary, preferring 
wherever possible the arithmetical mean between 11 and 12, because it 
approaches closer to the harmonic number 12, the octave of 6 and 3. 
This relates to the fourth, which horns and trumpets cannot play except 
as an eleventh, and which is very out of tune:6 but by forcing the air 
they can form a sharp from it which gives them practically the arith
metical mean in question, and which leads to the twelfth by a pleasant 
enough semitone. 

If I have spoken of measure, where one secs the resolution forming 
between every two tones, as in the diatonic tetrachord of the Greeks, 
B C D E, whose fundamental bass G-27 C-9 G-27 C-9 gives the ab· 
solute resolution from G to C/ and at the same time sets the limits of 
the mode, it is not only to draw from it the fullness of harmonic phrases, 
where more or less definite resolutions are felt every two measures, or 
from four to four, the first of these two successive resolutions almost 
forming what is called in verse a hemistich; but even more to infer from 
it that the very natural feeling for even numbers in Poetry, especially 
for hemistiches, as well as for symmetry in Architecture and other arts 
of that kind, may well find its source in Music, where additionally the 
octave, the most perfect interval, is in double progression, and where 
the gentrll, as well as the resolutions, owe their origin solely to two 
fundamental tones. 

What fruitfulness there is in this phenomenon! What consequences 
arise from it of their own accord! Could one refuse to regard so unique 
a phenomenon, so abundant, so reasoned (if I may use the tcnn), as a 
common principle of all the arts in general, at least all the ans oftaste? 

In fact, is it not reasonable to think that Nature, simple as it is in its 
general laws, might have but a single principle for so many things that 
seem to be so connected, exciting in us virtually the same sensations, as 
the arts destined to give us the sentiment of beauty? 

If one considers that all our senses are in truth only modifications of 
touch, the same order should subsist in all these modifications. In ex
ercising the sense of sight, as in architecture and other objects apt to 
give us pleasure through that sense alone, should we not be affected 
with the sentiment of beauty by the same general order of organization 
as causes us to experience the same sentiment by means of harmony 
when we exercise the sense of hearing? 

From another point of view, if one considers the infinite relation
ships between fine arts destined, as I have said, to excite in us the 
sentiment of beauty; and if almost everywhere it is the same propor
tions which give them their rules, is one not persuaded that they all 
have but one and the same principle? And is not this principle now 
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revealed and demonstrated in the harmony which derives directly from 
it, as clear to our perceptions as we could ever wish, to convince our 
reason and leave it no room for doubt? 

If Monsieur Newton, for example, had known this principle, would 
he have chosen a diatonic system-a system of simple products, and 
moreover full of errors-to compare to colors?1 Would he not have 
examined beforehand whether these colors should be considered as each 
forming a basis, a generator, and (forming groups with each other) an 
agreeable assembly? Would he not have chosen first those which could 
be compared to octaves and to fifths? And after recognizing the supe
riority of these fifths in harmony and in succession, doubtless he would 
have followed the consequences. 

Let no one be mistaken. The arts which are known as "arts of taste" 
have less about them that is arbitrary than this title has given to sup
pose up to now. One cannot dispense nowadays with recognizing that 
they arc founded on principles: principles the more certain and immu
table in that they are given us by Nature. Knowledge of them lights up 
talent and rules the imagination, while ignorance, on the contrary, is a 
source of absurdity in mediocre artists, and of misleading in men of 
genius. 

I leave it to those persons more generally versed than I in all the 
different arts and sciences to pursue this parallel. I am content if, in 
offering them the fruits of sixty years of practice and meditation on my 
art in panicular, the discoveries which I have made may put them on 
the way to generalizing its application with certitude and utility for the 
other sciences and ans. I do not believe that anyone can oppose to the 
principle which I have discovered and recognized as the basis of my art 
any other one comparable to its in its manifestness, its richness, and in 
the superiority which it derives from Nature herself, as I flatter myself 
to have demonstrated. 
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Giuseppe Tartini 
1692-1770 

Tartini's fame has rested since his death, as it did in his lifetime, on his 
unrivalled achievement as player, composer, and teacher of the violin. 
But whereas his compositions were altogether of his own time, break
ing new ground both formally and technically, his theoretical works 
show that he was a Hermetic Christian Platonist, more akin to Giorgi 
or to Kepler than to anyone of his epoch in his mystical arithmology 
and his conviction of a personal revelation of overwhelming importance. 

Tartini's musico-mathematical theories are so complex, and in some 
respects so confused, that it is impossible to give any details of them 
here.• His theory arises from two different things: (l) his practical dis
coveries in acoustics, namely of some of the harmonics of a vibrating 
stting, and of the difference-tones resulting from chords; (2) his adap
tation of a geometrical theorem (Euclid, VI, 13) concerning the geo
mettic mean as found in the circle to the equation that relates the three 
means, Arithmetic, Harmonic, and Geomettic.1 He refers to these in 
this extract from the Tr11t11Jto as the "practical" and the "demonstrative" 
principles. 

The Srimu PIAtonir11 was written shortly before his death, and re
mained in manuscript untill977. Here Tartini repeats much of what 
he had said in the Tr11t11Jto, but now it has become a pretext for a journey 
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into mathematical futility as he tties to pin down the incommensurablity 
of the circle and the square by using ever larger numbers. Tartini's 
mathematical discoveries seemed to him all the more remarkable since 
they were worked out laboriously in whole numbers without the help 
of algebra, much less of calculus. This caused him to recapitulate some 
of the efforts of earlier civilizations to calculate tuning-systems in the 
same manner, and aptly enough Tartini believed himself to have redis
covered the lost key to the universal science of Antiquity: it had been 
lost, he thought, since the Greek philosophers, but this had not pre
vented composers from following it intuitively. In the opening pages of 
Srimu PIAtonk11 he defines this lost science as the "Harmonics" recom
mended by Plato (in Bk. VII of the Republir) as essential to philosophers 
but insufficiendy cultivated in Greece. This harmonic science, says 
Tartini, "was so named by the Egyptians, from whom it was transmit
ted to Greece by Pythagoras and Plato," and its purpose is to under
stand the whole cosmos: "The Harmony of the universe is the whole 
tree; music is one of its branches, and necessarily of the same nature 
and root .... One can see the possibility of discovering the tree from 
the branch, the whole from the part, as in fact the author has suceeded 
in doing." (ed. cit., p. 4) 

Working in virtual isolation from the learned world of his own time 
and (like Rameau) aclcnowledging no theorist later than Zarlino (see 
no. 32), Tartini regarded himself, in all Christian humility, as the sole 
modern recipient of an ancient, secret knowledge that could shake the 
world if only it would listen to him. Unfortunately he seems to have 
been unable to make clear to the reader any connection between his dry 
calculations and the living application of his insights, which were un
doubtedly a reality to him. 

Souru: Giuseppe Tartini, Tr11ttato di Musica stcondo la vera scitnzt 
dtll'annonia (Padua, 1754), pp. 20-22; Scimza Platonica fimdatll ntl ctrrhio, 
edited by Anna Todeschini Cavalla (Padua: Cedam, 1977), pp. 80-84. 
Translated by the Editor. Also consulted: German translation of the 
Trattato by Alfred Rubeli (Diisseldorf: Verlag der Gesellschaft zur 
Forderung der systematischen Musilcwissenschaft, 1966). 

+ 

On the Nature and Significance of the Circle 

Chapter 2. When a system is to be established, it is necessary to unite 
the two realms, the physical and the mathematical [dimostrativo), in 
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such a way mat they are inseparable, and to form from them a single 
principle. Only thus will any system endure; and we will be convinced 
of this when we understand clearly what we mean by "a single prin
ciple." It means mat me calculation used for the mathematics must be 
intrinsically deduced from me physical nature of the thing demon
strated. Thw and in no other way will the two realms, physical and 
mathematical, form a single principle between them. The law is strict, 
but jwt; and in virtue of this law, which is the touchstone of any physico
mathematical system, very few systems will be found to which no ex
ception can be taken. 

I will explain it bener. Up to now, the quantitative sciences have all 
been based on quantity, but in different ways. There is the science of 
arithmetic: it is based on quantity made from equal rational parts, and 
consequendy uses me common arithmetical numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, etc. 
There is the science of harmonics: it is based on quantity made from 
unequal rational parts, hence offractions: 1, 1.1, YJ, l/4, etc. There is the 
science of geometry: it is based on continuous quantity, whence arises 
the irrational which cannot be expressed in whole numbers or in frac
tions.l There are many other sciences, based on other aspects: algebra, 
differential and infinitesimal calculus, etc. All are adaptable to physics 
as such, but the converse does not apply, because it is not true that 
physics as such, according to its own intrinsic nature, is adaptable to all 
these sciences. 

The plainest example is mat of the string with three tones.4 All the 
known sciences of quantity are adaptable to this string in their respec
tive ways. But if me string as it sounds reveals itself independently of 
human will as harmonic, since it divides itself in 1, VJ, Y1, then physi
cally it excludes any other sort of quantity.1 Thus the adaptation of any 
other sort of quantity to me string, which declares itself physically 
harmonic, will be a pure and simple fallacy. Certainly no one would 
deny the possibility in general of adapting to it any other sort of quan
tity: considering the string in the abstract, as a straight line, it could 
doubtless be both the object and the quantity in any science. But one 
must see whether or not it refers concretely to some particular object 
and subject, as is precisely the case in the above example. In such a case 
nature is stronger man human will; and calculation will surely be wrongly 
applied if it is not precisely the sort demanded by nature. Consequently, 
the mathematical deductions may be true, but none of the physical 
ones. Thus the above law will always be true: mat for the establishment 
of any physico-malhematical system, me two realms of physics and 
mathematics must be united in such a way that they are inseparable, 
and form from them a single principle. 

I will follow me law. Consequently, I have to find the same unity in 
the mathematical realm as in the physical. For our demonstrations we 
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will need the geometrical figures, and above all possible figures there 
is and can be no other than the circle, which is one in itself. It is one 
because the infinite radii drawn from the center to the circumference 
are equal, and these are nothing other than me very unity which auto
matically forms the circle according to the opening of the compasses, 
such as does not, and cannot, exist in any other figure. Thus the circle 
is one from its first principle, and is intrinsically one in comparison 
with all possible figures. 

It is not sufficient that the circle should be one in general. I mwt 
now demonstrate it as one in its harmonic unity, because harmonic 
unity is the physical principle.' This is an easy matter, though, as far as 
I know, unnoticed by geometricians. Proceeding with all strictness with 
the mathematical figures which represent faithfully the physical data, 
one will need straight lines and curved ones. Therefore our figure will 
show the square and the circle, the latter being the most curved of all. 
The physico-harmonic phenomena show me necessity of such a figure. 
A hanging string is in itself a straight line, like the diameter of a circle 
or the side of an exscribed square. The vibrations of the hanging string 
will be curved in nature.7 We do not know to which of the two figures 
the straight line belongs, since it is common to both; but the two 
figures are necessary because they have the straight line in common. 
The same can be said in general about the string stretched on the 
monochord: although up to now the circularity of its vibrations have 
not yet been proved. The same can be said of the third tone resulting 
from two strings sounded simultaneously.' The two given strings are 
jointly two straight lines, physical and acoustical; the two volumes of air 
moved by the two strings are jointly two spheres. For in plane [geom
etry we need] the straight and the circular line, and consequently the 
figures of square and circle, having me straight line in common. Why 
the square should be exscribed and not inscribed will appear for many 
reasons as we proceed: suffice it to say, for now, that the straight line 
has natural priority over the circular: something physically and math
ematically true: physically, in the whole universe and in all its parts; 
mathematically, in the construction of the circle which is impossible 
without presupposing a straight line. So it follows: exscribed square, 
inscribed circle.' This is therefore the necessary position of the two 
figures; and now we must compare them to one another in order to 
deduce their nature. 10 

Announcement of a New Science 

The author repeats many things here which have already been given to 
the public in his Tr11tt11to di Music11, and one of these is the present 
matter of the four odd numbers 5:7:9:11. But since he was then con-
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sidered by the mathematicians as a musician who did not acknowledge 
their lofty science, but only the simple arithmetic of common numbers, 
the learned world passed on his Tr11tt11to a judgment somewhere be
tween indifference and contempt. But now that the author has changed 
his role from that of musician to that of an interpreter and also discov
erer of the science of Plato which he calls the Arithmetic of the Phi
losophers, he believes that, thanks to this role, he is entided to the full 
af!ention of the mathematicians for his discovery of the falsity of their 
sctence. It has come to the point at which either their indifference or 
their contempt condemns them, because he has discussed so much it 
being a matter of the greatest weight and the gravest consequence that 
has ever been, or could be, proposed. Moreover, considering the impo
tence of common mathematical science to persuade the present day of 
even the smallest fallacy, the author is confident with a confidence that 
far surpasses common mathematical science. 

It is dear that the present science is in agreement with the common 
~cience as to consequence and effect, and is therein equal: it is not so 
1n the ant~cedent, and for a reason always known in my science, always 
unknown m any other. Therefore the conviction produced by this one 
is so far superior to the common ones that someone who possesses it, 
even though he may utterly lack any notion of the common ones, ex
periences its own strength in so eminent a degree that he considers it 
as nothing to expose himself on trial against the whole mathematical 
world, even if it were composed of Archimedes' and Euclids. 
. l_he author is obliged to make this declaration here no longer as a 

vtobn player but as a possessor of this science, of which, considering 
the present need, he is explaining only that part which can in very truth 
be called its simple grammar. This serves as a sure notice to the learned 
world of today to conduct itself as it should in an altogether unfamiliar 
situation, in which he is employed in bringing to life, after thousands 
of years, the greatest of all the sciences,11 with the sole exception of 
reveale~ theology. In order to conduct itself properly, the following 
precauuons are necessary: 

I. Do not be concerned with the means which Providence chooses to 
use for such a discovery, and remember that "God has chosen humble 
things, and confounded the strong." 

11. On no account believe that such an argument is the author's 
fanaticism and overenthusiasm. Apart from the fact that anyone may 
ascertain for himself everything explained and demonstrated here, one 
can readily go to the substance with the assurance that the author's 
character naturally abhors vanity and glory; which, if he were fond of 
them, he would have gained better by his own art. If he had been 
master of himself, he would have given up his own life sooner than 
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taking on such an enterprise, from which he has gained, and will gain, 
nothing but .. labor et dolor" [labor and sorrow). 

But there is something worse: that after his death people should 
unfortunately proceed from speaking of subjects grand beyond dispute, 
to speaking of facts that actually happened, incomparably more impor
tant than what it is permissible to give the public, but essentially depen
dent on this science. Would that the author could impose perpetual 
silence on those concerned, as he declares himself repentant of his 
exuberance of heart; but it is too late, and he can only hope that through 
the honesty of those in the know he may be spared the trouble of being 
discovered. He is no longer surprised by the necessity of Pythagorean 
silence: he has learned it at his own cost. Superior powers do not lead 
him, they drag him to this public appearance; and for himself he would 
sooner stand apart from human commerce, and thus lose neither his 
name nor his face. It is thus impossible that a man in such a situation 
should be capable of overenthusiasm. 

Ill. The author is old, beyond his seventieth year. If Providence 
grants that the learned world should believe the resurgence of this 
science to be useful and necessary, there is no time to lose. The author 
must be quickly aroused to finish the undertaking by those who hold 
authority in the most respectable classes of mathematical physics. This 
is the only way to urge the author before his death to the last and 
greatest labor, which on his own, owing to his fullness of years and 
weariness, he does not have the courage to face . 

IV. A doubt may easily arise in the more deeply learned, so that they 
draw the conclusion that all that is explained of this science here con
sists of affections and peculiarities of common numerical arithmetic. If 
they conclude thus, they may agree completely with the author's con
clusion, but they should not stop at this, but should continue by con
sidering carefully three things: 

First, that more important affections and peculiarities than those 
explained here, and ones undoubtedly new, will occur to them; and that 
as many more new ones, in fact unknown to them, will occur to them 
which remain to be disclosed. 

Second, that these serve as a simple material foundation to the present 
science, whose formal foundation (which they see and touch with their 
hands here) consists of ratios and proportions between them, joined in 
a perpetual bond of relationship, so that in this science no disjunct ratio 
or proportion whatsoever signifies anything, nor forms a system. This 
is the substantial difference between the common science of ratio and 
proportion and the present science. ln the former, every ratio or pro
portion can be divided by another, and form a class by itself; in the 
latter it is quite impossible, because not only must they be joined in 
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such a way that one proves another, and all together form the same 
proof, but in addition all together must be resolved into their first 
principle of all: which is the greatest universal proof, without which no 
particular proof is worth anything. 

The author knows very well (and knows to his cost) that if a science 
is complete it will contain such a complex of things as to overwhelm the 
human mind, so that those gifted ones who can attain its total compre
hension are few. This truth neither can nor should be denied. But one 
should not then blame the whole difficulty of this science on the au
thor, as followed so unfairly on his Tr11tt11to di Musk11: it would be far 
more just for them to thank heartily the Divine Author who has deigned 
to make the human race worthy of such ~ gift. If then he has not made 
everyone's intellect equal to such a gift, this increases all the more the 
debt to God of him who is so furnished at need, and also increases the 
merit of this science, founded by God, through the impossibility of its 
being made common. But one should not on this account spurn (as too 
often occurs) what one does not understand. No one is to blame for the 
lack of gifts necessary to understand it: and certainly it is an unbearable 
fault to presume that one is more capable than one in fact is, and to be 
unwilling to measure one's powers with any other gauge than that of 
self-approbation and contempt of others. 

Third, that Plato calls number a divine gift; and therefore one should 
see first of all whether his authority is founded on truth or falsehood. 
It is easy enough to see this from the great amount the author himself 
has written in his works, in which the authority of his text is verified 
by positive and actual facts and by authentic proofs, since it is only 
through number that one can succeed here in demonstrating that which 
one could never have achieved through any other demonstrative sci
ence. In the second place, one must investigate this presumed founda
tion of truth in order to find what precisely constitutes the divinity of 
this gift, as something superior to any idea of purely human science. 
The text of Plato indicates not so much that the gift itself is one of 
these possessions in general, which are all divine gifts, as that the char
acter of this gift is distinct from others by so singular an excellence that 
it should be separated from the class of those human things which are 
acknowledged as divine possessions and gifts; and this.is the true sense 
of Plato's text. 

But here one should make no other response than that on this point 
Plato spoke admirably of metaphysical philosophy, and divinely of moral 
philosophy, when he said that the acquisition of this science requires a 
profoundly able intellect and a soul religiously inclined, because it is 
more a wisdom than a science. To what a heathen has said, a Christian 
can add nothing more or better. From which the most profoundly 
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learned conclude that beyond the affections and properties of the ma
terial basis which is number; beyond the ratios and proportions of the 
formal basis which is in the relationships and their connections; beyond 
what has not yet been said, but will be said in its place on numbers as 
the real signs of specific natures, which belongs to number as regards 
its nature, and not to those affections and properties which belong to 
number as regards ratio; beyond all this there is in this science some
thing else fundamental of greater excellence and significance. Believe 
the author to be all too sincere, and free from the narrow prejudice of 
possessing these sciences which distinguishes them in their most re
spectable classes, but believes them to be most sublime when in reality 
they are not, let them deepen themselves by the study of this science, 
sparing no toil to understand it to its depths, having the intention of 
consecrating their pains and the faith they have in the author. 

Up to now the Christian author has spoken to Christian philoso
phers with such truth and sincerity of heart, that he has no fear if he 
is answerable before God. But next one will see him declare, with equal 
truth and with as much courage against the class of those pretended 
philosophers who affect the name of strong spirits: "procul este profani. "U 

It is one of their foolishnesses if they presume to attain possession of 
this science by the sole power of their cleverness, because if the mea
sure of their cleverness is not sufficient to make them know the One, 
the True and the Good in the spectacle of the universe, it suffices far 
less to make them understand the doctrine of the universe. It is, more
over, one of their blasphemies if they presume that they are aided in 
the comprehension of this doctrine by that light to which they arc 
directly opposed. Here, in all truth, one may say "cvanuerunt in 
cogitationibus suis. nu They remain in their blindness because they love 
it, either through pride in their intelligence or through depravity of 
will, or through both together. 

This worlc, which essentially destroys their principles, will be the 
prime target of their slander, oppositions and literary cabals, nor will 
they spare anything in reducing it to worse than nothing, which is what 
abuse does. But their plan will fail, because there is no plotting against 
God. The author has for many years resisted God in another sense by 
not malcing the present public presentation to the world on this subject, 
and by remaining silent and secretive-and he has not succeeded. 
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Louis-Claude 
de Saint-Martin 

1743-1803 

The life and work of .. The Unknown Philosopher," as Saint-Martin 
signed his works, opens a window on the subculture of the Age of 
Reason, and on the degree to which esotericism penetrated the highest 
ranks of French society both before and after the Revolution of 1789. 
Saint-Martin entered the world of occultism through his initiation by 
Martinez de Pasqually, a Kabbalist, theurgist, and Freemasonic reformer. 
Freemasonry had itS origins in the tangled skein of the seventeenth
century Rosicrucian movement, and besides itS political and fraternal 
aspectS, continued to be a vehicle for hidden knowledge in the tradition 
of Cornelius Agrippa, John Dee, and Robert Fludd. In Des trreurs et de 
14 viriti, Saint-Martin's first book, some of these doctrines were again 
set before the public. It is a long and difficult explanation of the true 
nature of the human being, much of it devoted to symbolic numbers 
and to the idea of a primordial language. 

Aristocratic by birth, Saint-Martin entered first on a successful ca
reer in the salons and the peacetime army. These he subsequently 
abandoned in favor of the solitary life, spent as an exile in Switzerland 
and provincial France after the Revolution. His second initiatory meet
ing came with the discovery of jakob Boehme's works in the 1780s, 
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which he immediately set himself to translate into French. Saint-Martin's 
inner experiences led him away from the more outward manifestations 
of occultism, such as evocations and alchemy, toward a Christian the
osophy. He believed that we possess an inner eye that, once opened, 
can reveal the truth of all things, since it is nothing less than an organ 
of God himself. Thereupon he dispensed with all ritual and sectarian 
belief, accepting the Christ who said: .. The Kingdom of God is within 
you." Saint-Martin's spiritual lineage is that of the theosophers and 
introverted, systematizing mystics: Dionysius the Areopagite, Hildegard 
of Bingen, Boehme, Swedenborg, etc.-illuminated individuals always 
at the limitS of orthodoxy (or beyond it) who explore through their 
inner visions the intermediate realms of the divine Imagination. 

Saint-Martin was an amateur violinist and a lover of music and drama, 
but he was not technically educated, as can be seen from the first part 
of this extract: a rather labored, though entirely original, symbolization 
of the common chord. In the second, more fluent part, where he turns 
to meter, several currents can be detected. There is the Kabbalism that 
he learned from Martinez de Pasqually, according to which every thing 
has a primordial name given it by Adam, and every name is a number. 
There is Platonic aesthetics, in which the artist strives to imitate the 
superior realities of the intellectual world in the intractable world of 
maner. There is the potential of human perfection and the restoration 
of man to his birthright, proposed by jean-jacques Rousseau (whom 
Saint-Martin admired) but here given a more spiritual meaning. The 
ideas on rhythm are particularly interesting in the light of subsequent 
musical developmentS. 

Source: Louis-Claude de Saint-Martin, Des trrturs tt dt 14 viriti, par un 
Ph ... lnc ... (Edinburgh [actually Lyon), 177S)i reprinted Paris: Le 
Lis, 1979, pp. 507-531. Translated by the Editor. 

+ 

On the Common Chord 

We come now to examine one of the productions of that true language• 
whose conception I am trying to recall to mankind: it is that which 
joins with our verbal expression, which regulates itS strength and to an 
extent itS pronunciation-it is in fact that art which we call Music, but 
which among mankind is as yet but an image of true harmony. Verbal 
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c.rpression cannot use words without making audible sounds; so it is the 
intimate relationship of both that forms the fundamental laws of true 
music. It is this that we imitate, as far as lies within us, in our artificial 
music, by the care we take to depict in sound the sense of our conven
tional words. But before displaying the principal defects of this artificial 
music, we shall survey some of the true principles that it offers us. 
From these we will discover surprising connections with all that we 
have proved up to now, sufficient to convince us that everything derives 
from the same source, and that from then onward it is within the 
province of man. In this examination we will also see that, however 
admirable our talents in musical imitation, we always fall infinitely short 
of our model. From this it will be seen whether this powerful tool was 
given to man for the sake of his childish amusements, or whether it was 
originally destined for a nobler use. 

In the first place, that which we know in music under the name of 
the common chord [accord parfait} is, for us, the image of that first unity 
that embraces everything and from which everything comes forth. This 
chord is single and unique, entirely self-contained without need of any 
note other than its own; in a word, it is unalterable in its intrinsic value, 
like unity.1 

Secondly, this common chord is the most harmonious of all: it is the 
only one that satisfies the human ear and leaves nothing else to be 
desired. The first three notes which comprise it are separated by two 
intervals of a third, distinct but linked to one another. Here we have 
the repetition of everything that happens among sensible things, where 
no corporeal being can receive or continue its existence without the 
help and support of another being, corporeal like itself, which restores 
its strength and maintains it. 

Lastly, these two thirds are surmounted by an interval of a fourth, 
whose terminal note is called the octave. Although this octave is only 
the repetition of the fundamental note, it is nevertheless the one which 
completely defines the common chord. It belongs essentially to it, in 
that it is included in the primordial notes that a sounding body makes 
audible above its own fundamental} 

This interval of a fourth is thus the principal agent in the chord; it 
is placed above the two thirds, to preside over them and direct all their 
action, like that active and intelligent cause which we have seen domi
nating and presiding .with a double law over all corporeal beings. Like 
that cause, it can suffer no adulteration, and when it acts alone, like this 
universal cause of time, it is certain that all its results will be correct. 

I am, however, aware that this octave, being in fact only a repetition 
of the fundamental note, can be suppressed if necessary, and need not 
be counted among the notes of the common chord. 

I know, however, that this octave, being in truth but a repetition of 

the fundamental note, can under necessity be withdrawn, and not enter 
the enumeration of notes which constitute the common chord. But, 
first, it is the one which essentially terminates the scale; beyond that, 
it is indispensable to admit this octave if we would know what is the 
alpha and omega, and have evident proof of the unity of our chord. All 
this is justified mathematically in a way which I cannot express other
wise than by saying that the octave is the first agent, or the first organ, 
through which Ten has been able to enter our consciousness.• 

One should not insist, in the sense-picture which I am presenting, 
on an entire uniformity with the Principle of which it is merely the 
image, for then the copy would be equal to the model. All the same, 
although this sense-picture is inferior, and can moreover be subject to 
variation, it nevertheless exists in no less complete a manner, it none
theless represents the Principle, because the instinct of the senses sup
plies the remainder. 

It is for this reason that having presented the two thirds as bound 
one to another, we by no means claim that it is indispensable for them 
both to be heard; we know that each of them can be sounded sepa
rately, without the ear suffering. But the Law is no less true for that, 
for the interval thus sounded always conserves its secret correspon
dence with the other notes of the chord to which it belongs; so it is still 
the same picture, but one does not see more than a part of it. 

We can say the same, moreover, if one chooses to omit the octave, 
or even all the other notes of the chord, and only to keep any one of 
them, because a note heard alone is no burden to the ear, and further
more it can in itself be considered as the generating note of a new 
common chord. 

We have seen that the fourth dominates over the two lower thirds, 
and that these lower thirds are the image of the double Law which 
directs elementary Beings. Does not Nature herself show us thus the 
difference which exists between a body and its Principle, in making us 
see one in subjection and dependence, while the other is its chief and 
support? 

These two thirds, in fact, symbolize for us by their difference the 
state of perishable tl1ings in corporeal Nature, which subsists only 
through the union of diverse actions; and the last note, formed by a 
single quaternary interval, is a new image of the first Principle; for it 
recalls to us its simplicity, its grandeur and immutability, as much by 
its rank as by its number.' 

It is not that this harmonic fourth is any more permanent than all 
other created things: so long as it is sensible, it must pass away; but this 
does not prevent the fact that even in its ephemeral action it depicts for 
the intelligence the essence and stability of its source. 

One finds, then, in the assembled intervals of the common chord, all 
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that is passive and all that is active: that is to say, all that exists and 
everything of which man can conceive. 

But it is not enough for us to have seen in the common chord the 
representation of all things in general and in particular: we can also see 
there, through further observations, the very source of these things and 
the origin of this distinction which was made before time began be
tween the two Principles,' and which ever manifests itself within time. 

To this end, let us not lose sight of the beauty and perfection of this 
common chord, which draws all its virtue from itself alone. We will 
readily judge that if it had remained forever in its natural state, order 
and just harmony would have lasted perpetually, and evil would have 
been unknown because it would never have been born; that is to say, 
none but the faculties of the good Principle would ever have been 
manifested, since it is the only real and the only true one. 

How then was it possible for the second Principle to become evil? 
How could evil have taken birth and appeared? Was it not because the 
superior and dominant note of the common chord, namely the octave, 
was suppressed, and another note introduced in its place? And what is 
this note which was introduced in place of the octave? It is the one 
which immediately precedes it, and we know that the new chord which 
results from this change is called the chord of the seventh. We know, 
too, that this chord of the seventh tires the car, holds it in suspense, 
and demands (in aesthetic terms) to be saved.7 

It is therefore through the opposition between this dissonant chord 
and all those derived from it, and the common chord, that all musical 
works are born: for they are nothing other than a continuous play-not 
to say a combat-between the consonant common chord and the sev
enth chord, or all dissonant chords in general. 

Why should not this law, thus shown us by nature, be for us the 
image of the univeral production of things? Why should we not find 
therein the Principle, as we have found above the assembly and the 
constitution in the order of intervals of the common chord? Why, I say, 
should we not touch with finger and eye the cause, the birth, and the 
consequences of the universal temporal confusion, since we know that 
in this corporeal nature there are two Principles which are ceaselessly 
opposed, and since nature could not survive without the help of the two 
contrary actions from which proceed the combat and the violence that 
we see: a mixture of regularity and disorder which harmony represents 
to us faithfully by the assembly of consonances and dissonances of which 
all musical works consist? 

For all that, I flatter myself that my readers should be sufficiently 
intelligent to see here only images of the lofty facts to which I direct 
them. Doubdess they will appreciate the allegory when I tell them that 
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if the common chord had remained in its true nature, evil would not 
yet have been born; for, according to the established principle, it is 
impossible that the musical order in its particular law should be equal 
to the superior order which it represents. 

The musical order being, moreover, founded on the sensible order, 
and the sensible being only the product of manifold actions, if the ear 
were offered nothing but a series of common chords it would not be 
shocked, it is true; but aside from the monotonous boredom that would 
ensue, we would not find therein any expression, any idea. It would not, 
in fact, be music for us, because music, and in general everything that 
is sensible, is as incompatible with unity of action as with the unity of 
agencies. 

In thus acknowledging all the laws necessary for the constitution of 
musical works, we can still apply these same laws to verities of another 
level. It is on this account that I shall continue my observations on the 
seventh-chord. 

In putting this seventh in place of the octave, we have seen that it 
would be placing one principle beside another principle, from which, 
according to the light of the sanest reason, only disorder can result. We 
have seen this even more clearly in observing that this seventh which 
produces the dissonance is at the same time the note which immedi
ately precedes the octave. 

But this note which is a seventh in relation to the fundamental note 
can also be regarded as a second in relation to the octave which is a 
repetition of that note. So we see that the seventh is by no means the 
only dissonance, but that the second also has this property; and that 
thus every diatonic step is condemned by the nature of our car, and that 
whenever it hears two adjacent notes sounding together, it will suffer. 

Since therefore there is in the whole scale absolutely nothing but the 
second and the seventh which can be found in this relationship with the 
lowest note or its octave, it becomes clear to us that every result and 
every product in music is founded on two dissonances, whence arises 
every musical reaction.• 

Transferring this observation to sensible things, we will see with 
equal clarity that they could never and can never be born except through 
two dissonances; and whatever effort we make, we will never find an
other source of disorder than the number attached to these two sorts 
of dissonances. 

Even more, if one observes that what is commonly called a seventh 
is in effect a ninth, given that this is the combination of three quite 
distinct thirds, we will see if I have misled my readers in telling them 
previously that the number nine is the true number of extension and of 
matter.' 
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If, on the other hand, we look over the number of consonances, or 
?ores which accord with ~e fundamental, we will see that they are four 
m number, namely the thard, fourth, perfect fifth, and sixth•o (for here 
we must not speak of the octave as an octave, since it is a matter of the 
particular divisions of the scale, in which the octave is no different in 
c?arac.ter from the fundamental of which it is the image, unless one 
VJews n as the fourth of the second tetrachord-which does nothing to 
alter the number of four consonances that we have established). 

I cannot continue, much as I would wish, on the infmite properties 
of these four consonances, and I truly regret this because it would be 
cas~ for me to show wi.th strilcing clarity their direct relationship with 
Unaty; to show how unaversal harmony is connected to this quaternary 
consonance, and why it is impossible for any Being to subsist in good 
order without it. 

But at every step prudence and duty prevent me, for in these matters 
one point leads to all the others; and I would not even have undertaken 
to tr~at a single one, if the errors by which the human sciences poison 
my kind had not forced me to take up its defense. 

I am nevertheless committed not to end this treatise without giving 
some more detailed explanations on the universal properties of the 
quaternary. I have not forgotten my promise, and I propose to make it 
good as soon as I am permitted to do so; but for the present let us 
return again to the septenary, remarking that if it is this which creates 
a diversion with the common chord, it is also through this that crisis 
and revolution occur out of which order must come again and the peace 
of the ear be restored, because after this seventh one is indispensably 
obliged to rerum to the common chord. (I do not regard as contrary to 
this principle what is called in music a sequence of sevenths; for that is 
nothing but a continuum of dissonances, and one can never avoid ter
minating with the common chord or one of its derivatives.) 
. It is this very dissonance that again repeats for us what takes place 
an corporeal nature, whose course is nothing but a sequence of de
rangements and rehabilitations. Now, if this observation has indicated 
to us precisely the true origin of corporeal things, and made us see 
today that all the beings of nature are subject to this violent law which 
presides over their origin, their existence, and their end, why cannot we 
apply the same law to the universe in its entirety, and recognize that if 
it is violence which has caused it to be born and which sustains it then 
violence too must work its destruction? ' 

It is thus that we see that at the moment of termination of a piece 
of Music there is ordinarily a confused beating, a trill, between one of 
the notes of the common chord and the second or seventh of the dis
sonant chord, which latter is indicated by the bass which usually holds 
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its fundamental note in order then to restore the whole to the common 
chord or to unity.u 

One can see, moreover, that just as after this musical cadence one 
necessarily returns to the common chord which restores all to peace 
and order, it is certain that after the crisis of the elements, the Prin
ciples which have fought over them will also regain their tranquility. 
And applying the same to man, one must see how the true knowledge 
of music might preserve him from fear of death: for this death is only 
the trill which ends his state of confusion, and restores him to his four 
consonances. 

I have said enough for the intelligence of my Readers, and it is for 
them to extend the bounds which I have set myself. I can presume in 
consequence that they will not consider the dissonances as vices in 
regard to music, since it is from them that it draws its greatest beauties, 
but only as the sign of the opposition which reigns in all things. 

They will also realize that within the harmony of which sensible 
Music is only the image there must be the same opposition between 
dissonances and consonances; but that, far from causing the least fault 
in it, they are its nourishment and its life; and intelligence will see there 
only the action of several different faculties which sustain one another 
even though they fight together, and which by their reunion give birth 
to a multitude of results, ever novel and striking. 

This has been only a very much abbreviated account of all the ob
servations of this sort I might make on music, and on the relationships 
which exist between it and important verities; but what I have said will 
suffice to give a glimpse of the reason of things, and to teach men not 
to isolate their different branches of knowledge: for we show that they 
all come from the same tree, and that the same imprint is everywhere. 

Need one now speak of the obscurity in which the science of music 
still remains? We might begin by asking musicians what their rule is for 
taking their pitch: that is to say, what is their A-mi-/11 or their diapa
son;U and if they have none, and are obliged to make up one, how can 
they believe they have anything of this sort fixed? So, if they have no 
fixed diapason, it follows that the numerical ratios which one can derive 
from their spurious diapason, together with the notes which should be 
correlative to them, are no longer true ones, and that the principles 
which musicians claim as uue for the numbers which they have ac
cepted can equally well be true for other numbers, according to whether 
A-mi-Ill is pitched higher or lower. This renders absolutely uncertain 
the greater pan of their opinions on the numerical values they attribute 
to various notes. 

However, I speak here only of those who have tried to evaluate these 
different notes by the number of vibrations of strings or other sounding 
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bodies; it is here that a faxed diapason is necessary for the experiment 
to be accurate, and one accordingly needs sounding bodies which are 
essentially the same, if one is to base anything on their results. But 
since man is denied these two means, seeing that matter is only relative, 
it is evident that everything which may be established on such a basis 
will be susceptible to many an error. 

It is not in matter that one should seek for the principles of har
mony, for, after all we have seen, matter, being never faxed, can never 
supply the principle of anything. But it is in the true nature of things 
that everything is stable and forever the same, and one only needs eyes 
to read the truth therein. For, in the end, man should have seen that 
he has no other rule to follow than that which is found in the double 
ratio of the octave, or in this famous double ratio which is inscribed on 
all beings, from which the triple ratio has descended; it would have 
recalled to him once more the double action of nature, and this third, 
temporal cause universally established on the other two. n 

I will here conclude my observations on the deficiency of the laws 
which human imagination has managed to introduce into music; for all 
that I could add would only point to this first error,14 and it is now 
obvious enough that I can concern myself with it no longer. I will 
simply counsel the inventors to reflect well on the nature of our senses, 
and to observe that the sense of hearing, like all the others, is suscep
tible to habit; that thus they may have been deceived in good faith, and 
have made up rules from things guessed, and from assumptions which 
time alone can have made to seem to them true and regular. 

It now remains to examine the use which man has made of this music 
with which he is almost universally engaged, and to sec whether he has 
ever suspected its true application. 

Quite apart from the innumerable beauties of which music is ca
pable, we know that it has one strict law which is this rigorous meter 
from which it absolutely cannot escape. Does not that alone proclaim 
that it has a true principle, and that the hand which directs it is above 
the power of the senses, for these have nothing faxed? 

But if it holds to principles of this nature, it is certain that it will 
never need any other guide, and that it was made to be forever united 
to its sources. Now, as we have seen, this source is the primal and 
universal language which indicates and represents things in their natu
ral state: so one cannot doubt that music was once the true measure of 
things, just as writing and the word once expressed their meaning. 

It is therefore only by deaving to this fertile and invariable principle 
that music can preserve the laws of its origin and fulfil) its true duty; 
it is thus that it could have painted lifelike pictures which would have 
satisfied completely all the faculties of those by whom it was heard. u 
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In a word, it is thus that music could perform the prodigies of which 
it is capable, and which have been attributed to it in every age. 

Conscqucndy, in separating it from its source, in seeking its subject
matter only in artificial sentiments or vague ideas, it has been deprived 
of its primary support and of the means by which it could be shown 
forth in all its splcndor. 

And what impressions, what effects does it produce in the hands of 
men? What ideas, what sense does it offer us? Excepting those who 
compose it, can many ears understand that which they hear ezpressed 
in the music which enters them? And even the composer himself, after 
giving himself up to his imagination, does he not always lose the sense 
of what he has painted, and of what he wished to express? 

Nothing is more deformed and defective than the use which men 
have made of this art, and this solely because being so little occupied 
with its principle they have not sought to support the one with the 
other, and because they have thought they could make copies without 
having the model before their eyes. 

It is not that I censure my fellows for seeking in the infinite resources 
of artificial music the charm and ease which it can offer, nor do I wish to 
deprive them of the succor which this an, even when defective, can always 
give them. It can, I know, sometimes help to revive in them a few of these 
clouded ideas, which being further refined may be their only nourishment, 
and which alone may help them find a basis. But for this to happen I 
would urge them always to lift their intelligence above what their senses 
experience, for the first principle of man is certainly not in the senses. I 
would urge them to believe that, however perfect their musical composi
tions may be, others exist of 11nothn- order 11nd mort pnfta; and that it is 
only by reason of its greater or lesser conformity to these that artificial 
music touches us and causes us more or less emotion. 

When I touched on the precision of meter to which music is subject, 
I did not lose sight of the universality of this law; I intended, on the 
contrary, to return to it in order to show that while it embraces every
thing, it still has a distinct character in each place. And there is nothing 
here which does not conform to all that we have set out: one can see 
meter take its place among the intellectual faculties of man, and enter 
into the number of Laws which rule him; one can judge hereby that 
since these intellectual faculties are themselves semblances of the fac
ulties of the higher Principle from which man derives everything, that 
Principle must also have its meter and its particular Laws. 

Hence, if superior things have their meter, we should not find it 
surprising that the inferior and sensible things which they have created 
are also subject to it; and consequendy we should fmd in this meter a 
strict guide for Music. 
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But if we reflect a little on the nature of this sensible meter we will 
soon see its difference from the meter which regulates thing's of an
other order. 
. In ~usic we see that meter is always constant; once the tempo is 

g~ven, lt perpetuates and repeats itself in the same form and with the 
same_ n~n:'ber o~ beats; in short, it appears to us so regular and so exact 
that lt 15 1mpo~s1ble not to sense its law, nor to deny its necessity. This 
regular me.ter ~s, moreover, so well suited to sensible things that we see 
men applymg lt to all of their productions which involve a continuous 
a~on; we see that this law is for them a basis on which they rest 
sansfied; we even see them using it in their roughest work, and it is 
~us. that we can judge the advantage and usefulness of this powerful 
a1d; lt helps to ease labors which without it would seem unbearable. 

But here again there is something that can help to instruct us on the 
na~re of sensible things, for in offering us such equality in action, and 
~ m1ght say_ sue~ servitude, it tells us clearly that the Principle which is 
~n _these th1~gs 1s not the master of this action, but that everything in 
1t IS consttamed and forced: which goes back to what we have seen in 
different parts of this work on the inferiority of matter. It consequently 
offers us only a marked dependence, and all the signs of a life which we: 
can recognize as passive, which is to say that, having no action of its 
own, it is obliged to await and receive it from a superior law which 
provides its action and commands it. 

Secondly, we can observe that this law which rules the progress of 
music manifests itself in two ways, through two sorts of meter known 
by the names of duple and triple meter. (We do not count quadruple 
mete!• nor any of the other subdivisions which can be made, being only 
muluples of these two primary meters. Even less can we allow a meter 
of one beat, because sensible things are not the result nor the effect of 
a single action: they are born and subsist only by means of several 
united actions.) 

Now it is the number and quality of these actions that we find re
vealed in the two different sorts of meter allocated to music, according 
to the number of beats which these two sons of meter contain. And 
indeed, nothing could be more instructive than to observe this combi
nation of two or three beats in relation to everything that exists corpo
r~ally;_ we would _see there afresh and clearly the double and triple ratios 
directing the umversal course of things. 

But ~ese points have become too detailed: I should only invite men 
to appralSe what surrounds them, and should never communicate to 
them knowledge which can only be the reward of their own desires and 
efforts. In view of this I will conclude forthwith what I have to say on 
the two sensible meters of music. 
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In order to know which of these two meters is used in any piece of 
music, one has to wait until the first measure is complete, or, which is 
the same thing, until the second measure has begun; only thus can the 
ear decide and feel certain of which number it can rely on. For if a 
measure were not completed in this way, one could never know what 
its number might be, since it is always possible to add a beat to the 
preceding ones. 

Does this not show us in Nature herself that hackneyed truth, that 
the properties of sensible things are not faed but only relative, and that 
each is sustained by another? For if that were not so, a single one of 
their actions when manifested would carry their true character with it, 
and one would not have to wait for a comparison in order to know it. 

But such is the inferiority of artificial music and of all sensible things, 
that they only comprise passive actions, and their meter, although de
termined in itself, cannot be known to us except in relation to the other 
measures with which we compare it. 

Among things of a higher order, absolutely beyond the sensible, this 
meter makes itself known in nobler form: each being, having its own 
action, also possesses in its laws a meter proportional to this action; but 
at the same time, as each of its actions is ever new and different from 
those preceding and following, it is easy to see that the adjacent mea
sure can never be the same; and therefore one should not look in this 
class for the uniformity of meter which reigns in Music and among 
sensible things. 

In perishable nature all is in dependency, and shows only blind ac
tion which is nothing but the forced connection of divers agents under 
the same law. All converging on the same end, in the same manner, 
they can only produce a uniform result when they suffer no disturbance 
or obstacle in the accomplishment of their action. 

In imperishable nature, on the other hand, all is living, all is simple, 
and hence every action carries all its laws with it. That is to say that 
superior action determines its meter itself, whereas it is the meter that 
determines inferior action, or that of maner and all passive nature. 

No more is needed to understand the infinite difference that there 
must be between artificial music and the living expression of that true 
language which we declare to men as the most powerful of the means 
destined to restore them to their rights. 

Let them learn here to distinguish this unique and invariant law 
from all the spurious productiotl5 which they continually put in its 
place; the one, bearing its laws within itself, always has only those 
which are just and conformable to the Principle which uses them; the 
others are spawned by man while in the darkness, where he does not 
know whether what he is doing agrees or disagrees with the superior 
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Principle from which he is separated and which he knows no more. 
So when he secs the works of his hands vary and multiply to infinity 

the abuses which he makes of language, as much in his use of the word 
as in that of writing and music; when he secs all human languages born 
and die, one after another; when he sees that down here we know only 
the number of things, and almost all of us die without having ever 
known their names, he will still not believe that the Principle after 
whom he gives birth to his works is subject to the same vicissirude and 
the same obscurity. 

On the contrary, he will avow that, being capable at present of nothing 
except imitation, his works will never have the same solidity as genuine 
works. Then, observing that not everyone can possibly view the model 
from the same place, he will understand why its copies are all different; 
but he will nonetheless know that this model, being in the center, 
remains always the same, like the Principle whose laws and will it ex
presses; and if men were courageous enough to approach it closer, they 
would see all these differences vanish, which only existed on account of 
their distances. 10 
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+ 

]ohann Friedrich Hugo 
Freiherr von Dalberg 

1760-1812 

Dalberg is one: of the great unknowns of speculative music, responsible 
for a body of work without parallel in its period. In a half-dozen essays 
he covers the whole field in exemplary Platonic fashion, mixing myth 
and dream with allegory, theory with experiment, and criticism with a 
vision of artistic and moral renovation for his own time. Rather like his 
contemporary Fabre d'Olivet, Dalberg combined speculation with a 
gift for composition in modern style, and with an interest in the ancient 
religions of East and West. He translated into German the pioneering 
treatise on Indian music of Sir William ]ones, and contributed original 
scholarly work on the Parsecs, the Persian myth of the Phoenix, and 
the Meteor cult of Antiquity. In outer life he was a canon of Worms 
and Trier cathedrals; a scion of an ancient family, slightly handicapped 
physically and eclipsed by the fame of his two brothers (the archbishop
politician Karl Theodor, and the theater director Wolfgang Heribert). 
The biographical sources are equally divided as to his birthdate, some 
giving 17S2, others 1760. 

When in 1806 Dalberg reissued his fantasy-essay of 1787, "A 
Composer's Glimpses of the Music of Spirits" (see MMbM), he pref
aced it with this short "allegorical dream" of heavenly and earthly music. 

HS 
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How far is it to be taken as fact? Probably further than meets the eye, 
as Dalberg throws our a challenge to the myth of music's origin as told 
by jean-Jacques Rousseau (in E1111i sur l'origint dts llmguts, Ch. 9). For 
Rousseau, as for certain ancients, music had its beginnings from water: 
from meetings at the wells, to be precise, where the "noble savages" 
greeted each other with speech that turned naturally into song. Dalberg's 
primitives, on the contrary, are wretched creatures on the brink of 
extinction, only rescued from the animal state by the heavenly dispen
sation of music. Intervention from above, rather than growth from 
below, is the rule for Platonists and Christians alike as they try to 
imagine the beginnings of the arts and sciences; while, as we have heard 
from Isaac ben Haim (no. 25) and others, earthly music is still only a 
means to the end of hearing the celestial song. With his contemporar
ies Tieck, Wackenrodcr, and Novalis, Dalberg is a pioneer in the Ro
mantic revisioning of the arts, their origin, and their purpose for man
kind. 

Sourct: "Die himmlische und irdische Musik. Ein allegorischer Traum." 
In Friedrich Hugo von Dalberg, Fantmim aus dnn Rticht dtr Tiint (Erfurt: 
Beyer & Maring, 1806), pp. v-xiv. Translated by the Editor. 

+ 

Heavenly and Earthly Music: An Allegorical Dream 
In the immeasurable ether above the stars Urania holds sway, and rules 
with golden sceptcr the circling of the spheres: the silent night and the 
young day rejoice in the magic of her melodious voice. At her summons 
the sisterhood of the Horae begin their lightly-winged dance, the sol
emn melody of the creation sounds forth in antiphonal choirs, the 
strings of the heavenly lyre ring out, and a thousand harmonious voices 
echo the sublime hymn. Not only the heavenly scale, bur also the realm 
of morality is set under her law; all beings are tones of the universal 
symphony, single notes which a primordial, all-uniting Spirit creates, 
orders, and tunes, that by their pleasant song they might enhance the 
harmony of the whole. 

Long lay our earth bereft of the joy of song. In the first days of her 
birth, scarcely escaped from chaos, the firsrborn children of men wan
dered, battling with the elements, in a state of untamed savagery. 
Without morals or laws they scarcely sensed the God who had made 
them• unknowing, artless, the speech of these wild on~ was naught but 
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a childish stammering; feelings such as pity, goodwill, and love lay 
undeveloped in their beans, as brutal battle and the sating of animal 
needs alone occupied the first inhabitants of the earth. 

Then Urania1 looked down pityingly upon the sad vales of earth; she 
saw the distress of the new-made race, heard their sighs and their cries 
of woe; and, moved, she spoke to the Father of Gods: 

14 Divine Zeus, will you send no comfort or relief to the new race? 
For believe me, it will sink through brutality to the level of beasts, and 
men will destroy themselves; only through the magic of song can their 
souls be made mild, their habits more gentle . ., 

"Daughter!" answered Jupiter, "I roo am shocked by the condition of 
men whom Deucalion raised at my behest from the barren earth; I 
would send you yourself to them as tutelary goddess, only your tones 
arc too lofty for their unschooled souls. Mnemosyne, the divine mother, 
shall send them as teacher one of your sisters, decked with all the 
charms of beauty, all the magic of song, and friendly of mien." 

And Polyhymnia the friendly singer was elected for this mission, 
accompanied by three young sisters of the Muses: Poetry, Mime, and 
Dance. The heavenly choir sank down to earth on a light cloud and was 
greeted as a wonder from heaven. 

Through music, in fair companionship with poetry, theater, and dance, 
the motherly spirit of Mnemosyne first taught raw humanity to know 
itself and its world, its origin and the goal of its being; by arousing in 
men's hearts the feelings of love, goodwill, and decorum, she changed 
raw and beastly creatures into moral beings, working to a goal. Their 
passions were purified, their taste for virtue increased. Through music 
and poetry mankind was first taught to honor the gods, their ancestors, 
and the fatherland that bore them in solemn and moving songs, and to 
impart like valor and strength to the generations to come. 

So Polyhymnia was the benefactor of mankind-and she still is. 
Whereas Urania leads the music of spiritual beings and higher spheres, 
the younger sister teaches the inhabitants of earth with soothing song. 
She purifies their morals, impresses tender feelings on their hearts, and 
while with heavenly tones she transports their souls out of the earthly 
sphere into higher regions, she ripens the spirit of mankind that knows 
its divine origin to begin to perceive Urania's songs: to follow into 
higher regions the r.hythm of a nobler music than is ever heard on 
earth. 
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Arthur Schopenhauer 
1788-1860 

Some of the most significant passages in Schopenhauer's Die Welt als 
Wille unJ VonteUung {"The World as Will and Representation," pub
lished 1818) are devoted to music-significant, not only for the authen
ticity of their insight into the nature of the art, but for the inspiration 
that they gave to Richard Wagner. These were discussed in Music, 
Mysticism tmd Magic, to whose sampling of Schopenhauer's text we here 
add a complementary excerpt. 

What is remarkable about this is the way in which the philosopher, 
after discoursing in somewhat abstract terms, "gives his mind entirely 
up to the impression of music in all its forms," then tries to put into 
words what he has experienced there. He moves straightway into a far 
different mode of discourse, which one might say was borrowed from 
the Romantic poets, did one not recognize in it the perennial doctrine 
of correspondences which those poets may have embraced, but did not 
invent. The analogy of the musical range with the stages of creation, or 
objectification of the cosmic Will, has its roots in all those chains of 
being, from the Greeks onward, which set out a hierarchical .universe 
alongside a musical scale. For an audible illustration of this passage, 
one need only listen to the Prelude of Wagner's D111 Rbeingold. 

)38 
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Later in the work {Bk. Ill, Ch. 39, "On the Metaphysics of Music"), 
Schopenhauer takes his parallel still further into the concrete. He says 
there that "The four voices, or parts, of all harmony, the bass, the 
tenor, the alto, and the soprano, or the fundamental note, the third, the 
fifth, and the octave, correspond to the four grades in the series of 
existences, the mineral kingdom, the vegetable kingdom, the brute king
dom, and man. This receives an additional and striking confirmation in 
the fundamental rule of music, that the bass must be at a much greater 
distance below the three upper parts than they have between them
selves ... " {ed. cit., vol. Ill, p. 231) A comparison of this analogy with 
the musical allegories of the naive and pious Andreas Werckmeister 
{no. 39) and Peter Singer {no. 48) shows that Schopenhauer was inhab
iting the same imaginative realm, and places him as a link in the chain 
of German speculative theorists. 

Source: Arthur Schopenhauer, The Wor/J 111 Will11nd Idea, translated by 
R. B. Haldane and j. Kemp {Boston: Osgood, 1883), vol. I, pp. 335-339. 

+ 

Music and the ObjeaifiCiltion of the Will 
Chapter 52. Now that we have considered all the fine arts in the gen
eral way that is suitable to our point of view, beginning with architec
ture, the peculiar end of which is to elucidate the objectification of will 
at the lowest grades of its visibility, in which it shows itself as the dumb 
unconscious tendency of the mass in accordance with laws, and yet 
already reveals a breach of the unity of will with itself in a conflict 
between gravity and rigidity-and ending with the consideration of 
tragedy, which presents to us at the highest grades of the objectification 
of will this very conflict with itself in terrible magnitude and distinct
ness; we find that there is still another fine art which has been excluded 
from our consideration, and had to be excluded, for in the systematic 
connection of our exposition there was no fitting place for it-I mean 
music. 

It stands alone, quite cut off from all the other arts. In it we do not 
recognize the copy or repetition of any Idea of existence in the world. 
Yet it is such a great and exceedingly noble art, its effect on the inmost 
nature of man is so powerful, and it is so entirely and deeply under
stood by him in his inmost consciousness as a perfectly universal language, 
the distinctness of which surpasses even that of the perceptible world 
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itself, that we ccnainly have more to look for in it than an txtrcitum 
llritbmttitllt occultum nudmtis st numtrllrt llnimi, which Lcibniz called 
it.1 Yet he was perfectly right, as he considered only its immediate 
external significance, its form. But if it were nothing more, the satisfac
tion which it affords would be like that which we feel when a sum in 
arithmetic comes out right, and could not be that intense pleasure with 
which we sec the deepest recesses of our nature find utterance. From 
our standpoint, therefore, at which the aesthetic effect is the criterion, 
we must attribute to music a far more serious and deep significance, 
connected with the inmost nature of the world and our own self, and 
in reference to which the arithmetical proportions, to which it may be 
reduced, are related, not as the thing signified, but merely as the sign. 
That in some sense music must be related to the world as the represen
tation to the thing represented, as the copy to the original, we may 
conclude from the analogy of the other ans, all of which possess this 
character, and affect us on the whole in the same way as it does, only 
that the effect of music is stronger, quicker, more necessary and infal
lible. Further, its representative relation to the world must be very 
deep, absolutely true, and strikingly accurate, because it is instantly 
understood by everyone, and has the appearance of a cenain infallibil
ity, because its form may be reduced to perfectly definite rules ex
pressed in numbers, from which it cannot free itself without entirely 
ceasing to be music. Yet the point of comparison between music and 
the world, the respect in which it stands to the world in the relation of 
a copy or repetition, is very obscure. Men have practiced music in all 
ages without being able to account for this; content to understand it 
directly, they renounce all claim to an abstract conception of this direct 
understanding itself. 

I gave my mind entirely up to the impression of music in all its 
forms, and then returned to reflection and the system of thought ex
pressed in the present work, and thus I arrived at an explanation of the 
inner nature of music and of the nature of its imitative relation to the 
world-which from analogy had necessarily to be presupposed-an 
explanation which is quite sufficient for myself, and satisfactory to my 
investigation, and which will doubtless be equally evident to any one 
who has followed me thus far and has agreed with my view of the 
world. Yet I recognize the fact that it is essentially impossible to prove 
this explanation, for it assumes and establishes a relation of music, as 
idea, to that which from its nature can never be idea, and music will 
have to be regarded as the copy of an original which can never itself be 
directly presented as idea. I can therefore do no more than state here, 
at the conclusion of this third book, which has been principally devoted 
to the consideration of the arts, the explanation of the marvclous art of 
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music which satisfies myself, and I must leave the acceptance or denial 
of my view to the effect produced upon each of my readers both by 
music itself and by the whole system of thought communicated in this 
work. Moreover, I regard it as necessary, in order to be able to assent 
with full conviction to the exposition of the significance of music I am 
about to give, that one should often listen to music with constant re
flection upon my theory concerning it, and for this again it is necessary 
to be very familiar with the whole of my system of thought. 

The (Platonic) Ideas arc the adequate objectification of will. To excite 
or suggest the knowledge of these by means of the representation of 
particular things (for works of an themselves arc always representations 
of particular things) is the end of all the other arts, which can only be 
attained by a corresponding change in the knowing subject. Thus all 
these arts objcctify the will indirectly only by means of the Ideas; and 
since our world is nothing but the manifestation of the Ideas in mul
tiplicity, though their entrance into the principium individu11tionis (the 
form of the knowledge possible for the individual as such), music also, 
since it passes over the Ideas, is entirely independent of the phenom
enal world, ignores it altogether, could to a certain extent exist if there 
was no world at all, which cannot be said of the other arts. Music is as 
dirta an objectification and copy of the whole will as the world itself, 
nay, even as the Ideas, whose multiplied manifestation constitutes the 
world of individual things. Music is thus by no means like the other 
arts, the copy of the Ideas, but the copy of tbt will iutlf, whose objectivity 
the Ideas are. This is why the effect of music is so much more powerful 
and penetrating than that of the other arts, for they speak only of 
shadows, but it speaks of the thing itself. Since, however, it is the same 
will which objectifies itself both in the Ideas and in music, though in 
quite different ways, there must be, not indeed a direct likeness, but yet 
a parallel, an analogy, between music and the Ideas whose manifesta
tion in multiplicity and incompleteness is the visible world. The estab
lishing of this analogy will facilitate, as an illustration, the understand
ing of this exposition, which is so difficult on account of the obscurity 
of the subject. 

I recognize in the deepest tones of harmony, in the bass, the lowest 
grades of the objectification of will, unorganized nature, the mass of 
the planet. It is well known that all the high notes which are easily 
sounded, and die away more quickly, are produced by the vibration in 
their vicinity of the deep bass-notes. When, also, the low notes sound, 
the high notes always sound faintly, and it is a law of harmony that only 
those high notes may accompany a bass-note which actually already 
sound along with it of themselves (its sons hllnnoniguts} on account of 
its vibration. This is analogous to the fact that the whole of the bodies 
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and organizations of nature must be regarded as having come into 
ex!st~nce throug.h gradual developme~t out of the mass of the planet; 
thas as both thear supporter and thear source, and the same relation 
subsists between the high notes and the bass. There is a limit of depth, 
below which no sound is audible. This corresponds to the fact that no 
matter can be perceived without form and quality, i.e., without the 
manifestation of a force which cannot be further explained, in which an 
Idea expresses itself, and, more generally, that no matter can be entirely 
without will. Thus, as a certain pitch is inseparable from the note as 
such, so a certain grade of the manifestation of will is inseparable from 
matter. Bass is thus, for us, in harmony what unorganized nature, the 
crudest mass, upon which all rests, and from which everything origi
nates and develops, is in the world. 

Now, funher, in the whole of the complemental parts which make 
up the harmony between the bass and the leading voice singing the 
melody, I recognize the whole gradation of the Ideas in which the will 
objectifies itself. Those nearer to the bass are the lower of these grades, 
the still unorganized, but yet manifold phenomenal things; the higher 
represent to me the world of plants and beasts. The definite intervals 
of the scale are parallel to the definite grades of the objectification of 
will, the definite species in nature. The departure from the arithmetical 
correctness of the intervals, through some temperament, or produced 
by the key selected, is analogous to the departure of the individual from 
the type of the species. Indeed, even the impure discords, which give 
no definite interval, may be compared to the monstrous abortions pro
duced by beasts of two species, or by man and beast. But to all these 
bass and complemental parts which make up the btmnony there is want
ing that connected progress which belongs only to the high voice sing
ing the melody, and it alone moves quickly and lightly in modulations 
and runs, while all these others have only a slower movement without 
a connection in each pan for itself. The deep bass moves most slowly, 
the representative of the crudest mass. Its rising and falling occurs only 
by large intervals, in thirds, fourths, fifths, never by one tone, unless it 
is a bass inverted by double counterpoint. This slow movement is also 
physically essential to it; a quick run or shake in the low notes cannot 
even be imagined. The higher complemental parts, which are parallel 
to animal life, move more quickly, but yet without melodious connec
tion and significant progress. The discorutected course of all the comple
mental parts, and their regulation by definite laws, is analogous to the 
fact that in the whole irrational world, from the crystal to the most 
perfect animal, no being has a connected consciousness of its own which 
would make its life into a significant whole, and none experiences a 
succession of mental developments, none perfects itself by culture, but 
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everything exists always in the same way according to its kind, deter
mined by fixed law. 

Lastly, in the melody, in the high, singing, principal voice leading the 
whole and progressing with unrestrained freedom, in the unbroken 
significant connection of one thought from beginning to end represent
ing a whole, I recognize the highest grade of the objectification of will, 
the intellectual life and effon of man. As he alone, because endowed 
with reason, constantly looks before and after on the path of his actual 
life and its innumerable possibilities, and so achieves a course of life 
which is intellectual, and therefore connected as a whole; correspond
ing to this, I say, the melody has significant intentional connection from 
beginning to end. It records, therefore, the history of the intellectually 
enlightened will. This will expresses itself in the actual world as the 
series of its deeds; but melody says more, it records the most secret 
history of this intellectually-enlightened will, pictures every excitement, 
every effort, every movement of it, all that which the reason collects 
under the wide and negative concept of feeling, and which it cannot 
apprehend further through its abstract concepts. Therefore it has al
ways been said that music is the language of feeling and of passion, as 
words are the language of reason. Plato explains it as "a movement of 
melody, imitating the feeling of the soul" (Lirws, Bk. VII), and also 
Aristotle says: "Why do the rhythms and melodies of music, which are 
voices, cause similar behavior?" (Prohlem11t11, eh. 19) 
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Fabre d'Olivet 
1767-1825 

The author of perhaps the most important work of speculative music of 
his time here sets out some of the foundations of his musical and cos
mological thought. Our first two extracts are taken from Fabre d'Olivet's 
book La Mwiqut upliquit commt scitnct tt commt 11rt ("Music explained 
as science and art,• probably written in 1813-15), for which he failed 
to find a publisher in his lifetime. In the 1840s, the manuscript came 
into the hands of the Escudier brothers, Parisian music publishers, who 
printed the greater part of it in their periodical u Fr11nce mwic11lt. The 
third excerpt was discovered after World War 11 in the unpublished 
papers relating to a cult that Fabre d'Olivet founded in the last years 
of his life, called "La Vraie ma~onnerie et la c~leste culture" ("True 
Masonry and Celestial Culture"). It was apparendy a lecture or instruc
tion for the members, probably prepared in 1824. Taken together, these 
three chapters give the essentials of Fabre d'Olivet's musical theory. 

Several themes underlie the approach to music of this author, as of 
several of his contemporaries in France. They are: (1) the inferiority of 
modem music; (2) the superiority of the Ancients and their music, 
especially the Egyptians, to whom the Greeks are thought of as having 
been largely indebted; (3) the rediscovery of the archaic wisdom of the 
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Chinese, including their musical system, and the proof it gives of a 
primordial universal civilization; (4) the correspondence of the seven 
Chaldaean planets with the notes of the scale, to which the key is 
furnished by the days of the week; (S) Pythagorean intonation, founded 
on the powers of three, as the correct tuning of the scale; (6) the evils 
of equal temperament, responsible for our loss of music's powerful 
therapeutic and ethical effects; (7) the priority of melody over harmony, 
and of the voice over artificial instruments. To these we would add the 
Hermetic principle alluded to at the end of the third extract: that the 
universe is created by the interplay of the expanding and the contract
ing force, here called Love and Chaos, which are no doubt the same as 
Robert Fludd (no. 3S) symbolized with his light and dark pyramids. In 
applying these forces to the imagined monochord string, Fabre d'Olivet 
is doing the same as Fludd, who stretched his string between heaven 
and earth. In both cases, the musical scale becomes a way of under
standing the cosmic hierarchy, though the details of interpretation are 
quite different. 

Source: Fabre d'Olivet, Music Explilintd 111 Scienct 11nd An, translated by 
Joscelyn Godwin (Rochester, Vt.: Inner Traditions International, 1987), 
pp. 94-109; 167-170. Originals in u Fr11nce music11le, 9 and 16 June 
1850, and u Vr11ie m11ronntrie et /11 ciltne ndturt, edited by L~on Cellier 
(Grenoble: PUF, 1953), pp. 69-71. 

• 
Survey of Sacred Music 
The number 12, formed from the ternary and the quaternary, is the 
symbol of the Universe and the measure of tone. In expressing myself 
thus, I simply speak as the interpreter of the ancient philosophers and 
the modem theosophers, and say openly what the hierophant of Eleusis 
and ofThebes confided only to initiates in the secrecy of the sanctuary. 
What is more, it is by no means merely an opinion maintained by a 
single people, at a c~rtain time, in a particular country of the earth; it 
is a scientific and sacred dogma accepted in all ages and among all 
nations from the north of Europe to the most eastern parts of Asia. 
Pythagoras, Timaeus of Locris, Plato, in giving the dodecahedron as 
symbol for the Universe,' were expounding the ideas of the Egyptians, 
the Chaldaeans, and the Greeks. These peoples had long since attrib
uted the government of Nature to twelve principal gods. The Persians 
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followed in this regard the doctrine of the Chaldaeans, and the Romans 
adopted that of the Greeks. Even at the extremities of Europe, the 
Scandinavians, in admitting the duodecimal division, also counted twelve 
rulers of the Universe whom they named the Ases. When Mani1 wished 
to take over the Christian religion in order to allegorize it and to call 
a halt to its still uncertain forms, he did not fail to apply the dodeca
hedron to the Universe, recalling the supreme Governors of the An
cients which it represented, filling the immensity with a celestial har
mony and strewing Rowers and eternal perfumes before the Father. It 
is not long since a German theosopher, a shoemaker named Boehme, 
a man of extraordinary genius but lacking in erudition and intellectual 
culture, examining on its basis elemental Nature and the system of the 
Universe, was compelled as by irresistible instinct to take the zodiacal 
number as constituting the regimen of the world.' He did more: he saw 
in this number what I do not think anyone had seen since the extinction 
of the Mysteries of Antiquity: a double rulership, celestial and terres
trial; one spiritual, intelligible, and ascending, the other creaturely, 
sensible, and descending. 

The institution of the Zodiac is due to the application of the number 
12 to the highest sphere. This institution, according to a learned mod
em astronomer,4 was not unknown to any of the world's peoples. The 
ancient temples, considered as images of the Universe in which ruled 
the immutable Being to whom they were dedicated, all bore the same 
number and the same division. The Peruvian architects had ideas in 
this regard no different from those of the Egyptians, the Persians, the 
Romans, and even the Hebrews. The number 12, thus applied to the 
Universe and to all that represented it, was always the harmonic mani
festation of the natural principles 1 and 2, and the mode under which 
their elements were coordinated. It was at the same time the symbol of 
the coordination of tones, and as such applied to the Lyre of Hermes. 
Boethius speaks of it in clear enough terms,' and Roussier has inter
preted his opinions very well. 

After the number 12, product of the multiplication of 3 and 4, the 
most genenlly revered number was the number 7, formed from the 
sum of 3 and 4. It was considered in the sanctuaries of Thebes and 
Eleusis as the symbol of the Soul of the World unfolding itself in the 
bosom of the Universe and giving life to it. Macrobius, who has trans
mitted many ancient mysteries to us, tells that this soul, distributed 
among the seven spheres of the world which it moves and animates and 
from which it produces the harmonic tones, was designated emblemati
cally by the number 7, or figuntively by the seven-holed flute placed 
in the hands of Pan, the God of the Universe.' This number, revered 
by all peoples, was specially consecrated to the God of Light. The 
emperor julian speaks enigmatically of the god with seven nys, knowledge 
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of whom is not given to everyone.7 The Brahmins taught, again, that 
the Sun is composed of seven rays; their sacred books represent its 
genius, Surya, riding a chariot yoked to seven horses. The ancient 
Egyptians, in place of a chariot, imagined a boat steered by seven genii; 
and Martianus Capella, who aets as their interpreter, places the Sun 
god in the middle of this boat, holding in his hands seven spheres, 
which like so many concave mirrors reflect the light which he pours out 
in great waves.• The Chinese scholars meditated much on the number 
Seven. Like the Pythagoreans, they attributed profound ideas to it. One 
of their sacred books, the Uu-Tzu,' says that it is a number of over
whelming wonder. Finally, even the first Christians, although in every
thing they distanced themselves from ancient ideas, nonetheless divided 
into seven gifts the inRuence of the Holy Spirit which is hymned in the 
Catholic churches. 10 Quite recently a Christian theosopher, 11 examining 
the properties of the number 7, taught with great conceptual force, 
though otherwise he was unlearned, that there can be no spiritual 
movement that is not septenary, because this is the number of the 
provinces of the Spirit; and because force and resistance, which are the 
universal pivot of every action, are themselves the two constitutive bases 
to which the septenary number owes its existence. 

It is, I believe, unnecessary to multiply citations to prove the unani
mous agreement of peoples on the recognized influence of the numbers 
7 and 12, productions of the numbers 3 and 4 by simple addition or by 
multiplication. Now I will continue my dogmatic synthesis. 

The fundamental principles B and F, developing in inverse direc
tions either by fourths or fifths, that is, proceeding from 4 to 3 or from 
3 to 2, produce two identical sets of tones.l1 It is this identity that 
constitutes the musical septenary, and which causes these notes to be 
called diatonic to distinguish them from all the other tones that can still 
be born from the two fundamental principles, but which no longer 
resemble each other, going outside the diatonic order to enter the 
chromatic and enharmonic ones. The diatonic septenary of music, born 
from the union of the two principles, is applied in celestial harmony to 
the planetary septenary (though they did not infer from this in the 
sanctuaries that there are only seven primitive planets, identical and 
really influential in our zodiacal system, the others being only second
ary like the chromatic and enharmonic tones in our system). The fun
damental tone B represents Saturn, the furthest from the Sun of the 
primordial planets. The fundamental tone F represents Venus, the clos· 
est of these to the Sun.u The first has a rising motion by fourths, the 
second a descending motion by fifths as follows: 

Saturn 
B 

Sun 
E 

Moon 
A 

Mars 
D 

Mercury 
G 

Jupiter 
c 

Venus 
F 
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This planetary septcnary, moving in the universal dodecahedron repre
sented by the radical number 12, is itS perfect measure and constitutes 
the diatonic order of tones and of the musical modes dtat follow from 
it. I will represent the image of this motion after having made some 
preliminary observations. 

The first is that a string measured off in quarters to give the fourths 
B, E, A, D, G, C, F, cannot at the same time be measured in thirds to 
give the fifths F, C, G, 0, A, E, B; hence two strings are needed to 
represent the two principles B and F. 

The. second observation is that these two strings, supposing them 
othcrwtsc to be equal, will be unequal in length, since the F proceeding 
by fifths needs a greater distance to reach the B than the B needs in 
order to reach F by means of fourths.•• 

Con~quendy, and this is the third and most important observation, 
suppostng that these two strings are bent in an arc to represent the 
universal sphere, and applying to them the t.adiacal measure 12, the 
~o ~emispheres will be far from equal, although they give respectively 
adenacal tones, because the two strings, incommensurable with one 
another, enclose areas or spaces which, though one cannot measure one 
by the other nor ever express them in physical numbers, will neverthe
less be in the relationship of the musical fourth to the fifth. This will 
serve to prove that the Universe is by no means contained, as the vulgar 
seem to think, in a perfect circle, but in a sort of oval, which the 
Orphics rightly depicted in the form of an egg, and that the individual 
spheres of the planets, conforming to those of the Universe, are not 
exacdy circular but describe a more or less elongated ellipse, according 
to the portion of the harmonic string that serves them as measure. u 

SIIT11ty of CelestW Musk 

Let us pause a moment on the celestial sphere, and, penetrating as far 
as prudence permits into the secrecy of the ancient sanctuaries, let us 
!upp~se that we are ~isteni~g to one of the wise Eumolpids" speaking: 
Sccmg the seven pnmordaal planetS forming a sort of circle around a 

common hearth," he says, "the vulgar imagine that the earth is placed 
at the c~nter of this hearth, and that it sees not only the planetS turning 
around atself, but even the supreme sphere that encloses it; but this is 
mere app~arance, a gross illusion of their senses that they take for a 
truth. It as p~dent to leave them to their error until they can rid 
themselves of at; for as they cannot grasp the truth if it is presented to 
them before their mind is properly prepared, by relieving them of their 
~rror one woul~ ~nly be throwing them into chaos and making them 
mcapable of gwcling themselves through the darkness in which they 
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would suddenly be enveloped. The Earth is no more at the centcr of 
the Universe than Jupiter or Mercury; it is only a planet, like them. 
The Moon has its place in the planetary order, and when the initiates 
speak of the Moon, they always mean the Earth, because they know 
that the Moon, the Earth, and Tartarus, or the Earth of the Earth, are 
but one and the same thing under three different names.17 For them it 
is the triple Hecate: Proserpine in the underworld, Diana on the Earth, 
and Phoebe in the heavens. If the Earth is central, it is only when one 
considers it as constituting a particular system within the universal 
system, and takes it as the tonic of a musical mode. On the other band, 
the philosophers, having seen that the Earth cannot occupy the center 
of the Universe, place the Sun there, and explain by mathematical 
abstractions the phenomena of the celestial motions. But," the Eumolpid 
continues, "that is still only the system of the Lesser Mysteries of which 
one now and then permits a part to be divulged to the people, so as to 
attack unconsciously the multitude of their errors. Although it is cer
tain that the Sun is infinitely better placed at the center of the Universe 
than at any point on the circumference, it is none the less true that this 
star, seen from the Earth, should never be considered as a planet. Lis
ten carefully to the reason, and do not reject without a lengthy exami
nation what I am going to tell you. It is that in its central place, it is 
invisible to us. If it manifests itself to our eyes, it is by the reflection 
of its light. The Sun that we see is only a sensible image of the intel
ligible Sun, 11 which from the ccntcr imparts movement to the Universe 
and fills it with light. Those of its rays that reach us illuminate us only 
thanks to a sort of circumferential mirror that corporifies them and 
adaptS them to the feebleness of our organs. 

"It is not necessary to know any more of this for the understanding 
of the musical figure with which we are concerned, and it would be 
beside the point for me to go further into this matter. Suffice it for you 
to know that the calculations of our astronomers relating to move
ments, to mass, to the respective distances of the celestial bodies, to 
their inner nature, arc excellent as far as physical relationships and civil 
usage arc concerned, and deduced, for the most part, with rare talent; 
yet they are vain when one comes to apply them to knowledge of the 
truth. Calculations based on terrestrial illusions are never accurate ex
cept on that basis, and vanish as soon as one tries to detach them from 
it. The movements of the stars are a consequence of those attributed to 
the Earth, and ha\)e no other certitude. Thus if the Earth were not to 
have the motions the astronomers believe it to have, or if it has other 
motions, everything in their universal system would change instantly; 
they calculate distances by solar parallax, which is entirely unknown to 
them because they seek the ccntcr of that star where it is not, and they 
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weigh masses by means of relations they establish between the Moon 
and the Earth, without knowing that since the Moon is in no way 
different from the Earth, these relations are identities; instead of two 
terms, as they believe, they never give them more than one. 

"For the rest, these calculations, although there is nothing true about 
them, are still very useful, as I have said, when one applies them solely 
to the necessities of life; they become vain or dangerous only when one 
tries to transfer them from the sensible to the intelligible, and to give 
them a universal ezistence which they lack. It would be the same if after 
having established, like our initiate sages, an intellectual system founded 
on celestial music, one tried to submit the results to the calculation of 
physical numbers. For knowing from the first principle that there is the 
ratio of a fourth between Saturn and the Sun, and between the Sun and 
the Moon-so that the Sun is the central and tonic point of the other 
two planets-does not enable one to express in physical numbers the 
respective distances of these luminaries, their size and movement, be
cause the musical ratio of a fourth can be given by strings infinitely 
varying in length, thickness, and vibrations, according to their inner 
constitution and the more or less homogeneous nature of their parts. 

"One mwt therefore avoid unwisely substituting one system for the 
other. The physical system serves to calculate by approximations that 
seem exact the apparent courses of the celestial bodies, and to predict 
the return of phenomena; the intellectual system, to make known by 
constant ratios the cause of these movements, and to evaluate the phe
nomenal illusions that they produce. The first is knowledge of the 
external and visible effects, the second of the internal and hidden prin
ciples. Science consists of uniting these systems and of wing each for 
its own object. This is where true philosophy lies. In contemplating 
them both, this science teaches that the first of these systems, unvarying 
like the Cause of which it reveals the principle, disappers as the intel
lect is dimmed; while the other, bound to the variation of forms, changes 
with the times, peoples, and climates, so as to serve at least to enlighten 
people again in the moral darkness wherein their own will and the 
vicissitudes of Nature often plunge them." 

After having meditated for a moment on this discourse of the 
Eumolpid, let us pass on to the diatonic development in music. This 
development works by opposing the fundamental strings that give the 
two primordial tones B and F. 

B 
4096 

F 
5832 

E 
3072 

c 
3888 

A 
2304 

G 
2592 

D 
1728 

D 
1728 

G 
1296 

A 
1152 

c 
972 

E 
768 

F 
729 

B 
512 
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We find in the opposition of these two strings the ratios existing 
between all the diatonic intervals, and the identity of the tones is irresist
ibly proven by the union established on the D, which is the median 
tone of the two strings. In the planetary spheres, this unison on D 
corresponds to the planet Mars. 

If we now transpose the strings B and F to their higher octaves, 
always moving them by the appropriate contrary progressions, we will 
forthwith obtain the series of diatonic tones following t,\le rank given 
them by Nature. 

Satumian Diatonic System 

Saturn Jupiter Mars Sun Venus Mercury Moon 
B c D E F G A 

Cyprian Diatonic System 

Venus Mercury Moon Saturn Jupiter Mars Sun 
F G A B c D E 

From all that I have said it follows that the diatonic tones as we have 
received them from the Latins and Greeks are in no way arbitrary, 
either in their ratios or in their rank, and that the Egyptians, who 
equated the number to that of the planets and who ranked them in the 
same order, followed in this regard a respectable tradition founded on 
truth, or else were themselves inspired by a profound wisdom. These 
tones, as we are convinced, owe their identity to the contrary unfoldings 
of two principles, and their ranking order to the reconciliation of these 
same principles. Their ratios are established by mathematical propor
tions of rigorous exactitude, of which one can alter nothing without 
throwing everything into confusion. We can thus accept them in all 
certitude and make them the unshakeable basis of our system.19 

Satumian Diatonic System-Fundamental string B 

B C D E F G A 
from 2048 to 1944 to 1728 to 1536 to 1458 to 1296 to 1152 

Cyprian Diatonic System-Fundamental string F 

F G A B C DE 
from 2926 to 2592 to 2304 to 2048 to 1944 to 1728 to 1536 

The only thing still left to mention about this diatonic order con
cerns celestial music. One should recall that the Egyptians, having 
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represented the planetary septenary by the fundamental suing B and 
conceived its ascending development according to the progression by 
fourths, considered this progression as divine and spiritual, and gave to 
the progression by fifths the name of terrestrial and corporeal; they also 
preferred the diatonic order given by this string, all the more since it 
assigns to the planets the same order as they have in ethereal space.l0 

as follows: 

Saturn Jupiter Mars 
D 

Sun 
E 

Venus Mercury Moon 
B C F G A 

It is because of the idea that the Egyptians had of the superiority of 
the Saturnian principle B over the Cyprian F, that they made its pro
gression by fourths govern the seven days of the week, and its diatonic 
course the 24 hours of the day, as Dion Cassius says expressly in his 
Rtntun History [XXXVII, 18). 

Here is this order for the days of the week: 

Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Saturn Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus 

B EA D G C F 

For the hours of morning and afternoon: 

Saturday 
Day of 
Saturn 

Sunday 
Day of 
the Sun 

Monday 
Day of 
the Moon 

Tuesday 
Day of 
Mars 

2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

B C D E F G A B C D E F a.m. 

G A B C D E F G A B C D p.m. 

E F G A B C D E F G A B a.m. 

C D E F G A B C D E F G p.m. 

A B C D E F G A B C D E a.m. 

F G A B C D E F G A B C p.m. 

D E F G A B C D E F G A a.m. 

B C D E F G A B C E F G p.m. 

Wednesday G A B C D E F G A B C D a.m. 
Day of 
Mercury E F G A B C D E F G A B p.m. 

Thursday 
Day of 
Jupiter 

Friday 
Day of 
Venus 
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C D E F G A B C D E F G a.m. 

A B C D E F G A B C D E p.m. 

F G A B C D E F G A B C a.m. 

D E F G A B C D E F G A p.m. 

Thus, by making the musical diatonic septenary operate within the 
harmonic septenary, applied to the seven days of the week after divid
ing each of these days into twice twelve hours, the Egyptians found a 
way to distinguish the different and respective relationships of the two 
principles B and F, which had combined their actions in the zodiacal 
number 12, and demonstrated the identity of their products by forming 
a series of similar diatonic tones; then they distinguished these tones 
within the horary number 24 by coordinating them in different ways 
among themselves, and opposing them to each other according to 
whether they were taken alternatively as the principle of a series, or, 
musically speaking, as the tonic of a mode. The result of this new 
movement is that one can recognize seven diatonic modes, which form 
fourteen since one can consider them as primordial or secondary; but, 
as I shall explain later, these seven primordial modes arc reduced to 
five, because the principles B and F, acting separately, can never con
stitute true modes in the meaning I give to this term. 

Brief Exposition of the Musical Synem 

Every tone that sounds can be conceived under the form of unity. 
Every tone includes all tones. But the string that gives it can be divided 
into parts, and from .the moment it is divided, it produces other tones 
that arc analogous to the generating tone, but whose analogy is har
monic or inharmonic. For the notes produced to be harmonic, the 
division of the string must be made according to geometrical propor
tions. The quaternary of Pythagoras 1, 2, 3, 4, supplies the only pro
portion admissible in music. These proportions are remarkable in that 
they proceed according to an arithmetical and geometrical progression. 
Every other progression than that contained or produced by the qua
ternary I, 2, 3, 4, gives only tones that are inharmonic, false, and 
heterogeneous. 

A string conceived in its unity gives a certain tone which acquires its 
properties and a name only from the relation it has with other tones. 
A tone must necessarily be considered as producer or product. But a 
tone can only produce other tones through the division one makes in 
the string which gives it; and it can be produced only by means of the 
division one has made of a generating string to which it belongs. 
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Let us then take a string as producer, and begin by submitting it to 
the quaternary progression 1, 2, 3, 4. We will call this string B. Divided 
from 1 into 2, it will give its own octave and not depart from its 
diapason: thus we will have done nothing for the musical system, for B 
is no different from B. And however much one may raise or lower this 
B from octave to octave, it will never produce any melody. This proves 
that the two principial principles 1 and 2 cannot act in their essence. 
They can only act in their faculty. Now the faculty of 1 is imparity 
(oddness), and the faculty of 2 is parity (evenness). The number 3, 
being the first number, thus displays the faculty of 1; and consequendy 
4 displays the faculty of 2, whose power it is. But if a string be divided 
in 3, it cannot be divided in 4; for evenness and oddness are incompat
ible. So we need two strings, the one to represent the principle 1, which 
we shall divide into 3; the other to represent the principle 2, which we 
shall divide into 4. But what are these strings which we are to divide 
thus? They must necessarily be those strings which in producing them
selves reciprocally, produce reciprocally all the other tones, without 
exceeding the musical septenary given by Nature. Now the two strings 
that fulfil these conditions are F and B. These strings form between 
them an irrational and incommensurable interval. They are opposed to 
one another as even is to odd. So let the F string be divided into 3, 
representing the principial principle I. This string thus divided pro
duces its fifth. C by proceeding from 3 to 2. Next let the B string be 
divided by 4, representing the principial principle 2. This string thus 
divided produces its fifth E by proceeding from 4 to 3. By continuing 
the progression from 3 to 2 for the string F, it develops from fifth to 
fifth: F, C, G, D, A. E, B. In continuing the progression of 4 to 3 for 
the B string, it develops from fourth to fourth: B, E, A. D, G, C, F. 
Thus these two strings mutually produce each other by opposite paths; 
and in so doing they give binh to all the notes of the scale. One should 
observe that the note on which the two strings meet is D. The note D 
is thus the archetype of unison. It represents Mars in the planetary 
system. This system is conceived starting from the B string as follows: 

B E A D G c F 

Saturn Sun Moon Mars Mercury Jupiter Venus 
Saturday Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

In conceiving this system in the diatonic order, one obtains: 

B c D E F G A 

Saturn Jupiter Mars Sun Venus Mercury Moon 

Thus the Sun is at the center of the Universe, a fourth distant from 
Saturn and a fourth from the Moon. But the string that gives the fourth 
from Saturn to the Moon is far shorter than that which gives the fourth 
from Saturn to the Sun. 

If one continues the progression of the F string from 3 to 2 it pro
duces the sharp and destroys itself by the action of the B string of 
which the sharp is the direct production and latent principle.11 B pro
duced by F represents Love or the expansive Force; F produced by B 
represents Chaos or the compressive Force: the primordial principles of 
the Universe. These musical notations are sufficient for theory. 
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Alphonse Toussenel 
1803-1885 

Born in Montreuil-BeUay (Maine et Loire), Toussenel was in turn a 
j~urnalist~ newspa~er editor, civil commissioner, and socialist politi
caan, unul he decaded to retire to the country to farm and observe 
anima.ls. H~ wrote thr~e bo?ks on politics, and three on natural history, 
of whach this one, on passaonal zoology," ran to four editions and was 
translated into English. 

The mainspring of all Toussenel's activities was his admiration for 
the ideas and ideals of Charles Fourier (1772-1837), which were so 
inOuential in the politics of the Left before 1848. Fourier himself was 
not a w~ll-o~ganiz~d writer, and it would take many more of his pages 
to explaan has musacal cosmology.• Toussenel's is one of the best and 
briefest accounts of it. 

~asing his. philosophy, as he wo~ld have us believe, purely on obser
':auon, Founer saw the whole unaverse as a play of passions or emo
uo~, and the goal of human existence as the living of these passions to 
thear fullest extent. In this he set himself explicitly against the Christian 
contempt. for the body and its d~sires-though by no means against 
Jesus Chrast, whom he saw as havang come to further the evolution of 
mankind. At the present time, says Fourier, we have come out of the 
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state of barbarism into that of civilization: that is to say, from one 
disgusting condition into another; and thanks to the arrogance of phi
losophers who refuse to study the laws of Association and Attraction, 
we have been stuck in this civilized state for 2,300 years longer than 
necessary. We have far to go before we attain our birthright as 
"harmonian" beings, but once attained we will enjoy it not for a mil
lennium but for 70,000 years.2 

There is a note of contemporary relevance in Fourier's conviction 
that sickness assails both mankind and the earth, the one involving the 
other. But what is one to say of his cosmology, which promises to 
restore the earth's original five moons and to correct its polar tilt, as 
soon as the harmonian era commences? Perhaps that it is no further 
removed from current science than the Ptolemaic spheres. In any case, 
Fourier's cosmic music is as traditional as could be, with his assumption 
that the universe works through the law of correspondences and that 
the ordering of one realm of existence (the scale) explains, or is ex
plained by, another {the planets and their moons). 

Source: Alphonse Toussenel, L'Esprit des bitts. Vintrit franraist tt zoologit 
passionntllt (Paris: Librarie Societaire, 1847), pp. 11-16. Translated by 
the Editor. 

• 
A Summary of Charles Fourier's Cosmology 

Man is a passional' keyboard with 32 keys, a series of the third degree4 

like the planetary series. But this keyboard, unfortunately, most often 
functions only as a keyboard of 12 keys, like a series of the second 
degree. Twelve is the number of simple harmony, and thirty-two the 
number of composite harmony. The passional keyboard of man is a key
board momentarily in eclipse. Of all man's senses, in fact, the sense of 
hearing alone possesses its integral keyboard of 32 notes. Every series 
of 32 notes comprises 24 notes of the scale or octave (12 in major and 
12 in minor), 4 notes of transition or "ambiguous," and 4 subpivotal 
ones.s 

\Vhy is the human series so often reduced to working as a series of 
the second degree (12 terms), or, lower still, as one of the first (7 
terms)? Ask the Earth which has engendered man, and which has nec
essarily made him in its own image, as Hippocrates says. 

Man is the product of a gelded creation, that is, one interrupted at its 
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best moment. Man is the lastborn child of a fallen globe, all of whose 
kingdoms are marked with the seal of omission and miscarriage. Man 
is the king of a planet banished, as it were, from its vortex because of 
contagious disease, dragging behind it a filthy corpse of a satellite: 
whereas it should stride forward escorted by a glorious procession of 
five living moons.6 One can see why, under such conditions, God would 
have looked twice before allowing earthly man, like those of Saturn or 
Jupiter, the free and full scope of the harmonia! keyboard; and why he 
thought it proper, in the great majority of cases, to reduce the passional 
keyboard of the king of the earth to a lesser number of notes. In so 
doing, the supreme director of things has wisely made man's attractions 
proportional' to his temporary fate. Let us not blame the Eternal for his 
parsimony; earthly humanity has quite enough with its twelve passions, 
because it already has more than it can feed. The important point is 
that the power of the passional lever which remains to us is sufficient 
to goad us into reaction against our present misery, and to prepare us 
for a pleasanter future. 

Before passing on to the sad story of the miseries of the Earth and 
of the fall, and before explaining the reason for the horrors of the latest 
creation, I will finish my account of the passional scale of man. 

The passional scale or series of man is made essentially from 12 
radical notes in double rank. These 12 notes are divided into three 
groups, like every series of 32 terms. 

1. The group of tllrdinal or affiaive passions corresponding to the 
moving principle, which one could call the mainsprings of the human 
heart. These cardinal passions are four in number: Friendship, Love, 
Familialism, and Ambition. 

2. The group of sensitive passions corresponding to matter, whose 
number is inevitably fixed by that of the five senses. 

3. Last, the group of distributive passions, corresponding to the neu
tral or regulating principle. The distributive passions, three in number, 
are charged with directing the ranks of the general keyboard, control
ling the chords and discards of the other passions. They bear the fol
lowing names, drawn from their uses: Cabalist, a drliberatt ardor, the 
passion of emulation and intrigue; Composite, enthusiasm, blind ardor, 
the passion of concords; Butterfly or Altrrnating, the passion of change
ability, the source of charm and preventive of the boredom caused by 
uniformity. 

The cardinal or affective passions tend towards the Group; the sen
sitive or material ones, to Luxury; the distributive passions to the Stries, 
which distributes harmonies. 

The cardinal passions have two keyboards' or two modes, like the 
series: the major and the minor mode. The major mode comprises two 
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passions in which the spiritual impulse exceeds the material, Ambition 
and Friendship; the minor mode, the other two in which the material 
impulse dominates the spiritual, Love and Familialism. Ambition is 
called the cardinal bypermajor, 1 Love, the cardinal bypmninor; Friend
ship, bypomajor, and Familialism, bypominor. The major mode modu
lates by odd numbers, 7 and 5; the minor mode, by even numbers, 8 
and 4. These details, which may seem trivial, are of immense impor
tance in the study of passional movement.' 

All the passions of man are combined and summarized in a single 
pivotal or focal passion, called Unitism or the passion for unity, a reli
gious sentiment. In just the same way, all the colors of the prism unite 
to form white, the calor of unitism. 

The planetary passional keyboard corresponds exactly to the human 
passional keyboard, and the series of planets is in perfect accordance of 
types and names with the series of human passions. The principal parts 
of the sidereal framework bear the same names as those of the human 
framework; only their ranks are always double, or rather composite, 
whereas the rank of human passions is only simple, half the time. 

The planetary keyboard is also composed of twelve radical keys in 
major and minor, divided likewise into three groups as are the keys of 
the human keyboard. 

The sidereal keyboard at full strength displays all the pieces in its 
double rank. Major scale, 12 satellites: 7 to Saturn, cardinal of Ambi
tion; 5 to Earth, cardinal of Friendship.10 Minor scale, the same number 
of satellites: 8 to Herschel,11 cardinal of Love; 4 to Jupiter, cardinal of 
Familialism. 

Twenty-four satellites, plus the four cardinal or sub-pivots, making 
28; plus the four ambigous ones, making 32 planets in all: the series of 
the third power with the Sun as pivot or general focus of aromas. u 

1 am well aware that the astronomers of the Institute are not in 
agreement with me about the normal number of 32 planets, and that 
they contest. the eight satellites of Herschel and the five of the Earth; 
but I am not concerned in the least with these somewhat finicky objec
tions. In the first place, an Institute which had the least notion of 
passional astronomy would understand straightway that a cardinal planet 
of Love could not accommodate a retinue of four or six moons, seeing 
that Love can have nothing to do with these two numbers. Next, it is 
sufficient that the telescope of analogy has discovered the eight satel
lites, for me to regard as immaterial the protests of a few poor myopic 
observatory telescopes," and I refute those protests with this simple 
reply. Analogy had proclaimed the telescopic planets before the inven
tion of the telescope, and the planet Leverricr14 (Sappho) before the 
birth of that astronomer. As for the five satellites of the Earth, I do not 
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deny the suength of the objection. The Earth does not have a retinue 
of five satellites, it is uue, but it might have it: the proof is, that it did 
have it once. 

I would remark in passing on the unsuitability and impropriety of 
the names given by civilized science to the planets of the solar vortex. 
This unsuitability of terms seems actually to have been pushed to the 
verge of insult in the naming of the cardinal planet of Love, which they 
have saddled with the name of a man. A man's name, for a cardinal 
planet of Love! That is one of those blunders which suffice to give one 
an idea of the disorder that uoubles the minds of our poor humanity. 
How much bcner the Greeks understood the fine points of language 
and the regard due to the weaker sex, they who called every noble 
abstraction, every virtue, by a woman's name, and who feminizcd even 
the divinity of war! 

A strange anomaly, and one which shows man's imperfect and unfin
ished state and the shortcomings of his organism, is that while one of 
his senses, that of hearing, possesses its entire keyboard of 32 keys, the 
sense of sight only enjoys a keyboard of 7 to 12 keys, while the other 
senses scarcely show the rudiments of the serial hierarchy. 

The musical keyboard, the keyboard of the ear, is in fact complete 
in man; it has its 32 notes with 12 passional types, its two major and 
minor scales or 12 notes each, supported by their 4 subpivotal notes 
and their notes of transition or ambiguity. Man's musical keyboard 
corresponds perfectly in types and numbers with the planetary key
board: it is easy to see there the 4 cardinal notes of C (friendship), E 
(love), G (familialism), and B (ambition); the 3 ambiguous or disuibu
tivc ones of D (cabalist), F (bunerfly), and A (composite); the S sensi
tive or inferior passions, being the S semitones. However, we should 
note as a sign of the weakness of the human ear that this organ is 
incapable of perceiving the five semitones in the first vibration of the 
scale. 

Alas, our eye does not even perceive twelve colors in the solar spec
uum, although they are all there, and more. We only see seven rays, 
corresponding to the four cardinal and three distributive passions: vio
let (friendship), blue (love), yellow (familialism), red (ambition), indigo 
(cabalist), green (butterfly), and orange (composite). Our polluted at
mosphere not only intercepts the five semi-colors analogous to the five 
semitones of the musical scale and to the five leading-tones; it com
pletely deprives us of perceiving the minor keyboard. 

A single observation will suffice to show the imperfection of the 
sense of sight in man. Man is the only animate being on his planet who 
cannot stare at the sun. Owls, who are blinded by excessive daylight, 
have a compensation that man lacks, the faculty of seeing at night; if 
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they lack cosolllr vision, they at least have conoauma/ vision. Ovid was 
right when he said that God has given man a sublime fac~, os sub~i'!''• 
and that he has directed him to look at the sun. Only his definanon 
applies to normal man, to the man of. harmony, and .not to ~e man of 
civilization, who cannot look the sun an the face. Anamals, bcang aware 
of this shortcoming in their master, like to tease him about it. A cock 
who secs that you are paying attention to him never fails to turn aside 
his head to flash a glance at the sun, as if to say in his ironic language: 
"IGng of the Earth, uy to do tbat!" 

The scales of taste and smell, and the scale of the pivotal sense of 
touch, arc barely sketched out in man. It is painful to think how differ
ent things are for men of other planets. On all the globes that have 
reached the state of harmony, man perceives distinctly 32 colors in the 
solar spectrum; he has in addition a keyboard set up for the senses of 
taste, smell, and touch. The varied play on these new insuuments 
multiplies infinitely and incredibly the enjoyment and pleasure of ~e 
harmonians, such that the imagination of the civilized man cannot began 
to calculate it without being immediately overcome by a profound feel
ing of envy. Poor Earthlings, whenever will we inspire in our turn the 
sentiment of envy, after having so long inspired pity?! 
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Peter Singer 
1810-1882 

Peter Alkantara Singer was a Franciscan monk and musician who spent 
his life in Austria, working mainly in Salzburg. He composed much 
church music in a simple, sentimental vein, but his contemporary fame 
rested much more on his organ improvisation and on his ingenuity in 
building instruments. Wagner, Liszt, and Spohr were among those who 
came to see his two-manual "Pansymphonikon" of 1845, which could 
reputedly imitate every instrument in the orchestra. 

"Pater Peter" seems to fall into a line of musical churchmen who 
combined an interest in speculative music with a delight in practical 
construction: one thinks of Athanasius Kircher, designer of mechanical 
instruments; of P~re Caste), color theorist and inventor of the "ocular 
harpsichord;• of the Abbe Roussier, a Pythagorean theorist who en
counged the building of a quaner-tone harpsichord; and, nearer Singer's 
own time and metier, of the organ virtuoso Abbe Vogler, whom our 
author himself acknowledges here. But Singer's own theory and learn
ing did not go much beyond Rameau, the evident source for his basing 
of all music on the triads of tonic, dominant, and subdominant. 

What is original, and intriguing, about Singer's one theoretical work 
is his absolutely naive musical symbology. He believes that one can 
explain the mathematical and acoustical mysteries of the musical system 
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by pointing out correspondences with Christian doctrine. The last music 
theorist to do so had probably been Andreas Werckmeister {see no. 39), 
though Louis Claude de Saint-Martin came dose in his early work, 
excerpted here {no. 43). Given Singer's own circumscribed universe, 
what he says is perfectly valid; it evidently gave music its deepest mean
ing to him, and he never intended to force it upon the world. (fhe 
treatise was published on the initiative of his friend Georg Phillips.) 
The most illuminating parallel I can offer is with another pious Aus
trian organist, though a better-known one: An ton Bruckner. 

Source: Peter Singer, O.S.F., Mttllpbysiscbt Blicltt in die Tonwtlt, ntbn 
tinnn udurcb Vtr111114sstm neum Systtm dtr To11Wissmsthllft, edited by 
Georg Phillips {Munich: Literar.-anist. Anstalt, 1847), pp. 1-12. Trans
lated by the Editor. 

• 
On the Analogy Found in the Tone-World with the 

Godhead and the Whole Created Universe 

1. When the intelligence is brought to bear on the tone-world, it finds 
therein a singular image of the primordial Unity that rules in the uni
verse and orders all things from first to last. Not only that: there opens 
to it a whole immeasunble canvas, reflecting like countless mirrors the 
uncreated harmony, reposing eternally in itself, of God the Three-in
One. It sees also the harmony created in time, destroyed by the sin of 
our first fathers, and restored through the incarnation of the eternal 
Word-the truly realized harmony of the moral and physical creation, 
concentrating itself in the most manifold ways to glorify the Trinity. 
The intelligence is moved thereby to admiration, while in the heart 
there awakens a foretaste of the Beyond, arousing a tender longing for 
its true homeland, the land of eternal harmony. 

2. The harmonic triad has already been called by that deep thinker 
the Abbe Vogler the "trinitarian harmony," because in it three different 
tones sound like a .single one. In its whole musical existence, this triad 
seems to us an unmistakable and most impressive picture of the har
mony of God the Trinity, resting eternally in itself, which is at the 
same time the ground of all creation and its goal and end. This triad, 
this original trinitarian harmony, consists of three tones, of which the 
first appears as the root, grounding the whole harmony; the second as 
manifesting the first as root and as characterizing the whole harmony; 
and the third as the tone that unites the first two in a complete 
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harmonic whole. Indeed, on perfect instruments one can perceive that 
every first tone, played alone, brings forth the other two out of itself. 
The second becomes audible like its reflection, and the third, in the 
middle, appears as the heart of the trinitarian tone; and in this elemen
tary form it takes its tones from three different octaves, so that the 
reflection shows itself as the outermost, and the uniting tone in the middle: 

FIGURE 27: Tbe Trinitllriltn H11nnony 

These two tones, coming forth from the first, have the same duration 
as it, sounding no sooner and no later: so long as it exists and sounds, 
the other two go forth from it and represent its perfection.• 

These three tones, although quite different from one another, sound 
like a single and perfect tone, completely at rest in itself.Z 

3. This trinitarian harmony is also the one and only harmony that is 
independent and reposes only in itself: all the others find no rest in 
themselves, arc not self-sufficient, consonant and dissonant alike. They 
all strive toward this primordial harmony in which alone they find rest: 
the dissonances advance turbulently, the consonances with calm recog
nition of their dependency and incapacity to satisfy themselves, toward 
their resolution in the triad. 

4. The triad is also the source of all other harmonies, as will later be 
shown; whereby the practical study of music will be unspeakably facili
tated, since an entirely new and extremely simple system will unfold, in 
which all harmonics arc shown to derive step by step from this primor
dial harmony, in coordination and subordination dictated by nature 
herself. 

S. Finally, this primordial harmony is also the goal of all harmonies 
and melodies: all of them, consonances as well as dissonances, must 
contribute their pan to the glorification of the primordial harmony. 
Thus in the created universe everything must eventually contribute its 
own for the glorification of God Three-in-One: the worm in the dust 
as well as the seraph at the throne of God; the damned no less than the 
citizens of heaven, the latter through everlasting rejoicing, the former 
through an everlasting howl. Both proclaim with a voice that pervades 
the eternal halls: "How great, how good, how holy is God Three-in
One!" "What eternal bliss I have won!" cries the one; "What eternal 
bliss I have lost!!!" howls the other. Even the rests in music must 
contribute their part to the glorification of the triad, just as sin itself 
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contributes in the end to the glorification of God. For the great Saint 
Augustine said: "That which in music is rests, in the universe is sin," 
and vice versa. 

6. Moreover, this primordial harmony has such an overwhelming 
force in the human ear-as in the organ of the tone-world-that even 
the savage, having at his disposal only a few imperfect tones, seeks out 
this harmony above all else, and as soon as he finds it, takes his only 
pleasure therein; and the first of composers likewise takes this harmony 
as the point of departure in all his wondrous creations, realizes its 
beauty in the most varied ways, and after all his efforts brings his an 
to rest in it, as the only goal and end. 

7. Here, too, it is very remarkable that this harmony shows forth a 
most significant image of the godhead, in that it manifests his endless 
mercies in the work of redemption, by which the second person of the 
Trinity humbled himself and chose to take on the weak vulnerable form 
of a man. Now this triad also appears in suffering form, not such that 
all three tones are suffering equally (for the first and third tone remain 
in their original form), but the second tone alone is lowered, takes on 
a suffering form, and thus founds as it were a new world in the great 
realm of minor keys (also called soft keys on account of the lowered and 
10uffering third); indeed, the whole tone-world suffers important changes 
thereby, which have already stirred many a profound composer and 
metaphysician to such creativity that new laws have entered into the 
tone-world: laws that to outward appearance seem like mistunings and 
defects, but on closer examination contain a mighty consecration, for 
into them is poured an image of the highest of all God's works. The 
death of the God-man on the cross is also, regarded from one point of 
view, the most outrageous fact in the universe and the culminating 
point of sin, in which men murdered their god who died for them. But 
from the other side and from a higher standpoint this is actually the 
most sublime fact in the universe, in which its new harmony was real
ized; it is the true culminating point of divine holiness and justice, as 
well as of endless love and compassion. It is precisely in this worst 
mistuning that the harmony of the outer glory of the threefold God 
attains its greatest splendor, and the same fact calls with a voice that 
fills heaven, earth, and all eternity-calls with the voice of the eternal 
Word: "What a sacred being is this, who in his own person suffers such 
a death out of love for his offenders, in order to earn for them-his 
murderers-eternal life!" 

The apparent faults or unplcasantncsscs in the tone-world should be 
judged analogously, since in the whole of physical creation we meet 
with no clearer trace or image of the work of redemption than in the 
toneworld; and it is most fitting that the supreme achievement of love 
should inspire it with compassion: for there is scarcely any creation in 
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the sensible world to which the human heart is more accessible than 
music, and scarcely anything stands in such intimate relations with it! 

8. This also clarifies the choice of the twelve elementary tones, and 
the circle of the twelve keys around which the whole of today's music 
turns. Each one is governed by a cenain mistuning, so that even the 
great triad no longer appears in its primordial form, but its second tone 
is a litde displaced. The realiution of this circle, without which the 
whole of today's musical art would collapse, takes place only at the cost 
of the second tone of the triad, with cooperation from the third.• For 
example, if one tunes perfecdy the second tone, E, in the triad C E G, 
that E will be unusable as a fifth of A. being too low to make the triad 
A Cif E bearable. Therefore, to make the interval with A as good as 
possible, the E has to be tuned a litde higher, displacing it to the exact 
degree that makes it a pivot to the other keys. One proceeds likewise 
all the way around the circle of fifths. 

What we have said here about the note E applies to all the other 
thirds, or second tones, of the triads of the circle. And although in this 
way the fifth, or the third tone, of the triad will sound a vibration 
lower, in actual practice on an instrument which is equally tempered in 
all keys it happens that only the second tone (the third) is mistuned, 
while the third tone (the fifth] seems more concurrent. Moreover, ev
ery fifth is at the same time the third of another triad. 

9. This noble analogy conceals, and reveals, further secrets that hold 
sway in the tone-world, as we shall show, which no hypothesis has 
hitherto explained. Hence they have been deplored as defects, either in 
the tone-world itself, or in the human ear, since the researcher finds 
nothing analogous to them in the whole of physical creation. For while 
in all the visible universe, everything occurs according to very precise, 
harmonic, and unalterable laws, in important and incidental respects 
alike, in the tone-world one finds not only incidental discrepancies but 
quite essential ones. In fact, the substratum of the whole art of music, 
the twelve basic tones with the key-areas built upon them, only exist at 
the price of pure hearing and of the mathematical vibration-ratios (which 
are altogether lost), being mistuned as we have explained in the previ
ous section. 

The musical metaphysician feels compelled by this to assume two 
distinct creations in the tone-world, since everywhere he meets imer
vals that point to, or at least symboliu, such a twofold creation. or the 
original creation, he encounters only a few traces: in this primordial 
period, all harmonies are perfectly euphonious, without the slightest 
mistuning (the numbers of vibrations being also in the correct ratio); 
however, each interval belongs, not to a circle of twelve keys and to the 
relationships that follow from that, as governs today's music, but reaches, 
so to speak, into the infinite. For example, if one were to sound the C 
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triad perfecdy tuned, according to the finest ear and the exact math
ematical relationships of the vibration-numbers of the tones, then the 
G triad, and after that the D triad, and so forth, one would never come 
back to C, but would travel on and on and lose oneself in a world of 
innumerable triads. 

In this primordial period there must have been as many keys as there 
were tones, and in each key an independent triad with its two adjunct 
harmonies in perfectly pure tuning. These ratios would not have served 
for the further modifications of these harmonics as found in today's 
music, since the latter have only arisen through the realiution of the 
musical circle. If we had at our disposal an instrument that could play 
all possible tones, we could even now put these primordial harmonies 
into practice. But every key would be limited to the three harmonies we 
have mentioned, and to melodies arising from them in their perfect and 
pure form. One could not include even so close a relationship as that 
of the A-minor chord to C major, since the E as second tone of the C 
triad differs by a perceptible fraction from the E that must serve as 
uniting-tone (or fifth) to the A. For in these absolutely pure primordial 
intervals no divergence could occur, but following the law of unity each 
tone must be one and the same; thus the minor chord itself would have 
no pure existence. 

These intervals could be employed only by strings, certain wind 
instruments, and the voice, in pieces that used a single key and only 
those three harmonics. Also those triads that are used in larger organs 
to constitute single perfect tones contain the pure primordial tuning, 
and would alone be usable as such. 

It seems that in these primordial intervals, still existing in the tone
world, the Creator has given us an eloquent picture of the original 
creation; for according to the most learned theologians, the original 
harmonies continued so long as sin had not entered into the world. 
Angelic and human nature were to have lived in recognition and love 
of the threefold primordial being without compulsion, in joyful recog
nition of their dependence and in free-willing realization of their final 
goal; they were to add their part to his outward glorification as they 
passed through their period of trial; then after their course was run, 
they would be taken up into eternal bliss-into the unmediated con
templation and the eternal joy of their highest and only good. 

Thus the perfect triad manifests here as image of the all-perfect 
godhead, and the two adjunct chords (the seventh-chord on the upper 
dominant or fifth, and the ~ chord on the lower dominant or fourth), 
created for its direct service and carrying its own image within them, 
as representing the angelic and human nature in their original condi
tion. The melodies and transitory harmonics that arise from it would 
be an image of the other, transitory creations of the universe. 
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With regard to the second creation, or the establishment of a new 
realm in the tone-world, as many images come forward as there are 
tones and relationships in present-day music; but only the tones formed 
under this new law are included in this new realm as subjects and 
contributing members; the others are excluded, because they do not 
have the constitution of the new intervals. The totality of these selected 
tones is contained in the twelve elementary tones, which are chosen out 
of the innumerable ones for the realization of the new realm, just as the 
totality of these chosen for the new kingdom of God are expressed in 
the Old Testament by the twelve tribes of Israel, and in the New 
Testament by the twelve Apostles, as the twelve founding pillars on 
which the new realm of grace is built. 

Each of these elementary tones forms its own realm, and in each of 
these twelve tone-realms there appears the autonomous triad-in its 
majestic as weU as its compassionate form-as the only lord, who gath
ers to his direct or indirect service and to his glorification all the spe
cific harmonies and melodies that make up his court, as it were, and in 
their beautiful ordering constitute his realm. Although each is an inde
pendent, autonomous, and complete kingdom, they stand in very defi
nite relationships, closer or further removed from one another; and 
while principally they all realize the same image of the one great King
dom of God, they ultimately make up a single, great, perfectly orga
nized empire. 

They all owe this organization to the rather prominent second tone 
of the triad, through which in the whole, as well as in every pan, a new 
complete unity is manifested. Through the entry of this tone, "qui fecit 
utraque unum," (which makes one of both), the same E, for example, 
is the third of C and the fifth of A; the G# is truly the same tone as Al., 
Cl the same as D~. etc., distinguished henceforth not in fact but only 
in the way they are written, whereby their derivation, origin, etc., are 
evident. And it is only with this unity that modern music can exist: 
without it, the loveliest combinations of tones and harmonies remain 
unlawful and absolutely impermissible; for perfect unity is, and must 
be, the first unalterable law of nature in music, and actually its soul. 

10. After the king of the tone-world-the all-ruling triad-, deeper 
research encounters a second harmony, which carries the whole image 
of the triad in itself, yet contains a characteristic auxiliary tone which 
makes the whole harmony unsatisfied in itself, yet which furthers its 
resolution in the triad, in whose service it exists. This is the so-called 
seventh chord, which is formed on the third tone of the triad (the fifth 
or upper dominant) and bears in its first three tones (fundamental, 
major third, and fifth) the pure image of the three-in-one primordial 
harmony, but is characterized through its fourth tone (the minor seventh, 
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which also gives it its name) as a harmony not at rest in itself, but 
existing in the service of the triad. Even at first glance-and still more 
so after understanding the nature of this harmony and its relationship 
to the primordial harmony-the seventh chord reveals itself as a living 
image of the angelic nature-the pure, created world of spirits-which 
as a pure spiritual being, among all beings in the created universe most 
carries in itself the image of the Godhead. The only thing which char
acterizes it as merely a creation is that it receives its whole being not 
from itself, but solely from the Creator, and that it cannot rest in itself, 
but only in the Creator, for whose glorification and unmediated service 
it was made. 

11. This harmony, just as it most resembles the primordial harmony, 
is also its nearest direct handmaid and habitual partner, and after the 
triad most clearly engraves itself upon the organ of hearing. Every 
natural musician who has at his disposal an instrument containing all 
twelve elementary tones, even without artificial aid or guidance beyond 
that of experience, discovers this first adjunct harmony after the pri
mordial one: the first three tones to begin with, then also their fourth 
tone. In his little pieces, however inadequate they may otherwise be, he 
obeys faithfully this basic law: that this harmony can never be content 
with itself, can never be regarded or used as a final chord, but always 
leads back to the primordial harmony. So much the more has every 
educated musician obeyed this law since time immemorial, and will 
always obey it, such that one cannot point to a single example of de
viation from it: a proof that this law is stamped definitively and pre
cisely on the human organ of music, and which makes this harmony 
valid only as an auxiliary, never as a chord of resolution. 

12. h is especially striking that while this harmony is not pathetic 
(since it always contains the major third), it can occur as handmaid to 
the major or to the minor triad: a phenomenon that offers music ex
traordinary patterns, quite divergent from normal rules, since in all 
minor keys a note completely foreign to the scale must be used to form 
the first significant auxiliary chord. In the whole physical creation, we 
meet with no analogous example. Only in the idea advanced above does 
this secret of nature reveal itself: then the matter appears so simple and 
clear that to demonstrate the contrary would involve greater difficul
ties. For the angelic nature, too, which is depicted in this harmony, did 
not suffer through the Incarnation and the raising of a new realm of 
grace, and it also serves and honors the God-man without changing its 
situation, as it honored the most holy Trinity before the incarnation of 
the eternal Word.' 
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Albert Freiherr von Thimus 
1806-1878 

Albert von Thimus represents that almost extinct type of scholar, the 
obsessionally dedicated amateur. Like his contemporary Edouard 
Coussemaker (one of the first revivers of medieval music and theory), 
von Thimus was a lawyer; he also worked as a judge, and sat with the 
center party in the Prussian Reichstag. In his student days, he had_ come 
under the influence of Georg Friedrich Creuzer, whose Symbo/1/c und 
Mytbowgit dn- 11/tm VOI/cw, btsondm dtr ~ritcbm claim~d .that all my
thologies have a common source. V on Thi?'us had the mstgh_t that. the 
one unifying symbolic factor behind all ancte_nt lore ~nd lear'.u~g mt~ht 
have been the discovery of the harmonic senes and 1ts assoctanon wtth 
mathematics. He pursued this idea his life long, across a field of learn
ing that few of his readers, and none of his critics, have mastered: it 
included the I Cbing and T11o Tt Cbing in Chinese, Egyptian hieroglyph~, 
all of Greek philosophy, the church Fathers and Doctors, and ~ustc 
theory since the Middle Ages. Like Tartini (see no. 42)_, von T~mus 
was conscious of being the first to disinter the esotenc doctnne of 
Antiquity from the oblivion into whic~ it had fallen, not only .~r?ugh 
centuries of ignorance but through dehberate concealment by tmnates. 
But the sophistication an~ erudition ofvon Thimus_m~~e him a more 
persuasive advocate for hts cause than the elderly vtohmst. 
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The two volumes of his great work, published in 1868 and 1876, 
were intended to be followed by a third one, on the rebirth and comple
tion of the ancient doctrines in the Christian era, but this was never 
completed. Von Thimus was almost totally ignored until Hans Kayser 
began to study his book in the 1920s, and to develop his own holistic 
worldview on the basis of the "Pythagorean Table" or Lambd011111 dia
gram in which von Thimus had expressed the dual sequence of har
monics and subharmonics.1 

Dit bt~nnonilclllt Symbolilc des Alttrthums vies with Proclus' Commen
tary on the TimlltUS (no. 12) and Giorgi's H11nnoni11 Mundi (no. 30) as 
the most difficult text represented in this collection. In this extract von 
Thimus goes to the core of his subject, and ours: the harmonic foun
dation of the Music of the Spheres. For him, it is an example of how 
the esoteric harmonic doctrine came first, then the cosmic picture-in 
this case, that of the heliocentric system as known in Antiquity. Von 
Thimus' contentions have yet to be disproved, or even answered; if 
accepted, they would indeed shake the learned world, as every discov
erer of ancient esoteric doctrine hopes to do. But the learned world, 
like the oyster, well knows how to protect itself against such a threat. 

Sourrt: Alben Freiherr von 11Umus, Dit hmmmiltt~lt Symbolilc dts Alttrtbums, 
vol. I (Cologne: DuMont Schauberg, 1868, reprinted Hildesheim: Olms, 
1972), pp. 177-188. Author's footnotes omitted. Translated by the 
Editor. 

+ 

The Pythagorean Table 
The harmonic structure of the upward and downward rows of notes 
grouped into a single tone-system comes, as the development of the 
lambdoma-tablel from the abacus has shown, out of a sequence of major 
and minor chords together, whose construction according to the num
bers of the senary1 derives its proportions from the multiples of the 
increasing series and the fractions of the decreasing ones. The number 
of instances of the arithmetic and harmonic progressions4 (resembling 
the links in a chain, joining them together in larger series) out of which 
these major and minor chords arise never exceeds six. There are only 
three prime numbers,s which, in their multiplications and divisions with 
themselves and with each other, provide the number-forms to whose 
musical apprehension the intuitive power of our soul-very narrowly 
circumscribed, here below-is receptive. For beings of a higher sort 
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. . 

(and doubtless also for our souls in their erstwhile community with the 
choirs of holy Spirits called to the contemplation of Go_d) the dire~t 
intuitive perception of the laws of symmetrical beauty whach find theu 
expression in numbers is certainly not limited by such. narrow bound
aries. As the sensible expression of the endless proportions of the har
monies concealed within the depths of the very Godhead, the two 
number-series of increasing and diminishing quantities, and of acceler
ating and decelerating regular movement,6 find in the ~o~c~pts of ~e 
infinitely large and the infinitely small not so much ~e1r ~mats as the~r 
unitary staning-point. Before the Lord God the mfin_at~ly l~rge as 
Nothing and the infinitely small is All: both forms of thas mfinate du
ality are One. To Man, created in God's own image, is given, even 
during his existence in bondage to the sense-world here on earth, the 
capability at least of mounting upward toward the vision of that T~th 
through the thinking that releases him from the fetters. of corporeabty. 

In order for the spiritual contemplation of harmomc numbers (not 
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the physical perception of tonal phenomena) to bring to consciousness 
the formative norms of harmonic laws, the series of the ptrissos-ratios 
of the major chord and those of the anios-ratios of the minor chord/ 
must ideally begin not with the measuring of one actual number as 
always large or small, but with the concept of the One in itself and with 
the forms of the Unbounded Duality of infinite quantity itself, 00/a and 
Voo. The arithmetic ptrissos-series presents, with its real first member 1/a, 
the latter of these two forms as a picture of the beginning of all increas
ing quantities. Transcendent thought can express the extreme point of 
its increase only through the other one of the two forms of the Infinite, 
00/t. The harmonic anios-series, on the contrary, puts 0011 at its begin
ning (because only the sequence of terms 1/0 [• 00/a), Va, ~ corresponds 
to the law that finds its expression in the archetype of harmonic pro
portionality Va, 1/J, Vt), and as the equally spaced denominators of the 
aliquot parts of this progression increase to infinity, the latter ends 
ideally with the term 1/oo. A5 the beginning of all harmonic measure
ments, the ideal beginning-tone .AiJ or the Earth-number Yuo1, serves 
for the intellectual view as the infinitely small Voo. Beyond the ideal 
end-tone G#"" of the harmonic Heaven-number 71% stands the infi
nitely large 0011. 

In the sequence of twelfths 10 of the rising major and falling minor 
chords, there arise from the .AiJ chord at the bottom the harmonies n 
major, 8~ major, fl\ (F) major, C major, G major; then rising to the 
following twelfth through the central toneD, they cross the descending 
minor harmonies of the other side, so as to meet there the harmonies 
D minor, AI\ minor, El\ minor, 8 (81\)11 minor, Ffl\ minor, and Clfl\ 
minor, and be affiliated to the major chords of the same name from 
these fundamental tones. From the Cif I\ minor chord emerging from 
the parent-tone of the high Gf#l\, the minor harmonies just mentioned 
proceed downward so as to cross at D with the major harmonies of the 
other side, in the lower half of the strUcture; the aforesaid first six 
major chords emerging from the Ab affiliate with the minor harmonies 
of their fundamental tones. 

If the frequency of the parent-tone, low .AIJ, is taken as the indepen
dent measure of an arithmetical progression and as such expressed by 
1, the ratios of the said major harmonies proceeding up from the .AiJ 
major chord will give a sequence of arithmetical progressions whose 
members all take ~he form of multiples of the chief series by the posi
tive powers of three, 'la, %, and zv., etc. And if one takes the frequency 
of the parent-tone of high Gfl\ as the new measure 1/a, of a descending 
harmonic series, then the first six fractions of the negative ternary powers 
%, V.t, Vn, etc., of this falling chief series will furnish the fractional 
expressions for the ratios of the minor chords proceeding from the 
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latter's sequence of descending twelfths. But each of the derived arith
metical ptrissQkis-ptrissos 11 progrcssions 1 x 3, 2 x 3, 3 x 3, 4 x 3, etc., 
1 X 9, 2 X 9, 3 X 9, 4 X 9, etc., 1 X 27,2 X 27, 3 X 27,4 X 27, etc. begins 
from the ideal standpoint, with 1/flll, like the simple ptrissos sequence 1, 
2, 3, 4, etc. For the zero point or first term of these derived series is 
always an imaginary term: never the first number (e.g., 0 x 3, 1 X 3, 2 
X 3, ) X 3, etc., 0 X 9, 1 X 9, 2 X 9, 3 X 9, etc.). 

The Qrtidis-artios11 progressions, on the other hand, all begin like 
the primary series with flll/1, because the uue beginning term of any of 
them is an imaginary term of the form 1/0 X n. The six chords on the 
left, belonging to the tonally "male" major mode, Al1 major, £1, major, 
B~ major, F" (F) major, C major, G major (and naturally also the major 
chords proceeding upwards in the upper half of the diagram) and the 
tonally "female" minor harmonies C#" minor, F#" minor, B minor, 
E" minor, A minor, D minor, proceeding from the parent tones G#", 
Cll", Fl", B (8"), E", AA (and naturally also the minor harmonies 
proceeding by lower twelfths from these minor chords in the lower half 
of the diagram) appear, like the chief series itself, as so many images of 
ideal, boundless types of harmonic number, albeit presenting them
selves through sense-perception to the human intuitive power only within 
the narrowest bounds (namely the bounds of the senary). They are the 
finite embodimcnts of infinite Aeon-series. 

Even the crazy fantasies of heretical Gnosis •• concerning the six 
male-female syzygies of the Dodekas of Aeons, generated in second 
place by Anthropos and Ecclcsia, rest on the content of speculative 
theorems of harmonic number-doctrine; but like the other senseless 
allegories of the adherents of Gnosis that relate to this, they arc grounded 
only on one of the traditional meanings of the mystical as well as tech
nical content of this symbol, and arc equally distant from it, being a 
mindless and arbitrary perversion of the same. 

From tbe Pythagorean Table to the Planetllry Spheres 
If one writes out the notes of the tone-diagram developed above over 
the range of two OCtaves and a whole-tone, u placing the reciprocal 
terms of the left and right-hand sides at equally spaced intervals along 
a straight line coming from the crossing-point at the centcr, and then 
draws a system of concentric circles around the center with their radii 
as the distances of first the note G 1, then the note A A a, and successively 
the notes Ba, CC", D, EEA, fA, and G, then the outermost circle will 
connect the note a" at the other end with the note Ga. The second 
circle, going through AA a on the left, will meet the note g on the right. 
The next circle will connect in turn the notes Ba and f", CC" and ee", 
D and d, EE" and cc", F" and B, G and A". 

FIGURE 29: Two lnterprttlltions of the Cosmos 

If one begins numbering the circles thus drawn from the center 
outward, ~d places in the middle the sign of the Oth-Aleph" _o_ , 
~en the rmg of the coronula of this Taw-letter can be regarded as1the 
mnermo~t and first of the circles. A circle drawn through the half-steps 
of. the maddle G#fA and Al1 would represent the second of the rings; the 
th1rd would then be the circle connecting the diazeuktic17 notes G and 
A". The outermost one, drawn through the proslambanomenoi G1 and 
a", would be the tenth, counted in this manner. 

One can also regard the ten concentric circles of the diagram as the 
plane projection of as many concentric spheres, as in the world-system 
conceived by Philolaus, to be treated shortly; also as the ten spheres of 
the Sephiroth nesting within one another, as conceived in the thco
sophical-cosmogonic allegories of rabbinic Kabbalah. 

. The ?otes of t?e scales constructed out of two octaves plus the 
d1aze.ukuc ~one wh1ch se~ed for the above development of the diagram 
are, m the1r number rauos, the representatives of two rival series of 
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numbers11-an increasing arithmetical series and a decreasing harmonic 
series-whose correlative terms are related to one another as reciprocal 
values. The up-and-down direction of these notes, both forms of pro
gressive quantity finding in geometrical proportionality the laws of their 
balanced adjustment, can serve as the representative types for the inter
play and the interdependence of contrary categories of various forms of 
movement related to one another, and also as a picture of the contrary 
relationship and the cooperation of archetypal cosmic forces, fighting 
with each other yet acting as complementaries.19 One might think here 
of the effect of an attractive force grasping matter according to the law 
of gravity, and a repulsive force proceeding from the contrary effect of 
the resistance of colliding masses; or of the school theorems of a time 
already past of a centripetal and centrifugal motive-force; or of the 
phenomena of the radiation and reOection of light, depending on whether 
it proceeds unhindered or is caught by an opaque obstacle; or of heat, 
now free, now latent.10 

Ancient Heliocentridty 
Several sayings of the ancient Pythagorean school, handed down to us 
in fragments by later writers, and the observations on the cosmic sys
tem of Antiquity appearing in several places in the Platonic writings, 
leave us in no doubt that the diagram we have described, or at least one 
very similar to it, was the harmonic symbol which formed the basis for 
the astronomical speculations of the ancients on the so-called musitll 
mundJJna. The reponers of the following age, in their exoteric efforts 
at explanation, understood the incomplete apothegms of the school on 
this subject, which apparendy came to them without the appropriate 
figures, in a childish way: they took them in all seriousness as an appli
cation of concrete musical numbers to the distances of the individual 
planetary spheres from one another, and as sounds actually produced 
by the planets and the heaven of fixed stars rotating in universal space. 

Curiously enough, they could not get it clear whether according to 
the doctrine of the ancient Pythagoreans the outermost of the planet
spheres, namely that of Saturn, or the innermost, that of the Moon, 
gave forth the deepest pitch, the Hyplltt of the bottom tetrachord of the 
Greek tone-system, and whether therefore the Moon, or on the con
trary Saturn, should be assigned the highest pitch corresponding to the 
Nttt of the tone-system. If they had had a correct notion of the tech
nical methods of development of the diagram, they would have under
stood that if the outermost ring, joining the two proslt~mbtlnommoi (G1 
and a") with each other, were assigned to the heaven of fixed stars, and 
the next ring, joining the lowest tone of the tetrachord AI" B1 CC" D 
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with the highest one of the tetrachord d cc"' f"' g, to Saturn, but that 
the Moon would be placed on one of the inner rings, perhaps on the 
ring of the diazeuktic tone GA"', then in the lower half of the diagram 
Saturn, regarded tonally, would assume the lowest place and the Moon 
the highest, but in the upper half, on the contrary, Saturn would be 
highest and the Moon lowest. Hence they busied themselves all the 
more thoroughly with the question of the remaining conditions of the 
spheres of this cosmic sphere-system, and Aristode himself seems to 
have professed the opinion that they arc of a firm impenetrable nature 
and formed from a glasslike material. 

It is self-evident that the esoteric doctrine of Antiquity made use of 
the harmonic cosmic diagram which concerns us only as a symbolic 
indication of the numerical laws of regular movement which also ap
pear in the laws of musical sound-relationships, at the same time pro
viding it as an idtographit hitrog/yph for the logical connection between 
this musical law and the analytical laws of the cosmic strUcture in gen
eral. If the contemplation of the students were to be directed to the 
phenomena of the apparent movements in the starry sky as they strike 
the senses-what is up and what is down, the risings and settings, the 
fixed points of the Pole, the great circles of the heavenly sphere, the 
axes of the hemisphere of the sky defined by these circles, the hemi
spheres and zones of diis sphere and the intersection of the circles and 
their axes-then they would think of the Earth as being placed in the 
center. The center of the Earth would then be the center of the Uni
verse and the crossing of the Arrows of the Ttli11 then depict the cross
ing of the two world-axes in the center of the Earth. In this sense, and 
in this only, job could say of the Earth, with regard to the crossing of 
the arrows, "He hung the Earth up over the void and mJSStd it on 
nothing. "ll The theory expressed by this sentence is not a placement of 
the Earth in the middle as the center of our solar system or as the 
support of the universe, any more than our astronomers today are giv
ing up the Copernican system and returning to the Ptolemaic when 
they speak of risings and settings, the right ascension, declination, and 
culmination of the fixed stars, the sidereal periods of revolution of the 
planets, the Sun's path in the sky, etc. In the middle of the world, so 
long as the term "world" is understood as meaning our planetary sys
tem, is placed, uortriCIJUy, the Sun: but in a higher speculative meaning 
connected with the word "world" ()? 1 y comprising the whole Creation, 
not just the Earth J • l.X and our own heaven consisting of the visible 
stars, there is a Central Sun invisible to us around which our Sun 
circles, together with other suns, counter-suns to our own. 

In regard to such a fire in the center and to our visible Sun as the 
image of this invisible Central Sun, Psalm 18:6 says of the Creator: 
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"He has placed his tabernacle in the Sun"-but we will see in the Stpbtr 
Ytzir.ab that in the theosophical-cosmic symbolism of Hebrew wisdom
doctrine the midpoint of our diagram is called "the Abode l l :J lJ of 
the Maker," "the Holy Dwelling" ill l p I l ~ l 1.:> and "the Palace of 
the Sanctuary in the Center• y ~ 1)): J l!ll p i1 ?)·n. The consequence 
to be drawn from this parallel for the esoteric view of the world-suuc
turc is self-evident. 

The Pythagorcans, as will soon be shown, had also told the csotcrics 
something of a central fire in the middle and a hearth of the world-fire. 
But in order not to reveal the secret teaching of the school they said 
teasingly that around this central fire there turned not the Sun and a 
Counter-Sun, but our Earth, perpetually (and very rudely!) turning its 
backside to the central fire, and a Counter-Earth perpetually on the 
opposite side of the central fire and hence never visible to the Earth's 
inhabitants. But the central fire is still supposed to be the actual source 
of light and heat for our half of the Earth, for its beams arc captured 
by the porous, mirror-like discs of the Sun and Moon, and by the 
reflection of these astral light-sifters is thrown back to our half of the 
Earth, always turned away from the central fire. 

It is obvious, in our opinion, that these idiocies do not contain the 
uuc cosmic doctrine of the Pythagoreans or of Plato. There is in the 
&loguu of Stobaeus a report of Philolaus' dissertation regarding the 
cosmos which, though originating unmistakeably from a merely exo
teric source, nevertheless contains so much that is correct that it fur
nishes a basis from which fairly certain conclusions on the actual situ
ation of this branch of Pythagorean doctrine can be drawn. It reads: 
"Philolaus placed Fire in the middle around the center, which he called 
the 'Hearth of the Universe,' and the 'House of Zcus,' and the 'Mother 
of the Gods' (i.e., the heavenly forces and powers], also the 'Sacrificial 
Altar' (lmnOJJ) and the 'Bond' (synMbm) and the 'Measure of Nature."' 
Note here that Philolaus also assigned to fire another place (to be 
described shortly) "above the Enclosure." Then the report continues: 
"He designated as first-born the middle one, circled by ten bodies of 
a divine quality: by the fixed-star heaven of Ouranos, by the planets, 
after these by the Sun beneath which the Moon follows, but beneath 
these by the Earth and by the Counter-Earth situated under the Earth. 
Lastly comes fire, which also assumes at the midpoint the position of 
hearth for the universe." The uppermost (outermost) part of the enclo
sure, in which the archetypal elements arc found in their perfect purity, 
he called Olymp, but the space this side of the path of Olympos, to 
which the five planets as well as the Sun and Moon are assigned, he 
called KDsmos. That part next below the latter, which extends beneath 
the Moon and around the Earth, and comprises the realm of the 
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changeable and unstable existence, he is said to have called Ouranos. 
According to this presentation of the Philolaic teaching, which is 

doubtless not at all to be taken as that of the Pythagorean School, the 
Pythagoreans distinguished three separate parts of the cosmic system, 
of which they called KDrmos only the portions assigned to the planetary 
system and, as the exoteric reporter believes, to the Sun and Moon, 
likewise the planetary courses of the nesting spheres; but to the middle 
region, which the reporter, from his standpoint of misplacing the Earth 
and Counter-Earth in the direct vicinity of the central fire, calls exo
terically "hyposelenic" (situated beneath the Moon) and "perigeic" (ex
tending around the Earth), he gives the name Ouranos, i.e., Heaven; 
and to the universal space beyond the outermost sphere of the fixed 
stars the name Olympos, i.e., again virtually Heaven. 

If we reinterpret the exoteric content of the report in Stobaeus in 
the esoteric sense, by placing the Earth at the Sun's position on one of 
the concentric spherical layers of the planetary spheres and substituting 
our Sun for the Earth, Moon, and so-called Counter-Earth in the vi
cinity of the central fire (the Moon, being merely a satellite of the 
Earth, is not assigned any of the planetary spheres), then in our dia
gram, if the circle joining the two Proslambanomenoi G, and al\ repre
sents the sphere of the fixed stars, the space lying outside this circle is to 
be taken as Olympos, and the three first rings Al\•-g, B1-fl\, CCI\-eeA, 
as the so-called upper planets Saturn, Jupiter, and Mars. The fourth of 
these six ring-spheres, 0-d, will belong to Earth. The fifth and sixth 
can be assigned to the two so-called lower planets, namely EEA-ccA 
(the sixth, counting from the fixed star-sphere G1-al\) to the planet 
Venus, and fi\-B (the seventh, counting inclusively from the fixed stars) 
to Mercury. 

We have seen that, just like the inexpressible number belonging to 
the b.annonia .apb.ants of the ekmelic middle tone of the diagram, the 
real inexpressible numbers of the ratios of the primary notes D and d 
at the ends of the Dorian-Hypomixolydian octave-scale become the 
center of the mean proportions of endless involutions of continual 
geometric proportions.n For if we substitute here, for brevity, the musical 
letter-names for the numbers of the notes concerned, as ov is to 0, so 
D is to Dl\; as CI#A:O, so D:Eb; as CCI\:0, so D:EEI\; as B1:0, so D:FA; 
as B~1:D, so D:FI#I\; as AA1:D, so D:G; as A!.,:O, so D:G#I\; as G#1A:O 
so D:A!.; as G,:o·, so D:AA, etc.; and the selfsame proportions will 
appear around d, only an octave higher owing to the doubling of the 
previous numbers, as we sec completely expressed in the tone-system of 
the Ancients by this order of notes and half-steps. 

Since the popular view, stemming from what strikes the eye but 
approved even by an Aristotle, regards the Earth as the center of the 
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world, the ring 0-d serves, for the purpose of this play of proportions, 
to be shown to the e.xoterics as the position of the Earth. One can 
therefore explain the hieroglyphs of the diagram as if 0 represented the 
Earth and d the so-called Counter-Earth, but G#11-.M the central fire. 
And if, replacing the crossed arrows of the center at G#11-.M for form's 
sake with 0-d, one were to draw from this last point new systems of 
concentric circles determined by geometrical proportion, one could also 
obtain two rings Gl11a-.M and Gl11-u on which then the Sun, instead 
of standing still in the center, might move in orbit around 0 or d. And 
in the remaining rings of one or other of the two new ring-systems the 
exoterics could in any case be shown the symbolic representations of 
the spheres of the Moon, planetS, and fixed stars rotating around the 
Earth and Counter-Earth: if for example in the following tone-scale 
one connected, with circles concentric around 0, the first member 
Gl11a with M, the second member .A!.a with the penultimate G#11 , and 
so on in pairs: A111-G, B~a-FI11 , Ba-F11, CC11-EE11, Ct11-S, and 0°11-011: 

FIGURE 30: Tht Scalt Ctnttrttl on tht Earth 

If the hypothesis put forward here on the esoteric content of the 
cosmological doctrine of the Pythagoreans and on the relevance to this 
doctrine of the symbol that can be developed out of the Oekas-scale is 
a valid one, the ringH drawn through the notes G-A11 of the diazeuktic 
tone in the middle will represent the division between the planetary 
region of the cosmic system, called by Philolaus by the name Kosmos, 
and the solar region to be understood under Ouranos: the inner one in 
the esoteric sense of the word. The diazeuktic ring G-A11 then appears 
as the place of the Sun. Because it contains the rings of the mysterious 
Gf11-.A!. of the chroma in the center and the crown of the Oth-Aleph 
(we will later notice that the latter symbol, belonging to the Hebraic
Semitic wisdom-doctrine, also representS the midpoint in the secret 
Pythagorean teaching), it would serve very well as a symbol of the 
immeasurable orbit, present only to speculative thought and evading all 
perception and observation, that our visible Sun (and with it probably 
other suns, too) describes around the Leader in the fire of the center, 
whose position the ring G#"-A!J signifies. The coronula of the Oth
Aleph, as the innermost of the ten rings, then appears as the transcendent 
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symbol of the "One in the Fire of the Center," i.e., as the position (if 
~is expression is permissible) and image of the divine, creative Unity 
atself. The words of the Sepber Ynirab refer to this symbol: 

Ten numbers besides the inexpressible Nothing; ten and not 
nine, ten and not eleven; understand with wisdom, be wise with 
understanding; prove them and search them out; and place the 
signified ( l )I literally translated, "the Word"(ton logon)) in 
its isolation, and bring the Creator back to his place. 
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Isaac Rice 
1850-1915 

Born in Bavaria, lsaac L. Rice came to Philadelphia when he was six 
years old and remained to become one of the most remarkable of 
American music theorists.• His education included three years in Paris 
(1866-1869), where music was one of his main subjects, and a degree 
from Columbia Law School (1880), where he taught for six years 
before becoming an independent counselor and lawyer. Amassing a 
fortune, he devoted himself to electrical inventions, magazine pub
lishing, and chess, leaving a lasting reputation in the latter field as 
inventor of the Rice Gambit. 

It is extraordinary that Rice, at the age of twenty-five, should have 
developed an approach to music quite at variance with the attitudes of 
his time. Wh11t Is Musicl is a Pythagorean work, in the sense of regard
ing music as a universal and cosmic phenomenon as well as an emo
tional and acoustical one. One can only suppose that he came into 
contact with such ideas in Paris. But far from being a high-flown mystical 
theoriur, Rice supports his views with impressive erudition, both in 
the artistic and scientific fields, showing in particular a knowledge of 
the music of the Oriental nations. He has a chessplayer's combination 
of analytic intellect with intuitive flight. 
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In the first of these chapters, Rice presents to his audience the full 
range of music11 mundiln~~ just as Boethius defines it: the music of the 
stars, of planets, of times, and of the seasons of the earth. His following 
chapter, on vibration, explains the foundation of the universe as a con
tinuum of which we perceive two very different portions by means of 
the eye and the ear. In the twentieth century, this observation has 
become a commonplace of speculative writing on music. In "Colors and 
forms" he continues the eye-ear analogy, which is also that of Space to 
Time. We have seen the reciprocal relationship of these two framers 
of human experience illustrated in the Pythagorean Table of von Thimus 
(see no. 49); the succession of tone-numbers can be interpreted either 
as increasing lengths of string (hence progressively lower pitches), or 
increasing frequencies of vibration (rising pitches). The two series are 
perfect mirrors of one another. Rice would surely have enjoyed this 
tabulation if it had been available to him. Finally, with "Internal gov
ernment," Rice touches on the two favorite themes of our subject, taken 
in its larger dimension: Pythagorean cosmology, and the dual forces of 
nature. He makes a laudable effort-all too rare in our collection-to 
relate the latrer direcdy to "real" music, choosing two moments in 
Beethoven. Thus speculative music becomes a kind of lens through 
which to appreciate the subdeties of compositions-and perhaps that is, 
in the end, its purpose for our time. 

Source: Isaac L. Rice: Wh11t Ir Musicl (New York: D. Appleton and Co., 
1875), pp. 58-85. 

+ 

Space and Time (Rest and Motion) 

Space and Time are the prime elements of the cosmos. The genesis of 
Nature may be attributed to Time acting on Space. What they are, 
what may be their true essence, whether they be real or ideal, whether 
they be things or merely names, whether they exist or be nothings-all 
these questions concerning them in the absolute do not come within 
the scope of the present little work. I shall merely consider them from 
the relative point of view, and only so far as is necessary to define the 
position of music in the cosmos. For this purpose let us cast a glance 
at their fondllmtntlll chllrtlcteristics. 

Space is rest, Time is motion. Space is lifeless, Time is life. Space is 
rest, lifeless, yet in consequence knows no death. Time is motion, life, 
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yet what is life but change, and what is change but death? And still
eternal antithesis!-though in all things the contrary of each other, 
they are yet the counterparts of one another; though by their very 
definitions the opposites, they are yet wonderfully similar; though, 
subjectively, essentially antagonistic, they are, objectively, but different 
manifestations of an identical idea! For what is Time? It is the Space 
of motion, the Space of existence! 

Both exist forever. In Space, this forever is called infinity; in time, 
eternity. Yet each particle of Space is infinitesimal but eternal, while 
each particle of Time is eternitesimal but infinite. Each particle of 
Space is infinitely small, but it remains the same, unchanged through 
all ages; each particle of Time is infinitely short, yet it extends through 
the whole universe, immeasurable even in the imagination-it is infi
nite! Space is the limitation of matter; all things material must occupy 
some space. Time, however, is the limitation of the spiritual, our very 
thoughts are bounded by it. Space may therefore be considered as the 
essential limitation of all things material-Time the essential limitation 
of all things whatsoever. Ideas consequently do not exist in space
ideas are life, they exist in time. The inert maner only exists in space. 
Matter is lifeless, inactive, put in motion by forces. Forces are ideal, 
they exist in Time. Consequently time and Space constantly act upon 
each other. But Time is but another name for Space-it is the Space of 
motion. 

Now, what is music? The beautifier of Time, is the simple and categorial 
answer-an answer, too, from which further answers to all questions 
springing from the original question may be deduced; an answer that 
serves as the corner-stone of the fundamental theory of music itself. It 
is to adorn the ever-moving Space of existence that music was gener
ated and the germs of its development were placed within it. In the 
Space of Rest, in visible Nature, Nature itself has undertaken the task 
of beautifying. And there she has lavished beauties untold and unnum
bered. Beauty reigns on the mountain and in the valley, on the hill and 
in the dale. It is present in the gentle grove as well as in the mighty 
forest. It is in the little brook and in the magnificent ocean. It is in man 
and woman, in the birds, in the plants-anywhere, everywhere, it meets 
our eyes, if we will but see. There are beauties of all kinds and degrees, 
from the sublime to the graceful, from the magnificent to the pictur
esque. All this has Nature done for Space-and to do something similar 
for Time is the grand and holy object of music. 

The materials of which music is composed exist only in Time, and 
here we have the explanation of many of the characteristics of music. 
Time is motion, is life, yet the sure bringer of change, of death. As it 
is motion, its influence upon us is emotional, agitating; as it constantly 
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tells us of change and death, it awakens the feelings of melancholy 
within us. Music, as it beautifies the passing moments, yet tells us that 
they are passing, and consequendy it is so prone to cause sadness. 

We may divide the pleasures arising from the contemplation of the 
beautiful into two classes-pleasures productive of joy, and those pro
ductive of sadness. There is nothing paradoxical in this division. A 
thing that is beautiful will give pleasure at all times, though it may at 
the same time cause sadness. A great tragedy will give pleasure, though 
it may not put us in a joyful mood. So it is with a beautiful poem on 
a tragic subject. In fact, intense and exquisite delight is perfectly com
patible with a frame of mind strongly tinged with melancholy. Nay, 
even more, joyful sensations, when they become ecstatic, generally have 
a background of deep sadness. 

Now, the characteristic state of mind accompanying the contempla
tion of things in Space is that of serene joy. Space being rest, does not 
excite the more powerful emotions, it does not agitate. It has, on the 
contrary, the effect of calming and quieting the mind. I am, of course, 
speaking of the beautiful, purely as such, without admitting of associa
tions of ideas. These, of course, often exercise a powerful influence, 
and cause emotion by their own force. But they exist as much for music 
as they do for things in visible Nature, and their consideration at present 
would only cause useless complications. That beauty in Space has the 
tendency-and very strongly-to create a serene frame of mind,. any 
one desirous of doing so can easily test. A landscape must be ennrely 
covered with clouds, be exceedingly gloomy, before it causes us to be 
sad. Let but the sun appear and shine upon the clouds, and they will be 
tinged with bright colors; the scene will appear more cheerful even 
than were there no clouds. The opposite is the case in music. Often a 
single minor or diminished chord, introduced into a gay melody, will 
change its entire expression, rendering it melancholy. Space knows 
naught of death, its particles exist forever; its beauties are therefo.re 
prone to create joy. Time speaks constantly of change and death; Its 
particles are infinitely short, itS beauties create sadness. . 

Then, again, as Aristotle has already said, what are the emottons but 
motions? And as music is motion, its effect on them must be great for 
motions exercise an enormous influence on like motions, and have a 
very great tendency to respond to like motions. This is a fact well 
known to all familiJlr with the operation of vibrations. "But," it may be 
objected, "the eye is also an organ capable of discerning motion." !o 
this I answer, that we are at present concerned only about the beautiful 
in motion, and that this is chiefly the province of the ear. The btauties 
of motion open to the perception of the eye are of an inferior ~nd: The 
pleasures in viewing dancing or marching do not really come wnhtn the 
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range of those caused by the contemplation of the beautiful in the 
highest sense. In the motion of the waves of the sea, we are more 
impressed by the natural association of ideas than by the beauty of the 
motion itself. 

There is, indeed, another, higher kind of motion in visible Nature
the motions of the heavenly bodies. Daily the sun rises, and tranquilly 
and majestically pursues its course in the firmament, to set amid splen
dor and glory. Then the stars appear, and with equal majesty traverse 
the skies, set and rise until the king of day again ascends from the 
horizon and eclipses them by the exceeding power of his light. Nor is 
this motion limited to the day and night; as the year moves on, sun and 
stars move with it. This month the sun rises in one sign, the next 
month in another, until he has traversed the whole circle of the zodiac. 
This month Arcrurus is the proudest of the starry host shining high 
above; in the next he is already dethroned, and bright Antares for a 
brief time assumes his honor. But the beautiful imperial Lyra follows in 
the wake, and in her turn claims homage as chief of the stars. Less 
steady wanderers, too, are there in the heavens, the planets moving 
unconcerned in their orbits, now visible here, now there. The lovely 
moon, queen of the night, pursues her tranquil course. Now seen but 
as a silver thread in the west, she waxes lovelier and prouder as she 
approaches the east, until she almost rivals the sun in the refulgency of 
her light-but it is only to wane and wane again, until she is seen no 
more. 

There is, too, the subtile motion of the seasons. Now the forest is 
in the garb of a beautiful green, the garden is fragrant with flowers, the 
trees are loaded with fruits, the fields teem with the heaving corn. Soon 
the green changes into numerous varieties of color, the leaves fall and 
strew the ground, the flowers are plucked from the garden, the corn is 
gathered from the fields. Then comes winter; snow covers the ground, 
the water-courses of the mountains and the rivers of the valleys are 
turned into ice, cold and bright, the mild breezes give way to the fierce 
blasts of the storm. But spring follows dose behind, and wafts the 
breath of life before him. The snow melts, the ice thaws, the mountain
torrents tear on with renewed and tenfold increased vigor; the pulse of 
Narure throbs with the freshness of youth. Soon all is again in bloom, 
the trees are white, the plants begin to shoot forth. Then summer is 
here once more, and the course of the year begins anew. 

The motions of the spheres and of the seasons are, indeed, full of 
sublimity. The ancient philosophers and their followers unto recent 
times, however, saw in them yet the workings of music. All these motions 
were to them but the visible manifestations of a transcendental har
mony. Therefore does the Pythagorean say, "It is the business of music, 
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not only to preside over the voice and musical instruments, but even to 
harmonize all things contained in the universe." Therefore does the 
Scholastic exclaim, "The music of the universe is a great unity, and by 
command of God it governs all things in motion-all things that move 
in heaven, or on earth, or in the sea, all that which sounds in the voices 
of men and animals-it is the rtgukltor of dllys and ytan." 

A similar sentiment inspired Shakespeare when he wrote: 

. . . Look how the floor of heaven 
Is thick inlaid with patines of bright gold; 
There's not the smallest orb, which thou beholdst, 
But in his motion like an angel sings, 
Still quiring to the young-eyed cherubins. 
Such harmony is in immortal souls; 
But, whilst this muddy vesture of decay 
Doth grossly close it in, we cannot hear it. 

(Tbt Merchant of Vtnice V. 1) 

If I were asked to give my own views on these motions, I should say 
that I do not believe that they properly come under the head of the 
beautiful in motion. If we admire the landscape, or look up to the starry 
vault of heaven, our purely aesthetical pleasure does not take in the 
factor of motion. It is continuous and imperceptible to the eye-it is 
only by the aid of memory that we know that it exists, and the feeling 
of awe connected with it arises solely from the IISSociation of ideas. In
deed, if we wish thoroughly to examine an object in Space, we require 
it to be pcrfecdy at rest-its motion as a rule has a tendency to confuse 
us; and, if the motion be rapid, the object becomes blurred. The very 
life of the beautiful in audible Narure, however, is motion-it exists in 
Time and not in Space. 

As Time and Space-visible and audible Nature-are the counter
parts of each other, there must be great analogies in the manner in 
which beauty is ptrceived and produced in either. Of the analogies of 
perception I shall now treat, under the heading of vibrations. 

Vibrations 

We perceive things in visible Narure by means oflight-things in audible 
Narure, by means of sound. To one unacquainted with physics, light 
and sound are entirely distinct phenomena, having no connection what
ever with each other, and yet they are intrinsically very nearly related 
to each other, being but different manifestations of the same cause. 
Vibrations of a certain rapidity are perceived by the instrument 
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constructed to respond to them-the car, as sound; vibrations of greater 
rapidity are perceived by the instrument constructed to respond to 
them-the eye, as light. And not only are they produced by the same 
cause, they are also propagated by the same cause, they are also propa
gated by the same means-undulations. Entering into details, we find 
the analogies between the two phenomena in almost all of the principal 
manifestations. Some bodies are transparent, others translucent, others 
again opaque to light; in like manner some bodies permit sound to pass 
on through them without practically enfeebling it; others, like thick 
walls, transmit it much weakened; while others again do not transmit it 
to any appreciable degree. An instance of the last case is a tunnel. To 
any one standing at a distance, the roar of a train entering it is hushed, 
and remains so until the cars emerge, when it is immediately renewed. 

Some of the principal properties of light are absorption, reflection, 
refraction, and diffraction. These are also the properties of sound. That 
it may be absorbed can easily be tested, by comparing the sound of a 
musical instrument in a carpeted and furnished room with that of one 
heard in an empty room. The echo is a familiar illustration of reflection 
of sound. The experiments of Sondhauss and Hajech1 prove conclu
sively that it is refracted when it enters a medium whose density differs 
from the one it leaves, in the same manner and under the same condi
tions as is light. The diffraction of sound has been demonstrated by 
Sec beck.' 

It is, however, not only in the physical manifestations of sound and 
light that we discover great analogies; the construction of the instru
ments for their perception-the eye and ear-is essentially based on 
analogous plans. Like the car, the eye is a membranous structure. The 
ear is composed of three parts-the auditory canal, with the tympanum, 
the tympanic cavity, and the labyrinth. The corresponding parts of the 
eye are the sclerotic coat, the choroid coat, and the iris. The aqueous 
and vitreous humors present strong points of resemblance with the 
water of the labyrinth. The difference between light and sound is not 
in kind, but in degree. Extremely rapid vibrations produce light; slower 
ones, sound. The rapid vibrations have, however, a proportionately 
small amplitude; slower vibrations a proportionately large amplitude. 
Hence the. difference in the anatomy of the eye and the ear. The first 
is prepared to receive and respond to vibrations of enormous rapidity 
and small amplitude; the latter to receive and respond to vibrations of 
comparative slowness, but with a relatively large amplitude. 

Tones 1md colors arc essentially the same things. Colors are tones of 
tremendous height of pitch. Tones arc colors of tremendous depth of 
pitch. The ear perceives as tones from 8 (Savart) to 38,016 (Dupretz.) 
vibrations in a second. The eye perceives as light from 458,000,000,000,000 
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(extreme red) to 727,000,000,000,000 (extreme violet) vibrations per 
second. From the most acute tone capable of being perceived by the ear 
to the extreme red color there is, therefore, an interval of about thirty
four octaves. To give an illustration of the enormity of such an interval, 
let us take the length of the string of the highest C of a seven and a 
quarter octave piano-forte, which is about I 'A inch, and it will be easy 
to calculate that a string of the same material and thickness, in order 
to produce the extreme red light, would have to be cut down to about 
1/10,000,000,000 of an inch! The rapidity of the vibrations defines the 
length of the undulations; the length of a sonorous wave produced by 
8 vibrations per second is 140 ft.; the length of a luminiferous undula
tion in the extreme violet ray is 167/10,000,000 of an inch; otherwise 
expressed, while of the former there would be but 3 7 V, in a mile, in the 
latter there arc 59,150 in an inch! 

Rapidity of the vibrations is, however, the means of distinguishing 
tones from tones, and colors from colors, as well as tones from colors; 
and consequently, difference in rapidity of vibrations solely, cannot be 
considered an intrinsic difference. 

The principal phenomena connected with colors-analysis and in
terference-arc also proper to tones. 

For colors the triangular prism acts as analyz.er; for tones that office 
is performed by resonators. Professor Helmholtz. has constructed a series 
of the latter, which serve as analyz.crs for isolated tones-by resolving 
them into the fundamental and overtones-as well as for those tones of 
combination produced by the simultaneous existence of two or more 
independent tones. Interference in sonorous waves has been demon
strated ocularly as well as auricularly by numerous apparatus. 

Having now sufficiently illustrated the identity of the manner of 
perception of the beautiful in visible and audible Nature, I shall proceed 
to tl1e consideration of the fundamental analogies regarding the produc
tion of the beautiful in Space and Time. 

Colon and Fonns 

The elements of the beautiful in Space arc colors and forms. The coun
terpart of colors having been found in tones, there remains but the 
question, "Is there also a counterpart of forms to be found in music?" 
This question I answer categorically in the affirmative: Rbytbm is the 
shape, fonn, or proportion of things in Time; and shape, fonn, or proportion, 
is the rhythm of things in Space. And this answer is not based on any 
arbitrary ideas, but on incontestable facts-facts as indisputable as is 
the theorem that colors are the tones of Space. Time is but the Space 
of motion, and rhythm defines that space in the same manner that the 
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Space of rest is defined by forms. The lines of Space are translated, as 
it were, into Time, by its means. On entering into an investigation of 
the prime principles of morphology, we find that the straight lint and 
the t:Urvt are the fondAmtnral types of form. In like manner, the funda· 
mental types of rhythm are found in the dual, and in the triple meter. 
The geometrical point is an impossibility-so is single meter. The rea· 
son is plain. Rhythm, like form, is based on proportion; in other words, 
on relativity. We have no perception of rhythm on hearing a single 
beat. A beat must be defined and bounded by a second one to become 
a meter, i.e., a measure of Time. The analogy between dual meter and 
the straight line, and triple meter and the curved line, is by no means 
a fanciful conception4-it has been intuitively felt by musical composers 
in all times; and tones spread over rhythms as colon do over fonns. 

We cannot, however, overlook the remarkable fact that, while in 
visible Nature colors play the subordinate and forms the principal part, 
the order is reversed in audible Nature, where rhythm is subordinate to 
tones. Well, this is necessitated by the fundamental characteristics of 
Space and Time, rest and motion. In Space, things may remain at rest; 
our eyes can take in a great variety of forms simultaneously. They have 
time to examine beauty-extend comparisons over a wide field. Forms 
and proportions may establish themselves in unlimited variety; for we 
have coexistence on a large scale. Time, however, is motion. In it, pro
portions and forms are perceptible by their very motion, and only by 
motion; one tone vanishes as the next comes on. Here there is no room 
for such an extreme variety of forms; rhythms (though they may yet be 
infinitely varied and complicated) must be much simpler than the forms 
of visible Nature. 

On the other hand, the tones, which constitute the material of melody, 
embrace about seven and a half octaves, good for practical purposes; 
while the colors do not extend over more than one octave. This octave, 
even, is not entirely visible under ordinary circumstances, its eighth 
degree being that which is called the lavender light of Herschel,' and 
only produced by concentration. Practically, the whole combination of 
colors does not exceed the interval of a seventh. There are, therefore, 
conclusive reasons why the chief riches of visible Nature lie in forms, 
while the chief riches of audible Nature are in tones. 

There is, however, another factor besides melody and rhythm that 
enters into the composition of music-bannony; and it may be asked 
whether any analogy for it can be found in visible Nature. To this 
question I reply that the fundamental theory of musical harmony lies in 
the very nature of Time. Each particle of Space is infinitely small, 
consequendy no two things can occupy the same space. Each particle 
of Time, on the contrary, is infinitely large-embracing the whole 
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cosmos-consequendy an infinite number of things can occur at the 
same time. Space, however, is rest, and the mind can therefore take in 
a large number of particles of Space at once. Time being motion, does 
not admit of perceiving more than one of its particles at once; and, 
therefore, the simultaneity, compatible with it, acts as a certain corn· 
pensation for those advantages which, by its definition, rest has over it. 
I am, of course, using the word harmony in its narrow signification, in 
the sense of counterpoint, and not in its spiritual meaning. In the latter 
higher sense, it pervades the whole universe, existing both in Space and 
in Time; the soul of the cosmos, says Plato, is musical harmony. The 
whole topic of colors, and forms, and rhythms, and tones, and bar· 
mony, together with the many analogies of detail in these matters, is a 
tempting and prolific subject for speculation. I shall, however, resist the 
temptation of going any further into the matter, for it is beyond my 
scope in this little work to introduce any but plainly demonstrable facts. 
One thing only I must yet allude to; and this is, that, in instituting 
comparisons between the beautiful in Space and in Time, we should 
never forget that in the former case the task of beautifying has been 
undertaken by Nature itself with the unbounded resources at its com
mand, while in the latter it is left to the limited means of man. Were 
Nature to beautify Time as it does Space-could we hear, for instance, 
such a thing as the harmony of the spheres-the sublimity of such 
music might transcend all possible conceptions. 

And now we leave the field of the material analogies, respecting the 
perception and production of the beautiful in Space and Time, to enter 
into that of (what may be termed) the spiritual analogies. Those of 
production 1 shall class under lnttmal Governmtnt, those of perception 
under States of Mind. 

Internal Government 

Several of the great forces which we see manifested in visible Nature 
have their counterparts in audible Nature, and prime among these are 
the forces of gravity and attraction and the untrifogal force. 6 I am not 
aware that any writer has ever had the boldness to make this assertion 
in so positive a manner, but certainly the influence of the first over 
music has been instinctively felt in all times and among all nations, 
while that of the last two was discovered as soon as it could have been, 
namely, in the first stages of the development of the science of harmony. 

The ctnter of gravity of the musical scale is the tonir. The whole 
history of music tends to confirm this in an unequivocal manner. I have 
before me, as I write, a volume of August Wilhelm Ambros, wherein I 
find scraps of melodies from the land of the Esquimaux and from the 
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Friendly Islands, from New Zealand and from Abyssinia, from Gorea 
and from Senegal. Besides these, a number of finished Chinese melo
dies, a number of beautiful songs of Hindostan, together with Arabian, 
Persian, and Turkish airs, and two of the three ancient Greek nomoi 
that have come down to us; and in each one of them, from tutored and 
from untutorcd peoples, the audible manifestation of the principle of 
gravity is unmistakably discernible; all the tones gravitate toward their 
common center-the tonic. A characteristic passage from the writings 
of Aristotle proves indeed, beyond doubt, that the consciousness of the 
force of the tonic was not only apparent in the practice of music of 
the ancients, but that they were also aware of its spiritual relation to the 
other degrees of the scale, and attempted to account for it philosophi
cally. "Why is it," he asks, "that, when the tonic (mtst) is changed 
(sharpened or flattened), all.thc other strings sound out of tunc, but, if 
the tonic is in tune, and one of the other strings is changed, only the 
changed string sounds out of tune? Is it because not only all the strings 
arc tuned, but also that they art tuned with resptct to tht tonic, and that the 
latter defines the order in which they appear? But when the basis of the 
tuning and that which keeps (the melody) together is taken away, there 
can no longer be the same kind of order." But should the reader be 
disinclined to accept the testimony of a single person, no matter of 
what importance it may be, I have still another powerful proof in sup
port of my argument to bring forward. Let us cast a glance into pre
Ptolemaic astronomy, and what do we find? That the prime principles 
of modern astronomy, those contained in the Copernican system, were 
essentially known and taught in the sixth century B.C. by Pythagoras.7 

His doctrine was, that the sun is the center of the universe, and that the 
earth has a diurnal motion around its axis, and an annual motion around 
the sun! Now, we have already seen (in an earlier part of this little 
work) that the planets and the sun were compared and considered mys
teriously related to the tones of the scale. And the sun, the central 
sphere, was suposcd to be the mtse of the scale-the manifestation of 
the principle embodied in the tonic. Cicero,• however, did not believe 
in the Pythagorean doctrine of the revolution of the planets around the 
sun. He was of the opinion that the sun and planets revolve around the 
earth, which remains stationary. And, in consequence, too, he changed 
the Pythagorean division of the scale among the heavenly bodies: the 
sun was no longer mtst, it became simply the lichanos hypaton. But what 
did he do with the mm/It could not be given to the earth, because she, 
being stationary, represented silence; so he made mtst symbolical of tbt 
whole expanse of the firmammt!' 

In the ninth century, Hucbald de SL Amand worked out his "Organum," 
the first step toward modem harmony. One of the first results of his 
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discovery was the introduction of the leading nou into the musical scale
the forced recognition of the second great governing principle of the 
scale-atrraaion. By-and-by retards came into use, and showed that this 
attraction acted in a dual manner-upward and downward. The analogy 
between it and magnetic attraction with its two poles must I think, 
strike every one-the attraction of one pole manifested in the retard 
and the resolution of the seventh, that of the other in the lllttration and 
leading-nott. 

The dominant, which is in all respects the contrary of the tonic, is tbt 
audible maniftstlltion of tbt "ntrifugol forct. In our modem system of 
harmony, where the principle of tonality is fully understood and recog
nized, the intensity of this force is even considerably increased by the 
fact that the dominant is likewise the tonic of the next related key, and 
consequently as such exercises an extraneous attraction, tending to 
oppose, by a secondary gravity, the force of gravity in the tonic. 

And now, remembering that the emotions are motions, and conse
quently in sympathy with like motions, we cannot but be convinced 
that the foregoing facts serve as explanation for many of the character
istic effects which music has on our emotions. The center of gravity, 
manifested in the tonic of the musical scale, is likewise manifested in 
the emotions expressive of satisfaaion. I am using this word, not in the 
sense of contentment, but in contradistinction to the term suspense; 
this satisfaction need, of course, not have any gay or even cheerful 
sentiments connected with it; it may in fact be accompanied by extreme 
despondency: it is but the relief from suspense, or typifying suspense as 
the question-it is the answer. The centrifugal force is manifested in 
the dominant, and likewise in the emotions expressive of suspmst; it is 
typified in the question. The perfect cadence is universally, and I may 
say intuitively, recognized as the only manner in which a composition 
can be satisfactorily closed. But what is the perfect cadence? It is a 
chord built on the dominant of a key followed by one on its tonic. And 
what is the reason that it is the most satisfactory manner of dosing a 
composition? This question is easily answered by a consideration of the 
data that have just been adduced. The satisfaction is most intense when 
we have tasted the suspense to its extreme limit; the answer is most 
complete when it follows the question direcdy, taking it in to its fullest 
extent. 

Of course, there are different degrees of satisfaction. If the tonic 
alone is employed and merely doubled in the higher parts, the satisfac
tion is perfect; if the tonic occurs in the highest part, as well as the 
lowest, it is nearly perfect; if the mediant is heard in the highest pan, a 
feeling of vagueness-often charming-is superadded; and if the dominant 
is sounded in the highest part, the vagueness is considerably augmented: 
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the mixture of suspense with the ground feeling of satisfaction creates, 
in fact, a peculiar weird impression, easily and {as I believe) only expli
cable by considering the forces that I have asserted to be manifested in 
the tonic and the dominant. 

Before closing this part of my argument, let me refer the reader to 
two powerful passages taken at random from the works of Beethoven, 
where he will find a remarkable corroboration of my conception of the 
tonic, dominant, and attraction. The first consists in the closing mea
sures of the "Largo Appassionato" of the Sonata Opus 2, No. 2. It is 
impossible to describe the apathy expressed in that cadence. Yet, by 
anal)'Ung it, according to the principles which I have set forth, we can 
explain its effect on natural grounds. The A in the bass is the dominant 
of the key-the manifestation of suspense-and the mind expects it to 
move on to the tonic toward which it gravitates. It does not do so, 
however; and, though the upper parts have already entered the domains 
of the tonic, the bass still clings to the dominant as though in complete 
abstraction. The upper parts attempt to console-to urge it to abandon 
the dominant. It does so, but only to return to it as though to a forlorn 
hope. Then the upper parts finally move on to the tonic and remain 
there, and so nothing is left for the bass but to follow. But it does so 
reluctantly, tardily, as if awakening from a reverie. The emotions of the 
hearer respond to all these movements, and hence are affected as they 
are. The second passage occurs near the close of the first movement of 
the Seventh Symphony. It is expressive of an intense longing that can 
never be satisfied, of a passionate yearning for the unattainable, or to 
use a magnificent figure of a modem German poet, it is like "the love 
of the sea for the moon." This is due to the conflict between the forces 
of attraction and of the tonic. A seventh is attracted to the degree 
below it. Here we find the seventh inverted in the bass and in conse
quence the chord cannot resolve itself on the tonic, but must do so on 
the chord of the sixth on the mediant. This chord is, however, unsat
isfactory, and can never be the concluding one; and the vain attempts 
of the inverted seventh to resolve itself satisfactorily, repeated and re
peated with obstinate fervor, though warned and entreated by the plead
ing tones of the upper part, constantly obtaining the same discontenting 
answer, which it is fated to receive, and which it knows that it must 
receive, is the picture of fervent hope doomed to eternal disappointment. 
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Saint-Yves d'Alveydre 
1842-1909 

Bor~ _Alexandre Saint-Yves, this French esotericist was also a gifted 
mus1c1an and composer. After an unsuccessful career dedicated to social 
and political change through his own scheme of"Synarchy," Saint-Yves 
went .into semiretirement where he elaborated, step by step, a system 
of umversal correspondence called the Arcbiomttrt. He was convinced 
that he had ~ediscovered in it the lost science of Antiquity, and since 
th~ system pivoted around the names of Jesus and Mary, this supported 
Samt-Yves' conviction that a premonition of Christ had been an essen
tial part of this sacred science since prehistoric times. 

The Archeom~tre is based on a circle divided twelvefold. Each com
partment has a sign of the Zodiac, a letter of the Hebrew alphabet, a 
nu~be~, a color, a planet, and a tone. One of Saint-Yves' practical 
realazauons ~ased on the scheme was the Arcbiomitrt music11l (Paris, 
1909), a senes of over two hundred shon piano pieces in the seven 
planetary modes, most of them perfectly diatonic and using melodies 
based on the different intervals {seconds, thirds, etc. 1). While Saint
Yves' free compositions are more or less Lisztian, the Arcbiomitre music11l 
resembles no music of its own or any other period. 

Saint-Yves' notes and papers relative to the Archeom~tre were 

39S 
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collected after his death and published in 1912 by a committee of 
"Friends of Saint-Yves" led by Papus (G~rard Encausse), but they did 
not include this short essay from one of his notebooks. Although some 
details of it are cryptic, necessitating a familiarity with Saint· Yves' 
personal universe, the main points are clear enough. The author is a 
Christian Hermetist of the traditional type, the same as Ficino, Giorgi, 
Saint-Martin, and many others in this collection. He believes in Christ 
as the creative Word, responsible for a cosmos whose every level is 
linked by correspondences, and of which the material world is the low
est. Therefore our audible music is but a pale refiection of the true 
music of higher spheres. A key to the latter is to be sought in number, 
which alone allows us to correct our musical system by putting it quite 
literally in tune with the universe. Saint-Yves insists on the Ptolemaic 
scale-tuning (also adopted by Zarlino), with its harmonic thirds and 
fifths, because the numbers that enable one to calculate it as lengths of 
a monochord string are numbers that occur with a sacred meaning in 
the Arch~ometre. 

Sourtt: Saint-Yves d'Alveydre, untitled essay in a notebook, Paris, 
Bibliotheque de la Sorbonne, Ms. 1823 E, folios 214-216. Translated 
by the Editor. 

+ 

Music and Arcbeomet'I'Y 
[214] Music is one of the archeometric equivalents ofthe living Word. 
It is the language of Numbers and Forms. Man does not create it: he 
discovers it; and this discovery is part of the Revelation of the divine, 
and of divine Love, to human intelligence and consciousness. It is thus 
because man, having only one mode of reproduction, has only one 
refiective mind. Man cannot change the &et that the diatonic scale has 
seven notes, the chromatic (sharp or fiat) twelve, the enharmonic (sharp 
or fiat) twenty-two. Man can misunderstand or alter these numbers and 
their laws; but the Science which reveals them to him, or recalls him 
to them, simply establishes them, and nothing more. God alone is the 
expen, just as He alone is wisdom and life. 

Twenty-two letters of the solar Alphabets of the Word.' twelve zo
diacal letters, seven planetary letters; twenty-two enharmonic notes, 
twelve chromatic, seven diatonic: such is the correspondence of music 
and of the Word in the living Principle. This Principle is the Word. 
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This speech and this music are sacred. [214'] Man is merely its receiver, 
and its unconscious profaner until this science imposes on him humil
ity, knowing Him who alone is the Artist as He alone is the Expen and 
the Sage. 

Music is thus an empirical art only among the barbarians and 
semibarbarians who demonstrate their knowledge of it without under
standing it.4 Music is a sacred science, and consequendy an exact one, 
and the harmonic pivot of all the sciences, and consequendy of all the 
arts.' The artist who lacks this science speaks the language of music like 
a sleep-talker, when he does not actually blaspheme it by polluting 
usage. No science is experimental because there is nothing abstract in 
God: all in Him is living and real. The Fact, the Law, the Principle are 
indivisible. The Law shows itself in the Fact, the Principle in the Law, 
and the Fact is experimental. 

The sounding suing is to audible sound what the prism is to visible 
light, for there is unheard sound, cause of the audible, just as there is 
the light of glory invisible to the fiesh; but the Law is identical, just as 
the Principle is. Thus there is correspondence between the unheard 
sound and the invisible light, both vibrating in creative waves in the 
pure ether, and the audible sound and visible light [21 S] refiected by 
the prism of the astral atmosphere. The difference is that the sounding 
string and the prism demonstrate to our world of physical reversals and 
mirages in a dead, rectilineal band that which moves living in sonorous 
and luminous waves in the real and eternal world of the Principles, 
whose only atmosphere is the pure ether. 

The Archeometre allows one to establish and experiment with these 
correspondences, which would otherwise have remained forever a sealed 
book. The seven seals of planets, tones, and diatonic radii imprinted on 
the whole astral axis can be opened in no other way.' 

It is for this reason that the Celts, Indians, Mongols, Chinese, Arabs, 
Egyptians, Jews, and Greeks offered to advanced students nothing but 
the confused fragments of a lost musical system, based on the melodic 
septenary but without exact harmonic correspondence.' 

It therefore fell to the worshipers of Jesus incarnate to [21 S'] estab
lish here, as everywhere else, the universal Unity revealed by Him as 
creative Word to the most ancient patriarchal universities.• 

The tempered scale must be rejected as false, and that of Pythagoras 
for the same reason. The scale of Ptolemy adopted by the physicists is 
the only correct one. But one must verify scientifically why and how 
this is so. One will then see that this Egyptian scale, on the C string, 
is only a section of the Sonometer of the pre-Hebraic Patriarchs, wor
shipers of Jesus the creative Word and King of Heaven.' 

In the first place one must put aside the traditions of the Greek 
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philosophers and of the ancient Jewish rabbis, each as unscientific as 
the other, not even knowing the true value of their alphabet, much less 
the Archeometre of the prophets and patriarchs, known by the ancient 
ones under the name of Wisdom. [216) For if they had known it, as 
Saint Paul says-who had a complete knowledge of ]udaism and of 
Hellenism-they would have understood Moses, they would not have 
slain their prophets nor crucified IEVE in his incarnate Word, jesus.10 

l 
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.Azbel 
1855-after 1917 

Azbel was one of the pseudonyms of Emile Abel Chi ut, a pupil of Jules 
Massenet and composer of popular works. In the 1890s he produced in 
Paris a series of auditions voilies, "veiled concerts," in which the audi
torium was dimly lit, filled with plants, and the audience sat on sofas 
listening to invisible musicians and recitations (Chiut wrote the poems 
as well as the music). Under the name "Hizcat" he published La ligmdt 
dt l'itrt Althius, a work of mythological history. As "Athenius" he wrote 
some very pointed articles on the Great War and its roots in the Ger
man character. Finally-unless further pseudonyms are discovered-he 
took the name "Azbel" for his aesthetic and theoretical works, of which 
the most important is the multidisciplinary Lt Beau tt sa loi, 1899. 

This chart of Azbel's system is a suitable conclusion to our collec
tion, for it shows the Harmony of the Spheres come of age and recon
ciled with modern science. Azbel takes the distances of the planets and 
asteroids from the sun, both as established by astronomy and as placed 
according to Bode's Law, and calculates the tones that correspond to 
them. The coincide·nces with the harmonic series are too obvious to 
ignore, and the grand chord that emerges is a symbol of the intelligent 
harmony that regulates Azbel's universe, as it does Plato's, Kepler's, 
and perhaps our own. 

Sourrt: Azbel, Htmnonit Jes monJts (Paris: Hughes Roben, 1903). 
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Notes by other authors, uanslators, or commentators are indicated by 
their initials in brackets. 

1 • PLATO 

1. A. E. Taylor, A Commentary on Plato's Timaew, p. 106. 

2. Plllto's Cosmology, pp. 59-94. 

3. The Pythagorean Plllto, pp. 57-70. 

4. The Dimensions of Paradise, pp. 150-169. 

5. Soul, throughout this description, is a paradoxical entity, partaking 
of the incompatibles which it is its task to unite. As Plato says, "two 
things alone cannot be satisfactorily united without a third; for there 
must be some bond between them drawing them together." (31 b-e) 
The whole "Timaeus scale" is an extension of this principle of placing 
bonds or means between things: in the first instance, between the uni
tary existence of the Gods and the divided existence of the cosmos with 
all its pans. 

6. The three ingredients of the soul are {I) an Essence, midway be
tween indivisibility and divisibility, {2) Sameness, {3) Difference. The 
latter pair are again incompatibles, stressing the soul's simultaneous pos
session of its primordial unity and of the multiplicity which it experiences 
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in the world of time, space, and separated creatures. For a more corn· 
plicated reading of this passage, see Cornford, pp. 59-61. 
7. The Oemiurge "ladles out" portions in the measures l, 2, 3, 4, 9, 8, 21. 
The figure which sets these out in the form of the Greek letter lambda 
dates at least from Plato's century: 

1 

27 
FIGURE 31: Tbe Tit~U~nu Numbers in lAmbda Form 

This figure clarifies the sequence of numbers as being the squares and 
cubes of 2 and 3, expanding the Pythagorean "first female" and "first 
male" numbers into the three dimensions required to form a spatial 
cosmos. But in order to visualiz.e the next process, it is necessary to set 
them out as a single line: 

0 1 2 3 4 8 9 27 

I I I I I I I I 
8. A description of the Harmonic Mean. Thomas Taylor's translation 
may be illustrated as follows: 

When a > b a • ..!.. = b + ~ 1 X X 

(x being the "part" or fraction). The formula for the mean itself is 

2 a b 
a+b 

It is harmonic because this i'l the relationship between any three con· 
tiguous members of the harmonic series, e.g. between the 2nd, 3rd, and 
4th harmonics produced by ~. ~. and 'I• of the fundamental string 
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length. Clearing fractions, one has the progression 6, 4, 3, which an· 
swers to the formula. 

9. The Arithmetic Mean, defined as a·x = bu, found by the formula 

a+b 
2 

10. By placing the harmonic and arithmetic means between the powers 
of 2, any pair of which forms an octave, the sesquiaher (2: 3 ), sesquitenian 
(3:4), and sesquioctave (8:9) intervals emerge. For example, between 
the octave E'•6 and E·l2 (Greek scales always going downward), the 
harmonic mean is B-8 and the arithmetic mean A·9. The four tones 
6, 8, 9, 12 will sound E' BA E, creating the sesquialters (perfect fifths) 
E'-A and B-E; the sesquitertians (perfect fourths) E'-B and A-E, and 
the sesquioctave (whole tone) B-A. The resulting matrix, 6:8:9:12, is 
known as the musical Tttraktys, a term borrowed from Pythagorean 
arithmology. 

11. Every interval of a fourth is now filled as far as possible with whole 
tones. Referring to the previous note, this would fill out the matrix E'
B-A-E with the new whole tones E'-0, D-C, A-G, G-F, making a 
complete diatonic Dorian scale of E' D C B A G F E. 

12. When a perfect fourth is filled with two whole-tones, there is a 
"left-over" (Gk. ltimma) that we would call a semitone, but which in 
strict Pythagorean tuning is a rather smaller interval, 256:243. Broadly 
speaking, the whole range from 1-27 has now filled out with a scale, 
made from two sorts of contiguous interval: the 9:8 tone, and the leimma. 
It covers four octaves and a sixth, far exceeding the range of Greek 
usage. For a complete analysis of the numbers and notes involved, and 
a tour de force of musical interpretation, see Ernest McCiain's Tbt 
Pythagortan Plato, pp. 64-69. 

13. The diatonic scale is now imagined as set out on a snip of parch
ment. The snip is bent round so that its ends meet, and then this 
circular snip is sliced lengthways into two. The two circles are swiveled 
relative to one another until, viewed from the side, they have the shape 
of an X. For a masterful numerical interpretation of this figure, see 
John Michell's Tbt DimtnSions of Paradist, pp. 154-169. 

14. The circle of the Different is further cut lengthwise into seven 
narrow rings. At this point we move abruptly into our own cosmic 
system, in which (assuming the traditional geocennic model) the un· 
changing sphere of the fixed stars surrounds the seven different spheres 
of the planets, the latter turning at different and sometimes relatively 
"contrary" rates. Thomas Taylor's original translation reads: " ... as 
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each of lhem are three, he ordered ... ",which I have amended to the 
later version found in his Proc/w on tbt TiTIUitW of PIJJto, vol. 11, p. 13 I. 
In Proclus' extensive commentary (see no. 12), the Neoplatonist con
firms what the visual imagination suggests, namely that each of the 
seven circles is imprinted with the original three double and three triple 
intervals (1, 2, 4, 8 and 1, 3, 9, 27), and, presumably, with all their 
diatonic subdivisions. Proclus says that "each of the seven spheres com
prehends a multirude of powers, some of which are more total, but 
others are more partial" (ed. cit., vol. 11, p. 134), i.e., the strucrure of 
the World-Soul in its entirety is to be found in every partial soul. See 
also ed. cit., vol. 11, p. 449, for a further commentary on the soul's 
completeness. Other (and older) commentators have interpreted the 
intervals as belonging bttwttn the circles and expressing the relative 
spacing between the orbits (see A. E. Taylor, op. cit., pp. 154-163). 
These may simply mean that the relative radii are 1, 2, 3 ... 27; or that 
the radii are successive multiples of each preceding radius (as assumed, 
following Porphyry's lost Commentary, by Macrobius 11, 3, 14-see 
note S to Macrobius no. 11). Since Timaeus is still talking about soul, 
and not about body, Proclus seems to ascribe to him the more plausible 
intention, but multiple meanings are always a possibility in Plato. 

IS. The Sun, Mercury, and Venus are the ones that revolve similarly 
(cf. the Myth of Er from Rtpublic X and Epinomis 986-987), while the 
remaining four are the Moon, Mars, Jupiter, and Sa rum. 

16. Proclus comments on this (ed. cit., vol. 11, p. 155) that soul only 
"participates" in the harmony which preexists in a higher realm than 
soul, in the Demiurge himself and in his divine creations such as the 
Muses (cf. Proclus' distinction between Muses and Sirens in his Com
mentary on the Rtpublic-see no. 12). Proclus says here: "Harmony 
must be conceived to be a threefold substance; so as to be, [ 1] either 
harmony itself, or [2] that which is harmonized; being a thing of this 
kind according to the whole of itself; or [3] that which is secondarily 
harmonized, and in a certain respect participates of harmony. And the 
first of these must be assigned to intellect; the second to soul; and the 
third to body." Of the body, Timaeus later remarks that the senses 
"agitate and tear in pieces the circulation of the narure distinguished by 
difference. Hence, they whirl about with every kind of revolution each 
of the three intervals of the double and triple, together with the me
diums and conjoining bonds of the sesquitertian, sesquialter, and 
sesquioctave ratios, which cannot be dissolved by any one except the 
artificer by whom they were bound ..• " (Timatru 43d), suggesting that 
the whole scale is present even in the physical body as a cohesive force. 
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2 • PUNY THE ELDER 

I. Pliny refers to the spherical body of the firmament, which encloses 
all the other celestial spheres, and which-presuming a static earth
seems to rum around once a day. 

2. Pliny gives three different estimates for the relative distances from 
the earth of the sun, moon, and stars. Taking the distance from the 
earth to the moon as I, they are as follows: (I) earth-sun, 20; (2) earth
sun, 3; earth-stars, 6; (3) earth-sun, 3 YJ; earth-stars, 7. See also Alexander 
of Aphrodisias, In Mttapb. AS, for another Pythagorean theory. 

3. This is exactly half of Eratosthenes' figure for the earth's circumfer
ence, 252,000 stades, as reponed by Pliny at the end of this book (11, cxii). 
Pliny's own emendation in his brief final chapter (11, cxiii), where he 
says that bJJnnonicJJ r11tio adds 12,000 more stades to Eratosthenes' fig
ure, has been demonstrated by John Michell (lincimt Mttrology, pp. 3-13) 
as perfectly accurate, equal to 24,883.2 miles when the correct units are 
understood. 

4. Pliny does not say whether the following scale goes up or down, but 
implies it in the conceit recorded at the end of the same chapter. 
Martianus Capella, who reports almost the same scale (Dt nuptiis 11, 
169-199; see MM&M) confirms the upward direction, with the conse
quent scale of Earth D, Moon E, Mercury F, Venus Ft, Sun A, Mars 
8, Jupiter C, Sarurn Ct, Fixed Stars E. This is a Dorian scale consisting 
of a disjunct pair of chromatic tetrachords, plus the earth's added tone. 
Theodore Reinach (see Bibliography) suggests that the original Pythagorean 
scale was the enharmonic version of this, implying the following changes: 
Mercury E quaner-sharp, Venus F, Jupiter 8 quaner-sharp, Sarum C. 
Reinach recommends the enharmonic genus because in the fifth cen
tury B.C.E. it was the one most used in theory, whereas the chromatic 
was considered frivolous; but since both were written in the same no
tation, confusion of the movable notes was easy. Reinach interprets the 
whole matter as a projection into the sky of the existing musical system 
as applied to the nine-stringed lyre of the fifth century. Cf. note S to 
Theon of Smyrna (no. 4), who reports a Phrygian version of this as his 
planetary scale, a~d the discussion by Glarean (no. H). 

S. In tll S11tumum Dorio movtri pbtbongo; the meaning is that since the 
Dorian scale is pitched a note higher than the Phrygian, Sarum, Jupi
ter, etc., may be said to move at successively lower modes. Martianus 
Capella reproduces this idea, saying that Jupiter rang with a Phrygian, 
Sarurn with a Dorian sound (Dt nuptiit 11, 196-197). 
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3 • NICOMACHUS OF GER.ASA 

1. Flora R. Levin, in Tbt Harmonics of Nicomacbw and tbt Pythagomzn 
Tradition, p. 36, summarizes the difficulties in translating this passage 
and the disagreements of all the experts, and offers the following: "For 
they say that all bodies that whir when something yields to them and 
is quite easily set into undulating motion, necessarily produce sounds 
which differ from one another in intensity, [speed] and pitch, these 
differences in sound being attributed to the weights of the particular 
bodies or their individual speeds or the positions in which the orbital 
swing of the earth takes place. And these positions arc either somewhat 
subject to fluctuation or, conversely, arc intractable." 

2. Cf. Plato, Cratylw 410b. 

3. A basic confusion of terminology arises from the fact that the Greek 
lyre was held, like the guitar, with the lowest-pitched string at the top, 
and the highest-pitched at the bottom. Nicomachus' scale as described 
here is generally interpreted as a pair of conjunct tetrachords: Moon D 
(nete), Venus C (paranete), Mercury 8~ (paramese), Sun A (mese), Mars 
G (hypermese lichanos), Jupiter F (parypate), Saturn E (hypate). Of 
these the fixed tones are ncte, mesc, and hypatc; the others are movable 
(cf. the scales in the notes to Pliny, no. 2). In one fragment ofNicomachus 
(von Jan, Mwici Scriptorts Gratci, p. 272) the positions of Venus and 
Mercury are corrected by being reversed. He says that his predecessors 
had assigned the notes to the planets in the reverse order, i.e., with the 
moon at the lowest pitch. The scale of his Manru~l is certainly unusual 
in descending from Moon to Saturn. The general assumption of clas
sical natural philosophers was that high pitch is caused by rapid, low by 
slow speed; and since the fastest of all bodies was assumed to be the 
sphere of the fixed stars, whirling around once in twenty-four hours, 
that would naturally be assigned the highest pitch. The seven planets 
all move in a contrary direction to it, gradually slipping counter-dock
wise, as it were, while they are carried along clockwise. Saturn com
pletes a whole ~ontrary circle once in 30 years, the moon in a month. 
Hence in an absolute sense, Saturn moves faster than the moon, and 
hence the pitches might best be made lower as one approaches the 
earth. This they do in all other classical sources except Nicomachus 
(and 8oethius, where he repons Nicomachus). The earlier Greek as
tronomers, however, such as Anaximander, believed in a rotating earth 
(see A. E. Taylor, A Commmtary on Pillto's Timatw, p. 162n.), and 
therefore approached closer to modern cosmology by leaving the stars 
at rest. Like the static earth of Cicero, it would then be the stars that 
would remain silent-as they do in Nicomachus-and the music would 
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begin with Saturn, the slowest-moving planet, at the lowest pitch. It is 
therefore probable that Nicomachus transmits the original planet-scale 
of the Greeks, whose authenticity is supported by its restriction to the 
sacred number seven, the number of the Chaldaean planets, the differ
ent scale-tones, the days of the week, etc. 

Roger 8ragard, in "L'harmonie des spheres scion 8oece" (see Bib
liography) reinterprets the scale as follows: he says that the mese in 
Pythagoras' time was the middle string but no longer the middle pitch, 
the tetrachords having become disjunct; and therefore gives the follow
ing arrangement in disjunct tetrachords, one of them defective: E' D 8, 
A G FE. See also note 6 below. 

4. Logos: the meaning is probably the Pythagorean tradition, but it 
might simply mean "as reason suggests." 

S. In this chapter, which is of great interest to the historian of acous
tical theory, Nicomachus brings into his Pythagorean exposition the 
Aristoxenian concept of kintsis. See Levin, op. dt., pp. S l-63, for an 
analysis of these issues. Her point, in short, is that Nicomachus was 
determined to attribute everything worthwhile in harmonics to Pythagoras. 
6. The earlier scale is the first one given in note 3. The expansion with 
which Pythagoras is credited leads to the scale of two disjunct tetrachords: 
E' D C 8, A G F E. Levin, op. cit., pp. 78ff., believes that here as 
elsewhere Nicomachus, as an excessively loyal Pythagorean, is claiming 
every invention as his master's, including this expansion of the lyre's 
range from a seventh to an octave, which had been done by Terpander 
a century before Pythagoras. Terpander's scale was E' D C, A G FE 
(Pseudo-Aristotle, Probltmatll 19-32). 

7. Nicomachus is the earliest source for this famous legend. The story 
as it stands is fallacious, because (1) the different tones of hammering 
depend more on the weight and shape of the anvil than of the hammer 
(cf. a xylophone's constant pitch under different mallets), and (2) the 
experiment of stretching the strings by suspended weights repons a 
variation of pitch directly proportional to the weights, whereas the 
actual proportion is to the square roots of the weights. Ruelle (ed. cit., p. 
20) cites skeptically A.-j.-H. Vincent in Noticts tt txtraiu dts mss., vol. XIX. 
pt. 2, p. 274, as proposing the replacement of spbura ("hammer") by 
spbaira ("sphere"), which would make more sense; the workers might 
have been hammering out hollow globes on the anvils, which would 
have rung with different pitches. 

An interesting sidelight on this is shed by a passage in Iamblichus' 
Lift of PytbagoriiS, Ch. 28: "[Pythagoras) honored the Gods in a way 
similar to that of Orpheus, placing them in images and in brass, not 
conjoined to our forms, but to divine receptacles; because they compre-
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bend and provide for all things, and have a nature and morphe (form] 
similar to the universe." (fhomas Taylor's translation, London, 1818, 
pp. 109-110) Taylor adds to the word "receptacles" this footnote: "i.e. 
to spheres; Iamblichus indicating by this, that Pythagoras as well as 
Orpheus considered a spherical figure as the most appropriate image of 
divinity. For the universe is spherical; and, as Iamblichus afterwards 
observes, the Gods have a nature and morphe similar to the universe; 
morphe, as we learn from Simplicius, pertaining to the color, figure, and 
magnitude of superficies." Nothing would be more Pythagorean than 
that such metal spheres, like the resonators of Vitruvius' theater (De 
11rcb. V, 5) should have been tuned to the perfect consonances. See also 
the reference to "instruments consisting of concave brass" in Boethius 
(transmitting a lost passage of Nicomachus), De Inst. Mus. I, ii; and on 
musical brass disks, the sources assembled in Burkert, Lore 11nd Science 
in Ancient Pytbt~gorellnism, p. 377. lsaac Newton (see no. 40) believed 
that the second fallacy concealed the Pythagorean knowledge of the 
inverse-square law of gravitation. 

8. A surveying instrument like a theodolite. 
9. It is surely no coincidence that Pythagoras is imitating the procedure 
of the Demiurge in Plato's Tim11tus (see no. 1), filling out the matrix to 
make a diatonic scale. 
10. This reservation is due to the Pythagorean rejection of the term 
"semitone" as an inaccurate, Aristoxenian substitute for the leimma. 

1 I. Condensed and adapted from Tim11tus 36a-b. For some reason, 
Nicomachus changes Plato's statement that all the fourths were filled 
out with whole-tones and leimmas, making him say only that the dis
tance between the fourths and the fifths was a whole-tone. The remain
der of our extract shows Nicomachus demonstrating that the 6:8:9:12 
proportion contains the three means: harmonic, arithmetic, and geo
metric. The latter is a little forced, since a true analogy would place it at 
the square root of 72-an irrational number, hence fore.ign to Pythagorean 
mathematics. See also note 30 to Proclus (no. 12). 

.. • THEON Of SMYilNA 

1. Plato does not say this explicidy: he recommends the investigation 
of which numbers are harmonious, and why (Republic S3lc). But he has 
already said that Harmonics is a sister science to Astronomy (5 30d), 
and that the actual movements of the heavenly bodies are not the con
cern of the latter, but only "problems" (SlOb). 

2. Theon's books on geometry and on stereometry are lost. 
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3. Theon proceeds after this introduction by expounding arithmetic, 
beginning with the Monad. 
4. Calcidius (see no. 10) cites a Latin version of the same lines, but 
attributes them to Alexander Miletus. It is generally assumed that Theon 
was mistaken, and that the author was Alexander of Ephesus or Alexander 
Polyhistor (both first century B.C.E.). See A. E. Taylor, A Commmtllry 
on Plilto's Tim~~eus, p. 166n. 
5. The relative pitches give the following pattern, also that of Censorious 
(no. 6): Eanh D, Moon E, Mercury F, Venus Ft, Sun A, Mars B,Jupiter 
C, Saturn Cif, Fixed Stars D'. Achilles Tatios, in his commentary on 
Ararus (p. 136 Petau), gives a similar scale: Earth D, Moon E, Sun Flf, 
Venus G, Mercury A, Mars B, Jupiter C, Saturn Cif, Stars D'. Plutarch 
(De 11nim. pro(1'. in Tim. 31) cites a scale that has the sun as mese, earth 
as proslilmbt~nommos a fifth lower, and the stars a fourth above the mue: 
Earth D, Sun A, Stars D'. He adds enigmatically that Mercury and 
Venus move en di11tonois k11i lich11nois, which cannot be explained. But his 
framework may be that of a similar scale with the sun in the central 
position. Theodore Reinach (op. cit; pp. 441-443-see note 4·to Pliny, 
no. 2) explains this scale-type as a chromaticized version of the nine
note Phrygian enharmonic scale of the Pythagoreans, given by Aristeides 
Quintilianus as: D, E, E quaner-sharp, F, A, B, B quaner-sharp, C, D'. 
Music11 Mu'llll4nll, the unpublished dissenation of James Haar (see Bib
liography), is an unrivaled guide through this labyrinth. 

6. Theon's source is evidendy the lost Pllltoniau of the great astrono
mer Eratosthenes of Cyrene (circa 275-194 B.C.E.), which he cites in 
his introduction and elsewhere. Eratosthenes' order of planets begins 
Moon, Sun, Mercury, Venus (see also Calcidius 73), a slight variation 
on the Platonic one and in fact the only one in agreement with the 
traditional order of· astrological rulerships: Cancer-Moon, Leo-Sun, 
Virgo-Mercury, Libra-Venus, etc. Theon quotes Eratosthenes as say
ing: "These eight spheres also harmonize together while making their 
revolutions around the earth." (11, xlvii) 

~ • PTOLEMY 

I. Ptolemy defines the emmekis as "those sounds which are easily ac
cepted by the ear" (H11rmonics I, 4), giving them {I, 7) as the semitone 
16:15, the major and minor tones 9:8 and 10:9, and the major and 
minor thirds S :4 and 6:S. These are later (Ill, S) distinguished in their 
symbolism from the perfect consonances of fourth, fifth, and octave. 
Later he admits such intervals as 12:11 (see Chapter 9 of our selection). 
During explains (ed. cit., p. 174) that they include any intervals usable 
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for melodic purposes, irrespective of their intervals as such. 

2. Ptolemy is neither a docttinaire Pythagorean nor an Aristoxenian: he 
allows both theory and the practical judgment of the ear to govern the 
rules of harmony. On the issues raised by Aristoxenus, see note 9 to 
Censorious (no. 6). 

3. Socrates says of Astronomy and Harmonics: "It is likely that, as the 
eyes are fixed upon astronomy, so the ears are med upon the move
ments of harmony, and that these sciences are closely akin, as the 
Pythagoreans say and we agree with them, Glaucon ... " (Republic 530d). 

4. Aristeides Quintilianus (Dt musitll Ill, 14) compares the five senses 
with five elements (the four material ones plus ether, corresponding to 
sight) and the five tetrachords of the Greater Perfect System, hence 
does not have to disallow touch as Ptolemy does. 

5. See During, ed. cit., pp. 271-272, on these divisions of the power of 
thought, and parallels in the "philosophasters" (Afttrphilosopbtn) 
Speusippos and Sallustios. Ptolemy's terms are sopbrosunt, tncbr11teia, 
aidos, praotts, apbobia, andrtia, charttrill. 
6. These are the three parts of the soul as described in Plato's Republic IV. 
For other English equivalents, see Clement A. Miller's translation of 
Gafori (no. 29) and our version of Zarlino (no. 32). 

7. Ptolemy's terms for the seven virrues of Reason are: oxutts, eupbuia, 
ancbinoill, tuboulill, sopbill, pbrontsis, tmptirill. 
8. In the chromatic and enharmonic tetrachords, py!non is the sum of 
the two smaller intervals (see note 19 below), and apybon is the larger 
interval. 

9. See the Greek note-names in note 12 below. 

10. During gives in a note to this passage a list of sources on the power 
of music to calm the soul: Plutarch De 11nim. prot. 44le; Aelius V11r. bist. X, 
23; Porphyry Vit. Pyth. 30; Cicero Tus(. disp. IV, 2; and, as an amidote 
to intoxication, Quintilian I, 10, 32; Senus Empiricus 749, 23; Iamblichus 
Vit. Pytb. 112 and 195. The numerous passages in Plato are listed in 
Aben, Lthrt vom Ethos, pp. 9-l3nn, the most imponant being Rtpubli( 
11, 398c-40le; Lllws 11, passim. 

11. On Pythagoras' use of music, see Guthrie's Tbe Pythagorun Sourctboo! 
with its accounts by lamblichus, Porphyry, and others. 

12. Ptolemy is aware that the range of possible pitches, like the circle 
of the Zodiac, is a continous one; but that for practical purposes both 
are divided into discrete steps: pitch into scale steps, the Zodiac into 
360 degrees and twelve signs. Essential to the understanding of his 
system is the System~~ ttltion or Greater Perfect System of Greek music: 

Greek pitch-names 
nete hyperbolaion• 
paranete hyperbolaion• 
trite hyperbolaion• 
nete diez.eugmenon•·b 
paranete diez.eugmenonb 
trite diez.eugmenonb 
parameseb 
mese• 
lichanos meson• 
parhypate meson• 
hypate mesonc.d 
lichanos hypatond 
parhypate hypatoncl 
hypate hypatond 
proslambanomenos 

•Tetrachord hyperbolaion 
Vf etrachord diez.eugmenon 
<T etrachord me son 
"Tetrachord hypaton 
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Approximate relative pitch 
in the diatonic genu 

a' . g 
f' 
e' 
d' d'* 
c' c'• 
b b~* 
a a* 
g 
f 
e 
d 
c 
B 
A 

--retrachord synemmenon, from Lesser Perfect System 

13. Ptolemy is bending the Greater Perfect System into a circle. Since 
it spans two octaves in all, any points diametrically opposed on the 
tone-circle will be an octave apan, and the extremes which we (arbi
trarily) translate as a' and A will meet at the beginning/end. A diagram 
of Ptolemy's tone-zodiac will be found in Godwin, Harmonies of HtiiVtn 
and &rtb, p. 153. 

14. This is the justification for a comparison which seems, at best, ar
tificial; for the Zodiac is a dosed circle, whereas the two-octave system 
is only a small part of the indefinite range of pitches. This indefinite 
range is articulated, however, by the recurrence of the 1:2 octave ratio 
and its audible identity. Might it not, then, be better envisaged as a 
helix in which a line parallel to the axis joining adjacent levels would 
unite pitches an octave apan? The Zodiac circle would then correspond 
to a single octave, making the asttological opposition a tritone rather 
than an octave, and each sign a semitone. Unforrunately such a system 
leaves the founh and fifth unsuitably matched, both corresponding to 
the astrologically weak aspect of the quincunx (l 500). Hans Kayser's 
solution (Ltbrbu(b dtr Hannoni!, pp. 167ff.) was to place the perfect 
fifth at the opposition point, the major third and flat seventh (seventh 
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harmonic} at the squares. Ptolemy's choice of a nvo-octave circle is due 
in part to the current Greek tonal system, but also to reverence for the 
Pythagorean tttralttys (1,2,3,4} which when musically translated covers 
a double octave (1:4). 

IS. To summarize this paragraph and figure 3: 

Octave Twelhh 
ABCD • 12 ABCD AB ABCD AC 
ADD • 9 ADC AC ABO AD 
ADC • 8 AB AD 
AB • 6 Fifth Double Octave 
ADC • 4 ABCD ABC ABCD : AD 
AD • 3 ABO AB 
CB • 2 AB AC Eleventh 
CD • I Founh ABC AD 

ABCD ADD 
ABC AB Large whole-tone 
AC AD ABO : ADC 

16. The correspondence is even more perfect with the equal tempera
ment system, in which the double octave does contain nvelve identical 
whole-tones. Several tone-zodiacs based on this are given in Godwin, 
Harmonies of Htavm and Earth, pp. 148-166. 
17. Taking C as a suing equal in length to the circumference, the 
intervals would be as follows: 

12:1 c - g" 
12:2 c - g' 
12:3 c - c' 
12:4 c -g 
12:S c - e~ 
12:6 c -c 
12:7 C - A slightly sharp 
12:8 C -G 
12:9 C- F 
12:10 C-£1, 
12:11 C - D slighdy flat 

18. None of these motions has anything to do with the tone-zodiac 
already explained. The first motion is the daily orbit of the fued stars 
and planets around the earth, exemplified by the Sun's journey from 
east to west: it is imagined to rise in pitch to its culmination or zenith, 
and to fall at sunset. The second motion (see Ptolemy's Ch. 11 of our 
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selection) considers the epicyclic rotations within the planetary orbits, 
elaborately calculated by Ptolemy and his predecessors to explain varia
tions inherent in a geocentric system. In each epicycle, the planet comes 
nearer to the earth and then recedes. The third motion (see Ch. 12) is 
more contrived: it is of the planet's declinations as they move through 
the Zodiac from the most "northerly" sign (Cancer} to the most "south
erly" (Capricorn}, and baclc. 

19. The parallel is as follows: 

Dorian tetrachord in diatonic genus 
E o• C B • widest epicycles 

Dorian tetrachord in chromatic genus 
E Ct• C 8 • medium epicycles 

Dorian tetrachord in enharmonic genus 
E c• 8-quarter sharp B • narrowest epicycles 

• • the licbanos note in each tetrachord 

20. I.e., to the radius of the epicycle which encircles the major orbit. 

21. Imagine the intervals as follows: 

FIGURE 32: The Ger~er11 11rul the Epicycles 

In the chromatic genus, I • E, 2 • Cl, 3 • C, 4 ... B. The bigger the 
epicycle, the larger the intervals 2-3 and 3-4 relative to the whole. 

22. Each planet, maintaining the same "genus" of epicycle, passes 
through the signs of the Zodiac, which cause it to appear variously to 
the north or the south. The sun, for instance, reaches its northernmost 
points at the summer solstice, when it is at the first degree of Cancer. 
Viewed from a point on the Tropic of Cancer, it is directly overhead 
at noon. This would correspond to the "highest" mode, the Mixolydian. 
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The other six parallels are: 

Gemini/Leo 
Taurus/Virgo 
Aries/Libra 
Pisces/Scorpio 
Aquarius/Sagittarius 
Capricorn 

Lydian 
Phrygian 
Dorian 
Hypolydian 
Hypophrygian 
Hypodorian 

With this scheme Ptolemy supports, as he does throughout the Hor
monics, the central position of the Dorian mode, putting it at the equi
noctial signs. 

23. We now rerurn to the two-octave circle of Chapter 8, each twelfth 
of it equivalent to a whole-tone and to one 300 sign of the Zodiac. The 
diagram in the text shows the course of the moon, exemplifying that of 
all the planets, from its conjunction with the sun at the dark of the 
moon. Its heliacal rising is the point at which it first becomes visible 
("new moon"), toward the first octant, while the full moon is when it 
is in opposition to the sun. The other planets are similarly obscured 
when they are close to the sun, and gradually become more visible as 
they and the sun move apan through the Zodiac. Their heliacal setting 
is when they again disappear into the sun's proximity. 

24. Seen from the earth, Venus and Mercury can never reach opposi
tion with the sun. That is why Cicero calls them "the sun's compan
ions" (Somn. Scip. IV, 2). This chapter survives only in very corrupt 
versions, and the placement of the planetary symbols on the diagram 
which I have redrawn from During's edition, p. 133, is, as he admits on 
p. 276, arbitrary. I have therefore omitted them. 

2 S. From here to the end of the treatise is missing, presumed unfinished 
at Ptolemy's death. What follows is a summary, absent from the best 
manuscripts but found in the hand of Nicephoras Gregoras, fourteenth 
century, which makes a feeble attempt at filling out Ptolemy's proposed 
chapter tides (see von Jan, .. Die Harmonic: der Spharen," p. 33). 

26. See our extract from Kepler's Mysttrium Cosmographicum (no. 34) 
for an attempt to correlate regular geometrical figures, aspect£, and inter
vals. Kepler admits that Ptolemy had almost hit on Kepler's own ideas, 
but was prevented by the geocentric system (Hannoniw Mundi V, 5). 

27. This chapter is thought to be more authentically Ptolemaic than the 
preceding two. Ono Neugebauer, in A Hinory of Ancimt Motbtmotical 
Astronomy, Pt. 2, pp. 913-917 and 934, describes the contenu of the 
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.. Canobic Inscription" attributed to Ptolemy, which contains astronomi
cal data and the following correspondences, very similar to those which 
end this chapter: 

Hyperhyperbolaia Stars 36 b' 
Nete hyperbolaion Sa rum 32 a . 
Nete diezeugmenon Jupiter 24 e . 
Nete synemmenon Mars 21YJ d' 
Paramese Sun 18 b 
Me se Venus, Mercury 16 a 
Hypate meson Moon 12 e 
Hypate hypaton fire, air 9 B 
Proslambanomenos water, earth 8 A 

According to Neugebauer (p. 934n.) the original sequence was .. ob
viously" 36, 32, 28, 24, 20, 16, 12, 8, 4; he says that .. the 'n is a mis
interpretation of the 20 as a sexagesimal fraction." Neugebauer's se
quence of numbers, however, though it gives a harmonic series cover
ing three octaves and a whole-tone, bears no relation to the Greek 
note-names. His book is a monument of scientific history, but his judg
ment is occasionally impaired by an impatient contempt for anything 
that does not foreshadow the quantitative exactitude of modem science 
(see, for example, his unscholarly dismissal of Cicero and Martianus, 
p. 1030). Von Jan found the same scale as the Canobus one in three 
Naples manuscripts of the late Byzantine period, but thought that the 
Canobic Inscription was a forgery because of its lack of fit with the 
Greek system. As an amendment, von Jan suggested that the scale should 
have excluded the highest note, the sphere of the stars, and the four 
elemenu, and reversed the order of numbers so as to correspond to 
string-lengths. That would give: 

Proslambanomenos Moon 36 A 
Hypate hypaton Mercury 32 B 
Hypate meson Venus 24 e 
Mese Sun 18 a 
Paramese Mars 16 b 
Nete diezeugmenon Jupiter 12 e' 

Nete hyperbolaion Sa rum 9 a' 

This certainly fits well the tetrachords of the Greater Perfect System, 
and also works much beuer with the zodiacal circle of 3600: 
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9d 
FIGURE 3 3: The Aspeas of the Pu~nets 

Diiring, on the other hand, argues sttenuously (ed. cit., pp. 281-284) for 
the authenticity of the Canobic Inscription as the work in which the 
mature Ptolemy wished to record his most profound discoveries for pos
terity. As such, they entered the Islamic as well as the Byzantine domain 
(see note 8 to the Brethren of Purity, no. 18). None of these versions 
succeed, however, in making the good and bad aspects work asttologically 
as well as musically, thanks to the basic fallacy of applying linear arith
metic to the circle. Thus the 9: 12 fourth is reflected in the Zodiac as a 
90'>-1200 semi-senile, but the 18:24 fourth as a 1800-24(}0 sextile. 

28. More correcdy bypate meson, if the moon is a fourth from Venus. 
The modern pitches arc conjectured from the description. 

6 • CENSOR1NUS 

1. Ce~sorinus has just given a summary of authorities on the question 
of wh1ch months of pregnancy can give live births. Of these, only Diodes 
Carystius and Aristode (Hist. an. VII, 4) believe that the eighth month 
is possible, while Aristodc alone admits the eleventh as well. 

2. The assumption is that only the asttologically effective aspects (scxtilc, 
square, trinc, and opposition) can bring about live births. These are 
calculated as movements of the sun, at the rate of 300 a month, from 
the time of conception. (See figure 34.) 

3. The "births" so far, occurring in the third, fourth, and fifth months 
of pregnancy, must be miscarriages. The live births that follow, in the 
seventh, ninth, and tenth months, arc brought about by the aspects 
beyond 1800. · 

li...,e o( 
conception 

o· 

±tao· 
orrositio,. 

FIGURE 34: The Aspeas F1111or1Jbk to Birth 
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4. Marcus Tercntius Varro (116-127 B.C.E.), librarian and the greatest 
Roman encyclopedist. His Tubuo Je origint bumana is a lost work. 

S. Diogcnes Apolloniatcs: eclectic philosopher of the late fifth century 
B.C.E.; his works lost. 

6. Hippon or Hipponax, natural philosopher of the fifth century B.C.E., 
much concerned with embryology; his works lost. 

7. Pythagoras' teachings were oral. This must be the opinion of a 
Pythagorean, probably reported by Varro. That the embryo develops 
purely from the male substance, making the mother a mere receptacle 
("matrix") for the seed, was the common Greek view before Aristode, 
for whom the menstrual blood was the matter, semen the formative 
element. Sec Nee4ham's History of Embryology, p. 43. 

8. Musica m scitntill btnt moJu/llndi, a definition repeated by lsidore of 
Seville and often thereafter. 

9. Aristoxenus ofTarentum, born between 375 and 360 B.C.E., philoso
pher and musical theorist, pupil of the Pythagoreans and of Aristotle. 
In his Hannonic Eltmtnts he criticizes the geometers and speculative 
music theorists and advocates the primacy of the ear's judgment over 
mathematical hairsplitting (ii, 33-34): hence his refusal to admit differ· 
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ent sizes of semitones (ii, 46-57). The musici are practical musicians. 
Theon of Smyrna (see no. 4) summarizes the two positions thus: 
"Aristoxenus says that it [the perfect fourth] is composed of two and a 
half perfect tones, while Plato says that this interval is two tones and 
a remainder (ltimma) ... of 256:243." (ed. cit., p. 44) Now the leimma is 
less than half of the wholetone 9:8: a difference that does not worry the 
ear-hence Aristoxenus' assimilation of two of them to make a sixth 
whole-tone for the octave, as in modem equal temperament-but which 
is mathematically significant. Hence Censorious' stricture on Plato's ter
minology at the end of this section. See Boethius Dt Inst. Mus. Ill, i-iv 

• for a mathematician's refutation of Aristoxenus. 

10. Plato never used the term; Timatus 36b has ltimma. Censorious was 
presumably using a secondary source. 

11. Censorious only reports the second part of Pythagoras' famous 
experiment, which we have here in Nicomachus' version (see no. 3). 

12. The following passage, omitted here, is translated in MM&M. It 
explains how the development of the embryo, counting days of preg
nancy, is in stages proportioned in the same 6:8:9:12 ratios. Censorious 
concludes (XII, S) that "if there is a harmony in the motion both of the 
body and the soul, music is definitely not foreign to our nativities." 

13. The fixed stars must be intended. Only Ptolemy (no. S) writes of 
their harmony. Censorious is here referring to much lost material 
(Dorylaus, etc.). 

7 • 0RPHEUS 

I. The poet has already referred to Apollo's journey, as the sun, be
neath ~e earth e~ery night. He now alludes to the god's yearly journey 
from wmter solsace (lowest note) through spring equinox (middle) to 
summer solstice (highest), tending alternately toward the north and 
south poles. The Dorian, the centrally pitched mode, is given the middle 
position here as in Ptolemy Dt Musica Ill, 12 (see no. S), where it 
represents the equator. 

2. This refers to the five zones (• "belts") into which ancient geography 
divided the earth: two frigid ones at the poles, two temperate ones (the 
northern including all the known world), and the torrid equatorial zone. 
The only two habitable, temperate zones "have no communication with 
each other because of the fiery heat of the heavenly body." (Piiny, Hist. 
nat. 11, lxviii, 172; see also Cicero Somn. Scip. VI, 1-3). All of this 
imagery recognizes the earth as in every sense coeval with the sun. 

3. In later Antiquity the rustic god Pan developed into a universal god 
of the All (Gk. to pan), cf. Orphic Hymn no. 11, "To Pan": "You weave 
your playful song into cosmic harmony . . . a veritable horned Zeus" 
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who also supports the earth and separates its zones. Cf. Aratus' refer
ence to the East and West extremes of the horizon, where the stars rise 
and set: "Ocean will give you signs at either horn" (565-566). Pan's 
seven-piped syrinx, source of "whistling winds," is his equivalent of 
Apollo's seven-stringed lyre. Cf. Johannes Galenos ~twe~fth ~entury C.E.) 
on Hesiod's Thtogony, who quotes from Orpheus: 1up1ter IS the go~ of 
the all, and the mingler of things, emitting shrill s~unds from wmds 
and air-mingled voices." (Quoted among the extens1ve notes of Tho
mas Taylor to his translation of this hymn in Tbt Mystic~/ Hymns. of 
Orphtus.) Cf. also the "whistling" descent of the soul as 1t fills With 
breath in Aristeides Quintilianus 11, 17 (no. 9). 

8 • SAINT A THANASIUS 

1. This section comes in a context of the proof of God through the 
revelation of the natural order and its "concordant harmony" of oppo
sites (Ch. 36). Parallels occur in the pseudo-Aristotelian Dt mundo, 
399a, 400b, which also compares God to a city-ruler, a helmsman (as 
Athanasius in Ch. 39), and a conductor (see next note). For further 
comparisons and sources, see Meijering's Orthodoxy and Pllltonism in 
Atbanasius, pp. 5-40. 
2. The simile of the lyre goes back to Heracleitus (Fragment 51) and 
is also found in lrenaeus, Adv. Hatr. 11, 3 7, 2. Athanasius is fond of the 
image; in Ch. 31, 4 he applies it to the relatio~ship. of reason to sense: 
"In like manner (to a musician), the senses bemg d1sposed to the body 
like a lyre, when the skilled intelligen~e .pres~des over the~ •. the~ to~ 
the soul distinguishes and knows what 1t IS domg and how 1t IS actmg. 
In 42, 3: "For just as though some musician, having tune~ a lyre, ~nd 
by his act adjusted the high notes to the low, and the mtermed1ate 
notes to the rest, were to produce a single tune as the result, so also the 
wisdom of God, handling the universe as a lyre, and adjustin~ thi~gs in 
the air to things on the earth, and things in the heavens to th•~gs m the 
air, and combining parts into wholes ... produces ... the un•ty of ~e 
universe and its order." This wisdom is defined (42, 2) as thejohanmne 
Word of the Father, and cast in a demiurgic role reminiscent of ~e 
harmonization of the elements in Timlltus 32b-c. A further mus1cal 
simile, likening the Word's relation to the universe to tha~ of conduc
tor and chorus, occurs in 43, 1; cf. Plotinus, Ermtads VI, 9, 8 (m MM&M). 
3. In the next chapter, Athanasius argues that a pl.urality o~ gods would 
imply a plurality of universes; which was cert~mly poss1bl~ to ~od 
(Origen thought it actually was so), but from w~1ch God reframed lest 
by the coexistence of more than one a plurahty of makers should be 

supposed" (39, 6)! 
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9 • ARISTEIDES QUINTILIANUS 

l. See also our extract from Gafori (no. 29, Ch. 14) for a summary of 
another chapter of Aristeides. 

2. That is, in Book Ill. The harmonia of the soul is discussed in Book Ill, 
section 24 (based on Plato Timaeus). Since this harmonia is composed 
of the numbers I, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, and 27 (which will be associated in Book 
Ill with specific passions and virtues) and since musical harmonia in~ 
valves these same numbers for its intervallic ratios, music has special 
mimetic power. Cf. Plutarch De mus. 44 and Sextus Empiricus Adv. 
musicos 3637. [IJM] 

3. Explaining the presuppositions of this division between the original 
home of the soul and its time spent in the body, Thomas Mathiesen 
writes: "'That place' (tluithi) is the original perfect dwelling place of 
the soul, and Aristeides Quintilianus will use the term consistently in 
this sense. The term is in contrast to 'the things in this world' (ta 
tnthadi) and 'the things of earth' (ta tede). Aristeides Quintilianus does 
not assign any other name to this region, but it appears to be Plotinus' 
Intelligible Realm (see Enneads 11.4 (12], Ch. 5)" (ed. cit., p. 116n). 

4. I.e., it makes a perfect circular movement, along with the Unmoved 
Mover of the Eighth Sphere, and is expanded to the dimensions of the 
universe itself (see below, "mentally coextensive with the universe"). 
This needs to be visualized in order to appreciate the soul's subsequent 
adventures. 

5. The soul contracts now, diminishing successively to the sizes of the 
different planetary spheres. 

6. The highest sublunary sphere, consisting of fire and light. 

7. These parts will later be associated with musical instruments: lines 
and sinews with the string instruments, the breath with the wind in~ 
struments. Festugiere, pp. 66-67 and 69-73, discusses these bodily parts 
and the sources of the doctrine. [TJM] 

8. This allegorical interpretation is based on the similarities of hermis 
(bedpost) and Hermes (Hermes); and logios (eloquent}-Hermes' epi~ 
thet, logos (ratio), and analogia (proportion). As a god, Hermes was 
commonly associated with Aphrodite. [TJM] 

9. This separation reflects the structure of the soul-as Aristeides 
Quintilianus proposes-because Ares is associated with the irrational 
part while Aphrodite is consecrated and withdraws from inferior things, 
reflecting the higher, rational part. [TJM] 

I 0. These two passages anticipate the later association of the string 
instruments (which are strung with dried gut) with the higher, ethereal 
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region, and the wind instruments (which use air and condense vapor) 
with the lower regions. [TJM] 

11. The tissues parallel the "membranaceous surfaces" and the arteries, 
the "sinuouslike lines." The breath is the third part of the bodily con
stitution described earlier in this section. In Greek medical thought, it 
was held that the arteries contained breath rather than blood and that 
the soul moved through the arteries. The soul did not, however, extend 
and collapse with the physical development of the body. (TJM] 

12. The notion of sympathetic movement in musical instruments and 
the soul is explored in an important article by Evanghelos Moutsopoulos, 
"Mousilte kinesis . .. "[see Bibliography] (p. 201 deals with this particular 
passage). See also idem, "Sur la 'participation' musicale chez Plotin," 
especially pp. 383-386. [TJM) 

13. Cf. Porphyrius Ad Gaurum 11.4. For a survey of sympathetic reso
nance, see Helmholtz, pp. 36-49; or Willi Apel, "Resonance," in The 
Harvard Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed., p. 726. (TJM] 

14. Apollo is also the god who has inspired this treatise (see Book I, 
proem, and Book Ill, section 27). The legend of Apollo and Marsyasis 
preserved in Diodorus Siculus 3.59. Marsyas was suspended over the 
river after losing his contest with Apollo. The contest was judged by 
the Muses. The inferiority of Marsyas to Apollo (and concomitantly, of 
the aulos and its music to the kithara and its music) is developed in the 
following section. Cf. Plato Rep. 3.10 (399c-e) and Symposium 215-216); 
and Aristotle Pol. 8.6. [TJM] 

15. Cf. the interpretation ofOdysseus and the Sirens in Proclus, (no. 12). 

16. This characterization of Polyhymnia follows Plato Symposium 187. 
The kithara is associated with Apollo in Plutarch de mus. 14 (1135F). 
[TJM] See also Dalberg (no. 44). 

17. Hermes was the inventor of the lyre (h. Mere 24ff); since he is also 
the guide of souls and the patron of young men, it is natural to also 
include the association with paideia. [TJM) 

18. Euterpe, whose name means "Well-pleasing," is associated with the 
aulos (Anth. Pal. 9.504-505). Athena is feminine in genus, of course, 
but because she also exhibits discretion and is associated with war, she 
is masculine in ethos. Athena invented the aulos but threw it away 
because playing it distorted her face (Plutarch De cobibtnda ira 6 [456b]; 
Athenaeus Deip. 616e-617b). [11M] 

19. Cf. Plutarch De mus. 3 7 and Sextus Empiricus Adv. musicos 7-9 and 23. 
Since breath is associated with the lower regions (Book 11, sections 
17-18), it would defile the hearing of the Pythagoreans, who were seeking 
transcendence. The aulos would, of course, excite the irrational im-
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pulses because of its character, but the lyre, which is dry and associated 
with the ethereal region (Book 11, sections 17-18), would raise and 
purify the soul. (TJM] 

20. That is, 1, 2, 4, 8 and I, 3, 9, 27. [TJM] 

21. This controversy of the soul and number is taken up in Plutarch De 
11nim~~ pro. 1013C-D, 1016E-1017B, 1023B-1024B. Cf. Plotinus Emu
lids VI.6 [34], especially Ch. 16. The "more precise" would be Plato and 
Plotinus; the other group would probably by Xenocrates and Posidonius 
and their followers. [TJM] 

22. These are the various numerical diagrams demonstrating the pat
tern described above. One such display appears later in the section. 
(TJM] 

23. Because number belongs to the higher, ethereal region. (TJM] 
24. In the One, the creative cause. [TJM] 

2 S. For a discussion of these numerical patterns, see Cornford, pp. 66-71. 
[TJM) 

26. Incorporeal things are inseparable because they are simple. On this 
matter of indivisibility of the incorporeal, see Comford, pp. 60-66. 
[TJM] 

27. On this entire paragraph, cf. Plutarch De 11nimat pro. 10270-F, 
10 17C-1 0 19B, which associates this numerical pattern with the plane 
figures [given by Aristeides in] Book Ill, section 4. [TJM) 
28. That is, 2 x 2 • 4. [TJM] 

29. Here the virtues are associated with human conditions, which are 
concomitandy associated with the numbers of the psychogony. [TJM] 

30. Aristeides has associated a "healthy condition" with the power of 
music in Book 11, sections 6 (para. 8) and 1 S (para. 2). [TJM, adapted] 

31. Because this is the transcendent virtue, associated with the One. 
[TJM] 

32. The duple pattern (1, 2, 4, 8) was assigned to the material (or the 
affective) and the triple (I, 3, 9, 27) to the incorporeal in the previous 
paragraph. [TJM] 

33. The following diagram is not preserved in the manuscripts. (TjM] 

34. This sentence refers to the nature of the Same and the Other in the 
psychogony. Although the circles are not mentioned until the next 
paragraph, it appears that they are implied here because the circle of 
the Same is uninclined and senior (Timllttu 36c) and it exhibits concav
ity and convexity together in respect to a central diameter and because 
the circle is not further subdivided. The circle of the Other, by con-
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trast, is set on the diagonal (crooked in repect to the axis) and is sub
ordinate since it is funher divided into seven unequal circles. On this, 
see Cornford, pp. 60-93. [TJM] 

35. The crook demonstrates the straight and the circular in its straight 
shaft and curved hook. [TJM] 

36. At the end of section 1 of Book m, Aristeides names the four numbers 
192, 216, 243, and 256 (the latter pair mentioned in Tim~~tus 36b), 
which constitute a tetrachord of the psychogenic scale. He also cites 
Plato's remark on how "sensible music falls far behind noetic music in 
precision." Thomas Mathiesen here draws the attention to the impor
tant dissenation of C. Andre Barbara, "The Persistence of Pythagorean 
Mathematics in Ancient Musical Thought." 

3 7. The reference here is to the division of the intervals produced by 
the duple and triple cubes (Timatus 36a). Plato actually inserred two 
means: the harmonic (which produces the sesquitertian ratio of A.Q.'s 
description) and the arithmetic (which would produce the sesquialteran 
ratio). [TJM) 

38. This sentence may refer to the splitting of the circle of the Other 
into seven circles, where three move at the same speed and four move 
at speeds differing from each other and from the three; or it may refer 
to the squares in the seris (4 and 9), representing planes-which have 
length and breadth, and the cubes (8 and 27), representing depth. [TJM] 

39. This refers to the movements of the seven planets and the zodiac, 
which were related to the voice in Book Ill, sections 21-23 [not given 
here]. See Ptolemy Tttr. 1.12-14 and especially Plutarch Dt animat pro. 
1028A-1030C. (TJM] 

40. This is associated with the circle of the Other because the even
times tetraktys used the curved line. The circle of the Other is defined 
as affective and so rightly associated with the material in accord with 
the second paragraph of this section. [TJM] 

41. The odd-numbered tetractys is the circle of the Same, which was 
associated with the straight and uninclined. This follows the association 
of the triple in the second paragraph of the section with the incorpo
real, better things. This sentence shows how the whole order of the 
universe provides a paradigm for the two divisions of music [theoretical 
and practical) introduced in Book I, section S, and this is the first 
association with full divisions rather than with classes or subclasses. 
[TJM) 

42. Because judgment has been associated with the One, it is unchange
able, as is the circle of the Same. [TJM) 
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10 • CALCIDIUS 

1. In section 9S Calcidius says that the intervals between the planets 
are also musical intervals, comparing them to the· circles of the Sirens 
in the Republic. On this, and generally on Calcidius' probable source in 
Adrastus, see Waszink. Strulim zum Tim4iosltommtntllr tks CAkidius, vol. I, 
pp. 34-35. Later (sect. 267) Calcidius says: "Without a doubt music 
~tionally adorns the soul, recalling it to its ancient nature and causing 
at eventually to be as God the creator made it in the beginning." 

2. Timlleus 36c, with a large lacuna, also left out of Calcidius' translation. 
3. Timlltus 37a. 

4. Calcidius' argument is that since soul was originally made from two 
elements, the Same and the Different, and from the dual nature of 
Essence (see Timatus Ha), it is inherently numerical; that just as all 
numbers are built on 1 and 2, so all creatures and all knowledge arc: 
built on the soul. 

S. "For as the rational soul of the world holds the middle position 
between divinity and nature, so the rational soul of man is between 
God and the animals" (Wasz.ink's edition, p. 102n). 

6. Plato's harmonies are all within a world-soul that is inherently ratio
nal, not between different degrees of souls. Calcidius' observation makes 
a transition to the reference in the next paragraph to the creation story 
of Gtntsis. The "sacred school" of the next section is Judaism, not 
Christianity (see Wasz.ink's edition, p. 103n). 

11 • MACROBIUS 

1. In sections 15-16, Macrobius summarizes the numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 
8, and 27. 

2. From Ita/os, "beautiful," and ops, "voice." On the interpretation "best 
voice" see Plato PhAtdrus 2 S9d. (WHS] 

3. Vergil, Atntid IV, 244. The words are said of Mercury's caduceus. 
4. Ibid., V, 728-729. 

S. Porphyry's lost commentary on the TimAeus, felt by many modern 
scholars to be the chief source of Macrobius' work, is here acknowl
edged (for the one and only time) as the authority for these radii of the 
planetary spheres, relatively I unit (moon), 2 (sun), 6 (Venus), 24 
(Mercury), 216 (Mars), 1728 Oupitc:r), and 36,288 (Saturn). Yet 
Macrobius says elsewhere (I, xix, 4; also below, 11, iv, 9) that Venus, 
Mercury, and the sun are so close together that their periods are ap-
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proximately the same. He does not have any clear system of his own. 
On Porphyry's theory, see A. E. Taylor, op. cit., pp. 162-163. Of course 
Porphyry may have been reporting it as one speculation among others. 

6. The standard explanation of pitch from Aristotle (Dt Animllll, viii, 420a) 
onward made high pitch the result of rapid, low the result of slow, 
speed. Therefore the fastest planets will have the highest notes. 
Macrobius has actually said (I, xxi, 6): "It is a fact that no planet moves 
more swiftly or more slowly than the others," but this is the very theory 
that does not allow for any cosmic harmony. Of the other two, moon
high and moon-low (see our note 3 to Nicomachus, no. 3), Macrobius 
embraces the latter, more popular theory, but declines to put actual 
notes to the planets. For an intelligent discussion of Cicero and 
Macrobius, see Glarean (no. 31). 

7. Cf. Nicomachus 4, 22 (see no. 3). The motive power of all the 
spheres is assumed to be the Primum Mobile, beyond the fixed stars. 

8. The diatonic genus alone was in use in the fourth century C.E., but 
the reason that it is the one used for the Timaeus scale is its math
ematical simplicity, not the reasons Macrobius adduces. Nevertheless, 
the prestige given to the diatonic genus by Plato's use of it in the 
Timatus and his recommendation of it for paideia may well have led 
theorists of cosmic harmony to prefer it. 

11 • PROCLUS 

1. While suggesting that the Sirens sing the eight notes of a scale, 
Proclus does not specify these notes. The "harmony" of a scale sounded 
all at once would of course be an extremely discordant "tone-cluster," 
and Proclus could not allow that. He therefore takes the sound as a 
metaphor for harmonious activity. 

2. The Muses inhabit Olympus, which is beyond the visible cosmos. 
The "Circle of the rings" is the whole complex of stellar and planetary 
orbits. 

3. Because Soul is prior to Body, and so the Sirens, or planetary souls, 
are the framework within which the bodies of the planets are fitted, not 
vice versa. 

4. logiltai. Proclus contrasts the simplicity of these planetary souls who 
know the Real through direct intellection with the clumsy complexity 
of our own means of knowledge. 

S. Cf. Plotinus, Ennt~~tls VI, 9, 8 (see MM&M). 
6. Earlier interpretations of the Odyssty make the Sirens represent the 
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allurements of sensual life which drag the soul down into generation. 
See Thomas Taylor, Stlutttl Writings, p. 329. For the later Neoplatonic 
attitude, see my note 11 to the Rtpublic in MMr/:tM. 
7. The Greek dual is used, untranslatable as such. 

8. The celestial monad, or the principle of unity, proceeds directly into 
a sevenfold archetype. The dyad, on the other hand, already represents 
the splitting of the primordial unity into duality and opposition, char
acteristic of the material but not of the intelligible world. Its proceed
ing must, Proclus argues, be into two opposing sets of seven, each 
archetype now having a positive and a negative quality. See also notes 
41 and 42, below. 

9. The Sirens' work is to attract and to harmonize, wherever they are. 
Thus the celestial ones make the planets move in mutual harmony; the 
terrestrial ones bring about the harmonious development of the physi
cal body; and "in the kingdom of Hades there are gods, daemons, and 
souls, who dance as it were around Pluto, allured by the Sirens that 
dwell there." (fhomas Taylor, "Additional Notes on the Cratylus," in 
Tht Works of Plato, vol. V, p. 702). 

10. I.e., the Muses are the models in the Intellectual World to which 
the Sirens of all types aspire; for intellectual harmony is the supreme 
harmony. See also note 16 to Plato (no. 1). 

I I. " ... the Seirens, having ventured upon a contest of song with the 
nine sisters, were deprived of the feathers of their wings, which the 
Muses subsequendy wore as an ornament (Eustathius, ad Hom., p. 85)": 
Quoted thus in G. R. S. Mead's Orphtus, p. 95, who refers this to the 
first opening and subsequent control of the psychic senses. 

12. I.e., the division of the soul, as described in Timatus 3Sb. 

13. Proclus, on beginning his discussion of the Timaeus harmonies, 
immediately dissociates himself from any confusion of levels that might 
suppose the harmonies of Life and Intellect to be audible to the bodily 
ears. He has previously expounded the "mathematical theory" at length. 

14. I.e., metaphorically or symbolically. 

1 S. Quoted from Timatus 41 b. 

16. I.e., the harmonic division restores a new wholeness to the divided 
soul, just as a musical scale or chord has a wholeness which arises out 
of the combination of its notes, yet transcends their separateness. 

17. I.e., the ratios or intervals, present in every subdivided circle. See 
note 14 to Plato (no. I). 

18. (1) Soul's undivided wholeness as a blend of Essence, Sameness, and 
Difference; (2) its wholeness as animator of the entire universe; (3) its 
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wholeness as animator of every separate creature, e.g., as giver of one's 
sense of individuality that transcends time and bodily change. 

19. Existence or subsistence, in a primordial sense. 

20. I.e., in the geometrical middle or proportion, which comprehends 
arithmetical and harmonica! proponion. For if to any three numbers in 
arithmetical proportion, a fourth number is added, so as to produce 
geometrical proportion [se. two pairs of numbers expressing the same 
geometrical proportion), then this proportion will comprehend both 
that which is arithmetical, and that which is harmonical. Thus if to the 
terms I, 2, 3 a founh term is added viz. 6, so that it may be 1:2:3:6, 
then I, 2, and 3 are in arithmetical, and 2, 3, and 6 in harmonic pro
portion. [TT) 
21. "Monadic," "impartible," "indivisible," "intellect," "the bound," are 
all expressions of wholeness. "Duad," "dyadic," "partible," "divisible," 
"infinity," pertain to multiplicity. To follow this exposition it is essen
tial to know the Neoplatonic series of hypostases in their hierarchical 
order: 

One 
(Being) 
Intellect 

Soul 
(Nature) 

Body 

Those in parentheses are not discussed here: hence Soul alone mediates 
between Intellect and Body. 

22. Tim11tus 3lc. 

23. A reference to the Pythagorean dichotomy of Bound • the primor
dial Oneness, and Infinity • the multiple universe. 

24. Another Pythagorean dichotomy: that of the Monad and the indefi
nite or indeterminate Duad (dyad). 

25. Cf. our extract from Giorgi (no. 30). 

26. The double octave (1:4) first arises in the double progression I, 2, 
4; and 1 + 2 + 4 • 7. 

27. Three is the number characteristic of the very highest members of 
the Neoplatonic hierarchy, the lntelligibles (cf. the Christian Trinity); 
seven, of a lower rank, the Intellectual Gods. 

28. Viz.. in the numbers 1.2.3.4.6. the hebdomad, as Proclus observes, 
consisting of 1.2. and 4. For 1.2. and 3. are in arithmetical proportion. 
The numbers 2.3. and 6. and also 3.4. and 6 are in harmonica) proportion. 
And the numbers 1.2.3. and 6. are in geometrical proportion. LTil 
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29. "Hortli, daughttn of Tbtmis and of Lord Zcus-
Eunumit 11nd Dikt and thricc-bltrrtd Eirm11-" 

(Orphic Hymn no. 43) The names of these three Seasons mean "Law
abiding," "Justice," and "Peace." 

30. Because a pair of ratios in geometric proportion can be constructed 
so as to express the other two proportions as well; see note 20. As we 
have pointe~ out in note 11 to Nicomachus (no. 3), this is a specious 
argument, smce the placement of a geometric mean, just like the other 
two means, properly requires only three terms of which the middle is 
the square root of the product of the other two, e.g., 3:9:27. It is true 
that the geometric mean between two terms is also the geometric mean 
between their harmonic and arithmetic means, e.g., the geometric mean 
of 6 and 12, the square root of 72, is also that of 8 and 9. 

31. Proclus now aligns the three means with the three ingredients of 
Soul: (1) Essence = geometric mean; (2) Sameness = harmonic mean· 
(3) Difference = arithmetic mean. ' 

32. Proclus explains the Timaeus scale as consisting of 34 notes (four 
diatoni~ .octave~ plus a sixth): Each octave (2:1) and twelfth (3:1) has 
been d1v1ded w1th an harmomc, an arithmetic, and a pair of geometric 
means, and the larger intervals that remain have been filled in with 
tones and leimmas. 

33. ~· for in~tance, the contrary divisions of the octave C-C' by har
momc mean mto C G C, and by arithmetic mean into C F C' are 
resolved into a pair of adjacent fourths CF, GC', or interloclcing firths 
CG, FC'. 

34. E.g., in the progression 6:8:12, 6/8 < 8/12. 

35. E.g., in the progression 6:9:12, 6/9 > 9112. 

36. E.g., in the progressions 6:8, 9:12, 6/8 = 9/12. 

37. Simplicity tends toward the original unity, hence is a characteristic 
of the lnteltigibles. The sensible world, on the other hand is composed 
of multiple bodies. ' 

38. The meanings of these ratios are as follows: 

Equal as 10:10 
Multiple as 10:20 
Submultiple as 10:5 
Superparticular as I 0: 11 
Subsuperparticular as 10:9 
Superpartient as 10:13 
Subsuperpartient as 10:7 

Fo~ fu~er examples and explanations, see Thomas Taylor, The Theo
rett( Arttbmetk of the Pythagomms, Book I, Chs. 10-20. 
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39. Because all multiple ratios are reducible to x:l, e.g., 10:5 = 2:1. 

40. Because all superparticular ratios are reducible to x: x + l. 
41. Because the difference in superpartient ratios is always > 1. 

42. Because all equalities are reducible to I: 1. 

43. Proclus is making the following correspondences: 
Point (the impartible)-equality 
Line-multiple, submultiple 
Surface-superparticular, subsuperparticular 
Solid (corporeal)-superpartient, subsuperpartient 
This enables any musical interval to be related to a particular stage 

of manifestation, e.g.: 
Point-unison (I: 1) 
Line-octave (2:1), twelfth (3:1) 
Surface-fifth (3:2), fourth (4:3), major third (5:4), minor third (6:5), 

whole-tone (9:8), semitone (16:15) 
Solid-major sixth (5:3), minor sixth (8:5), leimma (256:243) 

44. The multiple and submultiple ratios (which, taken in sequence, 
form geometrical progressions, e.g., 1:3:9:27) show archetypal forms 
mirrored in descending series through the different levels of being, 
according to the Hermetic principle of the reflection of the greater 
world in the lesser. 

45. Some reflections of the "solar form" in the various realms might be 
as follows: 

divine soul-Apollo 
daemoniacal soul-the god or daemon of Socrates 
human soui-Orpheus or another son of Apollo 
irrational animal-lion 
plant-sunflower 
stone or mineral-gold 

46. This difficult passage may be clarified as follows: Man: animal is as 
2:3 because man is wholly an animal (2), plus one certain animal type, 
viz. the human (2+ 1=3). On the other hand, Mule:animal is as 5:3 
because it is wholly an animal (3), plus two special types, horse and 
donkey (3 + 1+ 1 = 5). 

47. I.e., every creature relates to its species either in an individual way 
(as man or horse) or in a multiple way (as mule or other hybrids). 
Further examples follow in the text. 

48. The seven parts are I, 2, 3, 4, 9, 8, and 27; the seven ratios, the 
types enumerated above (see note 38 above); the seven circles, those of 
the Same plus the six of the Different (see Timaeus 36d). 
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49. This refers to the primal division of Intellect into Soul being sev
enfold. Seven is paternal, being a "male" (odd) number. It is motherless 
as a prime number. A recapirulation of the hierarchy of ratios follows, 
Proclus now interpreting them as types of relationship between things. 

50. Refer to the table in note 21 above. 

51. The "first monads" are the doublings of unity contained in the 
Tetr::aktys: I, 2, and 4. The ogdoad (8) belongs to the doubling, or 
"diminishing," of these. The triad (3) belongs to a third order, in which 
the imperfection of even numbers is "led around" to a semblance of the 
original unity. This paragraph is comprehensible if one keeps in mind 
the two different modes of development: (A) that initiated by the num
ber 2, aptly called the "prolific duad" because it begins a splitting pro
cess that leads, like the divisions of amoeba, to indefinite multitude; 
and (8) that begun by the number 3, which is superior to the dyad 
because it does not only proceed away from unity, but also returns 
again (2 + 1). This strange Pythagorean arithmology comes to life when 
expressed in musical terms. Series A is then the series of octaves, fruitless 
repetitions of a single tone, whereas Series B is the inexhaustible spiral 
of fifths (a "circle of fifths" only in equal temperament) which brings 
forth ever new tones. The Neoplatonic mind naturally associates these 
respectively with the, to them, futile exercise of corporeal procreation, 
and the truly creative acquisition of knowledge. 

52. We have insened the numbers in brackets to show how Proclus 
now works in order through the seven numbers of the Timaeus story. 

53. "Intellectual conversion" is the process through which one comes, 
through knowledge of something higher, to resemble that thing. "Gen
eration" is the creation of something lower. 

54. I.e., soul is involved in both the degenerative and divisive process 
of Two, and in the regenerative and unifying process of Three. 

55. The intervals under consideration in the preceding paragraph are 
those of geometrical progressions (2:4:8, 3:9:27), hence symbols of 
Essence. The relations between their appearance in various states of 
being are represented by the other means: in some respects they are the 
same (harmonic means), in others, different (arithmetic means). 

56. The circular progress of Soul may be shown as in Figure 3 5. 

57. The meaning of the ensuing passage seems to be that the three 
types of interval represent different degrees of relationship within the 
soul. 

58. I.e., the two intervals 6:8 (fourth) and 6:9 (fifth) are joined by 8:9 
(whole-tone). 
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FIGURE 3 5: Soul, Intellect, 11nd the Tim11eus Numbers 

59. The whole-tones and leimmas represent the penetration of the soul's 
ordering power into the lowliest manifestations of the world. 

60. Proclus now explains the Timaeus scale in its entire range of four 
octaves plus a sixth as follows: 

I • preexistence of harmony in Intellect (• whole-tone) 

4 = soul's panicipation of harmony in four degrees, 2°, 21, 21, 21, or 
3°, 31, 3J, 31 (four octaves) 

I 0 (I + 2 + 3 + 4) .. physical harmony, derived from the five Platonic or 
regular Solids (tetrahedron, cube, octahedron, icosahedron, dodecahe
dron), plus the five centers (North, South, East, West, and the center) 
,.. five wholetones 

61. This has to be explained via a lost Neoplatonic commentary cited 
by Ficino (Theol. Plat. IV, 128), surmised by Thomas Taylor to be by 
Prod us or one of the later Platonists (The Mystical Hymns of Orpbew, 
pp. 26-27n). "The professors of the Orphic theology consider a two
fold power in souls, and in the celestial orbs; the one consisting in 
knowledge, the other in vivifying and governing the orb with which 
that power is connected. Thus, in the orb of the earth, they call the 
gnostic power Pluto, but the other Proserpine ... " The remainder is 
better summarized in tabular form: 

Sphere no. I 0 One Invisible Sun 

9 (World-Soul) 
8 (Stars) 
7 (Sarurn) 
6 Qupiter) 

Gnostic Powers 
Bacchus Eribromus 
Bacchus Pericionius 
Bacchus Amphierus 
Bacchus Sebaz.ius 

Apollo 
Vivifying Powers 

Calli ope 
Urania 
Polymnia 
Terpsichore 
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Gnostic Powers Vivifying Powers 
5 (Mars) Bacchus Bassareus Clio 
4 (Sun) Bacchus Trietericus Melpomene 
3 (Venus) Bacchus Lysius Erato 
2 (Mercury) Bacchus Silenus Euterpe 
I (Moon) Bacchus Liknites Thalia 

Fire Phanes Aurora 
~ J~ ~00 
Water Ocean Tethys 
Earth Pluto Proserpine 

"From all which the Orphic theologists infer, that the particular 
epithets of Bacchus are compared with those of the Muses, .for the 
purpose of informing us that the powers of the Muses are, as 1t were, 
intoxicated with the nectar of divine knowledge; and in order that we 
may consider the nine Muses, and nine Bacchuses, as revolving round 
one Apollo, that is about the splendour of one invisible Sun." See also 
the commentary in Mead's Orpheus, pp. 92-96, and Wind, Pagan Mys
teries in the Renaisrance, pp. 277-278nn). 

The sesquioctave (8:9) is therefore the communion of the World
Soul with the eight visible spheres beneath it, excluding the earth-for 
at this stage of the Timaeus the elements have not yet been created. 
62. The eight Sirens correspond to levels 1-8 in our tabulation (previ
ous note). Apollo is the decad, the number of perfection and comple
tion in Pythagorean arithmology, raising all to a higher unity. Proclus 
later says: "Hence, as the world consists of eight parts, and also of ni~e, 
the ancients, at one time establish eight Syrens, and at another nme 
Muses, as presiding over the universe, since the harmony of the whole 
of things proceeds from these" (On the Timaeus, ed. cit., vol. 11, p. 88). 

63. "One, the celestial genus of Gods; another, winged and air-wander
ing; a third, the aquatic form; and a fourth, that which is pedestrial and 
terrene" (Timaeus 40a). 

64. Earth•cube, Watersoicosahedron, Air•octahedron, Fire= tetrahedron, 
surrounded by Ether-dodecahedron. See Timaeus 54d-55d. 

13 • BOETHIUS 

1. Tetrachords synemmenon and meson; see the Greater Perfect Sys
tem in note 12 to Ptolemy (no. 5). 
2. The resultant scale would go: Moon-D, Mercury-C, Venus-B\, Sun
A, Mars-G, Jupiter-F, Satum-E. 
3. I.e., Cicero, in the Dream of Scipio. See MM&M, and Macrobius' 
commentary and notes, above. 
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4. This scale would be: Moon-A, Mercury-B [Venus and Sun unspeci
fied] Mars-E, jupiter-F, Saturn-G, Stars-A. 

H • HUNAYN 

1. The Encyclopedia of Islam gives Hunayn's dates as 192 A.H./808 C.E.-
260/873 (A.H. = after the Hejira, year 622 of the common era), count
ing in years of twelve lunar months, h~nce the discrepancy i~ ,his age. 
Amnon Shiloah, in The Epistle on Musu of the Ilthwan al Saja, p. 10, 
gives the birthdate 803 C.E. 

2. Ammonius Hermiae, born later fifth-century, died between 517 and 
526 c.E., was the son of Hermias, eo-pupil with Proclus and Syrianus 
at the Academy of Athens (founded by Plato). Ammonius also studied 
under Proclus then returned to Alexandria to lead the school of phi
losophy there: Among his pupils were the Athenians Damascius and 
Simplicius (see MMbM); Olympiodorus, the l~st pagan ~ead o.f ~e 
Alexandrian School, from 550-563; and John Phtloponus, hts Chnstlan 
successor (died c. 570). All were important links in the transmission of 
Greek learning to the Syrian and Arabic domain. On the end of 
Alexandrian Platonism, see Westerink, ed. Anonymous Prolegomena to 
Platonic Philosophy, pp. ix-xxv, and on Hunayn's sources and references 
in general, Werner and Sonne, article cited, pp. 558-563. 

3. Thus the translation; presumably a lyre was meant in the Greek 
original, while Arabic readers would imagine an oud, the Middle East· 
ern ancestor of the lute, still in widespread use today. 

4. This seems to refer to the Hermetic doctrine of the descent of the 
soul from its home in the "superior world" above the stars, through the 
planetary spheres where it makes its "sublime co~posi~ons," u~til it is 
lured by the vision of sensuous Nature (symbol~zed 1.n the ~1rror of 
Dionysus and the pool of Narcissus) and falls mto mcarnatJon. See 
Aristeides Quintilianus (no. 9) on this descent and music. 
5. Rhetor of the second century c. E., familiar of Plutarch and member 
of the Emperor Hadrian's circle. 

6. King Philip of Macedon. Aristotle, also ~enti~ned, ~as tutor _to the 
young Alexander. The casual mixture of Artstotehan ~lth Platomc say
ings reflects the lack of discord between the two phtlosoph_ers as per
ceived by Arabic and early medieval scholars; T~ese Ar~sto.tle and 
Alexander stories come mainly from Athenaeus De1pnosophuta1. 
7. The comparison of tones to virtues recalls Ptolemy, De Musica 1!1, 
4-6 (no. 5) and Aristeides Quintilianus, but the correspondences wtth 
the humors are intrinsic to the four-stringed oud, and must date from 
the superseding of the classical lyre by this instrument. As soon as four 
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strings, rather than the classical seven, became the norm, the way was 
open for sevenfold symbolism (planets, etc.) to give way to fourfold 
(elements, etc.). See Isaac ben Haim (no. 25), for the penetration of 
these ideas into Jewish theory. 

1' • AURELIAN OF R£0ME 

1. Job 38:37 reads in the Vulgate: quis tnllrrabit caelorum rationtm, et 
ronuntum coeli quis dormire fadet? The "concert of the heavens" is a 
mistranslation derived from St. Jerome's organa coeli; that in turn from 
Theodotion's Greek organa ouranon (the Septuagint, partly based on 
Theodotion, has simply ouranou); that in turn from the Hebrew expres
sion "the measures of the sky," which the First Targum (fifth-century 
Hebrew commentary) explains as "the clouds which resemble the water
skins of heaven." Hence the King James Version's "who can stay the 
bottles of heaven?" See Dhorme, A Commentary on the Boolt of Job, pp. 
593-594. 

2. This is an early definition of the Seven Liberal Arts, of which the 
first three (the Trivium) are more generally given as Grammar, Logic, 
and Rhetoric. The subsequent four (the Quadrivium) are given in the 
usual sequence, derived by Boethius from the five mathematical sci
ences of Plato's Republic (see our extract from Theon of Smyrna, no. 4). 

3. The literal meaning of "geometria" and taken as such by Manianus 
Capella, for example, whose exposition (De Nupt. VI) is almost wholly 
devoted to earth-measurement as opposed to the abstract, Eudidean 
science. 

4. Dijftrtntiat are "those variable terminations to the psalm-verse recita
tion formulae which are necessitated by the varying beginnings of the 
antiphons that follow them." Lawrence Gushee, "Aurelian" in Nm Grove I, 
p. 702-704. 

5. In Chapter ix these are explained as being untranslatable Greek 
exclamations of rejoicing, which contain modal melodies. See Gustav 
Reese, Music in the Middle Ages, p. 173. 

6. This was also the object ofHeinrich Glarean's Dodecachordon (see no. 31), 
though he began not with the Greek but with the eight church modes. 

16 • jOHN SCOTUS ERIUGENA 

1. From Eriugena's Periphyseon or Dt Divisione naturae (Patrologia Latina, 
vol. 122, col. 966). 
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2. The heading is original. This part of the commentary is on the 
passage in Martianus Capella's The Marriage of Philology 'With Mercury I, 
11-12, that describes the musical trees in the Grove of Apollo (see 
MMbM, pp. 305-306). On Eriugena's musical thought, see the articles 
of Handschin and Miinxelhaus listed in the Bibliography. 

3. The only previous author of a double-octave system for the plan
etary music was Favonius Eulogius (late founh century B.C.E.), pupil in 
rhetoric of Saint Augustine and commentator on the Dream of Scipio. 
Favonius accepted the "Pythagorean" scale of an octave from earth to 
stars, following the tuning of Pliny (see no. 2), but having only a semitone 
between Saturn and the starry sphere. Then he drew the sensible con
clusion that "since the universe is formed from two hemispheres, the 
upper and the lower one, it must comprise in all a double octave or 
twenty-four semitones" (Disputatio, para. 25). 

4. Eriugena has two different methods of assigning pitches. One is 
based on the positions of the fixed orbits. Thus in Periphyseon (it 122, 
col. 722) he estimated "not irrationally" that there must be one octave 
from the earth to the sun, another from the sun to the starry sphere, 
using words similar to those of the present Commentary. Earlier in the 
Commentary (f. 9-10") he has expounded a slightly different version, 
with the sun bisecting a double octave between the moon and Saturn. 
Eriugena's second principle is based on relative speeds, which give rise 
to the ratios now explained. Sometimes the tones of both systems co
incide, leading even the author (I believe) into confusion. 

5. The relative speeds are, from slowest to fastest: Saturn, Jupiter, Mars, 
Sun, Venus, Mercury, Moon, Sphere. 

6. Eriugena's mathematics is not strong. Here three whole-tones make 
a perfect fifth, while elsewhere he takes the value of n to be 2 (see 
Handschin's article, p. 331). 
7. Eriugena is avoiding the attribution of tones to the spheres them
selves-the idea of Plato's Republic-in favor of deriving musical pro
portions from the distances between them-the principle of the Tim~~eus. 
The principle of harmonious proportion can then, of course, be applied 
to all manner of nonmusical situations, as at the beginning of the next 
paragraph. 

8. Sic non locus sidtr11m std sonus catltsttm componit armoni11111. The locus 
is the orbit of the planet, the sonus the particular pitch made by its 
speed. Eriugena is now back in the Republic mode (see preceding note). 

9. Because the addition of one-eighth to the length of a string gives the 
whole-tone 8:9. 

10. The two numbers, multiples respectively of 8 and 9, which give a 
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whole-tone in the middle of the Dorian octave 144:288. In Ptriphyston 
(PL 122, col. 722) Eriugena gives his own estimate of the cosmic dis
tances in stadia. 

17 • REGINO OF PROM 

1. Regino's source is Boethius Dt Musita I, 1 and 2. 

2. See note 2 to Eriugena (no. 16). 

3. This is an adaptation of the chapter from Boethius given in no. 13. 

18 • THE IKHWAN AL-SAFA' 

1. Al-Kindi (first half of the ninth century) also gives correspondences 
of the strings to the four elements and humors, as well as of the twelve 
parts of the oud to the Zodiac. He gives the following relative pitches 
for the planets, Saturn's being the open lowest string of the oud: Moon
f#, Mercury-f. Venus-e, Sun-c#, Mars-c,jupiter-B, Saturn-A. This scale 
most resembles the chromatic one of Pliny, Censorious and Theon (see 
nos. 2, 4, and 6), and differs markedly from what Al-Kindi has previously 
given as the seven notes of the oud's scale, beginning with the lowest: A. 
B, c or c#, d, e, for f#, g. See Shiloah, "Un ancien traiu: sur le 'ud ... " 

2. In chapter 15 of the treatise (not given here) there is a long list of the 
four qualities as manifested in the year, the body, winds, seasons, colors, 
etc. Here the day and night are also divided into four quarters. The 
exploitation of these correspondences is a form of sympathetic magic, 
while it also underlies Galenic medicine as the balancing of the four humors. 

3. Werner and Sonne, in "The Philosophy and Theory of Music in 
Judaeo-Arabic Literature," Part 1, p. 274, make a distinction between 
the uses of music as a homeopathic and an allopathic form of therapy. 
They say that the former, following the principle of "like cures like," 
was favored by Aristotle and Galen, e.g., curing the Corybantes with 
corybantic tunes, while the Brethren of Purity, like the Pythagoreans, 
preferred to counter a psychological state with its musical opposite. 

4. The ensuing explanation is confusing. First it presents five elemental 
spheres, each one's diameter related to the next in the proportion 4:3, 
giving the following plan: 

Ether/Fire 4:3 Frigidity 4:3 Air 4:3 Water 4:3 Earth 

Then it names only four, related in the same proportion as to their 
relative subtlety: 

Fire 4:3 Air 4:3 Water 4:3 Earth 
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Although the two systems are not entirely incompatible, one suspects 
that the fourfold model is supposed to underlie them, expressed first as 
four intervals, then as four tones. The next paragraph concerns the 
placement of the lowest string on top, when the lute is held in playing 
position. Here the comparison is made to yet another set of elements: 
Ether, Frigidity, Air, Earth. These differences are due to the fact that 
the Brethren of Purity distinguished only two principal elemental spheres 
beneath the moon, Air and Earth, but subdivided them in various ways. 
See Shiloah's notes to the French edition of the treatise (see Bibliog
raphy), part 2, p. 160. 

5. A number whose factors add up exactly to it, e.g., 6, 28, 496, 8128. 
These were held in great regard by the Pythagoreans; see Thomas 
Taylor, Theoretic Arithmetic, pp. 130ff. 

6. The four numbers of the cube, 24:12:8:6, applied to string lengths, 
give the first four tones of the harmonic series; the terms are thus all 
in harmonic proportion to one another. 

7. In Timatus SSe the Demiurge assigns the cube to the element of 
earth, the dodecahedron to the heavens. 

8. The following scale emerges from these numbers: Earth (8)-b', 
Air (9)-a', Moon (12)-e', Mercury (13)-slighdy sharp d', Venus (16)-b, 
Sun (18)-a, Mars (21lh)-slighdy sharp f, Jupiter (24)-e, Saturn (274h)
slightly flat d, Stars (32)-B. It is curious that a very similar set of num
bers occurs, with the planets in reverse order, in a sixteenth-century 
Greek manuscript (Naples, Bibl. Naz. Ill C 3) containing musical 
material by Porphyry, Nicomachus, Ptolemy, Plutarch, Theon, and 
Macrobius. The passage was published by von Jan in "Die Harmonie 
der Spharen," pp. 29-30, and gives, in numbers and Greek note-names, 
the relative pitches: [Stars conjectured to be 36-b'], Saturn (32)-a',}upiter 
(24)-e', Mars (21'/J)-d', Sun (18)-b, Venus (16)-a, Mercury (12)-e, Moon 
(9)-B, Earth (8)-A. Von Jan traces this scale to Ptolemy's incomplete 
final chapter (see Ptolemy, no. 5), and surmises that originally the 
numbers should have gone in the reverse direction so as to reflect 
relative string lengths. But if the notes, instead, are reversed, inverting 
all the intervals, then we have virtually the scale of the Brethren of 
Purity. No doubt a common Greek source, more or less misunder
stood, underlies both. 

9. Sic. The ratio should be 16:9, i.e., an octave less a whole-tone. 

I 0. It may have been noticed that the proportions expounded are not 
consistent, either within the chapter (in which the interval from earth 
to moon as formerly given would be far greater than the 8:9 whole-tone 
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given here) or elsewhere in the Encyclopedia (see the planetary distances 
as given in Nasr, lntroduaion to lslllmic Cosmological Doctrines, p. 78). 
Perhaps this was inevitable in a book compiled by a group of enthusiasts. 

11. See Professor Shiloah's long note on the problems raised by this 
choice of letters, ed. cit., p. 47n. His conclusion is that behind it lies 
a classification akin to the number correspondences of Qabala and of 
Greek gematria. 

12. The Khurramiya were a Manichean sect; the Kayyaliya followers of 
Ahman ibn al-Kayyal, ninth-century philosopher of lsmaelian and gnostic 
tendencies (AS, abbreviated]. 

19 • At·HASAN AL-KATIB 

I. The "noble relationship" is the superpanicular ratio; cf. note 38 to 
Proclus on the TimatUS (no. 12). 

2. This comparison is taken from Ptolemy's Harmonia m, 5 (see no. 5). 

3. These are evidently the same faculties as mentioned by Ptolemy. 
According to Shiloah, their origin is a puzzle; they do not correspond 
to any lists in Wolfson's "The Internal Senses in Latin, Arabic, and 
Hebrew Philosophic Texts" (in his Studies in the History of Philosophy 
and Religion, vol. I, pp. 250-314). 

4. Dionysos is mentioned again in the penultimate chapter, among the 
philosophers and theoreticians who have contributed to the develop
ment of music. [AS) 

5. Literally "notes," but this tenn, as we have said, also signifies "modes." 
[AS] They are specified, as is usual in Arabic music theory, by playing 
positions on the oud. These virtues and notes do not correspond to 
anything in Ptolemy, nor, so far as I know, to anything else Greek. 

6. Cf. Ptolemy's alignment of the Greater Perfect System with the 
circle of the Zodiac (see no. S, Ch. 8). 

7. The argument is that both the three perfect consonances (2:1, 3:2, 
4:3) and the twelvefold Zodiac (2 x 6, 3 x 4, 4 x 3) embody the same num
bers. 

8. This last sentence, translated literally, is an enigma. After long re
search we believe that the author is expressing here very poorly a Pla
tonic theory that concerns the "harmonic mean": 21:8::8:6. This theory 
was repeated and commented on by Nicomachus in his Manwzl of 
Htmnony, pp. 26-27 in the translation of C.-E. Ruelle. We refer the 
reader to this work in which the question is explained very dearly and 
in which he can verify our hypothesis. (AS] The passage in question 
seems to be Nicomachus' eighth chapter (Ruelle, pp. 24-25); see no. 3. 
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20 • ANONYMOUS OF THE TWELFTH CENTURY 

1. I.e., Cicero, in the Dream of Scipio; see Macrobius (no. 11). 

2. The scale is evidently the Pythagorean one of the Tim~~tUS (see no. I), 
composed of tetrachords each containing two 9:8 whole-tones and one 
256:243 leimma. 

3. It seems strange to call the mue of the fixed stars "heavy," but per
haps it is now considered in comparison to the Angelic realms beyond. 

4. Vocum, also meaning "notes." 

5. The seven octave-species are those starting on each diatonic note; 
the types of founh and fifth, those brought about by different internal 
arrangements of two tones and a semitone. 

6. Septem discrimina vocum, quoted from Vergil, Aeneid VI, 645-646, 
who there describes Orpheus: 

Nte non Threicius longa cum vtste saurdos 
Obloquitur numtris stpttm discrimina votflm. 

Fabio Paolini, a professor of Greek at Venice, would devote a large 
book to the exegesis of this phrase, speaking on p. 110 of this Seven as 
"a vessel in which to voyage through ancient learning." See D. P. Walker, 
Spiritual and Demonic Magic from Ficino to Campanella, pp. 126-144. 
7. Incomprehensible word, conjectured by Handschin to resemble 
"Acelnae." 

8. Perhaps the meaning is to be sought in the fifty-six year span of life 
allotted to Scipio (see Cicero Somn. Scip. 11, 2), on whose factors 
Macrobius makes an immense excursus (De Somn. Scip. I, v-vii). 

9. Vivitur octavo post septem mili11, credo. One can only guess at what this 
could mean: eternal life in the eighth sphere of Heaven, when the 
world ends its seven-thousand-year existence? 
I 0. This line is a virtual quotation from Cicero, Somn. Scip. V, on the 
Seven, qui numenu rerum omnium fcre nodus est. 

21 • ISAAC BEN ABRAHAM lBN LA Tlf 

1. The quotation continues: "And it came to pass, when the minstrel 
played, that the hand of the Lord came upon him," implying that music 
could be a means to open the soul to prophetic inspiration. The story 
will recur in the extract from lsaac ben Haim (no. 25). 
2. It is not clear what are meant by these eight modes. Rather than 
scales or rhythmic modes, they may have been bodies of melody compa-
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rable to the Indian ragas. See Wemer and Sonne in ed. cit., pp. 295-300, 
and cf. also the "modes" with strange names given by Aurelian (no. 15). 

3. Translated as the "voice" of the Lord, which in turn: (1) "echoes 
over the waters," (2) "is power," (3) "is majesty," (4) "breaks the ce
dars." (5) "makes flames of fire to burst forth," (6) "makes the wilder
ness writhe in travail," (7) "makes the hinds calve and brings kids early 
to birth." The psalm continues: "and in his temple all cry 'Glory!'" 
Isaac's reticence after this parallel tempts one to suspect a Kabbalistic 
interpretation, and the comparison of these seven powers of God's voice 
with the seven lower Sephiroth is certainly alluring. 

4. These categories resemble those of Ptolemy's Harmonics Ill, 10-12 
(see no. S) more closely than any other classical source of astral-musical 
correspondence. 

22 • jACQUES DE ll~GE 

1. Aegidius Zamorensis (thirteenth century), in Ars musica (Gerbert, 
Scriptorts 11, 3 70ff.) was the first to add to the Boethian categories 
music11 cotltnis; but for him, music11 mundlma was the music of the sea
sons, elements, etc., while cotltnis was that of the heavenly spheres. For 
Nicolaus of Capua (Compmdium musicalt, 141 5), on the other hand, the 
fourth division was musica angtlica, but not with the contemplative and 
intellectual meaning whichjacques has in mind: like Ugolino of Orvieto 
(see no. 23), he meant by it the music that the angels actually sing 
before the throne of God. See Pietzsch, Kltmifiltation, pp. 94, 118. 

2. Isidore of Seville, Smtmtiat dt Musica,Ch. 3; in Gerben, Scriptorts I, 
p. 20b. 

3. On the movers or souls of the spheres, see Wolfson, "The Problem 
of the Souls of the Spheres . . . " 

4. See the introduction to Boethius, no. 13. 

S. Simplicity is superior to multiplicity, being a characteristic of the 
divine unity. Cf. Proclus on the Timatus (no. 12). 

6. I.e., the heavens of the seven planets, the fixed stars, and the primum 
mobilt, the latter being added as an "unmoved mover" for the eighth 
sphere, or to explain the precession of the equinoxes. 

7. According to Dionysius the Areopagite, Ctlrstial Hitrarcbits (see 
MM&M), there are three hierarchies each containing three orders of 
angels. We will find these enumerated in Berardi (no. 38). 

8. See note 1 to Aurelian (no. 1 S). 

9. Aristode, Dt Gm. tt Corr. D, 6, 333a. 
10. The identity of this commentator is unknown. 
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23 • UGOLINO OF 0RVIETO 

1. Presumably Johannes Sacrobosco or John Holywood, early thirteenth 
century. 

2. The bit ben Corat, a ninth-century Sabian of Harran, wrote on magic 
and astrology. Some of his astronomical treatises were much copied in 
medieval manuscripts, among them Dt motu octiiVt sptrt. See Thorndike, 
History of Magic and Exptrimmtal Scitnct, vol. I, pp. 661 ff. 

3. Virtually a quotation from Boethius, Dt Inst. M us. I, 2. 

4. Saturnalia I, 21-22, tells of the spheres being symbolized by the 
syrinx of Pan, God of the Universe. 

S. See our extract from Pliny (no. 2). 

6. Mentioned in the Drtam of Scipio 11 as "Catadupa." 

7. Presumably Dt Catlo, Book Ill, although Aristode's refutation is in 
ibid., 11, ix, 290b. (See MM&M, under Simplicius.) 

24 • GIORGIO ANSELMI 

1. Harmonia etltstis, evidendy meaning both that of the planets and that 
of the angels. As we shall discover, they are not in fact distinguishable. 
2. Anselmi is summarizing the creation of the World-Soul in Plato's 
TimlltUS (see no. 1 ). He quotes direcdy from Calcidius' version (see no. 1 0) 
in section 138. 

3. Cf. note 6 to the Brethren of Purity (no. 18). 

4. Anselmi now turns to musica bum11n11 (though he does not use that 
term), citing several of the favorite instances, mostly taken from Boethius 
Dt Inst. Mus. I, 1. 
S. In the Galenic medical system still favored in the fifteenth century, 
the four humors of melancholy, phlegm, sanguine, and choler, corre
sponding to the elements earth, air, water, and fire (see nos. 18, 19, 25), 
were supposed to be kept in balance for health to be maintained. Com
parison with the harmony of the world's elements referred to by Boethius 
naturally followed, given the parallel of microcosm with macrocosm; 
both could be envisaged as measured out in right or wrong proportions. 

6. These are the souls or intelligences of the planets. 

7. Anselmi makes a distinction between the harmony within the World
Soul, and the harmonies of the separate planetary intelligences. In the 
following sections a polyphonic effect is described for the first time in 
our texts. 
8. Pbthongoi are notes; the other terms those of the smallest Greek 
intervals. 
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9. These are respectively the Primum Mobile, responsible for the pre
cession of the equinoxes and revolving only once in about 2S,OOO years, 
and the Eighth Sphere, carrying the fixed stars around the eanh once 
in twenty-four hours. 

10. The planets therefore make one sound or vibration by their journey 
around the Zodiac, another by their daily revolution around the eanh. 

11. The relative frequencies of the planets' zodiacal revolutions are given 
here as: Saturn (30 years)-C1, Jupiter (12 years)-G

1
, Mars (3 years)-g, 

Sun, Venus and Mercury (1 year}-d1, Moon (1/12 year)-d1• Anselmi's 
arithmetic is not very accurate. 

12. This refers to the daily revolution of all the spheres, carried along 
by the Eighth Sphere. 

13. This comparison is even more forced than the last. It comes to a 
mere comparison of the proportions of various aspects (see Ptolemy 
Harmonics Ill, 1 S-our no. S); but there is nothing enharmonic about 
these intervals, unless Anselmi has in mind the close approximations to 
the aspects-the astrologically significant "orbs" of the planets-which 
could be likened to small deviations from pure tuning. 

14. See Proclus' commentaries on Plato's Republic and Timatus (no. 12). 
Anselmi plainly makes the equation: Sirens • souls of the spheres • nine 
orders of angels. Dante seems to have been responsible for the latter 
connection (Convivio 11, vi; Paradiso 28). His system is conjectured as: 
Seraphim-Primum Mobile, Cherubim-Starry heaven, Thrones-Saturn, 
Dominions-} upiter, Virtues-Mars, Powers-Sun, Principalities-Venus, 
Archangels-Mercury, Angels-Moon. See Hutton, "Some English Poems 
in Praise of Music," for some instances of planet-angel correspondence. 
Without pretending to any expertise in the matter, I suspect that Dante's 
source was Islamic. In the system oflbn Sina ("Avicenna"), for instance, 
the planetary heavens are "each governed by an intellect or group of 
angels" in addition to their soul and body (see Nasr, Introduction to 
bl4mic Cosmological Doctrinu, pp. 236-238). The Christian application 
of such a system would demand its accommodation to the hierarchies 
of Dionysius-"our theologian" of the following section. 

IS. Notably Martianus Capella, Dt Nuptiis I, 28. 

16. Anselmi presents himself ("George") as the listener, Petrus as the 
speaker of this passage. 

15 • ISAAC BEN HAlM 

1. The term mtsbortr means literally poet, but in view of the context we 
think it refers to the combination of poet and musician. [AS] 
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2. The original text of the remainder of this sentence is corrupt, and 
has been amended with reference to the treatise of the Brethren of 
Purity, who devote much space to this theory. [AS] 
3. The word used in the text as the equivalent of bt-r'Och literally 
signifies excrement. This interpretation, like those which follow, is based 
on a linguistic analysis malc.ing the word in question derive from an
other root. 
4. It appears that the musicians, in this case the Levites, must have 
served the two groups at the same time. [AS] 
S. This interpretation comes in the Talmud, Hagiga Sb. (AS] 
6. This story is told in the Talmud, Buakbot 3a. It concerns Rabbi 
Yosse, who went into a ruin to pray and was protected by the prophet 
Elijah. The dialogue takes place between the two of them. [AS] 

7. It is possible that the reference here is to the seven liberal arts, 
whose purpose is to prepare the student for the study of perfect wis
dom. [AS] 
8. Our interpolation, in parentheses, is necessary for the proper under
standing of a poorly stated proposition; it merely elucidates the author's 
theory, without any alteration. [AS] 

9. In this phrase, opinion or concept is opposed, and inferior, to intel
lectual knowledge. The latter, like the music attached to it, cannot be 
manifested at night, which symbolizes the world of generation and 
corruption which is subject to permanent transformations. Opinion, on 
the other hand, together with the sounds, imagination, and music that 
go with it, belong to the night, i.e., to our lower world. 

10. The following commentary is found in the treatise Ta'anit Sa. [AS] 
11. For purposes of demonstration, the author gives to the word omtr 
(word), from the root amor (say), a very distant and improbable mean
ing, malc.ing it derive from the root mrr; the word vagitm11rm11r appears • 
twice in Daniel 7 .8, 11.11. In addition, this passage is entirely based on 
this son of metaphorical interpretation, one of whose purposes is to 
demonstrate the opposition of day and night, with all that follows from 
that, and to introduce two other concepts opposed to the one that 
follows in the next paragraph. [AS) 

26 • MARSILIO FICINO 

1. For a more general treatment of musical philosophy in the context 
of the Platonic "frenzies," see Letter 7 to Peregrine Agli, 1 December 
14S7 (in Tbt Ltttm of Manilio Ficino, vol. I, pp. 42-48). 
2. One of the three Benivieni brothers, all members of Ficino's Academy. 
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3. Rtpuhlic X, S91d. 

4. Symposium 187 d-e. This would inspire the fantasy of Dalberg (no. 
44). Further on Ficino and Muse-lore, see note 61 to Proclus (no. 12). 

S. Asdtpius IX, 2. 
6. Musicus 11hsolutissimus. 

7. I cannot find the source for this statement of the Pythagoreans, but 
the number of correspondences Ficino mentions encourages me to add 
the cosmogonic parallel of the Orphic World-Egg, surely at the back 
of any Pythagorean's mind: on which see the enigmatic passage in Fabre 
d'Oiivet, Music Expltzintd as Scitnct 11nd Art, pp. 99-100. 

8. Cf. notes 14 and IS to Ptolemy (no. S). Ficino is alluding to the 
traditional meanings of the twelve "houses" into which the zodiacal 
circle is divided. 

27 • RAMIS DE PARmA 

I. Ramis calls these four modal divisions simply protus, dtUttru.s, tritus, and 
tttrardus. Later he distinguishes two tonoi in each modus. Although his 
citations are mainly from classical sources, he is evidendy thinking of the 
eight Church Modes, as numbered here: I·Dorian, Il•Hypodorian, 
Ill • Phrygian, IV • Hypophrygian, V • Lydian, VI • Hypolydian, 
VII ·Mixolydian, VIII· Hypomixolydian. The sequences of notes in these 
modes are quite different from those of the Greek modes of the same 
names, e.g. the Greek Dorian runs from E' to E, whereas the Church 
Dorian from runs D to D'. This makes nonsense of any attempt to apply 
the Greek ideas of modal ethos to the later scales. 

2. Boethius, Dt Inst. Mus. I, I, actually says that the Taorminian youth 
was calmed by "a spondaic rhythm." 

3. The notes which Ramis assigns are as suggested by Boethius (see no. 13) 
to fit Cicero's description. Ramis then treats them each as the bottom 
note of the appropriate modal scale, e.g., Mercury's B becoming the 
limit of the Hypophrygian octave BCDEFGAB'. 
4. Thtogony 77-79. 

S. The correspondences of planets with Muses are as in Martianus 
Capella, Dt nuptiis I, 28. 

6. Ramis ends his first book with a diagram (reproduced and redrawn 
in our source, p. 61), attributed to Roger Caperon, in which the two 
octave gamut has each pair of notes an octave a pan linked, in turn, with 
a spiral band, thus: A-a-8-b-c-c', etc. On the band is written, at the 
appropriate note, the name of the Muse, that of the corresponding 
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planet, and Latin hexameters summarizing the characteristics of each. 
See James Haar, "Roger Caperon and Ramos de Pareja." 

18 • PICO DELLA MIRANDOLA 

I. These are the three hypostases of the TimAtus: the Same (unity), the 
Different (duality), and Essence (that which is). 

2. By "unitary," odd numbers are probably meant, by "generative," even 
numbers, while "substantial" ones are those produced by both even and 
odd factors. See Thomas Heath, Grttk MlltbtmAtics, vol. I, pp. 70-71. 

3. The first numerical progression, depicted as the apex of the Tetraktys. 

4. Cf. Macrobius In Somn. Scip. I, v, 11: "The reputation of virginity 
has so grown about the number seven that it is called Pallas. Indeed, it 
is regarded as a virgin because, when doubled, it produces no number 
under ten, the latter being truly the first limit of numbers. It is Pallas 
because it is born only from the multiplication of the monad, just as 
Minerva alone is said to have been born of one parent." 

S. For the three types of proponion, see notes 8 and 9 to Plato (no. 1), 
note 11 to Nicomachus (no. 3), and notes 29 and 30 to Proclus (no. 12). 

6. This and the following Conclusions give proportions for the three 
parts of the soul defined in Plato's Rtpuhlic N, 44la: Rationala4, Iras
cible a), Concupiscent•2. This differs from the assignment to them 
respectively of the octave, fifth, and fourth in Ptolemy's H11rmonics IV, S 
(see no. S), which would make their numbers 12, 9, and 8. 

7. An epigrammatic statement of the Pythagorean as against the Aristo
xenian view. 

8. Possibly because the soul, in Plato's Tim11tus 54ff., is made of plane 
geometrical figures. 

9. Possibly because the stage of creation corresponding to the gods in 
the Timatus is the division of the World-Soul by arithmetical units. 

10. Two of the Conclusionts dt matbtmAticis stcundum opinionnn propriam 
(ed. dt., p. 74) are also relevant: 

7. As medicine moves the spirits principally in order to regulate 
the body, so music moves the spirits in order to serve the soul. 
8. Medicine heals the soul through the body, but music heals 
the body through the soul. 

Did Oscar Wilde knowingly echo this in Tht Picturt of Dorian Gray, 
when he wrote: " ... to cure the soul by means of the senses, and the 
senses by means of the soul"? 
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29 • FRANCHINO GAFORI 

I. On dUs emblematic woodcut, see James Haar, "The Frontispiece of 
Gafori's ~11ni': Mu.si'!' (1496)" inRm~~iuiiJICt{)u.m~ 27 (1974), pp. 7-22; 
Edgar yv•.nd, Gafu':'us on the Harmony of the Spheres" in his P11g11n 
Mytttntr rn tht Rtnllr1~1111(t;. S. K. Heninger in Tht Connogr11phi(11/ GltJrs, 
pp. 136-138. Athanasms Kircher had the illustrations redrawn in more 
baroque taste for his own Arithmo~gi11 of 1665. 

2. Mttllm. V, 280: Mnmronidts (rognor11t mim) (OIIlistitt dixit. [CAM) 

3. Referring to the Homeric Hymn to the Muses. 

4. This verse, which is the heading of (Gafori's) diagram, ... is attrib
uted to Ausonius. See Haar, "The Frontispiece of Gafori's Pr11ai(11 Music11 
(1496)," p. 11. [CAM) 

5. See note 6 to the twelfth-century anonymous poem (no. 20). 

6. Twenty-eight is both 7 + 6 + 5 + 4 + 3 + 2 + I, and the sum of its 
factors 14 + 7 + 4 + 2 + 1, the latter making it a "perfect number." 

7. The following passage, up to the mention of Callimachus is based 
entirely on Fulgentius, Myrhologi11 I, 5, "The Fable of the Nin'e Muses" 
(see Bibliography for a translation with useful notes, pp. SS-57). Gafori 
al~ows the reader to assume that he, rather than Fulgentius, is familiar 
w1th the obscure writers whom he cites. 

8. A salutary warning to scholars! 

9. "When he doesn't see the shoots appear he is consumed by hunger." 
Fulgentius, ed. cit., p. 56. 

10. This quotation (not, in fact, from Poimllndm), is also given by 
Fulgentius. 

11. The attributions of zodiacal signs are the traditional planetary 
rulershlps. 

12. See Aristeides (no. 9). 

13. Dt Musk11 11, 16 (not in our extract). 

30 • FRANCESCO GIORGI 

1. See F~nces Y~tes, !;"t ,O«UJ_t Phikuophy in tht E/iubtthlln Agt, pp. 29-36 
a.nd piiSSrm on GtorgJ s s1tuauon among the intellectual currents of his 
ume. 

2. By Giorgi's time it had become commonplace to style Plato a 
Pytha~ore.an, partly because of the long period during which the only 
Platomc dialogue known in Latin was the explicitly Pythagorean Tim~~tus, 
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and partly also because of the idea of an ancient theology whose last 
representatives, according to Ficino, were Pythagoras, Philolaus, and 
Plato. Emest McClain's researches show that this may have been closer 
to the truth than the modem scholarshlp that has been at pains to 
separate the two (see his Tht Pyth11gort1111 PltJto). 

3. The diatonic scale in Pythagorean tuning; see note 12 to Plato (no. 1). 
4. This entire passage is a paraphrase from Proclus on the Tim~~tus (see 
no. 12). 

5. See note 26 to Proclus. 

6. Giorgi borrowed his scheme of novenaries or enneads from Pico 
della Mirandola (see no. 28), who in his Htpt11plus assigns the three 
worlds (angelic, celestial, and sublunary) nine levels each: 

1. Nine orders of angels 
2. Primum mobile, firmament, plus 7 planetary spheres 
3. Animals, plants, zoophytes, mixtures, metals, plus 4 elements. 

The number 27 is interesting as 31 and the limit of the World-soul 
numbers in the Tim11tus, but it becomes even more so with the addition 
of 1, representing the unity of God above the chain of being: for 28 is 
a perfect number, the sum of all its factors (14 + 7 + 4 + 2 + 1); also the 
sum of the first seven digits; and the sum-total of the notes of the Greater 
Perfect System in all three genera (diatonic, chromatic, enharmonic), 
as Giorgi observes in Chapter 16, below. 

Another feature of Pico's numerology is his use of simple or root 
numbers, squares, and cubes to represent degrees of being, either those 
of the three worlds (which are successive degrees of "solidification," 
culminating in the cubical and solid world of the four elements), or 
within each one of them. The Timatus had contained this idea in its use 
of the plain, square, and cubic numbers, but Pico leans more toward 
Kabbalah, in which the Hebrew letters are numerically equivalent to 
the first nine digits, then to multiples of ten, then to hundreds. All the 
tens are counted as "squares," all the hundreds as "cubes." Therefore 
the "novenary of hundreds" referred to by Giorgi at the beginning of 
this chapter is the ninefold sublunary world whose numbers are 100, 
200 ... 900. To it corresponds, in man, the ninefold body described 
here as made from the four material elements, four subtle ones, plus 
the vital spirit. See Heninger's Tbt Connogr11phic11/ GltJss, pp. 92-94, for 
a diagram and further explanation of this numerical system. 

While Giorgi never set out a complete table of correspondences, it 
is possible, and instructive, to compile one from various parts of his 
work. In Book I, 4 (La Boderie's translation, pp. 103ff.) he demon
strates how he has worked out the correspondences of angelic orders 
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with spheres on the basis of the classical writers, the Fathers and Doc
tors of the Church. In I, 8, 21 (ibid., pp. 329ff.) he explains that the 
spheres receive their planetary powers from the Sephiroth and the Names 
of God. These correspondences are already present in Hebrew sources 
(e.g., Sifra Ji-Ztni'uta IV, 32-Mathers' translation, p. 104), while some 
nee-Kabbalists also incorporate the trans-Saturnian planets, substitut
ing Uranus for the fixed stars and Neptune for the primum mobile 
(e.g., Regardie, A G11rdm of PomtgrllMtts, p. 93). Here is a reconstruc
tion of Giorgi's table of correspondences: 

Names of God Sephiroth Angelic orden 
Ehieh asher ehieh Kether Seraphim 
Sem mephoras Chokhmah Cherubim 
Hihvh Binah Thrones 
El Chesed Dominations 
Elohim Gevurah Virtues 
lhvh Tiphereth Powers 
Elohim Zervaoth Netuch Principalities 
lhvh Zevaoth Hod Archangels 
Sadai, Elhai, 
Adonai, Melee Yesod 

[Malkuth] 
Angels 

Spheres 
P.M. 
stars 
Saturn 
Jupiter 
Mars 
Sun 
Venus 
Mercury 

Moon 
(Elements] 

It will be noticed that the angel-sphere correspondences are different 
from those of Anselmi (see no. 24) and his followers. Giorgi's, however, 
are the same (except for the common exchange of Powers with Virtues) 
as those of the Magic•/ Calmdllr popularly attributed to Tycho Brahe 
but more likely deriving from the Abbot Trithemius' circle (see Adam 
McLean's edition). Giorgi's Sephiroth-sphere correspondences are also 
the same, and his names of God similar to those of the Calendar. 

Following the suggestion near the end of our extract, one might 
place Saturn at low A and the other planetS ascending the scale. But 
Giorgi is far from believing it possible, or useful, to assign actual tones 
to any of these entities; questions such as planetary sounds and dis
tances are foreign to his contemplative character. 

7. These two bodies would seem to be what the Neoplatonists of Iran 
knew as the two jas11Js. See H. Corbin, Spiritu11/ Body 11nd CtltStial EArth, 
pp. 91-96. 

8. The inner articulations and operations of the twenty-sevenfold being 
are now likened to numerical progressions, hence to musical harmonies. 

9. Chapters 11-14 are omitted here. Ch. 11 is on the three types of 
proportions and what they signify, drawing again on Proclus. Ch. 12 
tells why the Pythagoreans and Academics enclosed the discourse of the 
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world and the soul within seven limiting numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 8, 27). 
It explains the symbolism of numbers from both Hebrew and Christian 
sources. Ch. 13 shows how the World-soul's intervals are filled out, 
giving Proclus' scale that runs from 384 to 10,368. Ch. 14 is on the 
agreement of what is said of the intelligences of the spheres with the 
scriptures. 
10. Proportions according to the formula x : x + 1, such as the Tim~~tus 
scale also uses. See note 38 to Proclus. 
11. The quotation used by Saint Paul in his speech on the Areopagus 
of Athens (Acts 17: 28) is sometimes attributed to Epimenides; Paul 
continues "For we are indeed his offspring," quoting from Aratus' 
Phamomtnll. 
12. The Kabbalists speak of a mystical experience which removes the 
consciousness from the body in such a way that physical death ensues 
(cf. Lemech's Vision and Death, in MM&M). Pico della Mirandola was 
greatly preoccupied with this experience, according to Frances Yates, 
Giordllno Bruno 11nd tht Htrmttic Tr11dition, p. 99, with references to his 
works. 
13. Cf. Jacques de Li~ge (no. 22), for whom the types of knowledge are 
meridional and vespertine. The "knowledge of things in themselves" is 
not to be taken in a Kantian sense: it is the inferior of the two types 
of knowledge. 
14. The Stphtr Yttzirab, the oldest book of the Hebrew Kabbalah (see 
Bibliography). 
IS. I.e., Solomon. The reference is to Wisdom 11:20. 
16. I.e. twelve as limit of the tuning matrix 6:8:9:12, also known as the 
four-stringed Lyre of Hermes. 
17. The following account of the enlargement of the lyre is compiled 
from Boethius and Nicomachus. 
18. Giorgio's vision anticipates the "Pythagorean Table" of Alben von 
Thimus (see no. 49), which fills in the intervals between the limbs of 
the lambda. Hans Kayser (Ltbrbucb Jer Harmonik, pp. 167ff.) would 
later develop the idea into the third dimension, just as is suggested here. 

31 • HEINRICH GLAREAN 

1. Hymn to Hermes, Tht Homeric Hymns 11, S 1. [CAM] 
2. Vergil, Ecloguts 11, 36. [CAM] 
3. See note 6 to the Twelfth-Century Anonymous (no. 20). 

4. Sllturnt~lia I, 19, 1 [CAM] 
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5. Rtpublit X, 617b. 

6. Diodorus Siculus, History I, makes Hennes' lyre ttichord, but Nico
machus says that it had seven strings (Exctrpu Ch. 1; v. jan, p. 266). 
Boethius Dt Inst. Mus. I, 20 makes it tetrachord and aligns its strings 
with the four elements. The tetrachord tuning naturally followed the 
6:8:9:12 Tetraktys,-see note 10 to Plato (no. 1)-and made the lyre an 
archetype of cosmic hannony. 
7. The diagram is an elaboration of one in Giorgio Valla, Dt Exptttndis 
tt fogimdis rtlnu opus (Venice, 1501), vol. I, f.e8'; reproduced in Heninger, 
Tbt Cosmograpbitlll GIIISS, p. 139. Glarean's version is an ingenious pre
sentation of the moon-low scale of Cicero and the moon-high one of 
Boethius. On the left the eight strings are given the Greek note-names, 
from mtst (stars) to proslilmbtmommos (moon). The· arcs mark off the 
various intervals, with, at the bottom, the tetrachordal matrix A D E A' 
(sec note 6 above). On the right, the strings go down from the high A 
of the moon to the low A of the stars. 

8. The reference is to the passage cited in note 7 above. This is cer
tainly a novel solution of Pliny's scale (see note 4 to Pliny, no. 2). 
9. Aeneid IX, S2S: "Vos, o Calliopt, prtcor aspiratt canmti." 
10. Aencid VII, 37: "Nunc agt, 9ui rtgu, Er11to, (/UIIt ttmpora rtrUm." 
11. Glarcan gives the same order of muses as Hesiod, Thtog. 77-79, 
thus differing from the Martianus-derived correspondences of Ramis 
(no. 27) and Gafori (no. 29). Glarean's diagram shows the following, 
moon-high system, using the Aeolian mode transposed up a fourth: 

D' Moon Clio 
C Mercury Euterpe 
B~ Venus Thalia 
A Sun Mclpomcne 
G Mars Terpsichorc 
F Jupiter Erato 
E Saturn Polyhymnia 
D Fixed Stars Urania 

31 • GIOSEFFO ZARLINO 

1. St. Ambrosc, Suptr Lutam VIII, 6. [GZ] 

2. Job 38:137; see note 1 to Aurclian, no. 15. 
3. Ascltpius 10 may be intended, where the cosmos is said to be God's 
ornammtum. Zarlino's reference reads "Pimandro Scr. 10." 

4. The four numbers 8:12:18:27 make a continuous geometrical pro
gression, multiplying at each step by 3/2. 
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5. Boethius Dt Cons. Phi/. Il, mctr. 9. [GZ] I use the 1609 translation 
of"I.T.," revised by H. F. Stewan in the Loeb edition (London, 1918), 
p. 26S. Stewan remarks that "this poem is a masterly abridgement of 
the first part of the Timattu, and was eagerly fastened on by commen
tators of the early Middle Ages, whose direct knowledge of Plato was 
confined to the translation of that dialogue by Chalddius" (p. 262n). 

6. Dt Cons. Phi/. IV, metr. 6. [GZ] 
7. Ovid, Mttii17Uirphosu I, 25-32, in Arthur Golding's 1567 translation. 

8. Aristotle, Dt Gm. tt COtT. 11, 5-6. Cf. the Kabbalistic "squares" and 
"cubes" mentioned in note 6 to Giorgi (no. 30). 

9. Dt Rtmtd. 1. [GZ} 

10. Symposium, 187. 

33 • jEAN BoDIN 

1. Queen Christina of Sweden and John Milton arc among those known 
to have read the work in manuscript. On Bodin, sec Frances Yates, Tht 
Occult Philosophy in tbt Eliubtthan Agt, pp. 67-71, and D. P. Walker, 
Spiritual and Dtmonic M11gic from Ficino to Campt~nt/111, pp. 171-177. 

2. Octavius is the Muslim, Coronaeus (the host) is a Catholic, and the 
narrator is employed by Coronacus as a reader and secretary, who takes 
the conversations down in shorthand. 

3. Fridericus is the Lutheran, and Curtius, who replies to him, the 
Calvinist. 

4. Senamus is the pagan. 

5. T oralba is the philosophic naturalist. The seventh speaker, who does 
not appear in this extract, is Solomon, the Jew. 

6. Seneca, QUIItst. n11t. IV A. 19-20; VI, 2. [MDLK] 

7. H. Diels, Fragmmttdtr Vorsokratiktr, 6th ed (Berlin, 1954), Il.97.49. 
[MDLK] 

8. Mttapbys. V.8.10.[MDLK] 

9. Diels, op. dt., 11.114.134. [MDLK] 

10. The notes intended appear to be respectively lich11nos bypaton (d), 
nttt hyptrbolllion (a'), and mese (a). The principle is the Platonic one of 
the necessity of means to join opposites (Timllttu 3lb-c). 

11. Curtius' poem invokes a Trinity with tenns deliberately reminiscent 
of Hennes Trismegisrus. The "ladling" comes from Timatus 35-36; the 
whole is much indebted to Boethius' poems on universal hannony, 
already quoted by Zarlino (no. 32). 
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34 • jOHANNES KEPLER 

1. Sun: one sign a month; Moon: whole Zodiac each month; conjunc
tions of Saturn and Jupiter: every fourth sign. 

2. In the theoretical terms ofKepler's time, "perfect" consonances were 
the octave, fifth, and fourth; "imperfect" ones the thirds and sixths. 

3. The five "Platonic" or regular solids: tetrahedron or "pyramid", cube, 
octahedron, icosahedron, and dodecahecron. 

4. These are the plane figures needed to generate the respective solids 
geometrically. 

S. The aspects and intervals under discussion are: 

Opposition 180° Octave 2:1 G-g 
Quincunx ISO" no interval 
Biquintile 144° Ma. sixth 5:3 G-e~ 
Sesquiquadrate 135° Mi. sixth 8:S G-e~ 
Trine 120° Fifth 3:2 G-d 
Square 90° Fourth 4:3 G-c 
Quintile no Ma. third S:4 G-B~ 
Sextile 60° Mi. third 6:S G-B~ 
Semisquare 45° no interval 
Semisextile 30° no interval 
Conjunction oo Unison 1:1 G-G 

6. One cannot add intervals as one can aspects: two squares, or a trine 
plus a sextile, make an opposition, but two fourths do not malce an 
octave, neither do a fifth and a minor third. Herein lies the snag in 
trying to compare the arithmetically divided circle of the Zodiac with 
the logarithmically divided string. Kepler recognizes this, in a way, at 
the end of this chapter, and wisely leaves it to others to push the 
analogies to absurdity. 

7. Marin Mersenne, in Harmonit UnivtntHt, gave an even fuller table 
of possible interval-aspect correspondence, but rejected the one as ex
plaining the other. 

8. He refers to the exposition of the harmonic division of strings, and 
the way in which the possible harmonic divisions within the octave 
form an almost complete scale. The term "harmonic division" is taken 
not in its strict mathematical sense, but to mean the division already 
used in our eXtract from Mysttrium Cormographicum in which the two 
resulting parts of the string are consonant both with the whole string 
and with each other. Such divisions are those into I + 1, 2 + I, 3 + 1, 
4 + 1, S + 1, 3 + 2, and S + 3, giving {with the whole string tuned to 
G) the "scale" G, B~. B, C, Elo, E, G. 
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9. He refers to the forthcoming discussion in his chapters 7-9 {not 
translated here) of the possible harmonies between two or more plan
ets, in which intervals too small for melodic use become important in 
order to make pure tunings of one kind or another. 
I 0. An important principle of harmonics, which assumes that because 
of octave equivalences any number representing a tone can be halved or 
doubled any number of times for purposes of comparison. Therefore 
every note/number whatsoever can theoretically be brought within a 
single octave space. 

11. ~::._ 
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12. I.e, the slowest motion, that of Saturn at aphelion, will correspond 
to the longest string length, that of low G. 
13. See note 8. The harmonic division of a string tuned to G at A, 
giving the proportions 8 + 1, produces discards. So does the division at 
F (see below). There is nothing surprising in this: A and F are each a 
dissonant whole tone away from G. But Kepler was struck by the co
incidence when he came to construct his planetary scales. 
14. Just as he had given two different scales starting from the two 
extreme positions of Saturn, now he shows how the two scales tuned 
from Venus' extreme positions each involve consonances with different 
planets. 
lS. This is the chapter in which the exact intervals between planets are 
calculated at length. 
16. "From aphelion to perihelion" would be more accurate, since it is 
now not the extreme motions/notes that are in question but the differ
ences between them. 
17. Kepler is describing what is now called a glissando. 
18. The moon does not enter into the planetary harmony. Its music is 
presumably calculated from the point of view of the earth, not from 
that of the sun, as the others are. 
19. The 7th and 8th modes have their final on G and begin with a 
major third, G A B; the lst and 2nd have their final on D and begin 
with a minor third, DE F. Hence their assignment to the planets which 
cover respectively a major and a minor third. But on this basis Saturn 
could just as well be given the Sth and 6th {F G A. etc.) and Jupiter the 
3rd and 4th (E F G, etc.). 
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20. Kepler is referring to the invention, unknown to the ancients, of 
polyphonic music which best reflects the situation in the heavens. 

21. If Saturn and Jupiter both start from 1 o Aries, they will not coincide 
again until they meet at about 9" Capricorn, approximately twenty years 
later, when Saturn has gone most of the way round the Zodiac once, 
Jupiter nearly twice. The intervals between successive grand conjunc
tions (as these conjunctions between the two slowest Chaldean planets 
are called) are what Kepler describes as "leaps." 800 years, i.e., 40 leaps, 
are needed for the 81° separating conjunctions and the 360° of the 
Zodiac to reach a common multiple (81 times 40 • 360 times 9 .. 3240). 
But 81° is an average, not an invariable or exact distance, so the even
tuality very seldom occurs with theoretical tidiness. 

22. The minor third can occur anywhere between G, B-flat and B, D; 
the major between G, B and B-flat, D. 

23. Later in the chapter Keplcr describes the relationship of Earth and 
Venus in picturesque terms as a marital one, oscillating from the "mas
culine" GI-E to the "feminine" G-E. This is particularly audible on 
the recording "The H11rmony of the Wor/J"-A Re11/iution for the &r 
(LP 1571) by Willic Ruff and John Rogers, which synthesizes these 
planet songs in various combinations. 

24. The remainder of this chapter, not translated here, sets out in 
columns the various consonant combinations that can be made from the 
whole range of pitches available to each planet, e.g., Saturn-G, Jupiter
B, Mars-G, Earth-G, Venus-E, Mercury-E. Kepler finds four possible 
six-part chords, each in various spacings, and four other five-part ones 
if Venus is omitted. 

35 • ROBERT FLUDD 

1. Sec Huffinan, Robtrt FlrulJ 11nd the End of the Renllissllnce, p. 234, for 
a bibliographic outline of this complicated work. 

2. This most basic version of the pyramids is from Fludd's Pbilosophill 
Sllcrll et vtre Christi111111 (1626), p. 212. The intersecting light and dark. 
pyramids shown in the illustration arc one of Fludd's symbols for the 
cosmic interplay of form and matter. They stretch from the Earth, 
which is total matter, to God, who is pure form. Everything in between 
is compounded of both, in different proportions. In order to save space, 
Fludd represents only a sector of the universe, with the Earth at the 
bottom and a part of the Sun's orbit in the middle. 

3. The vibrations of music arc regarded here as making the affected air 
denser or subtler, in conformity with Fludd's belief in music as a for-
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mativc force. This is of course the case, but only on the smallest scale, 
as the air is alternately compressed and rarefied by each vibration. 

4. These arc the three groupings of the nine orders of angels. The 
Epiph11ni11 or "apparitions" comprise the Seraphim, Cherubim, and 
Thrones. 
S. Psalm 19:4. The Sun, although only halfway up the cosmic ladder, 
plays a special part in Fludd's system as God's tabernacle within . the 
created universe. Macrobius, whom Fludd cites at the outset of the 
work, mentions the Sun as being to the universe what the heart is to 
the creature (De Somn. Scip. I, 22). This parallel, a most important one 
for Fludd, is made explicit in the illustration on page 248. It would be 
profitable to consider Fludd's ambiguity-being astronomically a 
geocentrist but metaphysically a heliocentrist-in the light of what von 
Thimus (no. 49) says about exoteric and esoteric cosmologies. 

6. From Utriusque Comri Histori11 I, a (1617), p. 90. 

7. For several more illustrations of monochords and pyramids with mu
sical notes, with explanations, see Godwin, Robtrt Fludd ... , pp. 42-53. 

8. From Utriusque Comri Histori11 11, a, 1 (1619), p. 27S. 
9. The lower half of the plate should be interpreted in a temporal as 
well as a spatial sense: as the darkness of death, nonbeing, and precosmic 
chaos from which a world, or human consciousness, arises like the sun 
rising above the horizon, and becomes extinct again as the sun sets. 

36 • MARIN MERSENNE 

1. See Frances A. Yates, The French Ac11dtmies of the Sixteenth Century, 
pp. 284-290 et p11ssim, on Mersenne's place in the intellectual history of 
his time; also her Giordllno Bruno 11nd the Hermetic Trllliition, pp. 434-440 
on Mcrsennc's controversy with Fludd. 
2. See Mcrsennc's Questions H11rmoniques, p. S; Q1111tstiones celebtrrimlle 
in Gtnesim, pp. 1SS4-1SSS. In the latter work, pp. lSSSff., Mersenne 
mentions the Fludd-Keplcr controversy and initiates an acrimonious 
exchange with Fludd himself. 
3. Book 19 of the Problnns attributed to Aristotle concerns harmony. 

4. "For there is a point at which a state may attain such a degree of 
unity as to be no longer a state, or at which, without actually ceasing 
to exist, it will become an inferior state, like harmony passing into 
unison, or rhythm which has been reduced to a single foot" (Polititll 
1263b, 33-36, trans. Benjamin Jowctt). 
S. I.e., the Speculum Musitlle of Jacques de Liege (see no. 22). 
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6. Whereas in the Middle Ages, Aristode was admitted to the canon of 
spiritual philosophers through the attribution to him of works actually 
by Plotinus and Produs, the Renaissance scholars, with their clearer 
sense of what was and was not his philosophy, often took up a defiandy 
anti-Aristotelian stance, contrasting him unfavorably with Plato. 

7. A reference to I Corinthians 15:28. 

8. Mersenne was one of the first theorists to explain consonances via 
the vibration theory. See Walker, Studies in Musical Science . .. , pp. 13, 
30-33. 

9. The mythographers usually attribute the power of building by means 
of music to Amphion, who with his brother Zethus raised the walls of 
Thebes. Orpheus is generally held only to have moved stones. 

10. The Dark Aleph is the inconceivable Absolute enclosed within it
self. It is the same as the En Soph ("no end"), whereas the Light Aleph 
corresponds to the En Soph Aur ("limitless light"), the fiat lux which 
initiates creation. The Light Aleph is the goal of positive, the Dark that 
of negative theology. 

11. On this odd form of Kabbalistic arithmetic, see note 6 to Giorgi 
(no. 30). 

12. This refers to the vibration theory of consonance, the "degrees of 
unison" being the coincident vibrations. 

13. Proposition XI, on pp. 41-46 of Harmonie Univmellt in the English 
translation by Roger E. Chapman (see Bibliography). 

37 • ATHANASIUS KtRCHER 

I. This is the subtide of Book 6 of Musurgia Univmalis. 
2. Subtide of Book 6, part 1. 
3. Subtide of Book 3, chapter 4. 

4. For K.ircher the soul is a numtrUS numerans, hence able to judge 
number-relationships, but its own numerosity is fixed from the begin
ning. See Ulf Scharlau, A. K. als Musikscbriftsteller, pp. 132-133. 
5. This experiment, also described by Galileo Galilei, is discussed in 
D. P. Walker's Studies in Musie~ll Science, pp. 28-29. It seems to origi
nate with Theon of Smyrna, who describes two Pythagoreans "taking 
several similar vessels of the same capacity: one was left empty and the 
other filled half way with a liquid, then they were both struck, thus 
obtaining the consonance of the octave. Again leaving one vessel empty 
and filling the other up to one quarter, then striking them, the conso
nance of the fourth was obtained. For the accord of the fifth, a third 
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of the vase was filled" (I'heon II, 12; Lawlors' translation, p. 39). Ac
tually a glass, whether struck or rubbed, sounds lower as it is filled with 
water; a bottle, blown across the top, sounds higher, but that is another 
experiment. I have not managed to obtain the ripples which Kircher 
describes. The "experiment" was criticized by G. A. Beer in Scbeditu'mll 
Pbysicum, f.A4. 
6. The following passage is adapted from Robert F1udd, Utriusfllt cosmi 
bistoria I, a (1617), pp. 71-72. 
7. K.ircher now cites Fludd explicitly; cf. our no. 3S for Fludd on the 
World-Monochord. 
8. Just as Francesco Giorgi's book (see no. 30) was divided into "songs," 
etc., so the chapters of Musurgia, Book I 0, are called "Registers," referring 
to the World-Organ, which Kircher depicts as an allegory of creation in 
Vol. ll, p. 366 (see illustration in Godwin, Ath1111J1Sius Kirrbtr, p. 1). 
9. The treatise on music by the founeenth-century Byzantine writer Manuel 
Briennius was one of K.ircher's main sources on ancient Greek music. 
Briennius, in turn, relies heavily on Aristeides Quintilianus (see no. 9). 
10. "Pythagoras" here is the Pythagorean philosopher Timaeus, as re
poned in Plato's dialogue of that name. 
11. K.ircher's journey to Sicily and Malta as companion of Friedrich, 
Landgraf of Hesse-Darmstadt, coincided with the eruption of Etna and 
the destruction of Saint Euphemia Island. The reflections occasioned 
by the journey gave rise to K.ircher's most popular work, Mundus 
Subttrraneus (Amsterdam, 1665 and 1678), alluded to at the end of the 
paragraph. 

12. This instrument without a player, on which Kircher was the first 
expert, became an image of supernatural harmony for the Romantics. 
Andrew Brown's study (see Bibliography) also includes an entire essay 
on the Aeolian Harp by Dalberg (see no. 44). 
13. The simile comes from Zarlino's chapter (see no. 32) on musica 
humana; see MMI:tM for a translation. 
14. A Greek term for a Spartan provincial governor, probably favored 
for its assonance with "harmony." 
15. Part of Kircher's An Map Lucis tt Umbrat (Rome, 1646). 

16. Kircher adhered, for public purposes, to Tycho Brahe's cosmologi
cal system, the one officially approved by the Jesuits. This makes the 
stars and planets circle the sun, which, with the moon, revolves around 
the earth. 
17. Kircher's planetary music does not pretend to astronomical accu
racy, as Kepler's does. In the preceding sections (vol. 11, pp. 365ff.) he 
has considered, and rejected, Kepler's planetary harmonies. The Greek 
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terms in the example are those of the high, middle, and low tetrachords 
and the lowest note of the system. Here again, the connection is evoca
tive rather than precise. 

18. The Accademia dei Linceii, founded 1603, to which Galileo Galilei 
belonged. The first impressions of Saturn's rings, seen through the 
primitive telescope, seemed like two neighboring bodies such as Kircher 
describes. 

19. Kircher's An M11p11 Lucis tt Umbrllt. 

20. Like Anselmi (no. 24) and Gafori (no. 29) before him, Kircher 
regards the spheres of the planets as reflecting the nine orders of an
gels. To reproduce the whole of his presentation here would be impos
sible, because of his extreme verbosity which the reader has doubtless 
noticed. The reference is to the ninefold diagram in Vol. 11, p. 392; see 
MM&M and also Godwin, "Athanasius Kircher and the Occult," p. 21. 

21. Presumably a working tide for Kircher's Otdipus Atgyptillcus (Rome, 
16S2-S4). 

22. See note 12 to Giorgio (no. 30). 

23. There follows, concluding the second volume of Mumrgi11 Univm~~lis, 
the passage on the Ultimate Music which I have already given in 
MM&M. 

38 • ANGELO BERARDI 

1. The observation is Friedrich Blume's, in MGG, vol. I, col. 1673, s.v. 
"Berardi." 

2. This table seems to have been compiled by Berardi from various 
sources. His Sephiroth-angel-sphere correspondences are the same as 
Giorgi's (see no. 30), but he applies the scale in the contrary direction. 
I have added the Hebrew names for the ten Sephiroth. 

3. What follows is an alternative Kabbalistic scale: one of ten notes, 
corresponding to the ten Sephiroth and believed to be the subject of 
Psalm 33:2: "Praise the Lord with the lyre; make melody to him upon 
a harp of ten strings!" The Sephiroth are an archetypal pattern which 
manifests at every level of existence; in particular, Kabbalists consider 
them as ruling the four worlds of Atziluth (World of Emanation), Briah 
(World of Creation), Yetzirah (World of Formation), and Assiah (World 
of Action). Berardi gives the first of these with a triangular diagram 
(reminiscent of a symbolic triangular harp in Robert Fludd's Utriusqut 
Cosmi Historill, I, a, p. 92) and accompanied by the conventional and 
not altogether accurate translations of their Hebrew names (see the 
preceding chart). The Sephiroth are here in reverse direction, corn-
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pared to th~ other orderings in this essay. The long tabulation that 
follows conststs of three ten-note scales from f to a', each representing 
one of the three lower worlds and the things in them that reflect the 
ten Sephiroth. 
4. Saint Thomas of Villanova (1486-1SS5), Spanish Augustinian and 
philanthropist, canonized 1658. 

39 • ANDREAS WERCKMEISTER 

1. Werckmeister comes closer than any previous writer to the musical 
metaphysics of Hans Kayser, (1891-1964), in whose philosophy the 
first members of the harmonic series were so richly symbolic of cre
ation, in every sense. See especially Kayser's posthumous Orpbiion. Here 
Werckmeister may have been inspired by Kircher's image of the days 
of creation as an organ with six registers (see note 8 to Kircher, no. 37). 
2. An ingenious use of the parallel of discord with necessary evil, to 
explain the vexing problem of the out-of-tune seventh harmonic. 
Werckmeister invokes Kepler to support his omission of 7, on the 
grounds that since a circle cannot be divided geometrically into seven 
equal parts [but see John Michell], seven is not a harmonic number in 
music nor an effective angle in astrology. 
3. I.e., 7:1 is a discord, whereas 6:1 is not. 
4. Daniel Schwenter (1585-1636), DtlicUu pbysito-mlltbmu~tiuu (Nuremberg, 
1636), reissued 16Sl-S3 with two additional books by Georg Philipp 
Harsdorffer. 
5. As a practically-minded organist, Wercbneister was much concerned 
with problems of tuning and temperament, and invented a system which, 
though it is not exactly equal temperament, made possible transposition 
into all twelve keys. This is one of the temperaments that J. S. Bach 
may have had in mind for his Wt/1-ttmptrtd Cllzvitr. 
~· The idea of the triad as an image of the Holy Trinity first appears 
m the works of Johannes Lippius, collected in his Synopsis musicllt novllt 
(Strasburg, 1612). See translation by Benito V. Rivera (Colorado Springs, 
1977), p. 41. 
7. Werckmeister is probably alluding to the fact that the music of the 
Jewish synagogue is unharmonized, whereas in their secular music, Jews 
have often adopted the style of their surroundings-in this case, popu
lar German drinking-songs. 
8. Mid-sixteenth-century compiler of medical and theological works, 
particularly those of Melancthon. The work cited here does not appear 
in the standard catalogues. 
9. The Mercy Seat (Exodus 2S:l7) was a cover to the Ark of the Cov-
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enant, 2 'h cubits long by 1 'h broad (i.e., the proportion 5:3, a major 
sixth). No third dimension is given. The Ark itself is 2 'h by 11/z by 1 'h. 
Noah's Ark had the dimensions 300 x SO x 30 cubits (Genesis 6:13), 
which gives the ratios 10:1 (major third plus two ~taves), 6:1 (fifth plus 
two octaves), and 5:3. Ernest McClain shows in Mtditlltions through tht 
Qur11n, p. 79, that the Ka'aba at Mecca is in the proportions of a perfect 
uiad (5:6:8). 
10. On the correlation of musical proportions with the forms of govern
ment, see Kircher, Mwurgi11 Univtnlllis, Vol. 11, pp. 435-438. 
11. Despite Werckmeister's old-fashioned ideas, he fully accepted the 
Baroque system of general-bass composition, as opposed to the Renais
sance counterpoint still being taught and practiced (e.g., by Berardi, see 
no. 38). Perhaps because Lippius (see note 6) had, earlier in the cen
tury, given the general bass a symbolic meaning, Werckmeister was 
willing to see it as a symbol of the foundation of all things in the divine 
order. 

40 • ISAAC NEWTON 

1. See our exuact from Pliny, no. 2. 

2. These words do not appear in the chapter of Macrobius cited, but 
seem to be compiled from that chapter and Book 11, Ch. 3 (see our 
exuact from Macrobius, no. 11). 

3. See our extract from Proclus, no. 12. 
4. Newton here explains the fallacy latent in the classical account of 
Pythagoras' experiment; see our extract from Nicomachus, no. 3. 

S. I.e., the heliocentric system, which Newton believed Pythagoras to 
have known and secretly taught. The main evidence is the cosmology 
of the Pythagorean Philolaus, who taught that the earth moves around 
a "central fire." V on Thimus (see no. 49) will present further evidence 
for this. 

6. See the Orphic Hymn to Apollo (no. 7), especially note 3. 

7. From Orphic Hymn no. 11 to Pan. 

8. A reference to the Kr11ttr, a lost Orphic work. 

9. I.e., Hermes. 

lO.I.e., Asclepius. 

11. Newton also cites "on the same subject Hermesianax [poet of 
Colophon, third century B.C.E.]: Pluto, Persephone, Ceres and kindly 
Venus and the Loves, the Tritons, Nereus, Thetis, Neptune and Mer
cury, juno, Vulcan, Jupiter and Pan, Diana and Phoebus the dartsman 
are one God." LJEMcG and PMR) 
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41 • jEAN·PHJLIPPE RAMEAU 

1. Rameau is referring to the very small intervals, such as commas, 
which distinguish the different tunings off the larger intervals. 

2. Charles Etienne Briseux (1680-1754), author ofTr11iti du bt11u tssmtitl 
uns Its llrts • .. IIVte un ITIIitl dts proponions h11rmoniguts (Paris, 1752); 
see Godwin, L'Esotirisme music11l m Fr11nce, 17f0-19SO, pp. 27-29. Brian 
Juden, in Traditions Orphiques et Tenunm Mystiquts dllns lt romantisme 
franrais (1800-JBH), p. 149, says that this association of music with 
architecture makes one think of Amphion, who built the walls ofThebes 
with his lyre. Perhaps the Amphion legend did refer, in one respect, to 
the harmonic principles of ancient architecture. Mersenne also argued 
the theorem the "Architecture and its proportions are similar to the 
musical consonances and concerts" (H11rmonie Universtllt, p. 404, quoted 
in S. K. Heninger, Touches of Swttt H11rmony, p. 387). 

3. Presumably an allusion to the division of the World-Soul in the 
TimlltUS. 

4. Rameau here seems to be taking the Aristoxenian position, that the 
ear is the best judge of what is significant, hence dismissing the subder 
shades of tuning that have obsessed theorists for so long. This is only 
because he has substituted for the ancient tunings the mathematical and 
equally dogmatic principle of the fundamental bass. The "geometrical 
progression" is around the circle of fifths, attained by successive mul
tiplication by three, e.g. 1 • B~. 3 • F, 9 • C, 27 • G; Rameau will 
allude to it in the second pan of our extract. The Abb~ Roussier and 
his followers would make much of this "triple progression"; see Godwin, 
L 'Esotirismt, pp. 38-45. 

5. We omit a passage in which Rameau explains the need for tempera
ment as it arises on various instruments. 

6. The eleventh harmonic from C falls between f' -natural and f" -sharp. 

7. Rameau's thought was so inveterately harmonic that he could not 
imagine the Greek tetrachord as arising from anything but an implied 
harmony, which he gives as the bass notes proper to the melodic pro
gression B C D E. The numbers refer to the "geometric progression" 
mentioned above. 

8. When Newton was experimenting with the spectrum, he directed his 
assistant to divide it into seven colors analogous to the diatonic scale. 
He was therefore obliged to invent the color "indigo," never before 
used in color theory and unknown to painters except as a vegetable dye, 
in addition to the three primary and three secondary colors. After New
ton, color theorists tend to follow either his sevenfold system, which 
for the Hermetic temperament leads naturally to parallels and corre-
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spondences with the seven planets, or else the sixfold system of the 
painters, which is readily doubled to provide analogies with the zodiac, 
the chromatic scale, etc. There is much on this in Godwin, L 'Esotirimrt, 
pp. 17-27. 

42 • GIUSEPPE TARTINI 

1. An Ariadne's thread through the labyrinth of Tartini's thought is 
provided by D. P. Walker in Studits in Musical Scitnet in tbt Llltt Rtnais
sanct, pp. 123-170, on "The Musical Theory of Tartini." But this is 
only of limited help when it comes to the Scitnza Platonica, which was 
not published in time for Walker to discuss it. 

2. The formula is AH • G1• 

3. Tartini assigns the treatment of whole numbers to arithmetic, that 
of fractions to harmonics, because a string is always divided, never 
multiplied. Geometry alone can deal with irrationals such as x and the 
square root of 2. 
4. Tartini refers to his discovery of the harmonics sounded by a string, 
which he heard as only three in number: the fundamental, third, and 
fifth harmonics. This is the subject of Ch. 1 of the Trattato. (Cf. Peter 
Singer, no. 48.) 

5. The ground for this assertion is that the progression 1 : 111 : 1/s answers 
to the formula of the harmonic mean, not the arithmetic or geometric 
(see note 8 to Plato, no. 1). Tartini's discovery of the harmonic pro
gression both in the physical or acoustical realm (the string) and in the 
mathematical or geometrical realm (the circle) convinced him that it 
must be at the foundation of all phenomena. 

6. As demonstrated by the harmonics of a string. 

7. In the following passage Tartini attempts to find both straight and 
curved elements in the vibrating string, in order to bring together the 
two realms, geometrical and acoustical. 

8. The reference is to the phenomenon of difference tones, which Tartini 
discovered. 

9. The argument seems to be that the square, being prior, should be 
the one to contain the secondary figure. 

10. There follows the demonstration that the circle is "intrinsically 
harmonic," too involved to include or summarize here but admirably 
explained in D. P. Walker's Studits in Music11l Scitnct in tbt Llltt Rtnllis
sanct, pp. 145ff. 

11. For a suggestion of what this extravagant claim might mean, see 
Alfred Rubeli's commentary on Ch. 2 of Tartini's Tr11ttato, ed. cit., 
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pp. 80-85. Rubeli cites Hans ~yser, for whom the science of harmon
ics provided the much sought-after bridge between the material world 
of vibrations and the psychological or soul-world of tone: another at
tempt on the link between matter and mind that has so troubled Western 
philosophy. Rubeli considers the Tratuzto a step in this direction, al
though •. as he says, Ta~tini's "enthusiam for the idea that only the 
synthes1s of the harmomc thought of Antiquity with the latest discov
eries of physics could lead to the true understanding of all musical 
questions, led him to develop his theory on insufficiendy grounded and 
partially absurd hypotheses" (p. 84). I have not studied Scitnza Platonic11 
~ufficiently to judge whether Tartini really got any further in that work; 
lt demands the long-term commitment of a specialist. 

12. "Hence, you profane!" (Vergil, Atntid VI, 258). 

13. "They have become futile in their thinking" (Romans 1:21). 

43 • LOUIS CLAUDE DE SAINT-MARTIN 

I. Ideas of a universal, primordial language were much in vogue during 
this period. Athanasius Kircher's work on the Egyptian hieroglyphs 
(Otdipus Atgyptiacus, 1652-54) was not yet discredited by the discoveries 
of Champollion, and Kircher's claim that they enshrined the original 
language of mankind was taken up at even greater length by a friend of 
Saint-Martin, the Protestant savant Antoine Court de G~belin, in Lt 
Mondt primitif (9 vols., Paris, 177 5-84). Court de G~belin posited as 
the source of all languages and alphabets a primitive language and a 
primitive alphabet. The latter was "taken from nature; each one of its 
elements painted a particular object; its pronunciation instantly caused 
the idea to be born in the one who heard it" (quoted in Gwendolyn 
Bays, !ht Orphic Vision, p. 33.) With the rediscovery of this language, 
he bebeved, a golden age would ensue. Fabre d'Olivet was to endow 
Hebrew with a similar virtue in Lll Lllngue hebraique rutitult (1815). 
Saint-Martin was not a philologist like these, but this very deficiency 
enabled him to pierce through the babel of tongues to a stage anterior 
even to the spoken word. In a later work, De l'tsprit des cbom (1800), 
he would write: "It is an injustice to man to wish to deny the legitimate 
source of languages in order to substitute one of his own invention" 
(vol. Il, p. 143), and explain that when Adam was created, "the names 
of all the things which surrounded him must have been infused in him 
~y his ~rinc~ple si!:'ultaneous!,Y, as those of objects today are, progres
Sively, an ch1ldren (p. 212). True language" is therefore the knowl
edge of all things instilled in the human spirit from the beginning and 
still supposedly accessible to us. 

2. One cannot count as an alteration the transposition of any of its 
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notes, from which result the differently named chords, seeing that this 
transposition introduces no new note into the chord, and consequently 
cannot change its true essence. (LCSM, transferred from text) Saint
Martin here transposes to the metaphysical level the theory of Rameau 
concerning the archetypal primacy of the triad. 

3. It was Tartini's discovery (see no. 42) that every note we hear, unless 
extremely pure in timbre, contains as harmonics the common chord. 

4. The use of numbers in Dts Errturs tt tit Ill Vlriti is extremely ob
scure. The meaning here relates to the Tetraktys (1, 2, 3, 4), whose 
numbers added together make ten: the number of completion for the 
Pythagoreans. With ten, another order of being is entered (cf. note 6 
to Giorgi, no. 30, on Kabbalistic numeration). In Hebrew gematria, 
One is the number of Aleph, but ten is another beginning: it is the 
number of Yod, the initial letter of God's revealed name YHVH. Simi
larly, in the scale the attainment of the octave completes one level and 
begins the unfolding of a higher one. As Saint-Martin says in the next 
sentence, these are analogies, not exact images. 

S. The intervals of the common chord are likened to the first, spiritual, 
or good Principle (the fourth) presiding over the world of duality (sym
bolized by the two different thirds). The number of the Principle is 4, 
suggesting another reference to the immutable Tetraktys. 

6. The two primordial Principles are Good and Evil. 
7. A reference to acoustics would have strengthened the argument, for 
the flat seventh does in fact intervene in the harmonic series before the 
octave is reached. One might say that the resolution of the dominant 
seventh to the common chord is like an idealized purification of the 
harmonic series. 
8. It may seem far-fetched of Saint-Martin to derive the diatonic scale 
from the dissonance of the seventh and eighth harmonics, but this is 
not so different from the procedure of the Demiurge in the Timllnu 
(see no. 1), who takes the dissonant 8:9 whole-tone brought about by 
dividing the octave, and then uses it to create a scale. 
9. Nine is the cube of three, and as such has been interpreted as the 
number of solidity ever since Plato's Tim~~nu, as many of our extracts 
bear wimess. Saint-Martin turns the musical seventh into the number 
nine by taking its three thirds separately, e.g., GAB, BCD, DEF. The 
octave G would then be counted as tenth: another solution to the re
mark which is treated in note 4. 

10. Cf. Kepler (no. 34) in Mysttrium Cosmograpbicum, when he starts his 
parallel by defining the consonances within the octave. 
11. Saint-Martin is referring to the conventional eighteenth-century 
cadence: 
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FIGURE 3 7: Tbt Ctulentt of Hum~~n Lift 
12. The A to which tuning standards are related, now fixed arbitrarily 
at 440 Herz but more variable in Saint-Martin's time. This passage is 
directed against those who try to build speculative systems on absolute 
pitches, as opposed to relative ones. 

13. The reference again seems to be to the Principle-though of a 
lower, temporal grade-above the duality of Nature; cf. note 4. 

14. This error is the seeking of principles in matter rather than in the 
Intellect. 

IS. Note Saint-Martin's acceptance of the aesthetic of his time, which 
made of music an art of imitation. 

16. Inasmuch as one can summarize the preceding argument, it would 
be to say that Saint-Martin is combining a Platonic doctrine of the arts 
with a Christian idea of fallen man, and the potential for human regen
eration as taught by Martinez de Pasqually. More particularly, he is 
persuading us to look for rules and models in the Intellectual, not the 
temporal world, but he does not give any precise instructions on how 
this might be achieved in music. 

44 • jOHANN FRIEDRICH HUGO VON DALBERG 

1. For the source of this myth, see Plato, Symposium 187d. 

45 • ARTHUR SCHOPENHAUER 

1. "An occult exercise of arithmetic on the part of the soul, acting 
unconsciously." G. W. von Leibniz, Lttttrs, ed. Kortholt, no. 154. 

46 • FABRE D'OLIVET 

l. Timatus 55c; Timaeus of Locri, On tbt Naturt of tbt World and tbt 
Soul, sect. 35. 

2. Founder of Manicheism, mid-third century. 

3. It is surprising that Fabre d'Olivet does not cite Jakob Boehme on 
the Septenary, which is far more important to Boehme's theosophy. 
Boehme is cited in almost identical terms, quoting from the Aurora, in 
Fabre d'Olivet's Lts Vtrs Joris dt Pytbagort, p. 360. 
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4. Presumably J. S. Bailly, author of Histoirt tit I'IUtrOnomit 11ntienne 
(Paris, 1775). 

5. Boethius, Dt Inst. Mus. I, 20; P. J. Roussier, Mlmoirt sur Ill musiqut 
des 11nritns, pp. 11 ff. 

6. Macrobius, S11turn11li11 I, 21-22. 

7. Julian in his Or11tion to tbt Sovereign Sun does not actually mention 
seven rays; however, Thomas Taylor, in his translation of the work 
(London, 1793), prefaces it with a poem of his own in which the Sun 
is addressed as "All-beauteous, sevm-rll]td, Supermundane god!" (his 
italics). 

8. Martianus Capella, De Nupt. n, 183-183. 

9. The LiuTzu, by Liu Chou (sixth century C.E:), included in the T11o 
Tstmg (Taoist Patrology). 

l 0. "Tu septiformis munere," from the Whitsunday hymn Veni Crtlltor 
Spiritus. 

11. This refers to Louis-Ciaude de Saint-Martin (see no. 43), in par
ticular to the chapter on music in his L'Esprit tits rbosts (Paris, 1800), 
vol. I, pp. 170ff. 

12. Starting on any note Band rising by successive fourths, obtained on 
the monochord by shortening the string by a quarter of its length each 
time (4:3), one finds the series B, E, A, 0, G, C, F, B~. S, etc. Starting 
on the note F and rising by successive fifths, obtained by shortening the 
string by a third of its length each time (3:2), one finds the series F, C, 
G, 0, A, E, B, Ft, Cl, etc. Only the first seven tones of each series are 
identical; these form the diatonic scale. 

13. Fabre d'Olivet adds in a note: "It is important to observe that the 
Ancients called 'Venus' or ~)uno' the planet that we nowadays call 
Mercury; and 'Mercury,' 'Hermes,' or 'Stilbon' the resplendent, the 
one we now call Venus. It is a change of name made at the epoch when 
vulgar opinions took the upper hand over philosophical ones. It is in
different in itself, but one must be aware of it in order to understand 
several passages in ancient writings. Thus when I say 'Venus,' I mean 
the planet [now) called Mercury, and when I say 'Mercury,' I mean the 
one called Venus. In ordinary astronomy one can keep the accepted 
names, but in musical astronomy this is impossible and one must rein
state the true names." 

14. The F series reaches B after three and a half octaves; the B series 
reaches F after two and a half. 

IS. This passage would have pleased Johannes Kepler, discoverer of the 
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planets' elliptical orbits (see no. 34). The parallel with the World-Egg 
of the Orphics was suggested by Nicholas Fr~ret in a memoir to the 
Acad~mie des Inscriptions (vol. 25), and taken up by C. F. Volney in 
his very popular Lts Ruints, ou mlditlltions sur Its rivolutions des tmpirts 
(1791), where Fabre d'Oiivet probably found it. 

16. Fabre d'Olivet defines the Eumolpids as "perfect ones," the dis
ciples of Orpheus, in his Histoirt pbilosopbiqut du gmrt bum~~in (1979), 
vol. I, p. 297, and gives his etymology of their name in Lts Vtn doris 
dt Pytb11gort, p. 73n., as coming from tumolpos, "Ill voix llrromplit." Fabre 
d'Olivet called the French verse-form which he invented vtn ttmUJ/piquu. 
17. This statement is a summary of the cosmology of the Pythagorean 
Philolaus. 

18. A reference again to the doctrines of the emperor julian concerning 
the physical and the intelligible sun, here conflated with the Philolaic 
scheme of the Sun as distinct from the Central Fire or Hearth of the 
Universe. 

19. These figures give the two intervals of Pythagorean diatonic tuning: 
all whole-tones are in the ratio 9:8, all leimmas in the ratio 256:243. 
20. That is, the order working outward from the Earth considered as 
center: presumably different from the order of the physical solar sys
tem, which is heliocentric. Cf. Alben von Thimus (no. 49). 

21. That is, if one continues the progression from F beyond B, the next 
term is Ft, a nondiatonic tone. 

47 • ALPHONSE TOUSSENEL 

1. He explained it in his work of 1822, at first called Tr11iti d'111s«i11tion 
dommiqut 11grirolt, then Tblorit dt l'unitl univtntllt. See especially 
Fourier's Otuvrts romplitts, vol. IV, pp. 241ff., and Godwin, L'Esotirismt • 
musir11/ tn Fr11nre, pp. 87-109. 

2. See Fourier's introduction to the second edition of his Tbiorit tits 
fUIItrt mouvtmmts, in OtUVrts romplitts, vol. I. 

3. Fourier constandy coined his own terms, here reproduced as faith
fully as the English language allows. 

4. A "series," in Fourier's system, is a certain number of things put 
together with a certain interior organization. In the third degree, there 
are 32 things, plus a pivot, organized as 12 + 12 + 4 + 4; another example 
is found in the teeth, pivoted on the lower jaw. See Fourier, "Des 
S~ries mesur~es." 

S. These are all terms with a specialized meaning in Fourier's system. 
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The best introduction currendy available is in Simone Debout's edition 
of Tblorit dts fWitTt mouvnnmu. 

6. The five moons are to be the asteroids Phoebina, }uno, Ceres, Pallas, 
and the planet Mercury. 

7. As far as one can be precise about Fourier's symbolism, he seems to 
b~ imagining a two-manual instrument with a range of two octaves, 
wath one manual or rank tuned to a major, the other to a minor scale. 

8. This designates the upper octave of the manual in question; hypo
refers to the lower one. 

9. It is impossible to exaggerate the lengths to which Fourier goes in 
tracing "passional movement" through every domain of life, but espe
~ially in his ~ntasies of what "harmonian" existence will someday be 
lake. In a typacal example, he applies these same numbers and arrange
ments to an exhibition of prize pears, put on by the inhabitants of an 
idealized commune. 

I 0. These correspond to the seven diatonic and five chromatic tones. 
In minor, the diatonic scale has eight different notes, because the sev
enth degree can be either flat or natural. 

11. The early name for the planet Uranus. 

12. "Aromas" are the supersensible exhalations of planets, etc. 

13. Fourier predicts that telescope lenses made from fusible diamond 
and faed mercury will one day teach us to read the "unitary harmonic 
language spoken in the Sun and the harmonized planets, and in all the 
suns and vortices of the celestial vault." (Tr11itl d'11ssoci11tion domtstigut 
11gricolt (1822), vol. I, p. 534. 

14. An early name for the planet Neptune. 

48 • PETER SINGER 

1. The acute ear can observe this in all perfect tones, but it is easiest with 
deep ones, especially with the low tones of a hannoniwn [Pbysh11rmonik11], 
because. at low pitch the vibrations are slower, and consequendy the 
perception of the substratum that makes up p. perfect tone is easier. 
Ab~~ Vogler has made the same observation with deep organ pipes. 
Thas would also explain why on large organs every .tone is accompanied 
by a complete triad, i.e. a third and a fifth beside the predominant tone, 
and these in the relationships shown above. In cases where the natural 
pipe tone does not entirely possess the three components needed for a 
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full sound, this lack is made good through artificially added partials, 
and only thus does the full organ achieve a round and perfect tone. 
However, since these artificial partials are calculated by every intelli
gent organ builder on the basis of all the registers sounding together, 
they are only effective when this is the case; if one draws too few or 
weak fundamental registers, their [the mixtures'] predominance makes 
the effect quite unpleasant, because the unity so essential to each tone 
is lost: it does not serve purely for the manifestation of the primordial 
harmony, but is used for coundess other disordered purposes. [PS] 
2. Beside the evidence of the musical ear, large organs likewise give 
proof of this, where every tone sounds accompanied by its whole triad, 
both in each pipe and with the [mixtures of the) full organ, without the 
unity of any tone being thereby disturbed or destroyed. Indeed, if the 
three tones did not appear as a unity, the full organ would be quite 
unusable, for the actual playing of a triad would be unbearable to the 
ear, since it would hear in these three components the most jarring 
dissonances. For example, with the triad CEG sound CEG, EG*B, and 
GBD; yet for all that, the ear hears only the tones CEG, evident proof 
that the complete, perfectly tuned triad sounds like a single perfect 
tone. [PS] 
3. Our music achieves a true nobility from this sublime analogy, and 
from the disposition inherent in it: that the Godhead manifests not 
only in the harmonious government of the whole universe, but also, 
and especially, shows forth its work of redemption in multifarious ways 
to the sensitive human bean. For although the universe is so great and 
wonderful-more to be wondered at, indeed, than understood-this 
work of God's omnipotence, wisdom, and goodness is incomparably 
greater than the whole work of creation; so that if one were to compare 
the latter to single drops from the infinite ocean of the Godhead, then 
the miracle of incarnation would be the entire sea-for here humanity 
truly receives the infmite Godhead itself, clothed in our image. And 
whereas creating, sustaining, and ruling the whole universe cost God 
only a word-that is, only a simple act of will-the redemption cost 
him his life, as a divine person in human form! Through the descent 
and humiliation of the Son of God, the whole universe has now come 
into a new and closer relationship with the Godhead, and through him 
is sanctified and "as it were regenerated. [PS] 
4. Thus also the third person of the Trinity plays a pan in the Incar
nation, while in the new realm of grace, the deeds are mosdy attributed 
to the Holy Spirit. [PS) 
5. Singer goes on in the next section to explain how the ~ chord on the 
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subdominant is complementary to the dominant seventh, but he has no 
further theological meanings to offer, and the remainder of the treatise 
is devoted to plain harmonic theory. 

49 • ALBERT VON THIMUS 

1. The musicologist Siegmund Levarie and the composer Ernst Levy 
have done much to publicize a musical philosophy that grows out of 
their study of von Thimus and Kayser; see their works cited in the 
Bibliography. In Vienna, Professor RudolfHaase has founded the "Hans
Kayser lnstitut fUr harmonikale Forschung"; see his Gtscbichtt tits 
barmoniltalm Pytbagortismw for a comprehensive survey and bibliogra• 
phy of the subject. 

2. The author has explained (Vol. I, pp. 132ff.) that in Iamblichus' 
Commentary on the Principles of Arithmetic of Nicomachus of Gerasa 
there is a diagram called the lilmbtloma (from the Greek letter lambda), 
which places the monad at the peak, and along the two arms respec-
tively the increasing series of whole numbers (2, 3, 4 ... ) and the decreas-
ing series of their reciprocal fractions ('h,'IJ, ~ ... ). V on Thimus fills 
it out (see illustration, taken from Levarie and Levy, Musical Morphol
ogy) with its "pleroma" of intermediate fractions, each of which can be 
interpreted as a musical pitch in relation to the monad. The "Pythagorean 
Table" thus developed is theoretically expandable ad infinitum. 

3. Reference is to the first six terms ofthe horizontal series (overtones, 
major triad C E G) and of the vertical series (undertones, minor triad 
C Al. F). Von Thimus consistendy omits the seventh term as musically 
unusable. 

4. Arithmetic progression: 1, 2, 3, 4 ... Harmonic progression (analo
gous to the division of a string oflength 1 into its harmonics): 1, 1h, ~. 
~ ... 
5. The prime numbers 1, 3, and 5; the others (7, 11, 13, etc.) do not 
give harmonically viable pitches. 

6. Von Thimus' version of the Pythagorean Table reflects vibration
ratios rather than string-lengths, as do those in later sources (Levy and 
Levarie, Kayser, etc.). 

7. Pnissos • increasing series; 11rtios • fractional series. Von Thimus 
gives the Greek words these "esoteric" meanings rather than the usual 
"exoteric" ones of even and odd numbers (Vol. I, pp. 71ff.). 

8. In his preceding discussion of the Taoist scripture I Cbing (Vol. I, 
pp. 79ff.), von Thimus has determined the number 720 (• 6!) as that of 
the all Yang hexagram /(jm, Heaven. Its opposite, Kouen, is Earth, 
hence the reciprocal value 11720 is given to it. 
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9. Pitches to which a caret is added are a comma (80:81) higher than 
those of pure tuning. E.g., F is the note reached from Al. by the ascent 
of a major sixth (3:5), whereas F" is reached via four steps of the circle 
of fifths, A!.-S-B!,-F, to give the ratio 16:27. 

10. That is, the circle of fifths taken as developed through powers of 
three: the familiar Tim~~eus sequence 1, 3, 9, 27. 

11. The text has B~ here. 

12. Exoterically, "oddly-odd," i.e., multiples of prime numbers (ibid., 
pp. 74ff., citing Euclid VII, 11). Here they are interpreted as the har
monic series arising from the notes on the circle of fifths. 

13. Exoterically, "evenly-even," i.e., powers of 2. Here they are the 
reciprocals of the previous class of progressions. 

14. Valentinian Gnosis is in question here; von Thimus has treated it 
in Vol. I, pp. 165ff. 

15. The tones for this diagram are set out on p. 175 ofvon Thimus's 
text; they form the central line of our illustration. The crossed arrows, 
a fundamental element in the Thimean symbology, are described by 
him on pp. 94ff.: "In the cosmological-harmonic semiotics of the Stpber 
Yezirab there appears for the Btlimab ["nothingness"] the symbol[crossed 
arrows], derived from the form X of the letter Tau. The crossing of the 
two world axes is symbolized here ... i.e., the earth's axis and the axis of 
the sphere of the ecliptic .... " Von Thimus uses the symbol for the 
"inexpressible" juncture of the tritone at the center of the octave: an 
irrational value, the square root of 2, which obsessed ancient theorists, 
as demonstrated in Emest McCiain's works. The development of the 
tone-sequence into a circular diagram, following his instructions, is the 
Editor's. 

16. "The so-called Oth Aleph ~ ? .X n 1 X, i.e., the ancient hieratic Tau
sign T, meaning both Aleph and Tau, adorned with the circular ... 
ammula represented on ancient Asiatic scuptures in manifold versions [speci
mens follow]." Ibid., p. 93. 

17. In Greek theory, tliazeuxis (disjunction) is the whole-tone between 
two disjunct tetrachords, here D E F G ·AB CD. 

18. The author explains on p. 94 of his text: "The number-harmonic 
types of this ideal root-unity [in the Sepber Yezirab] are ten numbers. 
•. : on the left, the ratios of the five diatonic steps, with their enharmonic 
neighbors, a comma away: CC", D DD"', EE"', FF'\ GGA-which in 
this context are representative of the masculine, major principle; and on 
the right the ratios of the following five upward steps AAA, BBA, cc", 
dVdd", dd", which represent the Shibboleth or the female, minor prin
ciple." Later (pp. 174f.) the tetrachord D EE" F G is given as the lower 
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half of the scale of the Dorian-Hypomixolydian octave, the tetrachord 
A11 B cc" d as the upper half. The two sets together form the "dekas
scale" of ten different notes, symmetrical about D, if regarded thus: 

~~ 
A B C c" D E E" F" q 
~~ 

FIGURE 38: Tbe DeltiU Suk 

The intervals C-D and D-E" are the large 8:9 whole-tone; those be
tween c11-D and D-E the small, 9:10 whole-tone. 

19. Von Thimus's investigations into the origin of the scale have led 
him to the same parallel as at the end of our extract from Fabre d'Olivet 
(no. 46). 

20. A page-long digression on anci;nt and modern science is omitted 
here. 

21. A term from the Stpbtr Ynir12b for the "crossing." (Ibid., p. 95) 

22. Evidendy referring to job 26:7; but no warrant for this "crossing" 
in the Vulgate or any English version. 

23. The symmetry of reciprocals around D is referred to: see note 18, 
above. 

24. Von Thimus now refers again to the first diagram, giving its eso
teric interpretation. Ring 3 in the diagram is now assigned to the Sun; 
around it are the circles of the solar system (Kosmos); inside, or in fact 
beyond it, is the universe (Ouranos), with the divine Unity at the center. 

50 • ISAAC RICE 

I. Siegmund Levarie is the first modem musicologist to have rediscovered 
lsaac Rice and his work. See his forthcoming article "lsaac Rice: Wb12t 
Is Music" in the Festschrift for Wilcy Hitchcock. 

2. Karl Friedrich Julius Sondhauss (born 1815) and Camillo Hajech, 
acousticians and physicists. 

3. August Seebeck (1805-1849), mineralogist and acoustician. 

4. The second edition of Rice's book (1879) contained an appendix, 
"How the geometrical lines have their counterparts in music," in which 
this analogy was developed much further. One could make an interesting 
study of the few attempts there have been to link music with geometry. 

Notts 47S 

5. Now called ultraviolet light. 

6. Compare the end of our last excerpt from Fabre d'Olivet (no. 46) for 
another approach to this perennial principle of Hermetic cosmology, 
that of the twin forces of expansion and contraction. 

7. Cf. our excerpt from Albert von Thimus (no. 49) for an elaboration 
of this idea of ancient heliocentricity. 

8. Rice is referring to the Drtllm of Scipio, where Cicero's cosmology is 
explicit, and his planet-tone system implicit. See Macrobius (no. 11). 

9. I do not know what source Rice used for this account, but it at
tributes far more to Cicero than is present in his ten. 

51 • SAINT-YVES D' AL VEYDRE 

1. In two concluding paragraphs that follow our excerpt, Saint-Yves 
suggests one of several new series of names for the intervals. This, and 
much else on Saint-Yves' music, is treated in Godwin, L 'Esotirisme musk12l 
m Fr12nct, Chapter 8, pp. 202-220. 

2. For an analysis of the history and constirution of the Arch~om~tre, 
see Godwin, "The Genesis of a Universal System." 

3. These are the Hebrew and cognate alphabets of twenty-two letters, 
which Saint-Yves derive from a more ancient alphabet called Vattan. 
See Godwin, "Saint-Yves d'Alveydre and the Agarthian Connection," 
part I, for information on this otherwise unknown alphabet. 

4. One of the strongest statements of the Pythagorean, as opposed to 
the Aristoxenian position. However, when it comes to runing the scale, 
Saint-Yves rejects the Pythagorean system for archeometric reasons, 
and prefers the Ptolemaic one. 

5. Saint-Yves' language here betrays two of his influences: Fourier, in 
speaking of the "harmonic pivot," and Fabre d'Olivet, author of u 
Musiqut txpliqult commt scinut tt tommt IJrt (see no. 46). 

6. This refers to the placement on the Arch~om~tre, which is essen
tially a zodiac-based diagram, of the twelve houses and the planets in 
their respective houses of rulership. 

7. Pythagorean tuning, which is that of the Tim~~tus scale, is excellent 
for unaccompanied melody (or melody with a drone), but unusable for 
harmony since the major thirds are excessively large. This problem is 
solved in the Ptolemaic tuning, with its two different sizes of whole-tones 
(8:9 and 9: 1 0). 

8. Saint-Yves' vision of the "universities" of antiquity, in which the true 
social order of Synarchy was taught along with correct arts and sci-
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ences, was revealed in his Mission Ju Juift (Paris: Dorbon,1884) and 
supplemented by the astral voyage of the Mission tk l'lntk (Paris: Dorbon, 
188S, withdrawn, reissued 1910). 

9. The reason is that the three letters in the Archl!om~tre that constitute 
the name of Jesus add up to 96, a nwnber that enables one to construct 
a diatonic scale (between the octave 96:48) in Ptolemaic, but not in 
Pythagorean intonation. The name of Maria adds up to 240, another 
such number. 

10. The essay is unfinished. It was probably intended as the introduc
tion to the musical part of his great work on the Arch~om~tre, of which 
the volume as published contains only fragments. 
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Mathicscn, T., translator of 

Aristeides, Sl-9 
quoted, SI, 422-S 

McClain, E. G., 3-4, 40S, 449, 462, 
473 

McGuire, J. E., quoted, 30S 
Mead, G. R. S., 428, 434 
Medici, Cosimo de', 163-4 
Mercurius Trismegistus, cited by 

Zarlino, 209. Set lllso 
Hermeticism 

Mercury, inventor of the lyre, 198, 
213. Stt .UO Hcrmcs 

Mcncnnc. M., 250-62, 454, 457-8 
Michcll, J., 4, 8, 405, 407, 461 
Miller, C. A., translator of Gafori, 

177-84 
Glarean, 197-204 

Moses, interpreted by Isaac ben 
Haim, 1S4-5 

Moutsopoulos, E., 423 
Muses. Stt •In Correspondences 

distinguished &om Sirens, 73-5, 85 
etymology, 67 
in Hesiod, 66 
led by Apollo, 47 

Varro, 178, 202 
Zarlino, 207 

Nasr, S. H., 444 
Neoplatonisu, 52, 167-8 
Neugebauer, 0., 417 
Newton, 1., 305-8, 410, 462 

criticized by Ramcau, 313, 463-4 
Nicolaus of Capua, 442 
Nicomachus of Gerasa, 9-IS, 408-10 

Boethius based on, 86-7 
cited by Al-Hasan, 119 

Giorgi, 194, 451 
on harmonic mean, 440 
on Hermes' lyre, 452 
used by Pico, 175 

Thimus, 472 

Orpheus, Hymns of, 46-7, 420-1, 
430, 433-4. Stt •lso Orphic 
doctrines 

cited by Newton, 308 
described by Vergil, 441 
Ficino on his theory, 165 
invented four-stringed lyre, 198 
powers of, 67, 254, 458 
Proclus on, 72 

Ovid, quoted by Zarlino, 211-12, 213 

Pan 
his crook, 58 
god of harmony, 307-8 
a name of Apollo, 47 
of the universe, 346, 420 

Paolini, F., 441 
Papus (G. Encausse), 396 
Phanes, 434 
Philolaus, 378, 462, 469 
Pico della Mirandola, 175-6, 447, 

449, 451 
quoted by Berardi, 288 

Plato, 3-6, 403-6, 448-9 
C,.•tylus, cited by Proclus, 75 

Llrws 
cited by Proclus, 77-8 
quoted by Schopcnhauer, 343 

opinions of Anselmi, 148 
Gafori, 183 
Mersenne, 2H 

P•rmmitltJ, cited by Giorgi, 186 
PbtJttlnu, cited by Giorgi, 192 
Politinu, quoted, 457 
quoted by Hunayn, 93-4, 95-7 
Rtpublic 

cited by Anselmi, 1 SO 
Glarean, 202 
Pico, 447 
T artini, 31 S 

list of sciences in, 16, 17, 410 
Macrobius on, 66 
Proclus' commentary, 71-S 

Symponum, 213, 423, 467 
Timllnu 

Aristeides' commentary, 51-9, 
425 

cited by Fabre d'Olivet, 344 
Tartini, 320 
Zarlino, 208 

Porphyry's lost commentary, 426 
commentary by Giorgi, 185-8 
Proclus' commentary, 74, 75-85 
translated by Calcidius, 60-3 
and Twelfth-century Anonymous, 

441 
used by Bodin, 4Sl 

Nic:omachus, 9, 15, 410 
two principles of planetary music, 

437 
Plethon, G. Gcmistos, 163 
Pliny the Elder, 7-8, 407 

cited by Newton, 306 
quoted by Glarean, 199, 4S2 

Ugolino, 143 
on zones of the earth, 420 

Plotinus, 52, 421 
Plutarch, 411, 424 
Ponte, J., translator of Aurelian, 100-3 
Porphyry, 52, 426 

quoted by Macrobius, 68 
Proclus Diadochus, 4, 71-85, 406, 

427-34 
cited by Gio~Ji, 186-8, 449 
former life as Nicomachus, 9 
quoted by Newton, 306 
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used by Pico, 175 
Ptolemy, 21-39, 411-18 

cited by ZarUno, 208-9 
criticized by Kepler, 227 
known to Al-Huan, 119, 440 

Hunayn, 4)5 
Ibn Latif, 442 

scale or, 397 
Pythagoras and Pythagoream 

astronomical theories of, 18, 44, 
)05-8 

"Grand Unified System" of, 9 
instruments used by, 11 
Nicomachus records myths of, 9, 

12-14 
silence of, 8, 319 
teachings reponed by Censorinus, 

42-3, 419 
Fabre d'Olivet, 344 
Ficino, 165-6 
Gafori, 184 
Giorgi, 190 
Jacques de Li~ge, 137-8 
Kircher, 269 
Merscnne, 250 
Newton, 305-8 
Pliny, 7-8 
Ptolemy, 29 
Ramis, 171 
Regino, 110 
Rice, 392 
Thimus, )76-81 
Varro, 419 
Zarlino, 208 

Theon an inheritor of, 16 

Rameau. J.-P., 309-13, 362, 463-4, 
466 

Ramis de Pareja, 170-4, 178, 446-7 
Ranansi, P. M., quoted, 305 
Regino of Prilm, 109-11, 438 
Reinach, T., 411 
Rheita, G. astronomer, 277-8 
Rice, I. ~. 382-94, 474-5 
Robledo, L., translator of Fludd, 237 
Rousseau, J.-J., 323, 336 
Roussier, P.-J., 362, 463 
Rubeli, A., translator of Tartini, 315, 

464-5 
Ruclle, C.-E., translator of 

Nic:omachus, 10-IS, 409 
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St. Athanasius, 48-SO, 421 
St. Auptine cited or quoted by 

Gafori, 178 
Giorsi, 191 
Jacque• de Lilge, Ill, 139 
Menenne, 257, 259 
Ramil, 172 
Ugolino, 143 
Werclaneilter, 298 

Saint-Martin, L.-c. de, 321-34, J47, 
465-7,468 

St. Paul, quoted by Giofsi, 191, 4Sl 
Jacque. de Lilge, lll-4 
Kircher, 271 
Menenne, 258, 261-2 

St. Thorn•• of Vdlanova, quoted by 
Berardi, 291 

Saint-Yves d'Aiveydre, 195-8, 475 
Schopenhauer, ~. ))8-43, 467 
Seneca, cited by Bodin, 216 
Shake.pcare, W., quoted by Rice, 187 
Shiloah, A., ll'lllllator of the Brethren 

of Purity, lll-18, 4JS, 
4)8-40 

lsaac ben Haim, U3-9, 444-S 
Singer, P., 362-9, 470-1 
SircaJ 

in Anlelmi, ISO 
iD AriJteide., 56 
in Glarean, 202 
in P~us, 73-5,85,428,434 
in Zarlino, 206-7 

Socnte., 411 
Sonnc, I., ttandator of Hunayn, 92-8 

Ibn Latif, 126-7 
Stewut, H. F., 4Sl 
Sufil, 92, 146 

Taniai, G., 314-21, 370, 464-S, 466 
Tl)'lor, T .. cited, 410, 421, 428, 430-1, 

4)), 468 

ttanslator of Plato, 4 
Proclus, 73, 7S-8S 

Terpander, 213 
Thales, cited by Newton, JOB 
Thcbit ben Corat, 443 
Theon of Smyma, 16-20, 410-11, 

458-9 
Thimus, A. von, 10, 370-81, 4Sl, 

472-4 
ThralfUus, astrologer, 16 
Timacus of Locris, J-6, 467. Stt IIUo 

tnulw Plato, Tmt~~nu 
Tousscncl, A., JS6-61, 469-70 
Trithcmius, 450 
Tullius. Stt Cicero 

Ugolino of Orvieto, 141-4, 443 

Valla, G., cited by Glarean, 200, 4S2 
Varro, 419 
Versil, quoted, 179, 197, 441 
Vincent, A..-J .-H., 409 
Vogler, Ab~. 362, 363, 470 
Volney, C. F., 469 

Wagner, R., 338, 362 
Walker, D. P., 464 
Wallis, ]., translator of Ptolemy, 22 
Wuzink, ]. H., 426 
Werclaneister, A., 292-301, 461-2 
Wemer, E., translator of Hebrew and 

Arabic writers, 438 
Wilde, 0., quoted, 447 
Wind, E., 434 

Yate., F. A., 448, 4Sl, 457 

Zamoremis, A., 442 
Zarlino, G. 205-18, 2SS, 405, 452 

Index Rerum 

Academy of Athens, 43S 
A.ccademia dei Lincei, 460 
Acoustics 

Aristode, 427 
Fludd, 237, 456-7 
Kircher, 265-6 
Macrobius, 68-9 
Nicomachus, 11-12, 408 
Rice, 388 
Singer, 470-1 

Aeolian harp, 271, 459 
Aleph, Dark and Light, 257, 458 
Ancients and Modems, 299-100, )44 
Angeb, nine orden of. Stt llho 

Spheres, souls of 
Amclmi, ISO-I 
Bcrardi, 288, 290 
Dionysius, 442 
Fludd, 457 
Giorgi, 189 
Jacque. de Li~ge, 134 
Kircher, 281-2, 460 
planetary, 281-2 
Twelfth-century Anonymous, 125 

Arabic alphabet, 117 

+ 

Arabic music theory, 97, 121-2 
Ardlomhrt of Saint-Yves, 395-8, 415-6 
Architecture, 309, 310-11, 463 
Ark, dimensions of, 461-2 
Asteroids, 400-1 
AwlitiOJU wi/111 of A.zbel, 399 
Autos, 56, 423-4 

Beauty, 23-4, 384-6 
Bode's Law, 399 
Body, harmony with soul, 244-9 
Bnu spheres, 409-10 

Cabala. Stt Kabbabh 
Cadences, symbolism of, 466-7 
Canobic Inscription, 417-18 
Cataract of the Nile, 70, 207, 270 
Central Fire, 374, 378 
Chinese scriptures, 468, 472 
Christ, two natures of, 297 
Color, 2SS-6, 313, 388-9, 390, 463-4 
Common chord, symbolism of, 294-8, 

323-9, 363-9 
Consonance and dissonance, 43, 166-7, 

217-18, 254, 258, 264-6 
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between planets, JB-9, 209, 240-1, 
273-S 

like sood and evil, 461 
Correspondences 

cube with eanh, Brethren of 
Purity, llS 

cube with elementll, Giorgi, 194 
four voices with kingdoms of 

nature, Schopenhauer, 341-J 
Greek tetrachords with aspects of 

sun and moon 
Ptolemy, )6-7 
Zarlino, 208 

harmonic series with the creation, 
Werdaneister, 294-S 

harmonic series with planets, A&bel, 
400-1 

intervals or tones with elements 
Benrdi, 290 
Ficino, 167-8 
Fludd, 219-40 
Giorgi, 194 
Glarean, 198 
Jacques de Li~ge. B9 
Kircher, 267-9 
Zarlino, 209-U 

intervals or tones with powers or 
parts of the soul 

Al-Hasan, 120-1 
Benrdi, 287-8 
Fludd, 248-9 
Pico, 176 
Ptolemy, 26-8 
Toussenel, lS7-9 

intervals with astroloJial aspects 
Ficino, 168-9 
Kcpler, 227-8, 4S4 
Mersenne, 261 
problematic, 418 
Ptolemy, 11-l, 17-8 
Zarlino, 208-9 

intervals with embryolol)' 
Brethren of Purity, 117 
Censorinus, 42-3, 419 

intervals with geometrical prin
ciples, Produs, 4 3 1 

intervals with pagu gods, Ficino, 
165 

intervab with planetary distances 
Azbel, 400-1 
Boethius, 87 

Brethren of Purity, IIS-16 
Calcidius, 62-3 
Censorinut, 44-S 
Eriugena, 106-8, 437 
Fludd, 241 
Glarean, 199-201 
Macrobius, 68 
Newton, 306-7 
Pliny, 8 
Regino, 110-111 
Theon, 18 
Thimus, 375-7, 379-81 
Zarlino, 208 

keyboard with planets, moons, 
Fourier, 470 

major and minor scales with 
planetary motions, Kcpler, 
230-2 

means with daughten of Themis, 
Pico, 176 

means with number, measure, and 
weight, Giorgi, 193 

modes with humon, emotions, 
planets, Muses, Ramis, 
171-4 

modes with journey of the aun, 
Orpheu.t, 420 

modes with Mutes 
Aurelian, I 02 
Gafori, 180-2 

modes with planetary motions 
Aurelian, 101 
Isaac ben Abraham, 127 
Kepler, 233-4 

modes with states of the soul, 
Ptolemy, 28-9 

modes with zodiac, Ptolemy, 41S 
modes with zones of the earth, 

Ptolemy, JS 
Muses with parts of the mouth, 

Gafori, 179 
musical ntios with divisions of 

world-soul 
Anselmi, 147 
Aristeides, S7-8 
Giorgi, 191 
Kircher, 284-S 
Macrobius, 65-6, 68 
Nicomachut, IS 
Plato, S 
Produt, 78-9, 81, 84-S 

names of God with Sephiroth, 
angels, spheres, deduced 
from Giorgi, 450 

o¥111 shape of Mutes' chorus with 
ear and instruments, Ficino, 
16S-6 

pitch change• with movements of 
StiR 

Ptolemy, H-4, 414-IS 
Zarlino, 208 

pitch changes with three genen 
Anselrni, 149 
Ptolemy, 34 
Zarlino, 208 

planets with divine names, Giorgi, 
194 

rhythms with heavens and bells, 
Brethren of Purity, 117 

scale with zodiac 
Al-Hasan, 122 
Ficino, 168-9 
Kayser, 412-IJ; 
Ptolemy, 29-31, 412-IJ 

senses with elements, Aristeides, 
412 

strings with tcmpenments, humon, 
seasons, and elements 

Al-Kindi, 438 
Brethren of Purity, 114-1S 
Hunayn, 97 
Isaac ben Haim, IS4, IS8 

tones with angelic orders 
Anselmi, ISO-I 
Benrdi, 288 
Fludd, 242 
Giorgi, 189 
Kircher, 281-2 
Twelfth-century Anonymou.t, 12S 

tones with colon, Rice, 388-90 
tones with epicycles, Pto1emy, 41S 
tones with Muses, Sirens, planets 

Glareaa. 202-3, 4S2 
Zarlino, 207-8 

tones with passions, planets, moons, 
tones, colon, Toussenel, 
3S9-60 

tones with planetary motions 
Anselmi, 149 
Benrdi, 290 
Boethius, 87-8 
Eriugena, IOS-6, 437 

Ga£ori, 181-2 
Giorgi, 194 
Glarean, 199-200 
Isaac ben Haim, IS7 
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Jacques de Li~ge, U6-7, IJ8 
Kepler, 228-JS 
Kircher, 274 
Macrobius, 66, 69 
Nicomachus, 10 
Produs, 73-4 
Regino, Ill 
Theon, 18-19 
Twelfth-century Anonymous, 

124-S 
Ugolino, 143 
Zarlino, 206 

tones with planets, days of the 
week, and houn of the day, 
Fabre d'Olivet, JS2-4 

tones with Platonic solids 
Brethren of Purity, liS 
Kcpler, 22S-7 
Kircher, 269 

tones with Sephiroth, angels, 
planets, powen of the soul, 
elements, Benrdi, 288-90, 
460 

tones with twelve uibes, Apostles, 
Singer, 368 

tones with zodiac, Hebrew letten, 
colon, planets, Saint-Yves, 
39S-6 

two-octave system with planets, 
Eriugena and Favonius, 437 

Cosmological system, Kircher, 264 
Counter-Earth, 374, 378 
Creation, musical panllel, 293-S 

Dance of Muses, 47 
Days of the week, 352 
Death of the kiss, 192, 28S, 451 
Diatonic scale, origin of, 347-S4 
Distances of planets 

Censorinus, 44-S 
Eriugena, 107-8, 438 
Macrobiut, 68 
Pliny, 7-8, 407 
Porphyry, 426-7 
Theon, 18 

Dodecahedron, liS, 34S. Stt 11/so 
Platonic solids 
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Ear, symbolism of, 16S-6 
Earth 

bus to the planets, 27 S 
dimensions of, 407 
not silent. 174 
silent. 87, lOB, 174 
sounds produced by, 269-70 

Eclipdc, 29 
Elements. Stt Correspondences 
EWpae. Stt Oval 
Embryology, 40-S 
Emmeleis, defined, 411 
Enneachords, 28S 
Etymology of •music, • 131 
Experiments 

Kircher, 266-7 
Pythagoras, 12-14, 43-4, 307 
Theon, reponed by Galileo, 4S8-9 

Eye and ear, 388-9 

Funeral custoJnJ, 207 

Genera, use of in Ancient Greece, 
407, 427 

Geometry and music, 316-17, 474 
Gnosis, 374 
Gnostic powers, 433-4 
God 

author of heavenly harmony, IS I, 
218, 228 

coupled with mud, 24S 
and creation, 4 71 
as lyre-player, 48-SO, 421 
musical preferences of, ISJ-7 
musician, 283 
~elf-revelation of, 296-7 
of seven rays, 346-7 

Gospels, quoted, 192, 193, 262 
Greater Perfect System, outlined, 

412-13 
Greek music theory, 10-14, 19, 28, 

34-7, 70, 87, Ill, 149 
rediscovery of, 177 
l)'ltem, 412-U 

Harmonic division of string, 4S4-S 
Harmonic series, 292, 294-S, 372, 

400-1 
Harmonica, science o( 31S-18, 46S 
Harmony of univenc, Athanuius, 

49-SO 

Harmony of the Spheres, ezplained. 
s, •lto rmtkr Correspon
dencea 

Aurelian, 101 
Calcidius, 60-1 
Cicero, 66, 70 
Eriugena, 107 
Gafori, 183 
Glarean, 201-2 
haac ben Abraham, 127 
Jacques de Li~ge, 136-9 
Proclus, 73-S 
Regino, 110 
Theon, 17 
Ugolino, 143-4 
Zarlino, 206-7 

Harmony, three types of, Proclus, 7S 
Healing powen of music, 114 
Heliocentricity 

ancient, 348-9, 374-81, 392, 462 
Fludd'1, 4S7 

Hermedcism 
of Brethren of Purity, 112-U 
doctrines and principles, 146, 34S, 

4JS, 47S 
and Florendne Platonism, 163, 164 

Hermedc writings quoted 
Bodin, 4S3 
Fludd, 246 
Zarlino, 209, 4S2 

Houn ruled by planets, 152-3 
Human, defined, 443. Stt •lto urultr 

Correspondences 

Ideas, Platonic, 341 
Instruments, SS-6, IH-5, 362, 421-2 
Intervals, musical. Stt Ratios, 

Correspondences 
Inverse-square law, 30S, 307 

Jewish theory and philosophy, 126-7, 
152-9 

Job, Book of 
passage on concert of the heavens, 

436 
quoted, 101, 137, 139, 207, 291, 

474 
Jupiter, moons of, 277-9, 359, 400-1 

ICabbalah 
Berardi's use of, 287-91 

correspondences in, 4SO 
doctrine of four worlds, 460 
doctrines of, 2S7, 2S9, 37S, 4Sl, 

458 
Giorgi an expert. 185, 2SO 
known to Saint-Martin, 323 
numerology of, 192-3, 440, 449, 

466 
suggested by Ibn Latif, 442 

Lambda, 404, 451, 472 
Lambdoma,defined, 10, 472.Stt.6o 

Pythagorean Table 
Language, original, of mankind, 46S 
Leimma, defined, 420 
Liberal Arts, seven, 127, 157, 179, 

436 
.Lost system of music, 397 
Love and Chaos, 3S S 
Lute, Arab. Stt Oud 
Lyncean School, 27S, 278 
Lyre. Stt 11lto Correspondences, Oud 

of Apollo, 47, 308 
of David, 287-91 
eight-stringed, 14, 19-20 
four-stringed, lOS, 194, 213 
Greek, 408 
of Hermes, 423, 451, 452 
meaning of different numben of 

strings, Glarean, 197-9 
of Orpheus, 268 
preferable to aulas, S6-7 
seven-stringed, 14, 213 

Maaocosm and miaoc:osm, 239, 247-9. 
Stt 11lto Correspondences 

Mathematics, 16-18, 23-4, 176 
Means, the three, 76, 78-9, 176, 193, 

314, 404-S, 430, 440, 464. 
S11 •lto Correspondences 

Medieval music theory, 100, 171-4, 
196-7 

Melody, symbolism of, 343 
Mercy Seat, harmonic numben of, 

298 
Meter, symbolism of, H1-3 
Modes. Stt •lto Correspondencea 

compared to zones of earth, 34-S 
defined and distinguished, 446, 

4S5 
effects of, 28-9, 47, 171-2 
Glaresn's ezpansion of, 196-7 

lntltz 49) 

to Muses, 173-4, 180-1, 18) 
oriJin of ltVCII, 3SJ 
planetary, 8 
to planets, 172-J, 196-7 

Monochord, Fludd's symbolic, 236, 
239, 243-4, 247-9, 267-8 

Moon, phases of, 36 
Mouth, parts o( and Muses, 179 
Music, effect on body and soul, 447 
Mruiu~,20S 
Mruit:• •ngrlic., 442 
Mrua "'JutU (etlutis, rodutis), 130-6, 

141, 14S 
Mlllir• amuliJU, 14S 
Mruial br1mmr.tr. 86, 119, 128-30, 171-2, 

286, 443 
Mruiu itutrvmmt41is, 86, 119-20, 

128-30, 14S, 171-2 
Mruiu ,.,u,., defined, 86, 119, 

128-9, 131, llS-6, 141-4, 
286, 376 

essays on, IJS-40, 20S-13 
Mruit:11 org.,ia, 205 
Musical numben, 396-7 

Nature, harmony in, 311-13 
Neoplatonic doctrines, 429, 43J-4 
Neoplatonisu, Iranian, 450 
Notat, etc. 102-3 
Numben 

male and female, 404 
perfect, 439 

Opposites, harmony o( 216-17 
Order of planets, 411 
Organ, acoustics of. 470-1 
Origin of music, 336-8 
Orphic doctrines, 348, 433-4, 446, 

469 
Oud 

and lyre, 435-6 
symbolism of. 97, tU, liS, 121-2, 

152 
Oval (elliptical) shape of cosmos, 

16S-6, 348 
orbits of planets, 221 

Pallas, 447 
Passions, 3S8-9 
Perennial Philosophy, 112, 163 
Pipe of Pan, 307-B, 346 
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Planetary pleasing, 215-16 
aphelia and perihelia compared, 

229-33 
gender, 181, 183 
good and evil inRuzes, 27J, 280 
intelligences, 194 
order, 19-20, 408 
scales 

Boethius, 434-S 
Brethren of Purity, 439 
Canobic Inscription, 417 
Censorinus, 411 
Naples manuscript, 439 

Planets, periods of rotation, 444, 456 
PlaneNone theories. Stt Correspon

dences 
Platonic solids, 225-7, 269, 43J-4, 

454. Stt lbo correspon
dences 

Poles, North and South, JS, 47 
Power of mutic, 67, 92-8, 147-8, 

154-5, 254, H7, 426 
Principles, two, in univene, 326 
Prisci rbtologi, prist• r/nolop, 163, 175 
Proportion. Stt Ratio 
Psalms, cited, 127, 133, 136, 139, 

157-9, 188-9, 257, 262, 
283-4, 442 

Ptolemaic tuning, 396 
Pyramids, F1udd's S)'Dibolic, 236, 237-41, 

267-8, 456 
Pythagorean Table, 371-4, 383, 451, 

472 
Pythagorean tuning, 345, 397, 475 

Quaternary. Stt Tetraktys 

Ratios 
and astrological aspects, 31-3, 37-9 
classified by Proclus, 430 
consonant, 102 
of distribution of life in the world, 

191 
of elements, 239 
and gestation, 43 
of intervals, 12-IS 
more important to the Ancients, 

184 
in natural sounds, 270 
in nature and architeCture, 311 
between planets, 240-3, 350 
of planets and tones, 106 

of soul, 58-9, 80-2, 84, 120, 248-9 
in string, 316 
symbolism of, 164-5 
of univene, 284-5 

Rays, seven, 468 

Saturn, rings of, 275-7 
Scale. s, also Common chord, Triad, 

Correspondence 
derivation of diatonic, 466, 468 
directions of, 407-8 
meaning of its degrees, 391-4 
Ti,umu, aplained, 403-6, 410 

Sciences, division of, 101-2 
Sea, sounds of, 270 
Seasons, motions of, 47, 139-40, 

212-13, 268, 386. Stt 11/so 
correspondences 

Stpbtr Ytrzi,.llb (Book of Formation), 
192, 378, 381, 473 

Sephiroth, 442, 450, 460 
Septenary, 22, 69, 77, 124, 187-9, 

197-9, 306, 328-9, 347, 441, 
447 

Series, measured, 469 
Soul. Stt 11/so Correspondences, 

World-soul 
ascent of, 192 
and body, 423 
descent through spheres, 52, 53-5, 

421, 422, 435 
effects of music on, 52-3 
made from numben, 62 
nature and parts of, 76, 82-3, 403, 

412, 427-9, 440 
powen or parts of, 2 S-7 

Space and time, 383-7, 391 
Spheres, 

beyond planetary, 444 
souls of, 442, 444 

Sun. Stt 11/so Heliocentricity 
central, 243, 377-8, 457 
triple, 469 

Symphony of the world, 2 84 
Synarcby of Saint-Yves, 475-6 

Talmud, 445 
Temperaments, four, 97, 113-14, 154, 

171-2. Stt lbo Correspon
dences 

Tempered scale, 311-12, 345, 397 

Tetraktys, 9, SS, 353, 414, 425 
Timaeus scale, 427-33 
Trees, harmonics of, 270 
Triad 

acoustics of, 471 
relation to circle, 316 
symbolism of, 294-41, 323-9, 363-9, 

466 
Trinity, Holy, 296-7, 364-S, 461 
Triple progression, 463 
Trumpet scale, 292 

Unison, 166-7, 251-62 

Vattan, ancient alphabet, 475 
Vespertine knowledge, 134, 451 
Vibrations, univenal, 387-9 
Virtues, 26-8 

Winds, whisding, 47, 53, 421 

Index 495 

Wisdom, Book of, quoted, 193, 209 
World-soul. Stt 11/so Correspondences 

Anselmi, 147 
Aristeides, 57-9 
Calcidius, 60-3 
Giorgi, 187-9, 449-SO 
Macrobius, 65-6 
Nicomachus, lS 
Pico, 447, 449 
Plato, 3-6 
Proclus, 75-6, 403-6 

World-Egg, 446, 469 
Worlds, three, 449 

Zodiac. Stt 11/so Correspondences 
musical interpretations or, 30-2, 

101, 122, 208, 222-S, 227-8 
origin or, )46 

Zodiacal houses, symbolism of, 168-9 
Zones of the earth, defined, 420 


